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ACCOUNTING

6143
Paper 1

According to the syllabus page 3:  Learners will not be penalised for using different terminology from that indicated in 
the syllabus.

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

Most learners managed to answer all questions.
Learners struggle with layouts and should learn all their layouts.
Most learners struggled with theory questions.
Dates are still left out, although clearly given on the question paper.

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 (a) Well answered.  Some learners changed the subject of the formula and forgot to change the sign.

 Answer
 Assets = Owner’s Equity + Liabilities
 Owner’s Equity = Assets - Liabilities
 Liabilities = Assets - Owner’s Equity  [1]

(b) Fairly answered.  Although some learners used the term paid instead of received and left out for the 
next financial period.

Answer
Income received in the current financial year for the next financial period/ accounting period.
Income not yet earned but already received for the next financial period/Income which has already been 
received in the current financial period.  [1]

(c) Well answered.  Some learners confused customers paying on time with credit customers.

 Answer
Trade discount is given by one trader to another trader in the same trade or for buying in bulk.  Reduction on 
price of goods that suppliers give when buying goods from them. (1)
Cash discount is discount given/received for prompt payments/within a time limit stated by the seller.
Discount given to credit customers when customers pay account before specific time. (1)  [2]

(d) Fairly well answered.  Learners write the ledger name, e.g.  Debtors ledger and Creditors ledger 
instead of account name.

Answer
Book of first entry General ledger account Debited or credited

(i) Debtors Journal Sales                       (1) Credited                (1)

(ii) Creditors Journal Purchases               (1) Debited                 (1)
     [4]

(e) Poorly answered.  Most learners find it difficult to explain the concept “net realisable value”.

Answer
The estimated receipts from the sale of inventory (1) less any costs of completing or costs of selling   
goods (1).
The amount that can be obtained by selling (1) any goods (inventory) after deducting expenses incurred to 
get it in a saleable condition (1).
The amount that the business can earn by selling an asset (1) after deducting the expenses that are incurred 
to prepare asset for selling (1).   [2]
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(f) Poorly answered.  Learners find it difficult to differentiate between fixed and fluctuating capital 
accounts.  They write about balances which remain the same or change instead of explaining why the 
balances remain fixed or changed.

Answer
Fixed capital account
A separate capital and current account maintained. (1)
Fluctuating capital account
No current accounts or combined capital and current accounts. (1)  [2]

(g) Well answered.

Answer
Consistency principle   [1]

(h) Fairly well answered.  Learners explain the two sections of the trial balance but they mention classes 
of account recorded in trial balance, instead of explaining what a trial balance is.

Answer
It is a list of the balances from the general ledger, cash and bank balances from the cash book (1), petty 
cash balance from the petty cash book and totals of the list of debtors and creditors. (1)  [2]

(i) Fairly well answered.  Learners explain what a general journal is, instead of the uses of the general journal.

Answer
Opening entries
Adjustment entries
Closing transfers
Bad debts
Drawing of inventory/stock
Donation goods or consumable stores
Interest charged on overdue accounts
Purchases of non-current assets on credit/fixed assets
Purchases of consumables on credit
Correction of errors  Any two [2]

(j) Fairly well answered.  Most learners calculate the outstanding interest and not the amount due/outstanding.

Answer
 16 000 x 9/100 = N$1 440
 N$1 440 x 3/12 = N$360 (1)
 16 000 + 360 = N$16 360 (1)  [2]

(k) Well answered.

Answer
Equipment, land and building, vehicles, goodwill
Other suitable examples  Any one [1]

(l) Well answered.  Most learners explain why, without giving the principle and then explain.  Some 
learners explain the business entity principle instead of money measurement.

Answer
Money measurement principle (1) states that only items/transactions which can be expressed in money 
terms can be recorded in the accounting records. (1)  [1]

(m) Well answered.  Many learners get N$2 400 or N$2 240 as an answer.

Answer
Cash book balance 2 320       OR  2 320
Add EFT and debit cards   1 020 (1) Less 1 020 (1) 
 3 340  1 300
Less outstanding deposits    940 (1) Add    940 (1)
Bank statement balance 2 400 (1)  2 240 (1) 

Note:  Due to statement that EFT and debit cards payments as well as deposits are shown only in the bank 
statement, so they have to accept N$2 240 as a bank statement balance.  [3]
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 (n) Fairly well answered.  Learners did not know what was expected of them.  They struggled to  
define the concept but most gave the first part or confused it with direct factory cost.

 Answer
Costs associated with the manufacturing process (1) but not directly linked to the cost of the finished 
product. (1)
Cost associated with the manufacturing process (1) but not identifiable as part of the cost of the finished 
product (1).
Manufacturing cost (1) which cannot be clearly identified as direct material cost or direct labour cost (1).
    [2]

2 (a) Well answered.  Some learners did not specify the period. e.g., eight hours per day, fourty hours per 
week etc.

Answer
Normal time:  The number of hours a worker should work over a given period of time, e.g., fourty hours a 
week/the number of hours which an employee should work every day or every week in a business. (1)
Overtime:  Extra time (more than the normal time) worked in a given period, e.g., more than fourty hours per 
week/extra hours in addition to the normal hours that employees work. (1)  [2]

(b) Well answered.  The question was well answered as most learners scored above average.  However, 
a few mistakes were made with regard to calculations.  Few learners could not work out the double 
rate of overtime which led to wrong calculations of gross wages and various deductions which was 
based on gross wages.  
The total of columns was left out as required in the question paper.  
Most learners did not add up the two employers’ contributions for social security and pension fund to 
transfer them to the gross wages in order to obtain the final total correctly.
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3 (a) Well answered.  Only a few learners did not know the differences between capital and revenue expenditure.

Answers
Capital expenditure Revenue expenditure

(i) Purchase of truck  (1)

(ii) Yearly insurance on truck  (1)

(iii) Yearly licence renewal fee  (1)

(iv) Buying and installation of iron rails  (1)

(v) Fuel for truck  (1)

(vi) Servicing of truck  (1)
     [6]

(b) Fairly answered.  A few learners did not add the installation cost to the cost price, others added 
revenue expenditure.  N$1 200 for insurance and N$850 for licence renewal.

Answer
180 000 + 10 000 = N$190 000   [1]

(c) (i) Fairly well answered.  Learners calculated the depreciation on N$180 000 instead of N$190 000.  
Learner’s answer was based on the answer in (b).

Answer 
190 000 x 20/100 = N$38 000 [1]

 (ii) Poorly answer.  The learners did not consider the years when calculating depreciation; they use 
the wrong cost price.

 Answer 
= 190 000 – 38 000 
= 152 000 (1) x 20/100
= N$30 400 (1) [2]

(d) Poorly answered.  Learners only use the depreciation of one year to do the calculation of book 
value.    
Learners do not know that depreciation accumulated is used in the calculation of book value. 
Learners use the wrong cost price, the book value on 31 August 2021, instead of the original cost 
price of N$190 000.

Answer
190 000 – 68 400 (1) O/F = N$121 600 (1) O/F  [2]

4 (a) Fairly well answered.  Learners use incorrect dates or no dates at all. Most learners did not adjust 
purchases for goods taken by the owner for own use.

Learners use incorrect contra accounts e.g., opening inventory, closing inventory instead of inventory.
Leaners use gross profit instead of profit and loss, which is the correct contra account. 

Answer 
General Ledger of Kango Supplier

Final Account Section

Trading Account
         N$          N$

2021
May 31

Inventory/Stock
(01/06/2020)

      9 000 (1) 2021
May 31

Sales 
(170 000 –  6 300 (1)) 163 700 (1)

Purchases 
(102 625 – 1200 (1))

101 425 (1) Inventory/Stock
(31/05/2021)

    7 500 (1)

Carriage inwards      2 600 (1)

Profit and Loss
(Gross profit) 58 175 (1)O/F

171 200 171 200
     [8]
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(b) Fairly well answered.  Learners use incorrect date or no date at all.  Calculation of adjusted figures 
was a problem.  
Learners use incorrect contra accounts. (E.g., net profit instead of capital, decrease in provision for 
doubtful debts instead of provision for doubtful debts.)    
Aliens was a challenge in both accounts.

Answer
Profit and Loss Account

         N$          N$
2021
May 31

Electricity 
(8325–2 775 (1))   5 550 (1)

2021
May 31

Trading account
(Gross profit) 58 175

Salaries 
(25 000 + 5 000 (1)) 30 000 (1)

Rent income
(14 000 – 3 500 (1))

10 500 (1)

Interest on loan
(2 000 +400 (1))   2 400 (1)

Provision for doubtful 
debts      180 (2)

Insurance   2 400

General expense   1 600

Depreciation
(5 400 (1) + 11 200 (1)) 16 600 

Capital
(Net profit) 10 305 (1)O/F

68 855 68 855
     [13]
Both accounts
-  If date wrong on dr./cr. side deduct one mark from first correct entry or calculation.
-  Account name and figure correct for one mark except for calculations meaning if account name is   
 incorrect candidate loses one mark of the total amount mark.  Thus, mark is only given for calculation.
-  Any wrong format/layout, one mark only given for calculation.
-  O/F given no aliens in account.  [21]

5 (a) Poorly answered.  Most learners gave formulas instead of differences between the two terms, so only 
a few got it right.  The others could not give correct explanations.

 Answers 
 (i) Margin – when the gross profit is expressed as a percentage of the selling price.(1)
  Shows the revenue a business makes after paying the cost of goods sold. (1)  [1]

 (ii) Mark-up–when the gross profit is expressed as a percentage of the cost price. (1)
  Shows how much more the selling price is than the cost price of the item.  (1)  [1]

(b) (i) Fairly well answered.  Most learners managed to find the answers for the debtors collection 
period and creditors payment period.  The majority failed to calculate the correct percentage 
of gross margin and net profit margin. Learners still struggle to do calculations correctly to two 
decimal places.

  Answer 
  Gross margin

   43 800  (1)  x  100 =  39,82% (1)
  110 000              1

 Net profit margin 
   20 000  (1)  x  100 =  18,18% (1)
 110 000              1

 Debtors collection period 
   8 800     x  365 =  49 days (1)
 66 000 (1)      1     (48,67 days)

 Creditors payment period 
   6 200       x  365 =  44 days (1)   
 52 000  (1)       1    (43,52 days)

  or

10
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Ratio Year ended
31 July 2020

Year ended
31 July 2021

Gross margin 
Net profit margin
Debtors collection period
Creditors payment period

25%
10%
28 days
35 days

39,82% (2)
18,18% (2)
49 days (2)
44 days (2)

     [8]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Most learners did not understand the question, so gave a recommendation on 
how to improve the ratios, instead of reasons why the ratios increase. 

  Answer
  All responses to be based on own figure calculations in (i).

Gross margin
Purchasing goods more cheaply 
Reducing trade discounts to customers 
Increasing selling prices

Net profit margin
Increase in gross profit percentage 
Reduction in expenses/increase in income
Differences in types of expenses (fixed/variable)

Debtors’collection period
Less efficient credit control
Allowing longer credit to maintain sales
Not allowing cash discounts to debtors
Selling to customers that are not credit worthy

Creditors payment period
Shortage of liquid funds
Knock-on effect of debtors taking longer to pay
Suppliers not allowing cash discounts

In each case other suitable points are acceptable - (1) each

Reasons if learners’ response show a decrease

Gross margin
Purchasing goods more expensive
Increase trade discount to customers
Decreasing selling price

Net profit margin
Decrease in gross profit percentage
More expenses/expenses increase
Reduction in income generating activities

Debtors collection period
Better control over credit
Debtors/customer pays within time
Cash discount given for prompt payments

Creditors payment period
Enough cash low/liquid funds
Creditors paid within time limit
Cash discount given by suppliers [4]

11
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(c) Poorly answered.  Most learners could not compare the sole trader with the partners based on the 
case study given.  They gave features of the partnership or advantages/disadvantages of partnerships 
or sole trader.  Those who provided statements could not support them (explain).

 Answer
- Bartlett Traders has been trading for two years and the partnership for six years (1),    
 Bartlett Traders, therefore, does not have the same customer base, nor network of suppliers, etc. (1)
- Bartlett Traders are trading with consumables and the partnership with clothes (1).
 Consumables are a necessity, bought daily, whereas, clothes are only bought when needed/  
 seasonally (1)
- Bartlett Traders are trading on a cash and credit basis, whereas, the partnership is trading mostly on   
 cash terms (1);
 The partnership’s working capital (cash situation) might be much healthier than Bartlett Traders (1).
- Bartlett Traders’ financial period ends on 31 July whereas the partnership’s financial period ends on  
 31 January. (1)
 The financial period end date will have an impact on ratios. (1)
- Bartlett Traders is trading as a sole trading business and as previously stated the other business is a   
 partnership (1);
 More capital could have been introduced and responsibilities shared in partnership (1).
- Tommy Bartlett is running his own business, whereas, the partnership appointed a manager (1);
 this could lead to more expenses for the partnership.

 Any four comparisons – (1) for basic statement
                           (1) for development   [8]

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Teachers should teach according to the syllabus and not the textbook.
• They should make use of previous papers and memoranda, as well as refer to the reports on those questions.
• Teachers should explain to learners the different actions to take when answering questions. e.g., STATE, 

DIFFERENTIATE, EXPLAIN, CALCULATE, SHOW CALCULATIONS, DEFINE, DRAW UP, STATE AND EXPLAIN 
refer to the syllabus assessment objectives.

• Teachers should stress the correct use of correct dates and contra accounts.
• Teachers should test learners more on ratios for them to become used to how to answer those questions.
• Asses learners more on application and analysis competency.
• To assist learners with theory, teachers can compile their own theory questions with answers using the syllabus, 

external papers and memoranda.
• Teachers should asses learners on all assessment objectives.

12
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6143
Paper 2

According to the syllabus page 3:  Learners will not be penalized for using different terminology from that indicated in 
the syllabus.

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

Most learners managed to answer all questions.  
Many learners ignored dates and contra account names in ledger accounts were written incorrectly.
Most learners did not know the different layouts/formats of books and financial statements.
Learners struggled with theory questions, especially interpretational (C and D assessment objective) questions.
When duplicating an answer, learners tend to forget to delete the incorrect answer, thus having two answers for the 
same question.
Duplication of accounts in books and aliens (information not part of said account/sub-section/financial statement) are 
still areas of great concern.  
Some learners still use abbreviations which are not accepted.

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 (a) (i) Poorly answered.  The question was interpreted wrongly.  The statement of account and the part 
in brackets in the question concerning the return of goods was mostly ignored. Learners did not 
know their theory

Answer
Trade discount being omitted from the invoice (1)
Account paid in full and returning goods afterwards (1) 
Overcharging on invoice/Calculation errors/incorrect prices on invoice
Allowance made by LJ Traders 
Incorrect goods delivered/goods are not according to specification/sample or wrong size/colour
Incorrect quantities delivered/more goods delivered than ordered

 Goods are damaged/rotten/expired/poor quality Any three [3]

 (ii) Well answered.  Although this question was generally well answered, several learners did not 
give their answers to two decimal places.  Since amounts represent monetary figures, two 
decimal places were required to receive marks.

 Answer 
 (1) N$431,20 (1)   
 (2) N$130,80 (1)
 (3) N$823,60 (1)  
 If zero left out - NO mark given.   [3]

(b) Fairly well answered.  Most learners did not know that the credit note’s total from (a)(ii) must also be 
recorded in the debtors returns journal.  Some learners did not total the debtors returns journal even 
though the question required it.

Answer
Debtors Returns Journal of LJ Traders – August 2021

Doc. Day Details Fol. Amount (N$)
PF556 5 Lori Stores    823,60
JK22 13 Lee-Ann Bezuidenhout    380,00 (1) O/F

KK99 20 Innocent Veii    360,00 (1)

1 563,60 (1) O/F

No O/F mark given for entry on 13th if entry on 5th left out.
Lori Stores total of (a) (ii) used as O/F
O/F of total given when using O/F total of (a) (ii) or excluding Lori Stores transaction   [3]
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(c) Poorly answered.  Almost none of the learners knew how to record the posting of the total from the 
debtors returns journal to the returns inwards account.  The individual names of debtors were used 
instead of the total posted as debtors.  The account should have been closed off, not balanced, to the 
sales account instead of the trading or profit and loss account.  The correct dates were not used.

Answer
Returns Inwards Account

Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$) Date Day Details Fol       N$
2021
Aug 31 Debtors 1 563,60 (1) O/F

2021
Aug 31 Sales 1 563,60 (1) O/F

Date, detail and amount correct for both dr. and cr. side to get one mark each.
O/F of total used to get O/F mark in account.   [2]

(d) Poorly answered.  Many learners treated the account wrongly and did know on which side to increase 
or decrease.  Learners mostly failed to calculate the correct opening balance of the provision for 
doubtful debts, mostly using the debtors balance given.  Debtors and bad debts were recorded in the 
account which was seen as aliens.  Some did not calculate the decrease to be transferred to the profit 
and loss account and used it as a balance brought down for the next financial year.  Dates were given, 
but ignored or incorrectly used.  

  Answer
Provision for Doubtful Debts Account

Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$) Date Day Details Fol       N$
2021
Aug 31

Profit & 
Loss

          (1) O/F
     38 (1) O/F

2020
Sep     1 Balance b/d 1 298 (1) O/F

Balance c/d 1 260

1 298 1 298

2021
Sep     1 Balance b/d 1 260 (1) O/F

  Date, detail and amount correct to get one mark for balance and two marks for profit and loss.
  O/F for profit and loss only given if making use of N$24.

Balance b/d should only be on CREDIT side and is linked to carried down but only if there are no 
aliens and the date and details are correct.

  
  Calculations

64 900 x 2%  = 1 298  
(63 700 – 700) x 2% = 1 260  
1 298 – 1 260  =      38 (Profit & Loss amount)

OR

64 900 x 2%   = 1 298
(63 700 x   2  
         100) = 1 274
            24 if used (1) O/F   [4]

(e) (i) Fairly well answered.  Learners did not give the action and justification of why the action should 
be taken.  They simply stated and explained the prudence principle.

   Answer 
 The debt should be written off (1)
 Either – If this is not done the debtors will be overstated and the profit for 
      the year will be overstated (1)
 Or  – The principle of prudence must be applied (1)   [2]

 (ii) Fairly well answered.  Learners did not give the action and justification for why the action should 
be taken.  The necessity of providing for doubtful debts was not fully understood by learners.  
Some did not know what provision for doubtful debts is.  In most cases, the matching principle 
did not form part of the justification.
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 Answer 
 By not having a provision for doubtful debts, the profit will not be shown at a realistic value  
 because the matching concept is ignored (1).
 Provision on doubtful debts needs to be provided for, under the accrual/matching concept, so  
 that an expense is recognised for probable bad debts as soon as invoices are issued instead of  
 waiting for debtors not to pay (1).

 The provision should continue to be maintained (1)
 Either – The principle of matching would not be applied if it was discontinued (1)
 Or  – The principle of prudence would not be applied if it was discontinued (1)
 Or  – The profit may be overstated/expenses understated if it was discontinued (1)
     Any two [2]

2 (a) Fairly well answered.  Dates were incorrectly written or totally ignored.  Contra account names were 
written wrongly and recorded on the wrong side.  Learners entered cash purchases whereas creditors 
control accounts only contain credit transactions, which was considered as an alien.  Learners did not 
know how to record the set-off.  A few learners did not balance the account at the end of the month.

Answer
Creditors Control Account

Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$) Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$)
2021
Sep 30

Discount
Received

2020
Sep   1 Balance b/d     1 298 (1) O/F

Returns 
Outwards/ 
Purchases 
returns

  18 750 (1)

30 Purchases 482 700 (1)

Debtors
ledger
Bank/
Cash   20 100 (1)

Balance c/d     1 Balance b/d     1 260 (1) O/F

    7 600 (1)

388 400 (1)

  82 310 (1)

517 160 517 160
2021
Oct    1 Balance b/d   82 310 (1) O/F

Date, detail and amount correct to receive one mark on dr. and cr. side.
  If date is left out or incorrect, first correct detail and amount is penalised. (-1)

O/F for balance b/d is given if it is on the CREDIT side, it is the same c/d and date is correct. [6]

(b) Fairly well answered.  Learners did not know what the reasons for the errors are.  All errors were 
entered even if it did not have an effect on the creditors control account.  Increase and decrease 
columns were treated incorrectly.  

Answer
Ruby & Levi Traders

   Statement of corrected creditors at 30 September 2021
Nr. Reason Increase Decrease Balance

      N$       N$       N$

Balance                           b/d 82 310

2 Interest expense      100 (1) 82 410

3 Purchases   2 800 (1) 85 210

4 Discount received     200 (1) 85 010 (1) O/F
       [4]
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(c) Fairly well answered.  Learners did not know what the reasons are for the errors.  All errors were 
entered even if it did not have an effect on the creditors control account.  Increase and decrease 
columns were treated incorrectly.  

Answer
Ruby & Levi Traders

   Statement of corrected creditors at 30 September 2021
Nr. Reason Increase Decrease Balance

      N$       N$       N$

Balance                           b/d 85 000

1 Purchases      100 (1)       90 (1) 84 910

2 Interest expense      100 (1) 85 010 (1) O/F
       [3]
Reasons for both (b) and (c) could be in a sentence form as long as it does not change the 
expenses mentioned, e.g., interest received or allowed and discount allowed.
O/F for both is given if action is correct and there are no aliens, e.g., at (b) the purchases of N$90 
or figures used to calculate N$90 and at (c) the discount received of N$200 and the purchases of 
N$2 800.

(d) (i) Poorly answered.  Learners gave an explanation of the advantage given instead of stating how 
the control account can assist with it.  They did not know that the creditors control account 
balance should be compared with the total of the creditors list.  

Answer 
 The balance on the control account can be used to check against the total of the list of creditors. [1]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Learners gave an explanation of the advantage given instead of stating how 
the control account can assist with it.  They did not know that the separation of duties between 
more than one staff member will prevent fraud.

Answer 
Control accounts are prepared by someone other than the person responsible for the creditors’  
ledger.  [1]

 (iii) Poorly answered.  Learners gave an explanation of the advantage given instead of stating how 
the control account can assist with it.  They did not state that the creditors balance (not amount 
or total) is for inclusion in the trial balance

Answer 
Provide an immediate total of the creditors for inclusion in the trial balance. [1]

3 (a) Well answered.  Most learners could identify the errors, but some did not know the errors leading to 
the suspense amount.  They confused the errors affecting the trial balance with those that do not.

Answer 
Number 1  -  Complete reversal
Number 2  -  Error of omission
Number 3  -  Error of principle
Number 4  -  Compensating error   [4]

(b) Poorly answered.  Some learners did not know the difference between a general journal and trial 
balance.  They could not identify the correct account to be debited and credited.  Some learners 
wrote the account to be credited first followed by the account to be debited which is not acceptable.  
They had more than one debit and/or credit entry for the same transaction including suspense which 
did not have an effect on any of the given errors.  Error 1 was mostly recorded as N$175 instead of 
N$350.  The wrong contra accounts were used at error 4.  Learners wrongly used debtors’ journal and 
creditors journal as contra account names.  
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Answer
Gobabis Wholesalers

General Journal at 31 October 2021
Debit Credit

      N$       N$

Stationery   350 (1)

Bank   350 (1)

Drawings   290 (1)

Purchases   290 (1)

Sales   500 (1)

R. Red   500 (1)

Sales 2 000 (1)

Purchases 2 000 (1)

Bank      27 (1)

FJ Smith      27 (1)

Mark line by line.
Detail and amount correct for one mark.   [10]

(c) Very poorly answered.  Many learners did not know the rules regarding which account to debit and 
which account to credit.  They do not know the different sections and accounts falling under each 
section.  They omitted the changes from the general journal that should have been made to the 
original figures.  Some learners did not know the layout of the trial balance. 

Gobabis Wholesalers
 Trial Balance on 31 October 2021

Debit Credit

      N$       N$

BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNT SECTION

Capital 560 624

Drawings (8 600 + 290)     8 890 (1)

Land and Buildings 365 000

Vehicles 120 000

Equipment   60 000

Provision for depreciation on vehicles   13 850 (1)

Provision for depreciation on equipment   12 000

Loan:  Gobabis Bank   64 300

Inventory   52 987

Debtors (22 500 – 500)   22 000 (1)

Bank overdraft (7 830 + 350 – 27)     8 153 (2) O/F

Creditors (15 270 + 27)   15 297 (1) O/F

NOMINAL ACCOUNT SECTION

Sales (112 400 – 500 – 2 000) 109 900 (2)

Purchases (98 100 – 290 – 2 000)   95 810 (2)

Returns outwards   12 800

Returns inwards     6 200

Carriage inwards    1 286

Stationery (966 + 350)     1 316 (1) O/F
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Rates    3 871

Fuel    4 200

Wages  40 000

Interest on loan    5 144

General expenses    4 300
Depreciation     5 920

796 924 796 924

Mark calculations if layout incorrect.
Do not penalise if no section.
If accounts where marks are given is written on the incorrect side, penalise by subtracting one mark e.g., 
purchases amount correct but on credit side entered = give one mark.
Bank overdraft O/F in (b) for the N$350 and the N$27.
Creditors O/F in (b) for the N$27.
Stationery O/F in (b) for the N$350.
N$350 at stationery can be learners’ own figure in (b) that is added to stationery.   [11]

4 (a) Fairly well answered.  Some learners did not read the question and used the information of 31 August 
2021 to calculate the capital.  Many learners did not know how to calculate capital.  The actual 
treatment differs from what was written.  They write add but subtract the amount; wrote the correct 
amount but left out a digit, for example N$9 800 was written as N$980.

Answer 
Assets Liabilities
Vehicles 135 500 Creditors   12 500
Inventory   18 000 (1) Loan: Outjo Bank   50 000 (1)

Debtors     7 300   62 500
Bank    9 800 (1)

Accrued income    1 000
Fixed deposit   10 000 (1)

181 600

Any two items correctly treated, one mark

Capital  =  181 600 – 62 500 
  =  119 100 (1)    [5]

(b) Very poorly answered.  Most learners did not know the layout of the statement of financial position 
at all.  The correct layout of the statement should be used, not assets – liabilities.  Wrong or no 
section headings were used.  Opening capital was not transferred from question 4 (a) and the total of 
employment of capital was not transferred to capital employed to calculate owners’ equity and the net 
loss figure.  The adjustment for drawings was mostly ignored.

Answer
Jerry Ekandjo

Statement of Financial Position on 31 August 2020
      N$       N$       N$

Capital Employed

Owner’s Equity

Capital 119 100 (1) O/F

Less:  Net Loss     1 050 (1) O/F
              (2) O/F

118 050 13 245
105 855

Less:  Drawings
(2 300 + 3 700)

 
   6 000 (1) 112 050 (1) O/F

  99 855

Long term liabilities    40 000

Loan:  Outjo Bank    40 000 (1)
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152 050 139 855

Employment of Capital

None Current Assets

Vehicle 121 950 (1) 109 755

Investments    15 000 (1)

Fixed deposit:  Safe Bank   15 000    

Net Working Capital 15 100 (1)

Current assets   23 900 (1)

Inventory   15 000

Debtors     8 000    (1)

Accrued income        900

Current Liabilities    8 800 (1)

Creditors    5 300

Accrued Expenses    1 100     (1)

Bank    2 400

162 050 139 855

Net loss O/F given if:
Total from learner’s employment of capital - long term liability + drawings - O/F of capital calculated in (a).
Owner’s Equity O/F given if:
Total from learner’s employment of capital - long-term liability.
Reason for two accepted figures at non-current assets = book value is already given at balances on   
31 August 2021, but the additional information made is confusing to learners.
Any three correct under Net working capital - current assets + current liabilities, e.g., inventory, creditors  
and bank (must be under correct section).  [13]

5 (a) Poorly answered.  Fully given dates (day, month, year), contra account names, rules and treatment 
of income and expense accounts in the ledger were problematic for most learners.  Profit and loss 
figures were not correctly calculated and used as balances brought down or not calculated at all.  The 
question clearly stated that the balance/prepaid expense/accrued expense/accrued income must be 
brought down for the next financial year.

 (i) Learners did not know how to record the donation of stationery.  EFT payments were sometimes 
recorded as cash, while the Waltons transaction was recorded as creditors.  

Answer
Stationery Account

Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$) Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$)
2020
Sep   1 Bank 1 600 (1)

2021
Jan   1 Donations     450 (1) 

Nov 30 Waltons 2 780 (1) Aug 31 Profit & Loss 3 250 (1) O/F

Balance/
Prepaid 
expenses

c/d     680

4 380 4 380
2021
Sep 1 Balance b/d     680 (1)
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 (ii) Namib Bank, Georgie Wholesalers and loan were wrongly used as contra account names.

Answer 
Interest on Loan Account

Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$) Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$)
2021
Jan   1 Bank 5 000 (1)

2021
Aug  31 Profit & Loss 7 500 (1)  O/F

Apr    1 Bank 2 000 (1)

Aug 31 Balance/
Accrued
expenses

c/d    500

7 500 7 500
2021
Sep    1 Balance b/d     500 (1)  O/F

O/F for profit and loss only accepted for 10 000 (learners forgot to deduct payment) and calculate interest on 
changed loan amount. 
O/F for balance b/d only given if on credit side with correct date, if no aliens.   [4]

 (iii) Some learners did not realise that rent received is an income account and recorded the bank 
transactions on the debit side.  Georgie Wholesalers and rent received were wrongly used as 
contra account names.

 Answer 
Rent Received Account

Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$) Date Day Details Fol Amount (N$)
2021
Aug  31 Profit & Loss 18 000 (1)

2020
Nov   1 Bank   4 500 (1)
2021
July 31 Bank 12 000 (1)

Aug 31
Balance/
Accrued
income

c/d 1 500

18 000 18 000
2021
Sep    1 Balance b/d   1 500 (1) O/F

O/F for balance b/d only given if on debit side with correct date, if no aliens.
For all three date, detail and amount correct for 1 mark.
If years is already entered at profit and loss for interest on loan and rent received, it can be excluded at 
balance b/d.     [4]

(b) Very poorly answered.  Most learners had a problem with justification.  They did not know to consider 
why this action could not be allowed and give appropriate reasons for not allowing.  They did not know 
that the whole amount incurred for the financial year, whether paid or not, should be transferred to the 
profit and loss account.

Answer 
Must apply the matching principle (1).
Interest on loan must be matched with the revenue of the same period irrespective of when paid (1).
The amount incurred must be transferred to the profit and loss account not the amount paid (1). [3]

(c) Fairly answered.  Most of the learners could show the decrease and increase in profit but could not 
give the error that led to the change in profit.  When listing the account names as an explanation to 
the changing profit, some wrongly used bank overdraft instead of interest on overdraft, doubtful debts 
instead of provision for doubtful debts, drawings (which has no effect on profit and seen as an alien) 
instead of donations.  Learners did not know how to calculate the profit margin that should have been 
deducted because the entry was originally written at the selling amount and not the cost price.
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Answer
Gobabis Wholesalers

 Trial Balance on 31 October 2021
No Decrease in 

profit
Increase in 
profit

      N$       N$

Calculated profit for the year 48 000

1 Interest on overdraft
Bank charges

   350 (1)
   680 (1) 

2 Decrease in provision for doubtful debts
(4 100 – 3950)    150 (1)

3 Donation of goods
(3 600 x 40/100 = 1 440) 1 440 (2)

Totals 2 470    150 (2 320)

Corrected profit for the year 45 680 (1) O/F

If donations’ amount is correct but written at increase or only under profit give one mark for calculation.
If learners write error 1 - 3 give marks for amounts, however, if description/reason is changing explanations, 
e.g., interest on overdraft stated as interest on current account no mark.
One mark for calculation of N$1 440.
Corrected net profit O/F is only given if action is correct.   [6]
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AFRIKAANS AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

6108
Paper 1

Algemene opmerkings

Baie dankie aan al die taalonderwysers, wat ten spyte van ’n moeilike jaar, hulle insette gelewer het, om hul kandidate 
op standaard te kry.  Daar was tog ’n verbetering te bespeur in die taalgebruik en taalversorging hierdie jaar.  Die 
formaat van die skryfstukke het in sommige gevalle nog afronding nodig.

In verlede jaar se verslag het ons die onderwysers versoek om hul kandidate te waarsku teen die gebruik van krutaal, 
want dit is ontoelaatbaar en hul kan gepenaliseer word.  Ongelukkig was daar hierdie jaar wéér kandidate van sommige 
sentrums, wat hul skuldig gemaak het aan banale taal.  Dis u plig as taalonderwyser om seker te maak dat u kandidate 
standaardtaal in ’n vraestel moet gebruik.  Al gaan dit hoe druk, dit is ons, as onderwysers se plig, om ons leerders goed 
toe te rus met woordeskat en die vereiste vaardighede in te oefen.

Alle onderwysers moet elke jaar moeite doen om die verslag deeglik te bestudeer.  Sodoende kan u nabetragting doen 
oor u kandidate se uitslae en sien hoe u kan verbeter op die oordra van vaardighede aan u leerders.  U word weer eens 
daarop attent gemaak om u sillabus te ken, asook die formaat van die vraestel.  Elke taak moet die verskillende vlakke 
van moeilikheidsgraad insluit.

Dit wil voorkom asof die leesstukke, in teenstelling met sommige onderwysers se kommentaar, tog toeganklik vir die 
kandidate was.  Dit het geblyk uit hul antwoorde.

Die opsomming in notavorm is ’n kernaantekening.  Dit moet kort en kragtig en sinvol wees.  Dit hoef nie ’n volsin te 
wees nie.  Ongelukkig kon sommige kandidate net die feite raaksien en net so oorskryf, met foute.  Gevolglik pas die 
antwoord nie op die reël in nie, want dit is nie in notavorm nie.  Hierdie vaardigheid kort dus nog baie oefening.

Die begeleide skryfstuk, naamlik die brief, is deurgaans goed beantwoord.  In enkele gevalle is slegs twee prikkels 
gebruik.  Paragrafering, vormfoute en swak punktuasie het weer kop uitgesteek.  Die langer skryfstukke is ook goed 
hanteer, veral die argumenterende opstel.  Daar was ook baie goeie beskrywende opstelle.  Baie kandidate het egter 
met die verhalende opstel “gelukkige” verwar met ’n geluk.

AFDELING A:  LEES

Taak 1:  1 – 9

Vr. 1: Baie goed beantwoord.

Vr. 2: is redelik goed beantwoord.

Vr. 3: Die meeste kandidate kon die vraag korrek beantwoord, maar sommige het die “vooraf” uitgelaat.

Vr. 4:	 Die	vraag	is	swak	beantwoord,	want	daar	moes	’n	afleiding	gemaak	word	dat	dit	goedkoper	is	as	
ander akkommodasie.  Baie kandidate het vrae 4 en 5 se antwoorde omgeruil.

Vr. 5: Dié vraag is gemiddeld tot swak beantwoord.  Die antwoord staan in die leesstuk dat “akkommodasie 
moet maande voor die tyd bespreek word”.

Alle kandidate kon nie die verband lê met “gewild” nie.

Vr 6: Die meerderheid kon die vraag reg beantwoord:  Valskerm spring uit ’n vliegtuig of skermsweef”.  Daar 
was tog diegene wat nie kon insien dat “kayak ry”, niks met hoogte te doen het nie.
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Vr. 7: Sowat 50% het “pragtige uitsig” geskryf, maar ander het die hele vraag by hulle antwoorde ingesluit.

Vr. 8: Baie kandidate het duidelik nie die vraag gelees nie en al die plekke opgenoem wat toeriste kan besoek.

Langstrand en Dolfynstrand is as twee antwoorde gegee, maar net een van genoemde of strand + akwarium, 
is die antwoord.

Vr. 9: Enkele kandidate het die vraag reg beantwoord.  Daar was meestal halwe sinne.  Die woord “voordeel” 
was waarskynlik die struikelblok.

Taak 2:  Vrae 10 – 18

Hierdie taak is baie goed beantwoord.

Taak 3:  Vraag 19

Die opsomming in aantekeningvorm/notavorm is nog nie heeltemal bemeester nie.
Gevolglik het punte van goed tot baie swak gewissel.
Daar moet slegs een feit/nota per reël geskryf word, maar kandidate las met en ’n tweede feit/nota by.
Kandidate skryf op die reël, anderkant die reël en prop inligting in volsinne in.
Onthou dis ’n kernaantekening.

By (a) het hulle geskryf “troeteldiere aan vroue verkoop”, i.p.v. “rotte as troeteldiere aan ryk vroue verkoop”

(b) Hoe rotte se sintuie help om hulle veilig te hou

Kandidate het net gelees tot by sintuie en dit neergeskryf.  Gevolglik ’n halwe feit.  Hoe die sintuie hulle 
veilig hou, is uitgelaat.

(c) Funksies van rotte se sterte

Kandidate begin met “die funksie van rotte se sterte is ...” Gevolglik pas die antwoord nie in op die reël nie.
Hierdie is ’n vaardigheid wat baie oefening verg.  Woordeskat en veral die verkorting van omskrywings is 
belangrik.

Taak 4:

Kandidate	het	hierdie	vraag	relatief	goed	beantwoord	en	kon	onderskei	tussen	die	korrekte	antwoord	en	die	afleier.

AFDELING 2

Taak 5:  Begeleide skryfwerk

Die meeste kandidate kon hierdie taak suksesvol beantwoord.  Dit wil voorkom of sommige kandidate nie geweet het 
wat	’n	fliek	is	nie.		Ander	het	van	die	opdrag	af	“fliek”	verander	na	vliek	of	“movie”.		Enkele	kandidate	het	hulle	eie	idees	
bygevoeg en nie net die prikkels gebruik het nie.  Ander het weer net twee prikkels gebruik.  Dit blyk ook dat kandidate 
nie die verskil ken tussen storielyn en boodskap nie.  Terminologie wat reeds in Graad 8 en 9 gedoen word.

Taak 6:

(a) Die verhalende opstel

Sommige kandidate het ’n lang aanloop gevat en drie paragrawe irrelevante inligting gegee en dan ’n 
slotsinnetjie oor ’n gelukkige oomblik.

Ander het van ’n klomp oomblikke vertel.  Daar was selfs wat oor ongelukke geskryf het.

Daar was ook verwarring by sommige oor ’n geluk (luck) teenoor “gelukkige”, die byvoeglike naamwoord.

(b) Dit wil voorkom of sommige kandidate nie weet wat “tipiese” beteken nie en dan oor verskillende 
pouses skryf.

Daar	was	wel	ongelooflike	goeie	beskrywings	van	hoe	pouse	verloop.

(c) Die argumenterende opstel is goed hanteer deur sommige en swak deur ander.  Sommige kandidate 
was in die kol met die argumente, maar ander het net op een aspek gekonsentreer.  In sommige 
gevalle is daar ook nie standpunt ingeneem nie.

Voorspoed vir 2022!
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6108
Paper 2

Algemene opmerkings

Baie dankie aan alle taalonderwysers vir u harde werk en toewyding.  Dit is duidelik dat daar deur baie onderwysers 
eksamenvoorbereiding gedoen word.

Kandidate het oor die algemeen goed gevaar.  Enkeles het volpunte verdien en baie het hulle goed van hul taak gekwyt. 
Dit is egter duidelik dat Afrikaans as ’n Tweede Taal vir baie kandidate ’n groot uitdaging is.

Hieronder, insae in hoe kandidate op spesifieke vrae gereageer het en wat van hulle verwag is:

Taak 1

Oor die algemeen goed beantwoord. Sommige kandidate slaag daarin om vol punte te behaal.

Baie kandidate kon nie vol punte verdien nie omdat hulle die maksimum aantal woorde by die antwoorde oorskry het. 
Kandidate moet hul antwoorde hier in nie meer as drie woorde neerskryf.

bv. 3 (b) Sy slaap graag laat is verkeerd omdat dit vier woorde bevat.  Sy slaap laat, is die korrekte antwoord.

1 (a) Meestal korrek beantwoord. Enkele kandidate het 22/11 geskryf wat verkeerd is.  Hulle moet skryf 
wat hulle hoor.

(b) Meestal korrek beantwoord, alhoewel verskeie variasies van prys en uitdeling geskryf is, bv. preis 
en pruis waarvoor kandidate punte verdien het.  Sou hulle egter die Engelse woorde praise of prize 
geskryf het, het hulle nie die punt daarvoor gekry nie.  Baie kandidate het twee woorde i.p.v een 
woord geskryf, naamlik prys uitdeling.  Dit is as korrek aanvaar.  Uitdeling is selde korrek gespel en 
daar was variasies, o.a. ytdeeling, eitdeeling, uitdeelling.  Dis is as korrek aanvaar.  Uitdelling is nie 
as korrek aanvaar nie.

2 (a) Baie kandidate het klippe verkeerd gespel en klipe geskryf.  Dit is as korrek aanvaar.  Enkele kandidate 
het sterk i.p.v. skerp klippe geantwoord, wat nie aanvaar is nie.

(b) ’n foto van Mandela is vier woorde en daarom nie as korrek aanvaar nie.  Mandala is ook nie as korrek 
aanvaar nie.

3 (a) Die antwoord wat die meeste variasies gehad het was aartappelsop.  Baie kandidate het dit verkeerd 
geskryf.  Van die variasies wat as korrek aanvaar is, is artappelsop, artapelsop, aardappelsop, artapel 
sop, ens.  Geen punte is toegeken vir artapple sop, aartappel soop en artappel soap / soup nie.

(b) Sy slaap laat was die korrekte antwoord.  Slap laat en slaap lat is ook as korrek aanvaar.

4 (a) Europa was die korrekte antwoord. Baie kandidate het verkeerd gespel, maar steeds die punt verdien 
vir Eropa en Eeropa, maar geen punte is vir Europe toegeken nie.

(b) Jaarliks wat die korrekte antwoord. Jarliks, jaarlik en jaarlike is aanvaar, maar nie yaarliks, jarlikes 
en jaarlikes nie.

Taak 2

Hierdie deel is oor die algemeen goed beantwoord.  Enkele kandidate het ook maksimum punte hier verdien.

(a) Nie baie kandidate het die punt hier verdien nie.  Ghana is meestal verkeerd geskryf, bv, Gana en 
Ganna.  Ook Ivoorkus is meestal verkeerd geskryf. Ievoorkus, Ivoorkis en Ievoorkis is as korrek 
aanvaar.  Sommige kandidate het ook Ivory Coast geskryf, wat nie as korrek aanvaar is nie.  Baie 
kandidate het E-voorkis en ander soortgelyke variasies geskryf wat nie korrek is nie.

(b) 69% is meestal korrek beantwoord.  Daar was egter baie kandidate wat 96% geskryf net, waarvoor 
hulle nie die punt verdien het nie.  Baie kandidate het ook die %-teken weggelaat en dan het hulle nie 
die punt verdien nie.
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(c) Die korrekte antwoord was suiker.  Variasies soos syker, seiker en sykker is as korrek aanvaar.  Sugar 
is nie aanvaar nie.

(d) Die korrekte antwoord was ryk. Kandidate wat reik en ruik geskryf het, het nie punte daarvoor gekry 
nie omdat dit ander erkende Afrikaanse woorde is.

(e) Meestal korrek beantwoord. Variasies soos 10 meeter en metir is as korrek aanvaar.  Kandidate het 
nie die punt vir teen en metre verdien nie omdat dit Engels is.

(f) Meestal korrek beantwoord.  Die enigste ander antwoord wat ’n punt verdien het, was fet.

Sommige kandidate het fat en vat geskryf waarvoor hulle nie ’n punt verdien het nie.

(g) Verskeie variasies van gesondheid is as korrek aanvaar, behalwe gesonheid, gesondtyd en 
gesondhuid.  Variasies was as korrek aanvaar is, is o.a. gesondhyt en gesontheit.

(h) Dit was interessant om te vind dat baie kandidate hierdie vraag korrek beantwoord het.  Enkeles het 
verkeerdelik donger i.p.v. donker geskryf.  Tjokolade en sjokolate is nie as korrek aanvaar nie.

Taak 3

Hierdie taak is oor die algemeen gemiddeld tot goed beantwoord. Weinig kandidate het egter vol punte hier verdien.

Taak 4

Hierdie taak is oor die algemeen goed beantwoord.  Sommige kandidate het met ’n kruisie (x) in plaas van met ’n 
regmerkie () gemerk.

Taak 5

Taak 5 se vrae was meestal uitdagend vir die kandidate.  Vrae is baie swak beantwoord en dit wil voorkom asof 
leesvaardigheid hier by baie kandidate ontbreek het.

Kandidate moet geleer word dat wanneer daar twee reëls vir ’n antwoord is en twee feite verwag word, hulle op albei 
reëls moet skryf en nie die hele antwoord op die boonste reël moet neerskryf nie, bv. (a) in plaas daarvan om te skryf 
staalman is geel en van staal,

Staalman is geel.

Hy is van staal.

(a) Meestal korrek beantwoord.  Kandidate gebruik die verkeerde voorsetsel bv. deur, in en met staal 
gemaak in plaas van van staal gemaak.  Stahl en stall is nie as korrek aanvaar nie.  Sommige 
kandidate kon nie geel skryf nie en daar was variasies soos gel en geël.

(b) Meestal korrek beantwoord.  Ook hier was spelling ’n probleem.  Kandidate het fabrike, vabreike, 
fabriks, vabrieke en ander variasies in plaas van fabrieke geskryf.  Besighede se verskeie variasies 
het o.a. besighuide, beesigheedte en besigheide ingesluit.

(c) Meestal verkeerd.  Korrekte antwoord:  Hy word geprogrammeer.  Sy take word by sy rekenaar 
ingetik.  Kandidate het verkeerdelik geskryf Hy word geprogram.

Kandidate het ook antwoorde geskryf wat wel sinvol is, maar wat hulle nie gehoor het nie, bv. instruksies 
word ingetik.

(d) Meestal korrek beantwoord.

(e) Meestal verkeerd beantwoord.  Die antwoord was:  Hy is opgewonde.  Variasies soos opgewone en 
opgewoonde is nie aanvaar nie.  Kandidate moet geleer word om nie sinonieme te skryf nie, maar om 
dit wat hulle hoor, neer te skryf. bv. Hy is bly, is nie korrek nie.

(f) Meestal verkeerd beantwoord.  Slegs enkele kandidate slaag daarin om die korrekte antwoord te 
skryf:  Wanneer die afstandbeheerknoppie gedruk word.  Baie kandidate skryf verkeerdelik afstaan 
beheer knopie.

(g) Meestal korrek beantwoord.  Die skryf van getalle in Afrikaans blyk vir baie kandidate ’n probleem te 
wees.  Aandag is hier nodig.  Ook het baie kandidate die N$ weggelaat.
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(h) Meestal verkeerd beantwoord.  Slegs enkele kandidate kon die korrekte antwoord, tentoonstelling, skryf.

Voorstelle en wenke aan onderwysers

• Spelling bly ’n groot probleem wat deurlopend aandag moet kry.
• Dis belangrik dat kandidate moet skryf wat hulle hoor en nie antwoorde met sinonieme vervang of dit wat hulle hoor, 

interpreteer nie, bv. Hy is opgewonde in plaas van hy is bly.
• Dril dit met gereelde oefening by u leerders in dat daar by Taal 1 slegs drie woorde per antwoord op die reël geskryf 

moet word.
• Kandidate moet die hele sin lees sodat ontbrekende woorde wat hulle invul, die antwoord / sin betekenisvol maak. 

Vestig hulle aandag daarop dat hoogstens twee woorde, nie beteken dat elke spasie / antwoord twee woorde moet 
hê nie.

• Raadpleeg gerus ook die verslag van 2020 vir waardevolle wenke.
• ’n Voorspoedige 2022.  Mag u ’n heerlike jaar met u leerders in die Afrikaanse klas hê.
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Paper 3

Baie dankie aan die eksaminatore wat in hierdie baie moeilike jaar wat so vol ontwrigtings was, alles in hul vermoë 
gedoen het om die kandidate goed voor te berei vir die eksamen.  Tog het daar by sommige sentrums probleme 
voorgekom.

Voorbereiding:

•	 Die onderwysers moet asseblief die “tutorial” op die USB deeglik bestudeer voor hulle met die mondeling begin.
•	 Baie gesprekke voldoen nie aan die vereiste tydsduur nie.  Dit is uiters belangrik dat u die voorskrifte op bl. 5 oor 

die afneem van die praattoets bestudeer.
•	 Die keuse van lokale vir die opnames, is uiters belangrik.  Hou asseblief u selfone afgeskakel tydens die opnames 

van die mondeling.
•	 Eksaminatore moet hulself goed voorberei vir die eksamen sodat hulle vertroud is met al die terme op die 

praatkaarte.  Dit sal verhoed dat hulle sukkel met die verduideliking van woorde op die kaart indien ’n kandidaat vir 
verduidelikings vra.  Vermy die gebruik van Engelse woorde tydens die Afrikaanse eksamen.

•	 Daar was ook sentrums waar die kandidate te sag gepraat het, dit bemoeilik die moderering van die eksamen.
•	 Die keuse van die praatkaart berus by die onderwyser.

Prosedure tydens die opname:

•	 Bestudeer die handleiding op bl.6 vir die aankondiging van kandidate.
•	 U hoef net aan die begin van die opname die sentrumnaam en u naam aan te kondig.  Stoor dit in ’n aparte lêer/ 

“file”.		Dankie	aan	diegene	wat	dit	so	gedoen	het.
•	 Opwarming by sommige sentrums was dit glad nie gedoen nie.  Dit is belangrik dat opwarming gedoen word om 

kandidate op hul gemak te stel. 2 - 3 minute.  Inleidende vrae moet glad nie persoonlik raak nie.
•	 Die meeste eksaminatore vergeet om kandidate te vra of hul iets op die kaart verduidelik wil hê (soos die betekenis 

van woorde).
•	 Rolspelkaarte wat deur kandidate gekies word.  (Eksaminatore vra selfs: “Watter kaart het jy gekies?) Heeltemal 

onaanvaarbaar.  Beplan dus aan wie u watter kaart gaan gee om  te verseker dat al die kaarte gebruik word, maar 
ook dat dit by kandidaat pas.  Kyk na punt 14 in die riglyne asseblief.

•	 Eksaminatore moet nie die hele inhoud van die praatkaart aan die kandidate voorlees nie.  Kandidate word 
voorbereidingstyd gegee om self die kaart deur te lees en voor te berei (15 minute).

•	 Vraagstelling was oor die algemeen goed gedoen. Vrae moet begeleidend wees en as aanmoediging dien om 
kandidate te help wat vashaak.  Sommige eksaminatore raak entoesiasties betrokke by die onderwerp en praat dan 
meer as die kandidaat. Hou in gedagte dat die kandidaat se mening of kennis nie evalueer word nie , maar wel die 
vaardighede van woordeskat, struktuur en vloeiendheid.

•	 Hoofgesprek moet 6 – 9 minute duur.  Baie sentrums het nie by die voorgeskrewe tydsduur gehou nie, waak 
asseblief daarteen.

•	 Bepunting is oor die algemeen effens te streng.  Hou in gedagte dat dit Tweede Taal Vlak is, ongeag of die 
kandidaat ’n moedertaalspreker is.

•	 Dankie aan eksaminatore wat so afsluit dat kandidate met ’n positiewe en gemotiveerde gevoel die lokaal verlaat 
ongeag van die suksesvolheid van die afgelope toets.

Administratiewe werk:

•	 Die administratiewe werk van die meeste sentrums was hierdie jaar teleurstellend en nie op standaard nie.
•	 Die OASF móét streng volgens die MS1 wees.  Die instruksies is duidelik agter op die Opsommingsblad én in die 

handleiding op bl. 4.
•	 OASF- vorms word verkeerd voltooi deurdat die teenwoordigheidslys gebruik word met voorletters van kandidate.  

Gebruik die MS1-vorm om die Opsommende Puntelys met die volle name en vanne te skryf.
•	 Vele optelfoute en oordrafoute het voorgekom.  Modereer dit asseblief behoorlik.
•	 Dis baie belangrik dat as daar meer as een onderwyser by ’n skool as eksaminator optree, hulle vooraf moet 

standaardiseer.  Dit sal voorkom dat daar uiteenlopende puntetoekennings is.
•	 Maak seker dat die name op die ooreenstem met die voorblad van die geheuestokkie met dié van die opnames 

wat ingestuur is.
•	 Die sentrumnommer en naam moet duidelik op die geheuestokkie aangedui word.
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Algemene foute:

•	 Foute kan telkens teruggevoer word na VOORSKRIFTE WAT NIE GEVOLG WORD NIE.
•	 Afwesige kandidate en diegene wat die skool verlaat het, moet duidelik aangedui word met ’n A op die opsommingsblad 

en 999 op die Ms1.  Kyk na die video-insetsel op die geheuestokkie.
•	 Die steekproefgroep wat ingestuur is moet verteenwoordigend wees van al die kandidate.  Sluit asseblief die 

hoogste en die laagste punt in.  Die  sentrums het nie alle praatkaarte ingesluit nie.
•	 Onthou dis ’n gesprek tussen die eksaminator en die kandidaat.  Waak daarteen dat die kandidate monoloë voer.  

Nogmaals dankie vir die harde werk.
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AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE

6115
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

There was a slightly improvement in standard and manner in which candidates responded to questions compared to 
2020 examination.  A significant improvement in candidates scoring between 0 and 20 marks was observed.  In section 
B, candidates have answered two questions as instructed compared to 2020 where some candidates answered all four 
questions.  The fact that candidates have done investigations on various topics as part of School Based Assessment, 
they were able to relate and effectively deal with questions on research.  The greatest concern, however, still remains 
on candidates’s numeracy, problem-solving, practical and spelling skills.  The interpretation of questions on command 
words such as explain, discuss and describe was also a challenge.

Candidates struggle quite a lot in the following topics:

• CBNRM (Community Based Natural Resource Management)
Candidates do not have the subject knowledge on CBNRM. Attention must be given in this topic because 
candidates in some centres were unable to answer even a single question in this topic. The same 
happened in 2020 examination.

• Osmosis
Candidates do not have a better understanding and knowledge of Osmosis beyond its definition.

• Animal disease
Candidates lack knowledge on causative organisms of animal’s diseases as well as how different 
diseases spread.

• Plant diseases
Candidates lack knowledge and understanding of plant diseases.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 (a) (i) Well answered, candidates could define enclosed grazing system.

Answer
Grazing system whereby animals graze in a fenced area.

 (i) Poorly answered.  Most candidates generalized the benefits of enclosed grazing system 
without referring to environment or linking it to grass.

Answer
• prevents overgrazing;
• prevents erosion;
• allow grass to recover and regrow/better plant diversity and plant production;

 (iii) Most candidates could not score full marks because they failed to show how they obtained the 
answer.  Some also gave wrong units (ha) instead of cattle/LSU.

Answer

 (iv) Well answered.  Candidates could identify the correct term.

Answer
A- pasture;
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(b) This question was poorly answered.  Many candidates do not know how lime can improve the grazing 
land or how it can influence the soil.

Answer
• help with reversing soil acidification/raises soil pH making it less acidic/decreases acidity in the soil/

neutralise acidic;
• add calcium in the soil;
• decrease the availability of toxic elements;
• increase nutrients availability;
• stimulate microbial or earthworm activities;
• flocculate clay soil/improve the clay soil structure;

(c) Most candidates have identified the correct ways of adding value to given agricultural products.

Answer
fish - canning/drying/freezing/smoking/salting;
grapes - drying/fermenting/extraction/cooking/pressing/processing;
milk - cooling/culturing/ fermenting/pasteurising/churning/skimming/processing;

2 (a) (i) Most candidates correctly identified layer A but confused layer B with either sub-soil or parent rock.

Answer
A – top soil;
B – parent material/semi-weathered rocks

 (ii) Most candidates answered the question poorly.  They did not understand that lucerne is a legume 
and therefore could not give its role in terms of improving soil fertility.  A good understanding of 
the role of root nodules found in legume crops was lacking.

Answer
• increase soil fertility;
• fix/add nitrogen in the soil;

 (iii) Candidates fairly answered the question.  However, those who failed to score a mark were just 
referring to plant root growing in the soil and no further explanation as to how that action leads to 
breaking down the rocks.

Answer
• plant roots- they grow into the cracks between rocks;

as the roots grow bigger/enlarge they force the crack to become wider;
and pieces of rock break off to form the soil;

• (plant roots) help bind the soil allowing it to increase in depth;
• (plant roots) add to the organic parts of the soil structure assisting crumb formation;
• root respiration adds CO2 to the soil water assisting the chemical breakdown of minerals/rocks;
• humic acid formed when roots decay assists the chemical breakdown of soil minerals;

(b) Poorly answered.  Poor understanding or knowledge of the role of inorganic fertilizers and 
their examples was evident.  Candidates could not come up with solutions to correct nutritional 
deficiencies in plants.

Answer

 (i) add limestone ammonium nitrates(LAN)/urea/calcium ammonium nitrates(CAN)/NPK fertilizer 5:1:1;

 (ii) add superphosphate/NPK fertilizer 2:3:2;

(c) Candidates could correctly identify the primary decomposer.

Answer
A- bacteria;

(d) Well answered by most candidates.

Answer
• a good crumb structure: ensures free circulation of air in the soil;
• ensures good movement of water in the soil;
• improves water-holding capacity in the soil;
• minimises the rate of leaching;
• minimises soil erosion;
• improved root growth;
• improved growth of soil organisms/microorganisms;
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3 (a) (i) Well answered.  Almost every candidates correctly identified the process being investigated.

Answer
C- osmosis ;

 (ii) The question was fairly answered.  However, an in-depth discussion on the osmosis experiment, 
explanation and link with plant cell should be made for better understanding.

Answer
• Volume of water – decrease/drop
• Volume of concentrated salt solution – increase/rise

 (iii) Almost all the candidates had this answer wrong.  They could not justify reasons behind the 
volume of water decreasing and volume of salt solution increasing by making reference to partial 
permeability.  Majority referred to definition of osmosis.

Answer
• the membrane only allows water molecules to pass through;
• but not sugar molecules, because sugar molecules are too large;

(b) Most candidates named two vascular tissues.  However, the spelling of xylem and phloem was a 
challenge to most candidates.

• xylem (vessels);
• phloem (tube);

(c) Fairly answered.  Some candidates confused transpiration with respiration while others focus on 
functions of xylem and phloem.

• maintains water pressure within the cell/maintains turgor pressure/keeps the cell turgid;
• cools the plants/ it controls the temperature of the plants;
• provide water and nutrients to the leaves for photosynthesis/allows water and nutrients to be drawn from 

the soil into the plant/maintain transpiration stream;

4 (a) (i) Candidates poorly answered this question because they gave general features of an 
insect-pollinated flower instead of identifying the features shown on Fig. 4.1.

Answer
• large flower;
• thick stigma/stigma inside the flower;
• small firm anther;
• large petals;

 (ii) Well answered.

D- self-pollination;

(b) Fairly answered.  Most candidates referred to the definition of fertilization of which they could still 
score two marks.  Candidates used wrong concepts for example, they referred to the male and female 
sex cells combining/joining to form new organism instead of sex cells/gametes fusing to form a 
zygote.  Some candidates also referred to the ovary/ovule fusing with pollen grain.

Answer
the tube enters the ovule;
male gamete is released from the pollen tube;
the nuclei from the male and female gametes fuse;
a zygote is formed;

(c) Candidates correctly identify the crop that store starch in the bulb.

Answer
C - onion;

5 (a) (i) Poorly answered.  Most candidates could not differentiate between mating, mounting and heat 
period as many explain what is mating and mounting.  Many candidates also do not know 
which animal goes on heat.

Answer
a period when female animals become sexually receptive / signalling they are ready for mating/ the 
period when a cow is receptive to a bull;

 (ii) Fairly answered.  However, some candidates confused signs of heat with mating and signs of 
birth.  The spelling of mounting, restlessness and vulva was challenge.  For example, vulva 
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was spelled as valve by many candidates.  Some candidates also referred a bull as a male cow.

Answer
• stand still to be mounted/mounting other cows;
• bellowing;
• restlessness/trailing;
• mucus discharge;
• swelling/reddening of vulva;
• dirty flanks;
• back rubbing;
• sniffing genitals;
• lip curling;
• head raising;
• decreased food intake;
• decreased milk yield;

(b) Well answered

A- luteinizing hormone;

(c) Poorly answered.  Majority of candidates gave general nutrients that any animal need without 
referring to specifically gestation period.  Candidates do not understand the difference between 
nutrient requirements and types of ration as they keep on giving production and maintenance rations 
as answers.  Many candidates also referred to protein needed for foetus formation instead of foetus 
development/growth.

Answer
• more protein;

for the growth of the foetus;
• more calcium; for the development of bones in foetus/to increase milk production;

6 (a) (i) Many candidates could identify Y as protein but failed to identify X as minerals/inorganic matter

Answer
X – minerals/inorganic matter;
Y – protein;

 (ii) Most candidates answered this question correctly.  However, some generalised the importance of water.

Answer
• aid digestion/prevent constipation;
• cool/regulate body temperature;
• help in excretion of waste products;
• help in absorption of nutrients/act as solvent/dissolve nutrients;
• for milk production;
• for lubrication of joints;
• moisture in the food makes it more palatable;

 (iii) Most candidates could correctly identify the source of carbohydrates.

Answer
C-maize stalks;

(b) Most candidates misinterpreted the question. Instead of pointing out the correct measures to treat 
rickets and night blindness, they gave the causes.  E.g. they could say rickets caused by “lack of calcium”.

Answer
• Rickets – mineral licks/calcium/phosphorus;
• night blindness – vitamin A injection/good-quality green fodder mixes;

(c) (i) This question was extremely poorly answered.  Most candidates do not know that causative 
organism is the same as disease causing organism.

Answer
• Bacteria;

 (ii) The question was fairly answered.  Candidates failed to analyse the information given in the table 
in order to make a conclusion/obtain answers.  Most candidates could not explain why animal 5 
that is not treated neither vaccinated is no infected with a disease.

Answer
4 – it was vaccinated;
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5 – resistant to diseases/ good immune system;

 (iii) Most candidates poorly answered the question.  Candidates generalised the answers and some 
gave the reason as “the farm is overstocked” which is already in the question.  They could not 
explain how overstocked farms encourage infectious diseases to spread.

Answer
• overcrowding;
• high possibility of contact;
• sharing water trough;
• sharing food trough;
• infection disease spread easily through the air;

(d) Most candidates could not correctly identify a disease that is transmitted by a tick.  Majority opted 
for anthrax which is caused by bacteria.

Answer
C - red water fever

7 (a) (i) The majority of candidates were aware that there is sustainability of natural resources.  However, 
most the candidates were not specific that wildlife should be the key word to be included in their 
answer.  Answer provided by candidates were too general for they only mentioned that a group 
of commercial farmers conserving the natural resources.

Answer
A conservancy consists of a group of commercial farmers / areas of communal land on which members 
pool resources for the purposes of conserving / using wildlife sustainably;

 (ii) Most candidates managed to name at least one or two registered conservancies however 
some candidates were just writing names of places familiar to them.  Example Etosha National 
Park.  Some also referred to Khoadi //Hôas conservancy which is already given as an example 
in the stem.

Answer
• Nya Nyae;
• Salambala;
• Torra;
• King Nehale;
• Ovitoto;
• Okongo;
• Lusese, e.t.c

NB.  Currently, there are about 86 registered conservancies in Namibia.

 (iii) Most candidates managed to get at least two marks by mentioning job creation and income 
generation or sustainability of natural resources.  Some candidates confused benefits of 
communal farmers to that of commercial farmers by mentioning exclusive ownership of wildlife 
and income generated goes to the owner/individual farmer.

Answer
• sustainability of natural resources;
• communal farmers have certain rights to wildlife;
• employment/job creation;
• communal farmers enjoy the utilization of natural resources/ get meat;
• generate income;

 (iv) Most candidates could not answer this question.  They simple do not understand what the 
Namibian law stipulate with regards to protected game in the conservancies.  Most candidates 
did not understand the requirements that conservancies must apply for quotas from Ministry 
of Environment and Tourism (MET) and in return the MET will then grant/give permission to 
conservancies stipulating the quota of game to be slaughtered for meat.

Answer
Conservancies need to apply for quotas from the Ministry of Environment and Tourism/GRN regarding 
the number of game they need to slaughter;
the Ministry of Environment and Tourism/GRN will then give the conservancies the quota of game to be 
slaughtered for meat;

(b) Most candidates answered this question correctly because the pictures of craft made items are well 
illustrated.
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Answer
A - craft making;

8 (a) (i) This question was fairly answered although some candidates could not correctly identify the farm 
machinery A.  It was referred to as a tractor, plough or planter instead of a combine harvester.  
As to why it is mostly preferred, most candidates indicated that it is faster but some gave another 
reason as ‘not time consuming’ instead of less time consuming.

Answer
A – combine harvester;
performs three operations at the same time/harvesting, threshing and sorting;
cuts labour cost;
saves time/cover a large area within a short period of time/fast;

 (ii) Candidates mostly referred the use of spanner as screwing bolts instead of tighten/loosen nuts.  
On maintenance of the spanner, some candidates indicated that it must be stored in a cool - dry 
place as if it was a crop.

Answer
use – loosen or tighten nuts;
maintenance – clean after use/add oil;

 (iii) Candidates correctly gave the career area that uses the spanner.  However, the spelling of 
engineers and mechanics was a challenge.

Answer
• farm mechanics;
• farm engineers;

(b) Most candidates correctly identified the tap washer as a part that restricts the flow of water in the tap.

Answer
C;

9 (a) (i) Majority of candidates failed to identify the economic principles illustrated on the graph.  Some 
just gave an incomplete answer such as ‘diminishing’ instead of ‘diminishing return’. 

Answer
• law of diminishing returns;

 (ii) Most candidates correctly identified the units of yield produced from the graph.

Answer
• 2 units of yield

 (iii) Most candidates did not obtain a mark because they did not know how to work out the percentage 
increase in yield.  They did not figure out that they supposed to first get the increase in units of 
yield from point B to C then use the answer obtained to calculate the percentage.  The percentage 
sign (%) was not indicated in some answers.

Answer
1/4 × 100;
= 25%;

 (iv) Most candidates scored one mark for suggesting what will happen to the units of yield after point 
D but failed to justify why yield will start to decline after point D.

Answer
• units of yield will decline;
• too much fertilizer starts burning the roots of crops;
• too much fertilizer alters the soil pH which affects the absorptions of water and nutrients;
• soil microbes cannot work at their maximum;
• A  yield level off;

(b) Majority of candidates scored maximum marks.  However, few did not follow the instruction and they 
used ruled lines instead of writing the correct letter on the space provided.

Answer
1  -  G;
2  -  D;
3  -  B;
4  -  E;
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10 (a) (i) Most candidates gave the correct definition of agricultural research.  However, some defined 
research in general without linking it to agriculture.  Some candidates confused the definition of 
agricultural research to that of sustainable agriculture.

Answer
Entails the collection of scientific information about the country’s food security and design strategies to 
solve agricultural problems;; or  
any research activity aimed at improving productivity and quality of crops by their genetic improvement, 
better plant protection, irrigation, storage methods, farm mechanization, efficient marketing, and a better 
management of resources;; or
a research that provides the public/farmers with better knowledge of farming and technology for 
productivity improvement;; or
any research activity aimed at improving the productivity and quality of crops or livestock;;

 (ii) Candidates were able to list the agricultural research activities but failed to discuss further on 
how those research activities could lead to the improvement of agricultural commodities.

Answer
research on improved crop varieties: the development of new crop varieties such as cowpeas (e.g 
Bira and Nakara), sorghum (e.g. Macia) and pearl millet (e.g.Kangara and Okashana number 2) that 
are more tolerant to drought and pests; 
research on animal feeding: this include the supplementary feeding programmes for animals;
improved utilization of crop residues as animal feeds;
as well as protein and mineral supplements to correct nutrient deficiencies;
research on animal health: this aim to improve the effectiveness of existing preventative treatment on 
animal diseases;
and the development of new vaccine;
research on genetic improvement: allows the improvement of crop and animal breed in terms of 
adaptability, productivity and resistance to pests and diseases;

(b) Candidates failed to read the question fully as they discussed the consequences of genetic engineering 
in crops instead of livestock.

Answer
• resulted in production of vaccines that protects animals against diseases;
• resulted in increased yield of animal products e.g more milk;
• resulted in producing animals that are adapted to harsh environmental condition;
• improve fertility of livestock;
• improve the quality of animals and their products;
• may result in uncontrollable diseases;
• may result in deformed animals/Mutation;
• may result in allergic reaction once people consumed GM products;

(c) Candidates discussed the benefits of genetic engineering and artificial selection instead of artificial 
insemination.  Some just defined artificial insemination.

Answer
• helps to reduce the risk of spreading venereal diseases;
• cut costs of maintaining a bull;
• semen can be kept and used even after the death of the donor bull;
• improves the quality of livestock by careful breeding/ semen from exotic bulls can be used;
• it reduces injuries caused by big bull mounting small cows;
• allows a quality bull to serve many more cows than would be possible naturally;

11 (a) (i) Although most candidates were aware that during ‘leaching’ the nutrients are dissolved/drained 
in the soil, most of them still confused leaching with soil erosion because they mentioned 
nutrients are washed away instead of nutrients dissolving in water and moved by drainage 
deep downward into the soil.

Answer
loss of plant nutrients carried by water downward into the soil; away from the reach of plant roots;

 (ii) Most candidates managed to get at least two/three marks as they were able to describe how 
leaching affects the nutrients in the soil in relation to plants.

Answer
nutrients (dissolved in water and) washed downward; mineral salts are leached beyond plant roots;
they are replaced by hydrogen ions, which makes the soil acidic;
plants suffer from nutrient deficiency;
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(b) Most candidates provided correct solutions on how farmers can protect the land from erosion.

Answer
• keep soil under vegetative cover;
• use organic materials to improve the soil structure;
• mulch (to reduce splash erosion);
• use contour ploughing;
• use contour ridges;
• windbreaks;
• make terraces;

(c) Although most candidates had an understanding of drip irrigation, they could not fully explain how it 
operates.

Answer
plastic pipes with small holes/nozzles;
are laid along crop rows;
water drips in the area where plant roots grow/next to the plant;
pipes are connected to the water supply point e.g a tap;

12 (a) Candidates poorly answered the question.  Many did not score even a single mark out of four.  Most 
candidates lack knowledge and understanding of the process of osmosis.  The use of the correct 
scientific terminology was a problem as most candidates referred to plant instead of water entering 
the plant cell.  The spelling of turgor proved to be a challenge for most candidates.  Some candidates 
described plasmolysis in plants instead of turgor.

Answer
water enters the plant cell; by osmosis;
vacuole enlarge;
the cytoplasm / cell membrane push
against the cell wall;
cell become firm and turgid;

(b) Candidates only gave the internal parts of the leaf instead of outlining how the leaf adapts to its 
functions which is mainly photosynthesis.

Answer
leaf has a large surface; –  to expose as much of it as possible to sunlight/CO2;
leaf is thin; – to allow gases to easily diffuse through the leaf/shorten diffusion distance;
transparent epidermis with no chloroplasts; – so that  light can reach the inner portions of the leaf;
waxy cuticle; - to prevent too much water loss through evaporation;
stomata in lower epidermis; - to allows gases to diffuse in and out;

(c)  Correct naming of a bacterial disease was a requirement for a candidates to obtain a mark which most 
candidates did not do.  They also failed to indicate the subheading before giving the answers.  Most 
candidates lack knowledge and understanding of plant diseases.

Answer
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13 (a) Majority of candidates confused dominant and recessive with phenotype and genotype.  They could 
not define them correctly as they keep on referring to strong and weak genes.

Answer
dominant - describe the genetic trait that expresses itself more strongly than the other in the phenotype or a 
gene that determines the physical characteristics of an offspring;
recessive - describe the genetic traits that are hidden/masked by a dominant trait, they are not expressed 
in the phenotype. or a gene that does not determine the physical characteristics of an offspring except in 
homozygous conditions;

(b) Most candidates could at least score five out of seven marks.  Most candidates did not correctly give 
the parental phenotype as black beside both parents being heterozygous (Bb).  Some candidates 
used different alleles (T/t/W/w) instead of using given allele (B/b).  Some candidates did not encircle 
the gametes.

Answer

(c) Some candidates referred to general importance of keeping record instead of being specific on 
financial records as required by the question.

Answer
• enable the farmer to know the financial position of the enterprises;
• enable the farmer to check whether the enterprise is profitable or not;
• enable the farmer to detect problem areas and find the solution in time;
• enable farmers to obtain loan from the bank;
• help in planning;
• help in budgeting ahead for the enterprise;

POSITIVE SUGGESTION TO TEACHERS

• Use activity that will help to improve candidates’ numeracy, problem solving and spelling skills.
• Carry out various experiments and practical activities in the syllabus to enhance candidates’ knowledge of practical 

work.
• Train candidates on how to answer examination questions by setting quality assessment.  (Tests, tasks, examination, 

and assignments)
• Candidates should be trained to identify key words when answering questions to avoid generalising of answers.  

They should also be trained to answer the multiple choice in the space provided rather than encircling the letter.
• Encouraged candidates to familiarize themselves with the glossary of command words at the back of the syllabus 

and trained how to answer the questions using those command words.
• Use appropriate Agricultural Science terminologies and encourage their candidates to spell them correctly.
• Most importantly, candidates must be encouraged to always go through their work/read what they have written 

before submitting their papers.
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

The moderation exercise found that many centres submitted most of the required and relevant information as well as 
documents for the moderation process.

It was noted that most centres submitted worksheets of high quality.  However, some centres’ worksheets need 
improvement.  Marks for most centres were allocated in such a manner that it was beneficial to all candidates.  However, 
a few centres still awarded five marks per criteria/skill instead of just three marks per criteria/skill as required.  It was 
noted with concern that a few centres are still assessing five practical exercises while others could not submit all the 
required documents for the moderation process.

The moderation team would appreciate it if individual worksheets are submitted by each centre instead of group written 
work.  There was an improvement in the evidence submitted in a form of pictures/photographs or models as required.   
However, some centres failed to submit any evidence of work done.  Where there are two Agricultural Science teachers 
teaching the same grade at a centre, it is expected that they should collaborate in designing/developing the common 
worksheets or practical exercises.  They should also complete the coursework assessment summary and the MS1 
forms together. Internal moderation is applicable to all centres and the school management should ensure that it is done.

There was an improvement in the selection of researchable topics as well various topics per school.  However, there are 
still a few centres where all candidates have investigated the same topic.  This is not acceptable.

Candidates who are submitting typed reports are advised to use Arial / Times New Roman font and font size 12 
with 1.5-line spacing.  There was an improvement in the submission of evidence (photographs) individually in the 
candidates’ reports, as well as questionnaires used during the investigations.  However, a few centres still could not 
submit their evidence.

Centres are encouraged to ensure that photographs submitted as evidence should be clear enough for moderation.  
They also need to ensure that topics of practical investigations should be researchable.  A few example of researchable 
topics are given in the syllabus and Coursework Teachers’ Training Manual from the Directorate National Examinations 
and Assessment (DNEA), 2020.

Appropriateness of Assessment Tasks

It was noted that most centres submitted good quality worksheets for the practical tasks.  Many centres managed to 
select practical tasks from various themes outlined in the syllabus.  However, a few centres selected practical tasks 
from only one theme and or split a task into 3-4 exercises just to complete the assessment e.g. soil preparation sub-
divided into small exercises such as seedbed preparation, fertiliser application, sowing, weeding etc.  The majority of 
centres developed challenging practical tasks that also assess a candidate’s investigative skills optimally.  However, 
a few centres prepared simple tasks that are not challenging enough for candidates at this level.  In addition to the 
appropriateness of assessment tasks, some centres are still selecting tasks from the legacy syllabus.  Most centres 
were able to develop specific marking criteria for each task; however, few centres are still using the general marking 
criteria directly from the syllabus instead of using it as a guide to develop their own specific marking points.

While the growing of vegetables is encouraged at every school, centres should not only prepare the seedbeds without 
showing which crops were ultimately produced or harvested and evidence of the crop grown should be provided.

Centres are encouraged to make use of the Coursework Teachers’ Training manual (2020) and the moderator’s 
comments report when selecting topics for practical exercises.  This manual is obtainable from DNEA and all regional 
offices in the country.  Centres could also seek advice and support from sister schools and the Senior Education Officers 
(SEOs) in the regions.

Interpretation and application of assessment criteria

Most centres were aware of the five assessment criteria that should be assessed in each practical task.  However, a 
few centres still experience problems in the development of the practical tasks and generating appropriate as well as 
specific marking points which are required before marks can be awarded to candidates.

Centres are urged to prepare more challenging and practically related questions on the written tasks of the worksheets 
instead of theory-based.  It is important for the centres to realise that work generated from the practical tasks should be 
set at an appropriate level for all candidates and be linked to the practical at hand.  It is also important for the centres to 
ensure that the marks awarded to candidates are always objective and realistic.
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The written work generated from practical tasks should be based on the practical task assessed and should be set at an 
appropriate level to encourage the application of practical knowledge and relevant theoretical concepts.  Teachers are 
reminded that written work completed by candidates is important evidence that they have participated in the carrying 
out of a specific assessment task.

Suitability and relevance of practical investigations

Hypothesis/question

There was an improvement in the formulation of relevant hypothesis/question for the candidates’ selected investigative 
topics.

Planning of the investigation

Most candidates were able to outline the methodology used in their investigations by indicating when and how the data 
was collected.  Few candidates were able to provide evidence of prior planning for their investigations.  Prior planning 
on how the investigation will be carried out should be clearly outlined e.g. a trial outline, data collection sheets or 
questionnaires that will be used and should be attached as annexures.

Handling of evidence

Most candidates were able to show understanding of how to handle data collected through completed tables and 
graphs.  Some candidates failed to collect and record evidence from their investigations.  Candidates are encouraged 
to label their tables and graphs clearly.

Ability to make deductions

There was an improvement in the ability of candidates to make deductions from the data collected as many candidates 
were able to collect and present data in tables and graphs. 

Limitations

Most candidates were able to identify limitations experienced during their investigations.  Centres should encourage 
candidates to identify major limitations of their studies and suggest ways to improve them.  Examples of limitations 
for investigations can be sample size, sample bias, access to data, as well as lack of sufficient time, lack of financial 
resources, data collection, methods (techniques used to collect data) and lack of previous study on the title.

Presentation, layout and originality

In most cases candidates were able to follow the report layout as outlined in the syllabus. However, centres are 
encouraged to ensure candidates choose their own investigation topic and carry out their investigation individually and 
not in groups.  Candidates are encouraged to acknowledge the work of other researchers (mentioned in the literature 
review) through referencing.

Interpretation and application of assessment criteria for practical investigations

Most centres were able to interpret and apply the assessment criteria for practical investigation with regards to:
• The selection of relevant questions (hypotheses) for the investigation
• The planning of the investigation and the principles on which it is based
• The handling of evidence
• The ability to make deductions from the evidence or the data acquired
• The ability to recognise limitations of the investigation
• Description of practical, presentation, layout and originality of candidate’s work

Centres are advised to use the assessment criteria for practical investigations as stipulated in the syllabus when 
awarding marks for candidates’ reports.

Administration

It is appreciated that many centres complied with all the administrative procedures that are required for moderation 
purposes.  It was noticed that most centres put in extra effort by providing this information in well-organised files. This 
made the moderation exercise much easier. In addition, centres are encouraged to submit evidence of candidates’ 
work in terms of written work done on each practical task.  It is strongly recommended that centres should establish a 
verification system where teachers other than those involved in entering marks on the MS1 forms (supervised by the 
HODs or Head of Centre or Principal), need to check thoroughly that marks are transferred on the MS1 form. Absentees 
should also be clearly marked e.g. 999.  It is observed that some centres do not follow these guidelines.  Furthermore, 
centres are advised to make use of the latest version of forms supplied by the Directorate of National Examinations and 
Assessment (DNEA) where raw marks need to be entered.  Marks should not be scaled down.
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Centres are advised that only ten samples of candidates’ individual record cards, worksheets and investigation reports 
should be submitted for moderation purposes.  The rest of the individual record cards, worksheets and investigation 
reports should be kept safely at the centre until after the release of the results.  This recommendation was not adhered 
to by a few centres as the office received a large number of record cards of individual candidates which is not required, 
while other centres did not submit any forms at all. It is important to verify before sealing the envelope that all the 
necessary information for external moderation is enclosed in an envelope. Centres are advised to follow the instructions 
about the completion of the MS1 form provided by DNEA strictly.

In general, the completion of the MS1, mark sheets, coursework assessment summary forms and the individual 
candidate record cards were satisfactorily completed by most centres.  However, it is observed that some centres 
transferred some marks incorrectly.

In conclusion, the performance demonstrated by all candidates was satisfactory.  However, there were a few signs of 
negligence at a few centres.  We recommend that training be arranged by regional offices for centres.  New centres and 
newly appointed teachers to the subject should be assisted regarding the conducting and administering of school-based 
assessment in Agricultural Science.
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Unfortunately, some centres did not read the 2020 centre specific reports properly and have thus not applied the 
recommendations made by the examiners and learners did not sign the declarations.  Much time and effort go into 
these reports, which are written to support the teacher.  It is hoped that teachers will heed the suggestions offered in 
the current report.

This year eight centres entered learners for Art and Design Ordinary Level examination.

All teachers are reminded to attach the final outcomes firmly to the supporting work.  All works are to be glued securely 
to the supporting pages to protect them from becoming dislodged and lost during transportation and the evaluation 
process.  Please ensure that all soft chalk mediums, charcoal and pencil work are sprayed and covered to avoid 
smudging and the damaging of work.

There is still evidence that a huge number of learners use the Internet as a direct source and sometimes the only source.  
According to syllabus first hand/direct observational studies from primary sources must be used as the starting point for 
the development of an idea.  The use of a source without proper recognition is plagiarism.

References to other artists’ work and the ability to link appropriate styles or techniques used by other artists, proves 
beneficial to the overall results.  Regarding the background of a final, evidence of solving the background in a variety of 
preparatory processes is vitally important in ensuring a better mark.

Many centres responded unsatisfactorily to the A assessment objective – gather, record, investigate and research.  
Therefore, the final outcome in most cases proved unsuccessful.  This first assessment objective is of cardinal importance 
as it influences the final mark as the scripts are marked holistically.

Comments regarding what media were used are not required as the examiners are fully aware of what media are used.  
Teachers should encourage learners to complete well prepared pieces.  This gives the learner a good overall idea of 
whether his particular layout, technique and medium are successful and the one to use for the final outcome.  This will 
also enhance the maximum results in the assessment objective for C and D.

Learners should omit pieces of inferior quality from their supporting work as the inclusion thereof will be to their 
disadvantage.  They need to be selective in their compilation of their preparatory work.

Studying the assessment objectives (marking scheme) will help the candidates to gain a better grasp of how their 
coursework will be evaluated.  Self-evaluation and peer-evaluation also enhance this understanding, thus assisting 
learners in fulfilling the necessary criteria.

Administration

Teachers should remember to complete the new Individual Coursework Record form provided by the Ministry, (also, in 
the syllabus).  These forms require each learner’s signature, testifying that the work submitted is his/her own.  They also 
require the teacher’s signature to attest that the work submitted was done by the learner concerned.  Learners should 
also complete and sign declaration forms.

Remember to label all final outcomes “FINAL” and attach these firmly to supporting work, especially Paper 1.

Work submitted

Some centres still exceed the maximum number of pages allowed.  Please adhere strictly to the directives set in the 
syllabus.  Maximum size of paper is A2.  Paper 1 maximum number of pages is 2 or 4 sides and for Paper 2 maximum 
number of pages is 5 or 10 sides plus a final outcome.

Inspirational artists form an integral part of student’s work and cannot be added as “extra” pages.

ART & DESIGN
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Assessment objective A:  Gathering, recording research and investigation

Reference to other artists’ work, and the ability to link appropriate ideas, styles and techniques should form part of the 
learner’s research.  Using artists who have impacted the development of art through the ages and who have inspired a 
learner’s development is definitely more interesting than “Internet artist name unknown”.

Learners should initiate their ideas from primary sources (first hand observation) and their own photographs (taken by 
themselves).  Learners who depended on Internet sources and “unknown sources” were evaluated harshly.  This means 
that Assessment objective B, C and E were also implicated.  The only assessment objective that will not be affected, as 
such will be D (media use).

Assessment objective B:  Exploration and development of ideas

If assessment objective A is lacking, assessment objective B will strongly be influenced.

Development implies a gradual change in direction to become something different in the final.

Assessment objective B was not well thought through particularly in a number of photographic submissions.

Different aspects of a single theme should be explored to produce a multifaceted interpretation of that theme resulting 
in a final.

Assessment objective E:  Personal vision and presentation

This objective is linked to all other assessment objectives since the development gathering and research culminate in 
the final expressing the learner’s critical thinking process.  Aesthetic judgment as well as media choices play a role in 
how successful the final outcome is.

Photography

A few learners present pages of thumb nails irrelevant to the theme.  It is suggested to include only 5 – 8 “thumbnails” 
A7 size.  Each thumbnail should be carefully chosen.  Every single photograph included in supportive work should be 
excellent.  Duplication of photos, with tiny changes should be avoided.

All assessment objectives should be applied in photography also.  Learners should also be familiar with elements and 
principles of art as this is actually part of visual art.

All settings (properties) under photographs MUST be included.  Where manipulations are involved, the process must be 
explained in point form and screenshots provided as evidence.

A few learners from different centres provided fake settings for their photographs.  Photos taken should be in the two-
year period of the course, Paper 2, and within the 8-week period for examination preparation for Paper 1.  Dishonesty 
could result in the filing of reports of irregularity and then disqualification of learners. 

Question paper

1 – A lantern and lighter/box of matches

Ten learners executed this question.  Some learners executed this question well.  However, some of them did not 
conduct a proper investigation of a variety of lanterns as suggested in the assessment objective.

2 – A branch with seed pods and leaves

Seven learners executed this question.  Again a few learners interpreted it well and creatively, although there were a few 
learners who misinterpreted this question.
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3 – A portrait study of a person singing/talking in a microphone

Six learners executed this question.  Overall, this question was very poorly executed as most of the learners did not 
conduct a proper investigation and research.

4 – Dirty dishes in a sink

25 learners executed this question.  This was a very popular question.  Some learners gather from a variety of sources 
but made use of only one source repeatedly without thorough investigation.

5 – Starry starry nights

13 learners executed this question.  This question was also popular but there was not one successful execution of it.  
It is clear that proper gathering and research was not done and resulted in poor finals.  It seems to be a very difficult 
question. 

6 - Hairstyles

17 learners executed this question.  It was also a popular question.  Most of the learners interpreted it as hairstyling and 
not hairstyles.  A lot of gathering was done, but they could not develop it into a successful final piece.

7 – The big chill

12 learners executed this question.  Learners overall did not research this theme properly.  They did not understand the 
question because of lack of research.  However, there were one or two learners who were very successful.

8 – Distorted reflections

16 executed this question.  Learners clearly did not understand what a distorted reflection is.  They either did reflections 
or distortion.

10 – Board games

Two learners executed this question.  It was successfully executed by one learner.

11 – 

One learner executed this question.  The learner clearly did not understand what a mosaic is.  It is suggested that the 
mosaics of artists should be properly researched and the process of mosaic investigated.

12 – 

One learner executed this question.  The learner misread the target market.  The process towards the design, shape, 
colour and labelling of the bottle was not evident.
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Key messages 

•	 Candidates should be given the opportunity to have access to the NSSC Biology syllabus since this is a document 

examinations.
•	 The syllabus should be consulted for the correct use of terminologies.
•	 Candidates should be aware that the command word of questions indicates how the candidate should respond.  

The word ‘explain’ requires may imply reasoning or some reference to theory, depending on the context.  It is 
another way of asking candidates to give reasons.  The learner needs to leave the examiner in no doubt why 
something happens. With reference to 1 (a) (ii) the candidates should give a reason why viral infections cannot be 
treated with antibiotics.

•	 Candidates should be made aware that using or and / when answering the questions is not permitted and will lead 
to candidates losing marks unnecessary.  

•	 Candidates should be made aware to refrain from using laymen’s language in class and rather stick to correct 
scientific terminology. 

General comments

The majority of Centres have displayed that the definitions were not taught according to what is in the syllabus but from 
several textbooks and the internet.  The spelling of biological terms needs serious attention with reference to meiosis, 
radial, circular muscles, foetus, and so on. It is of utmost importance that teachers use the teaching resources that are 
approved for the revised curriculum as certain information might have changed. 

Comments on specific questions 

Question 1

(a) (i) The stronger candidates identified parts labeled A and B in Fig. 1.1.  The most common error was 
identifying A as protein coat.

(b) About fifty percent of candidates explained why viruses are sometimes considered as non-living.   
The most common error was stating the features which viruses do not have with reference to the cell 
membrane.

(c) (i) The majority of candidates were credited for describing two ways in which the spread of HIV 
by sexual intercourse may be controlled.  The most common error is that the candidates stated 
prevent sharing of needles and blood transfusion which has nothing to do with sexual intercourse.

 (ii) The minority of candidates gave reasons why viral infections cannot be treated with antibiotics. 
The most common errors were that candidates could not distinguish between a virus and viral 
infections.  

 (iii) The minority of candidates were able to explain the role of vaccination and that vaccination 
contains a weakened pathogen.  The most common errors candidates could not further state that 
the lymphocytes and plasma cells and white blood cells produce antibodies, instead candidates 
stated that the body produces antibodies. Candidates are aware of memory cells however they 
could not state their functions.

Question 2

(a) The majority of candidates could not write the definition based on the syllabus.  The most errors were 
misspelling the word catalyst as catalyse, catalistics and catalytic.

(b) About fifty percent of the candidates were credited for describing the test for protein.  The most 
common errors were that candidates described starch test, reducing sugars test and fat test instead.  
Candidates also misspelled the word Biuret as Bulet, Burette and Burent.

(c) (i) Credit was awarded to candidates who stated the correct optimum pH.  The most common error 
was stating the pH with units such as cm, mm and °C instead of referring to pH.

 (ii) The majority of candidates were credited for naming the part of the alimentary canal in which enzyme 
  X is most active.

BIOLOGYBIOLOGY
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 (iii) Credits were awarded to candidates who stated reasons why enzyme X is only most active in 
the stomach and not in other parts of the alimentary canal.  The most common errors candidates 
referred to the enzymes in general instead of referring to pepsin and protease.  Candidates also 
referred to optimum temperature instead of optimum pH. 

Question 3

(a) (i) The majority of candidates were credited for stating the function of lymphocyte.  The most common 
error was stating that the lymphocytes provide and release antibodies instead of produce antibodies.

 (ii) The majority of the candidates were awarded for stating the function of phagocyte.  The most 
common error was to state ‘destroy pathogens’ instead of ‘digest’ and also switching digest and 
engulf instead of engulf and digest.

 (iii) The majority of candidates were awarded for stating the function of the red blood cell.  The most 
common error was stating that red blood cell transports oxygenated blood instead of oxygen.

(b) The minority of candidates were credited for describing the process of blood clotting.  The most 
common error was that the candidates could not describe the process of blood clotting in sequence.  
Candidates also had difficulty in spelling the words scab and clotting correctly instead it was spelled 
as scarb, scub, scrub, and clothing, crotting and cloting.

(c) The minority of candidates were awarded for outlining the function of blood plasma.  The most 
common error was that candidates listed the number of substances that are transported by blood and 
could not state other functions of the blood plasma.

Question 4

(a) The minority of candidates were able to describe how one named environmental condition affects 
germination.  The most common error was stating the wrong environmental condition such as drought, 
rainfall, and wind and the correct effect.

 (i) The majority of candidates were credited for naming the correct response shown by seedling 
in G.The most common error was that candidate misspelled phototropism as phototrapezium, 
photoprism and phototropic.

 (ii) Many candidates were able to name the chemical substance responsible for the response shown 
by seedlings in G.  The most common error was that candidates misspelled auxin as axin, axon 
and anxin.

 (iii) Few candidates were awarded for stating what happened, the effect on the concentration of 
growth substance and the result.  The most common errors was that the candidates focused on 
the effect of auxin rather than the effect of light on seedlings. 

  Candidates did not give reference to the concentration of growth substance for example seedling 
E, the most common answer was no growth instead of no auxin produced. For seedling G most 
candidates used the word higher, larger concentration of growth substance instead of greater and more.

  Regarding the result for seedling F, candidates hardly linked the word elongation with cells.
  Candidates also had difficulty in indicating which part of the seedling is growing, for seedling 

F candidates were required to indicate the direction of growth and then balance of growth for 
example equally upwards and evenly and longer.

Question 5

(a) (i) The majority of the candidates were credited for identifying the parts labelled R – U in Fig. 5.1. 

 (ii) Few candidates were awarded for defining reflex action according to the syllabus. Other 
candidates defined reflex action according to several textbooks and internet.  This was accepted 
but, teachers are encouraged to give syllabus definitions during teaching.

 (iii) The average number of candidates were credited for naming the two muscles of the iris that 
control the size of the pupil. There was confusion as some candidates stated the rods, cones, 
ciliary, suspensory ligament instead of circular muscles and radicle, contract and relax instead of 
radial muscles.
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(b) Few candidates were credited for describing the effects of alcohol on the release of the neurotransmitter 
substances.  The most common errors were candidates stated the socio-economic effects of alcohol 
abuse.  Candidates referred to the effects of alcohol on the brain instead of the effects on the release 
of neurotransmitters.  Candidates also could not distinguish between the physical reaction time and 
chemical reaction time.

Question 6

(a) The average of candidates was credited for naming the type of cell division which give rise to the 
sperm cell.  Some candidates confused meiosis with mitosis.  Candidates also misspelled meiosis.

(b) (i)  The average number of candidates were awarded for naming the process P and structure Q.  
The most common error was that candidates referred to the zygote as an embryo. Candidates 
also described structure Q instead of naming zygote.

 (ii) The majority of candidates were familiar with the morning-after pill , few referred to it as Plan 
B.  Candidates also correctly mentioned the loop and IUD. However, candidates had difficulty in 
describing how the named contraceptive method prevent pregnancy.  Some candidates stated 
implantation of the zygote instead of implantation of the embryo.  

(c) (i) Few candidates were credited for outlining what happens to the embryo in the early stages and 
towards the end of pregnancy.  Many candidates confused the order of embryonic development 
and did not specify when each development occurred either in weeks or months. Candidates 
referred to the embryo as a zygote and also stated that the embryo implants in the uterus wall 
instead of the embryo embeds in the uterus lining/ endometrium.

 (ii) The average number of candidates were awarded for describing the role of the umbilical cord 
during pregnancy.  Some candidates referred to the umbilical cord as an intestine.  Candidates 
used the terms pass, passage, exchange and diffusion instead of transport.

Candidates referred to food being transported instead of nutrients, and waste substances were not 
specified as urea and carbon dioxide. Candidates also failed to specify the direction of transport from 
mother to placenta and vice versa. 
Candidates referred to the foetus as an embryo, baby or child. 
Some candidates referred to the mother as woman. Many candidates mentioned the placenta instead  
of uterus and switched the blood vessels: umbilical artery and umbilical vein.

Question 7

(a) (i) The majority of candidates were credited for naming the blood vessel M in Fig.7.1.  The most common 
error was that the candidates referred the blocked artery as pulmonary artery, and some candidates 
refereed to coronary without indicating whether it is an artery or a vein.

 (ii) The average number of candidates were credited for identifying L and M.  The most common 
error was that candidates misspelled aorta as aortha, arota, arotra.

 (iii) The majority of the candidates were awarded for naming a component of the diet that can cause 
a blockage in the blood vessel.  The most common error was that candidates referred to fatty 
acids and glycerol.

(b) A number of candidates were credited for suggesting two ways in which a vein might not be as 
suitable for carrying blood to the heart muscles as blood vessel M before it was blocked.  The most 
common error was that candidates switched the features for artery with vein.

(c) Few candidates were awarded for naming the two other surgical procedures that can be used to 
treat blocked blood vessels.  Candidates displayed the lack of knowledge of surgical procedures.  
Candidates referred to aspirin as a surgical procedure and also candidates knew of the balloon 
inserted but failed to refer it as balloon catheter. Some candidates referred to the effects of cholesterol 
and how to prevent obesity which are not correct answers.

(d) The stronger candidates describe the function of the lymphatic system.  The most common error 
was that the majority of candidates referred to the function of lymphatic system as production of 
lymphocytes.  Candidates could not answer fully and mentioned body fluids instead of tissue fluids.  
Most of the candidates also stated the functions of neutrophils and antibodies instead.
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Question 8

(a) The stronger candidates named the processes labelled W, X Y and Z in Fig. 8.1.  The most common 
error was that candidates mixed up the processes, some candidates referred to process Y as 
ammonification/decomposition instead of death.

(b) The stronger candidates were credited for describing the possible effects of using nitrogen-containing 
fertilisers on the environment.  The most common error was that the candidates describe the effects 
of acid rain and also some candidates describe eutrophication instead of describing the effects.

(c) The majority of the candidates were credited for stating the one human activity that is increasing the 
amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.  The most common error was that candidates stated 
burning only without referring to fossils.
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6116
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

Candidates seemed able to attempt all questions with no indication of a shortage of time.  Some answers were left 
blank, and this seemed to be through lack of knowledge rather than lack of time.  There were parts of some questions 
based on investigative and planning skills, which some candidates found difficult and perhaps require further practice. 

 Candidates should be made aware of the differences in responses that they should make when questions involve terms 
such as describe and explain.  One of the problems seemed to be candidates giving descriptions when explanations 
had been requested or just describing or explaining and not both.

Misunderstandings and errors arose from candidates not taking time to read questions carefully and answering what 
they thought the question asked rather than what was actually required.  The golden rules of following instructions and 
being guided by the syllabus and by the mark allocation on the question paper should always be applied.

Candidates may perform better if they try to give, for example, three distinct points in their answer to a question carrying 
three marks.  It would appear that weaker candidates are satisfied having given one fact, when three were required. 
Candidates should be taught to target the length of their response and the number of response points given to the 
number of marks available.

Candidates need to be able to demonstrate general mathematical skills, such as manipulating formulae and substituting 
numerical values into formulae (see Mathematical Requirements in the Specification Appendix), in addition to the 
specific mathematical skills detailed in the specification for each unit.  While these latter skills might be expected to 
feature regularly in the assessment of each unit, calculations will also be set that require candidates to demonstrate 
general mathematical skills. 

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 (a) (i) and (ii)   Calculation of total surface area

Learners failed to work out the total surface area although the formula was given.
This could be caused by a lack of mathematical skills.
• Simple algebraic calculations need attention.
• BODMAS  rule needs to be emphasized 

Answer

(i) Total surface area = 2YZ          + 2XY           + 2XZ
                                     = 2(3X2)      + 2(2X3)        + 2(2X2) 
                                     = 12             + 12               +8;
                                     = 32cm2;

(ii) The answers to this question revealed that candidates did not read their questions properly. Many 
candidates got the correct answer to question 1 (a)(i) but did not succeed to bring 2YZ in relation to the 
total surface area of the top and bottom of potato chip B.

Potato chip Length of 
X/cm

Length of 
Y/cm

Length of 
Z/cm

Total surface area 
of top and bottom/
cm2
(2YZ)

Total surface area 
of four sides/cm2
(2XY + 2XZ)

Total surface area 
of chip/cm2

B 2 3 2 12 20 32
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(b) The question was about the influence of surface area on the intake of water.

 The majority of candidates mentioned that potato chip B is bigger but did not mention the surface area. 

Answer
(i) A has greater surface area;
 more water absorbed/ moved into potato;

(ii) Candidates who had carried out this type of practical were able to offer an explanation involving   
 osmosis and the diffusion of water out of  the cells of potato chip B. 
 Some candidates answered with reference to the ‘passage of water molecules from a region of their   
 higher concentration to a region of their lower concentration’, or some referred to the concept of water   
 potential gradient.
 The direction of movement out of the cells needed to be clearly expressed. 
 Although there were many excellent answers, some candidates need to be clear about these concepts   
 and to identify the direction of movement of the water molecules. 
 Candidates are often confused over terms such as turgid, plasmolysed, flaccid, hypertonic and   
 hypotonic.
 Many answers included the definition of osmosis and were penalized.

Answer
(cells) lose water/ become plasmolysed;
(Water moves out by) osmosis;
from higher water potential to lower water potential;

(c) Candidates mentioned the correct reagent but failed to describe how the test should be carried out. 

Answer
add iodine solution;
Blue-black colour indicates presence of starch;

2 (a) (i) The question was accessible to candidates of all abilities.

Answer
to keep leaf peel flat;
to keep leaf peel in place;
to protect the (objective) lens;
to protect the specimen;

 (ii) This was a very challenging question.

  The syllabus requires that candidates should have had experience in the preparation of temporary 
mounts, suitably stained if necessary, for examination with a microscope.  Few candidates could 
explain why the leaf peel rather than the whole leaf was viewed with a microscope.

Answer
leaf peel is thin/ ORA +  to allow light to pass through/ to identify stomata;

(b) This proved to be the most difficult question on the paper.  Only the best candidates could gain high 
marks on this question.  It separated candidates who understood the question from those who had 
learned the functions of the different parts of a microscope by rote.

Answer
2 (b) Any two linked pairs from:
  Adjust focus of microscope;
  To see cells clearly/greater resolution;
                   OR
  Select a higher power lens;
  To increase magnification;
                   OR
  Change/adjust light intensity;
  To increase brightness;

(c) (i) Candidates had no difficulty in counting the stomata

 (ii) Fig 2.2 shows a micrograph of the underside of a leaf magnified 350 times.  Candidates were 
requested to calculate the actual length in micrometer of structure S. 
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This question was not well answered by many candidates.  Candidates did not take the magnification of 
the figure into account and just convert the size of the structure to micrometer.  Some candidates also 
confused the actual size with magnification so gave an answer ‘x…’, although the unit was given.

Answer
(i) 9/nine;

(ii) Actual Size    = (Image size (with ruler) ÷ Magnification ) x 1000;
                             = (6 mm-13 mm ÷ 350) x 1000;
                             = 0.017- 0.03714 mm  x 1000;         
                       = 17- 37.14μm;

                           OR

       Actual Size   = (Image size (with ruler) x 1000) ÷ magnification;
               = (6 mm-13 mm x 1000) ÷ 350;          
                       = 6000 – 13000 mm ÷ 350;
                       = 17- 37.14μm;  

3 (a) This question was about the action of amylase on starch.

The majority of candidates only mentioned that starch was present or absent but failed to give the reason. 

Answer
Test tube Colour observed Explanation
A Blue Starch present + no amylase/enzyme to work on/digest 

starch;
B Brown No starch + amylase act on starch/change starch to a 

simple sugar;

(b) (i) During the planning of investigations, candidates are required to distinguish between independent, 
dependent and constant variables.  Many candidates also explained what is meant by controlled 
variable instead of naming the variables in the investigation that should be controlled. 

Answer
volume/concentration of starch solution;
volume/concentration of iodine solution;

(ii) & (iii) These questions were poorly answered.  Candidates know the effect of temperature on enzyme 
activity but couldn’t apply it to the questions at hand.

(ii)   enzymes become inactive at low temperatures + do not act on starch;
(iii)   Result:  contents turn blue-black; 
Explanation: enzymes denatured (at high temperatures) + will not act on starch;

 (iv) Many candidates managed to score 2 marks.  Many candidates didnot mention the reagent used 
for the test for reducing sugars even though they know the expected results. 

Many answers included the use of Benedict’s solution and were penalized; the question wants a 
description of the test.
The spelling of “Benedict’s” was a challenge to many candidates. 

Answer
add Benedict’s solution to the test tube;
heat in water bath;
yellow, orange or red colour will show that reducing sugar is present;
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4 (a) (i) The question was accessible to candidates of all abilities

Answer
125 × 0.64 = 80 kg;

 (iii) Many candidates drew line graphs and bar graphs.  There was evidence that many candidates 
were introduced to pyramids of biomass.  The most common mistake made was the proportion 
mark. The pyramid should show a more or less true reflection of the biomass of the different 
organisms especially if we look at the big difference between the biomass of phytoplankton and 
the biomass of the clams.

Answer
4(a) (ii) S - pyramid shape;
        L-   Labels;
        P - proportion;

 (iii) The syllabus requires mathematical skills.  It is stated clearly that learners should be able to use 
averages, decimals, fractions, percentages, ratios and reciprocals. 

Many candidates only work out 9% of the energy contained in phytoplankton.

Answer
4(a)(iii)   4237.80 x 9.5%                            9.5÷ 100 x 423780;
            = 40259.1              OR               =  40259.1;
             = 40259 kJ                                 = 40259 kJ;

(b) This question revealed how little knowledge or understanding candidates had about the external 
features of groups named in the syllabus, as they were unable to describe three visible features of 
crustaceans.

Answer
2 body parts/cephalothorax and abdomen;
2 pair of antennae;
Claws/pinchers;
5 pairs of legs;
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BUILDING STUDIES

6186
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

Building Studies is one of the technical subjects that was implemented in 2019 and 2021 was the second examination.

This subject was implemented to compliment and ease the economy of the country and also to develop the learners 
in critical thinking and problem solving.  This envisages the platform for entrepreneurship, self-sustainability and job 
creation, which will be a landmark for expertise, technicians and artisans.

This curriculum was developed to teach, enhance the knowledge and skills of the learners to achieve the highest level 
of education in the country. 

This was the second examination for this syllabus; therefore, one could only be thankfull for what was received from 
the candidates.  This statement is in light taking the prevailing situation of Covid 19 into account.  However, despite the 
difficulties experienced regarding Covid 19, the number of entries increased from 20 the previous year to 50 this current 
year.

This was a very difficult year for teachers as well as the learners.  The teachers as well as the parents should be 
congratulated to prepare the candidates for this examination.  A great ‘thank you’ to all of you also to the candidates for 
their courage and determination, well done.

The question paper was clear and well understood by the candidates.  However, quite a few interpretation skills lacked. 
One expected a better performance, but at this stage we can only be appreciative that the candidates could produce 
quality work under very difficult circumstances.

Thanks to the DNEA and NIED who helped the teachers through workshops and training sessions to prepare them for 
this examination.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

Section A

1 (a) Hawk: holding small amounts of mortar when plastering [1]

(b) Float: smoothing off plaster [1]

(c) Fish tape: drawing wires through conduit [1]

(d) Dumpy level: establishing levels [1]

Candidates answered this question fairly well, but most of them could not state the use of the fish tape.

2 Wear goggles, wear gloves, safety boots, overall, masks/shields  (Any 3) [3]

Candidates know general safety rules, but most of them could not give the specific safety rules as per 
question.  Only a few could score maximum marks.

3 Clean tools, inspect for damage, lubricate or oil as required, store safely (Any 3) [3]

Quite a few candidates scored maximum marks, because cleaning of tools are one of the most important activities in 
building studies

4 A necessary discord/interruption within a bond [1]
 in order to make up for a discrepancy  [1]
Only one or two candidates got this answer correct. The rest did not know what the term mean.

5 3:4:5 method, building square, diagonals (Any 2) [2]

Only a few candidates scored low marks here, the rest answered very well.
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6 Brown:  live, blue:  neutral, yellow/green:  earth [3]

Most of the candidates scored maximum marks, because this is basic knowledge.

7 (a) NGL:  Natural Ground Level [1]

(b) PVA:  Poly Vinyl Acetate [1]

(c) DPM:  Damp Proof Membrane [1]

(d) PPE:  Personal Protective Equipment [1]

(e) DPC:  Damp Proof Course [1]

Most of the candidates scored good marks. However, some did not know the answer to PVA.

8 Stones  [1]
 recycled material (bricks or concrete)  [1]

Only a few candidates could score maximum marks, most of the did not know the term “hardcore” that’s why 
they could not give a correct answer.

9 Hand compaction [1]
 by vibrator       [1]

Well answered by most of the candidates, only a few could not mention “vibrator”.

10 Uniform colour [1]
 uniform density     [1]
 regular shape/dimension    [1]
 without cracks or defects    [1]

Good attempts were made by candidates and some scored good marks while some could only give one or 
two characteristics.

Section B

11 Marks given for drawing    [1]
 Correct scale of overall size of garage  [1]
 Correct scale of dimension of door opening  [1]
 Correct scale of thickness of walls   [1]
 Correct hatching used    [1]
 Quality of drawing (line work, no smudging, neat presentation  [2]

 Marks given for central position of door  [1]
 Piers correctly positioned    [1]

Only one or two candidates could score good marks. The rest did not know what a plan was, they could 
not apply the required scale,  they did not understand what a pier is, they could not apply good drawing 
techniques and skills and therefore very low marks if any, could be awarded.
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12 Bridging Joist: Timber support to a floor spanning from wall to wall across a building [1]
 Wall plate:   Timber placed on top of a wall to support joists  [1]
 Floorboards:   Laid on top of the joists to form a floor  [1] 

This quest was poorly answered by most of the candidates. They simply did not know these terms/
components.

13 (a) Trusses:   Stating a material choice (wood or metal) for the trusses  [1]
   Reason:   cost, durability  (Any1) [1]

Most of the candidates could not differentiate between a roof structure and roof covering.  Here they gave 
roof covering.

(b) Roof covering:    slates, steel, clay tile [3]
   Justifying each choice: cost, durability, water resistance, appearance (Any 3) [3]

Candidates scored good marks at this part of the question.

14 (a) Safety officer: gives advice on safety [1]
         checks that safety laws are observed/implemented correctly [1]

(b) Plumber: installs sewerage systems and water supplies into the building carries out repair  
 work to these systems (Any 2) [2]

(c) Glazier: cuts glass [1]
  installs glass [1]

(d) Electrician: installs wires and sockets/switches [1]
  fault-finding and rectification of those faults [1]

(e) Bricklayer: lays bricks  [1]
  plaster the bricks  [1]
  lays concrete (Any 2) [2]

Only a few candidates could not score good marks and quite a few did not know what a glazier is

15 

Correctly positioned components: rafters, king post, struts,  
wall plate, tie beam [4]

Correctly labelled components: rafters, king post, struts,  
wall plate, tie beam [4]

Candidates did not show good drawing skills except for a few who scored good marks by labelling the 
components correctly. 
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16 

 - correct Flemish bond pattern shown    [2]
 - first course correctly shown   [1]
 - two queen closers shown   [2]
 - brick proportions correct   [1]

Most of the candidates scored good marks, although their drawing skills was not on standard.  A few candidates 
did not know what “Flemish bond” is,therefore scored very low marks or none at all.

17 Make sure the wall is flat, removing any projections [1]
 In order to provide a good key for the plaster     [1]
 Dampen the wall (1 mark) to remove dust and improve adhesion    [1]
 To prevent the dry bricks sucking water from the plaster on application  [1]
 Establish plumb screeds     [1]
 To give a guide to the thickness of the plaster     [1]
 Apply mortar between the screeds     [1]
 Level to the screeds      [1]
 Allow the mortar with straight edge     [1]
 Cut excess mortar with straight edge     [1]
 Fill in the hollow areas     [1]
 Sprinkle water on the wall with a block brush     [1]
 To make the mortar workable     [1]
 Float the plaster to the desired finish  (Maximum of 10 marks) [1]

 - correct sequence of process     [2]
 - tools mentioned to use for the process     [2]

Most of the candidates scored good marks.  Quite a few gave the correct procedure in the correct sequence, 
while the rest gave the correct procedure, but not in the correct sequence.

18 Area of wall = area of gable + area of square wall

 Area of gable = 1/2 width x height [1]
      6/2 = 3 x 1.4 [1]
     =  4.2 m2 [1]

 Area of square wall = length x width [1]
 Area of gable   = 6m x 2.6m [1]
       = 15.6m2 [1]

 Total area of brick wall = area of gable + area of square wall
        = 4.2m2 + 15.6m2 [1]
        = 19.8m2 [1]

This question was answered very poorly by most of the candidates.  They could not do any of the 
calculations correctly.  Some did not even attempt to answer.  Only a few could score maximum marks.
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6186
Paper 2

General comments

The DNEA gives thanks to all the centers that put in effort to have all materials and tools ready for the examination.  It 
has been noticed that in some regions centers find it difficult to get all the materials needed.  Photographic evidence also 
shows that some centers do not have the proper required tools and had to use make-shift equipment.       

Comments on individual questions

Part A (Question)

Candidates where requested to list tools that where needed to make the product. (List below) 
Encourage candidates not to list two tools with a similar use such “spirit level” .
Candidates should specify the tool and not simply give the common name such as “bricklayer’s trowel” and not just 
trowel.
- Hawk
- Float
- Tape measure
- Dumpy level
- Gauge rod
- Bricklayer’s trowel
- Spirit level
- Jointer
-     Bricklayer’s hammer
-     Builder’s square
 -     Block brush

To the woodwork teacher

Please note that Part A should be marked by DNEA and not by the teachers at centres.

Part B (Realisation/Making)

This part had to be partially marked by the subject teachers and photographic evidence had to be sent to DNEA. Most 
marks were fairly and honestly awarded, some were somewhat strict and some very lenient. Photographic evidence 
was included by all schools but the quality of some could have been better.
Congratulations to all six centres offering Building Studies for camping with proper PPE protocols.

Advise to the teachers

Teachers are not allowed to assist in the preparation of the material besides what was required by DNEA

Part C (Evaluation)

Candidates where asked to write a short evaluation of the product they produced.
The desired answer should’ve referred to most work done as well as a general reflection and pointing out some 
imperfections.

To the building studies teacher

Please note that Part C should be marked by DNEA and not by the teachers at centres.
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6186
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

Building studies is one of the technical subjects implemented in 2019. 

The subject was implemented to compliment and ease the economy of the country, but not only that but develop the 
learners in critical thinking and problem solving. 

If so, decided the doors are open for such learners to proceed their studies on tertiary level, or specialise at a Vocational 
Training Centre for a specific trade wished to do.

This envisage the platform for entrepreneurship, self-sustainability and job creation, which will be a landmark of 
expertise, technicians and artisans, we can even talk about technologist.

This curriculum was developed to train and enhance the knowledge and skills of the learners to achieve the highest 
level of education in the country.

Saying this, there are not only the learners or the MOE to path the way for our future leaders, but the most important 
stakeholders are the parents, then the line ministries, the private sector and the International Organisations (NGO’s).

In this curriculum the National Training Authority (NTA) plays a leading role to the success of this curriculum.

Come to the grassroot level, are our principals, HOD’s and the teachers at school, resort directly under the SEO at their 
respective Regional Offices.  The DNEA is the examination Body and see to it that assessment is done as required.

At this stage it is imperative to thank all centres for the work submitted.  It was not an easy task, taking Covid19 into 
account. It is therefore applaudable that all work was submitted on the due date given by the DNEA.

Since this is the second year of assessment of this curriculum, everything (logistics) went better than the previous year, 
but there are still much to learn.

From the work submitted, it is evident that training is still needed to teachers, teaching this subject. It is of very important 
to understand and implement the assessment rubric.  It is also equally important that the candidates understand, 
interpret, and implement what was taught.

In this examination (course work), it is evident that candidates and teachers tried their best to be successful taking 
into account our national difficulties.  The short time that learners had face to face instruction was very good and was 
welcomed by teachers and learners.  It is evident that the standard of work improved in comparison with the previous 
year. 

Congratulations to all the centres.  All folders must include clear photographic evidence that includes the production 
stages (marking out/laying out, square out courses, building process/laying of bricks, plastering/finishing and 
testing, in addition to an overall view of the final product, showing detail to support the awarding of marks.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC HEADINGS-ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

1. GENERATION AND EXPLORATION OF IDEAS.

In this section candidates could score maximum marks, because the specifications were given in the scenario.  If the 
specifications are given, it is not necessary for the candidate to do a market research, but it is equally important that 
candidates could browsed through internet to give them a picture of what a is on the market.  In this way candidates 
could have an open mind to develop their ideas, taking the specifications into account.

This did not happen.  Some of the candidates mentioned that research was done, but no evidence was presented in the 
folio.  This resulted into a narrow-minded idea on a single concept of the product.
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In most cases the ideas were not evaluated, notated or enhanced.  In other words, it was not on standards as was 
required. Most of the candidates failed to score maximum. 

Therefore, it is imperative that more training is still needed.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF PROPOSED SOLUTION

Most of the candidates only presented three (3) ideas, which is a limited range.  Therefore, maximum marks could not 
be rewarded.  One of the ideas was supposed to be developed in full, which was not the case.  A product could not be 
realised if the development is not correctly done, and of course in very fine detail.

A development does not consist of one sketch, but multiple sketches, annotated, evaluated, detailed and enhanced. 
This is important if the candidates want to score maximum marks.

3. PLANNING FOR PRODUCTION

In this section the candidates scored good marks.  It was a relief to realise that the syllabus is correct and measurable, 
it is as realised, that interpretation is the problem.  This means that knowledge lacked, but with the training mentioned, 
good marks can be achieved.

4. PRODUCT REALISATION

This area needs a lot of attention.  Candidates should be taught to apply the skills and knowledge.  This is very 
important, otherwise a good and an appealing product cannot be realised.

Most of the products were not on standards and completed according to photographic evidence.  This could be the lack 
of knowledge and skills.  Therefore, it is important that candidates know, what is expected of them.

In most cases only a single photograph was presented, which is not enough.  Processes, while building the project 
is important to see.  Only a few candidates have shown this by photographic evidence.  Candidates failed to score 
maximum marks, because of lack of knowledge and skills.

It must be mentioned, that the candidates of one centre build this product as a real-life project at their residences and 
all the evidence were submitted.  Very applaudable, congratulations.

5. TESTING AND EVALUATION

Testing and evaluation are done against the specifications.  Most of this can only be shown by photographic evidence, 
with notes and explanations for suggesting improvements to the product.

Evaluation is not a general appraisal, but a concise and systematic approach to the functionality, ergonomics, and 
aesthetics of the product, which most of the candidates did not take into account.

CONCLUSION

With this report it is important that all stakeholder do play its part to make this curriculum a successful one to uplift and 
enhance our learners and communities in all areas which can boost the economy and make Namibia proud.
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BUSINESS STUDIES

6144
Paper 1

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 (a) (i) Learners were required to state groups involved in business activity.  This was based on 
knowledge.  Learners answered well.  The majority of learners could mention the groups involved 
in business activity.  However, many learners referred to “informal/formal groups” in workplace, 
but not groups involved in business activity.  Some learners also referred to “types of business 
activities such as Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary.”

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark per group correctly identified
       
Possible answers
Owner, supplier, manager, workforce/workers, government, financiers, customers, community, society.

 (ii) Learners were required to define effective management.  Question was answered fairly well.  
However, very few learners scored full marks for this question.  Learners had some idea of what 
effective management is, by referring to it involving the functions of management, but learners 
could not elaborate that for management to be effective it must include or ensure executing the 
plan/meeting objectives/achieving objectives.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark per function correctly identified

Possible answers
Effective management refers to the capability of the management (k) to achieve the desired targets in 
the specified time. (k)
Or
Effective management involves planning and goalsetting along (k) with motivation of workers in order to 
execute the plans. (k) Effective management creates a direction for the business and communicates the 
vision internally and externally.

(b) Very well answered.  Most learners could identify the functions of management.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark per function correctly identified.

Possible answer
Planning, Organising, Leading, Controlling

(c) Learners were required to analyse why cooperation and joint responsibility are important.  Poorly 
answered.  Most learners could not explain the importance of “cooperation” and “joint responsibility”.  
Some learners referred to the forms of ownership such as:  “Close corporation” and “Joint Venture”.  
The learners who could give the points for importance of cooperation and joint responsibility, could not 
indicate which one they are explaining is or they referred to all the points under “Cooperation or Joint 
responsibility”.  Learners must identify Cooperation and then explain the importance. Identify Joint 
responsibility and then explain the importance.  The examiner may not choose which explanation 
belongs to which one.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for importance of joint responsibility and one mark for importance of cooperation.

Application (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant reference made in context.
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Analyses (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation.
Possible answer
Joint responsibility
Workers more involved in decision making, (k) experience a feeling of control over their jobs.  (an) 
Employees feel more committed (k), therefore increase in job satisfaction.  (an) 
Cooperation
Will increase productivity (k) because management and employees participate through consultation and 
discussion.  (an)
Reduces conflict.  (k)
Co-workers experience a sense of loyalty.  (k)
Mission and objectives can be attained successfully.  (an)
Application 
Management of Glamour Cosmetics management, Human Resource manager, Glamour Cosmetics 
workforce, cosmetic products, skills of workforce.

(d) Learners were required to suggest ways in which government can protect those living with HIV/
AIDS in the workplace.  Learners could give measures that government could put in place to protect 
HIV/AIDS workforce but failed to analyse these measurements. Some learners could not indicate who 
introduced laws and policies.  All learners failed to evaluate the impact of the measurements on GC.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant way identified.
  
Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each relevant reference to context.

Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation.

Evaluation (2 x 1)
Justified decision made about how government protects people with HIV and AIDS.

Possible answers
Government can force employers through laws (k) to adhere to the fundamental human rights and freedoms 
in the constitution.  (an)
Compile a policy (k) that will regulate all aspects with regard to HIV and AIDS in the workplace.  (an)
Ensure no discrimination takes place against workers (k), ensure that infected workers are not prejudiced in 
appointments (k) but stand an equal change with others.  (an)
Ensure that infected workers receive ample sick leave (k), create an environment of caring and 
understanding with regard to infected staff.  (an)

Evaluation
All these measurements increase the cost of the business.
With increase costs the business might increase its prices and there may be less demand from customers.  
To protect workers, they are better motivated to work more efficiently.  
All measurements in place create a good image for the business. 
Application 
Glamour Cosmetics workforce, Glamour Cosmetics management, Human Resource manager, 
cosmetics supplier, any reference to cosmetic products, skills of workforce.

2 (a) (i) Most learners managed to score all the marks.  Profit maximisation was not acceptable and it 
does not fit with the case.  Expansion, growth, buying new machinery/equipment were treated as 
one, hence only one mark was awarded for both.  Some learners confused needs for funds with 
sources of funds that led them to lose marks.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each need identified
       
Possible answers
Starting a business, expanding an existing business/ capital items/equipment,
Survival of the business in times of difficulties, buying raw materials, training,
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 (ii) Many learners scored one mark as they could identify components of a business plan but failed 
to define the term “business plan” in full.  Those who defined the term correctly, did it half way, 
hence they could not score all the marks.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Clear understanding.  (2)

Business plan is a written document containing the business objectives and important details about the 
operations and finance of the business. (k)
Explain in detail how the business is run or managed.  (k)

Some understanding (1)

(b) Poorly answered.  Most learners listed components of a business plan instead of a production plan.  
They displayed limited knowledge.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each piece of information identified in a production plan.

Possible answer
Production plan will give a description of the business’s physical location, facilities and equipment.
Kinds of employees needed/experienced and skilled workers.
The inventory requirements and suppliers.
How product will be produced.

(c)  Many learners could define brand name and brand loyalty.  However, some learners could not indicate 
brand name as a ‘unique’’ name hence no mark was awarded to the definition of brand name, if the 
word “unique” was missing, because that is the key and important word in the definition.  With brand 
loyalty, learners were expected to write ‘buying’ the brand over and over.  However, learners wrote 
buying a product instead of a brand and could not score any of the marks.  Most learners failed to 
apply their knowledge when writing their answers and consequently lost marks.  Analysis was poor in 
this question.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for a definition of brand name and one mark for a definition of brand loyalty

Application (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant reference made in context.

Analyses (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation.

Possible answer
Brand name is the unique name of a product that distinguishes it from other brands.  (k) Make customers 
aware of specific features and quality of a product. (an)
Brand loyalty is when customers keep buying the same brand again and again, instead of choosing a 
competitor’s brand (k), which leads to a strong customer base, as they have become faithful to their product.  
(an)
Application
Fashionable vellies/shoes, shoe brands
Customers of Vellies for All

(d) Many learners could list the factors to be considered when relocating the factory, but application and 
analysis were poor.  These factors were considered knowledge that needed to be applied and analyses 
which was a challenge for most learners.  Overall, many learners score 2 marks for knowledge.  Most 
learners failed to evaluate if the business must realocate or remain in Windhoek with reasons.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark each for appropriate factors identified to relocate a business.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each relevant reference to context.
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Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation of appropriate factors for relocating.

Evaluation (2 x 1)
Justified decision made about the appropriateness of the relocation.

Possible answers
Availability of raw materials (k) which bring in alternative supplies of raw materials, where they can be more 
easily obtained (an) and cheaper.  (an)
Difficulty with labour force.  (k) Workers in Windhoek might require higher wages to keep up with the cost of 
living.  (an)
Rent and taxes.  (k) In Windhoek they keep on rising which reduces its profit levels.  (an)
Government grants.  (k) Encourage businesses to locate I undeveloped areas (an) more employment 
opportunities in Outjo.  (an)
  
Evaluation
Good to relocate to Outjo because he will save on cost (ev) and increase profit levels. (ev)
They are far away from the market which might require more advertising. (ev)
Remain in Windhoek, more skilled workers available, (ev) less advertising costs as well known. (ev)
Application
Sole trader, fashionable vellies/shoes, branded products, management of Vellies for All, Vellies for All 
workforce, higher quality/price, suppliers

3 (a) (i) Fairly well answered.  Learners are able to define marketing but supply only one part of the 
definition.  The majority scored only 1 mark.  Many learners confused marketing with market 
research and advertising.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Clear understanding.  (2)
 
The management process which identifies customer wants and anticipates their future wants and 
satisfied their wants successfully.

Some understanding (1)

 (ii) Well answered.  The majority of learners listed the objectives of marketing. Some learners listed 
the objectives of business in the private sector when was wrong.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each marketing objective correctly identified.
 
Possible answer
Market penetration to increase its sales and market share.
Development of existing markets.
Finding new markets through research and advertising campaigns.
Product development to meet the ongoing and changing needs of consumers.
Improving existing products.
To increase sales revenue and profitability of a business.
To improve or maintain the image of products or a business.

(b) The term training is not well defined by most learners to emphasise skills and knowledge.  Many could 
not score full marks.  The second knowledge mark was allocated for “to achieve their objectives”.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Clear understanding.  (2)

Training is a systematic planned and organised process by which employees acquire knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and information necessary to achieve the objectives of the business, as well as their own 
objectives. (k)

Some understanding (1)

(c) This question was fairly well answered.  Most learners could define market and product orientation 
but failed to apply it to the case study provided.
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Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for a definition of market orientation and one mark for a definition of product orientation.

Application (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant reference made in context.

Analyses (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation.

Possible answers
Market orientated business is one which carries out market research (k) to find out consumer wants before 
a product is developed and produced.  (an)
Able to survive and become more successful.  (an)
Better able to adapt to changes in customer taste.  (an)
Able to take advantage of new market opportunities.  (an)
Can launch its products with more confidence.  (an)

Product orientated business is one whose main focus of activity is on the product itself.  (k) The product 
does not always sell well because the business first produces product and then tries to find a market.  (an)
Application 
Quality t-shirts, customers of P & A Textiles, different types of t-shirts, owners of P & A Textiles

(d) This question was fairly well answered.  Learners answered the question one-sided and did not give 
the advantages and disadvantages of on-the-job training.

The evaluation was poorly done.  Learners who are evaluating, repeat themselves by mentioning 
points that have been discussed in the body in their evaluation part.  Learners must make a choice 
when evaluating before giving reasons why they support their choice.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for an advantage and one mark for a disadvantage of on-the-job training.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each relevant reference to context.

Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation of an advantage and a disadvantage.

Evaluation (2 x 1)
Justified decision made about the appropriateness of on-the-job training.

Possible answers
Advantages
An employee continues to work productively (k) while learning from an experienced colleague or supervisor.  
(k) 
Individual tuition is given and employees not need be sent away, (k) therefore, the business saves on 
expensive travel costs.  (an)
Employees learn to use specific machinery that the business uses (k) so the employees are tailored to the 
needs of the business.  (an)
Easy to organise (k) and can be completed at short notice (an) so the business is more efficient.  (an)
Training is done by another employee, (k) which is less expensive than an external trainer.  (an)
Disadvantages
As training is usually provided by other employees, (k) it may mean that more people are unavailable to work 
(an) thus lowering productivity levels.  (an) 
OR
The employee providing training will not be as productive as usual, (k) because he/she is showing the 
trainee what to do instead of getting on with the job.  (an)
Using more experienced workers for training (k) is unlikely to bring new ideas and skills into the business.  
(an)
The employee providing the training may be ineffective (k), which leads to unnecessary mistakes (an) by the 
employees.
The trainer may have bad habits (k) and may pass those on to the trainee.  (an)
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Evaluation
Good to use on the job
An employee continues to work productively, therefore (ev) less loss of output (ev) but the training may be 
ineffective.  (ev)

Application 
Owners of P & A Textiles, workforce of P & A Textiles, experienced worker, material use, thread, sewing 
machines, buttons
Good quality t-shirts, customers

4 (a) (i) Most learners could define price although a few scored one mark only.  Very few did not 
understand that ‘price’’ has to be attached to a product.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Clear understanding.  (2)

Price is the monetary value that you pay for a product or that  product cost.
Or
A price is the quantity of payment or compensation given by one party to another in return for one unit 
of goods of service.

Some understanding (1)

 (ii) This was well answered by many learners.  A few were confused with the brands that differentiate/
distinguish the product from a competitor’s brands.  A few scored zero marks since they had no 
clue about what the functions of packaging are.  Some were confused with 4 p’s and AIDA principle.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each function of packaging correctly identified.

Possible answer
Packaging protects the product.
Easy to transport the product.
Easy to open container and to use.
Suitable for the product to fit in.
Packaging serves as a promotion or marketing tool
It gives the product a certain image
Packaging is intended to catch the eye of consumers
Packaging reinforces the brand image of the product.
Packaging gives information.

(b) Many learners failed to score marks since they were either confused with job security or benefits of 
trade unions and getting injured at work.  Only a few learners scored full marks.  Learners have limited 
knowledge of the benefits of social security.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each benefit of social security correctly identified.

Maternity leave, sick leave, death benefit, pays out a benefit in the event of retirement and in the case of 
permanent disability or death of a member.

(c) Learners must discuss how the government may protect consumers of Quick Smart.  The question 
was poorly answered by many centres.  Those who scored marks could mostly only state how the 
government protects consumers.  Some were confused by protection for employees, which is clearly 
an indication that learners do not read their questions well.  Many learners analysed their answers 
without any knowledge given, thus they could not score any mark.  Many centres also failed to give 
any application, as a result, no learners scored full marks for this question.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant way of protection.

Application (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant reference made in context.
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Analyses (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation.

Possible answers
How?
Concern weight and measurement (k) it will be an offence if Quick Smart sells underweight food.  (an)
Trade description (k) has made it illegal to give consumers misleading information about the product. (an)
Misleading advertisement (k) may give wrong information about the food ingredients.  (an)
Return faulty products.  (an)
Not selling food that has expired.  (an)
Application 
Fast food products, food ingredients, good quality food, fast food production

(d) Learners must evaluate how Quick Smart will be affected by new health and safety regulations for 
employees.  The majority of learners did not answer this question properly.  The few who attempted 
to give an evaluation, could not score marks since it was mostly a one-sided answer, meaning either 
only the benefits of adopting the safety regulations or the disadvantages were mentioned.  Many 
learners could also not apply their answers to Quick Smart.  Some learners thought the question was 
asking how Quick Smart will be affected by health and safety regulations for consumers.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for an advantage and one mark for a disadvantage of protection of employees in terms of 
health and safety.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each relevant reference to context.

Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation of an advantage and a disadvantage.

Evaluation (2 x 1)
Justified decision made about the protection of employees in terms of health and safety.

Possible answers
Advantages
Keep your workers healthy and safe/protecting employees by providing them with safety equipment and 
clothing (k) because workers cost a great deal to recruit and train.  (an)
Workers will be more motivated (k) and, therefore, prepare/provide a better quality product.  (an)
Workers will be more efficient/less absent (k) which will increase output.  (an)
Healthy environment/health and safety guidelines and maintaining a safe work place will reduce the risk of 
work-related illnesses and injuries (k) and, therefore, reduce staff absences.  (an) Employers, therefore, also 
save money on the direct costs of absences, such as paying salaries.  (an)
Working in a safe environment (k) will improve morale and productivity of employees.
Employees will stay longer at the business (k) saving money as a result of less retaining and recruitment.  
(an)

Disadvantages
Introduction of health and safety policies will increase costs (k) decrease their profits.  (an)
Business will increase its selling prices (k) less demand for its products.  (an)
If a business compete with other countries who do not apply these policies, it will lose out (k) will make 
competitors more competitive.  (an)

Evaluation
Healthy workers will be more productive (ev) which will lead to higher output levels, (ev) but the 
policies can increase cost.  (ev)
Application 
Healthy workers, injured workers, fast food, referring to any fast food, referring to ingredients, good quality food, 
management of Quick Smart

5 (a) (i) The question expects learners to give requirements of effective advertising.  It was fairly answered 
50% of the learners scored 2 marks, others lost marks since they could not give knowledge. 
Instead, they gave marketing mix elements or the answer as an abbreviation AIDA with specifying.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
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Award one mark for each requirement for effective advertising correctly identified.

Possible answer
Attract attention of the customer
Consumers become interested/arouse interest
Create desire
Lead to action 

 (ii) The learner was asked to define ‘market research’.  It was fairly well answered as most of the 
learners wrote about research to identify the needs and wants of customers but failed to write 
‘before product is produced’ for the second knowledge mark.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Clear understanding (2)

Possible answer
Market research is collecting information in order to find out consumers’ needs and wants before the 
products are produced.
   
Some understanding (1)

(b) The question was well answered as most of the learners scored 2 marks for identifying pricing strategies.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each pricing strategy correctly identified. 

Possible answer
Price skimming
Cost plus pricing
Penetrating pricing 
Competitive pricing 
Promotional pricing
Psychological pricing

(c) The question was poorly answered, as most of the learners could not discuss the use of informative 
and persuasive advertising by Dolls Paradise so did not score marks since they are repeating the 
words ‘informative’ and ‘persuasive’ in the answers which leads to loss of marks.  Learners failed to 
analyse the question and apply their answers.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for definition of informative and one mark for definition of persuasive advertising.

Application (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant reference made in context.

Analyses (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation.

Informative advertising is where the emphasis of advertising or sales promotion is on giving full information 
about the product.  (k) This makes the consumer aware of the product, brands, services and ideas.  (an) 
It announces new products (an) and educates people about the attributes as well as benefits of new or 
established products.  (an)
  
Persuasive advertising is advertising or promotion which is trying to convince consumers that they really 
need the product and should buy it.  (k) This creates a perception and enhances the image of a company or 
product.  (an)  It creates brand loyalty (an)
Application
Porcelain dolls, customer of Dolls Paradise, demand for dolls

(d) This question was fairly well answered. Most learners wrote about sales promotion methods and 
analysed their knowledge.  Learners only used porcelain dolls for application and repeated this 
application in all their answers.  Learners must used different applications in their answers.  Most 
learners failed to evaluate which method of sales promotion would be the best and give reasons for 
their choice.
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Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each type of sales promotion identified.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each relevant reference to context.

Analysis (2 x 1)
Award one mark for each relevant explanation of type of sales promotion.

Evaluation (2 x 1)
Justified decision made about the type of sales promotion.

Possible answers
Gifts.  (k) Small gift is placed in the packaging of porcelain dolls (k) to encourage customers to buy.  (an)
Competitions.  (k)  Packaging might include an entry form which allows the customer to enter a competition 
or use a till slip to enter, (k) to encourage customers to buy (an)/increase the demand for customers/boost 
sales.
Point of sale display.  (k) Customers might become interested if the new products are strategical display in 
the shop.  (an)
After sales service.  (k) Customers can be reassured that if something goes wrong after sales with the 
product e.g. doll not crying, moveable part not working, clothing not stitched properly, it can be repaired at a 
doll hospital in the shop without additional charges.
Price reduction (k) renews interest, (an) encourages customers to try product or (an) become regular 
customers.  (an)
Buy one get one free (k) encourage customers to make multiple purchases (an) to save on expenses.  (an)

Evaluation
Depends on the learner’s choice.
Decision:  point of sale
Make its customers interested in the porcelain doll.  (ev)
Encourage customer to buy the doll.  (ev)
Eye catching display draws a customers attention.  (ev)
Application
Niche market, porcelain dolls, management of Dolls Paradise

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Many centres did not teach their learners how to answer questions.  Question papers and test papers are not set 
according to the specific requirements prescribed in the syllabus.

Very few learners use ‘application’ in the answers which causes them to lose 20% of the marks.  Teachers must guide 
the learners on the importance of providing application for each piece of knowledge identified in (c) and (d) questions.

Learners only apply knowledge without analysis.  Analysis can be seen as the impact on that specific knowledge.

Teachers must not rely on the textbook but teach the prescribed syllabus.  They must focus on specific objectives.

Teachers should guide learners on the allocation of marks based on assessment objectives.  Learners must make use 
of the grid with command words and how marks are split up between knowledge, analysis, application and evaluation.

Many centres had no idea how to answer an evaluation question.  The learners must have a double-sided answer 
meaning advantages and disadvantages or discuss different options.  With a one-sided answer a learner will not obtain 
any evaluation marks.  With the evaluation, learners must first make a choice:  which one would be the best/or most 
appropriate in a specific situation and then give reasons why he/she has chosen the option or why not.

Learners do not read the questions with understanding.

Learners give the same application throughout, but must use different applications.
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6144
Paper 2

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

The quality of the learners’ work was worse than the previous year for of the following reasons:

- Learners’ answers showed a lack of knowledge, therefore, they could not analyse, apply and evaluate the questions.
- Learners misinterpreted questions and also left many open spaces.

1 (a)  Fairly well answered.  Most learners could differentiate between two types of business activity 
mentioned in the case study, which were secondary and tertiary sector.  Some learners misunderstood 
the question and identified forms of ownership namely partnership and private limited company.

  Answer 
  Knowledge (2 x 1) 
  Award one mark for each type of business activity identified.

  Application (2 x 1) 
  Award up to two marks for reference in context.

  Analysis (2 x 2) 
  Award up to two marks for analysis of each type.

  Possible answers (knowledge) 
  Secondary/Manufacturing business
  Tertiary/Service business
  
  Indicative response
  Secondary/Manufacturing business (k) involves the transformation of raw materials into goods (an), when 

a business takes materials and resources provided by the primary sector and converts them (an) into safety 
work wear.  (ap)

  Tertiary/Service business (k) involves provision of goods and services (an), where sanitisers (ap) are 
distributed and disinfecting service supplied (ap) to consumers and businesses to satisfy local customers’ 
needs.  (an) Tertiary sector creates a huge area for employment even for uneducated workers.  (an)  
Application 
Safety wear (gloves, boots, face shields, garments, overall, disinfectants, sanitisers, PPE garments, spraying 
equipment.

(b)  Most learners were able to identify the advantages and disadvantages of partnership and private 
limited company, but failed to assess the appropriateness of the owners’ decision.  They failed to 
make an evaluative choice.  A few learners’ answers referred to one form of ownership without any 
comparison.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 2) 
Award up to two marks for two correct advantages/disadvantages of each form of ownership.
  
Application (2 x 1)
Award up to two marks for reference in context.
  
Analysis (2 x 1) 
Award up to two marks for analysis of the advantages/disadvantages.

Evaluation (4 x 1) 
Award up to four marks for evaluative reasoning/judgement.

Relevant Points may include

Advantages of partnership
Easy and inexpensive to establish (k)
Business itself is not taxed (k)
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No divorce of ownership and control (k)
There is no specific law on how partnership should be managed (k)
Disadvantages of partnership
Partners have unlimited liability (k)
Limited capital (k)
The business has poor continuity (k) 

Advantages of private company
Sell shares to a large number of people (k)
Shareholders have limited liabilities (k)
The business has continuity (k) 
Disadvantages of private company
Complicated and expensive to establish (k)
Separation of ownership and control (k)
Accounts of a company are much less secret than for a partnership (k)
                                                                                                      
Indicative Response
Advantages of partnership
Easy and inexpensive to establish (k) as there are few legal formalities required by the law.  (an)
The business itself is not taxed (k), as individual partners pay tax on income received (an) from the 
production of disinfectants (ap) etc.
No divorce of ownership and control (k).  The partners own and control the business so they are responsible 
for day-to-day business decisions (an) e.g. decisions on how disinfectants (ap) will be produced.
No specific law on how partnership should be managed (k), therefore partners are free to decide on their 
own arrangement (an) on how production of chemicals will be managed.
Disadvantages of partnership
Partners have unlimited liabilities (k) so if the business fails, creditors could still force the partners of BG 
Chem (Pty) Ltd to sell their own property to reduce debts.  (an)
Limited capital (k) as the law allows twenty partners which can limit expansion of the business, (an) as it may 
not have enough money needed to buy equipment and machinery (ap) needed to produce goods.
Business has poor continuity. (k) If the partner dies, withdraws or retires the business will come to an end. 
(an) It will no longer continue with its operation of producing disinfectants.  (ap)

Advantages of private company
Sells shares to a large number of people.  (k) Sales of shares could lead to much larger sums of capital (an) 
to invest in the business that can be used to buy raw materials and equipment needed to produce goods.  
(ap)
Shareholders have limited liabilities, (k) so if the company failed with debts owing to creditors, such as banks 
where they got loans to buy equipment, the shareholders could not be forced to sell their possessions to 
settle debts.  (an)
Business has continuity, (k) so if the owner dies, the business will continue with its normal activities (an) of 
producing and distributing disinfectants.  (ap)
Disadvantage of private limited company
Complicated and expensive to establish.  (k) There are many legal matters which have to be dealt with when 
forming a private company. (an)
Accounts of a company are much less secret than for a partnership, (k) more information about the business 
will be known to other people; (an) information such as the profits made from the services offered by BG 
Chem (Pty) Ltd.

Evaluation
This will depend on the analysis of the leaner’s choice which justifies the best form of ownership.
E.g.  BG Chem (Pty) Ltd should change into a private limited company (ev) as shareholders have 
limited liability, so if the company fails with debts owing to creditors, they could not be forced to sell their 
possessions. (ev) Limited liability encourages people to buy shares.  (ev) More changes for expansion.  (ev)
Application marks
Disinfectants (sanitisers, surface disinfectants), Production of disinfectant chemicals/PPE/garments/safety 
work wear (gloves, boots, shields) services offered by BG Chem (Pty) Ltd, equipment/machinery needed to 
produce, distributing disinfectants

2 (a) Fairly well answered.  A few learners could identify the barriers to communication experienced by BG 
Chem (Pty) Ltd.  Most learners’ answers referred to barriers to communication in general, which did 
not relate to BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.  Possible ways to overcome these barriers did not correspond to the 
possible barriers identified.
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Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each relevant barrier.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each barrier explained in context.
 
Analysis (2 x 2)
Award up to two marks for each relevant explanation of how the barrier can be overcome.

Possible answers (knowledge)

No feedback (k)
Using the wrong channel of communication (k)
Management may not listen or pay attention to workers’ concerns (k)

Indicative response
  
No feedback received (k) 
This can be overcome asking the receiver to provide feedback to ensure understanding.  (an)They should 
use direct lines of communication to allow feedback.  (an)
Using the wrong channel of communication (k) 
Such as the computers used to send emails (ap) to workers.  This can be overcome by the sender making 
sure that he selects an appropriate channel for each message sent (an) or making sure that other forms of 
communication are made available.  (an)
Management may not listen or pay attention to workers’ concerns (k) 
May not like or trust the employees and be unwilling to act upon their message.  (an) These may be 
overcome where the sender should emphasise the importance of the message (an) or there should be trust 
between the sender and the receiver. (an)
Application
Management of BG Chem (Pty) Ltd, computers used to send e-mails

(b) Few learners could differentiate between batch and flow production to recommended whether one 
will be a good decision.  Some learners confused batch production with job production.  Some points 
were confused as points for batch production were mentioned under flow production.  Most learners 
left out the evaluation and application, meaning their answers did not refer to BG Chem (Pty) Ltd as 
they had failed to make a choice.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 2) 
Award one mark for each advantage and disadvantage of batch production and one mark for each 
advantage and disadvantage of flow production.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award up to two marks for relevant reference to BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.

Analysis (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for analysis of an advantage and one mark for analysis of a disadvantage. 

Evaluation (4 x 1) 
Award up to four marks for a justified decision and recommendation as to whether it will be appropriate to 
change to flow production.

Possible answers 

Advantages of batch production
Flexible way of working and production (k) as it can easily be changed from one product to another.  (an)
Gives workers a variety of jobs (k) which will give them job satisfaction.  (an)
Breakdowns of machinery not greatly affect production (k) because if one machine is broken, they can still 
continue with other machine to produce PPE. (an) Production is not brought to a complete halt.  (an)
Disadvantages of batch production
Expensive (k) because semi-finished and finished products have to be moved.  (an)
Warehouse space needed to stock raw material and components (k), making it costly.  (an)
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Advantages of flow production
Low cost of production (k) leads to lower prices.  (an)
Capital intensive production methods are easy to use, (k) which decrease labour costs (an) increase 
efficiency.  (an)
Capital intensive methods need relatively unskilled workers (k) and, therefore, little training is needed.  (an)
Production is inexpensive and quick.  (k) 
Products are cheaper.  (k) lower prices (an) mean higher sales volume.  (an)
No need to move goods from one part of the factory to another thus businesses (k) save time.  (an)
Disadvantages of flow production
Very boring for the workers (k) resulting in little job satisfaction.  (an)
Capital cost of setting up the production very high.  (k) If machines break down, the entire production line 
stops.  (an)

Evaluation
Flow production is best (j) due to low cost of production (ev) which lead to lower selling prices (ev) making 
them more competitive in the market, (ev) which increases demand for local products.  (ev)
Application 
Disinfectants produced, quality safety wear (masks/PPE/gloves), use of machines

3. (a)  Fairly well answered.  Learners could identify two methods to resolve conflict that the managers at 
BG Chem (Pty) Ltd could use when relations break down.  Their answers failed to explain the two 
methods linked to BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.  Most learners’ answers referred to negotiations and collective 
bargaining as a means to resolve conflict. 

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each method to resolve conflict.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each reference to BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.

Analysis (2 x 2) 
Award up to two marks for analysis of each method to resolve conflict.

Possible answer
Mediation (k) 
A mediator tries to find ways for them to reach an agreement. (an) A mediator does not have the power to 
make an agreement. (an)
Conciliation (k) 
The chairperson of the conciliation board tries to assist the management of BG (ap) and the trade union (ap) 
to reach an agreement. (an) The chairperson does not have the power to force either side to agree.
Arbitration (k) 
The arbitrator listens to both sides in an industrial dispute (ap) and then gives a ruling based on what the 
arbitrator thinks. (an) The ruling is binding on both management and the union. (an)
Application
The management of BG, trade union, disagreements, industrial dispute.

(b)  Not well answered.  Most learners could not evaluate how BG Chem (Pty) Ltd can use quality circles 
and a democratic style of leadership to improve worker participation.  Learners’ answers referred 
to worker participation in general.  Learners were supposed to evaluate both by referring to the 
advantages and disadvantages so that they could make a choice.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 2) 
Award one mark for an advantage of each way of worker participation and one mark for a disadvantage of 
each way of worker participation.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award up to two marks for reference to BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.

Analysis (2 x 1) 
Award up to two marks for a relevant explanation of the advantages/disadvantages.

Evaluation (4 x 1) 
Award up to 4 marks for a justified decision and reasoning on the best way of worker participation.
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Possible answers
Quality circle
Advantages
Encourages continuous improvement in product/quality (an) as it involves workers working in teams.  (k)
Increases employees’ job satisfaction (k) as they feel part of the business.  (an)
Contributes towards a positive working environment (k) by increasing productivity/reduce costs/more 
efficient/motivated/positive attitudes. (an)
Disadvantages
Might not have enough relevant training (k) which can lead to mistakes, (an) because they are not 
empowered.
Little or no management support (k) may lead to workers not sure of their purpose.  (an)
Participation not always voluntary.  (k)

Democratic leadership
Advantages
Output is often of good quality, (k) because workers are directly involved and come up with good ideas/
increases team knowledge.  (an)
Improves motivation (k) as workers are able to give their views.  (an)
Workers get many chances to develop self-reliance/job satisfaction, (k) as they have been given some 
responsibility.  (an)
A worker’s suggestions may bring new and unexpected improvements.  (k) Workers want to stay in the 
group/strengthen relationship.  (an)
Disadvantages
Decisions take long (k) because of the need to consult all the workers.  (an)
Supervision may not be close enough.  (k)
Output may be low (k) due to time wasted in decision making.  (an)
Workers see leaders as weak (k) as they are unable to decide on their own/create negative emotions.  (an)
Individual responsibilities and instructions may not be clear/can lead to continuing uncertainty.  (k)
Requires a certain skill or educational level, (k) as they are less likely to offer creative solutions.  (an)

Evaluation
Evaluation will depend on a learner’s choice.
In democratic leadership the manager is involved and workers are led by sound decision making.  (ev) 
Workers are involved and feel valued (ev), therefore, they will be more committed. (ev)
Application  
Produce more disinfectants, disinfecting schools/homes/shops, producing PPEs (gloves, masks, shields), 
quality disinfectants/quality service/better disinfectants or better service

4. (a)  Fairly well answered.  Two economies of scale that BG Chem (Pty) Ltd experience as its business 
grows were identified by learners, but most learners did not apply them to the case.  Some learners 
misinterpreted the question and referred to economy systems.  Some learners’ answers referred to 
internal and external economies of scale which was wrong.  Their answers should refer to purchasing, 
marketing, managerial, financial and risk bearing economies of scale.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each economy of scale identified.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each reference to BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.

Analysis (2 x 2) 
Award two marks for an explanation of each economy of scale.

Possible answers (knowledge)
Purchasing economies/trading economies
Marketing economies
Financial economies
Managerial economies
Technical economies 

Indicative response

Purchasing economies, (k) when BG Chem (Pty) Ltd buys a large amount of raw materials, (ap) it is able 
to gain discounts for buying in bulk (an), reducing the cost of raw materials (an) and lowering selling prices.  
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(an)
Marketing economies, (k) when BG Chem (Pty) Ltd grows it might be able to afford to purchase its own 
vehicles to distribute (an) disinfectants (ap) and able to apply more effective advertising.  (an)
Financial economies, (k) large businesses raise capital more cheaply, (an) as banks often consider that 
lending to large organisations is less risky. (an) A lower rate of interest is, therefore, charged.  (an)
Managerial economies, (k) larger companies can afford specialists which increases their efficiency, (an) 
therefore producing disinfectants (ap) at a lower cost.  (an)
Technical economies, (k) large businesses can afford to invest in expensive machinery (an) e.g. BG Chem 
can invest in modern machinery to produce disinfectants, (ap) which may reduce average cost.  (an)
Risk bearing economies, (k) wide range of products provided.  (an)
Application 
Personal Protective Equipment imported (gloves, masks, shields), importing from South Africa, local 
customers, quantity of disinfectants, sanitisers

(b)  Fairly well answered.  Few learners managed to identify how BG Chem (Pty) Ltd segments its 
market for sanitisers, disinfectants and PPEs.  Only income, price, lifestyle and purpose as market 
segmentation were applicable.  Some learners’ answers referred to age, gender which was not in 
context.  Most learners could not evaluate their answers.  Evaluation should be done to achieve full marks.

Answer 
Knowledge (4 x 1) 
Award one mark for each segment identified.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award up to two marks relevant to BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.

Analysis (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for any relevant explanation of each segment.

Evaluation (4 x 1) 
Award up to 4 marks for a justified decision and reasoning on the best option.

Possible answers 
Product/purpose (k) sanitisers that can be used for domestic and for a business use.  (an) Sanitiser to clean 
surface or hands.  (an)
Price (k) Sanitisers are marked at different prices to suit different customers.  (an)
Income (k) Grouping people according to how much they are paid.  Sanitisers are priced differently to target 
different income groups.  (an)
Life style (k) Single person earning the same income as married people will spend the income different by 
buying different types of sanitisers.

Evaluation 
BG Chem (Pty) Ltd can define its market precisely and design as well as produce goods that are specifically 
focussed on target groups of consumers.  (ev)
It enables gaps in the market to be identified and these might then be successfully exploited.  (ev)
Marketing strategies can be focused on the target groups (ev) to avoid wasting of resources.  (ev) That will 
allow BG Chem (Pty) Ltd to specialise in one or two segments (ev) which might be cheaper for it.  (ev)

NO age, region, gender
Application 
Sanitiser, disinfectants, PPE, spraying equipment, safety gear

5. (a)  Fairly well answered.  Most learners could not analyse the role of the accounting function in the 
planning and control of BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.  Most learners’ answers referred to the management 
tasks of planning and control, instead of tasks of accounting department which include forecasting the 
financial need, sources of finance, financial control and investment decisions.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for each role of the accounting function identified.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award one mark for reference in context.

Analysis (2 x 2) 
Award up to two marks for analysis of each role of the accounting function. 
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Possible answers
Forecasting the financial need (k) by preparing a budget of every activity (an) which will be put together to 
estimate the total amount of money needed for production (an) of disinfectants.  (ap)
Sources of finance. (k)  The finance department needs to look at different sources of finance (k) and 
compare the advantages and disadvantages of each source (an) it might find suitable source to buy modern 
machinery.  (an)
Financial control. (k)  A  business has to make sure that the budget is not overspent.  (an) The financiers 
want to see the expected income of the business before investing.  (an)
Investment decisions. (k)  The finance department has to invest any surplus money in a most profitable way 
(an), so that the business can make the most profit possible in terms of interest earned.  (an)
Business cost. (k)  The cost of operating the factory (ap) needs to be compared to revenue in order to 
calculate profit and loss.  (an) That will help business with the planning and decision-making.  (an)
Application 
Business costs for sanitisers, raw material, production cost of disinfections, purchasing of raw materials

(b)  Most learners could calculate the performance results but failed to evaluate the performance of 
BG Chem (Pty) Ltd.  Some learners evaluated the performance of BG Chem (Pty) Ltd without any 
calculations, resulting in zero marks.  Learners should calculate net profit margin and ROCE for both 
2020 and 2021 and then evaluate the performance.

Answer 
Knowledge (2 x 2) 
Award one mark for identifying each ratio and one mark for each formula.

Application (2 x 1) 
Award up to two marks for data from the case.

Analysis (2 x 1) 
Award up to two marks for correct answers.

Evaluation (4 x 1) 
Award up to 4 marks for supporting one year rather than the other.

Indicative response
Return on capital employed (k)
Net profit/Capital employed x 100 (k)
2020                                                                  2021
40 000/ 200 000 x 100 (ap)                              60 000/250 000 x 100 (ap)
=20% (an)                                                        = 24% (an)

Net profit margin (k)
Net profit/sales x 100 (k)
2020                                                             2021
40 000/175 000 x 100 (ap)                                    60 000/200 000 x 100 (ap)
= 22,85% (an)                                                     =30%   (an)

Evaluation
ROCE margin increased from 20% to 24% (or with 6%).  (ev) The net profit margin increased from 22,85% 
to 30% (or with 7,15%).  (ev) The business performed better after the introduction of modern machinery.  
(ev) For the ROCE, it means the managers are running the business more efficiently (ev) making higher 
profits from each dollar invested in the business.  (ev) 

3. SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Teachers should teach from the syllabus and not just from a textbook.
Teachers should concentrate on the keywords in the syllabus and teach learners how the questions should be 
answered.
Learners should be advised to write headings when asked to write about two different topics.
Teachers should do more evaluative questions as learners still give one-sided answers.
Teachers should teach learners how to apply the case study in their answers.
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6117
Paper 1
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2 B
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6117
Paper 2

General Comments 

The preparedness of the candidates in this examination was observed to have been at minimum levels.  Few candidates 
seemed to have taken time to prepare and revise while the majority just did not.  These candidates left so many 
questions in the paper unattempted.  A significant number showed little knowledge of the basic facts and key concepts, 
and could hardly give scientific explanations and descriptions.  It should be emphasised to candidates how important it 
is to always clearly communicate their responses.  So many also lost marks because they could not spell terminologies 
correctly - even those that were listed for them.

Candidates need to be encouraged to learn standard definitions, laws and equations especially as given in the syllabus.
Candidates should be advised to use the number of marks in a question as a guideline when answering.  They should 
also be advised that giving two answers, when they are expected to give only one, leads to a loss of marks.

Correct use of symbols for formulae should be used.  Many candidates seem not to be sure of whether to use uppercase 
or lowercase letters in the formulas.  It is recommended that formulas are written in words to avoid such confusion. 

Many candidates still seem to answer in pencil first and sometimes just leave the answers in pencil.

All in all, more still needs to be done by both teachers and learners to prove that the learner’s understanding of the 
subject is enough to enable them to do further studies such as Advanced Subsidiary.

Comments on individual questions

1 Teachers are encouraged to emphasise to the learners that when terms are provided for them to select 
from, misspelling is penalized.

(a) Poorly answered.

The majority of candidates wrongly gave sulfide ion as the answer probably because its formed when the 
sulfur atom gains electrons.  They failed to consider the fact that the question referred to electrolysis

(b) Very well answered.

(c) Fairly well answered.

  A good number still could not spell the term correctly even though it was given to them

(d) – (e) Fairly well answered.

(f) Poorly answered

  So many indicated methane, showing that they could not recall the correct names of shapes
Question Model Answer Additional guidance Marks

1 (a) Magnesium ion  Penalise once on spelling on (a) to (f) 1

(b) Condensation  1

(c) Buckministerfullerene  Accept Buckminsterfullerene 1

(d) Chlorine  1

(e) Nitrogen  1

(f) Carbon dioxide  1

[6]

2 (a) (i) Very well answered.

 (ii) Fairly well answered.
   Some seemed to have been guessing between solid, liquid and gas

 (iii) Fairly well answered.

(b) (i) Very poorly answered.
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Despite the description of metallic bonding, being in the syllabus (on page 14), the majority of learners failed to give it. A 
few however, were able to recall part of the definition – the sea of delocalized electrons.  Nevertheless, it was a 2 marks 
or nothing question so many lost both marks.

Teachers are encouraged to train learners to learn definitions, laws, etc.

 (ii) Poorly answered.

Most candidates seemed not to have understood this question.  The fact that metal atom/ions are regularly arranged 
was not familiar with many.  A few were able to score a mark by indicating that atoms slide over each other when a force 
is applied.

(c) (i) Fairly well answered.

A few were still misspelling the name of element magnesium. 

 (ii) Fairly well answered.

Even though ionic bonding is taught even in junior grades, a few learners still lost marks because of mixing up their 
explanations.  A good number were able to indicate that magnesium loses two electrons but could not clearly describe 
how that two chlorine atoms each gains an electron.

 (iii) Fairly well answered.

Many were able to give the correct state in which an ionic compound conducts electricity but the majority failed to 
give the particles that are present in an ionic compound to carry charge.  They wrongly gave electrons instead of ions. 
Electrons are only present in elements such as metals or a non-metal, graphite.

Question Model Answer Additional guidance Marks

2 (a) (i)
(ii)
(iii)

10 
gas 
Ca2+  

3

(b) (i) Lattice of positive ions  in (a sea of) delocalised electrons / 
free moving electrons   

2 or nothing 2

(ii) Aluminium has a regular arrangement / lattice of positive 
ions/a layer of atoms or ions 
 that slide over each other (without breaking) when a force 
is applied or when hammered. 

2

(c) (i) Magnesium chloride  1

          (ii) Magnesium atom transfer or loses two electrons.  
Two chlorine atoms each gains one electron. 

Reject chloride ions 2

(iii) Molten/aqueous solution/ dissolved in water / liquid
Ions are free to move and 
Carry charges 

Reject electrons are 
free to move

3

[13]

3 (a) Fairly well answered.

A good number of candidates were able to give the correct colour, red.  However, a few lost marks because they gave 
two different colours indicating that they were not sure.
These type of questions can only be properly answered by learners who actually did the experiment.  Teachers are 
encouraged not to neglect practical activities 

(b) Well answered.

Many were able to give one of the correct observations especially, bubbles
(c) (i) Poorly answered.

A good number however, were able to get one mark either for the formula or for converting 20.0 cm3 to dm3

 (ii) Poorly answered

Many failed to use mole ratios to obtain the number of moles in sodium carbonate
 (iii) Fairly well answered.

A significant number of candidates recalled the formula of concentration and were able to use the number of moles in  
(ii) and divide it with the volume. Some forgot to convert 25.0 cm3 to dm3 and so lost a mark

(d) Fairly well answered.

Many recognized that the solution needed to be heated and then cooled, so it can form crystals.  Some lost marks, 
however because they mixed up the explanations
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(e) (i) Poorly answered.

The majority of the candidates failed to get the first part of this calculation and so lost marks.  A few however recalled 
the formula of molar gas volumes and at least got awarded a mark.

 (ii) Very poorly answered.

It appears many were not taught how to do calculations using the Avogadro’s constant. 
Question Modal Answer Additional guidance Marks

3 (a) Red  1
(b) Effervescence / bubbles/A gas is released / fizzing / sound  1

(c) (i) n = C × V ()
 0.020  × 0.3 ()

0.006 or 6 × 10-3 

0.02 seen () 3

(ii) n = 0.006 / 2 ()    
   =  0.003 

Accept ecf from (c)(i) 2

(iii) C = n/V () 
= 0.003mol / 0.025dm3 ()
= 0.12                

Accept ecf from (c)(ii) 2

(d) Heat the aqueous solution of sodium chloride / evaporate 
some water 
Leave the solution to crystallize 

Ignore cooling 2

(e) (i)
n = = 

106
265

 = 2.5 ()

V    = n × 24 (()
V    = 2.5 × 24 ()
      = 60 

2.5 seen  3

(ii) = 2.5 mol × 6.022 × 1023 ()
=1.51 x 1024  
OR
2.5 mol × 6.0 × 1023 ()
=1.5 x 1024 

Allow up to calculator 
answer 1.5055 × 1024 
correctly rounded

2

[16]

4 (a) Fairly well answered.
A good number of candidates recognized that it was a syringe, but many failed to spell it.

(b) Poorly answered.
Many failed to interpret the information in the table.  They mistook surface area for particle size and so wrongly chose 
experiment 1 as the fastest one.  A few however, were able to correctly answer it.  The explanation, as to why experiment 
3 was the fastest was unattainable by almost all the candidates.  They just could not connect the collision theory to this 
whole explanation.

(c) Fairly well answered.
A good number of candidates managed to recall at least one of the other factors that affects the rate of a reaction

(d) (i) Well answered.
Even though many first answered in terms of oxygen before giving the answer in terms of electrons

 (ii) Poorly answered.
This question was only available to advantaged candidates. 
The candidates needed to first know the correct balanced chemical equation for the reaction between zinc and 
hydrochloric acid, determine the oxidation state of hydrogen ion (+1) and then that of hydrogen gas (0), and finally 
recognize that there was a decrease in the oxidation number, meaning, it accepted/gained an electron
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Question Modal Answer Additional guidance Marks
4 (a) (Gas) syringe  1

(b) 3 
More particles exposed 
More frequent collisions/more collisions (per second) 

3

(c) Catalyst, concentration  Accept pressure, light 2
(d) (i) Loss of electron (s) 1

(ii) Oxidation number decreases from (+)1 to 0 
Because hydrogen ion gains an electron. 

2

[9]

5 (a) (i) Fairly well answered.

 (ii) Very well answered.

(b) Fairly well answered.

Candidates seemed to have been familiar with this content but lost marks because they couldn’t clearly explain the 
concept and also clearly state what was diffusing (ammonia gas and hydrogen chloride gas, and not ammonium solution 
nor hydrochloric acid) even when it was given in the question.

(c)  Fairly well answered.

The majority of candidates recalled the result but failed to give the proper test.  Many could recall that a red litmus is 
what is used but didn’t recall that it needed to be moist or damp.  A good number of them lost the mark because they 
could not spell damp but wrote ‘dump’ instead.

Question Modal Answer Additional guidance Marks

5 (a) (i) NH4Cl  1

(ii) Diffusion  1

(b) At Y 
Ammonia molecules or particles have a smaller 
mass
So they move / diffuse faster 
OR 
At Y 
HCl molecules / particles have higher mass 
So they move / diffuse slower 

Accept ammonia is lighter

Clear comparison

3

(c) Test; Use damp red litmus paper
Result ;Turns blue + (Dependent on the 
correct test )

1
+1

[7]

6 (a) Fairly well answered.

Many however, failed to spell the term ‘haematite’
(b)  (i)  Fairly well answered.

 (ii)  Fairly well answered.

Many recognised that the reaction that gives molten iron is that of the iron ore and carbon monoxide, they failed to 
realise, however that the question also required them to refer to the process by which this happens – reduction. 

(c) (i)  Poorly answered.

The majority of candidates didn’t seem to be familiar with the basic oxygen steel making process.  A few, were able to 
explain how the percentage of carbon is reduced i.e.  When carbon reacts with the oxygen and then escapes as carbon 
dioxide.

 (ii)  Very well answered.

Since its common knowledge what stainless steel is used for.
(d)  Poorly answered.

So many candidates were referring to galvanizing, which is not really what the question was demanding.  They were 
supposed to explain how zinc protects iron, not to give a method.
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Question Modal Answer Additional guidance Marks
6 (a) Haematite  1

(b) (i) Limestone / CaCO3 / Calcium carbonate  1

(ii) Ore/haematite / iron(III) oxide is reduced 
by carbon monoxide 

Ignore the initial steps of 
extraction

2

(c) (i) Blow oxygen into molten iron 
Carbon escapes as carbon dioxide

Accept ; Blow oxygen in the 
furnace

2

(ii) Cooking utensils /sinks  Allow other appropriate uses 1
(d) Zinc is more reactive 

Forms a stable layer/ prevents iron from oxidizing or 
reacting with air/ water

Accept Sacrificial protection  2

[9]

7 (a) Well answered.

(b) (i) Fairly well answered. 
Although some were confusing it with that of alkanes while others wrongly wrote it as Cn + H2n

 (ii) Fairly well answered.
The majority recognized that the double bond, is what makes alkenes react the way they do however they failed to 
mention how alkenes actually react- addition of simple molecules to the carbon chain

(c) Well answered.
Even though, a good number in trying to go further with their answer, gave wrong names to the isomers

(d) Fairly well answered.
The majority of candidates only managed to calculate up to the second step of dividing through the number of moles 
by the smallest answer from the first step. When they got to the third step, some just rounded off the decimal numbers 
instead of multiplying them by the same factor (2 in this case) to get whole numbers.

Question Modal Answer Additional guidance Marks

7
(a) Propanol  1

(b) (i)   CnH2n  1
(ii) Alkene have (carbon - carbon) double bonds 

Simple molecules can add to the alkenes
Accept ; alkenes undergo addition 
reactions/ atoms or groups of atoms 
can add to alkenes

2

(c) C and E  Both must be correct (2 or nothing)
Letters only

2

(d) C: 48.76/12   = 4.063333333/2.70
H: 8.04/1        = 8.04/2.70
O: 43.20/16    = 2.70/ 2.70 

C: 1.50 x 2 =3
H: 2.977777778 x 2 = 6
O: 1 x 2 = 2   
C3 H 6 O2    

M1: divide % by relative  
       atomic mass ()
M2: divide by 2.70 ()

M3: scale up by factor of 2 ()

M4: final formula 

4

[10]

8 (a) (i) Well answered.

 (ii) Poorly answered.

Many could not recall the term ‘oleum’.  Some tried but misspelled it.

(b) Fairly well answered.

The formula of sulfur trioxide was a challenge for some learners

(c) Poorly answered.

Many recalled the conditions, but failed to write them sufficiently.
For example; some just wrote Vanadium oxide, leaving out the oxidation state, which is not sufficient for a mark.  The 
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values of pressure were given but without units.  They also lost marks because pressure can be measured in Pascal, 
kilopascals or atmospheres.  So the correct unit must accompany the value.
Many seem to have confused the temperature range for the Haber process (300 °C- 500 °C) with the one for the contact 
process(400 °C- 500 °C)

(d) Fairly well answered.

(e) Fairly well answered.
This question was not answered as well as it was expected.  More can be done by the teachers to help learners 
understand the impact of pollutant gases on the environment

(f) Well answered

The majority managed to recall a pollutant gas that is emitted from the exhaust pipe
Question Modal Answer Additional guidance Marks

8 (a) (i) Contact  1
(ii) Oleum  Accept H2S2O7 1

(b) 2SO2 + O2      2SO3
 correct equation
 correct balancing

2

      
(c)

•	 Vanadium(V) oxide / V2O5   
•	 (Pressure) of 100 - 500 kPa Or 1-5 atmospheres 
•	 (temperature) of 400-500ºC  

Accept; Vanadium pentoxide
Vanadium oxide is not sufficient 
Accept high temp and low 
pressure 
Any two

2

(d) •	 To make detergents 
•	 To make fertilizers 
•	 Used as battery acid 

Any one 1

(e) Causes Acid rain / mixes or dissolves in rain water 
Damage building, damage plants, kill animals 

Allow other relevant impact 2

     (f) Carbon monoxide / unburned hydrocarbons/ nitrogen 
oxides 

Accept; carbon dioxide/lead 
compounds
Any one

1

[10]
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6117
Paper 3

General comments

The overall performance of Chemistry paper 3 was generally poor.  There were vast majority of candidates who 
struggled to respond correctly to various number of questions in the paper.  Chemistry demands higher thinking skills in 
mathematical manipulation and application as well as scientific skills.  Furthermore a large number of candidates also 
struggled to scientific skills such as plotting graphs even when the scale is already given on the grid, drawing smooth 
curve, deducing expected data from axes of graphs as well as sketching on the graphs if experiment is repeated at 
higher temperature

The questions which required learners to show their knowledge on exposure to experiments such as rate of reaction and 
planning an investigation were generally poorly answered.  On the other hand candidates in few centres are becoming 
more familiar with the planning an investigation question.  Candidates would be well advised to plan out their answers 
before writing them down, as this will avoid steps being out of sequence.

In addition, paper 3 is an alternative to practical paper, hence it has shown that most candidates are not sufficiently 
exposed to experimental and investigative skills and abilities (aspect) of the syllabus.  These includes the suggested 
practical activities at the end of each topic as well as Annexure A.

Comments on specific questions

Question1

(a) While some excellent answers were seen, a large number of candidates struggled to express 
themselves clearly.  Often these candidates concentrated on ‘faster reaction’ rather than to extract 
more amino acids and to increase surface area.  Generally this question was poorly answered.

(b)  This part was well answered.  The majority of candidates were able to correctly draw the measuring 
cylinder with the meniscus, however they could not level the bottom of the meniscus with a 200 cm3.

(c) This part was well answered.  Most candidates were able to correctly suggest a method in step 4, 
however they struggled to spell filtration correctly.

(d) Most candidates were able to correctly identify apparatus labelled A and B.  This question was well 
answered.

(e) (i) This question was not well answered.  Most candidates could not correctly identify the solvent 
front on the chromatogram.  Teachers should make a clear distinction between solvent front and 
a solvent line.

 (ii) This part was poorly answered.  Most candidates correctly stated amino acids contained in the 
sample, however they could not give a reason as required.

 (iii) Poorly answered.  The vast majority of candidates do not know the use of a locating agent 
(Ninhydrin).  Most candidates failed to mention “to make the spots visible’ instead of mentioning 
to make samples of amino acids visible.

 (iv) This part was well answered.  The majority of the candidates were able to correctly calculate Rf 
value, however they stated the unit.

Mark scheme
Question Answer Mark

1 (a) Increase the surface area/ smaller pieces react faster  
more amino acids extracted  

2

(b) clearly shown perpendicular line of sight   
clearly shown bottom of meniscus at 200 cm3 

2

(c) Filtration / decanting  1
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(d) evaporating dish 

(Bunsen) burner 

2

(e) (i) Clearly labelled solvent front at the top  1
(e) (ii) 1 and 2, their spot position correspond with the spots in the sample/their spots are at the 

same height with the spots in the sample
1

(e) (iii) to show the position of spots / to make the spots visible/develop colour  1 
(e) (iv) correct measurements of distance travelled by amino acid 3,  AND 

correct measurements of distance travelled by solvent, AND
correct substitution into equation 

0.73 

2

Question 2

(a) This question was well answered. Most candidates plotted all points correctly. Candidates should 
be reminded that points should be marked clearly, ideally using x and lines drawn with sharp pencil. 
Many candidates did not correctly draw a smooth curve of best fit.  A smooth curve of best fit does not 
simply join the points together with a wobbly line and must not be drawn with a ruler.

(b) This question was poorly answered. Most candidates did not show clearly where they had read their 
answers from the grid. 

(c) This was generally answered correctly. 

(d) This question was poorly answered. The use of burette or pipette is not well known. Few good 
responses explained the use in terms of measuring volume more accurately compared to using a 
measuring cylinder.

 Repeating the experiment alone does not improve the reliability of the results, nor does taking a mean 
or average. 

(e) This question was not well answered. Most candidates sketch lines above the original curve and lines 
that touched the top and /or the bottom of the original curve which were not acceptable.

Mark scheme
Question Answer Mark

2 (a) all 5 points correctly plotted 
smooth curve 

3

(b) vertical indication up to 0.075 on the x-axis 
horizontal indication up to y-axis 
value from graph matching horizontal indication  (144-146)

3

(c) same volume (of sodium thiosulfate / dilute sulfuric acid) /same temperature 1
(d) Two sources of error:

•	 Use of measuring cylinder imprecise
•	 Experiment done only once 

Two improvements:
•	 use pipette / burette to measure volume; 
•	 repeat experiment and average   

4 

(e) curve below original 
similar shape of curve with no intersection 

2

Question 3

(a) (i) This question was fairly answered.  A reasonable number of candidates made correct observation of 
solution A. 

 (ii) This question was poorly answered.  Only few candidates were able to state that there was 
no further change on adding excess sodium hydroxide.  The majority of candidates reported 
incorrectly that there was a change in color.
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(b) (i) (ii) These question was not well answered. 

(c) This question was well answered.  Most candidates provided correct test and results for chlorine gas

(d) This part was well answered.  Most candidates identified solid B correctly  

(e) This question was generally answered well.

Mark scheme
Question Answer Mark

3 (a) (i) (red-) brown ppt  1
(a) (ii) (red-brown ppt) remains / no (colour) change  1
(b) (i) white precipitate  1
(b) (ii) (white precipitate) dissolves / colourless (solution forms)  1

(c) Damp (blue) litmus paper   
Bleaches 

2

(d) barium 
carbonate  

2 

(e) avoid contact with skin/ wear protective gloves;  
avoid getting in eyes/ wear eye protection;  
avoid smelling/ drinking/ tasting 

1

Question 4

This question was poorly answered and proved to be the most challenging question in the whole question paper.  A 
large number of candidates only managed to score in the range of 0-3 marks, scoring mostly from MP1, MP2 and MP3.

The guidance is clear in the question paper and the reactants were provided and suitable laboratory apparatus. 
Surprisingly, candidates went to describe experiment with apparatus and reactants which are not provided such react 
water with Mg powder and heat the mixture.  This has shown that most candidates lack knowledge and understanding 
of practicals.

A significant number of candidates did not attempt the question.

Mark scheme
Question Answer Mark

4 •	 measure  volume of hydrochloric acid MP1
•	 measure initial temperature (temperature of acid before metal is added) MP2
•	 measured mass of zinc powder / magnesium powder added   MP3
•	 measure final temperature of solution / temperature every 30s MP4
•	 repeat with same mass of other metal and  same volume of hydrochloric acid MP5
•	 greater temperature change / higher final temperature is larger energy change  MP6

6

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHEACHERS

In general there is a need to put great emphasis on assessment objective C and also to make experiments parts of 
teaching and learning.  There are suggested practicals at the end of each topic in the syllabus and it is important to 
expose learners to practical activities in order to reinforce practical skills and abilities.

Teachers are encouraged to use easily accessible and locally available materials to conduct practical activities in the 
classrooms.  The large number of candidates demonstrated lack of exposure to practical activities in responding to 
questions in this paper. 

In conclusion, teachers are also encouraged to emphasise strongly on drawing graphs.  Learners should be reminded 
that points should be marked clearly, ideally using x and lines drawn with sharp pencil.  A smooth curve of best fit does 
not simply join the points together with a wobbly line and must not be drawn with a ruler.
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COMPUTER STUDIES

6134
Paper 1

General Comments

•	 Candidates	demonstrated	a	good	level	of	knowledge	about	the	fundamental	aspects	of	computer	science.	
Candidates	are	encouraged	 to	consider	 the	context	given	 in	some	questions	 instead	of	giving	general	
answers.		Candidates	should	look	to	reflect	the	application	of	this	context	in	the	knowledge	and	understanding	
they	are	required	to	demonstrate.		This	would	allow	candidates	to	show	a	greater	understanding	beyond	a	
general	response	about	the	topic	in	question,	thereby	allowing	room	for	scoring	more	marks.

•	 Misinterpretation	 of	 questions	 is	 still	 a	 common	 challenge	 that	 teachers	 still	 need	 to	 help	 candidates	
address.		Before	answering,	reading	and	understanding	questions	will	help	the	candidates	overcome	this	
hurdle.

•	 Most	 candidates	 expressed	 themselves	 better	 by	 avoiding	 one-word	 answers	 in	 questions	 where	
explanations,	 descriptions,	 reasons	 etc.,	 were	 expected.	 	 This	 approach	 helped	 examiners	 to	 gauge	
candidates’	work	better.

•	 The	layout	and	presentation	of	work	were	well	organised	and	neat	for	most	candidates.

•	 Teachers	 are	 encouraged	 to	 desist	 from	 selective	 teaching.	 	 Similarly,	 candidates	 are	 advised	
to	stop	selective	learning.		All	aspects	of	the	syllabus	are	essential	and	are	examinable.

•	 Candidates	 should	 still	 be	 encouraged	 to	 attempt	 all	 questions	 and	 avoid	 leaving	 gaps	
or	unanswered	questions.

•	 Candidates	are	reminded	to	make	sure	they	do	not	write	outside	the	given	writing	space	in	a	question.	If	
additional	writing	space	is	required,	candidates	should	use	the	other	pages	available.	They	should	make	
sure	they	indicate	the	question	for	which	they	provide	the	response.	

1 The	majority	of	candidates	were	better	prepared	for	this	question.

1 mark for each correct answer, maximum 4 marks
graph plotter
speaker
3D printer
screen

2 (a) Generally	well	answered	question	although	only	the	really	top	candidates	scored	full	marks.

1 mark for two correct answers, maximum 2 marks
- True
- False
- True
- True

(b) Most	candidates	did	not	know	what	cache	memory	is.		It	was	a	common	mistake	for	candidates	
to	describe	RAM	instead.

 (i) 1 mark for each correct point, maximum 2 marks
- A small block of very high speed memory 
- acting as a buffer
- between the CPU and main memory
- stores data / instructions which are used frequently by the CPU

 (ii) 1 mark per correct point, maximum 2 marks
- So the CPU does not have to access the main memory…
- Which is slower than cache
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3 A	sensor	is	an	input	device.		Actuators	control	environmental	conditions.		A	sizeable	number	of	
candidates	were	confusing	the	role	of	a	sensor	and	that	of	an	actuator.

(a) 1 mark for each correct point, maximum 2

- It is an input device 
- It measures/takes (physical) readings of the surrounding/environment for example/physical
 properties 

(b) 1 mark for each sensor, Maximum 3 marks
    1 mark for each use, Use must match sensor given Maximum 3 marks: 

Humidity/Moisture (sensor) 
- To measure the water content of the soil 
- To alert when the soil is too dry or too wet/needs watering 

pH (sensor) 
- To measure how acidic/alkaline the soil is 
- To alert when there may be something polluting the soil 

Light (sensor) 
- To measure the brightness of the environment 
- To alert when the fruit has too little/too much light  

Temperature (sensor)
- To measure the temperature of the environment 
- To alert when it is too hot/too cold for the fruit to grow 

Gas (sensor)
- To measure the amount of CO2/oxygen present 
- To alert when too much CO2/oxygen present 

Humidity (sensor) 
- To measure the water content in the air 
- To alert when the air is too dry 

Infra-red / motion (sensor) 
-	 To	measure	level	of	infra-red/microwaves	deflected	
- To alert to any intruders e.g. animals stealing the fruit 

(c) 1 mark per correct drawback, maximum 2 marks

- faulty sensor can cause incorrect results

- can be costly to implement or replace

- give incorrect results if setup is incorrect

- some types have distance limitations 

- may not work without power source

4 (a) Candidates	should	desist	from	parroting	terms	that	they	are	being	asked	about	as	it	does	not	
demonstrate	any	computer	science	skill(s),	subject	understanding	or	knowledge.	 	 In	many	
instances,	the	words	wide,	area	and	network	were	given	back	to	the	examiners	 in	different	
fashions.		Such	responses	are	not	credit-worthy.

1 mark for each correct point , maximum 2 marks 
- Accept responses such as the company doesn’t own the infrastructure 
- Do not accept ‘Network over a wide area’ or similar arrangement of wording 
- The computers are geographically remote/ distanced/ more than a mile apart 
-	 Communication	medium	is	not	owned	by	the	law	firm
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(b) A	 sizeable	 number	 of	 candidates	 showed	 a	 good	 grasp	 of	 the	 cloud	 computing	 concepts	
being	examined	in	this	question.		Only	the	top	candidates	managed	to	describe	the	economic	
impacts	on	the	marketing	firm.	In	order	to	score	full	marks,	candidates	are	encouraged	to	fully	
read	and	understand	the	question	as	well	as	referencing	the	context	instead	of	giving	general	
and	or	incomplete	responses.

Correct identification of service 1 mark, maximum 3
Identification of impact 1 mark, maximum 3
Economically related to the marketing form 1 mark, maximum 3

Sample answers given, accept any correct answers

- additional	storage/scalable	storage	for	clients	(1)	so	the	firm	can	take	on	more	clients	(1)	and	gain	more	
revenue (1)

- backing	up	data	(1)	a	regular	task	that	takes	up	staff	time/needs	hardware	(1)	and	so	saves	the	firm	
time/money (1)

- off-site data storage (1) would allow their employees to work from anywhere (1) therefore save on 
infrastructure (1)

- the third party provides security (1) a regular task that takes up staff time and requires higher order 
expertise	(1)	will	better	secure	the	firm’s	data	at	competitive	costs	(	saves	time/money)	(1)

 Also accept:
- IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) (1) self-service for accessing and monitoring computers, networking, 

storage and other services (1) allows for purchase of resources on demand (1) instead of outright 
purchase	(1)	…cost	effective	to	the	firm

- PaaS	(Platform	as	a	Service)	(1)	facilitates	software	creation	for	marketing	firm	developers	(1)	firm	
focuses on actual app development // software development team becomes more productive // 
streamlining	work	flows	especially	for	multiple	developers	(teams,	both	internal	or	external)	(1)	cutting	on	
unnecessary costs or unproductive efforts (1)

- SaaS (Software as a Service) Cloud application services (1) managed by third party vendors (1) less 
burden on software deployment and management (e.g. updating etc.) for technical staff (1) thereby 
cutting costs or focusing on more processing issues 

5 (a) Generally	well	answered.	
  1 mark per correct tick, maximum 2

(b) Expert	systems	augment	 the	knowledge	of	a	human	doctor	but	cannot	 replace	 the	human	
doctor.	 	 Some	 candidates	 reflected	 the	 fallacy	 that	 expert	 systems	 act	 as	 additional	
doctors,	thereby	could	work	in	place	of	a	human	doctor.		Candidates	also	needed	to	describe	the	
benefits	more	than	giving	one-word	answers	or general	responses.

Any three from, maximum 3 marks
- An expert system may help the doctor make a more accurate diagnosis
- An expert system uses data from many experts therefore it contains more knowledge than a single 

doctor
- Cheaper than regularly re-training the doctor
-	 The	expert	system’s	knowledge	may	be	more	up	to	date	than	the	knowledge	of	a	single	doctor
- Cheaper than employing many specialist
- The diagnoses given are more consistent

 (c) 1 mark per correct point, maximum 2 marks
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 - fault diagnosis (e.g. car engines, electronic devices) 
 - geological surveys
	 -	 Classification	e.g.	plant	or	animal	classification
 - Monitoring e.g. compare data from a continually observed system to prescribe behavior e.g. studying 

virus behavior
 - Process control e.g. controlling a physical process based on monitoring
	 -	 Design	e.g.	configure	a	system	according	to	specifications
 - Scheduling and planning – develop or modify a plan of action
 - Generation of options – identify and provide alternative solutions to problem

6 This	question	was	generally	well	answered.

(a) 1 mark for each correct answer, maximum 4 marks

 (i) decimal

 (ii) boolean

 (iii) integer

 (iv) currency

(b) (i) 1 mark per correct answer, maximum 2 marks

	 	 TotalCost = 11
  RunningCost=N$12.95

 (ii) 1 mark per correct answer, maximum 2 marks

  TotalCost = 11
  RunningCost=N$13.65
  

  Also accept

  TotalCost=12
  RunningCost=N$13.70

7 1 mark for name of method + 1 mark for corresponding benefit , maximum 6 marks

emails:
-	 fast	delivery	of	messages	(to	recipient’s	mail	box)	–	able	to	send	attachments	
- can store messages for later use
- auto-translation no language problems – can open email at a convenient time 
video conferencing/calling/chat: 
- removes need to travel (saves time and money) 
- allows face to face discussions 
- works in real time (only allow once)  

VoIP: 
- much cheaper than normal international calls 
- direct communication between people 
- works in real time (only allow once)  

Chat rooms/instant messaging: 
- instantaneous reply 
- anyone can join in  

social networking: 
- can ensure only your “friends” are in communication 
- usually free to join and use 
- talk to (multiple) friends at the same time 

Also accept SMS / Short Message Service // DM / Direct Message
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8 Teachers	are	encouraged	to	provide	hands-on	exposure	to	concepts	covered	 in	this	topic	as	 it	
provides	more	meaning	to	candidates.		Such	meaning	is	reflected	positively	in	their	responses.	
The	importance	of	selecting	cells	first	before	copying	or	formatting	cells	is	necessary	and	needed	
to	be	mentioned	in	a(iii)	and	b(i).

(a) (i) Two marks for: 

=SUM(B5:B8) 

Marks to be awarded as follows: 

=SUM() 1 mark 

all correct range if using SUM i.e. B5:B8 1 mark 

or: 

All correct as follows: 

=B5+B6+B7+B8 2 marks

 (ii) Two from: 

=AVERAGE() 1 mark 

all correct range () i.e. B5:B8 or B5,B6,B7,B8 1 mark 

or: 

=SUM(B5:B8) /4 2 marks

or: 

=B10 /4 2 marks

or: 

range must be all correct 

=(B5+B6+B7+B8) must be all correct, including the () /4 2 marks

 (iii) One description from: 

- copy and paste (1) formula/contents of cell B10 (1) into cells C10 to E10 (1) 
- select/replicate cell B10 (1) by drag bottom right corner of cell/black cross (1) across/(to the right) 

over cells C10 to E10 (1) 
-	 fill	right	(1)	from	B10	(1)	across	C10	to	E10(1)	

The methods are:

- copy and paste

- select, drag bottom right corner across 

Allow one description along with the correct cell references.

Must have both copy and paste for the mark. 
(b) (i) Four from: 

- Cells F3 and F4 (1) merged (1) 
- contents centered (1) horizontally and vertically(1) 
- contents emboldened (1) 
- wrap text (1) 
- enlarged the cell vertically/increased vertical height of cell (1) 

 (ii) One explanation from: 

  - values are more meaningful (1) because people are always whole numbers/not fractions or 
decimal places (1) 

  - whole numbers are easier to comprehend (1) so information is conveyed better (1) 
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9 (a) There	was	a	noticeable	improvement	in	the	way	this	topic	was	answered	this	time	around	in	
comparison	to	yester	years.		Candidates	from	some	centres	struggled	to	draw	a	logic	circuit	
from	a	logic	statement. 

1 mark for each correct logic gate with correct order, maximum 4. 
Ignore A & B when awarding marks.

(b) 1 mark for correct 2 rows, maximum 2, 1 mark for 2 or 3 correct outputs.

Ignore working column when awarding marks.
Working

V W NOT W A B X
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 1

(c) 1 mark for correct answer

Register Z

10 (a) Generally,	a	well-answered	question,	although	a	sizeable	number,	failed	to	score	full	marks	as	
they	overlooked	the	fact	that	other	methods	besides	interviews	were	being	solicited.
1 mark per correct point, maximum 3 marks
- Observation 
- Questionnaire / Survey
- Examination of documents 

(b) Any two matched pairs, maximum 4 marks

- The interviewee may be uneasy with the questioning 

 ...as it is not anonymous 

- Time consuming to interview all the users 

 ...the interviews are carried out one at a time 

- Both the interviewee and the interviewer have to be free at the same time 

 ...which can cause time problems 

- May be a language problem 

 ...this increases the time explaining all sections 

- May give an answer they think the interviewer is trying to elicit 

 ...the interviews could be biased/leading questions 

- Disillusioned workers may give an answer that jeopardises the project 

 ...they could give a biased view/too vocal 

- They cannot give the answer they want 

 ...as the interview is not anonymous/due to peer pressure 
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- Costly to the employers 

 ...time for the worker being off job 

11 (a) 1 mark per point, maximum 2 marks

- A set of data ... 
-  ... organised ... 
- ... as a set of records... 
-	 ...	in	one	or	more	files.	

(b) 1 mark per point, maximum 2 marks

- Primary key: ChannelID 

-	 It	is	a	unique	identifier/Two	channels	can	have	the	same	ChannelName	but	they	cannot	have	the	same	

ChannelID

(c) A	sizeable	number	of	candidates	struggled	with	this	question.		More	practical	activities	are	needed	to	
help	candidates	master	the	concept	of	writing	meaningful	query	conditions.	

1 mark for:

Display	ChannelID	and	ChannelName

Where

1 mark for: 

ChannelType	=	“Movies”	AND	HD=“True”

Also	accept	ChannelType	=	“Movies”	AND	HD	=	1

12 1 mark for correctly completed row, maximum 5

Hexadecimal instruction Binary instruction Operation
6 0110 Right
F 1111 Up
C 1100 Open
3 0011 Close
1 0001 Down

13 There	were	improved	responses	to	the	algorithm	question	this	year.	Candidates	are	encouraged	to	make	
an	attempt	 to	 the	question.	 	Marks	are	awarded	per	attempted	marking	point	 rather	 than	 for	a	perfect	
solution.	

 1 mark per bullet, maximum 6 marks

 MP1 Initialisation of Gina, Monica and Tangi as zero. 
MP2 Allows input (of anything) from the user 
MP3 Incrementing Gina, Monica and Tangi depending on input 
MP4  Repeats bullet points 2 and 3 
MP5	 	 ...stopping	only	when	“END”	is	entered	
MP6 Prints out all 3 individual counts and prints calculated total count  
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 Example algorithm 
ginacount = 0
monicacount = 0
tangicount = 0
vote = “”
while vote != “END”
    vote = input(“enter Gina, Monica and Tangi”)
    if vote == “Gina” then
        ginacount = ginacount + 1
    elseif vote == “Monica” then
        monicacount = monicacount + 1
    elseif vote == “Tangi” then
        tangicount = tangicount + 1
    end if
endwhile
print ginacount
print monicacount
print tangicount
print ginacount + monicacount + tangicount

Do not penalise for missing initialisation of variable used in the while loop or total (if used) 

Comparison with value inputted MUST be a string (e.g. if vote == Gina) is incorrect as Gina here is a variable, 
not a string. 

Answer can be any recognised algorithm – pseudocode, flowcharts, structured English, etc. Mark on whether the 
bullet points on the left hand side have been met. Does not have to match algorithm above. 

4th bullet point (repeat) can be given for any sensible attempt at iteration. 

Use professional judgement on where loops end (WHILE / END WHILE or indentation). 

14 (a) The	majority	of	the	candidates	struggled	to	describe	hardware	tokens.		Teachers	are	encouraged	to	
desist	from	selective	teaching.		Candidates	are	also	encouraged	to	desist	from	selective	learning.	All	
learning	objectives	stipulated	In	the	syllabus	should	be	taught	and	learned.

1 mark per point on OTP, maximum 2 marks
- stands for one time pin or password
- it is a dynamic password
- only valid for one login session
- …normally valid for a short duration
 
1 mark per point on hardware token, maximum 2 marks
- authenticator in the form of a physical object
- used to prove that user physically possesses the object
- users may be required to type a pseudo-random number generated by token into login

(b) 1 mark for correct security measure

- software token
- virtual token
- security token
- PUK
-	 PIN
Also accept 
Biometric security //Facial recognition//Fingerprint etc
Encryption
Firewall
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6134
Paper 2

Introduction

Inappropriate choices for project topics, lack of thoroughness in attempting various sections, failure to complete the 
projects, and increased levels of plagiarism were just but a few of the indicators that predominantly impacted the quality 
of candidates’ work.
Some candidates followed the syllabus rubric and presented detailed original work.  A sizeable number of teachers from 
certain centres thoroughly supervised candidates’ work, as is expected. In most cases, at such centres, the teachers 
also used the syllabus rubric closely when marking, thereby improving marking standards, fairness, and consistency. 
Such accuracy and diligence from these teachers and candidates is highly applaudable.

General Comments

In most centres, clear signs of decline in quality of candidates’ work in comparison to last year were observed. With the 
exception of a few centres, there was however a slight improvement in the level of marking.  Creative and outstanding 
work was also presented this year by some candidates. 

At some centres the teachers still seemed to inappropriately award marks to candidates and in such centres, the 
majority of candidates would not provide even the minimum requirements of content in certain sections as prescribed 
by the assessment rubric provided in the syllabus but yet awarded full marks in these sections.  Teachers must diligently 
use the assessment rubric that is provided in the syllabus when marking Continuous Assessment projects. 

(a) Completion of Continuous Assessment Projects:

It was also clear that candidates from some centres could not complete the Continuous Assessment project 
and therefore would not attempt some stages or the attempts were incomplete. Candidates who start early 
enough and dedicate more time to the projects primarily produce high-end products.  Candidates who start 
late or do not dedicate adequate time to the projects have poor end products.  Teachers are strongly advised 
to make sure that learners start with their projects in Grade 10 already as Computer Studies is a two-year 
syllabus.

(b) Assessment rubric interpretation:

Assessment rubric interpretation remains crucial.  When a teacher does not interpret the assessment 
rubric to the expected standards, the teacher will not award candidates the marks they deserve.  This is 
either through over-awarding or under-awarding marks to unacceptable levels.  Therefore, teachers should 
get ongoing mentorship from educational officers or colleagues who are well skilled and experienced in 
Continuous Assessment for Computer Studies at this level.  Additionally, in case your subject advisor or 
educational officer does not specialise in Computer Studies, which is a common occurrence, the teacher 
should try soliciting help using alternative routes such as online collaborative platforms, among others. 

(c) Rigorous guide to candidates:

Teachers should be more vigilant with candidates’ CA projects from day one to the last day of submission.  
This should be through rigorous revision and pre-assessment of the project work of candidates.  It was clear 
that many candidates had no idea what to do in specific sections, and they left out many sections.  Teachers 
must guide learners through the entire project and give suggestions for improvement as much as possible. 
By no chance this approach does not parallel doing the project for the candidates.
 
Teachers are advised to guide learners on all the topics (sections) included in the project. Each topic 
(section) should be discussed and handled thoroughly with learners. Give target dates and then check 
on the learner’s progress on the set dates. This will ensure that the teacher can see where learners are 
struggling and require assistance and guidance before it is too late. Whenever possible, let the learners’ 
parents or guardians be aware of the project as it helps you (the teacher) with home monitoring or follows 
ups. 
 
Find and apply innovative techniques to motivate your candidates throughout the CA project duration.  As a 
maiden project for most candidates, this is probably the most challenging and intense project that candidates 
embark on. As a life-long educator, your guide will go a long way in their academic journey, and as such, it 
should be given the respect and value it deserves.
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(d) Continuous Assessment Project Topics:

Teachers are also expected to guide the learners with appropriate project topics or ideas.  It was clear that 
some learners chose projects which had nothing to do with solving problems that solicit them to showcase 
skills or approaches that they learn in Computer Studies.  Attempting such projects defies the main 
objectives of the Computer Studies syllabus and is therefore unacceptable.  Furthermore, teachers are also 
recommended to discourage learners from the same centre from working on the same project topics or 
ideas.  Creative and unique project topics or ideas will stimulate learners to develop innovative project end 
products while promoting independence. 

(e) Caution against plagiarism:

Warn learners about plagiarism and copying from the internet as well as from one another.  In the future, 
when work is plagiarised or copied either from the internet or from another learner, no marks will be 
allocated for this work AND it might even be considered as incomplete especially where evidence can be 
found of copying or plagiarism.  Teachers should be more vigilant and rigorous in checking for originality of 
candidates’ work. 

If the teacher is unsure whether specific learners have copied or plagiarised from the internet or otherwise 
and the learners cannot present reasonable solution to the problem, seek help from your subject advisor or 
educational officer.  If copying or plagiarism, etc. should be the case, you (the teacher) should be able to 
pick this up fairly early.  Since you start in grade 10 already and assess different sections of the project 
REGULARLY, guide the learner to redo this section (topic) or start over.  DO NOT LET COPYING OR 
PLAGIARISM OF PROJECT INFORMATION (from the internet or otherwise) GO ON FOR TOO LONG, the 
longer you (as the teacher) wait the worse it becomes.

Encourage candidates to submit sections at set dates and discourage sudden or complete change of topics 
towards the end as this normally means gross plagiarism or ‘resurrecting’ past projects.  Also keep copies of 
candidates sectional submission so that you have proof and can check against this. 

Specific sections

(a) Objectives:

The Objectives section is a key pinnacle of the entire project.  The Business related and Computer related 
Objectives should be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timeous).  It benefits 
the leaners in big ways if the teacher guides them intensively on setting up SMART objectives as these 
determine the quality of the entire project. Remember the learners most likely are doing this for the first time 
and it may take time and effort for them to grasp the concept well enough. In most cases, poorly outlined 
objectives mean that even if the project takes off, the end product will also be of poor quality.  The converse 
is also true.

(b) Action Plan:

The action plan should, in all instances, be clearly related to the objectives and the Gantt chart should reflect 
what is set-out in the action plan.  Detailed description of each stage should also be included. Like in yester 
years, it was a common pitfall that the Gantt chart presented, did not correctly depict the time spent on the 
various stages as shown in the detailed action plan.  It was also common that some candidates did not 
provide the detailed description of what each staged represented in the action plan covers and therefore 
could not score full marks even if the correct Gantt chart was provided.  Furthermore, this year plagiarism 
was rife on this section. Teachers should be particularly more vigilant.

(c) Hardware and software requirements:

Hardware and Software requirements should be related to THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROPOSED 
SOLUTION, not general requirements to use a computer application.  It should be made clear to learners 
that they should identify the hardware and software used to create the system in the Technical 
Documentation and the hardware and software needed to run the system in the User Documentation. 
Although there was an improvement on this section in comparison to past years, some learners did not 
justify their choice(s) of the hardware and software in the contexts of the proposed solution as expected. 

It is also important for teachers to be extra vigilant with these sections as plagiarism is rife.  Teachers are 
encouraged to enforce candidates to provide specific hardware and software requirements rather than 
general hardware or software requirements.  This way, plagiarism will be easy to identify and will therefore 
be discouraged.
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(d) Design of method of solution:

The Design Method of Solution section requires learners to clearly show how the learner designed each 
module of the system.  A link from the Separate Modules section should be put to use thereby simplifying the 
candidates work.  There should be clear evidence of all modules, tables, forms, relationships, design view 
of queries, reports of the proposed solution etc.  The entire system should be covered, including the Main 
Menu.

(e) Testing:

Testing of the proposed solution should involve test strategies for Input, Processing and Output of the 
proposed system.  Most learners focused on Input only. Queries (parameter and action, where entries are 
made and a process takes place) can also be used for testing a type of data. 

  Teachers should also fairly award marks in consistence with the syllabus rubric.

(f) User documentation

User documentation should be CLEAR.  There are several guides on what should be included in the user 
documentation.  It should have a separate front page, index, introduction, problem description, etc.  User 
documentation should guide the user STEP BY STEP on how to use EVERY FEATURE AND BUTTON, etc. 
of the proposed solution.

(g) Technical documentation:

Learners should be made aware that they create their OWN CUSTOMISED VALIDATION RULES WITH 
ORIGINAL AND CUSTOM-MADE ERROR MESSAGES. System error messages cannot be accepted.

Conclusion

Both seasoned and new teachers are advised to familiarise themselves with the assessment criteria interpretation as 
well as assessment methods used for the project work before marking the projects.  Try to reach out to your experienced 
peers and challenge yourself to always learn and improve yourselves. Good teachers avoid professional isolation and 
should therefore seek help from the more experienced teachers or subject advisors. 

Collaboration among peers is encouraged as it curbs the challenges of space and time.  Online collaborative methods 
proved doable and beneficial during pandemic times e.g. WhatsApp,  Google Groups etc.  Perhaps such methods 
should be used even more often beyond pandemic times. 

The overall standard of the project work and internal project moderation was acceptable, but there are still some areas 
which need to be addressed as soon as possible.
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DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

6187
Paper 1

General comments

A slight improvement for the 2021 candidates who scored more A symbols compared to the 2020 candidates, it was 
inevitably notice that most candidate opted for question 12 Resistant materials and very few centre  opt for the other two 
options  Communication(11) and Technology(13)  questions. Overall sketching was the downfall for most candidates.

Comments on individual questions

Part A

Candidates needed to. Identify safety feature from the pillar drill this question was well answered by most candidates.

1 (a) - Wear Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), read the Safety Observation poster (SOP), tie up hair,
  - Remove loose jewellery, remove chuck key,
  - Secure work piece, lower safety guard,
  - Know how to operate the drill (use appropriate drill speed)

Ensure the drill is in good working condition     [2]
Well answered by mosts candidates

(b) (i) - Safety plastic guard cover

- Emergency switch button
- Handle/control                                                                                      [1]
Safety feature refers to how the feature mentioned in (b)(i) could protect the user a part on the machine 
that’s function is solely the safety of the user.

 (ii) - Avoid splints and swarf to injure someone.  Swarf is the sharp metal waste material that 
 is produced when drilling or cutting on a machine such as the pillar drill. It can cut a person’s 
	 hand	if	touched,	flying	swarf	dangerous	to	eyes,	etc.

Enables the user to switch off the drill in case of emergency
Enables the user to have full control of the drill during operation (1 for any one correct answer) [1]

   Possible accident that could be caused when the safety precautions in (a) are not obeyed. 

(c) - Splints to injure someone, mistakes may occur due to not reading the SOP, the hair & loose 
 jewellery might get stuck in the moving parts of the drill. 
-	 The	chuck	key,	if	left	in	the	chuck	of	the	drill	can	fly	out	when	switched	on	and	injure	someone
- Unsecure workpiece can move while being worked on and lead the user to stumble into the drill
- Disengaged safety guard will not give protection from splints and swarf
- Not knowing how to use the drill might lead to accidents
- Out of order drill might injure the user or even get the drill entirely damaged.  
 (1 mark for the answer correlating with the one in 1 (a))   [1]
Safety hazard in the arrangement how the overload can be hazardous to the user.  Some candidates answer 
referring	to	a	benefit	of	using	one	plug	instead	of	focusing	on	the	hazards.		This	question	was	well	answered	
by most of the candidates.

2 (a) -	 Overloading	(can	cause	short	circuit,	fire,	shock,	damage	plug)
- Damaged plug (sellotaped) 
- Loose wires/uninsulated cables (any one) [1]
Well answered by some most but some candidates could not follow the instruction as it was requested through 
the question by ticking.      
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(b) (i) 

[1]
Most candidates could not identify the wiring code or some only end up giving one color code.

 (ii) Green and yellow. (1 mark each) [2]

Well answered by most centre but there is some centre that the learners are not showing positive 
outcome on this question which is a concept that should have been taught from grade 8 

3 The nature of art, beauty, and taste, with the creation and appreciation of beauty. [2]

Well answered by most candidtes.

4 (a) Wood name e.g. Oak, Pine, Dolf & any other suitable wood  [1]

Metal: Mild steel & any other suitable metal [1]

(b)  

3D sketch 1 mark
Rendering (shade, colour, texture etc.) 1 mark
Notes (inline) 1 mark
Relevance (Correct reinforcement) 1 mark

[4]
Clear indication was revealed that some centres could not comment positively or correct on this meaning of 
Anthropometric. While only few centres could correctly answer this question.

5 Anthropometric data.

The science of measuring people/human body and provides data that can be used by designers. [2]
Most candidates did well in this question.
Ergonomics
- The study of the problems of people in adjusting to their environment; esp.,the science that seeks to adapt 
 work or working conditions to suit the worker.
-	 The	study	of	the	design	of	objects,	systems	and	environments	for	their	safe	and	efficient	use	by	people	 [2]

Only few centres could correctly answer this part  some candidates failed to come up with what was required to 
do and therefore most centres poorly performed in answering this question.

6 (a) 

[3]
Only few centres could correctly answer this part some candidates failed to come up with what was 
required to do and therefore most centres poorly performed in answering this question.
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(b) (i) Laminated/Block board and Chipboard/Pressboard/Particle board. [2]

This question was well answered by most centres. 

 (ii) Wear PPE, Eye protections goggles and dust mask read SOP, tie up hair, remove loose 
jewellery, roll up long sleeves, secure workpiece  [2]

Was well answered by most centres

7 

Fig 6

[1]
Most centres answered this part of the question paper correctly since it is a cross curriculum question they could 
relate the question to other subjects.

8 (a) -	 Forestry	helps	reduce	catastrophic	wildfires.
- Forestry helps wildlife. 
- Forestry provides great places to recreate.
-	 Forestry	benefits	urban	environments.
- Forestry is good for soils. 
- Forestry helps family forests stay intact.
-	 Forestry	provides	renewable	and	energy-efficient	building	products.
-	 Forestry	benefits	urban	environments.
- Prevent deforestation
-	 Prevent	desertification	 any	three		 [3]
Well answered

(b) - Use earth-bags instead of plastic and paper bags.
  - Use of bio-fuels.
  - Use of biogas in our homes (any other) [3]

Was well answered

9

Most candidates answered this question well however some candidates could not relate the answer to the reason 
why the metal should be able to make a sound instead of resist rust or corrode.

10 Materials: Iron, Brass, Aluminium, Magnesium (Any one)  [1]

Reason: They make a ringing sound, sonorous, hence their use in bell making.   [1]
[40]
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Part B

Only	 few	 centres	 opted	 for	 this	 question	 and	 scored	 significantly	 good	marks.	Some	 candidates	was	 not	 accurate	
however the a indication of understanding was revealed.
Understanding of Using a scale of 1:2,
Most candidates  draw the three First Angle orthographic views of the egg rack. 
Most candidates draw Front elevation in direction of arrow ‘A’ 
•	 Most	candidates	End	elevation	in	direction	of	arrow	‘B’	
•	 Plan	elevation	in	direction	of	arrow	‘C’	
•	 Most	candidates	did	not	Include	all	hidden	details

11 (a) (i)  

Elevation -
Setting out overall height (150 without curve)                         [1 mark]
Showing overall width (200)  [1 mark]
Showing position, thickness (10) and height of sides [1 mark]
Showing position and thickness of bottom/top shelf [1 mark]
Showing hidden detail for holes in shelves (8+ lines)  [1 mark]
Locating centre and drawing back arc (60) either side [1 mark]
Locating centre and drawing centre arc [1 mark]

Setting out/transferring height (with curve)  [1 mark]
Setting out depth (120)  [1 mark]
Drawing corner of arc on back (150)  [1 mark]
Drawing hidden line for centre arc on back [1 mark]
Showing thickness of back [1 mark]
Position thickness and width of either shelf [1 mark]
Locating height of side [1 mark]
Drawing angle of side [1 mark]
Locating centre and drawing radius on side (20)  [1 mark]
Drawing egg cut out (4 arcs)  [1 mark]

Setting out overall width (200)  [1 mark]
Setting out overall depth (120)  [1 mark]
Thickness of back (10)  [1 mark]
Position and thickness of either side (10)  [1 mark]
Width of shelves (60/110)  [1 mark]
Find centre and draw holes (3+) [1 mark]
Drawing	of	fillets	(any)		 [1	mark]
General - Draughtsmanship, presentation…                           [1 mark] [25]

Candidates share common understanding of this question but the majority could not apply the 
prescribed ISO standartds dimensions.

 (ii) Dimensions inserted as prescribed by ISO standards (Each elevation to have its two important 
dimensions [6]

Most candidates did well in answering this question
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 (iii) 

[2]
Only few learners could apply enhancement showing wood grain.

 (iii) Enhance the drawing to show that the egg rack is made from wood. [4]

(b) (i) 

Description Quantity Length Height Thickness
Sides 2 135 95 15
Shelf 1 200 105 15
Handle 1 200/230 80 15

[11]
Not all candidates could fully answer the question how ever there was a good understanding on what 
was expected from them.  

(c) 

  - uncut inner rims (top + bottom) – 2
  - hole – 1
  - 2 x cut surfaces – 2
  - spline groove – 1
  - size – 2
  - method of sectioning – 2
  - rio curves shown – 2 [12]

[60]
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This was the most answered question by the centres as a option. Not all questions was well answered in this part 
question some learners did not apply the correct answers to the questions. 

Draw the development that would be marked out on an acrylic sheet in order to manufacture the letter holder most 
drawings/sketches was incomplete with poor drawing/sketching skills.

12 (a) (i) 

Neat & well-proportioned sketch of development 1 mark
Correct cutting pattern and folding lines (4 folding lines) 1 mark
Surfaces (must be five surfaces) 1 mark
Fillets 1 mark

[4]
Most drawings/sketches was incomplete with poor drawing/sketching skills.

 (ii) 

Sketches (neat, relevant & well proportioned) 2 marks
Notes/description of the correct steps (secure acrylic in vice with waste wood underneath/
place tape on front and back; mark centres; select appropriate sized drill bit; use low speed 
and slow feed drill through the acrylic; use a countersink bit to allow the screw head to sit 
flush with the surface of the acrylic) 

3 marks

[5]
Most drawings/sketches was incomplete with poor drawing/sketching skills.

 (iii) Drilling two large holes...

Sketches (neat, relevant & well proportioned) 1 marks
Notes/description of the correct steps (secure acrylic in vice with waste wood underneath/
place tape on front and back; mark centres/find centres and draw circles on acrylic; use a 
hole saw set drill to low speed; drill through slowly from each side/drill series of holes inside 
the circumference; insert scroll saw, fretsaw blade through the hole and saw to the line; file 
to line with (half) round file) 

3 marks

[4]

 (iv)  Engravings,	painting,	adjustment,	&	using	router	to	shape	the	edges	with	suitable	router	bit	profile	will 
ensure improvement on the appearance. [2]

Well answerd by most centres

(b) (i) Rack and Pinion Gear. [1]

 (ii) - Used in the steering system of cars
- Car gearboxes. 
- DVD drive in computers
- Electric gates with mechanism etc.  (any two)     [2]
Most drawings/sketches was incomplete with poor drawing/sketching skills.some instances irrelevant 
joints. It is encourable to use proper rendering and colour and shading. 

(c) (i) 

3D sketch 1 mark
Rendering (shade, colour, texture etc.) 1 mark
Notes (description) 1 mark
Relevance (joint suitability) 1 mark
Joint name (Housed, Dowelling, Biscuit joint, Bridle, Plugged/concealed screws etc.) 1 mark

[5]
Most learners could not answer this question the way it was expected. 

 (ii) Any one of the following:
Fixing paper or tape on reverse side of plywood                   
Choose the right kind & sharp blade to get a smooth cut on a sheet of plywood
Secure the whole piece of wood & cut with the good side down. [2]
The question was answered partly by most candidates.  Candidates made choices The majority could 
not answer the purpose / uses of their choice/ chisels       
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(d) (i) Any two chisels chosen with the appropriate explanation. [6]

Well answered by most centres who opt for this question.

 (ii) Protection of wood from splitting/keep it in place [2]

Candidate show skills aid of neat freehand sketches, descriptive  in detail how the seat is attached to 
the metal leg.

(e) (i) Suitable sketch & description award marks that are in line with procedures. [2]

Well answered by most candidates.

 (ii) Exterior	metal	finish
Reasons in with exterior use include resistant to sun and wind and 
weather, as well as for aesthetics  (any two) [3]
Not all candidates could make the difference between the plastics type how ever there was a fair 
amount in total by centres who show some understanding on different plastics.

(f) Thermosetting plastic thermoset plastics and polymers include epoxy, silicone, polyurethane 
and phenolic.  In addition, some materials such as polyester can occur in both thermoplastic and 
thermoset versions. Thermosetting Plastics are polymer material or substances which are malleable 
at low temperature and became hard at higher temperature. These plastics moulded ones and can 
be softened by heating.  Bakelite and melamine are some examples of thermosetting plastics.

The main thermosetting plastics are epoxy resin, melamine formaldehyde, polyester resin and urea 
formaldehyde.  Good electrical insulator, hard, brittle unless reinforced, resists chemicals well.  Used for 
casting and encapsulation, adhesives, bonding of other materials.    [4]
This question was well answered.

(g)
Metal Ferrous Non-Ferrous
Copper 

Cast Iron 

Zinc 

Brass 

Mild Steel 
[5]

(h) (i) Most drawings/sketches was incomplete with poor drawing/sketching skills and few 
relevant,descriptive notes.
3D sketch 1 mark
Rendering (shade, colour, texture etc.) 1 mark
Notes (inline) 1 mark
Relevance (correct joints) 1 mark

[4]

 (ii)  Most drawings/sketches was incomplete with poor drawing/sketching skills and few 
relevant,descriptive notes.
3D sketch 1 mark
Rendering (shade, colour, texture etc.) 1 mark
Notes (inline) 1 mark
Relevance (addition of storage) 1 mark

[4]

 (iii) Most drawings/sketches was incomplete with poor drawing/sketching skills and few 
relevant,descriptive notes.
3D sketch 1 mark
Rendering (shade, colour, texture etc.) 1 mark
Notes (inline) 1 mark
Relevance (appearance improvement) 1 mark

[4]
[60]
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This part question was poorly answered and almost 90% centres did not opt for this question.
Was well answered but some did not follow the instruction on were to apply the answer.

13 (a) (i) Anti-clockwise arrow drawn on the diagram  [1]

Well answered

 (ii) It makes other gears to rotate.  Anti-clockwise for gear B, and clockwise for gear C.  [1]

(b) (i)

[3]

 (ii) Spur gear [1]

Only few candidates could answer this question correctly

 (iii) Speed (rpm) = rpm of the driver gear x velocity ratio
   120 rpm x 2/3
     80 rpm [3]

Was well answered

(c) (i) A:  Torsion/twisting force. 
   B:  Shearing force
   C:  Tensional force  [3]

Well answered

 (ii) A:  deform the metal/make metal week/torsion
   B:  cutting the metal/shearing 
   C:  it cause stress over the metal/stretches the molecule structure of the metal [3]

Fairly answered

(d) (i) Oscillating movement/motion [1]

Poorly answered

 (ii) Designer should consider safety information to the user;  Maintenance as well as weight limitations  
to the product. (any two)   [2]

Poorly answered

(e) - correct method drawing of triangulation shown on both sides (1 mark each)     [2]

This question was poorly answered by most candidates. 

(f) (i) - Use to generate delays
   - Use to generate a clean pulse of the correct height and duration of digital system
	 	 	 -	 Use	to	turn	on	or	off	external	components	for	specific	length	of	time

This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (ii) R1 is necessary to prevent pins 6 and 7 from being directly connected to the positive voltage 
supply when	VR1	is	set	to	0	Ω.	

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (iii) An increase of C1 will increase the RC time constant  of the circuit keeping the output at a ‘high’ 
or ‘on’ state for longer. 

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (iv) When S1 is pressed, the input voltage on pin 2 will pulled down to 0 V.  This triggers the 555 
IC  setting the output voltage at pin 3 and pin 7 to high.  Once the capacitor voltage VC1 
reaches 2/3 of the supply voltage , it will immediately trip the internal timing circuit to reset the 
output pin 3 to low or 0 V returning to its stable state.

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.
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(g) (i) C =         1
                       2x π x f x Xc  

       =           1
                              2x π x 50 x 27

             =  117,89 µF
   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (ii) The	current	flow	would	increase	through	the	capacitor. If the frequency of the supply is increased 
the capacitive reactance will decrease  as it is indirectly proportional to the frequency of the supply. [3]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

(h) (i) Inverting 
	 	 	 summing	amplifier [2]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (ii) Negative feedback [1]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (iii) The	gain	of	the	amplifier	is	determined	by	the	ratio	 of the feedback r  resistor to the input 
resistance  of each branch. [3]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (iv) V OUT = - (V1 + V2 + V3)
   V OUT = -  (850 mV+200 mV+ 950 mV)
   V OUT = - 2 V [3]
   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (v) The function of a differentiator is to change a square wave ü into a triangular wave.ü [2]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

(I) Pin 6 (threshold) sets the voltage  at which the 555 IC will trigger [2]

  This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

(i) (i) Smooth starting and running. Capable of transmitting power around corner or out of plane drive. 
Require very little maintenance.  [1]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (ii) round	belt,	flat	belt,	toothed	belt

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (iii) Advancements in rubber technology rubber can crack get dry and brittle.  Under ideal conditions, 
a belt should stick with you for an average of 60,000 to 100,000 km.  [2]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (iv) - Rubber belts will harden, develop cracks and “chunk out” in pieces. 
Misalignment [2]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

 (v) - switch of the power
- remove the cover by loosening lock screws
- release belt tension
- remove old belt
- replace the old belt with new belt
- adjust tensioner and put on the screw
- switch on the machine to test                                                     [4]

   This question was poorly answered by most candidates.

(j) Regular chain maintenance is important to obtain maximum life.In a correctly sized and installed 
drive, chain can be expected to last for approximately 15,000 hours (lubrication) [2]

  
[60]
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6187
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS 

2021 has come to an end, a very difficult year for all the role players especially the teachers and the candidates. 
Covid19 is still prevailing in the country, but with all the measures in place, 2022 can be a wonderful year, a year in which 
determination to be successful will be the order of the day.

The candidates did fairly well in this examination taking the situation in the country into account.  However, it was 
expected to be better.  Evidently one could see that some teachers have put the maximum effort in to prepare their 
candidates for this examination, not that all teachers did not do their work, because there are also other factors playing 
a role; like the most important one, is the candidate willing to walk the extra mile to his /her own success.  On the other 
hand, teachers need more training in how to interpret and present the syllabus.

Teachers should study the Examiner’s Reports and make themselves aware of the content of this important document, 
problem areas are pointed out to which attention should be given to.

This was the second year the syllabus was tested and yet candidates did not perform as expected.  Paper 2 is exactly 
a repetition of paper 3, but on a specific topic.  That is why good marks are expected from all candidates.  

There were no changes in syllabus or assessment criteria.  The only reason could be that most candidates chose 
Question 2 (Resistant Materials), as well as Question 1 (Design Communication) which appeared to be much easier for 
them. Only a few candidates opted to do Question 3 (Technology). 

It Is recommended that centres should make a thorough study of the syllabus and the assessment criteria to prepare the 
candidates well in advance for the examination, because candidates lost marks for little things like line work, shading, 
colouring, enhancing, evaluation, testing, etc. 

Centres should make sure that candidates are fully prepared and informed about the options available and make them 
aware of the syllabus requirements for each of these options. 

It was also evident that some candidates answered two or all the question options in the question paper and did not 
choose.  This is unacceptable, because it is expected of all candidates to read and understand what is expected from 
them at this level of their studies.  This is where the teacher comes in to teach them through tests and mock-examination.

Some learners use pencil to answer all the questions instead of using a black or blue pen. Almost 50% of the candidates 
did not number their questions.  These are some of the factors that could disadvantage a candidate.  In the instructions 
to candidates, it is pointed out that the answers should be done on the provided A3 drawing sheets, it was not done by 
some candidates, they wrote in the official answer book.  The answer book is not suitable to answer Design questions 
in, therefore A3 drawing sheets are specially designed for these types of questions.  Another area that can be improved, 
is the handwriting.  There are some candidates of which one cannot read it at all.  Vocabulary is not assessed, but 
concepts should make sense in a way to be awarded marks. 

Comments on specific questions

(a) Most of the candidates answered this question satisfactorily, but there is still place for improvement 
in some cases. A few candidates could not list additional specification but rather list tool names or 
they tend to give generic specifications. It was also expected of the candidates not to generalize, 
for example, when referring to materials, a specific material should be identified (timber, plastic, 
metal is not good enough) and the reason why the specific material was suggested should be well 
documented, referring to its particular properties, uses, availability and environmental impact. 

(b) This part of the question paper was answered fairly well overall. Quite a few candidates could not 
give a correct answer and a range of miss matching of joining methods example welding of plastic or 
using wood glue to joint plastic together. This I clear indication candidates do not have the knowledge 
to distinguish between the correct method to join parts.

(c) Although the sketch work of most of the candidates was satisfactorily done in three different ways, 
they failed to include reasonable information by way of notes, labeling color enhancement, rendering 
and evaluation.  It was expected of the candidates to evaluate each idea against the specifications.  
Some Candidates demonstrated that they had a wider perspective of the potential problem and could 
propose unique and innovative solutions while also opening up the possibilities for further development.
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(d) Most candidates scored good marks, but most of them performed only fairly.  Each idea should 
be evaluated and advantages should be stated to make the best choice for the final solution to be 
developed.  The selection should be clear and stated with valid reasoning.

(e) Quite a few candidates did well in this question, but there is still much room for improvement.  
Candidate should be able to give a final drawing or drawings by using different drawing techniques, 
pictorial, orthographic or isometric.  Work should be further detailed by rendering and coloring and 
where there might still be some information lacking.  Labeling, dimensions and notes should be used 
to produce a complete and well-structured presentation. 

(f) Most of the candidates tended to list materials without showing evidence that these materials were 
considered based on their particular properties.  Only by listing and evaluating these particular 
properties can be enough information to select an appropriate material for a specific function to 
be done. Instead they made the list longer by adding tools and equipment to be used, which was 
irrelevant, because it was not required as part of the answer.

(g) This part question needs much attention on how the school workshop can be used as practical 
class room.  Candidates are required to show case skills and knowledge during the presentation of 
practical’s and should also expose candidate’s knowledge on the available equipment and tools used 
as well as the safety aspect at the school. Most of the Centre failed to give clear answer to how to go 
about making the final solution in school workshop.  Since a big number of candidates preferred to 
make their products at home, little exposure is to their disposure.
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6187
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

FINDINGS

The quality of coursework for NSSC/O 2021 has slightly improved but a big habitual tendency of errors that were still 
picked up at the centres are:

•	 A need to make it clear to candidates what is expected for the analysis and the Design brief. 

•	 Clear sequence for the sub-topics in the design folder needs attention from the teachers which is clearly laid out in 
the coursework assessment criteria form.

•	 The table of contents should be based on the sequence of the coursework assessment criteria form.

•	 Teachers	should	ensure	that	all	candidates	submit	their	folders	by	the	end	of	the	first	term	of	the	grade	11	year	to	
be evaluated.  Coursework covers 50% of the total mark for the assessment.

•	 It is not acceptable to see centres with four candidates but where only two could submit their folders and the other 
two did not and no proof of measures taken to address the situation on time is shared with DNEA e.g.:  management 
should be involved and parents of these two candidates who did not submit their design folders and course work for 
the year.  Such action must be taken way before coursework is submitted for external moderation.

•	 Centres have not been putting in the much needed efforts from the beginning of the Senior Secondary phase.  The 
Design folder starts in Grade 10 and should be completed in the second term of Grade 11, yet folders submitted 
show that very little time was spent on them.

•	 Regional	Offices	 should	 give	Continuous	Professional	Development	 (CPD)	Programmes	 for	 teachers	 teaching	
Design	and	Technology.		If	possible,	networking	with	DNEA,	NIED	and	other	regions	with	Senior	Education	Officers	
as well as relevant stakeholders should be initiated to have teachers capacitated and assisted on a regular basis. 

•	 Basic calculation errors could be observed, hence centres are implored that effective moderation is done by 
management.

•	 Marks were awarded lenient or slightly severe which points to the need of teacher training on assessment of 
coursework. 

Once	again,	Regional	Offices,	Principals	and	HOD’s	are	pleaded	to	take	the	responsibility	to	ensure	that	folders	and	
projects are monitored throughout Grades 10 and 11.  Towards the end of the second term of the Grade 11 year, all 
folders should be internally moderated before the marks are dispatched to DNEA for external moderation.  Once again, 
Regional	Offices	are	implored	to	make	sure	that	NSSC	schools	are	provided	with	the	necessary	materials	and	tools	
for	candidates	to	build	quality	models.		DNEA	observed	that	some	centres’	projects	were	compromised	by	the	lack	of	
adequate resources. 

It is not acceptable for candidates not to submit any folder or coursework.  Zero marks were given with explanations why 
learners	are	not	submitting	while	there	are	no	evidence	or	proof	shared	and	efforts	done	by	teacher/HOD/	Principal	/	
Schoolboard	/	Regional	Office	(	SEOs).		Since	folders	are	supposed	to	be	completed	over	a	period	of	two	years,	centres	
are	encouraged	NOT	to	do	folders	on	one	week’s	time	as	it	is	the	case	at	some	centres.

Candidates who are not submitting photographic evidence has become common practice, yet marks are awarded for 
the quality of products by the centres.  There are a few cases where candidates made wrong problem selections and 
outcomes and showed little evidence of imaginative interpretation and creativity.  The sample of work presented for 
moderation was suitable in most cases and centres generally applied the assessment criteria appropriately, although, 
in some cases, this was not at the correct level.

It is expected that all folders must include clear photographic evidence of the artefacts, in addition to an overall view of 
the	final	product,	showing	detail	to	support	the	awarding	of	marks.
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COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT HEADINGS

Identification of a need leading to Design Brief

The candidates did not clearly state the problem to be addressed and not all gave a concise Design Brief.  The degree 
to which candidates researched the design problem varied enormously.  Candidates should be taught to complete 
adequate and relevant research in order to form a suitable knowledge base before formulating the Brief.

Research into brief resulting in Specification

Often this research consisted simply of information on materials and constructions taken directly from textbooks, 
magazines, internet and other sources.  Most information of this type is totally irrelevant at this stage of a design process 
and should be considered in the development stage when ideas have been explored.

If	 a	model	 is	made,	 the	model	 should	 form	 the	 core	 of	 the	 specification.	 	 If	 this	 is	 not	 done	 properly,	meaningful	
evaluation	becomes	difficult.

Candidates should do research into similar existing products as mentioned in the Design Brief and evaluate these 
products	regarding	cost,	material,	etc.		Only	then	can	the	specifications	be	listed.		These	specifications	must	be	relatively	
specific.	E.g.		“It	should	not	cost	more	than	N$200”.		Many	candidates	stated	generic	specifications	like	“it	must	be	safe,	
must	not	be	expensive,	etc.”

This	research	does	not	refer	to	materials	and	its	properties.		Most	candidates	included	points	of	specification	but	of	a	
generic	nature	which	could	be	applied	to	any	product.		This	section	should	give	clear	and	specific	requirements	for	the	
design outcome and for the awarding of maximum marks.

Generation and exploration of ideas

This is the part were most centres lost valuable marks. Candidates are expected to show evidence of genuine design 
creativity and not copies from books and other sources. Candidates should include a wide range of different ideas 
enhanced by clearly annotated sketches. Too often candidates presented a few formal drawings that showed too little 
design capabilities and tended to follow a single concept. These ideas can be presented most successfully through 
sketches and candidates should be encouraged to include everything that comes to mind. Annotations should include 
comments	as	to	how	an	idea	might	link	to	the	specification.

Development of proposed solution.

In this section of the folder the candidates should take the chosen idea and make further detailed decisions on shape, 
materials	and	construction	methods	to	be	used	in	the	final	product.		Most	of	the	candidates	showed	different	levels	of	
presentation skills regarding layout, diagrams, labeling notes and the use of color/rendering of their work with some 
folders showing outstanding qualities.  These candidates should be congratulated on the quality of their work.  There 
were, however, some instances where it was not possible to follow the design work produced.

Candidates	still	found	it	difficult	to	apply	the	final	ideas	and	simply	choose	one	of	the	ideas	recorded	in	the	previous	
section.

Planning for Production

Candidates should be encouraged to use a wide range of appropriate communication and presentation techniques in 
support of the different stages of the design process.

The working drawings still prove to be a major concern for most candidates.  The teachers are therefore encouraged 
to teach learners to clearly draw a detailed planning showing an effective order for the sequence of operation.  Sadly, 
some	centres	could	not	provide	sufficient	photographic	evidence	to	substantiate	the	credibility	of	the	folders.		Some	
photographic evidence is just a mere posing activity and no real action is seen.

Product realization

Candidates	should	be	congratulated	on	the	wide	range	of	materials	used	for	their	products.		Photographic	evidence	
showed that some candidates were able to work on their own and able to work at an acceptable standard of construction 
and	finish	 to	 the	extent	 that	 the	end	product	could	be	used.	 It	could	also	be	noted	 from	the	photographic	evidence	
provided	that	some	centres	used	materials	not	fit	for	producing	quality	products.	These	materials	were	probably	provided	
by learners who could not afford to procure the required materials for their products.
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Testing and Evaluation

The candidates included photographic evidence to show the testing of the product, which is commendable.  They are, 
however,	encouraged	to	link	the	outcome	of	the	original	specifications	and	make	objective	judgements	on	the	success	
of their products.

This	 section	 should	 also	 include	 suggestions	 for	 further	modifications	 or	 possible	 future	 improvements.	 	Therefore	
centres	 are	 urged	 to	 ensure	 that	 specifications	 are	 fully	 evaluated	 and	 tested	 in	 this	 section,	which	will	 guarantee	
maximum marks for the candidates.

Fitness for purpose

Centres generally tended to award full marks in the high band only. It is important that the full range of marks is used in 
order to mark this section accordingly.  Candidates were expected to state the functionality of purpose of the product.
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DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

6136
Paper 1

General comments

The overall performance of the learners was slightly poor compared to last year.  This is because most learners could not 
interpret questions correctly.  They also failed to recall basic definitions, which is an indication of poor content mastery. 
Most learners could not comprehend the use of command words, i.e. two opposite statements were required to answer 
a question on which learners were asked to differentiate. In addition, it was observed that most learners do not read 
instructions, they could not start each question on a separate page and they wrote between margins which made it 
difficult for the markers to indicate marks.  Learners also failed to number their answers correctly; they instead used 
figures and page numbers, which should be discouraged.   

1 (a) (i) Well answered.

Answer: Election/Voting  [1]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Most learners could only refer to the role of men in general without referring 
to the source. 

Answer: Roles of men 
Safe keeping/ protecting/ guarding
Keeps/maintain order
Validating documents [2]

 (iii) Poorly answered.  Most learners could only list basic human rights instead of the 
characteristics of democracy.

Answer: Characteristics of democracy
Different political parties/multi-party state
Freedom of speech/there are basic human rights/freedom of movement
Election are held at regular intervals 
Free and fair election 
Representatives should be accountable 
Limited use of force
Four arms of state that are independent [3]

(b) Fairly answered, however some learners only stated the general daily activities of councillors, e.g. to 
listen to people’s problems. 

Answer: Roles of regional councillor 
- to bring development to regions/develop infrastructure
-  provision of flood/drought relief aid/ assist vulnerable people
- establish and maintain public transport services
- provision of land/housing
- provide transport services in regions
-  supply water for households, industries and businesses
-  provision of health care services/facilities/clinics/hospitals
- provision of education services/facilities/schools/hostels
-  provide and maintain sewerage systems 
-  supply electricity to residents. [4]

(c) (i) Well answered.

Answer: the state/government [1]

 (ii) Fairly answered.  Some learners confused the market economy with the mixed economy. 

Answer: capitalism/market economy [1]

 (iii) Poorly answered.  Most learners the mentioned characteristics of dictatorship. 

Answer: Characteristics of fascism
The existence of a single party
Absolute state control of everything: education, etc.
A leader who exercise absolute power
Nationalism and racialism/ superiority of once race or nations. [2]
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(d) (i) Poorly answered.  Learners could not differentiate between the two types of decision making and 
the majority were clueless about the two decision making bodies. 

Answer: 
- Fig. 2A shows decision are centralised/made by e central office/ national government whereas Fig. 

2B shows decisions are made decentralised/ made at local level.
- Fig. 2A shows decision making by people elected from across the nation whereas Fig. 2B shows 

people elected from the local areas 
(each difference is worth 1 mark) [2]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Most learners failed to give the advantages of the decision making process. 

Answer: Advantages of bottom-up decision making
- It involves local people
- It leads to development that has local support
- It does not involve spending large sum of money 
- Local people take responsibility for decision and project made in the interest of the local people
- It encourage self-reliance
- It targets the poor and disadvantaged people 
- It reduces the gap between the urban and rural communities. [4]

[20]

2 (a) (i) Fairly answered.  Some learners failed to give two opposite statements and they lost marks in 
this regard. 

Answer: Needs - are basic necessities/thing that we cannot live/survive without.
     Wants - things that do not need for survival/can survive without    [1]

 (ii) Well answered. 

Answer: Basic needs
- water 
-  Air 
-  Shelter/Housing
-  Food  (Any 2) [2]

(b) (i) Fairly answered.  Some learners confused communal ownership with public ownership.

Answer: Communal ownership- land that belong to the community. [1]

 (ii) Well answered. 

Answer: 
Private ownership- when individuals or companies own a piece of land [1]

(c) Fairly answered.  Learners could only refer to private ownership instead of how the types of ownership 
influence the wealth of a country. 

Answer: How private ownership of land influence the wealth of a country
- Land may belong to small group of people and majority may be landless
-  Commercial farms focus on export and profit while they are neglecting local needs/ commercial farms 
 leads to more export and foreign exchange/currency
- More subsistence farmers produce enough for their families and surplus to the local markets
-  Commercial farmers pay tax to the government
- Commercial farmers create jobs  [5]

(d) (i) Poorly answered.  The majority of the learners confused the methods of production with the 
types of technology.

Answer:   A - Labour intensive
               B- Capital intensive [1]

 (ii) Fairly answered.  Some learners failed to identify the methods of production in Fig. 4A, but only 
referred to the types of technology. 

Answer: 
Advantages of labour intensive
Technology is simple/intermediate
Less capital is used to produce goods and services
Provide jobs for the people
Produce goods for the local markets at reasonable prices
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Disadvantages 
More time is spent on the production of process/production might take longer
The tools are not very durable
High labour cost [4]

(e) Poorly answered. Learners could only refer to problems of urban areas. 

Answer: 
Problems caused by industrialisation
- Land pollution- caused by people littering
- Air pollution-caused by dangerous gases/fume by factories
- Noise pollution- caused by loud sounds from factories/lorries/trucks
- Deforestation –loss of biodiversity when constructing factories
- Depletion of natural resources
- Dangerous working condition
- Water pollution- wastage from factories may contaminate water sources. [5]

[2]

3 (a) (i) Well answered.

Answer: movement of people from villages to towns and cities [1]

 (ii) Well answered. 

Answer: 
Types of infrastructures
Roads/transport
Electricity/ power supply
Buildings
Telecommunications  [2]

 (iii) Fairly answered, however, some learners failed to specify the push and pull factors.  

Answer: 
Why people move from rural areas

Push Factors 
Poverty
Unemployment
Limited access to health care and education
Natural disasters .e.g. drought
Insufficient food 
No entertainment 
Shortage of schools/hospitals
Lack of clean drinking water
Poor sanitation

Pull Factors
Better housing 
More reliable food supply
Wide range of shops
More entertainment facilities
Easier access to health care
Better education services [4]

(b) Well answered.

Answer:  
Problems of rapid urbanisation
- Overcrowding lead to spread of diseases
- Unemployment
- Shortage of houses/shanty town creation
- Pollution/deforestation
- Large volume of traffic cause traffic congestion
- High crime rate/prostitution [5]

(c) Poorly answered.  The majority of learners focused on the problems the young people will encounter 
in urban areas.
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Answer:
Effects of young people migrating
- Loss of able bodied to work /old men and women unable to do heavy work
- Low production/low output
- No one to look after the old and sick
- Breaking up families/split up families 
- Migrants bring back diseases [3]

(d) Poorly answered.  The majority of the learners elaborated what the government use money in urban 
area rather than giving reasons why more money is spent in urban areas than in rural areas.  

Answer: 
Why government spend more money in urban areas
-  More people live in urban areas
- Keep urban population happy as they are more politically active
- Need to supply electricity to industries /businesses
-  Water and electricity issues more pressing in urban areas
-  To encourage foreign investments/tourism
-  Cheaper to supply the urbans/rural areas too spread out.
- Ministry/officials in urban areas [5]

           [20]

4 (a) (i) Fairly answered, some learners defined international trade instead of trade

Answer: 
Trade:  the buying and selling of good and services/exchange of goods and services between  
  regions,towns and cities. [1]

 (ii) Poorly answered, most of the learners refer to sending instead of selling, while some referred to 
good only without services.

Answer:
Export: selling of goods and services to other countries [1]

(b) (i) Poorly answered, the majority of the learners did not give answers in million and also failed to give units

Answer:
- R 61 107 million

 (ii) Fairly answered, most of the learners managed to score one mark for the calculations. 

Answer: 
146 681 – 37 761= R 108 920 million

 (iii) Fairly answered, most of the learners managed to get the types of balanced of trade but failed to 
give the causes.

Answers:
Negative balance of trade/trade deficit/unfavourable
Causes: -earning less money for raw materials/exports
Spending more money on expensive manufactured/finished goods/imports

(c) (i) Fairly answered, learners focused more on global warming and its effects instead of defining 
globalisation.

Answer: 
- Globalisation: means countries and businesses expanding their trading activities across the world [1]

 (ii) Poorly answered, some of the learners focused on strategies of industrialisation.

Answer:

Advantages of globalisation
 - Access to more markets/better prices
 - Access to better technology/more commodities
 - The expansion of trade will result in more jobs available which will lead to higher standards of living
 - More loans from MEDCs/grants/money
 - More foreign investment to strengthen the local economy
 - Increase connectedness and spread of production
 - Foreign direct investment/ MNCs/encourage foreign businesses to operate from Namibia by 

creating political and economic stability. [4]
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(d) (i) Not well answered, most of the learners focused on loans with interest rather than aid. 

Answer: 
Bilateral aid: Assistance given directly from one country to another 
Multilateral aid: assistance given to a country by an international organisation [2]

 (ii) Poorly answered, learners could not define the term tied aid and could not give the correct 
example of tied aid. 

Answer: 
Tied aid:  assistance that coming with condition attached/string attached/instruction on how it should be 
used.
Example:  German government donating money to Namibian government to buy Volkswagen cars for 
the police from Germany. [2]

 (iii) Poorly answered, Learners gave disadvantages of aid in general instead of tied aid.

Answer:  

Disadvantages of tied aid
The recipient country cannot apply/use aid as it wishes.
The recipient country has to pay more for equipment than if they could get it on the local markets.
The donor country may interfere in the political and economic affair of the recipient country. [3]

[20]

Positive suggestions to Teachers.

• Teachers should teach learners on how to read instructions and questions carefully before they attempt to answer 
the questions.

• Teach learners various terminologies and commanding words as listed at the back of the syllabus.
• Teachers must encourage their learners to write question on a separate page and number their questions correctly.
• Teachers should put more emphasis on interpretation of diagrams, graphs and tables.
• Teachers should make sure that they cover the syllabus on time and revision to prepare learners for the final 

national examination. 
• Teachers should encourage learners to study and prepare for the examination well in advance to enable them to 

recall common core facts.
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6136
Paper 2

General comments

The performance of the learners is generally poor compared to last year.  Very few learners scored between 45-49 
marks out of 70. The majority of the learners scored between 25-29 out of a total of 70 marks. 

Question 1

1 (a) (i) Well answered, the majority could score full marks.

Answer:
- Development/developing/developed

 (ii) Fairly answered, learners were able to identify the photographs, but failed to give reasons for 
their options.

Answer:
Photograph A

Reason: - house made up of grass/wood/poles/sticks
	 								-	use	candles/paraffin	for	cooking/	cook	on	fire

 (iii) Fairly answered, some learners failed to compare the two photographs.  They could hardly use 
comparative words. The comparisons made were not matching, therefore, some learners lost marks.

Answer:
Photograph A Photograph B

-  roof made of grass -  use iron sheets
-  no windows -  windows
-  no electricity -  electricity
-  fence made of sticks -  fence of iron poles and wire
-  small house -  big house
-  used Bricks made out of clay -  bricks made out of cement
-  house not painted -  painted 

(b) (i) Well answered, the majority of the learners used the source to identify the three dimensions.

Answer:
- Living standard
- Education
- Health 

 (ii) Well answered. Learners could identify the economic indicators.

Answer:
   Gross National income per capita

 (iii) Poorly answered,  Most learners do not understand the meaning of Gross National Income per 
Capita,	therefore	they	could	not	explain	the	benefit	of	GNI	per	Capitan	to	individuals	standards	
of living.  Instead, they confused it with a Gross National Product.

Answer:
Contribution to good standard of living
- People will afford: 
- Proper medical care
-  Clean water provision
-  Nutritious food/balanced diet
-  Proper sanitation
-  Better housing
-  Better education

(c) (i) Well answered,  it was easy for them to indicate the year from the source.

Answer:
   1,9% - 2%     
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 (ii) Poorly	answered,	the	majority	of	the	learners	failed	to	identify	the	specific	year	from	the	graph.	
Most of them gave a peak year (year with the highest growth rate) instead of the year with the 
highest increase. 

Answer:
   1983- 1985    

 (iii) Fairly answered.  However, most learners repeated the same reason, e.g, lack of family planning/
lack of contraceptives/high birth rates. 

Answer:
Reasons for high population
Lack of contraceptives/family planning/high birth rate
 - Religious beliefs
 - Cultural believes 
 - Teenage pregnancy
 - Early marriage
 - Improved food production/ balanced diet
 - Improved medical care/low death rate/reduced infant mortality 

 (iv) Fairly answered.  Learners could describe the change in population growth but failed to justify 
their answers with statistics.

Answer:
 - Decrease/declined/reduced  
 - with 0.1/ 0.2%, 
 - in 2000 it was 1.5 and in 2004 it was 1.3/1.4    

(d (i) Well answered.

Answer:
 - Learners could get the answers from the source.
 - 0 – 5  years 

 (ii) Fairly answered, the majority could score one mark. 

Answer:
 - Reasons for water-borne diseases
 - immune system not developed/ they get sick easily 
 - lack of clean safety water/use contaminated water  

 (iii) Well answered, the majority could get full marks on the calculations. 

Answer:
   - 13 + 11 = 24    

 (iv) Poorly answered.  Most of the learners failed to use the required action verb, e.g, teach, educate 
and encourage.  They could not explain ways in which a health education programme could be 
used to help prevent diseases in the country.

Answer:
   Education programme should teach/encourage:

 - Feeding on balanced diet 
 - The importance of washing hands before eating to reduce bacterial infections
 - The importance of vaccinations to prevent measles/polio
 - To use clean water/boil water if collected from river/dam
 - Breast feeding 
 - Sanitary health/covering food

(e) (i) Well answered.  Learners could easily identify the answer from the source.

Answer:
   - 210 000      

 (ii) Well answered 

Answer:
Country with lowest prevalence of AIDS
Tunisia 

 (iii) Poorly answered.  The majority of the learners failed to give one word to describe the prevalence 
of HIV/AIDS in Southern Africa. 
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Answer:
   - Higher/highest/high     

 (iv) Fairly answered.  Most learners could score at least two marks, however, some referred to 
the negative effects of HIV/AIDS on production instead of explaining how the pandemic could 
become	a	financial	burden	on	the	Namibian	government.

Answer:
Burden of HIV on government: 
 - More orphans that GRN has support/ build orphanage/ give grants
 - More cheap/free medical supplies/ARVs/food/doctors needed.
 - Loss of skilled workers due to HIV, replaced with foreign experts/ new trainees
 - More money spent on campaign to prevent HIV/to provide Condoms
 - More money spent on building new hospitals/clinics 

Question 2

(a) (i) Well answered, although some learners used words like knitting, tailoring and designing clothes, therefore 
some could not score a mark.

Answer:
   They are making clothes /sewing/ Producing clothes/manufacturing clothes   

 (ii) Fairly answered, however, few learners gave Intermediate technology instead of Complex.

Answer:
   Complex/Modern/Advanced

 (iii) Poorly answered.  Most learners could not give the strategies for industrialisation instead they 
referred to import and export.

Answer:
 - Import substitution
 - Export orientated industries
 - Large scale vs Small scale

 (iv) Fairly answered, however, some learners confused the infrastructures with the factors of production.

Answer:
 - Infrastructure:
 - Power/electricity supply
 - Telecommunication/telephones/computer/internet
 - Water supply systems e.g. dams, reservoirs, sewage/pipes
 - Transport system e.g. roads/ rail ways
 - Buildings/Factory   

 (v) Fairly answered. 

Answer:
	 	 Social-economic	benefits	are:

 - Create employment which leads to a good standard of living
 - Offer bursaries to students to acquire new experiences and greater knowledge to grow the 

economy
 - Sponsor sport activities/ cultural activities
 - Generate tax for the government which it can spend on improving health facilities/infrastructures 
 - Bring in foreign currency

(b) (i) Fairly answered,  learners could easily identify photograph 3A as hunter-gatherers, however, 
most learners referred to  photograph 3B as agriculturalist instead of Nomads/ Nomadic pastoralists. 

Answer:
Photograph A – Hunter-gathers
Photograph B – Nomads/Nomadic pastoralists  
                   NB:  NOT Nomadics or Pastoralists              

 (ii) Well answered 

Answer:
bows
arrows
spears
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 (iii) Well answered.

Answer:
 - milk/fat/butter 
 - meat/beef
 - skin/wool

 (iv) Poorly answered, most learners referred to division of labour in the traditional societies.

Answer:
 - Influence	of	colonialism
 - They were forced to move from fertile soil/ land was taken
 - Were not allowed to become land owners
 - Forced to pay tax to the government
 - People were forced to work for whites for income
 - Were	not	allowed	to	produce	their	own	food	to	fulfil	their	needs

(c) (i) Fairly answered, although some learners only mentioned craft instead of products made from clay.

Answer:
 - clay pots/clay plates/clay bowls (NOT: pots/ plates only)

 (ii) Poorly answered, most learners referred to primary, secondary and tertiary sectors.

Answer:
 - Informal sector

 (iii) Poorly answered, most learners could not explain the process of producing clay pots/plates.

Answer:
 - How product is produced
 - using clay soil/ moulding clay/ made out of clay
 - heated at high temperature/burn to harden it 

 (iv) Fairly answered, some learners could only identify the method of production but they could not 
give reasons for their choice.

Answer:
 - Labour intensive: 
 - no complex technology/ less capital/less money
 - Lots/more labour/human input/work relies heavy on people
 - No machinery is used/ simple technology/ use hands    (Any 2)  

 (v) Fairly answered, some learners could score marks.

Answer:
 - Benefits	of	craft	industry
 - Receive foreign exchange/income/more money/generates income
 - Tourist attraction to rural areas
 - Money earned is spent on local shops/the community/more support for local shops/in the 

community
 - Local	people	may	earn	profits
 - Creates job opportunities/self-employment/reduces Unemployment/ improve living standards

Positive suggestions to the teachers 

•	 Teachers should try to cover the syllabus within reasonable time to make provision for revision.
•	 Teachers are encouraged to explain the meaning of terminologies/ concepts used in Development Studies.
•	 Teachers are  discouraged from using the vernacular language while teaching as most learners would give answers 

in vernacular languages e.g Etiti for clay plates.
•	 Teachers are encouraged to put more emphasis on correct numbering of questions as this may result in loss of 

marks. They should also encourage the learners to space their answers well and write neatly.
•	 Teach the learners to answer questions by writing full developed statements  instead of short phrases,  for example 

‘’ a high GNI per capita makes  people to afford balanced diet, better health care etc.’’
•	 Teachers should teach the learners how to make comparisons by either using a table where the points should 

match or in a statement form using comparative words such as while, whereas, etc.
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6136
Paper 3

General comments

The overall performance of the learners is low compared to the previous year.  Most of the learners could not interpret 
the questions which made it difficult for them to score more marks.
The question paper covered the whole syllabus thoroughly with clear instruction and in simple English.
Individual questions were well structured with clear and concise instructions.
The application of knowledge is lacking in most learners, e.g. they cannot differentiate between research questions and 
hypothesis.
It was observed that learners were failing to write their answers in point format, instead they paraphrased their answers 
which made it difficult for the markers to allocate marks to such learners.
In general, some learners had problems with defining concepts such as statistics and secondary data, organising and 
financing the chosen project on how to improve water supplies and sanitation that can enhance the health of the people.

SECTION  A

1 (a) (i) Well answered. 
Answer:
Omuthiya  [1]

 (ii)  Well answered.

Answer:
To find out how far the government had gone towards its mandate of providing water and sanitation in 
the rural areas [1]

 (iii) Poorly answered. 
Learners could not explain why clean and improved sanitation can help to prevent the spread of 
diarrhoea. 

Answer:
- Clean water does not contain bacteria or gems/not contaminated
- Improved sanitation reduces the spread of germs by flies/prevents germs to enter places 
 where children play [2]

(b) (i) Fairly answered. 
Only some of the learners could define statistic, some referred to collection of information instead of 
numerical data.
Answer:
Statistic is science of collecting and analysing numerical data/information collected and expressed in 
the form of numbers [1]

 (ii) Fairly answered. 
Learners could not extract why statisticians were important in the survey
Answer:
They were involved in capturing, storing and analysing the data. [1]

(c) (i) Fairly answered.
Majority of the learners could correctly define primary sources but failed to define secondary 
sources instead they just gave examples of secondary sources. 

Answer:
Primary source – information collected by yourself/first hand/original
Secondary source – information that is already existing/information collected by someone. [2]

 (ii) Well answered.
Answer:
Difficulties of interviews
- People might not be willing to answer/uncooperative
- Make irrelevant/distorted remarks/do not tell the truth
- People can be suspicious
- People might be offended by nature of some questions
- People were not be at home when interviewer called 
- It could be time consuming/take a lot of time
- Cultural beliefs make interviews difficult                           [4]
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 (iii) Fairly answered. 
Learners failed to differentiate between preparing and carrying out an interview.  Most of the 
learners wrote all the answers from one of the two.

Answer:
Preparing interview
- Arrange interviews ahead of time/ask permission
- Prepare questions carefully
- Dress neatly
- Arrange transport
- Arrange all materials/equipment
- Take along an interpreter
Carrying out
- Be polite/friendly/thankful
- Take notes/recording
- Identify purpose of interview
- Arrive on time
- Listen carefully [4]
(2 marks for preparation; 2 marks for carrying out)

 (iv) Well answered.

Answer:
Examples of secondary sources
- Textbooks
- Newspapers/magazines
- Statistics from Ministries/NGOs
- Radio
- Television documentaries/Videos
- Photographs/pictures/posters
- Maps (Any 4) [4]

(d) Fairly answered.
Only few learners were able to tell what to do with the information collected about sanitation and water 
services.

Answer:
What to do with information collected
- Write/type a report
- Save information on computer
- Hold a meeting to give feedback
- Compare results with previous researcher’s results
- Take information to agencies/NGO/relevant ministries
- Make recommendations/solutions how to solve problems
- Give information to radios/TV/internet
- Publish results in newspapers/magazines
- Analyse information
- Draw conclusions
- Draw graphs/statistical information
- Literature review-quoting previous reviews (Any 5) [5]

[25]
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2 (a) (i) Poorly answered. 
Most of the learners could not come up with a small scale project related to the improvement of 
water supply and sanitation.

Answer:
Small scaled project
Water – People dig wells/boreholes through water bearing rocks/hand pumps/pipe lines could be 
installed/water supplies are protected
Sanitation – dig pit latrines – to prevent spreading of diseases/disposal of stools [4]

(b) Poorly answered.
Learners could not describe problems with solutions on organising and finance. Instead they just 
suggested problems without solutions or solutions without problems.

Answer: 
Problems and solving
Organisation:
Problem – no co-operation between community members
Solution – educate them about positive consequences/outputs

Problem – lack of skilled labour
Solution – apply for experts to train community

Finance:
Problem – lack of equipment
Solution – group donates equipment

Problem – no enough money to finish project
Solution – apply for low interest loans/grants (1 problem = solution) [6]

[10]
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SECTION B

3 (a) (i) Fairly answered. 
Most of the learners were able to identify a research topic, research question or hypothesis but failed to 
identify the research area. 

Answer:
Full statement of topic and area and description of hypothesis or research question [2]

 (ii) Fairly answered.
Most of the learners were able to come up with the aim but they failed to relate it to the research 
question or hypothesis.

Answer: 
Simple brief/short statement of your aim. [1]

 (iii) Fairly answered
Most of the learners wrote data collection methods and sampling methods instead of data presentation 
method and why such presentation was used.

Answer:
Types of presentation methods and explanation
Bar graph - easy to read/understand
   - easy to compare information
   - show clear information
Pie chart - show clear information
   - easy to compare sections
Table          - easy to read and understand
   - easy to compare information
Map  - show clear information
   - different geographical areas can easily be compared
   - show information by areas/regions
Tally chart - show clear information
   - show clear frequencies (Any 1) [2]

 (iv) Fairly answered 
Learners still failed to master the command word describe instead they listed the findings.  
They could not come up with evidences and implications in their answers.  The majority of the 
learners could not understand the word implication and apply it in research.

Answer:
Level marking
Level 1 (1 – 2 marks)
Simple statement – some findings drawn, but poorly related to aims/not well supported by evidence

Level 2 (3 – 4 marks)
Finding based on evidence and well related to aims, though not fully developed

Level 3 (5 – 6 marks)
Full and valid findings, supported by evidence.  Must show reference to implications. [6]

(b) Fairly answered.
The majority of the learners failed to describe the disadvantages of carrying out research in your local area, 
instead they described the difficulties of the interview

Answer:
Maximum 2 advantages and 2 disadvantages
- people trust you to give information
- easy to access resources
- will feel safe, you know the area and people
- better communication, you can speak the local language
- cheaper transport costs, you do not have to travel far from your own place.

Disadvantages
- shortage of libraries, internet, etc
- People are shy/uncomfortable/suspicious to talk to you because you are known to them
- You can be biased/prejudiced    [4]

[15]
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Positive suggestion to the teachers 
• Teachers should prepare learners for the year end examination throughout the year starting with tests and projects 

using previous papers.
• Teach the learners to read instructions and questions carefully before they attempt them.
• Teachers must guide the learners on how to label questions, spacing and interpretation of questions.
• Learners should be motivated to carry out their own research and avoid all learners doing one topic.
• Practice with the learners and ensure that they grasp research skills.
• Learners must be guided to use development concepts and stick to developmental topics.  Teachers must coach 

and carry out the full practical research with all the learners.  Avoid teaching broad topic/vague/general or one topic 
with the learners to ensure broad range of developmental topics.

• Brainstorm topics with the learners.
• Make a clear distinction between research questions and hypothesis.
• Focus on teaching the learners how to formulate research questions in which they emphasise/address the causes, 

effects and solutions to the problem.
• Drill the learners on the use of interrogative pronouns e.g. why, how, when and what, when formulating research 

questions.
• Teach the learners not to use words like is, do, are which can result into closed ended questions.
• Train the learners on how to formulate research aims emphasising on the use of terms like: to investigate, find out 

and avoid formulating aims in question form.
• Teach the learners different ways of data presentation methods.
• Teach the learners how to write down findings with evidences and implications.
• Teach the learners how to draw conclusions and make some recommendations on the findings.

The following topics must be avoided at all cost:
• Pollution
• HIV/AIDS
• CBD accidents
• Unemployment
• Education
• Poverty
• Traffic count
• Peer pressure
• Global warming
• Urbanisation
• Migration
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ECONOMICS

6145
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

The question paper was of the same level of difficulty, as the one written in 2020.  The standard of the learners’ work 
was lower than last year.  Some of the learners could not express themselves well, due to language barriers.  They thus 
struggled to answer some of the questions.  The learners also struggled with interpreting some of the questions, which 
resulted in them scoring very low or even zero marks.

Questions based on certain topics, e.g. stock exchange and elasticity were poorly answered.  This was an indication 
that this part of the syllabus was either not discussed or not studied at all by the learners.  Hence, it is important that 
teachers cover the whole syllabus to enable learners to score good marks.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1 Well answered.

Answer
• Limited resources and unlimited wants
• Scarcity [2]

2 Well answered.

Answer
• No price/production involved
• Unlimited supply/no opportunity cost Any one [1]

3 Well answered.

Answer
• International/national (countries)
• Regional
• Industries
• Workers/individuals/people/division of labour Any two [2]

4 Poorly answered.  Learners could not differentiate between formal and informal firms.

Answer
• Cannot lose personal possessions
• Only lose what they invested in the close corporation to pay debts of close corporation.
• The owners are not responsible for the debt of the business. Any one [1]

5 Well answered.

Answer
• Not registered (Ministry of Trade and SME development)
• Do not pay tax [2]

6 Well answered.

Answer
Worker/producer co-operatives
Consumer/retail co-operatives
Agricultural co-operatives Any two [2]

7 Partially answered.  Learners could not outline the advantages of e-commerce.  Learners were linking 
e-commerce to technology and computers.

Answer
• It is the governments’ bank
• It is the banker’s bank
• It is responsible for managing the national debt
• It is the sole note-issuing authority/printing notes and coins
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• It is a lender of last resort
• It is responsible for making sure that the banking system does not operate in ways which conflict with 

government policy
• It holds the official stocks of foreign currency [1]

8 Poorly answered.  Learners could not define perfectly inelastic price elasticity.  They could only define 
price elasticity.

Answer
• Large amount of information (text, images, sound) can be placed on a website
• Orders placed and carried out instantly/saves time
• Reduce advertisement costs for business
• It has the potential to reach a vast number of people Any two [2]

9 Partially answered.  Only a few learners could identify two direct taxes correctly.

Answer
When price elasticity of demand is zero/a change in price has no impact on the quantity demanded [1]

10 Poorly answered.  Learners could not state the aim of progressive tax.  They were instead defining 
progressive tax.

Answer
• Income tax/Pay as you earn
• Company tax/corporation tax/profit tax
• Inheritance tax
• Tax on dividends [2]

11 Well answered by most learners.

Answers

(a) More equal distribution of income/to narrow the income gap between the rich and the poor [1]

(b) High income earners taxed at a higher rate than low-income earners [1]

12 Poorly answered.  Learners could not state when will the government have a surplus on its budget.  
They rather referred to imports and exports.

Answer
• When governments’ income is higher/more/exceeds than government’s expenditure [2]

13 Poorly answered.  Learners could not describe the effects on the exchange rate of a country.  Learners 
could only give the effects of exchange rate on imports and exports.

Answer
• More foreigners invest in the country increasing the demand of that currency
• Leading to an exchange rate appreciation (value of currency increases) [2]

14 Well answered.

Answer
• Protected against unfair discrimination
• Employer may not reveal his/her status
• Workers must have access to training, information and counselling
• Workers must be treated with dignity and respect
• Workers can continue working as long as they perform even if they have to be transferred Any two [2]

15 Poorly answered.  Learners were unable to explain why it is compulsory for traders to supply full information 
about their credit scheme.

Answer
Consumers cannot be misled about the terms/rules and regulations (1) and interest/instalments (1) on which they 
are buying the goods. [2]
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16 Partially answered.  Learners were not able to explain why the government controls monopolies.

Answer
• Monopolies lead to limited choices
• High prices for consumers [2]

17 Partially answered.  Learners were mostly referring to comparative advantage rather than absolute advantage.

Answer
• A country/firm can produce more of a good/more efficient than competitors
• Using the same amount of resources [2]

18 Poorly answered.  Learners could not state what the balance of trade consists of.  They were referring to 
the structure of the balance of payments.

Answer
• Difference between value of visible goods exports and visible goods imports consists of all the import and 

exports of tangible goods between a country and other countries [2]

19 Partially answered.  The learners were using the word, trade in their answer when defining instead of using 
terms like exchange, buying and selling.

Answer
• Exchange of goods for money/imports and exports between countries [2]

20 Partially answered.  Learners could not mention that it is the price/value of a currency in their definition of 
exchange rate.  Most of the learners could only score half of the marks.

Answer
• Price/value of one currency in terms of price of another country’s currency [2]

21 Poorly answered.  Learners could not identify the main aim of the world organisation.

Answer
• The aim is to ensure trade flows as freely as possible
• No trade restrictions or barriers [1]

22 Well answered.

Answer
• Congestion/overcrowding
• Shortage of employment and housing/shanty town
• Poor basic services e.g. roads, sewerage services (overloaded) leading to health problems/poor living 

conditions Any two [2]

23 Poorly answered.  Learners did not know what is meant by externalities.

Answer
Effects of a business decision on the society/third party

OR

External cost and external benefits [1]

Question Answer Guidance
24 (a) (i) Poorly answered.  Learners were referring to the economic sectors.

• To private sector                                                               (1)
owned by private shareholders/individuals                     (1)

2 Application and analysis

Up to 2 marks for analysis of choice i.e. 
sectors and change in ownership

          (ii) Poorly answered.  Learners could not state which form of business ownership it was and to which form 
the firm was transferring to.
• From public corporation/parastatal to public limited 

company
2 Application and analysis

Change in business ownership
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   (b) Partially answered.  Learners could not state the advantages and disadvantages of a public limited 
company.
Yes, advantages of public limited company         (3/4) 
• MTC raise more capital
• Sell shares to general public (unlimited shareholders)
• Shares are freely transferable on NSX
• Operate on a large scale, enjoy economies of scale, 

lower average costs/grow/production increase/
business expansion

• Shareholders have limited liability  
No, disadvantages of public limited company     (4/3)
• Many formalities, expensive and complicated
• No secrecy, must publish financial statements (used 

by competitors)
• Outsiders can take over control of company (shares 

are freely transferable)
• Separation of ownership (shareholders) and control 

(board of directors)
Justification                                                                 (1)

8 Evaluation and decision making

Both-sided 8 marks

One-sided maximum 4 marks

Justification is a new advantage/
disadvantage indicating the decision 
taken.

   (c) Partially answered. This question was asking for two things 1.  The functions of the stock exchange 
and 2.  The influences the stock exchange has on the Namibian economy.  Learners could only explain 
the second part of the question which was asking about the influence on the economy.
Functions
• Government borrows money
• Companies raise long-term capital by selling shares
• Strict rules safeguard/protects investors’ funds
• Only companies that have been investigated are 

allowed to list on stock exchange
• Finances government debt through trading in 

government securities/stock
• Provides means for valuing shares, debentures and 

government securities (published daily)
• Influences way in which savings are invested in 

shares, debentures and government securities
• It serves as an economic barometer of industries and 

the economy of Namibia                                (4/5)
• Influence on economy
• Borrowed money helps government to fund projects
• Money lying idle in bank can now be used to 

increase investment and business activity
• Redistribution of income = small and large investors 

can buy shares
• People’s spending increases as they become more 

optimistic about the market leading to inflation
• More investors enter the economy and this feeds into 

greater economic development which may lead to 
economic growth                                             (4/3)

8 Evaluation and decision-making

No mark for selling shares - already 
answered in (b)
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25  (a)  (i) Partially answered.  Learners could not give the formula.  Some centres correctly calculated elasticity but 
showed their final answer with a percentage which resulted in them forfeiting those two marks.
Private customers
% Δ QD

= 1 600 x 100
    8 000

= 20%                                                                            (1)

% Δ QD
% Δ P                                                                             (1)

= 20%
   10%

= 2                                                                                 (1)

Business customers

% Δ QD 

=     800    x 100
    10 000

= 8%                                                                              (1)

% Δ QD
% Δ P

=  8%
   10%

= 0,8                                                                              (1)

5 Price elasticity of demand describes 
responsiveness of a change in demand 
to a change in price.

Award 1 mark if definition instead of 
formula is given.

         (ii) Poorly answered.  Learners were unable to differentiate between inelastic and elastic.
• PED for private customers is elastic 2 ˃ 1              (1)
• PED for business people is inelastic 0,8 ˂ 1           (1)

2 Application and analysis

   (b) Poorly answered.  Learners misunderstood the question.  They were generally asking and used the 
elasticity calculated in 25 (a) (ii) to direct their answers as to what should happen to the price tickets of 
business and private customers.
Yes they should use price discrimination in order to earn 
maximum revenue                                                       (1)

• Lower price for private customers
• Demand is elastic, more tickets will be sold if price 

decreases
• Time:  private users are more flexible and can fly 

during day, over weekends
• Substitutes are available                                        (3)

• Higher price for business customers
• Demand is inelastic, demand will not decrease if 

price increases
• Time:  business customers must fly early mornings 

and come back late evenings, during the week/
necessity                                                                 (3)

7 Evaluation and decision making

Judgement (1)
Private customers/elastic customer (3)
Business customers/inelastic customer 
(3)
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   (c) Poorly answered.  Learners were not mentioning non-pricing competition as stated in the question.  
The learners were also not linking the answers given to the airline.
• Branding of products = make product familiar/

recognisable
• Attractive packaging of airline products = meals, 

magazines
• Improved services such as better communication, 

ticket sales, good meals/customer care
• Offer free gifts and special offers = free magazines, 

meals, drinks, blankets
• More options on different flights
• Improve quality of seats, flights etc.
• Product differentiation = offer products that 

competitors do not have                                    (3 x 2)

6 Evaluation and decision making

Decision on forms to use (3)
Discussion of forms applicable to airline 
(3)

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Teachers are encouraged to use extra sources during teaching and learning such as newspapers articles, internet 
sources, etc. to introduce learners to realistic examples.

Teachers should by all means try to complete teaching the syllabus on time so that the learners have adequate time to 
do revision.

Teachers should try by all means to use previous question papers when constructing assessments or school-based 
examinations so that learners become used to the command words used during external examinations.

Teachers are advised to provide learners with definitions in the syllabus rather than expect them to use their own.

It is always advantageous to study examiners’ reports for centres to omit making the same mistakes in examinations
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6145
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

Teachers are encouraged to pay more attention to usage of economic concepts and definitions.

There are few centres where learners were listing.  Teachers are thus advised to guide learners on how to answer 
questions on “discuss whether, explain, describe” so learners develop their answers and do not simply list.

Teachers must place more emphasis on the drawing of demand and supply diagrams.  Labelling of diagrams should be 
clearly indicated with the arrows to show that there was a shift.

Teachers should teach the syllabus and NOT the textbook.  Teachers must use the syllabus as a guide on what to 
emphasise during class teaching.

Teachers are encouraged to read more economic newspapers/articles to enrich their knowledge of Economics.  Teachers 
must use articles in class during teaching.

Teachers are encouraged to train learners using the Economics national examination cover page to avoid rubric error.  
If a rubric error occurs when a candidate answered more than four questions then the first four questions are marked.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Answer Guidance
1 (a) Fairly well answered.  Learners confused tariffs and non-tariffs thus sored a minimum of two marks.

State four measures, other than import duties, that 
a government might use to protect local industries 
against imports.
• Quotas
• Embargos/total ban/sanctions 
• Red tape/frontier delays and administrative burdens
• Product standards/regulations
• Subsidies for local firms
• Exchange rate control
• Anti-dumping laws
• Voluntary export restraints

4 Any four

Do NOT accept tariffs, tax on imports.

Do NOT repeat import duties.

   (b) Poorly answered.  Most of the learners could not draw the demand and supply diagram correctly.  
Learners also could not label the diagram correctly.
Using a demand and supply diagram, illustrate and 
explain the possible effects of an import duty on the 
market for imported poultry products.
Diagram (4)
• Labels (1)
• New equilibrium price (1) and new equilibrium 

quantity (1)
• Shift (1)
Explanation
• Shift of supply curve from S to S1/decrease in supply 

(1)
• New equilibrium price is higher from P – P1 (1)
• New equilibrium quantity supplied decreased from 

Q – Q1 (1)

7

All labels must be indicated ‒ P, Q, O, 
S, D
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   (c) Poorly answered.  Most learners concentrated on the negative side of import duties on employment 
rather than the relevance/importance of import duty on employment.
Evaluate the consequences of an import duty on 
employment in SA.
• SA poultry products will remain competitive
• Jobs in poultry industry will be protected
• Cheaper locally produced poultry will create higher 

demand for poultry
• Employment in poultry industry will increase
• Labour is a derived demand
• Supporting industries will also experience an 

increase in employment, such as transport and 
refrigeration industries                                   Any five

5 Up to five marks for evaluation of 
consequences of import duty on 
employment.

   (d) Well answered.  The majority scored three to four marks.
Discuss how the government might benefit from low 
levels of unemployment.
• Decrease in transferred payments such as 

unemployment benefit/social welfare
• Government will have more funds to spend on public 

and merit goods
• Decrease in output lost/increase in output levels/

GDP
• Decrease in crime and social problems in the 

community/political instability
• Increase in income tax contributions to the 

government
• A higher employment rate causes more economic 

activity as people spend more, causing larger job 
creation and economic growth/good reputation/good 
image                                                            Any four

4

2  (a) Fairly answered.  The majority of learners could not give points and their development was lacking, 
thus most of learners scored three marks.
Describe the main features of a command economy.
Public ownership
• The government owns all factors of production.
Planned production
• A national plan with production targets for different 

industries is established.
• For the goods and services which are provided by 

the government
Prices
• Are not free to change in response to changes in 

demand and supply.  Prices are fixed and controlled 
by the state

• Shortages and physical rationing might occur
Profits
• Firms owned by government do not produce for profit
• but what the government thinks is in the best interest 

of the people collectively                                   (3 x 2)

6 A description of the features required.

No description given, maximum of three 
marks.
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   (b) Fairly well answered.  The majority of learners gave both positive and negative effects of a command 
economic system.
Comment on the effectiveness of a command 
economic system.
• Factors of production can be organised to produce 

public and merit goods as well as services, such as 
education and health care

• The distribution of wealth is more equal
• Goods and services provided by the government are 

priced so that everyone can afford them/affordability
• State ownership of the factors of production allows 

for any “profit” made to be ploughed back into state 
owned enterprises

• The government can make sure that factories do not 
cause pollution and that people work in healthy and 
safe conditions

• High employment as government employs more 
workers

• Government would also manage the economy to 
smooth out economic fluctuations

• The government decides what to produce
• how it will be produced
• and how it will be distributed

7 Any seven

   (c) Poorly answered.  Most of learners could not give the advantages of a mixed economic system, but 
they rather concentrated on both systems.
Evaluate the merits of changing from a command 
economic system to a mixed economic system.
• A mixed economic system will promote economic 

development
• The public and private sector operate equally and 

economic resources will be utilised efficiently
• Regions will be developed and improved through the 

planning commission of the country
• Income and wealth would be more equally distributed 

through government welfare programmes
• Consumers will be able to influence what goods 

and services are produced through their purchases 
(consumer sovereignty) 

• The market system will provide incentives to 
entrepreneurs in the form of profits and higher wages 
of workers

• Consumers will have greater choice of producers
• Competition will increase amongst rival firms, 

increasing quality of products and lowering prices
• Foreign investment might increase

7 Up to seven marks for the advantages 
of a mixed economic system 
evaluated.

3 (a) Well answered.  Most learners gave a definition of trade unions and the types of trade unions.
Define a trade union and give two examples of 
different types of trade unions.
• A trade union is a workers’ organisation (1) that 

represents workers in their dealings with the 
management and owners of a firm (1)

• Examples: craft union, general union, industrial 
union/blue collar union, white collar union (2)

4 Two marks for definition.
Two marks for examples.
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   (b) Fairly well answered.  Learners referred to industrial action such as a strike.  It is a way to resolve 
disputes between trade union and employer’s associations.
Explain the different ways of how a dispute may be 
resolved if the union and employer disagree.
• Trade unions negotiate with employers’ associations

to bargain collectively regarding wages and working 
conditions

• Negotiations which fail lead to conciliation.
An independent person is called in to listen to both 
sides and tries to guide them to an agreement

• If conciliations fail, arbitration is used:
- an independent person acts as a judge
- listens to both sides and makes a decision which 

is binding on both trade unions and employers’ 
associations

• If arbitration fails, labour court is used to resolve the 
disagreement arising between parties              (3 x 2)

6 Up to six marks for explanation of ways 
to reach agreement.

   (c) Poorly answered.  Most learners could not give a clear description of employers’ association, but rather 
referred to employee associations.
Describe an employers’ association.
• Collective organisations, companies or employers (1)
• from the same industry (1) working together

2 Up to two marks for description of 
employers’ association.

   (d) Poorly answered.  The majority of learners could not give a direct answer to the question.  Most of 
them started their sentences with “They or It”.  Most learners gave the functions of trade unions.  Few 
learners discussed the role of employers’ associations.
Discuss how employers’ associations and trade 
unions might contribute to the wellbeing of workers.
• Trade unions negotiate on behalf of workers about 

working conditions and pay
• Trade unions offer training, counselling, HIV/Aids, 

other benefits (discount prices)
• Trade unions will ensure that labour laws passed by 

parliament will benefit workers
• Employer’s associations provide recruitment support
• Employers’ associations may give advice on 

employment, health and safety, as well as tax laws
• Employers’ associations try to convince government 

to provide better economic conditions for business to 
prosper and create employment as well as economic 
growth

• Employers’ associations and trade unions try to solve 
disputes between management and workers more 
quickly

8 Up to eight marks for discussion.

Up to 3/4 marks for discussing only trade 
unions or employers’ associations.

4 (a) Fairly well answered.  Most learners could only score two marks.  Most learners failed to use “highest 
possible profit or as high as possible”, and instead used much or more.  The point of the difference 
between TC and TR could not be given by most learners.
Describe what is meant by profit maximisation.
• When firms make the highest profits possible (1)
• Profit maximisation is achieved where MC = MR (1)
• The change in cost resulting from producing one 

extra unit of output is equal to the change in extra 
revenue gained by selling one extra unit of output (1)

• Profit maximisation can be expressed in terms 
of the difference between total revenue and total          
costs. (1)                                                      Any three

3 Up to three marks for description.
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  (b) Fairly well answered.  Most learners scored two marks.  Learners could not explain the two definitions 
correctly.  The majority of learners mentioned output measured against input.  However, they could not 
mention goods/services.
Explain the difference between production and 
productivity.
• Production = making physical objects/render a 

service/total output produced 
OR

Production is turning raw materials into finished 
goods                                                             (1)

• Productivity measures efficiency of factor of 
production over period of time

OR
• Productivity is the output measured against the input 

used to produce something/output ÷ input     (2)

3 Up to two marks for productivity.

One mark for production.

   (c) Fairly well answered.  Most of the learners scored three to five marks.  Most learners were listing and 
could not explain the points in full.
Explain how a company might improve production.
• Increase the quality of their labour force with training 

and education programmes
• Improve the quality of machines and production plant 

with better technology to increase productivity
• Use and combine factors of production efficiently
• Apply division of labour by breaking down complex 

tasks and employ machines or workers as experts 
on a specific task to increase productivity

• Allow employees to participate in decision making to 
improve production 

• Increase motivation of workers through profit 
sharing, selling of stock/shares

• Economic situations also affect productivity.  A higher 
demand for electric cars will increase production of 
electric cars

7 Up to seven marks for explanation of 
methods used to improve production.

   (d) Poorly answered.  Most learners could not attempt to answer the question.  Learners could not identify 
the different costs (VC, FC, TC, AC) incurred in the business operations.
Discuss how costs might change as output of 
electric cars produced changes.
• When output of electric cars is zero, total cost will not 

be zero, as fixed costs need to be paid
• When output increases, total cost increases

as variable costs, such as costs of raw materials and 
electricity costs increase

• Average costs might fall as output increases,
because fixed costs are being spread over a 
larger output

• However, average costs will rise as fixed factors of 
production become overloaded

7 Up to seven marks for discussing effects 
on TC, FC and VC.

5 (a) Well answered.  Most learners scored three marks.  Few learners referred to expenditure method as 
spending method.
Identify the methods used to calculate the GDP of a 
country.
• Output method
• Income method
• Expenditure method

3 Up to three marks for methods identified.
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   (b) Fairly well answered.  The majority of learners scored four marks.  However, few learners were relating 
their answers to census counting.  Learners, instead of comparing living standards, rather compared 
economic growth.
Explain why the government of a country wants to 
calculate the GDP.
• GDP figures indicate the standard of living
• GDP figures help the government to compare the 

standard of living in a country between different 
years

• GDP figures are also used to compare the standard 
of living between different countries

• To provide the government with essential information
• GDP figures help the government to know how 

different sectors in the economy contribute to the 
GDP

• GDP figures determine if the country has 
experienced economic growth

• GDP figures and statistics will help the government 
to determine the economic policy aims and the policy 
instruments to achieve them

6 Up to six marks for explanation.

Emphasis is on living standard when 
comparing.

   (c) Poorly answered.  Most learners scored two marks.  Most learners confused monetary policy with 
exports and imports.  The majority of learners failed to link the policy to the government objectives/
uses.
Describe fiscal policy and monetary policy.
Fiscal policy
• Is the government’s plan for government expenditure 

and the use of taxation (1)
• to achieve desired economic and social objective (1)
Monetary policy
• Is the use of a variety of mechanisms, such as 

interest rates, open market transactions in the 
market, (1) to influence the money supply in an 
economy (1)

4 Definition for fiscal policy up to two 
marks and definition of monetary policy 
up to two marks.

   (d) Poorly answered.  The majority of learners could not link the government spending on goods/services 
to economic growth.
Discuss how an increase in government spending 
on the provision of goods and services might lead to 
economic growth.
Producer of goods and services
• Real/direct spending of government on goods/

services increases the exports of a country leading 
to economic development

Infrastructure
• e.g. roads and rail networks, post and 

telecommunication, electricity, water, sanitary 
services

• Needed by private firms in economy in order to 
increase output

Education services
• Needed for trained workforce to produce more goods 

and services
Medical services
• Increasing productivity of workforce when healthy 

and fit
Security and protection services
• Spending on police services to provide stability 

needed for economic growth and foreign investment
Transfer payments/indirect spending of government
• Unemployment, social security benefits, increase 

demand for goods and services, increase economic 
growth

• Subsidies and grants to firms to produce more goods 
and services/increase output

7 Up to seven marks for discussion.

Points well explained.

Link to economic growth is required.
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6 (a) Poorly answered.  The majority of learners focused on the factors affecting population growth and not 
natural population growth.
Describe the factors which influence the natural 
population growth rate of a country.
• The natural population growth rate:  birth rates minus 

death rates (1)
Birth rate
• The number of live births per thousand of the 

population (1)
Death rate
• The number of deaths per thousand of the 

population (1)

3 Description of factors influencing natural 
population growth rate required.

   (b) Well answered.  Most learners scored four marks.  The majority of learners could not give seven points 
instead used four points and compared both for Mali and Switzerland.
Analyse why there are differences in the living 
standards of a developed country such as 
Switzerland and a developing country such as Mali.
• GDP per capita is very low in Mali, compared to 

Switzerland
• In Switzerland life expectancy is higher, because 

health care services are better
• Switzerland also has a better education system 

ensuring higher literacy rates compared to Mali
• Switzerland has economic and political stability
• Mali experiences extreme poverty due to a higher 

population growth rate compared to Switzerland
• Mali has a lack of capital investment compared to 

Switzerland
• Human Development Index (HDI) is higher in 

Switzerland compared to Mali
• Mali might also suffer from poor natural resources

7 Up to seven marks for analysis.

Mention Mali or Switzerland/developed 
or developing when mentioning a 
difference

   (c) Poorly answered.  The majority of learners scored one mark.  Most learners failed/could not mention 
better telecommunication infrastructure, education and higher income.
Describe how the access to information technology 
might differ between developing countries and 
developed countries.
• Income per capita is higher in developed countries, 

therefore in developed countries more households 
own laptops, cell phones, tablets and computers

• Developed countries have better education 
opportunities allowing for better access to IT

• Developed countries have better communication 
infrastructure compared to low developed countries 
allowing larger use of IT

3 Up to three marks for description of 
difference in access to IT.
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   (d) Poorly answered.  The majority of learners mainly focused on job creation, economic growth and loss 
of skills because of the use of technology.  Many learners could not look at the negative impact of IT on 
living standards of a person.
Discuss whether information technology might 
improve the living standards of a person.
Advantages
• Increases access to information to make better 

decisions
• Increases productivity and output 
• Increases accuracy of work completed
• Might help to fight crime (CCTV)
• Access to more entertainment
• Convenient to shop online/e-commerce
• Saves time
• Education online
• Medical breakthroughs 
Disadvantages
• IT is expensive
• Might increase crime - theft of cell phones, laptops 

etc.
• Reduces employment opportunities for unskilled 

workers
• Might increase health risks (higher stress levels)
• Information overload (always in contact)
• Less family time/leisure

7 Up to 3/4 marks for 
Up to 3/4 marks against

NO marks for revenue/sales increases.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Teachers are encouraged to consult various sources of information to enrich their subject knowledge, such as You tube 
videos, Tutor2u.

Teachers are encouraged to complete the syllabus by the end of the first semester of Grade 11.  This will enable them 
to practise more on the past question papers, by giving many exercises, tests and class work.

Teachers MUST test on different levels of assessment objectives.
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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

6109
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

Overall, the paper was accessible to most candidates as the reading passages were suited to their linguistic ability.  
A few candidates might have been unfamiliar with the topics of some reading passages, but this should not have a 
big influence as the ultimate purpose is testing comprehension and not the content of the reading passages.  Some 
candidates did not follow the general instructions of the questions.  Some candidates answered parts of the question 
paper using pencil and others copied answers wrongly from the texts.  Candidates must only use a pen and not a 
pencil.  Wrong and long lifting of answers were also a problem.  Spelling and handwriting proved to be a problem to 
many candidates e.g. candidates spelled “I” which is supposed to be spelled with a capital letter, with a lower case.  
Some candidates’ handwriting was beyond legible.  Most candidates have a serious problem with punctuation.  The 
majority of candidates appeared to manage their time appropriately as they could complete all the exercises. It is 
important to answer the questions in the third person (he/she) and not the first person (I), if that is the requirement.  
There is a concern with regards to the general language usage of the candidates.

A range of tasks was included in the paper, requiring candidates to demonstrate a variety of practical reading and writing 
skills.  These ranged from selecting short relevant details from texts, a multiple matching task, a note-taking task, a 
multiple-choice task, a guided writing task and the more challenging extended writing task.

In Task 1, reading comprehension, it is essential that candidates locate the key requirements of each question and 
answer with a brief and precise phrase. 

In Task 2, in the multiple matching exercise, it is recommended that candidates practise skimming and scanning reading 
techniques and carefully consider each question, taking into account any distracting information in the texts.  When 
writing their answer, candidates should clearly indicate the letter they have selected.

In Task 3, note-taking, candidates need to ensure that their responses are brief and correspond to the heading of each 
question.  Each line represents a separate point, and candidates should not repeat a point.  Where a candidate includes 
two points on the same line, only the first is taken into consideration.  Additionally, candidates should not add extra bullet 
points unless they have crossed through a previous response.

In Task 4, in the multiple choice questions candidates should be encouraged to make it absolutely clear which option 
they wish to be taken as their final answer.  It needs to be emphasised that where crossing out of a rejected selection is 
not clear this will be seen as ambiguous and it will not be credited.

In Task 5 (guided writing), informal letter, responses must provide relevant information and be written in an informal 
style.  All prompts  have to be addressed and developed in order to have access to marks in the top band for Content.

In Task 6 (Extended writing), candidates need to respond to the different requirements of this task and write relevantly.  
They should adopt a style and register suited to the chosen topic.  

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

Task 1

Stronger candidates performed exceptionally well in this task, but the weaker candidates really struggled.  Less 
successful responses tended to include more information than required, which changed the meaning of the expected 
answer.  Long, irrelevant lifts or additional information still prove to be the preferred way of answering this task and this 
approach can result in candidates losing marks.  Candidates should be encouraged to write brief responses.

1 The one part of the question was fairly well answered as most candidates could identify durable as one 
of the correct responses.  The second correct response vast variety was not successfully answered by 
candidates, because they lifted irrelevant information and left out the important part of the answer.  The 
distractor “portable” was also a popular answer.  A few candidates also wrote both correct responses on 
the same line and could therefore only score one mark.
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2 This question proved more challenging for candidates as many opted for the additional information in the 
reading passage.  The correct answer, for trade/trading, was not a popular answer for this question.

3 This question was fairly well answered by most candidates who managed to write the correct response 
could not afford them.

4 This question was answered fairly well as most candidates could write the correct responses: marital 
status and age, but the spelling of marital was a problem as many candidates incorrectly wrote “material” 
or “martial” and other variations, which made their responses wrong.

5 Most candidates failed to score a mark for this question as they could not identify the correct response 
which is “the meaning depends on the area”.  Most candidates lifted incorrect information such as “local 
knowledge” from the reading passage.

6 This question was well answered as almost all candidates managed to score a mark for the correct 
response the family/parents and child.

7 Majority of candidates did not score a mark for this question as they gave “organisation” or “promotes 
beadwork” as their response.  The correct response agent rarely came up.

8 This question was fairly well answered as many candidates wrote the correct response children are able 
to attend school.  Incorrect responses focused on the women and not the children, e.g. “the women earn 
a living…”.

Task 2

Most candidates struggled to give the correct responses for this task, but there were some very successful attempts 
at the task.  Many candidates could not achieve the whole range of marks as many achieved less than five out of nine 
marks.  Some candidates did not seem to have tried to look for the correct links in the extracts and opted to just write 
one letter throughout.

Presentation of answers was generally clear.  Candidates are reminded that if they change their mind, they should 
not write the second answer over the first, but should cross out the wrong answer clearly, and write their final choice 
alongside.  Candidates should also be cautioned not to answer this task using pencil and that they should follow the 
instructions by giving A, B, C or D as their responses and NOT the names used in the extract.

Answers

9 B

10 D

11 A

12 B

13 C

14 D

15 A

16 C

17 A

Task 3

Most candidates showed sufficient understanding of the task.  The downside is that some candidates did not write short 
notes, but opted to give very long sentences as their responses.  The candidates also did not delete bullets when they 
wrote their long responses and as a result lost some marks.  Candidates are encouraged to write short phrases that 
fit in the bullet spaces provided.  Some candidates did not consider the headings and interchanged the information, 
e.g. writing the responses for heading two under heading one.  Some candidates also skipped key words in their 
lifts.  Spelling was also a problem as candidates wrote “principle” instead of “principal”, “behing” instead of “behind”, 
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“toughfulnes” instead of “thoughtfulness”, etc.  The wrong word class, e.g. “pass” instead of “past” was also a concern.

Candidates should be taught/trained to make sure that the meaning is not changed when they try to write notes in their 
own words.  Not all synonyms carry the same meaning in the context of the information.

The correct use of the pronouns “he”, “she”, “her”, “his” were very important for this task.  Pronouns should be taught 
to the candidates so that they know how to identify the different identities in reading passages.

What you learn about the writer’s classmate in his early years

This heading proved to be challenging to many candidates because they did not focus on the classmate, but other 
general revelations about the classmate that were made in the reading passage.  Additional information also resulted 
in loss of marks.

Acceptable responses under this heading are:

• Not a good student – responses like “not a good boy” or “no good student” were not accepted.
• Had a part time job – responses like “HAS a part time job”, “the principal did not know he had a part time job” or 

“did not know he had a part time job” were not accepted.
• Had a difficult home life
• Undisciplined

One mark was awarded for each acceptable response, up to a maximum of 3 marks.

The lessons the writer learned that afternoon

This part was answered fairly well as the verbs used in the reading passage guided the candidates to the correct 
responses.  It was interesting to learn that the last option on the mark scheme was also the most popular one, simply 
because the word “learned” was used in the reading passage and the candidates managed to make the direct link.

Acceptable responses under this heading are:

• Most of your life is hidden from people you see every day
• Everyone’s view into the past is different
• Behind every communication is information
• She has/had a happy and full life
• We all find a place in this world
• Thoughtfulness leads to honesty
• Not to judge a person based on past experiences / to see everyone you meet with fresh eyes

One mark was awarded for each acceptable response, up to a maximum of 5 marks.

Candidates need to ensure that their responses correspond to the heading of each question.  Each line represents 
a separate point, and candidates should not repeat a point. If a candidate includes two points on the same line, only 
the first point is taken into consideration.  Additionally, candidates should not add extra bullet point unless they have 
crossed out their first answer.  Candidates should also not add any information in their answer when there is no 
reference to such information in the text.

Task 4

The multiple-choice task had mixed responses from candidates, but the majority of candidates scored low marks for this 
task.  This task requires thorough comprehension of the text and lack of comprehension possibly attributed to the poor 
performance of candidates.  The most commonly found correct responses were 20 and 24.

Presentation of answers was generally clear, but some candidates crossed or encircled the letter to the correct answer 
instead of ticking the box.  A few candidates also ticked more than one response which resulted in them losing the mark 
entirely.  It is recommended that candidates clearly cancel a response if they change their mind so that their final choice 
is very clear.  Some candidates also used pencil to answer this task, and it should be strongly discouraged.  A few 
candidates did not attempt some questions and they should be encouraged to answer all the questions.

Answers

18 C

19 D

20 A
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21 B

22 C

23 A

24 B

25 B

Task 5

Informal letter

This task was fairly well answered, though some candidates wrote off topic, e.g. writing about a soccer tournament 
instead of the party.  It should be noted that most candidates were able to follow the instructions, although they could 
not develop the prompts.

More successful responses showed an awareness of the target audience and adopted a style and register suited 
to an informal letter.  Some responses which were simple narratives and lacked engagement with the reader were 
less successful and did not achieve high marks for content.  Development of ideas varied greatly.  Some candidates 
managed to squeeze all three prompts into single sentence for each which resulted in very limited responses.  Other 
candidates put the focus more on one prompt and dealt with the other two bullet points in one or two sentences, which 
led to an imbalance for the reader.  Candidates are reminded to consider all prompts when planning their responses and 
include the appropriate amount of detail for each one. Some candidates rewrote the instructions of the task verbatim in 
their letter as their content, e.g. “I am planning a big celebration for someone important in my life, but I am not sure how 
to make the occasion really memorable.”  A lot of candidates were organising their own party or a party for the recipient 
of the letter which was in contrast to what the task requires.

Candidates are reminded that in informal letter writing, responses must provide relevant information and be written in 
an informal style.  All prompts have to be addressed and developed in order to have access to marks in the top band 
for Content.  Refrain from teaching candidates a standard introduction to informal letters, but rather teach them that the 
entire piece from beginning to end should link well.

Some candidates confused the party for a braai, a bar opening, etc.  Many candidates wanted an intimate party while 
the instruction says that it is a big celebration.  It is also observed, with concern, that many candidates have been 
focusing on their boyfriends and girlfriends and the inference of sexual activities after the party.  This references to 
personal relationships should be strongly discouraged and the mention of sexual references is taboo.  Candidates 
should also be cautioned not to come up with content that is not very realistic and they should learn to link all 3 prompts 
with each other, e.g. you cannot say it’s for grandmother’s birthday party, but it will be at a bar and all YOUR friends 
should be invited and YOUR favourite artist should perform.

Prompt one:  There were very limited responses for this prompt.  Most candidates managed to say who the party was 
for, but could not develop anything further.  Many would just say it’s a birthday, graduation party, etc.  The reason 
for celebrating this important person was not really appropriately addressed.  Successful candidates included some 
information about the person and could come up with realistic reasons for the celebration.  Weaker candidates would 
just mention the person, e.g. my grandmother, father, mother, friend, etc., or “It’s her birthday, graduation” etc., without 
any further development.  Some would simply say that it is a surprise party, but this is a type of party and not a reason 
for having a party.

Prompt two: This prompt required candidates to explain what they wanted the friend to do.  This prompt was not 
addressed satisfactorily as most candidates just listed a lot of chores for the friend, e.g. making the food, to cleaning the 
venue.  Some of these chores also did not link well with the task of organising a party.  Many candidates would mention 
what the friend needs to do and then focus on what you would do and explain their own role.  Candidates should also 
be taught to use appropriate content, e.g. you cannot ask your friend to give you money or pay for the occasion or even 
ask your friend to buy a car for this other friend you are organising the party for.

Prompt three:  This prompt proved to be above level for even the stronger candidates as many of them did not show a 
good understanding of the word “venue”.  A lot of them confused venue with time, date and theme, e.g. “The venue will 
take place on 30 January at 17h00 until midnight and we should all be dressed in black and white.”  Many also did not 
focus on an exact place, but just said the village, Dubai, Windhoek, the beach (which is a very large area), etc.

From a language point of view, there were a lot of grammar and spelling errors in general.  Candidates who attempted 
more sophisticated vocabulary were let down by the spelling of those words.  Candidates who made use of a more formal 
register or who used vocabulary that was inappropriate to the writing piece, produced unnatural sounding language. 
Over-rated vocabulary was used that does not ring right with the audience. Candidates are encouraged to increase their 
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topic-related vocabulary resources to achieve marks in the top band for Language.  Candidates are also encouraged to 
focus on greater accuracy of tenses in compound and complex sentences.  Idioms and linking words were over-used 
and incorrectly applied.  Pre-learned phrases and the incorrect use of idioms can distract from the focus of the task and 
may obscure meaning.  Overall, many responses were organised effectively into paragraphs, but punctuation is a major 
concern as the most basic punctuation was not even observed. 

Task 6

Most candidates misinterpreted the topics and little to no planning was done.  The influence of direct translation from their 
vernacular is still very evident.  This is worrisome and candidates should be trained on writing and on developing their 
English with proper activities and vocabulary.  An increase in profanity/swear words was also noticed and candidates 
are seriously cautioned not to make use of such language when they answer the question paper.  The incorrect use 
of articles “the”, “a” and “an” is a huge problem.  Many candidates used the noun and pronoun next to each other, e.g.  
“People they don’t want to be honest.”  Candidates do not know how to link paragraphs with each other and they also 
do not know how to use a topic sentence per paragraph and then develop that idea.  The extended writing pieces were 
incoherent and the focus was mostly listing instead of development.

It should be noted that a lot of candidates in their attempt to be creative came up with very unrealistic stories.  Some 
would tell a story and at the end realise it was only a dream, or they would retell a movie they have seen without much 
success.  The use of fables and fantasies as their stories should also NOT be encouraged.  Candidates should come 
up with their own, original content as far as possible.  Another disturbing observation is that candidates are using 
information directly from the question paper and they do get penalised heavily for it, so it should not be encouraged.

It is noticed with great concern that candidates do not know the difference between the different types of essays as 
the majority of them did not know that each topic focused on a specific type of essay.

(a) It is good to take risks.  Write an essay in which you give your opinion.

This is an argumentative essay, but only very few candidates were aware.  Many of them wrote a narrative and 
some even wrote a descriptive essay.  Many candidates gave examples of risks instead of responding to the 
statement.  Candidates who are into Forex trading also used this platform to educate the reader about Forex, 
e.g. how it works, how they got started, the different types of platforms, etc., instead of focusing on the risk 
involved in this trade.  It seemed as if these candidates were more interested in sharing their knowledge on 
that particular subject than to answer the topic.  Instead of reacting to the response, a lot of candidates gave 
advice about taking risks and others simply listed information randomly with no link. The few who understood 
the topic did not give a stance, but just wrote a very general piece about risk taking.  They failed to argue 
their points, and only came up with a lot of facts.  The focus was also primarily on the negative side of risk 
taking instead of looking into the positive side too.  Many candidates also just listed the advantages and 
disadvantages of risk taking without directly linking it to the topic.  Quite a number of candidates did not know 
what risk is and confused it with “rest”, “responsibility” or linked risk taking to crime, corruption, challenges and 
sacrifice.  A few candidates simply misinterpreted the question and wrote about something that did not relate 
to the topic at all and could not score any mark.

(b) Write a story with the following title: “Honesty is the best policy.”

Once again, this question seemed to be above level for even the stronger candidates.  Candidates were not 
even guided by the word “story” that indicated that they had to write a narrative.  Most of them gave a factual 
account of honesty, e.g. the advantages of being honest.  As a result these candidates could not score marks 
in the higher content band.  The candidates who wrote a story about honesty, wrote random stories that 
focused purely on lying and ended their stories with the phrase “Honesty is the best policy” with no link to the 
story.  Candidates who managed to write an appropriate story, were let down by their conclusion as the end 
of the story just fell flat and the readers were left with more questions than answers.  Another observation is 
that the build-up is too long and the actual, relevant part of the story is squeezed in one paragraph and then 
the story loses its effect.
Some candidates understood the meaning of honesty and wrote about “respect”, “obedience”, “good 
manners”, “faithfulness”, etc.  A lot of them also focused their stories on relationships, alcohol abuse, stealing 
or witnessing something which did not answer the question effectively.  Many candidates misunderstood the 
word “policy” and wrote stories about “police officers” or “education policy”, “pregnancy policy”, etc.  This 
resulted in an off topic and candidates could not score any mark.

(c) Describe a taxi/bus ride you have had and what you saw as well as experienced during the journey.
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This topic was poorly addressed and most candidates, even stronger candidates did not manage to score 
marks in the higher content band.  They could not write a descriptive essay and would instead write a story.  
The ones who attempted to write a relevant descriptive piece, exaggerated the use of adjectives and would 
list three to four adjectives next to each other just to describe the mountains they saw during their journey.  
Candidates also did not understand that the experience referred to the atmosphere and activities in the bus 
and what was felt during the journey.  This question also had two parts (what was seen and the experience) to 
it, and very few candidates attempted both.  This resulted in candidates not scoring marks in the higher content 
band.  A lot of candidates did not understand the word “ride” in the topic and would only described the bus or 
the taxi instead of the journey.  Many also focused on the driver and described the driver’s attitude and habits.  
Some candidates focused on bus rides in general and would then give advice to the government or drivers on 
how to make the roads safe.  Candidates also described different types of transport or they would write about 
a journey in a private car or on a plane.  Many candidates went on a school tour/ trip or family trip and they 
would then struggle to adhere to the requirements of the topic.  The one aspect of the topic: WHAT WAS SEEN 
was not effectively addressed as candidates would only list a lot of animals without any explanations or they 
would drive to Etosha National Park and see the animals there.  The animals seen would be listed in every 
paragraph which resulted in repetition.  What was also observed was that candidates would not see anything 
on the journey, but would reach their destination (sometimes multiple destinations) and they would then see 
things in that town, not realising that the journey has ended.  Another disturbing observation was that the 
candidate would sleep for the duration of the journey and would wake up when they reach the destination and 
would then see the destination/town/city from the bus.  The second aspect of the topic:  THE EXPERIENCE 
was also not effectively addressed as a lot of candidates wrote about an accident they encountered on their 
way and the focus would shift from the bus ride to the accident.  Candidates would also sometimes not even 
be in a bus or taxi but would witness a bus or taxi accident and would report on it.  Many candidates were the 
bus or taxi driver or owners.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Candidates should be taught the following:

• The question paper should be answered in blue or black pen as instructed on the cover page of the question 
paper.  PENCIL should not be used at all.

• Grammar, spelling and concord should be emphasised.
• Teach learners the different types of sentences and focus on sentence constructions.
• Appropriate vocabulary should be addressed and vocabulary exercises should be given but steer clear of 

pretentious, unnatural use of vocabulary.  Vocabulary should have a purpose when used in a specific written 
piece.

• Teach appropriate use of idioms and conjunctions
• The pronoun “I” should always be written with a capital letter.  It should be instilled in the learners.
• “I am” and “I” with any other verb next to it should be written as two separate words.  This should be instilled in the 

learners.  Am should be preceded by I in most cases and should not stand on its own, especially in the beginning 
of a sentence.

• Teach command and question words
• To use prompts correctly and to develop them
• To use the correct tone and register
• To write realistically
• Teach candidates critical and creative thinking skills.
• Encourage creativity, but within the set limits of a topic
• Teach interpretation of questions 
• Teach learners to read instructions carefully and not rush into answering questions
• Teach candidates to use the spaces provided
• Teach candidates the different types of essays on how to identify key words in a question to guide them as to 

which type of essay they have to write
• To adhere to word limits
• To write legibly and in appropriate language
• Address the use of swear words and offensive language immediately and penalise candidates when they use it in 

their writing pieces.
• Discourage the use of sms-language and address it immediately when it is picked up in written pieces.
• Address sexual and relationship references as well as political and religious references in writing pieces as these 

references becomes the focus of the pieces and candidates can lose marks.
• To develop a love of reading
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

• Some candidates were able to listen and extract information but could not score marks because of the misspelling 
of words, usage of wrong prepositions and pronouns.  Candidates should be reminded to provide clear and legible 
responses.  Candidates should not write over, or try to erase, their initial answers.

• When providing spelling attempts, the intended meaning of the attempted word should not be in doubt.  Spelling 
attempts that create a homophone are not accepted (e.g. sun/son).

• In comparison to the previous year, the majority of the candidates were able to follow the instructions given.  
Candidates should be encouraged to read and listen to the rubric for each part of the paper very carefully to ensure 
they meet the exact requirements of each particular question.

• In Task 1, Questions 1 to 4 candidates should try to establish what a question is asking for, by highlighting the 
questions words, e.g. why, how, when and the keywords in the question.  In most cases, a short, direct response is 
most successful.  In cases where candidates supply extra information, in addition to the expected key answer, and 
where that extra information is incorrect, the whole answer cannot be credited.  For this reason, candidates should 
be encouraged to provide concise answers.

• Candidates were required to use a set number of words for Task 1.  A large number of candidates, although with 
correct responses exceeded the required number of words and were credited.  It should be brought to the 
attention of the candidates that in future if they do not adhere to the word limit in Task 1 they would not be 
credited although their responses are correct.

• In gap-filling Task 2, candidates should be encouraged to try and predict the answers in the gaps (e.g. one or two 
words, a number, etc.).  At the end of each listening section, candidates should also check their responses carefully 
and make sure the word forms used fit each gap on the question.

• In Task 2, candidates should be reminded not to include words that are already printed on the question paper 
before or after each gap, as part of their answer.

• In multiple-matching Task 3 and multiple-choice Task 4 candidates should be encouraged to make it absolutely 
clear which option they wish to be taken as their final answer.  It needs to be emphasized that where crossing out of 
a rejected selection is not clear this will be seen as ambiguous and, if there is any uncertainty, it will not be credited.

• It is also important to emphasise that for each item in Task 4, if two boxes are ticked rather than one then no marks 
can be given.

• Candidates’ awareness should be raised of the importance of using the appropriate singular/plural form of nouns 
as these can alter the key meaning.

• It was observed that some candidates are still using pencils to answer questions.  Candidates should use a pen, 
not a pencil, and simply cross out responses that need to be altered.

• Most of the candidates’ handwriting is still illegible, therefore making it difficult for markers to decide whether the 
answers were wrong or right.  Attempts that cannot be read may not be credited.

• Candidates should be reminded that the answer will be heard; they must not make up an answer.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

TASK 1

Questions 1 – 4

Question 1

Answer:

(a) one pm/ 1pm

This question was poorly answered because most candidates gave the duration 9 am to 1 pm which was 
a distractor.  Candidates could also not differentiate between the 12-hour and 24-hour clock system.  The 
following answers could not be credited: 01h00 pm, 13pm, and 13:HY00pm.
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Answer:

(b) visit (their/our) website

This question was fairly answered but some candidates could not score marks because they misspelt the 
words visit and website by writing “vist”, “Web site” and “wepside” 

Question 2

Answer:

(a) surname

Most candidates answered the question correctly, although some used wrong pronouns “my, his, they, 
there”; misspelt the word surname or wrote surname as two words “sur name”.

(b) near the exit

This question was fairly answered, however, a few candidates wrote exist instead of exit, used synonyms for 
near such as “close”, “next to”.

Question 3

Answer:

(a) Oshakati Hotel

This question was well answered except for a few candidates who misspelt Oshakati, wrote hostel instead of 
hotel or omitted hotel.

(b) Lady Blossom

This question was fairly answered, although some candidates omitted the word Lady.

Question 4

Answer:

(a) sore throat

This question was poorly answered because most of the candidates could not spell the words correctly.  For 
example, they wrote “soar, sow, saw, sour” for sore and “throught, throut” for the throat.

(b) (just)  after lunch

This question was answered well although some candidates misspelt the word lunch as launch or lanch.  A 
few candidates gave the distractor i.e. three times a day as the answer.

Task 2

This task was poorly answered.  Some parts of the question were left blank by most candidates.  Some wrote more than 
the expected words which changed the meaning and misinterpreted instructions.  Responses containing repetition of 
words, either preceding or following the gap were not credited as they lead to an incorrect grammatical fit.

(a) field

(b) skill

(c) rules

(d) topic

(e) honest

(f) 50/fifty

(g) vital role

(h) smile
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The following are examples of wrong answers given:

(a) expertise/ opportunity/ connect 

(b) skil

(c) rulers/roles/ruls

(d) research topic/topics

(e) honesty/honests

(f) 15/30/ early 50

(g) role/virtual/vidal/roll

(h) simile/smell/smile

Task 3

This task was poorly answered because some candidates used a letter more than once. In this case, no marks were 
awarded.  Some letters were illegible.  Other candidates wrote more than one letter on the same line.  Candidates need 
to ensure that they cross out inaccurate responses clearly to avoid the duplication of the letters for each response.

Answers:

Speaker1:  B

Speaker 2:  G

Speaker 3:  C

Speaker 4:  A

Speaker 5:  F

Speaker 6:  E

Task 4

This task was well answered although a few candidates ticked more than one box, ticked on the left side instead of the 
right side, used both pen and pencil to tick different boxes for the same question, while others ticked using a pencil.

Answers:

1 C

2 A

3 B

4 A

5 C

6 B

7 B

8 D
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Task 5

(a) Answer:  Journalism

This question was well answered except for a few candidates who could not spell journalism and wrote 
“jounalism, journalisms, journalist”.

(b) Answer:  for a big fashion show

This question was fairly answered but some candidates misspelt the word fashion and wrote “fassion, fation” 
and a few candidates added irrelevant information which cost them a mark.

(c) Answer:  alone time

This question was poorly answered because most candidates could not figure out the word alone and 
instead wrote “lone, long, lonely, or a lone”.  Some candidates also used the contraction “he’s alone time” 
instead of the pronoun “his alone time”.

(d) spends time with his family

This question was poorly answered as most of the candidates added extra irrelevant information which 
made the answer wrong.  Some candidates used wrong pronouns such as “my”, “he”or “her” instead of “his”.

(e) Answer:  one/ 1

This question was poorly answered because most candidates wrote “four” or “Fourth” instead of the correct 
answer.

(f) Answer:

 (i) long working hours

 (ii) small budgets

This question was poorly answered because candidates changed the answers when they added 
irrelevant information which changed the meaning.  Some candidates gave distractors like “colleagues 
become friends”.

(g) Answer:  carefully studying the script

This question was fairly answered although some candidates could not spell the words “studying” and 
“script” and wrote “studing” and “scripte/scripture”

(h) Answer:  bad guys

This question was well answered but a few candidates wrote: “bed” instead of “bad” and “gays” instead of 
“guys”.

(i) Answer:  perform in a play/ perform on stage

This question was poorly answered because most candidates gave the distractor which was “to live in a 
farm”.  Those who heard the correct answer misspelt the word perform.

POSITIVE COMMENTS

• Teachers should teach candidates how to identify interrogative (question) words in questions i.e. who, when, how 
etc.

• Candidates should be taught to write what they hear and not provide synonyms to the answers.
• Candidates should be reminded not to use the same letter more than once in Task 3 and to only tick one box in 

Task 4.
• Teachers should expose candidates to vocabulary sets on a wide range of topics and practice spelling of such 

words, for example, sore, budget, journalism etc.
• The meaning and use of brackets should be taught as the bracketed words are not considered as answers.  In the 

same vein, candidates should be sensitised about the use of commas, full stops, conjunctions, and slash (/) as only 
the first part of the answer is considered.

• Candidates should be taught the meanings of certain prepositions.
• Teachers should note that synonyms of words used in the text are given in the question and, therefore, to avoid 

confusion, candidates should not expect to hear exact words given in the questions from the audio text.
• Teachers must teach their candidates how to delete the incorrect answer/answers, by drawing a single line across.
• Teachers should teach candidates when to use the appropriate form of the word needed, i.e. singular form for a 

singular word and plural form for a plural word.
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Paper 3

Speaking

General Information

Let us start off differently this year, by asking ourselves what is meant by the word ‘conversation’?

A conversation is a two-way communication between, in this instance, the examiner and the candidate.  When the 
candidate says something the examiner either replies by asking the candidate to explain / motivate / elaborate on what 
the candidate has just stated or the examiner asks a question relevant to what the candidate has just said.

A conversation is not a monologue nor is a conversation with a question setting exercise.

Hereby an overview of how to Conduct the Speaking Test:

The test should proceed as follows:

Step 1 Introduction: Start the digital voice recorder
Give the candidate’s number and name
Welcome the candidate and briefly describe the procedure

Step 2 Warm-up section: Conduct a general conversation by asking the candidate
a few questions about himself / herself – The purpose is to put the candidate at ease.
This section lasts 2 – 3 minutes.

Step 3 Preparation: Hand out the Speaking Assessment Card and announce the card
Candidate can ask questions on the speaking card
Candidate has 2 – 3 minutes to prepare

Step 4 Main part of the test: Conversation based on Speaking Assessment Card
Either the examiner or the candidate may start the conversation
No monologues
No question setting exercise
The test lasts approximately 6 – 9 minutes.

The total duration of the Speaking test, from the beginning of  Step 1 to the end of Step 4, should be approximately 
10 – 15 minutes.

Note that while Step 1 to Step 4 is recorded, ONLY STEP 4 is to be assessed.

The process to transfer the recordings correctly to the USB for the sample for the external moderation process 
(which is submitted to the DNEA annually):

1. If there is ONE examiner at the centre, all recordings can go into ONE folder on the recorder.

2. If there is MORE than one examiner at the centre, then each examiner must record his/ her candidates into 
a separate folder.

3. After recording the candidates onto the recorder, these recordings are then transferred onto a computer.  
Use media player or any compatible format.

4. Now each examiner selects the candidates for the specific sample from all the candidates that were recorded.

5. Now you have all the folders on the computer with the selected candidates in each folder.

6. Now arrange the candidates according to the order you want them.

7. Now label each candidate with either the candidate number or the candidate name or both.

8. Now all the folders that have been organised can now be transferred onto the USB provided by the DNEA.
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The necessity of the recordings correctly transferred to the USB (provided by the DNEA)

During the moderation process the moderators:
• Insert the USB into the USB port on the computer.
• The folder / folders appear for each examiner.
• The moderator selects a folder for a specific examiner.
• The folder is opened and the sample candidates appear.
• The moderators listen to the recordings of the candidates, whereby marks are allocated according to the 

conversations between the examiner and the candidates using the prescribed Speaking Assessment Criteria 
Grid, which is in the ‘Examiner’s Notes’.

• After the moderator has listened to the entire centre, a summary of the whole centre is made and the marks are 
then scaled according to the differences between the examiners and the moderators(Scaling only happens when 
deem necessary).  Therefore, the examiners must please apply the grid correctly.

• A report is written for every examiner at every centre, the report which the examiners receive at the beginning of 
the following year.

• It is thus essential that the examiner interprets the marking grid correctly as to not disadvantage the candidates at 
your centre.

It is therefore of the utmost importance that the above guidelines are meticulously followed as to obtain the 
best mark possible for each candidate.

The application of the Speaking Assessment Criteria Grid

How to award marks for the speaking test:

1. The Speaking Assessment Criteria Grid is divided into three bands, namely Structure, vocabulary and 
development and fluency.

2. Structure has to do with the construction of the sentences, usage of the tenses / verbs, concord, verb 
agreement and the sentence in totality.

3. Vocabulary has to do with the choice of words used, the variety of words.

4. Development and Fluency has to do with change of direction of a conversation where the examiner 
poses questions in such a way that the candidate can answer at length, expanding of sentences as well 
as the correct pronunciation and intonation of words.

5. Each band has a maximum of 10 marks, so when totalled together will give a mark out of 30.

6. While listening to a candidate, marks are awarded for each band, therefore ending with a total out of 30.

These bands are independently evaluated but are linked, as there is a definite correlation between the three bands.

Key messages

• Many examiners put in a lot of effort to familiarise themselves, with the still new to most curriculum and its 
requirements, as well as the procedure of the speaking examination.

• Most examiners were sensitive to balancing the need to encourage a discussion with the candidates and allowing 
them to express themselves fully.  Then there were some of the examiners who disregarded the procedures of the 
speaking examination as well as the awarding of the marks according to the speaking assessment criteria.  Many 
candidates were disadvantaged due to this negligence in 2021, as in 2020.

• Before the Speaking Test starts the centres must check the working order of their recorders.
• During the speaking test the examiner needs to be organised and be able to manage the choice and delivery of 

speaking cards efficiently.  Please follow the guidelines regarding the duration of the conversations as set out in the 
‘Examiner’s Notes’.

• Most speaking tests were competently administered and conducted in ways that brought out the best in the 
candidates.  But, as was reported in 2020, there were some Grade 11 English Second Language teachers who 
once again did not follow the simple instructions as stipulated in the Examiner’s Notes.  Examiners are reminded to 
read the Examiner’s Notes carefully in advance of the speaking test.

• English teachers should discuss the Speaking Assessment Criteria Grid with the candidates in depth at the beginning 
of grade 10, so that the candidates and the teachers are accustomed to the content.  Centres should then run mock 
tests during the course of the year so that the candidates are prepared for the test.

• Prepare appropriate warm-up questions.
• Read the Speaking Assessment Cards before the examination and prepare additional, open-ended questions.
• Remember that the aim of the speaking test is to allow the candidates to speak as much as possible in order to 
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be assessed on their spoken language.  Examiners should support candidates by engaging in a conversation with 
them.

• Please remember that there are no ‘clicking’ sounds in the English language and ‘native’ words are not acceptable 
in the speaking tests, as this is the speaking test for English.  Please inform your candidates and help them to 
overcome this issue when more English is spoken daily.

• Cell phones must be switched off during all recordings.
• Place each examiner in a separate file.
• Have a clock/timer in view.
• Ensure the room is quiet as befits a formal examination.
• Ask the candidates to speak up.  Place the recorder close to the candidates.
• Listen attentively to the candidates, remembering it is a conversation.
• Label the recordings on the USB label with the candidates’ names and numbers.
• Do not wrap or put cellotape around the USB as this is time consuming to remove and then the whole device is 

sticky. 
• Ensure that all administrative tasks are done neatly, meaning that the SASF must be completed in pen, the absent 

candidates must be indicated as such on the SASF, and the SASF must be completed numerically according to the 
Mark Sheet (MS1).

• Internal moderation and standardisation - It is essential that reliable internal moderation processes are 
undertaken at the Centres where a larger candidate entry dictates the need to use more than one examiner.  
In these cases, please include a letter, explaining how internal moderation has been carried out and 
managed.  When internal moderation has resulted in a mark change, it would be useful if all categories 
were adjusted accordingly on the SASF.  Unfortunately this was not done!

• The quality of the spoken English language by some of our English teachers is deteriorating drastically.  This is 
a grave concern, because this means that there is no improvement in the quality of the spoken English by our 
candidates.  Candidates must refrain from using their home language during the Speaking Test.

GENERAL COMMENTS

• In many cases, the FOUR steps in conducting the speaking tests were not followed.  The steps are: Step 1 – 
Introduction, Step 2 - Warm-up section, Step 3- Preparation and Step 4 – Main part of the test.  All these steps 
should have been recorded.  Many examiners did not record the preparation period or it was very short.  In some 
cases, the recorder was paused for the duration of the preparation period.

• It is important to follow the guidelines on the duration of the speaking test and the duration of each of the four 
different steps as set out in the Examiner’s Notes.  The warm-ups were either too long or too short.  Some of the 
conversations were also too short, which made it difficult for the examiner to assess the candidates accurately, and 
others were again too long.

• Examination conditions must prevail in the area where the speaking tests take place.  Unnecessary background 
noise must be eliminated.  Before recording, the examiner should ensure that all the items are placed securely on 
the table, so as to avoid any disturbances while the speaking test is in progress.

• Cell phones are not allowed in the examination room.
• The examiner is not allowed to leave the examination venue during a speaking test.
• The appropriate vocabulary for the speaking examination must be used: Refer to candidates, candidate numbers, 

speaking cards, etc. See the Examiner’s Notes.
• Some examiners were unprepared and were caught off guard when the conversations suddenly stopped or 

when the prompts became exhausted.  Therefore, it is important to read widely about the topics and to do 
some research beforehand in order to expand on the topics.  An examiner should always be well-prepared 
and confidently in control when conducting the speaking tests.

• The warm-up section is a general conversation to put the candidates at ease.  Please avoid giving them topics like 
gender-based violence, how to improve the discipline at school, any knowledge-based questions, etc. to speak on. 
Some of the candidates are already nervous and this will add to their anxiety.

• Examiners should stop dominating the conversations.  Avoid talking about your own situation and experiences and 
give the candidates a chance to speak about the topic at hand.

• Avoid interrupting the candidates while they are talking – let them finish first.
• Examiners should explore individual prompts in more detail and link their questions to what candidates have already 

said.  This exercise is a conversation not a question setting exercise.
• Long monologues can be prevented by carrying on a conversation with the candidates.  Fluency is often interpreted 

to mean ‘speed’, and some examiners tend to award marks on how quickly a candidate speaks. In some cases, a 
slower speaker can be a very good speaker.

• Weaker candidates must be assisted by the examiner.  The examiners must please be much more sympathetic 
towards the weaker candidates, because they are the candidates that are the most disadvantaged during this 
Speaking Test.  They can be guided to move into more productive areas which will enable them to speak.  Do not 
become impatient with them.  Remember that the test is one of spoken language.

• The first recording for each sample should begin with a clear introductory statement by the examiner to identify 
the centre, the examination and the examiner.  Each candidate recorded should be clearly indicated by giving the 
candidate’s name and the candidate’s number (only the last 4 digits of the candidate’s number).  Some examiners 
repeated the introductory statement for every candidate.
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• In some cases, the examiners allowed the candidates to choose the speaking cards.  The examiner should choose 
the cards.

• Examiners should study the speaking assessment criteria grid thoroughly before the speaking examination starts. 
It is evident that many examiners cannot interpret the three categories (bands) for the assessment.  It is important 
to know what the required competencies for each category are in order to assess the candidates accurately.  The 
marking grid is lenient, so please assess the candidates accordingly.  In many cases the assessment was very 
lenient towards candidates in the higher range of abilities and severe towards candidates in the lower range of 
abilities.

• With reference to the Speaking Assessment Criteria Grid, each band has a maximum of 10 marks, which then 
added together will give you a total out of 30.

• When there is more than one examiner at a centre, internal moderation and standardisation must take place to 
make sure that each examiner has the same understanding of the marking grid and to ensure that the candidates 
are assessed fairly in relation to the other candidates at the centre. Remember that the sample is a representation 
of all the candidates at a centre.

• The sound quality of the recordings provided was generally good.
• The USB supplied by the Ministry of Education, Arts and Culture must be used for the recordings.
• The deterioration of the pronunciation of some examiners.  The pronunciation of some examiners is a grave 

concern.  Many teachers could not pronounce basic words, e.g. examiner, clothes and events, just to name a few.  
As mentioned previously, if you are not certain how a word is pronounced, then please consult the dictionary.  And 
then the candidates copy the examiners by pronouncing the words incorrectly.

The following administrative problems were experienced:

• The candidates’ names and numbers were not listed on the Speaking Assessment Summary Form (SASF) as it is 
printed on the Mark Sheet (MS1).  The candidates must be copied from the Mark Sheet to the SASF, not from the 
checklists.

• The SASF and/or the Mark Sheets were not submitted.
• Untidily written SASFs – correction fluid used.
• All columns of the SASF were not completed, especially the teaching group, this is used to identify the examiners 

for the moderation process.
• The Mark Sheets were left blank/ no marks entered, it was not completed as instructed, as two copies were 

supposed to have been printed after entering the marks, one set to be included with the USB and SASF.
• The marks on the SASF and the marks on the Mark Sheets did not correlate.
• The absent candidates were not indicated on the SASF and on the Mark Sheet.
• Two candidates sharing the same candidate number.
• No asterisk (*) was put on the SASF against the names of the candidates who had been recorded.
• Viruses on the USBs.
• There was no white USB label.
• Adding errors were made on the SASF.
• Marks were transferred incorrectly from the SASF to the Mark sheets (MS1).
• The SASF was not signed by the examiner completing the form nor by the internal moderator at the centre.
• Some centres sent recordings of all the candidates rather than a sample across the range of marks.
• Marks were entered on the Mark Sheets, but there were no marks on the SASF, which means that the candidate 

did not do the speaking test!
• The sample included too few or too many candidates. When there is one examiner at a centre the sample should 

have 10 recordings. When there are two or more examiners, there should be 5 recordings per examiner.
• With reference to the ‘Examiner’s Notes’, the following:  there should only be ONE examiner as far as possible.  This 

means roughly ONE examiner per 100 candidates.  The number of examiners is a grave problem for the moderation 
process, because there is no set consistency.

Quality of recordings

The sound quality of the recordings was generally very clear, although there were a number of recordings which were 
indistinct because the recorder was placed too far away from the candidates.  Please use a recorder when recording 
the speaking tests, as some examiners are still using cell phones to record the speaking tests.

Examiners’/candidates’ cell phones were on and could be clearly heard on the recordings.  This is not allowed.

Background noise was once again a disturbance such as candidates yelling, laughing and screaming, cell phones 
ringing, teachers fiddling with papers or scribbling on papers, chairs scraping over the floors and even examiners 
walking around or leaving the examination room while conducting the speaking test.  It is very easy for the moderator to 
pick up these issues while moderating.

Some candidates’ conversations were cut off in the middle or towards the end of the conversations, or the recordings 
were paused.  This is not allowed.
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Range of Sample

Many examiners did not adhere to the instructions in the ‘Examiner’s Notes’ regarding the range of sample.  These 
centres did not submit sample recordings that covered the whole range of abilities; especially the weakest and the 
strongest candidates were not recorded.  Alternatively, many centres submitted samples that included the best and the 
weakest candidates and the average candidates were not recorded.

Some examiners did not indicate the samples recorded on the Speaking Assessment Summary Form with an asterisk 
(*).

In some centres, the names of the candidates on the sample were not written on the white USB label as they appeared 
on the sample, while some centres did not submit a white USB label with the USB this year.  Some centres also 
indicated candidates whose recordings were not included in the sample as part of the sample.

Many examiners started EACH recording with the centre number and name, examination, examiner’s name, 
the date, the candidate’s number and name.  The introductory statement is only stated before the first recording to 
identify the centre.

Recommendations

• Each centre should select and record 10 candidates who represent the centre.  It would be good if 3 of the 
best, 4 middling and 3 of the weakest candidates are recorded as part of the sample.

• The ‘Examiner’s Notes’ clearly states that there should be ONLY ONE EXAMINER PER CENTRE WHERE 
POSSIBLE.  This was a big problem at the full time centres every year, as many schools submitted the 
recordings of five, six and even seven examiners per centre, and each examiner was only responsible for 
35 – 50 candidates.  If, and only if, the numbers of the candidates are so many that one examiner cannot 
cope, more than one examiner will be acceptable.

• At centres where more than one examiner is responsible for the Grade 11 English as a Second Language, 5 
candidates per examiner must be recorded.

• Even at the bigger schools where there are maybe 6 teachers teaching English as a Second Language, it does not 
mean that all 6 teachers must submit recordings for the sample.  Choose 2 or 3 teachers to be examiners for each 
year and rotate them on an annual basis.

• Examiners should make sure that the candidates whose names appear on the white USB label are indeed 
the names of the candidates who are recorded as part of the sample.  That is why internal moderation / 
administrative checking is so important!

• Examiners should only state the centre number, name, examination, examiner name and the date once at the 
beginning of each USB on the sample recordings.  The purpose of this is to identify the centre.

• When there is more than one examiner at a centre, each examiner must do their speaking test recordings in a 
separate folder.  This makes the process of moderation so much easier.  Do not announce all the examiners 
responsible for the recordings during the introductory statement, only the examiner that is responsible for those 5 
recordings in that specific folder on the USB.

Examining Techniques

Many of the examiners were well prepared and asked relevant, interesting and thought-provoking questions.  However, 
too many examiners still allowed long monologues and did not support the candidates by asking questions and thus not 
creating a conversation.  Again, many examiners allowed long silences when examining the weaker candidates.  This 
should be prevented by prompting or asking regular questions to the candidates.  The examiners must also refrain from 
whispering the answers to the candidates, as well as asking the same question over and over when it is obvious that 
the candidate does not understand the question.  This is a speaking conversation, not a question setting examination.  
Do not create the impression that it is a test of knowledge.

Many examiners would read what is on the Speaking Topic Card and then instruct the candidates to start to speak, 
without asking a question.  This should be done by the candidates during the preparation time.

Some examiners still let the candidates choose their topic for the speaking test.  It clearly states in the 
“Examiner’s Notes’ that the examiner must choose the topic of discussion for the candidates.

The purpose of the warm-up section is to put the candidates at ease, but many examiners asked one or two questions 
that lasted for a minute instead of 2 - 3 minutes as prescribed.  Where examiners made full use of the 2 to 3 minutes to 
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put the candidates at ease, these candidates generally performed better during the oral test.  Alternatively, some warm-
up sections lasted too long.

The preparation time in many instances were not recorded.  This is Step 3 of a 4 Step process, which requires the 
examiner to record the preparation time.  This section should last 2 – 3 minutes, also depending on the candidate.  Here 
examiners should strictly adhere to the   2 – 3 minutes, as there were some preparation periods that were up to six 
minutes long.

The main part of the speaking test should last about 6 - 9 minutes.  Many examiners again rushed through the speaking 
test, which lasted for 4 - 6 minutes and some were even shorter, thus disadvantaging these candidates.

Please avoid asking more than one question at a time, as it may confuse the candidates, especially the weaker ones. 
Please also avoid completing statements/ sentences for the candidates as this may disadvantage the candidates.

Many examiners penalised candidates who spoke slowly, because low marks were awarded to these candidates, 
whereas some examiners awarded high marks to candidates who spoke fast, not considering the structures attempted 
by these candidates in both instances.  It is of vital importance to listen to the candidates attentively when awarding 
marks.

Many examiners did not study the speaking assessment criteria grid carefully, because there was no definite correlation 
between the components on the marking grid, e.g. a candidate would score 8 for structure, 4 for vocabulary and 6 for 
fluency, which is impossible.

Many examiners still chose topics that the candidates could not relate to, especially for the weaker candidates.  It is 
important to know your candidates and you can even test the waters during the warm-up section to find the interests of 
the candidates as well as the speaking abilities of the candidates.

Some examiners did not give candidates time to express their opinions about the topics and kept on interrupting 
them and dominating the conversations. This makes the assessment difficult as the candidate hardly gets a chance to 
speak.  Some examiners stuck rigidly to the given prompts, also formulating them into questions, without considering 
the individual candidate ability/ familiarity on the topic.

Some examiners showed impatience towards the weaker candidates, especially when they could not answer the 
posed questions and this caused long periods of silence.  This also caused examiners to be impatient towards some 
candidates, because some examiners also posed questions that were structurally so bad that the candidates could not 
understand the questions posed.  Refrain from asking candidates sensitive and personal questions.  This is not what 
the speaking test is about.

Due to a lack of proper preparation, many examiners struggled with the correct pronunciation and to structure their 
questions grammatically correct.  This resulted in confusion and candidates not responding to the best of their ability.

Candidates who are attending full time centres are addressed by their first name or surname in school, the same applies 
for the examination process.  Addressing the candidates as Mr, Ms, sweet-heart or darling is unacceptable.

Recommendations

• The purpose of the Speaking Test is to let the candidates perform to the best of their abilities, while engaging in a 
conversation with the examiner.  This can only be done if the examiners are well prepared.  Being well prepared 
means that the examiner must know as much as possible about the topics, has researched all relevant information 
regarding all five topics, made sure of the pronunciations of the different words,  as well as have written out well 
formulated questions that can be posed to the candidates.

• Examiners should adhere to the instructions given in the Examiner’s Notes.  The warm-up section and the preparation 
section has a purpose and MUST be conducted and recorded as part of the speaking test.  Prepare interesting and 
relevant questions to ask during this section.  Ensure that the questions are clear and grammatically correct!

• The examiners should remember that the oral test is one of spoken language and not of subject knowledge.  
If the candidates cannot speak about the topics that were chosen for them, the examiner may move to a 
more productive topic within the selected topic.  Alternatively, change the topic to one that the candidate 
may be able to speak about.  There is no need to stick rigidly to the topic or the prompts on the Speaking 
Card.  No candidate needs to struggle through a topic that he/she cannot talk about!

• The examiners should prepare as many relevant and thought provoking questions as possible on the different 
speaking topics in addition to the prompts on the Speaking Card.  This will help them to guide candidates into a 
conversation if a candidate has little to say about the given prompts on the Speaking Card.

• Listen to what the candidates have to say about a topic and probe them on their opinions and ideas regarding the 
topic.  So, listen attentively to the candidates and develop real conversations with them. Be aware as not to yawn 
or sound bored on the recordings, as this affects the candidates.
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• If the candidates speak slowly it does not necessarily mean that they cannot speak about the topic or that they 
are weak.  Many of these candidates listened to, were good speakers.  Examiners should be objective and should 
not allow this matter to influence them when marks are awarded.  If a candidate speaks continuously about the 
topic and has the vocabulary to express his/her thoughts, they cannot be considered as weak or average.  Weak 
candidates will give single-word responses or utter sentences with many language errors that blur, but do not 
obscure communication.

• Examiners should study the topics carefully beforehand and select the easier topics for the weaker 
candidates.  Examiners who really know their candidates will carefully select the best oral topic, which 
would suit every individual candidate.

• When recording the sample, the examiner should try to include as many of the different topics provided as possible.

• Examiners must not be hesitant to award higher marks, because the marking grid is lenient, especially towards the 
weaker candidates.

• Study the Speaking Assessment Criteria Grid carefully before the speaking examination.  When marks are 
awarded for the different categories (bands), they should correlate with each other.  For example, when 7 
out of 10 is awarded for vocabulary, 4 out of 10 for fluency does not correlate with this mark, because one 
needs vocabulary to be fluent, i.e. 7 for structure, 7 for vocabulary and 8 for fluency correlate with each 
other. 

• Alternatively, use the same marking grid when awarding marks for speaking activities from Grade 10 when 
examiners should start to expose candidates to the procedures of the Speaking Test.  Here the teacher can expose 
the candidates to the Speaking Assessment Criteria Grid by discussing it in depth with the candidates.

• The Part-time tutors must familiarise the candidates with the examination process for the speaking test too.  This 
must be done either during class time or during the holiday workshops.  The Part-time candidates must obtain the 
same information as any full time candidate.  It is, therefore the responsibility of the tutor to see that the candidates 
are familiar with the examination process of the speaking test.

• Examiners who conduct the Speaking Examination at the Part-time Centres should provide the same quality and 
standard of work as at the Full Time Centres.

• Candidates should be taught not to use foul language during the interviews, neither should examiners use foul 
language.  It is offensive!

• The total mark for the English Second Language Speaking Test is out of 30, the total is at the top of the Mark Sheet 
on the mark sheet on the USB supplied by the DNEA.

• After every annual examination training, which is given in each region, the Head of Examinations is obliged to inform 
all teachers who have to submit any document for the NSSC external examination, about the correct procedure 
in completing and submitting the documents to the Head of examinations.  It is also the duty of the Head of 
Examinations to check that all documents submitted are completed correctly.

COMMENTS ON THE INDIVIDUAL SPEAKING CARDS

Speaking Card A – Helping the local community

This speaking topic was the easiest for most candidates as they attempted the prompts relatively well, because they 
could relate to this topic.  They could describe their local community and the people who live there.  This was the most 
popular speaking card given to the candidates.  Candidates were able to inform the examiner about their help rendered 
to their communities and the people they know who rendered the services in the different communities.  In some 
instances the candidates were emotional when they referred to the poverty of themselves and the scarcity of the basic 
needs for them and their fellow community members.  As examiners, it was a better card to give the candidates.

Speaking Card B – Clothes

This speaking topic was challenging as many candidates struggled to develop the prompts, maybe some examiners 
were also slightly at fault here, not being completely prepared.  Most candidates answered in phrases, not in full 
sentences, to converse with the examiner.  Many candidates were not able to expand prompt two and prompt five, as 
they did not understand what ‘special’ and ‘second-hand’ clothes were.  The examiners possibly thought it was an easy 
speaking card, as it was mostly given to the weaker candidates.

Speaking Card C – A healthy lifestyle

This speaking topic proved to be the most challenging, because many candidates did not fully understand what a 
healthy lifestyle is.  Many candidates focussed on the physical aspect of a healthy lifestyle, but only a few candidates 
could perceive that mental health is a part of a healthy lifestyle.  The last prompt proved problematic to some examiners 
and candidates, as some examiners did not know what the words ‘ban’ and ‘fast food’ were, explaining ‘fast food’ as 
sweets, chips and biscuits that you buy in the shops.
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Speaking Card D – Travelling

This speaking topic was popular with the examiners, even though some candidates struggled to address the aspect of 
travelling by air.  Some candidates also did not get the concept of travelling as a form of leisure.  Even a few examiners 
expressed ‘travelling in the air’ as travelling by air.  Candidates who were given this speaking topic generally did well.

Speaking Card E – School events

Many candidates could relate to this topic, as they were able to tap into their experience regarding school events, 
whether prize-giving, soccer tournaments, athletics meetings, Valentine dances, etc.  Despite this, some candidates still 
lacked the necessary vocabulary to express themselves well enough to obtain marks in the higher bands. Prompt four 
was mostly well addressed by the candidates serving as LRC members.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• The Examiner’s Notes MUST be studied in detail.  All the information on conducting the speaking tests is clearly 
explained in this document.  Examiners should familiarise themselves with the content well in advance of the 
speaking examination.  Do not do things that are not in the Examiner’s Notes!!

• Study the speaking assessment criteria grid carefully.  Know the competencies of each category (band) in order to 
assess the candidates accurately.  Please take note that there is a definite correlation between the three different 
bands on the marking grid, e.g. a candidate cannot get 8 for Structure, 6 for Vocabulary and 6 for Development and 
Fluency.

• It is important to study the speaking cards beforehand to familiarise yourself with the prompts on the cards.  It is also 
good to collect some extra information on the topics and to have a few extra questions on the topic at hand.  Make 
sure you know the meanings of all the words and terminology used in the different speaking cards, e.g. fast food.

• Make sure that the correct forms are used, as well as how to complete the forms Speaking Assessment Summary 
Form (SASF), white USB label.

• Administrative checking of the documents must be done at the Centre to avoid adding errors, transferring of marks 
incorrectly to the Mark Sheet, etc.

• VERY IMPORTANT! Ensure that the candidates’ names and numbers are copied to the SASF in exactly the same 
order they appear on the Mark Sheet (MS1).

• Put an asterisk (*) against the names of the candidates (on the SASF) whose interviews have been recorded on 
the USB.

• There should only be ONE examiner per Centre where possible.

• Centres with large numbers of candidates using more than one examiner must make arrangements for their 
examiners to undertake internal moderation so that a common standard is applied to all the candidates.

• A centre with one examiner must submit a sample of 10 recordings.  A centre with two or more examiners must 
submit 5 recordings per examiner.  See the reverse side of the SASF.

• Only the recordings in the sample must be submitted on the USB, not the recordings of the whole centre.

• Avoid recording the candidates who have speech impairment or any physical disability, as they would not be 
able to perform at their best when they know that they are being recorded.  This is also so unfair to that specific 
candidate.

• Be friendly and helpful.  The speaking test is intended to credit positive achievement.

• A suggestion that this report goes to the HOD responsible for English as a Second Language and is 
discussed at a subject meeting prior to the Speaking examination.

Best wishes for 2022!
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP

6146
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Candidates performed poorly compared to the previous years.
•	 Some candidates left many questions unanswered.
•	 Candidates had difficulty with questions assessing higher order thinking skills; they mostly gave knowledge without 

linking it to the case study.

Section A

1 Fairly well answered.  Some candidates failed to define the term, ethics in general.  Instead, they define 
business ethics.

Expected answers:
- Idea generation
- Research and market research
- Financing
- Legal requirement
- Running the enterprise  [4]

2 Well answered, although most candidates could not give the examples of discontinuity principle as a 
technique that enhances creativity.

Expected answers:
Sustainable use refers to utilising natural resources without destroying the ecological balance of an area (1)  
and taking into account the needs of future generations (1) [2]

3 Well answered.  Most candidates obtained full marks, however, a few candidates stated the characteristics 
of other forms of enterprises.

Expected answers:
- By not disclosing employee’s HIV and AIDS status.
- By not discriminating against the employee because he/she HIV and AIDS positive.
- By giving them leave days with normal pay just like any other employee
- By giving them a fair salary like other employees
- By giving them medical aid benefits
- They should be provided with a safe working environment
- Offering counselling and support to employees who are HIV and AIDS positive [5]
 Marks awarded for 5 points and/or points with suitable developments

4 This question was fairly well answered.  Most candidates misinterpreted the question; their answers 
referred to the disadvantages of e-commerce to customers rather than to the enterprise.

Expected answers:
- It requires certain skills and personal characteristics, which both males and females have and Sacky exhibits
- Females can be better equipped because they can multitask
- The vision/commitment/enthusiasm needed can relate to both a male and a female
- Advancement in technology
- Training and education create equal opportunities-all children accepted
- They dominate micro/small/medium enterprise sector  [4]
Candidates could use Sacky as an example.  If correctly referred to, award relevant marks

5 (a) Fairly well answered.  Some candidates failed to score full marks, because they could not define the 
term “unemployment” correctly.

Expected answers:
Unemployment refers to the percentage of the labour force, who do not have a job (1) and are actively 
seeking a job (1) [2]
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(b) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates explained how entrepreneurs/people in general create job 
opportunities for the unemployed people and did not base their answers on how unemployed people 
created their own jobs.

Expected answers:
• Unemployment forces people to find income elsewhere to start their enterprises
• When unemployed, starting your own enterprise will, in turn, employ other unemployed people
• It is an opportunity for government to create more jobs, government can provide subsidies to help the 

unemployed start their own business
• It is also an opportunity for the government to attract foreign investors to come and set up manufacturing 

companies to create employment
• It leads to people obtaining entrepreneurial skills  [4]

6 Poorly answered.  Most candidates could not explain the role the of central procurement board.

Expected answer:
The role of the Central Procurement Board
• Regulate the buying or selling of government goods and services
• Come up with the Procurement Policy
• Regulate the buying or selling of government assets
• Evaluate the different bid applications that are submitted
• Formulates requirements for the intended purchase of goods and services
• Awards bids
• Notifies the successful bidders  [4]

7 (a) Well answered by most candidates.

Expected answer:
Credit history is a record of repayment of debts (1) used as a guide for future financial transactions (1) [2]

(b) Fairly well answered;  most candidates managed to score good marks.

Expected answers:
Benefits of a good credit history
• It shows that you are trustworthy and able to pay back the loan, therefore, the bank can approve your 

loan application
• It shows that a person is reliable and can be trusted with a loan or credit as payment will always be done 

on time
• Increased credit card limits means your borrowing capacity can increase, since you have proved to 

creditors that you are responsible
• More negotiating power as you may be able to obtain a higher credit line, lower interest rates or an 

alternative repayment plan
• Attractive mortgage and refinancing rates as lenders are more likely to extend an attractive rate for your 

home loan  [6]

8 Well answered, except some candidates listed the benefits of good customer care instead of examples 
of good customer care.

Expected answers:

Examples of good customer care
• Treat your customers with respect
• Try to respond to their requests as quickly as possible
• Know the names of your regular customers
• Attend to customers’ complaints!  Do not ignore them
• Honour any promises you make with regard to any guarantee or warranty 
• Take responsibility for your mistakes and try to rectify the problem as quickly as possible  [3]
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9 Fairly well answered;  the labelling of the bar chart was done extremely well, but there were few short comings:

Expected answer:

• Drawing suitable bar chart
• Draw a line graph and pie chart instead of the bar chart
• They did not make use of the provided grid.  Instead, they drew up their own graph beneath the provided 

one.

Section B

10 (a) Well answered by most candidates.

Expected answer:
Entrepreneur is a person who sets up a new business/enterprise (1) taking on financial risks (1) [2]

(b) This question was poorly answered; most of the candidates did not link the answer to the case 
study.  However, the example of a brand was correctly identified from the case study.

Expected answers:
- A brand is the unique name of a product that distinguishes it from other brands
- Branded products are perceived to have more quality than non-branded products
- It makes the product more easily identifiable
- It gives the product value
- It promotes trust among consumers

Examples  –  Real good
            –  Quality tested chicken
            –  Unbeatable unique taste
(1 example 2 explanations) [3]

(c) Fairly well answered. Most of the candidates listed the points but failed to develop them.

Expected answers:
Aims of standards:
• To ensure that the safety of consumers is not compromised.  Sometimes businesses produce products 

that will endanger the safety of consumers.  By checking if the product meets the set standards, it helps 
to eliminate any danger it might cause to consumers

• To make sure the products is of high quality, standards are one way of making sure that quality products 
are produced

• Consumers get value for their money.  When a product is if high quality, consumers believe that they are 
getting value for their money

• To help companies to access new markets, using existing channels to markets
• For enterprises, it is a strategic tool to reduce costs by minimising waste and errors, therefore, 

increasing productivity  [6]
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(d) This question was poorly answered.  Candidates failed to extract answers from the case study.

Expected answers:
Broiler industry

The broiler industry contributes with relative success to the 
Namibian economy (1) in that it contributes in the following ways (Res 1)

• Local broiler industry contributed about N$ 888 million/0.71%
• Local consumption stands at 2 500 tonnes per month (67%)
• Employed 665 people
• In 2017 contributed N$ 201 million
• For every N$ 100 output, overall impact on the economy is N$ 4.42  [4]

(e) The majority of candidates answered this question very well, except for the point of philanthropy, 
when candidates wrote them separately i.e donations, sponsorships, and scholarships which are all 
part of philanthropy/social responsibility.

Expected answers:
Benefits of entrepreneurship:
• Job creation:  it employs 665 people
• Food security:  Namibians are now consuming local chickens, not depending on imports
• Industrialisation:  it will create more local broiler industrial activities
• The living standard of people in the society by improve working and earning an income, so 

entrepreneurs will be able to take care of their families
• Philanthropy:  entrepreneurs become involved in social welfare programmes through which they give 

back to the community  [6]

(f) (i) This question was well answered.  Most of the candidates could score full marks.

Expected answers:
Agenda
• This is a document sent out before the meeting (1) to inform attendees what points the  

meeting will cover (1)
• It guides members in the discussion (1) and for them to prepare themselves well in advance (1)
• Place and time should be indicated so that participants can make adequate plans (1)
• It allows people to prepare for the meeting (1) so they can bring the correct documents/know  

what to say (1)
• It helps the meeting stay focused (1) and present participants from wandering off the topic under  

discussion (1)
• It ensures the meeting finishes on time (1) as timing is provided for each point (1) [2]

 (ii) Most of the candidates could not evaluate.  Instead, they answered this question in general and 
they could not link their answers to the case study.

Expected answers:

Effectiveness of meeting:
The meeting was in general perceived to be relatively successful (1)
• The aims and objectives of the meeting were met which is the removal of obstacles from the local 

broiler industry
• The ministry imposes import restrictions which are aimed at establishing the local market
• Important issues were discussed and decisions made which are import restrictions
• All parties (NPI) and the representatives from the Ministry of Industrialisation were involved
• The outcome of the meeting satisfied both parties.  The ministry is happy that MPI contributes to  

the country’s GDP and employs many people  [7]

11 (a) (i) Most candidates misunderstood this question, because they referred to resources in general, 
without mentioning natural resources, as required. 

 Expected answers:

Sustainable use refers to the utilising of natural resources without destroying the ecological balance of 
an area (1) taking into account the needs of future generations (1) [2]

 (ii) This question was poorly answered. Most candidates did not come up with correct examples of 
sustainable use e.g use water wisely by recycling or reusing it/ plant more/two trees after cutting 
one/ rehabilitate the land.
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Expected answers:

Examples:
• Use water wisely by recycling/reusing it
• Plant more/two trees after cutting one
• Rehabilitate the land
Any viable/relevant example [1]

(b) Well answered. Please take note of the following:  Ministry of Finance cannot be awarded a mark but 
the Directorate of Inland Revenue as per the syllabus can be awarded of marked. 

Expected answers:
Institutions
• Ministry of Industrialisation, Trade and SME Development
• Local Authorities
• Social Security Commission
• Directorate of Inland Revenue
• Ministry of mines and energy   [3]

(c) Poorly answered.  Most candidates listed the Acts instead of giving the benefits of acts that govern 
the utilization of natural resources.

Expected answers:
Benefits of Acts:
• The acts promote the economy by protecting wildlife and preserving natural, open spaces that are vital 

to the tourism industry
• Promote equitable access to natural resources
• Ensures that renewable resources are used on a sustainable basis for the benefit of present and future 

generations
• They create sufficient economic and other benefits from the use of natural resources so that rural 

communities will view natural resources as an asset rather than a liability
• The act protects the intellectual property right of communities with regard to natural resources and the 

management of these resources  [3]

(d) Poorly answered.  Most candidates seemed not to understand the question.  Candidates focused 
on the examples of social responsibilities for entrepreneurs in general and did not refer to the sand 
miners.  Some candidates left out or did not attempt to answer this question.

Expected answers:
Social responsibility can be used by sand miners by:
• Creating a balance between economic growth and the social welfare of the society as well as the 

environment
• Creating awareness and educational campaigns that promote and encourage people to behave in an 

ethical manner
• Organising recreation programmes (1).  When people spend time in nature and appreciate a clean and 

healthy environment (1), they are more motivated to take care of it. (1)
• Supporting community projects (1) encouraging community to start recycling and rehabilitation 

programmes (1) to promote the sustainable use of resources (1)
• Having funds available for community awareness campaigns (1) on land use (1) [5]

(e) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates did not realise that they were supposed to give the roles of 
support structures, such as NCCI and others.  Instead, they copied statements from the case study 
about sand miners.

Expected answers:
NCCI as a support structure:
• Provides advice and mentors entrepreneurs in specific areas of business i.e. sand mining
• Arranges regular networking meetings
• Provides information on trade and investment opportunities
• Offers training programmes
• Offers opportunities for entrepreneurs to participate in business missions
• Acts as a go-between for Namibian and overseas businesses              [4]

(f) Few candidates scored marks.  Most candidates lack knowledge on leasing and hire purchase as 
funding options.  Candidates could not compare the two and failed to apply them to the sand miners. 
Making a choice of the most suitable of the two terms to the sand miners was difficult for them.
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Expected answers:
Leasing – hire-purchase:
• Leasing is a contract whereby one party the (lessor) grants the right to use particular goods for a period 

of time to the other party, (the lessee) who will pay for the transfer of the right to use a fixed amount
• Hire purchase is where a customer agrees to a contract to acquire an asset by paying an initial 

installment and repays the balance of the price of the asset plus interest over a period of time/Hire 
purchase, an enterprise can buy the asset and repay it over time (2 x 2)

• Ownership:  when you lease an asset, the asset is still owned by the leasor, and you, the customer will 
not usually have the option to purchase the asset at the end of the lease.  With hire purchase, however, 
the customer has the option to purchase the asset and so will become the owner of the asset after the 
last payment has been made.

• Duration:  Hire purchase payments tend to be larger than lease payments, as they are spread over a 
shorter period of time.

• Maintenance and Repair – with both lease as well as hire and hire purchase, repair and maintenance 
is the responsibility of the customer. [4]

(g) Fairly well answered.  Most candidates could identify the three components in the triple bottom line.  
However, they could not apply them to the sand mining by indicating how the three components can 
be used to reduce illegal sand mining activities. 

Expected answers:
Triple bottom line:
• Triple bottom line used when judging the overall performance of an enterprise with regard to 

environmental sustainability, social responsibility and financial profitability (1)
• Triple bottom line is intended to advance the goal of sustainability in business practices (1)
• The three measures include profit [the economic value created by the company] (1).  People [fair and 

favourable business practices regarding labour and the community in which the company operates] (1).  
Planet [This refers to the use of sustainable environmental practices and the reduction of environmental 
impact] (1).

• An enterprises’ sense of responsibility towards the community and environment in which it operates.  
Enterprises express this citizenship through their waste reduction, pollution reduction, rehabilitation of 
land (1) and by earning adequate returns on the employed resources (1)

• Conclusion/justification: 
• When a triple bottom line is achieved it indicates that an enterprise has taken into account social 

responsibility (2) (P (3) + D (3) + J (2)) [8]

Positive Suggestion to teachers:

• Teachers are advised to guide candidates on how to answer section B questions.  Candidates should be able to 
apply and link their answers to the case study to score marks.

• Candidates should read the questions carefully to determine the length of their answers and what the question is 
asking. 

• Teachers should put more emphasis on assessment as well as set assessment activities as per the syllabus 
specification, using the assessment objectives and stick to the specification grid.
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6146
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

Most centers had submitted all their candidates files.  Most files were neat, had a uniform cover page and tasks filed 
in order. Candidates did not submit all the five (5) tasks.  To avoid losing marks teachers should encourage candidates 
to submit all the tasks. Some creative and outstanding work was presented by some candidates.  Teachers seemed 
to award marks inappropriately to candidates and the majority of candidates would not provide even the minimum 
requirement of content in certain sections. Plagiarism is still a huge issue and teachers need to be very vigilant while 
marking.  Some teachers did not mark the tasks and gave imaginary marks which were higher.  Teachers favoured better 
performing candidates and were harsh on candidates with less abilities.  Some teachers did not attach the Coursework 
Summary Assessment forms and, in some cases marks were not calculated or transferred correctly. Candidate names 
were not recorded in order of the candidate numbers. Teacher did not use the tasks assessment form for each task, 
which was time consuming during moderation.  The majority of teachers are not marking according to the NIED marking 
grid.  Most centers submitted their USB’s. 

Task 1

Some centers did not attach a creativity tool, while others had attached the old curriculum (Grade 12) creativity tool 
instead of the latest/new curriculum (grade11) creativity tool. We have found that some candidates are still coming up 
with their own challenges, while it is expected of them to use ONLY the Nine (9) challenges stipulated in the syllabus. In 
some cases, candidates omitted the entire general outline, while other skipped some of the steps of the general outline.  
Some candidates did not link the problem to the challenge.  Most assumptions of what causes the problems were 
correct, but candidates struggled to reverse the assumptions.  Some candidates gave the solutions of how to solve the 
problem instead of reversals. Most candidates wrote a conclusion instead of giving an explanation of how each reversal 
can be accomplished.  Some candidates did not choose a reversal to explain how the problem will be solved: they 
choose an assumption and did not score marks for that section. Some gave only one explanation instead of two.  Some 
candidates did not give new ideas or indicate the challenge has been solved but still gave advice and suggestions that 
had already been mentioned in (5).

Task 2

Some candidates failed to give the main aim of the report.  Most candidates identified ideas which are not linked to the 
problems identified.  Some candidates failed to link the creative techniques to the problem and the majority of them 
explained the techniques instead of linking them.  The research methods should be * identified, *defined, * applied to 
get full marks.  Entrepreneurial skills must be identified and candidates must have explained to what extent these skills 
are possessed.  Most candidates were giving general advantages and disadvantages.  Candidates should compare 
advantages and disadvantages of their identified entrepreneurial ideas.  Advantages and disadvantages should either be 
linked to the enterprise or the entrepreneur and not to the community or the country. Most candidates had 4 advantages 
and 4 disadvantages, making it difficult to rank the ideas.

NB: The most viable idea should have more advantages than the least viable idea.  The least viable idea should 
have more disadvantages than the most viable idea.

Candidates must explain how they can turn the best idea into an entrepreneurial venture.  It is advisable for candidates 
to present their steps, time frame as well the cost implications in a tabular form.  Teachers should look out for the cost 
implications and explain them well to the candidates.  Cost implications should be realistic. 

Task 3

Most candidates completed this task satisfactory, but they can still improve.  Some candidates change their enterprise 
idea from Task 2 and lose all the marks for Tasks 3 and Tasks 4.  Most candidates failed to do the planning part and only 
wrote the feasibility report.  They lost all marks for planning. In some cases, candidates did the planning but did not write 
the feasibility report.  Some candidates explained three research methods and chose a completely different research 
method so did not score marks.  Most candidates failed to define their target market/ population.  Most candidates did 
not do their data analysis to the expected standards; each question must be analysed and interpreted.  Candidates 
should write a conclusion for each question. Teachers should guide learners in formulating questions.  Some candidates 
struggled to compile relevant questions, thus lost marks in the data analysis.  Candidates failed to attach all completed 
tools and did not score marks for that section.
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Task 4 

Most candidates performed satisfactorily in Task 4, but some candidates lost marks due to changing of enterprise ideas 
and using an existing enterprise’s business plan copied from the Internet.  Most of the Logos were copied from the 
Internet.  Teachers are advised to be on the lookout for plagiarism and deal with it at school to avoid candidates losing 
marks during moderation.  

Candidates performed poorly in the following components:

Cover page

Candidates failed to give the address of the entrepreneur as well as the nature of the business.  Some candidates 
confused the nature of the business with type of business.  Most candidates did not have a confidentiality clause on 
their cover pages.

Table of content

Most candidates had the table of content but sadly the numbering was incorrect. E.g Description of the 
enterprise………………………………………..1-3.  Some candidates did not even write the page numbers.  Very few 
candidates had the main table of content as well as the table of content for graphs and tables.

Description of the enterprise

Some candidates mixed up the vision with the enterprise objectives.  Candidates failed to explain in detail how their 
enterprise will satisfy the customer needs.  Few candidates failed to give the summary of the feasibility report.  They 
wrote the whole report while it is supposed to be the summary of their findings.  

Marketing plan

Most candidates could not give a description of their industry e.g. food industry, clothing industry, music industry, etc.

Most of the candidates copied the SWOT analysis from the text book and their answers were not in line with their choice 
of the enterprise idea.  Candidates did not give a market segment of their enterprise such as (age, occupation, gender, 
geographical location, income).

Some candidates did not write the market size in percentage.  It should not be written in numbers but in (%) percentages. 
The 4 ps, candidates referred to the place as the location where the enterprise is located while it has to be the distribution 
channel.

Financial plan

Candidates failed to work out the pricing of their products/services using cost plus pricing.  Candidates struggled to 
calculate the break-even analysis and draw the break-even chart.

Most candidates indicated that the income statement and the balance sheet were projected, yet wrote previous years 
as an for example 2015,2016,2017.

Action plan

Most candidates left out the resources of the steps taken to bring the enterprise to full production.

Annexes

Some candidates left out the advertisement while some copied advertisements of existing enterprises from the Internet.  
Candidates should design their own advertisements which should include: - name of the enterprise

     - location/address/contact details

     - product/service offered

     - working hours/days (availability)

     - the logo of the enterprise

Some candidates failed to explain the AIDA criteria.
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Summary of rules and regulations

Most candidates did not perform well in this component as they did not do proper research on the laws on registering 
their respective enterprises.  Candidates were required to come up with operational rules and regulation specific to their 
enterprises and not enterprise rules compiled for the enterprise employees.  

Task 5

Some candidates did not attach any proof, which made it difficult to prove that the candidate was really involved in 
the activity.  Candidates did not identify two opportunities and some only come up with one. Some candidates did 
not mention the legal form of the social enterprise.  Some candidates have formed their own enterprises but could 
not come up with the aims.  Their aims were short and not explained, thus they did not score full marks.  Candidates 
did not analyse and find the problems they were trying to solve.  Instead, they wrote the problems the enterprise is 
facing. Candidates did not explain the role that the stakeholders were playing in the enterprise; most of them just listed 
the stakeholders.  The action plan should indicate the roles candidates played and minimum of 15 hours or 5 days.  
Candidates went to government institutions and private homes to volunteer, whereas, they should have formed their 
own social enterprise and come up with their own aims to the problems they want to solve in the community. Candidate 
mentioned personal challenges instead of the enterprise challenges e.g. lack of donors, no funding, etc. Candidates 
failed to recommend why the social enterprise should keep going and how it can survive.  On the tool to monitor learners 
work all the stakeholders should be listed and indicated if they have played their role, if the steps in the action plan have 
been carried out, has the enterprise overcome challenges and lastly were the problems in the community solved and 
aims achieved.  Some candidates did not attach any proof.  If no proof is provided candidates earn no marks.

Candidates attached unauthentic proofs like letters without dates and stamps.  Example of proof candidates can attach 
are; photo (3 marks), explanation (2 marks), testimonial explanation from the social enterprise (3 marks), explanation 
(2 marks), attendance register (3 marks) explanation (2 marks).  Each proof must be explained for candidates to score 
full marks. 

POSITIVE SUGGESTION

Teachers should mark the tasks and give feedback early on in the year so that candidates will have enough time to 
make changes.

Please follow up on candidates to make sure they have submitted all their tasks.

Teachers should reach out to other colleagues or SEO’s for assistance if they are struggling.
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FASHION AND FABRICS

6153
Paper 1

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

Appreciation to all teachers who did their utmost best to deliver a good content presentation.  Question 2,3 and 6 were 
the most popular choices.  Most candidates didn’t manage to answer the question based on the given instructions.  Some 
were misinterpreting questions with a different understanding and they could not give correct answers.  The question 
paper was balanced and met the requirements of the syllabus.  Some candidates could not adhered to instructions 
regarding the choices of questions while some candidates answered all questions.  Only three questions should be 
answered from Section B.

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 (a) This question was not answered correctly by most candidates, they could not correctly give the 
garment measurements for view A and B.  Some candidates indicated wrong units (M instead of Cm)

The correct answers were:
(i) 99cm
(ii) 95cm

(b) This question was answered correctly by most candidates as they were able to identify the pocket on 
the pullover dress in View A. 

The correct answers were.
 
Patch pocket
Pockets with fold back flap/ Flap Pocket

(c) Poorly answered by most candidates.  They could not correctly identify the collar but instead they 
wrote peter pan collar or mandarin collar. 

The correct answer was
Flat collar   [1]

(d) Well answered, most candidates were able to state which type of fastener was used on the pullover 
dress in View B.

The correct answer was

Hook and eye   [1]

 (e) Fairly, answered, some candidates could not clearly describe the silk satin fabric.  Most candidates 
wrote that silk satin is from plants.

The correct answers were
(i) Silk/ Silk worm
(ii) Rodlike filaments joined together with gum/ natural adhesive substance or sericin/woven/knitted
(iii) Striated
(iv) Light

(f) Fairly answered.  Some candidates answered this question correctly but could not give correct units 
while some could not correctly write the units to indicate how much fabric will be required to construct 
the garments.

The correct answers were
(i) 2.1m
(ii) 1.9m
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(g) Poorly answered as most candidates could not identify and name the pattern pieces, it seems practical 
content was not really incorporated into theory to most candidates. 

The correct answers were
1 Front dress/ front bodice
2 Pocket
3 Back dress/ back bodice
4 Collar
5 Front armhole facing
6 Back armhole facing
7 Sleeve

(h) Few candidates managed to write correct answers for this question, they could not specify what 
special care should be taken when applying iron on interfacing.

The correct answers were:
- Fabric layers should be firmly placed/attached together
- The fusible interfacing should be cut out in the same proportion as the pattern piece
- The shine side should be placed on the W.S. of the fabric
- The iron should be the correct temperature
- Ironing should be in one direction only
- Press cloth should be used to protect iron against excessive adhesive from interfacing
- Do not use steam iron on interfacing

(i) Most candidates managed to give reasons why interfacing is used.

The correct answers were:
- To give a better shape
-Improve draping quality of fabric/to strengthen
- Prevents stretching of certain parts of the garment e.g. neckline
- Add stiffness and body to the garment e.g. collars, cuffs/ harden collars
-  Hide visible seam allowances when used in conspicuous seams e.g. down front of opening
- To stop fabric from folding unnecessarily at armholes (to give extra body/
- Firmness 

SECTION B

2 (a) This questions were well answered, only few candidates were not able to name the purely synthetic 
fibres and describe thermoplastic fibres. 

The correct answers were:

(i) Examples of synthetic fibres:
 - polymide–terylene  – nylon organza
 - nylon –crimplene – Acryllic jersey
 - polyester–acrylic
 - Dacron –orlon
 - courtelle –dralon
 - polyester – twill
 - rip – stop nylon

(ii) Are fibres that are softened by heat, they will melt but will not catch fire or burn rapidly

(b) This question was poorly answered as most candidates could not explain five benefits of using wool 
fibres for clothing.

The correct answers were:
- Wool is very elastic and resilient and will shed creases easily
- Wool does not catch fire easily, it smothers when it is set alight
- It’s a safe fabric for children’s clothes, carpets and upholstery because it does not catch fire easily
- Wool absorbs moisture quickly without feeling damp and clammy, this make wool suitable for underwear   
  and winter garments/ it is absorbent
- Wool is easy to dye/fairly colourfast
- Wool is very warm and a good insulator due to the scales on the surface of the fibres/ poor conductor of   
  heat
- Wool is cool to wear in summer
- Wool is not strong
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(c) This question was overall not well answered as only few candidates were able to compare woven and 
knitted fabrics and only few managed to give one example to each.  Most candidates answered this 
question as a blend fabric.

The correct answers were:
Woven fabrics
- are interfaced with two or more sets of yarns at right angles
- carried out on a loom
- have various lengths
- have various widths – 90cm / 115cm /150cm
- consist of warp threads and weft threads
- wide variety of different weaves

Examples:  damask, brocades, bouclé, slub, crepe, muslin, organdie, serge, gabardine, satin, hopsack, 
monk’s cloth

Knitted fabrics
- formed by interlocking yarn loops
- are flat or circular fabrics
- weft – definite right and wrong side
- warp consists of vertical chain of loops
- weft knitted fabrics unravel/ladder easily
- warp knitted fabrics do not unravel/ladder
- weft knitted fabrics are stretched easily
- warp knitted fabrics have little stretch and are firm

Examples:  wool jersey, rayon jersey,   
silk jersey, nylon jersey   
tricot, terylene jersey    
courtelle, crimplene

(d) This question was overall not well answered as only few candidates were able to discuss the properties 
of viscose and acetate fabrics for garment making.

The correct answers were:
Strength Comfort Absorbency Resiliency Colour fastness

Viscose - Reasonably strong, 
  loses strength when 
  wet
- Attacked by mildew
- Damaged by acids 
  and strong alkalis
- Abrasion resistance

- Soft and drape
  well
- Not warm to wear
- Conducts heat 
  well from the
  body

- Absorb moisture,
- More absorbent
  than cotton
- Suitable for
  wearing in hot 
  weather

- Not resilient,
  therefore it 
  creases easily
- Need a crease  
  resistant finish
- Care must be
  taken not to wash 
  this off or lose it by
  the heat of the iron

- It can be dyed
  easily and loses 
  colour very fast
- Dyes are 
  absorbed well and 
  fast/ 
- Can be dyed in  
  a wide range of 
  colours

Acetate - Loses strength 
  when wet
- Has a poor abrasion 
  resistance
- Should not be 
  rubbed and twisted 
  during laundering

- Is a poor conductor 
  of heat and so 
  keeps the body 
  fairly warm
- Used as a warm 
  lining for coats

- Is not very 
  absorbent
- Not suitable for  
  underwear or
  nightwear
- It dries quickly

- Is quite resilient and
- Somewhat elastic

- Can be dyed well as
  it absorb or take dye 
  quite easily

3 This question was misinterpreted by most candidates they explained factors to consider when budgeting 
instead of factors to consider when planning for a wardrobe.

The correct answers were:
(a) - Decide on what you need and how much you are prepared to spend/ determine your needs from your   
   wants
 - Buy carefully and systematically
 - Choose clothes that are suited to your personality/ figure 
 - Choose suitable clothes for the season
 - Choose clothes suitable to your occupation
 - Consider quality rather than quantity
 - Choose a few basic clothes if your clothing allowance is limited
 - Decide on a colour scheme
 - Choose comfortable, well fitting foundation garments
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(b) This question was answered well, few candidates could not draw the care symbols that can be found on a 
cotton blouse as well as state their meaning.

The correct answers were:

  40°lukewarm water

   Warm iron

 
  Do not bleach

 
   Drip dry

 
  Hang on line to dry

(c) This question was not answered well as only few candidates were able to describe the suitable fabrics 
that can improve Elizabeth’s cotton blouse.

The correct answers were:
Bleaching – A chemical finish used to remove all natural colour and make the fibres white to prepare them 
for dying
Crease-resistant –The process of treating the fabric with special synthetic resin which penetrate the fibres 
and make them more resilient
Sanforizing – A finish used to immerse fabrics repeatedly in an alkaline solution to ensure that it will reduce 
shrinking of the fabric
Flame resistancy – This process prevents the spreading of flames.  Fabrics treated this way do not catch 
fire easily and are therefore safe to use for all children’s wear
Mercerisation – adds strength, shine and absorbency to a cotton fabric 
Sizing – helps retain freshness in cotton fabrics and makes it crisp to handle.

(d) This question was overall well answered by most candidates.  They were able to discuss points that 
Elizabeth should follow for the care of her personal clothing.

- Air garments before hanging them back in the cupboard
- Hang neatly.  Never store clothing that is dirty
- Remove stains immediately, brush to remove dust, clean all collars before storing
- Iron/press creased garments
- Wash garments worn next to the skin after they had been worn
- Clean shoes before they are put away, if they are damp, allow them to dry outside
- Fold jersey and underwear neatly and arrange in neat piles
- Underclothing, stockings and handkerchiefs should be washed after every wearing
- Hook belts over the hook of the hanger or hang them on a special hook in the wardrobe, they should   
 not hang from the thread loop of a garment, as they may tear it out
- Make necessary repairs to buttons, zip fasteners, hems, seams and loops that are becoming   
 unstitched, before you put away the garments
- Wash coloured fabrics separately
- line drawers and shelves in cupboards with white papers and keep underwear in neat piles.

4 (a) This question was selected by few candidates.  They were able to state the requirements for fitting 
garments at various stages of construction.

The correct answers were:
- When the shoulders and the underarm of the bodice and the seams of the skirt are tacked
- When the waist joint is tacked
- When the collar is tacked to the neckline finish
- When the sleeves are tacked into the armholes
- When the upper part of the garment is tacked to the lower part of the garment
- When the hem is tacked
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(b) This question was challenging to most of the candidates.  They could not describe the suitable styles/ 
fabrics for a tall and well proportioned heavy figure lady.

The correct answers were:
- Vertical style lines, Y-lines and long-slanted lines
- Simple smooth, fitted sleeves, long, narrow collars
- Style without belts or an arrow belt in the same fabric as the dress
- Simple straight skirts, or skirts with narrow panels hanging straight down the sides
- Fabrics with narrow vertical stripes, small motifs, smooth textures with no sheen
- Dark colours and dull shades fabrics

(c) Drawing was a challenge to most candidates, but they were able to draw a correct front view of a 
child’s dress with only few features.

The correct answers were:

(d) This question was also a challenge to most candidates.  They could not discuss correctly how fabrics 
and colour influence the choice of garments for young people.

The correct answers were:
- The colour of the skin or hair can be accentuated by wearing the same colour or its complement 
- Unbecoming colours can more readily be used in uneven, dull textures such as soft woollens, corduroy   
 and tweeds
- Shiny, smooth textures make colours more difficult to wear
- Young people with strong value contrasts in their personal colouring e.g. a high value in the skin colour   
 and low value in the hair colour can wear a wide range of colours and colour combinations
- Young people with close value or little contrast should choose middle or low intensities with a darker/  
 brighter colour as an accent
- Choose colours with a lower value than the colour value of the skin
- The colour of the hair, eyes and skin can be emphasized by repeating the same hue in the clothes
- The figure looks larger in white, bright, and in warm colours while dark, dull and cool colours (except   
 black) make the figure appear smaller
- If a few colours (hue) are combined in an outfit, the proportions should not be the same, this breaks up   
 the figure into definite areas
- Young people should choose light and warm colours such as yellow, red and pink
- Black is often labeled as sophisticated
- White accessories may add a fresh youthful note to the costume
- People who have the same colouring but different characteristics, should alter or modify their colour   
 choice to suit their different personalities
- They may wear the same hues but different values and intensities of these hues
- choose durable, printed, shiny, colourfast fabrics
- choose small printed designs that are flattering and provided that the colour is soft
- choose colourful, small all over pleats which are popular as creases are not so    noticeable.
- choose good colour and decorative designs
- choose fabrics from purest white to the brightest red, with spots, stripes, check, floral prints and even   
 the most glaring colour

5 (a) Most candidates could not explain the meaning of binding, facing and hem.  Instead some candidates 
listed their uses.

The correct answers were:

 (i) Binding

- Binding is a strip of an even but narrower width fabric designed to fold around the raw edge of a   
 fabric application to finish the edge
- Is cut on the bias of the fabric therefore has great elasticity and will easily curve to accommodate   
 the corners and curves of the fabric edge
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 (ii) Facing

- These are strips of even width which are cut on the exact bias of the fabric and therefore have great  
 elasticity
- Is visible only on one side of the garment and it can be either decorative or functional 

 (iii) Hem

- A hem is one of the last processes to be done on a garment
- Hems are used to neaten the lower edges of garments/hemline of blouses, skirt, frocks, jackets,   
 coats, petticoats and nightwear and sleeve and pocket edges

(b) Some candidates were able to draw the correct diagrams but could not label and explain.  While 
others were able to explain though they could not clearly use notes with clear diagrams of how to join 
the crossway strips to be used on the sleeveless armhole dress as shown in View A of the insert.

The correct answers were:

Joining
- Join the strips by placing the right sides of the two ends together with their straight grain matching
- Two strips should form a V
- Edges will meet and a corner will overlap at each diagonal edge
- Pin and stitch a 5 mm seam parallel to the straight edge
- Press seam open and trim off the corners

(c) Most candidates could not explain this question of how to make a plain hem by hand on a plain linen 
fabric.  Candidates who managed to clearly draw could not label while those who explained could not 
draw as well.

The correct answers were:

- Before turning up the hem, reduce the bulkiness within it by trimming the seam allowances
- Fold a 5mm turning on the inside at the edge of the hem, edge stitch on the fold
- Pin and tack the folded hem edge to the garment and sew it down with hemming or slip hemming stitch
- Remove the tacking threads
- Press the hem on the wrong side
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(d) This question was poorly answered by most candidates.  They could not discuss the advantages of 
finishing a shirt style collar with a shaped facing rather than a crossway strip.

The correct answers were:
Shaped Facing Crossway Strips
• Shaped facings are cut on the same thread grain and 

to the same shape as the edge they will face or neaten 
off

• Shaped facings may be curved, square, rounded, 
pointed or scalloped

• Shaped facings are most frequently used to finish off 
neckline edges

• They are usually cut from the same fabric as the 
garment for functional purpose

• They are also used for decorative purpose when they 
are cut in a contrasting colour or design and applied to 
the right side of the garment

• A shaped facing is usually wider than a crossway strip
• The width of the shaped facing, including seam 

allowances and turnings, depends on its shape and its 
position on the garment

• The pieces for a shaped facing are cut to the shape of 
the edge to be faced

• The edges of articles such as traycloths, runners and 
guest towels can also be finished off with a shaped 
facing

• Pattern pieces for  the required facings are usually 
included in the garment pattern

• Are narrow strips of lightweight 
fabric cut on the bias so that it 
can be shaped to conform to the 
curve it will finish off

• Are often used on sheer fabrics to 
eliminate a wide facing that may 
show through

• Are also used on children’s 
garments

• A strip of lining fabric can 
eliminate heavy shaped facings 
on bulky fabrics

• Is particularly attractive since 
the design when cut on the bias 
become diagonal

6 (a) This question was answered correctly by most candidates as they are familiar with this topic since 
grade 8.  They were able to list and state reason for the small sewing tools used in garment making.

The correct answers were:
Pins    - Used to join pieces of fabrics together before tacking/sewing
   - Are generally used for working on delicate fabrics
Pin cushion -   For easily pressing pins into them to be used during sewing
   -   Can also be used to store/keep pins while sewing
Thimble   - It help to make neat stitches
    - Help to increase your hand sewing speed
    - Protect the forefinger when sewing
A pair of tweezers   -  To remove fluff caused by tailor’s tacking
            -  For unpicking tacking stitches
A needle threader  -  To make it easier to thread hand and machine needles
A magnet -  For picking up dropping pins
A needle  -  For hand and machine sewing
A thread -  for hand and machine sewing

(b) This question was well answered well by most candidates as they were able to explain how to care 
for an electric sewing machine.

The correct answers were:
- Keep the machine in good working order by cleaning and oiling it regularly
- See that the needle is perfectly straight, that it is correctly inserted in the needle clamp and is tightly   
  clamped
- Check the electrical flex to make sure it is not frayed
- Store the machine in a cool, dry place away from direct sunlight/ dust free place or space
- Service the machine regularly
- Turn the power off and unplug the machine before cleaning
- Pack all attachments carefully in a box
- Cover the machine when not in use
- Keep the cord out of the way and make sure it is safe
- Do not pull your work while stitching
- do not stitch over pins as this will cause the needle to break
- wind the bobbin evenly and not too full
- Stitch slowly over thick parts
- Dust and oil the machine regularly
- Place a piece of cloth underneath the pressure foot
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(c) This question was poorly answered by most candidates.  Candidates could not use notes and clearly 
labelled diagrams to explain how to make an open single seam on a linen fabric with suitable edge finish.

The correct answers were:
- Place the two pieces of fabric with the R.S. together
- Level the raw edges and match the pattern notches accurately
- Pin the pieces together and tack on the fitting line
- Remove tailor’s tacking before stitching
- Stitch the seam on the fitting line just inside the line of tacking
- Remove tacking and press the seam open on the W.S.
- Neaten the raw edges of the seam with any of the finishing seam edges finishes e.g.
- Stitched seam edges
- Zigzagged overlocker seam edges
- Blind stitching by machine
- Serpentine by machine stitching
- Blanket seam stitch
- Overcast seam edges

(d) Most candidates were able to answer this question correctly as they were able to discuss the points 
to consider when choosing a new overlocker machine for garment making.

The correct answers were:
- Choose an electrical operated overlocker machine either by foot or knee control
- Choose the model which is most suited to your own requirements
- Choose the type of overlocker machine/model suited to your pocket (that you can afford) Affordable and  
 quality machine
- Choose an overlocker machine that can be set to produce a variety of patterns of machine stitches and   
 does these without further adjustment of stitch length or width/ can produce variety of stitches
- Choose an overlocker machine that is of are liable and well known make
- Choose a overlocker machine that will enable you to obtain spare parts whenever they are required/   
 machine parts readily available
- Choose an overlocker that have two/three threads or four threads
- Ensure the overlocker machine have the colour code on frister-lock 4 leads thread to the correct   
 position with diagrams facing the worker on the front of the machine as it is being threaded
- Choose another good feature which is the two speed foot control for the new or nervous worker
- When choosing an overlocker machine make sure the cutter is safe whether in or out of use so that no   
 accident occur
- Consider whether there is training on how to use the new machine
- Is maintenance easy/ easy to repair?
- How long is the guarantee?
- It should have spare parts such as needles, blades, screws machine oil
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3. POSITIVE SUGGESTION TO TEACHERS

• Teachers are encouraged to emphasize more on key verbs as stipulated in the learning objectives of the syllabus 
during teaching as well as assessing of candidates.

• In each question of Section B, there will always be one discuss question whereby candidates are expected to give 
well discussed points with details explanations, illustrations or elaborations with wide range of examples of different 
methods.

• Candidates are expected to use their knowledge with understanding from the theoretical part of the subject content 
together with the practical skill content in order to be able to fully answer such questions to handle information and 
solve problems.

• Centres that did not perform well, teachers are strongly encouraged to use their syllabus to direct them and make 
sure that all aspects of the content are all fully covered and understood by all the candidates.
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6153
Paper 2

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

It is imperative for all teachers to consult the coursework manual for Fashion and Fabrics, as all guidelines and 
procedures, pattern pieces and order of work of how to complete all specimens are clearly stipulated in this document.

Most candidates demonstrated average as well as high standards in this component. It was noticed that most teachers 
have the total ability to assist and encourage candidates during the preparation of the coursework files.  However, some 
candidates’ work proved that some teachers had neglected to supervise and monitor candidates during practical lessons. 
Candidates found their own way to complete their practical work without the teacher’s assistance.  Nevertheless, one 
could not ignore the dedication, hard work and honesty showed by some teachers towards their tasks and exercises.

2. COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ISSUES

PRACTICAL FILE

• Each file should contain a specimen A, B, and C.  These small specimens include different processes and decorative 
stitches as prescribed in the learning content of the syllabus under theme 7 and 8.

• It is the teacher’s responsibility to make sure that all candidates have a working knowledge of all the processes 
mentioned in theme 7 and 8.

• The teacher should demonstrate the different processes to candidates in order to prepare them for the garment 
to be completed.  However, it is important to stress cleanliness/neatness during the working procedures because 
candidates are not allowed to wash any of these samples/ specimens after or during completion.

• After completion of the different processes they should be placed in either a flip file or plastic pockets in a ring 
binder (practical file).

• The teacher should put the school stamp and date on the samples/ specimens before submitting them for external 
moderation.

•	 NB:  The teacher should inform candidates that the practical files are part of the Coursework and that, should some 
of the processes not be completed; it will affect the total mark at the end of grade 11.

ACCESSORY and GARMENT

• The candidate with the guidance of the teacher should select an accessory that he/she could wear with the garment 
to be sewn in grade 11.

• The candidate with the guidance of the teacher should select a garment that he/she could wear. 

• The garment should at least include the following: an opening, a collar, an edge finish, a facing, a hem, some 
fullness, a sleeve and a zipper as well as other fasteners.

• Candidates should concentrate on the functions of the sewing machine and the over locker.

• Attention should be given to machine skills

• Hand skills should be developed
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• The accessory should at least include decorative stitches, a seam, a hem, fullness, an edge finish and any fastener.

Points for improvements:

1. Teachers should ensure that none of the processes are omitted from any specimens.  

2. All prescribed processes should be included on all small specimens.

3. Sewing and over locker machine tension should be adjusted accurately and correctly to ensure very neat seams  
 and edge finishes.

4. Three or more decorative stitches should be demonstrated on specimen A.

5. Width of seams should be correct with a width of 1.5 cm seam allowances.

6. Candidates should demonstrate a variety of hand stitches on all specimens, accessory and on a garment.

7. Ensure sharp and even corners on the collars.

8. Wrong side of the button should be correctly completed with a blanket stitch.

9. Facings should be attached to the inside of the shoulder seam with a blanket stitch to prevent it from rolling over  
 to the right side.

10. Wrong sides of all specimens should be neat without loose threads, so candidates should cut off all the loose  
 threads on the wrong side.

11. Candidates should adjust long zippers and work a blanket stitch at the end of the zipper.

12. Some candidates have omitted the sleeve cuff from the specimen, which is a requirement and it should be   
 attached by all the candidates.

13. Candidates should be trained how to overlock the raw edges as most candidates lack this skill.

14. All raw edges should be neatly neatened with an over locker stitch or zigzag stitch.

15. Teachers using pattern pieces from the manual should enlarge them to an A3 size before cutting out the pattern  
 pieces and not A4 which is too small.

16. Grading of seams should be done to remove bulkiness and ensure professional finish in a garment.

17. Candidates should not wear their garments for a longer period of time except for fitting purposes.  Some centres  
 submitted soiled, dirty garments which is not acceptable and equally reduces the overall appearance of the garment.

Interpretation and manipulative skill of the coursework

• A few centres are not familiar with a new coursework manual

• Most garments constructed by candidates displayed good fit and most styles suit candidates perfectly well.  This 
indicates that these candidates will be able to use their garments in future as well as be able to construct their own 
garments.

• Most garments show good colour combination with thread corresponding with the colour of the garment.

• Most garments were neat on the right side.  However, the wrong side of garments need serious attention from all 
teachers.  Candidates should be strongly encouraged at all times to neaten and cut off all the loose threads.

• Most centres interpreted the pattern correctly which is really recommendable.
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• The use of sewing machine and over locker.

• Good and quality photographs were submitted by most centres, for which they are commended.

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

It is appreciated that many centres have complied with all the administrative procedures that are required for moderation 
purposes.

It was noticed that most centres put in extra effort by submitting neatly completed samples and garments, well organised 
files and beautiful designs.  This made the moderation exercise much easier. 

In addition, centres are encouraged to submit all samples, accessory and garments for moderation.

It is further strongly recommended that centres should establish controlling measures, whereby another teacher/ subject 
head/ HOD other than the subject teacher who is involved in entering the marks on the MS1, should ensure that marks 
are transferred correctly on the MS1 form.  Absentees should also be clearly marked e.g. 999

NB:  Teachers are motivated to stamp every specimen, accessory and garment on the wrong side with a dated school 
stamp.

Schools are advised to purchase coursework files for all their candidates.  DNEA will return those files to schools after 
a certain period of time.

Schools with only a few candidates are strongly advised to market the subject and register more candidates, of at least 
15 or more, if it is possible.
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FIRST LANGUAGE AFRIKAANS

6094
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

It was an absolute pleasure to mark the answers of mother tongue speakers of Afrikaans and not be burdened by 
masses of non-mother tongue speakers forced to take Afrikaans First Language, like in the past.  On average the paper 
did not pose problems to the learners.  It was on the same standard as the previous years.  The two reading texts dealt 
with energy, sports and fitness drinks.  The texts were written in simple, everyday language.  No centre reported that 
the time allocation was insufficient, even though it seemed if a few learners could not finish within the allocated time 
because the last question was not answered.

The layout of the answers in the answer script is an aspect which needs attention.  Many learners don’t number their 
answers clearly and leave absolutely no space between two answers.  Questions 7, 8 and 9 require longer answers and 
each of these should start on a new page.  The answers to questions 1 - 6 will be easier to mark if learners were taught 
to leave a line open between the questions.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1-3 The three multiple choice questions were not answered as well as in previous years.  Very few learners 
scored full marks.

4-6 These questions were answered fairly well.

Question 4 asked what the author of the text implied with the question whether energy drinks can really 
help you to jump over high buildings.  Many learners struggled to phrase a clear answer in their own 
words.

Question 5 did not pose any problems and most learners scored full marks.  There are more than the required 
three reasons in the reading text why more and more people prefer to drink flavoured or enriched water.  Any three 
correct reasons were accepted.

In question 6 the candidates had to identify the author’s attitude and provide proof from the text for their 
answer.  Some candidates failed to point out what the attitude of the author is.

7 Question 7, the text of a class speech, in which healthy ways to stay hydrated had to be addressed, was 
answered fairly well by most of the learners.  A few candidates, however, wrote an essay instead of a 
speech.  The style of a class speech can be less formal and this should be reflected when the audience is 
addressed.

8 Question 8, the summary of the advantages and disadvantages of energy, sports and fitness drinks was 
not answered as well as in previous years.

Many learners scored a lower mark because they included too many unnecessary details in the summary, 
including an introductory and concluding paragraph.

The following aspects need to be emphasised when teachers prepare learners for the examination:

• Read the instruction on what to summarise carefully.  A summary is to a large extent also a 
comprehension exercise.

• A summary is a restatement of someone else’s words in your own words.
• Stick to the maximum length indication on the question paper.
• Write in full sentences and produce a coherent paragraph.

The following generic mark scheme was used to mark summaries.  Teachers should ensure that learners understand 
the criteria and can use the mark scheme to assess their own summaries.
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15 Marks are allocated for relevant facts included in the summary and a mark out of 5 is allocated for the presentation 
(aanbieding), using the following scheme:

5 Uitstekende formulering en fokus; bondig; voldoen aan lengtevereiste; oorwoë keuse 
van woordeskat; volgorde uitstekend.

4 Goeie opsommingstyl; deurgaans goeie fokus; eie woorde goed gekies; bewyse van 
herrangskikking; korrekte lengte.

3 Hoofsaaklik bondig met goeie fokus; goedgekose eie woorde.
2 Mate van opsommingstyl (nie konsekwent nie); redelike fokus; slegs enkele 

voorbeelde van direkte oorskryf uit teks; kan effens te lank wees.
1 Enkele voorbeelde van samevatting; geneig om fokus te verloor; blyke van begrip 

van teks/opdrag; bewyse van direkte oorskryf uit teks; te lank.
0 Beskrywende, verhalende styl; dikwels sonder fokus; oorskryf uit teks hinderlik, wat 

gebrek aan begrip suggereer; karring aan.

9 In Question 9 learners had to write the text of a debate/conversation between people with opposing 
attitudes towards energy drinks.  The question was on average answered well, but some learners wrote in 
fact two monologues and the opposing views did not come out clearly.  Teachers should take note of the 
attached marking grid which is the same as the marking grid used in English and German First Language.
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COMMON LANGUAGE MISTAKES

Wrong expressions or spelling The correct one
meeste die meeste
inneeming inname
dihidrasie dehidrasie
koolidrate koolhidrate
vlaktes (van kaffeïen) vlakke (van kaffeïen)
iefekte effekte
ietems items
vinning vinnig
deur om vir ons deur vir ons
nogsteeds nog steeds
'n mense 'n mens
inplaas van in plaas van
in kry water inkry
meer nuut/ lekker /ongesond nuwer / lekkerder / ongesonder
die selfde / die selle dieselfde
laat voel jou angs angstig
goeie more (of goeie môre) goeiemore of goiemôre

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Even though the language use and vocabulary of this group of candidates was markedly better than that of previous 
groups, one of the biggest shortcomings remains learners’ lack of vocabulary and a flexible use of everyday Afrikaans 
words.  This is a First Language paper, supposed to be taken by learners whose Afrikaans is on First Language level.  
The fact that English is the medium of learning and instruction in all other subjects should not be a limiting factor 
concerning learners’ vocabulary in the mother tongue.  Fact is that learners are not reading wide enough to expand their 
vocabulary sufficiently.  The same learners most probably also suffer from a limited vocabulary in English.  Acquiring a 
wide and flexible vocabulary in any language is also not something which can be achieved within the last two years of 
secondary school; it has to be attended to right through the senior primary and secondary school years.
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6094
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

Some good essays were presented.  A large group of mediocre essays, however, was also presented.  All the topics 
were chosen, but the narrative topics were more popular than the rest.  There was a significant improvement in the use 
of writing techniques and with enough practise this can become a strong point.

The topics were mostly analysed correctly.  In the narrative topics, however, some candidates did not focus on what was 
really expected.  The introductions were too long and candidates often forced their own stories in without considering 
the real topic.  Choosing the right topic (enabling the candidate to write between 350 – 500 words) is of the utmost 
importance.  There was overall an improvement in structure as well as language skills.  The lack of factual knowledge 
unfortunately led to poor marks in topics 2, 5 and 8.

The following matters should get attention:

1 poor language skills and oversimplified vocabulary.  This leads to poor marks in the language category.

2 sentence construction, especially the word order and the length of the sentences.

3 structure, especially the introduction and conclusion.  The most common problem was too lengthy 
introductions.   Some candidates also struggle with paragraphing.

4 the use (and learning) of the correct prepositions, especially the difference and correct use of “na”, “van”, 
“deur” and “aan”, as well  “saam met” – not “saam my ma”.

5 rules concerning the use of the comma, the comma-colon (;), the ellipsis and the apostrophe.

6 the use of direct speech.

7 the length of the essays.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1 Practise the analysing of all the types of topics.  Candidates especially struggled with the narrative essays 
this year.

2 Thoroughly explain the difference amongst the terms/styles:  descriptive, argumentative, narrative and discursive.  

3 Emphasize the principles of the narrative essay – the development of tension from the exposition to the 
climax, characters, etc.

4 Encourage candidates to make quite sure of the meaning of every word in the topic.  Misunderstanding 
of one word can have a disastrous outcome – even for a very strong candidate - as it is then classified as 
“misinterpretation of the topic” and leads to a very low mark in the content category.

5 Give attention to factual themes as part of lessons.  It can even be incorporated as oral exercises.

6 Candidates should pay attention to the following aspects when writing an essay:
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General:

•	 Write the number and the title in full at the top of the page.
• Do not change the topic.
• Stick to the prescribed length of the essays.

Language and structure:

• Form and structure:  Only 4 paragraphs for a First Language essay are not acceptable.  Practise the principle of 
one core idea per paragraph.  The connection with the topic, as early as possible in the essay, is very important.

• Practise the writing of different types of sentences as well as the variation in the length and structure of  sentences.  
The use of a question, for instance, can be very effective.  Shorter sentences are better (maximum 10 – 15 words 
per sentence).  Only one core idea per sentence.

• Practise the correct use of punctuation marks.  Discourage the extensive use of the comma-colon as well as the 
ellipsis.  It seems as if too many candidates do not fully understand the use of the comma-colon.

The ellipsis can be effective but should be used with a specific purpose, otherwise it is meaningless and rather 
influences the marks negatively.

• The use of direct speech can also be very effective, but should be understood and practised properly.  The correct 
use of quotation marks needs attention.  Candidates must also realise that it is ineffective if large parts of the essay 
consists out of direct speech.

• Develop vocabulary.  Learners should learn the use of one word instead of describing.  (“besoekers” i.p.v “mense 
wat ons land kom besoek”).  Vocabulary of ‘n high standard is needed, but avoid “mooiskrywery” or forced language 
on purpose.

• The use of oversimplified expressions is quite problematic and part of the lack of proper vocabulary skills.  For 
instance, “skool klaar maak” should be  “skoolloopbaan voltooi”,  “… help om iets beter te maak” should be “… moet 
iets verbeter”, “moed opgee” shoud be “moed verloor/tou op gooi”.

• The use of slang and especially English terms are unacceptable - except when effectively used as a style technique.

• Writing in the negative form needs attention – the use of the double “nie” is important.

• Avoid meaningless phrases like “vandag se lewe” and “ons as mens”, “ek persoonlik”.

The following general grammar mistakes need attention:

•	 mees belangrikste instead of belangrikste
• the wrong use of, for example, op ....wat instead of waarop (betreklike voornaamwoorde) 

“Die man MET WIE – nie waarmee - ek praat”
•	 familie i.p.v  gesin
•	 ek’t, iet’s, kinder’s, trug i.p.v. ek het, iets, kinders, terug
•	 als i.p.v.  alles
•	 daai i.p.v. daardie
•	 nodig (liefde) i.p.v. het (liefde) nodig/benodig.
•	 se i.p.v. sê
•	 tegroot i.p.v. te groot 
•	 gevoelings i.p.v. gevoelens
•	 nie ...nie (dubbele “nie” is noodsaaklik in Afrikaans)

• difficulty in the meaning/diffirence in using of words like:
beskou/aanskou
anders/ander
as gevolg van/ ter wille van
is/wees/was
self (Ek kan dit self doen)
selfs “even” (Selfs ek kan dit doen.)

• the wrong use of “wat” i.p.v. “toe” – bv. “Wat ek daar kom ...” (verkeerd
• the repeated use of  “gaan” i.p.v “sal”
• The wrong use of:

“rondom” - “rondom mense” (verkeerd).  Should be - “Hy is skaam by/voor mense.”
Of “Ek kyk rondom my en…” (verkeerd).  Should be – “Ek kyk om my en …”

• The wrong use of “nommers” i.p.v. “getalle” bv. Die getalle neem toe (nie “nommers” nie.)
• The wrong use of “hierdie” i.p.v “dit” bv.  “Hierdie (??) lyk toe nie vir my reg nie.” (verkeerd) i.p.v.  

“Dit lyk toe nie vir my reg nie.”
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COMMENTS ON THE SPECIFIC TOPICS

1 Daardie dag het ek geweet ek is by omdraai verby.  Vertel wat gebeur het.  (I knew that day that I 
had reached the turning point.)  This was a popular topic.  In general, little creativity was found in the 
essays.  In too many cases, the topic sentence was merely forced into the story as a last thought.

Most essays lacked conflict (internally or externally) and a strong crisis and climax that was necessary 
for a good story.  Some of these essays, however, obtained the best marks.

2 Bespreek waarom die herwinning van huishoudelike afval noodsaaklik vir elke gesin is.  (Discuss 
the necessity of recycling household waste in every household.)

This was one of the least popular topics. Unfortunately, many candidates did not focus on meaningful 
content that showed the bigger picture.  Marks for these essays were mediocre.

3 Watter gevaar hou kuberboelies in en hoe kan jy jou teen hulle beskerm?  Bespreek.  (What is the 
dangers of cyber-bullying and how can you protect yourself against it?  Discuss.)

Very few candidates chose this topic.  Facts were sufficient, but again it was over-simplified and without 
creativity.  In some cases, it was only the mentioning of one or two incidents instead of a discussion.

4 ’n Klein liggie in die verte het my soos ’n magneet gelok.  Toe ek nader kom, sien ek dat dit uit ’n 
rotsskeur kom.  Net toe ek die groot klip vat om dit weg te rol, word dit deur ’n onsigbare hand 
weggerol en bevind ek my eensklaps in ’n heel ander wêreld.  Vertel. (’n Small light attracted me 
like a magnet.  When I got nearer, I saw that it came from a crack in a rock.  When I touched the big 
stone to roll it away, an invisible hand removed it, and the next moment I found myself in a whole 
new world.)

This was a very popular topic.  Very few entertaining essays were produced.  Some essays were too 
unrealistic and sometimes one long, seemingly unplanned, description of nature or incidents.  There was 
a clear lack of development (cause and consequence) to the climax.  Very few candidates could master 
the skill of telling an imaginary story.

5 Word daar te veel tyd en geld aan die bewaring van bedreigde dierespesies bestee?  Wat is jou 
opinie?  (Give your opinion about whether too much time and money are spent on the protection 
of endangered animal species.)

Very few candidates chose this topic.  Strong opinions came forward.  In general, marks given for this 
topic were good.

6 Die hoërskooljare het vele hoogte- en laagtepunte gehad.  Watter ervarings sal jou altyd bybly, en 
hoekom?  (High school years had many highs and many lows.  Which experiences will always stay 
in your mind and why?)

This was a popular choice.  Essays were mediocre and lacked creativity.  In general, essays were merely 
a report of the whole high school experience, without enthusiasm for either the highs or the lows.  Or 
else, it was a lengthy discussion of friendships as the focus point.

7 Beskryf wat jou eie omgewing spesiaal vir besoekers uit ander streke en wêrelddele maak.  
(Describe what in your environment is special and attracts people from other areas and around 
the world.)

Few candidates chose this option.  Interpretation of the topic and focus were on the spot.  Good to 
above average essays were written.

8 Die mensdom leer nie uit die verlede nie.  Bespreek jou opinie.  (Humanity does not learn from the 
past.  Discuss you opinion.)

The strong candidate would discuss several incidents and mistakes from the past that impacted 
humanity negatively and which should have been avoided in future.  The lack of factual knowledge 
handicapped these essays.  Some candidates discussed the mistakes of individuals like friends and 
clearly did not fully analyse the topic.  Poor marks were obtained.

9 Ek was nog nooit in so ’n benarde posisie nie.  Ek was raadop.  Vertel wat gebeur het.  (Nerver 
before did I experience such a predicament.  I did not know what to do.  Tell wat happened.)

As in topic 1 some candidates tended to force their own (pre-prepared?)  story into the topic and 
merely add the topic sentence as an afterthought.  Many essays lacked a strong crisis and climax that 
connected strongly with the topic.  Very few essays obtained a good mark.
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6094
Paper 3

Skriftelike take oor literêre tekste

Oor die algemeen was die meeste van die skryfstukke netjies versorg.  Dit is baie belangrik dat die totale bepunting vir 
beide skryfstukke op die voorblad aangebring word vir administrasiedoeleindes.  Die tien kandidate wat deel uitmaak 
van die streekproef se informasie moet in dieselfde volgorde op die “summary forms” verskyn as op die “excel sheets”.  
Dit is duidelik dat daar steeds sentrums is wat kandidate op die verkeerde vlak laat inskryf.  Die feit dat ŉ betrokke 
kandidaat Afrikaans kan praat, beteken nie dat hy of sy voldoen aan die standaard wat die sillabus van ŉ Eerste Taal 
spreker verwag nie.  Daar is wel sentrums waar die kandidate na die regte vlak geskuif het.

Skryfstukke wat neig om steeds inhoudelik te wees, bemoeilik die taak van die eksaminator wat dan sukkel om genoeg 
vrae bymekaar te kry.  Literêre begrippe moet deel vorm van die bespreking en nie slegs in die inleiding genoem word 
nie.  Kandidate moet ook die begrippe kan verduidelik.  Dit help nie daar word na die “protagonis” verwys met geen 
verklaring nie.  Daar is ŉ afdeling op die nasienskema waar waardering vir literêre tegnieke bepunt word.  Kandidate 
kan nie hoë punte vir die betrokke afdeling kry as hulle slegs in die inleiding ŉ term gebruik nie.  Die bespreking van 
Raka  moet ook digterlike terme bevat en daar moet waardering gegee word vir die digter.  Van die onderwerpe word 
steeds nie reg geformuleer nie.  Dit moet nie ŉ vraag of ŉ opdrag wees nie, maar ŉ stelling.  ŉ Onderwerp soos:  
“Bespreek die kontras tussen Raka en Koki”, is nie ‘n onderwerp nie.  Dit moet lees: “Die kontras tussen Raka en Koki 
verteenwoordig beide se karakters.”  Persoonlike respons beteken nie dat die kandidaat subjektief moet skryf nie.  “Ek 
dink dat…” of “Ek het opgemerk dat…”, kan vervang word met:  “Die leser…”  Die kandidaat moet dus objektief skryf.  
Eksaminatore moet in ag neem dat kandidate wat kwalifiseer en aangaan  om Afrikaans Eerste Taal op die AS-vlak te 
neem aan ŉ uitdagende sillabus blootgestel gaan word wat baie meer gaan verwag as die O-vlak.  Onderrig moet dus 
dien as voorbereiding daarvoor sodat kandidate die nuwe sillabus met selfvertroue kan aanpak.  Sommige skryfstukke 
skiet te kort ten opsigte van diepte en is bloot inhoudelik.  Temas moet ontgin word en in diepte met die kandidate 
bepreek word voordat die skryfstukke aangepak word.  Daar is wel sentrumes wat uitsonderlike werk doen wat opreg 
wardeer word.  Eksaminatore moet ook die kandidate aanmoedig om hulle skryfstukke taalkundig te versorg. Die tik van 
die vraestelle moet ook sorgvuldig gedoen word.  Dit is verkieslik dat “Times New Roman”  as lettertipe gebruik word.  
ŉ Lettergrootte van 12 is aanvaarbaar.  Aanhalings moet in vetdruk of skuisdruk getik word.  Daar word aanbeveel dat 
sentrums vroegtydig begin met die afronding van die skryfstukke  sodat daar genoeg tyd is om aandag daaraan te gee.   
Kandidate moet gewys word hoe om “ŉ” as letter reg te tik.

Dit is ook belangrik dat sentrums seker moet maak dat punte korrek oorgdera word.  Sentrums wat klasgroepe deel 
moet asseblief standaardiseer.  Indien nie, kan dit veroorsaak dat sentrums se punte afgemerk word waar een van die 
eksaminatore te hoë punte gegee het. 
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6094
Paper 4

Gesprek oor literêre tekste

Eksaminatore moet in gedagte hou dat hierdie groep kandidate wat beide geskik is vir AS-vlak of Gewone-vlak insluit. 

Eksaminatore moet asseblief daarop let dat die betrokke deel van die vraestel  nie ŉ vraag en antwoordsessie is nie.  
Die eksaminator moet die gesprek lei en speel dus ŉ baie belangrike rol.  Indien die kandidaat nie toegelaat word 
om idees verder te vat nie, kan hulle nie meer as 5 of 6 as spreker kry nie omdat hulle ŉ meer gelyke rol speel.  Om 
bloot spontaan te gesels, beteken nie die gesprek word in ŉ ander rigting gestuur nie.  Sulke sentrums se punte word 
aangepas tydens moderasie.  Om hordes vrae te vra wat oombliklik beantwoord word, voldoen nie aan die vereistes van 
die kategorie wat 7 of 8-bepunting, nie.  Kandidate mag ook nie vrae kry wat hulle vooraf kan gaan voorberei nie.  Die 
eksaminator kan ekstra afskrifte van die skryfstukke maak en elke kandidaat se vrae direk op die skryfstuk self opstel.  
Dit help ook die eksaminator om nie heeltyd toepaslike vrae te soek op die aparte blaai nie.  Dit gaan outomaties daartoe 
lei dat die onderwerp verder ontgin word.  Omdat die eksaminator ook vertroud is met die kandidaat se skryfstuk, gaan 
die gesprek beter verloop.  Eksaminatore moet dus baie goed voorbereid wees, want die sukses van die mondeling 
hang van hulle af.  Dit is egter die kandidaat se verantwoordelikheid om vertroud te wees met die inhoud van hulle 
skryfstukke.  Hulle kry skryfstukke van vorige kandidate in die hande of ruil skryfstukke uit tussen sentrums.  Tydens 
die gesprek is hulle meestal nie vertroud met die inhoud nie.  Die uiteinde is abnormale bepunting, want die kandidaat 
kry uitstekende punte vir sy of haar skryfstukke, maar die gesprek toon die teenoorgestelde.  Om dit te voorkom kan 
die skryfstukke gedurende klastyd geskryf word.  Kandidate moet dan hulle werk na elke periode in die klas los.  Verder 
kan die blaaie waarop hulle skryf geteken word om te verseker dat niks van buite ingebring word nie.  Sodra die spertyd 
verby is en die skryftukke met aantekeninge van die eksaminator teruggegee word, kan hulle dit gaan tik.  Die  geskrewe 
werk moet dan weer saam met die getikte een ingehandig en gekontroleer word.  Die gesprek kan ook gedurende die 
Augustuseksamen gedoen word en deel vorm van die eksamenpunt.  Sodoende weet kandidate wat om te verwag.  Dit 
hoef egter net ŉ paar minute lank te wees en slegs een skryftuk hoef gebruik te word.  Sodra die kandidate die druk en 
spanning tydens die oefensessie ervaar, sal hule beter voorbereid wees vir die uiteindelike gesprek.  Dit gee ook vir 
die eksaminator ŉ aanduiding van kandidate wat gaan sukkel tydens die gesprek en hulle kan dan advies gegee word.

Die kandidate mag wel tydens die gesprek hulle skryfstukke by hulle hê.  Dit is baie belangrik dat antwoorde nie afgelees 
moet word nie.  Dui ook daarop tydens die oefensessie aan.  Sodra die eksaminator agterkom dat die kandidaat lees, 
moet die vraag in ŉ ander rigting gestuur word.  Indien gevra word dat die kandidaat ŉ aanhaling of stelling moet lees, 
moet dit verder ontgin word, byvoorbeeld: “Wat bedoel jy met die stelling” of “gee nog ŉ voorbeeld van die simboliek 
waarvan jy hier praat.”  Daar is in die vorige verslag reeds genoem dat die eksaminator byvoorbeeld die volgende 
stelling kan maak; “Jy skryf in jou werkstuk dat Koki se poel simbolies is van wat hy verteenwoordig.  Wat bedoel jy 
daarmee?”  Die kandidaat kan dan reageer deur te sê:  ”Ja, ŉ simbool is mos…en Koki se poel beeld dit perfek uit.  In 
my skryfstuk gee ek die aanhaling (lees aanhaling).  Dit beteken dat ….  Die kandidaat voer nou die gesprek verder.

Standaardisering was ook veral by die gesprekke waar sentrums klasgroepe deel ŉ probleem.  Waar hierdie betrokke 
sentrums se punte nie min of meer ooreenstem nie, word beide groepe se punte aangepas.  Die eksaminator wie se die 
punte op standaard is, se kandidate word dus benadeel. 

Sentrums wat die verslae ter harte neem om te verseker dat kandidate na die beste van hulle vermoëns presteer word 
waardeer.
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ENGLISH FIRST LANGUAGE

6095
Paper 1

General comments

It appears that many candidates who chose to write this paper were entered on the incorrect level.  Many candidates 
struggled immensely to express themselves clearly and had trouble answering the text. 

Teachers should ensure that candidates are capable of doing well on the particular level that they have been entered 
for.  For example, candidates would have received better marks had they chosen to write the English Second Language 
examination instead.

It is unfortunate to see how many candidates were unsure of the correct format for the RDW questions, particularly 
the email in question 7.  All RDW formats must be taught to the candidates and they must practise this enough to be 
comfortable to tackle these questions properly.

A worrying trend was the obtrusive, extensive lifting of information from the passage.  This indicates that candidates 
were not comfortable with the vocabulary used in the texts.  It also showed a lack of understanding.

Many colloquialisms were used throughout RDW pieces.  As this showed a lack of understanding of correct style and 
tone, candidates’ Style and Accuracy marks were low.

Sentence construction and punctuation continue to be a problem.  The RDW pieces as well as the summary were filled 
with incomplete, run-on sentences due to an unawareness of sentence construction and lack of correct punctuation. 
Sentences starting with coordinating conjunctions should be avoided at all times.  Candidates were unaware of how to 
use commas correctly.

Time management was a problem as many weaker candidates failed to complete the question paper.

Commonly confused words

its/it’s   everyday/every day  grant/grand   edition/addition

halve/half  affect/effect    quiet/quite   raise/rise

loss/lose/loose your/you’re    advice/advise  crisis/crises

number/amount less/fewer     setup/set up   there/their

country’s/countries

Words and expressions to be avoided 

and so forth/etc/and the list goes on/and many more/just to name a few we as people/we as citizens/we as learners

get/got  a lot of  guys  kids   things   nice 

Commonly misspelled words

feul  enviroment  

Comments to individual questions

1. Multiple choice.  Generally well answered.  Candidates must be encouraged to read questions carefully so as not 
to make any careless errors.

2. Most candidates could answer the question.

3. Most candidates could answer the question.

4. Most candidates could answer the question.
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5. Most candidates struggled with this question.  Learners were unable to explain the expression “live off the land”.

For the comprehension questions, candidates are not penalised for lifting from the text.  However, candidates must be 
encouraged to respond in full sentences and not quote directly from the text.

6. The email question was generally well answered.  Unfortunately, it is apparent that many candidates have not been 
taught the format of an email.  Many candidates wrote postal addresses instead of email addresses. 

7. The summaries were generally well answered.  Candidates were able to take information from the text and place 
it in the summary.  However, candidates were unable to group points in a logical manner.  The summaries were 
written in one whole paragraph, with content from both Passage A and Passage B written as one.  This made 
marking and reading quite difficult.

8. This question was poorly answered.  Candidates struggled to use the correct tone.  A tone of professionalism was 
expected;  few candidates managed this.  Furthermore, many candidates did not seem to know the correct format 
of the transcript of an interview.  Many confused the transcript of an interview with an article.

Positive Suggestions to the teachers

Informal Email: 

Paragraphing was weak.  The use of transition or linking words from one paragraph to the other must be taught. In 
addition, topic sentences must be present in all paragraphs in order to ensure the correct focus.  This will also avoid a 
list-like response in which structure is weak.

The introduction of the email must mention previous communication as well as the purpose of the email.  A conclusion 
should request a response.

Informal letters and emails are expected to have a conversational tone.

No information must be quoted. Also, candidates must try to paraphrase the information as much as possible.

Summaries: 

Candidates must write their summaries in two very clearly divided paragraphs, labelled according to the question.  In this 
case, “Passage A” and “Passage B” or “Effects of climate change” and “Ways to stop it” would have been appropriate.

Sentences should be short and simple. No introduction or conclusion is necessary.

Candidates must be encouraged to paraphrase their points so as to avoid obtrusive lifting.  This will also ensure a better 
language mark for this component.

Transcript of interview: 

The structure of this piece was expected to be that of a dialogue. It seems many candidates misunderstood the term 
“transcript”.

Candidates must not waste space nor time with introductions nor conclusions in their interviews, for example:

Learner: Hello ma’am!  How are you?

Teacher: I am fine, thank you, and you?

Learner: I am well.  May I please interview you about climate change?

Teacher: Yes, you may.

XXX

Learner: Thank you very much for your time.

Teacher: It is a pleasure.

Learner: Have a wonderful day.

Candidates must use punctuation, stage directions and correct diction to create character and emotion.  This will assist 
in candidates’ Style and Accuracy mark.
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It should be noted that marks are not deducted for incorrect format in any of the questions discussed above.  However, 
using the correct format is expected of a first-language level candidate.  In addition, it creates a good impression for the 
examiner and makes the marking a more pleasant experience.  Finally, using the correct format assists the candidates 
in deciding the style of the piece asked.

Candidates should be taught how to do correct question analysis for each question.  Many learners lose marks for Style 
and Accuracy as they do not know which tone and style to use for a particular piece.

Teachers are commended for their hard work throughout the year.  May you have a blessed 2022.
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6095
Paper 2

1 General comments

This year, 17 centres entered 491 candidates for this examination.  There are still many centres which have entered 
candidates on the First Language English Level, who should in fact be entered on the Second Language English 
Level.  That being said, one does realise, that in most cases, these entries are made on the insistence of the school’s 
management and/or the parents.  Teachers are to be vigilant and make sure that candidates, who they enter for this 
examination, are capable and prepared for this level of English. 

The vast majority of the candidates revealed a mature attitude in their writing.  Most of the candidates who chose to write 
narrative essays were able to apply their linguistic devices appropriately, and in so doing, created beautiful imagery. 
Included is an appealing essay as an example.  This will, of course, stand them in good stead for the AS syllabus. 
Teachers are to please remind candidates not to plagarise, as there were some narrations taken from Sci-Fi films and 
novels, which resulted in very low marks.  Many centres had obviously covered some of the topics; for example the pros 
and cons of solar energy in Namibia and the use of cell phones in schools, which allowed candidates to gain marks 
for content.  However, the structuring of the argumentative essays still remains an issue.  Unless candidates are able 
to present and substantiate arguments well, they should not choose these topics. Once again, the choice of question 
played a vital role in the final result. 

Teachers are encouraged to continue revising and practising all the essay formats throughout the year to ensure 
that candidates are able to be at ease when choosing a topic.  The proof is in the pudding, as there has been a vast 
improvement in the general essay structures, for which the teachers are to be congratulated.  A concise introduction 
followed by well-structured body paragraphs which are cohesively linked to one another and a conclusive final paragraph 
have ensured higher results.  Unfortunately, there are still some candidates who write an essay within two lengthy 
paragraphs which include a number of issues unrelated to one another.

2. Comments to Individual Questions

1. The Minister of Education, Arts and Culture, recently supported the idea that cell phones might be used for learning 
in Namibian schools. What do you think?

 Many candidates chose this topic as they thought they had many points to discuss to validate the motion. 
Unfortunately, not all the candidates were able to balance the arguments well. Substantiation remains an issue and 
needs facts and statistics to persuade and inform the audience. Candidates should plan this type of essay carefully 
before writing it.  

2. Write a narrative in which you were left disillusioned or disappointed.

 This was one of the favourite choices. Many candidates wrote from their experiences which varied from the mundane 
to the most emotional responses which included school work, their parents, friends and themselves – some even 
ending tragically! Those who were able to apply their literary devices correctly, gained higher results as they were 
able to appeal to the reader’s pathos and ethos.

3. Give a detailed account or description of the town you live in and the way its development has affected the 
environment.

 Not many candidates chose this topic.  The majority who did, chose to describe Swakopmund and Walvis Bay. 
Many adjectival phrases were applied to create various forms of imagery which appealed to the audiences’ pathos. 
Sadly, only a few candidates were able to incorporate the way humans’ needs have impacted the surrounding 
environment- be it negatively or positively. 

4. “Experience is an essential ingredient of winning in sport.” Discuss.

 Twelve candidates chose this topic.  They were all able to incorporate jargon into their discussions which made their 
writing more convincing.  Again, not many candidates were able to fully evaluate the quotation.  Soccer, netball and 
hockey were sports included to answer this topic.
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5. Begin a narrative with the words, “As I opened my eyes, I tried to decipher what the cause of the tingling sensation 
on my chest was, only to find …” 

 This was another popular topic which included pythons, spiders, cats, scorpions, people and nails.  Unfortunately, 
some candidates did not follow the instruction to “Begin the narrative ..” which resulted in a loss of valuable marks.

6. “A creative hobby in the arts is the best way to relieve stress.”  Discuss.

 Candidates who chose this topic included dancing, the culinary arts, fine arts and crafts.  Most of these essays 
were personal responses to today’s stressful lifestyles.  A number of effective examples were incorporated into well-
developed paragraphs.  Unfortunately, there were a few candidates who randomly listed hobbies and discussed 
them superficially.

7. Describe a situation in which school spirit drew you and your schoolmates closer.

 Only twenty candidates chose this topic.  Farewells, bonding trips to Rock Lodge and Forty Days were some of the 
events included in these responses.  A variety of imagery was created in a few essays; particularly a Forty Days 
essay which included grade eight students.

 Candidates’ essays, which had an overpowering narrative style were penalised by one band.

8. What are the pros and cons for solar energy in Namibia?

 A large group of candidates chose this controversial topic and seemed confident in their responses.  Many students 
used personal responses to substantiate their points. Not all the candidates were able to balance the pros and the 
cons in the essays’ development.

 Very few candidates were able to express their opinion clearly creating ambiguous introductions and conclusions.

9. Carefully look at the photograph and describe the emotions that rain evokes within a Namibian’s soul.

 Forty candidates chose this topic.  There were some excellent descriptions which proves that personal experience 
is an essential ingredient when choosing an essay topic.  A particular description included an extended metaphor 
and a lesson which humans should take from nature.                                                         

3. Positive Suggestions To Teachers

Once again teachers are to be congratulated on their efforts this year and are encouraged to continue amidst the awful 
challenges, we face, regarding the COVID -19 pandemic.

Firstly, the candidates should be reminded to number their choices clearly and topic correctly, as a heading, to avoid 
any ambiguity.  

The planning of an essay is of the essence.  The topic should be scrutinised and evaluated before the planning begins. 
Depending on the format, candidates should use one idea, which should be developed properly throughout the essay 
and not have haphazard ideas discussed superficially.  Cohesion is important:  using linking words between paragraphs 
as well as within paragraphs assists in the progression of a plot or ideas.

The structure of the argumentative and discursive essays is another vitally important aspect:  A clear introduction 
is needed which clarifies the understanding of the question and a possible opinion depending on the type of essay 
requested.  The body paragraphs need to follow a point or topic sentence, an elaboration thereof, an example and a link 
to the question.  Each of these paragraphs needs to be connected by using linking words to enhance the cohesiveness 
of the essay.  A conclusive paragraph should begin with the linking words “In conclusion,” followed by a summary of the 
topic.

Sentence structure is essential as complex sentences create ambiguity.  There should be a variation of compound and 
simple sentences to create an impact.  Simple sentences should also be used to draw the reader’s attention to specific 
issues, whilst complex sentences should be used to convey information and the flow of the storyline. 
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Grammatical issues include: 

Colloquial and foul language should be avoided.  The correct use of the apostrophe, concord, literary and grammatical 
devices as well as the use of idiomatic expressions are important in creating an effective essay.  

The inclusion of articles, irregular verbs and tenses are still in need of attention. 

Punctuation: 

Correct punctuation is used in a carelessly; particularly the use of a capital I as a personal pronoun.  The omission of 
full stops is another concern.

Spelling:

Discipline, benefits, government, a lot, cannot, accommodate, grateful, definitely, opportunity, disappoint, accident, 
surprise and received.

Commonly confused words:

Practise vs practice, except vs accept, weather vs whether, dessert vs desert, spent vs spend, quiet vs quite, its vs it’s, 
principal vs principle, stationery vs stationary, laying vs lying, every day vs everyday, where vs were, too vs to, this and 
that.

Overused words and colloquial expressions to be avoided:

Nice, this, like, got, basically, kids, wanna, okay. “You know like your insides are just like …”
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6095
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Once again, teachers are commended for the many hours spent on preparing their candidates for this examination.  
This year it was even more important for teachers to support and teach their candidates well in preparation of the 
English First Language AS level.

POSITIVE COMMENTS:

•	 A	few	examiners	assessed	the	candidates	based	on	the	assessment	criteria	and	gave	marks	accordingly.
•	 Most	assignments	were	neatly	presented	and	typed.	

NEGATIVE COMMENTS:

•	 Unfortunately, it was clear that some centres did not cover all three genres.  It is a great concern as these candidates 
will	need	to	grapple	with	unfamiliar	work	in	Grade	12	in	2022.			Subsequently,	it	is	important	to	note	that	teachers	
are	not	doing	their	candidates	any	favours	by	focusing	only	on	one	or	two	genres.

•	 Some	topics	were	quite	difficult	as	they	expected	candidates	to	compare	poems,	often	up	to	three	poems.	A	typical	
question	here	would	be:		compare	how	war	is	depicted	in	Dulce et Decorum est, Anthem for Doomed Youth and 
No More Hiroshimas or discuss the theme of war in Dulce et Decorum est, Anthem for Doomed Youth and No 
More Hiroshimas.		This	type	of	question	should	be	avoided	on	the	ordinary	level.		

•	 Other	topics	expected	learners	to	respond	to	a	topic	with	more	than	one	focus.	Typical	questions	here	would	be:		
discuss the attitude of the poet as well as the theme of war in 2 poems you have studied. 

 The learners struggle to develop their essays well if this happens.
•	 Sadly,	 some	 assignments	 were	 mere	 plot	 analyses	 or	 did	 not	 even	 attempt	 to	 answer	 the	 questions. 

	Many	assignments	did	not	reflect	a	bibliography	and/or	word	count.		Please	ensure	that	candidates	reference	their	
sources	and	write	a	bibliography.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS/EXAMINERS:

•	 To	test	the	candidates’	analysis	and	writing	skills,	it	is	suggested	that	the	candidates	are	asked	to	analyse	the	ways	
in	which	a	certain	theme	was	depicted.		This	will	also	prepare	the	candidates	better	for	the	AS	level.

•	 Keep	the	topics	simple	and	single-focused.		This	will	help	candidates	to	develop	their	essays	better	as	they	may	
only	respond	in	about	600	words.

•	 Refrain	from	asking	candidates	to	merely	analyse	a	poem.		An	example	of	this	type	of	question	would	be:		analyse	
Dulce et Decorum est.

•	 It	is	compulsory	to	cover	all	three	genres	as	stipulated	in	the	syllabus	in	Grade	11.
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6095
Paper 4

•	 Most	of	the	centres	have	submitted	audible	and	clearly	labelled	recordings.
•	 Generally,	a	wide	range	of	samples	was	submitted.

POSITIVE COMMENTS: 

•	 All	the	examiners	were	friendly	and	put	the	learners	at	ease	during	the	interviews.
•	 A	few	examiners	assessed	the	candidates	based	on	the	assessment	criteria	and	gave	marks	accordingly.
•	 Some	examiners	allowed	candidates	the	opportunity	to	elaborate	and	justify	their	contents	in	more	detail.
•	 Time	of	the	recordings	was	mostly	managed	well.
•	 Most	centres	indicated	the	candidates	who	were	in	the	sample	with	an	asterisk	(*)	on	the	speaking	summary	forms.
•	 Most	marks	were	transferred	correctly	onto	the	USB	stick.
•	 There	was	a	marked	improvement	in	the	focus	of	the	orals	as	most	orals	focused	on	the	texts	and	themes	only	and	
	 did	not	really	wander	off	into	general	discussions	about	politics	and	racism.		Thank	you	for	that.

NEGATIVE COMMENTS

•	 Some	examiners	did	not	ask	challenging	questions	 to	candidates.	 	As	a	 result,	 the	 learners	had	a	 tendency	 to	
merely	regurgitate	what	they	have	written	in	their	assignments	instead	of	exploring	their	views	in	depth.

•	 Examiners	interrupted	candidates	during	their	conversations	which	either	made	the	candidate	stop	or	forget	their	
point.

•	 Even	though	it	is	allowed	to	take	the	assignments	into	the	examination	room,	it	is	disconcerting	to	hear	how	many	
candidates	merely	read	their	answers	from	their	assignments.		This	was	very	disadvantageous	to	otherwise	good	
candidates.

•	 There	was	also	some	evidence	that	some	teachers	assisted	candidates	by	scribbling	answers	on	a	piece	of	paper	
when	 they	 realised	 the	candidates	could	not	answer	 the	questions.	 	 It	 is	better	 to	merely	move	on	 to	 the	next	
question.

•	 Many	examiners	asked	questions	based	on	the	background	story	of	a	character.	This	is	unnecessary	and	will	not	
score	the	candidate	higher	marks.	It	is	important	to	remember	that	Fugard	loosely	based	his	play	“Road	to	Mecca”	
on	Helen	Niemand,	but	did	not	reflect	the	true	accounts	of	her	life.	(In	the	play,	she	does	not	commit	suicide.)	The	
focus	when	discussing	Helen	should,	therefore,	be	on	Fugard’s	creation	and	not	the	actual	person.

RECOMMENDATIONS

•	 Warm-up	sessions	need	not	be	part	of	the	main	recordings.
•	 Examiners	 should	 read	 the	 syllabus	 thoroughly	 and	 assess	 the	 candidates	 according	 to	 the	 marking	 criteria.		

Marking	the	assignments	 thoroughly	with	a	red	pen	guides	the	external	moderator	 into	understanding	the	mark	
allocation	of	the	internal	examiners.

•	 Internal	moderation	should	take	place	at	school.
•	 Internal	standardization	should	also	take	place	should	there	be	more	than	one	examiner.
•	 Ensure	that	a	variety	of	marks,	which	includes	the	highest	and	the	lowest	mark	in	the	centre,	is	submitted.
•	 Centres	should	indicate	the	samples	with	an	asterisk	(*)	on	both	summary	forms	(the	written	as	well	as	the	speaking	

summary	forms).		
•	 Avoid	asking	questions	chronologically	based	on	the	assignments.		Learners	should	not	merely	regurgitate	what	

was	written	in	the	assignments	but	be	given	the	opportunity	to	develop	their	arguments	further.		
•	 It	 is	advisable	that,	 if	 there	is	more	than	one	examiner	in	a	centre,	the	recordings	are	grouped	according	to	the	

examiners	on	the	USB	sticks	to	ease	the	process	for	the	external	moderators.
•	 In	the	poetry	section,	it	is	recommended	to	formulate	questions	that	focus	on	one	poem	only	in	Papers	3	and	4.		It	

is	advised	to	ask	the	candidates	to	rather	discuss	how	the	theme	of	(for	example)	death	is	depicted	in	a	specific	
poem.		This	prepares	them	better	for	the	AS	levels	too.

•	 Furthermore,	even	though	“literary	aspects	are	assessed	to	a	lesser	extent	in	the	NSSCO	examination”	[	Addendum	
C:	MARKING	GRID	FOR	ORAL	DISCUSSION	OF	LITERATURE	–	(PAPER	4)	p.	30	of	the	syllabus]	the	candidates	
who	were	able	to	explain	and	discuss	the	effects	of	literary	devices	were	placed	in	a	higher	mark	band	than	those	
who	merely	present	general	discussions	and	opinions.		

•	 To	make	the	moderation	process	less	cumbersome,	it	is	kindly	requested	that	the	marks	of	both	assignments	are	
reflected	on	a	combined	cover	page	for	both	assignments.
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FIRST LANGUAGE GERMAN

6096
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

To perform well in this paper, candidates need to demonstrate comprehension of the stimulus texts as well as the ability 
to consolidate information from the texts and relate it to and express an opinion about the issues addressed and develop 
own arguments.  Candidates struggled less with the parts of the paper that go beyond comprehension and recounting 
content than in previous years.

The exam paper respected syllabus content and the Namibian context. No mistakes could be detected in the presentation 
or format of the paper and thus no particular leniency or stringency had to be applied when marking.  Generally, 
candidates seemed well prepared.  Language proficiency was not always first language quality, but more candidates 
than in previous years showed first language proficiency.  As opposed to previous years, only very few candidates did 
not achieve 50% percent of the total marks.  The majority of candidates delivered satisfactory to good results and a 
there were number of very good results.

Demonstration of comprehension, knowledge, application of correct terminology as well as expression of appreciation 
and opinion were clearly more visible this year than in the previous years, which can be attributed to the fact that all 
Grade 11 German First Language candidates took the NSSC Ordinary examination this year and not only candidates 
considered too weak for Higher Level.

Question 1

Candidates performed best in this multiple choice and short answer type question, which is also considered the easiest 
in this paper. All candidates scored 7/10 or higher in this question. 

Question 2

The majority of candidates was familiar with the format of the interview published in a magazine, but some few candidates 
recreated a studio interview for television or radio, which points to instructions not being read carefully enough.  A good 
number of candidates demonstrated very good and the majority of candidates good critical thinking skills.  All candidates 
used the appropriate language register and demonstrated a higher level of creativity and originality than in previous 
years.  Quality of language and expression was generally satisfactory with some very good and only few unsatisfactory 
performances; in most cases grammar and spelling were faulty and sentence construction and idiomatic expression 
were either simple or slightly awkward.  Most candidates achieved around 60% of the marks in this question.

Question 3

Candidates generally achieved 60-70% of the marks in this question.  Most candidates were able to adequately 
summarise both texts in one text, while some candidates still produced separate summaries.

Most candidates could identify the type of texts and most candidates attempted to compared content and formal aspects 
of the two texts, generally more successfully so than in previous years.  Quality of language and expression was 
generally satisfactory. 

There was a marked improvement to scores for this question as compared to the years before 2020.  This can largely be 
attributed to an alteration of the mark scheme for this question after a standardisation process guided by Cambridge for 
all NSSC Ordinary Level European language examinations in 2020.  For this question the focus in evaluation has shifted 
from assessing the consolidation and combination of summary writing, comparison and comprehension to assessing 
comprehension through summary, the adequacy of which has been shown for the second year in a row. 

Question 4

Performance in this question was similar to that of question 2.  Quality of language and expression was generally 
satisfactory, with some candidates standing out with work of exceptional quality.  Most learners seemed familiar with the 
format and tone of the semi-formal letter.  In many cases grammar and spelling were faulty and sentence construction 
and idiomatic expression were slightly awkward.  Most candidates obtained 60% of the marks in this question and 
demonstrated originality and creative insight into the topic.
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COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS

Increased exposure to magazine and newspaper texts that lend themselves to comparison and summary could 
possibly further increase performance in this paper and enhance language and expression skills.  Please, point out that 
summaries should be delivered in one flow text structured in, not in bullet points and not in two separate summaries.

Please, continue to familiarise learners with different types of texts and their characteristics so that they can produce 
texts in the correct formal and appropriate language register.  Text production and developing own thoughts from 
stimulus texts should continue to be practiced in class.  Creativity and originality are appreciated when marking this 
paper: continue to encourage this alongside routine answers.
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6096
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

The exam paper respected syllabus content and the Namibian context.  No mistakes could be detected in the 
presentation or format of the paper and thus no particular leniency or stringency had to be applied when marking. 
Generally, candidates seemed better prepared than in previous years.

To perform well in this paper, candidates need to structure and develop a narrative, a description, an argumentation, 
or discussion and are expected to use respect the adequate format and language register for the topic/genre chosen.  
They are also expected to show mastery of grammatical structures, spelling and punctuation at first language level. 
There were fewer off-topic essays than in previous years and candidates generally presented well-structured pieces of 
writing.

Language proficiency was not always first language quality, but more candidates than in previous years showed first 
language proficiency.  As opposed to previous years, only few candidates did not achieve 50% percent of the total marks. 
The majority of candidates delivered satisfactory to good content and there were a number of very well-developed 
essays. 

However, in many cases grammar and spelling were faulty and sentence construction and idiomatic expression were 
either simple or slightly awkward.  There was a considerable number of incomprehensible sentences/paragraphs. 
Incorrect capitalisation, commas, declination, grammatical gender and sentence construction were the main sources of 
language errors. 

Demonstration of grasp of topic, knowledge and application of correct terminology as well as expression of opinion were 
clearly more visible this year than in the previous years, which can be attributed to the fact that all Grade 11 German 
First Language candidates took the NSSC Ordinary examination this year and not only candidates considered too weak 
for Higher Level.

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS

It remains of outmost importance for the candidates to collect ideas and draft the structure of the essay before starting, 
which most candidates did this year.  Re-reading of the essay to identify and correct language errors is also very 
important.  Both drafting and proofreading should be given high priority when teaching practicing essay writing.  
Providing learners with example texts for descriptive, narrative, argumentative and discursive texts might help with the 
familiarisation with the different text types and text-specific style and figures of speech.  These very technical sides 
of writing should however be balanced with tasks that encourage creativity and free thinking, such as mind maps, 
clustering and writing prompts.

It is crucial for the candidates to clearly indicate the number of the topic and to copy the exact topic.  It is not permissible 
to modify the topic given.  However, for the narrative and descriptive topics an own title befitting the text is considered 
an added value.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL TOPICS

Topic 1:

This topic was chosen by one candidate.

Topic 2:

None of the candidates chose this topic.

Topic 3:

The only narrative topic was one of the most popular topics.

Topic 4:

This descriptive topic was one of the most popular topics.

Topic 5:

This topic was chosen by one candidate.
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Topic 6:

This topic was chosen by two candidates.

Topic 7:

This was the most popular argumentative topic.

Topic 8:

This descriptive topic was one of the most popular topics.

Topic 9:

None of the candidates chose this topic.

This year, the majority of candidates chose one of the three creative, i.e. narrative/descriptive topics.  The candidates 
who chose an argumentative topic leaned towards current affairs topics, such as social media and climate change. 
Discursive topics of a more philosophical nature were largely avoided.
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Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

There were four centres, with 19 candidates overall, with 11 candidates present in the largest centre.  The presentation 
and format of written tasks was generally neat.

For the assignments it is of importance that candidates demonstrate knowledge of the content of texts discussed as 
well as of the terminology necessary for literary analysis.  It is just as important that they show personal appreciation 
for and opinion on the texts chosen, which they should be able to give reasons for from the text and secondary sources 
and express them adequately in written German.  Demonstration of knowledge, application of correct terminology as 
well as expression of appreciation and opinion were generally more visible than in the years before 2020, which can be 
attributed to the fact that all Grade 11 German First Language candidates took the NSSC Ordinary examination this year 
and last, not only candidates considered too weak for Higher Level.

Quality of assignments

Most assignments were of average to good quality in content and fairly well structured.  First Language proficiency was 
not a given with some candidates, but candidates generally demonstrated higher proficiency than in past years, which 
can be attributed to the fact that all Grade 11 German First Language candidates took the NSSC Ordinary examination 
this year not only candidates considered too weak for Higher Level.  While referencing and quoting was mostly done 
properly and usually meaningful, there were some cases of plagiarism, which teachers in centres did not notice and/
or penalise.  Plagiarism was most prevalent in the analysis of poetry.  The moderator had to lower the marks in these 
cases.  The importance of discouraging plagiarism and encouraging own expression, even if it is not in perfect German, 
cannot be emphasised enough.  Teachers should not hesitate to penalise or point out plagiarism in ALL cases, even if 
the candidate is a top performer.

Topics

Within the centres the range of topics chosen for prose was limited to one text (either only “Der Besuch der Alten Dame” 
or only “Der gute Mensch von Sezuan” or “Homo Faber”) and topics chosen within centres were similar or the same. 
Learners should be encouraged to find original, creative and interesting topics and possibly exposed to more than one 
prose text.  Topics and texts chosen for poetry were slightly more diverse, and some candidates chose poems that were 
never chosen in the previous eight years.

The topics chosen were usually clearly stated and the assignments on topic, only some few topics lacked in clarity and 
by extension these assignments lacked in purpose.

Overall, it was good to see that knowledgeable interpretation and analysis as well as individual appreciation has slightly 
increased since 2020.  This can probably be attributed to the fact that all Grade 11 German First Language candidates 
took the NSSC Ordinary examination and not only candidates considered too weak for Higher Level.
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Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

There were four centres, with 19 candidates overall, with 11 candidates present in the largest centre.

For the conversation on literary topics much depends on the candidates’ ability to demonstrate factual knowledge, 
analysis and comparisons in their topic discussion, but also to express these adequately in German on mother-tongue 
level.  If candidates are confident about using the terminology and analysis skills acquired in class as well as about 
their mastery of German, they will score highly.  For the highest marks it is important that candidates show that their 
knowledge as well as language skills are sufficient to maintain a conversation on a prepared literary topic.

Demonstration of knowledge and application of correct terminology as well as good speaking abilities and oral first 
language mastery were generally more of a given this year than in the years before 2020, which can be attributed to the 
fact that all Grade 11 German First Language candidates took the NSSC Ordinary examination this year and last, not 
only candidates considered too weak for Higher Level.

Quality of conversations

Most candidates were fairly confident, some very confident, in the oral presentation of their factual knowledge and the 
manipulation of language structures.

First Language proficiency was not detected with some candidates.  It has to be added that examination techniques of 
the examiner in the biggest centre did not sufficiently stimulate candidates to display their full ability and knowledge and 
sometimes even hampered flow of conversation.

In a number of cases conversations did not flow naturally and occasionally seemed slightly rehearsed.  There were a 
few incidences of verbatim renditions of wording from the literature assignments.

Most examiners still need to take more care not to pre-empt answers and not to make evaluating remarks like “sehr gut” 
or “richtig” or “genau”.  For this paper it is very important that candidates be given the chance and be stimulated to show 
the full range of their knowledge and speaking abilities.

Topics

Within the centres, the range of topics chosen for prose was limited to one text (either only “Der Besuch der Alten Dame” 
or only “Der gute Mensch von Sezuan” or “Homo Faber”) and topics chosen within centres were similar or the same. 
Learners should be encouraged to find original, creative and interesting topics and possibly exposed to more than one 
prose text.  Topics and texts chosen for poetry were slightly more diverse, and some candidates chose poems that were 
never chosen in the previous eight years.

Overall, it was good to see that knowledgeable interpretation and analysis as well as individual appreciation has slightly 
increased since 2020.  This can probably be attributed to the fact that all Grade 11 German First Language candidates 
took the NSSC Ordinary examination and not only candidates considered too weak for Higher Level.
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FIRST LANGUAGE KHOEKHOEGOWAB

6098
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

It was clear from the candidates’ responses to the question paper that reading with understanding and general 
interpretation of the questions is a common difficulty experienced overall.  The poor language usage and recurring 
spelling errors has obstructed the meaning in most cases and this was observed in all centers.  Very few candidates 
were able to display a variety of well-constructed sentences, simple to complex sentences, idiomatic expressions, some 
figurative language and appropriate style of writing in their responses.

It was also evident that learners are not exposed to reading and responding to a variety of text types.  Many candidates 
were not able to differentiate between point and paragraph formats of writing.  Some candidates resorted to a formal 
letter format for the response to an article. 

Teachers should put emphasis on the correct grammar usage during normal teaching.  This may be rectified through 
more language usage and writing exercises and consistency in marking and correcting learners’ errors.  Teachers 
should strive to see improved skills over the year.  Teachers are therefore encouraged to make use of Khoekhoegowab 
Third Orthography to guide learners on correct spelling, language usage and grammar. 

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 Questions (a – i) were contextual questions assessing reading and understanding.  Although generally 
candidates did well in responding, it was notable that learners still do not read with understanding and 
rather skim for answers consequently resulting in copying texts directly containing parts of the question. 
This resulted in most candidates losing out on marks.

(a) This question required candidates to mention two reasons why the mother finally allowed the father 
to take the son for skiing.  Most candidates were able to respond correctly to this question.  The 
candidates were expected to write the following to score marks; father would not give up and swore 
or promised that he would take good care of the boyand return him home before Christmas eve 
dinner (both statement.  Some candidates wrote both statements while others only wrote one.  
Some candidates mentioned that the mother was very upset or angry with the father because he 
once sneaked the boy into a night club to see the famous American singer.  If they answered in this 
manner, it is wrong and they did not score any marks.

(b) Why did the father see the need to ski down the mountain for one last time?  Candidates were 
required to mention what attracted the father to ski again.  The following answer were accepted as 
correct; the fresh snow was inviting/he saw something special about the snow (one mark for either 
of this answers).  Most candidates had this answer right.

(c) Why did the father put chains around the wheels?  In most cases the candidates interpret the question 
wrongly. In order to answer this question correctly, candidates needed to have the background or 
general knowledge about snow.  Most candidates did not know the type of chains referred to in the 
passage hence they were confused about what the purpose of the chains was.  Snow is rare or does 
not exist in Namibia therefore, candidates could not relate the use of chains on a vehicle.  This are the 
type of metal bars put around the outside of a wheel.  The desired answers would be; to ensure easy 
driving in the snow/to make the car grip the on the road better/to ensure car does not slip off the road/
that the car does not get stuck in heavy layers of snow (any two).  Most candidates that score marks 
mentioned that the chains were used to pull the car out of the snow.

(d) What does the author mean with the following statement “I was very far in my thoughts”?  The 
candidates were required to understand the statement and interpret it in their own words.  The simple 
answer was that the boy was thinking about home/that he wished he was at home.  Many candidates 
were not able to answer this question correctly.
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(e) Why did the boy not respond to his father calling him ‘ǀhōtarab’ like he used to?  The candidates 
were supposed to mention the mood in which the boy was at that time.  Almost all candidates did not 
understand this question.  Most candidates responded that it was disrespectful to talk to an adult like 
that.  The correct answer would be that the boy was angry/upset that they were not going home, he 
was not in the mood for jokes, he did not believe his father would take him home in time.

(f) In which way did the boy become an accomplice to his father, according to the father?  The correct 
answer is that the boy moved some of the barricades that blocked the road.  Few candidates were 
able to score marks here.  Most candidates did not master this question as they misunderstood the 
question.  They would answer as follows; now you are my accomplice “nēsits ge go ti ǀapeǀhao-ao kai” 
or we will go to jail together “ǀguiba khom ǃkhō-oms ǁga nî ǃgû”.

(g) What does the author want to convey with the repetition of the word (snow) “ǃkhoab” in the paragraph? 
Many candidates were not able to answer the question as they did not even know what snow is.  
Many answered by trying to explain what snow is instead of explaining the author’s intention.  The 
correct answer should be; to emphasize that the snow has fallen heavily and cover the whole soil.

(h) In your view, what did the father mean with, “You should never try this”?  Candidates were struggling 
to respond correctly to this question in their own words. It was evident that the candidate did not 
understand the passage well therefore, responding to this question was challenging.  The desired 
response was that the father was feeling guilty/he wanted to apologize to the boy/he knew it was 
dangerous or reckless and irresponsible to drive on the closed road/he was cautioning the boy not to 
copy what he did.  Some candidates were able to respond correctly.

(i) What is the meaning of the boy’s words in the last sentence of the passage?  Many candidates copied 
the last sentence from the passage as the answer.  The correct response is that the boy meant if you 
don’t try something no matter how dangerous it may be; you’ll never have the experience.  Very few 
candidates were able to explain this in their own words.

Contextual questions usually require candidates to understand the question as well as the passage in order to in most 
cases interpret the response in their own words.  Few candidates performed well in this question.

2 This question which was also based on Passage 1 consisted of part (a) for which the candidates were 
required to mention points from the passage that indicated that the father has shown irresponsible behavior 
while on the excursion with the son.  Candidates were required to respond in note form and there was no 
need to use their own words.  Most candidates were able to lift correct ideas from the passage while a few 
just copied directly from the text.  Some candidates responded in paragraph format while others just wrote 
phrases.  Teachers are urged to teach the difference in point form writing and paragraph writing. 

 The part (b) of the question required candidates to write a summary of 100 – 150 words with the ideas 
written as their response in part (a).  Many candidates did not use their ideas from part (a) but rather wrote 
a summary of the whole passage and they missed the correct information in so doing. 

 Some candidates did not respond correctly to part (a) which they had to use to respond to part (b) of the 
question.  This caused them to lose out on marks.  Teachers are encouraged to verse them well with the 
assessment objectives of this question paper in order to prepare the learners for their final examination. 

3 This question was based on passage 2 and the candidates were required to write an article on the 
similarities of social problems in their social environment mentioned by President Barak Obama in his 
inauguration speech and suggest appropriate solutions.  Candidates were expected to use the content of 
the passage as guideline in responding to the question. 

 This question was assessing the candidates’ skills of in-depth reading of the passage and the ability to 
write clearly, extensively and showcase appropriate language usage in their responses.  This is a directed 
writing question and learners should be prepared at school through repeated writing activities to master 
the skills.  Most of the candidates were unable to respond correctly to this question.  Many did not have 
the correct format and structure of an article while some opted for a letter as their response. 
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 It was again evident that the candidates responded to questions without understanding and even more 
without reading the passage for understanding.  More reading of variety of texts is therefore recommended.

3. CONCLUSION

 In conclusion, all the teachers are commended for their hard work and dedication in ensuring that 
candidates were prepared for the final examination despite the unusual circumstances of this year that 
affected the school calendar.  The Senior Education Officers in the regions and the Heads of Departments 
at the schools are hereby urged to discuss the examiner’s report with the subject teachers to ensure that 
the recommendations are implemented.  Thank you! 
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

Even though there is a slight improvement in certain aspects of the component, much still need to be done to qualify the 
component to be of an acceptable standard.  Most teachers indeed are preparing their candidates within the authorised 
assessment objectives, but need to focus on certain matters to improve the overall performance of the component.  It 
should be noted that these candidates are prospective AS-Level, tertiary institution or employees at establishments and 
their work should be responsive of such qualifications.  The rewriting of the question statement is not a necessity and 
should be discouraged as it is not assessed and even takes up space that could have been used for assessable content.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Narrative

1 The narrative question required candidates to write about an incident in which he/she was unfairly treated, 
but eventually turn out to be a blessing in disguise.  This was the least chosen topic, and the candidates 
who wrote about totally misinterpreted the meaning of the expression.  They wrote about a hidden treasure 
or a gift from someone that was revealed to him/her at a later stage.  Generally candidates find expressions 
and quotations difficult to interpret.

2 This narrative question wanted candidates to write about his/her unforgettable experience on a trip to his/
her dream destination.  Though sizable amount of candidates chose it, the interpretation of it was not as 
accurate as it should be.  Many candidates generally wrote about a dream in which they were the main 
characters.  The aspect of unforgettable experience was well narrated in a creative way.

Descriptive

3 The descriptive essay required the candidates to write a description of the family vehicle which is their 
pride. A reasonable number of candidates chose the topic, but instead of presenting a description, some 
candidates wrote eulogies in a poetic style.  In such cases even though the pride could be inferred, the 
description was limited.  Some candidates wrote proper essays addressing the elements in the question.

4 The descriptive essay required candidates to write about the N$1 million he/she has won in a competition 
and to describe emotions he/she went through after hearing the announcement and the reaction of the 
family members when they heard the news.  Most candidates who chose the topic developed it in a 
proper and creative manner.  Some candidates disregarded the aspect of emotions and focused only 
how they spend the million dollars.  Some candidates interpreted Bitcoin, Forex-Trading and Gambling as 
competitions, they should be discouraged to participate in risky activities. 

Argumentative

5 The argumentative essay required candidates to tender their perceptions on whether athletes should be 
allowed to consume stimulants or performance enhancing substances.  The candidates generated proper 
formulated arguments based on their views.  There was confusion as whether the candidates should only 
take a single stance or make it discursive.  Some candidates interpreted energy boosters like Bioplus, 
Score and Energade as stimulants or performance enhancers.  Some even argued that the products sold 
by Herbal Life and Easy Life could be considered to be drug oriented. 

6 The question required candidates to share their views on whether they think parents should become their 
best friends.  There were proper arguments presented again instead of being argumentative it was made 
discursive, maybe the question should specify as to which approach to be taken.  In this section both 
essays are turned in discursive essay.
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POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

It is a great concern that at many centres there is a reduplication of language errors every year.  The errors range 
from spelling, part of speech, syntax, semantics, morphology, lexis, pragmatics, suffixes, phonemic flaws, improper 
terminology, paragraphing, use of idiomatic expressions, the use of clauses and phrases, syllabification the use of 
monographs, digraphs and tri-graphs and the mastery of Khoekhoegowab alphabet and the required punctuation marks 
and colloquial language.  It is noted with great worry that candidates are not taught the syllabus components on pages 
11–13.  It is of paramount importance that candidates are prepared on how to interpret and present ideas in the different 
types of essays.  Candidates also make use of English and or Afrikaans words for terms and vocabulary we have in 
Khoekhoegowab e.g. sokkers, verhouding, ice-cream, eie, privaat, etc.  Some candidates use capital letters to write 
the whole essay making marking difficult thus the mark of the learner would be affected.  To take up space there is a 
tendency that candidates leave big gaps or open spaces between single words in one sentence.  The use of degree of 
comparison is improperly attained e.g. “!khūste”, “kaiste” etc.  The counting of words with pencil and writing the number 
of words on top of every single word counted presents an unpleasant marking atmosphere for the marking, posing 
confusion.  Candidates should refrain from writing in pencil or changing the ink colour abruptly, as it might be construed 
differently by the marking team.  Please ensure that we familiarise ourselves with the interpretation of the marking grids; 
and how to credit candidates realistically but fairly.

It is noted with great pleasure how teachers foster the teaching and learning at their respective centres.  It is highly 
valued and appreciated how certain teachers render sacrifices and attempts to qualify our candidates to attain quality 
symbols. 

There are a few remarks tendered to improve the aspects that are poorly attained by candidates.  Handwriting styles 
are to be monitored at school to make sure that candidates generate work that could be followed by any person, 
please ensure that candidates’ handwriting is clear and legible.  Candidates should refrain from writing the clicks 
(Å,!,¸, Æ) in cursive writing.  There is also an improper style of writing the (i and î) they write it with a circle on top of the 
vowel making it look decorated.  Teachers should please expose candidates to a variety of language terminologies and 
vocabulary to avoid candidates using foreign terms in an official examination paper.  It is advisable to teach candidates 
on how to approach and analyse the questions in order for them to generate the appropriate interpretation.  Moreover 
it is recommended for teachers to guide candidates how to approach questions with expressions and quotations, by 
presenting them with some common figurative speeches.  Some candidates are writing over the margin, some are 
writing rather short sentences not even reaching the margin.  These should be avoided at all cost, and let the candidates 
write reasonable length of sentences.

It would serve a proper course to give candidates the marking grids, and by so doing explain to them the requirements 
and expectations within every band.  Make the candidates aware during school based assessment about how markers 
interpret the marking grids for candidates to be credited in higher bands.  Teachers should identify candidates with 
learning difficulties and render extra support for such candidates from junior secondary phase, to avoid candidates 
producing work of feeble quality at this level.  Please consult the examiner’s reports of the previous five years to 
eliminate majority of the mistakes repeated almost annually. 

Some candidates still answer three (3) different questions one from each category, this could be avoided if assessment at 
school level is based on external examination standards to help candidates cope with it in external NSSCO examination. 
Some candidates answer all three types in one essay; therefore teachers should assess candidates at schools and give 
feedback timeously.  Let the candidates do more writing activities with proper feedback and correction and follow to be 
done. It is noted that certain centres register candidates who take Khoekhoegowab First Language for the first time only 
in grade 10.  The curriculum makes provision for a monolingual examination (syllabus), so please contact the REXO or 
DNEA as early as possible for proper guidance before registration.

CONCLUSION

Let us by all means encourage the candidates not to use their respective dialects when it comes to official examination 
writing, and teach them the officially acknowledged Khoekhoegowab taught in schools.  It is always good to make 
candidates aware regarding the distinction between oral and written languages in our teaching.

Ada toxoba llkhāllkhāsenaona Khoekhoegowab lōga xrat 8sa xu xrat 11s kōse llgau!nâ, ¸aillgause:  lōmûdi, lgamlōgu, 
lhūlōmûdi, nam¸naugu, ¸geregu tsȋna.  llKhā da as kōse llkhāllkhāsenaona !kharagagu ¸âibasengu tsȋ xoalgorade 
xoasa mâi-ai!â re.

Thank you dearly for all the hard work, sacrifices, direct and indirect inputs regarding the development of the language.  
It is a clear testimony that teachers are significant custodians in promoting and preserving the language and its progress. 
Jointly we will attain the assessment objectives of this particular paper.  Never get tired of parting your knowledge with 
the candidates.  It is acknowledged and noted.  Thank you.  Kaise kai gangans tsȋ lkhaehesa  sȋsenllaeba ūhâ re.
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6098
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Most	of	the	written	work	submitted	was	neatly	and	legibly.

•	 Most	centers	obtained	average	scores	while	some	obtained	slightly	above	average.		You	are	applauded	for	that.

•	 Spelling	still	remains	a	major	concern	as	candidates	are	still	showing	confusion	in	the	spelling	of	certain	words	
which	if	wrongly	spelled	means	something	else.

•	 Some	candidates	copied	the	whole	text	as	it	was,	as	their	answer,	while	others	wrote	long	paragraphs	containing	
unnecessary	information	and	left	the	correct	points	that	they	could	have	taken	from	the	text.

•	 Most	candidates	adhered	to	instructions,	but	some	did	not,	and	this	caused	them	to	loose	possible	marks.

•	 The	word	“!nari- drive” in	the	main	question	was,	misunderstood	by	most	candidates	as	“!nari-thievery”.

•	 Some	candidates	wrote	essays	on	thievery	and	were	not	awarded	marks.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

This	question	was	supposed	to	be	written	in	continuous	prose	format.

The environment

•	 Most	candidates	did	not	score	good	marks	in	this	part	of	the	question,	as	they	lifted	answers	directly	from	the	text,	
failing	to	explain	what	they	had	quoted	and	this	caused	them	to	loose	marks.

Shortage of food

•	 Most	candidates	scored	good	marks	in	these	part	of	the	question	as	they	were	able	to	lift	correct	answers	from	the	
text,	but	they	failed	to	explain	and	motivate.

Reaction of the characters to the hardship

•	 Candidates	 found	 it	 difficult	 to	 critically	 describe	 and	 relate	 the	 reactions	 of	 these	 two	 characters	 towards	 the	
hardship	that	they	found	themselves	in.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 This	is	a	critical	response	question	paper	that	focuses	on	assessing	the	critical	thinking	skills	and	analysis	of	text.	
Teachers	should	teach	candidates	to	state,	quote	and	explain.

The example below can be used as the basis of the candidates answers for this paper.

Statement:	 The	author	wants	to	show	us	the	hardships	experienced	in	the	dessert.
Quote:  “They	mixed	half	a	cup	flour	with	maize”
Explain:  They	thought	of	this	strategy,	because	the	next	meal	was	not	guaranteed.

•	 In	order	for	the	candidates	to	demonstrate	understanding,	they	must	not	copy	directly	from	the	text	–	they	must	
narrate	and	use	third	person	pronoun.

•	 Teachers	are	urged	to	put	emphasis	on	reading	with	understanding	during	normal	classroom	teaching.	

•	 Candidates	should	be	taught	to	motivate	and	develop	their	ideas	in	writing.
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•	 Teachers	should	give	candidates	more	exercises	that	require	critical	response,	while	addressing	the	spelling	errors,	
punctuation	and	general	usage	of	language.

•	 Candidates	must	be	taught	how	to	write	different	types	of	sentences	and	paragraphing.

•	 Teachers	are	urged	to	study	the	marking	grid	thoroughly	and	to	explain	the	marking	grids	to	the	candidates	when	
preparing	them	for	the	examination.	

CONCLUSION

Finally,	all	teachers	are	commented	for	their	hard	work	and	dedication	in	ensuring	that	candidates	were	prepared	for	
the	final	examination,	despite	the	unusual	circumstances	of	 this	year	 that	affected	the	school	calendar.	 	The	Senior	
Education	Officers	and	Head	of	Departments	at	the	school	are	hereby	urged	to	discuss	examiner’s	reports	with	the	
subject	teachers	at	their	schools,	to	ensure	that	the	suggestions	and	recommendations	are	implemented.
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6098
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

Comments on the interpretation of the assessment criteria

It is noticed that there is a general improvement in the overall conduct, approaches and performance of examiners and 
candidates in this paper.  Most examiners master the interpretation of the assessment criteria.  The questions asked 
and the marks awarded are a clear testimony of this aspect.  Only a few examiners are showing leniency for weaker 
candidates and strict with stronger candidates, which are outline in centre specific reports.  It is very important to apply 
the assessment criteria correctly to avoid broad differences during the moderation as this might raise red flags and 
doubt the awarding of marks by examiners.  Highlight the most important aspects for every band and familiarise yourself 
with the content of all the band requirements; it would also be good if candidates are given the assessment and marking 
grids.

Other relevant comments

Examiners are advised to observe the preparation stages of the report as outlined in the School-Based Assessment 
Guidelines (Discussion + Selection + Draft + Final).  Please encourage the candidates to select a variation of topics from 
the same centre, rather candidates choosing one or two same topics.  Examiners are advised to discourage themes 
related to death in their research.  Many candidates did not attain the required number of words (700-1000) some 
reports are very short and thus disadvantaged the candidates.  The guidelines provide a proper outline for the structure 
of the report; please let the candidates make use of it, instead of submitting an essay type report.  During the discussion 
stage inform the candidates to choose a topic which they are comfortable with and of which they could gather relevant 
and sufficient data with relevant resources at their disposal.  The purpose of this exercise is to explore and expand 
the knowledge of local or native traditional and societal customs and contemporary issues.  Therefore examiners are 
advised to inform candidates to take a topic within our local set- ups. Tān toxoba !âi-xoa-aona îbe !auga !hūgu ǁnaetin 
tsî ǁaxasina ǁhûi re.

The inclusion of liquid substances could cause damage to the whole scripts, please device other mechanisms when 
this is to be included as evidence.  Even though language usage is not marked, please encourage the candidates to 
use correct semantics; spelling, diction and syntax to add value to the reports.  Candidates should submit evidence 
of activities of which they were also part in the form of images or audio visuals to validate the report as this would be 
benevolent to the candidate for crediting marks.

When typing the report in Khoekhoegowab ensure to use the correct font, as random fonts display and misplace letters. 
Typing in any other font compromises the standard of orthography as the clicks, nasalised monographs; diphthongs 
and length marked vowels are not properly marked.  For the click sounds the use of (#, /, //,) are not of the acceptable 
standard.  This is official examination material and should be treated as such to add value to the language we study. 
The 6th component of the research topics should read (Mâi-ai!âs hō¸uin dis) not (Mâi-ai!âs di hō¸uin).  It would look 
more authentic if all comments are tendered in Khoekhoegowab making the comparisons drawn during the moderation 
more effective.  Examiners should please ensure the candidates submit quality work, especially the papers on which 
the coursework is done.  Some candidates submit folios torn out, untidily from exercise books and the margins not even 
neatly trimmed.  (Tā da !khaera sȋsenna !âixoa-aona xu ū!oa re ǀuni mā¸gās !aroma.)
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6098
Paper 5

GENERAL COMMENTS

Interpretation and application of assessment criteria

Examiners demonstrated clear understanding of the assessment criteria and marks are awarded as outlined in the 
marking grid.  Some examiners were very lenient whereas others were severe with their crediting.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC SECTIONS

 Section A (Presentation) Mâi-ai!âs (5 Minutes)

There is still a challenge for this particular section for a majority of centres.  Examiners are advised that Section A is the 
presentation of the candidate relating to the topic of choice.  This is not the warm-up session or a part for the candidates 
to introduce themselves.  Please consult the assessment guideline for more information.  No questions, interjections 
or any form of interference is to be entertained in this section; please consult the oral assessment guide.  Tā da toxaba 
ǁgamǁares Åkha Ågui tsoatsoa re.

Section B (Conversation) ǁGamǁares (10 Minutes)

This section was well conducted although most of the examiners commenced with this part which should not be the case. 
Examiners should ask open-ended questions to engage the candidates more in their conversations.  The questions 
should be based on what the examiner picked up during the presentation and marking of the report.  Examiners should 
avoid showing any form of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the contributions made by the candidates, and thus 
refrain from drawing conclusions for candidates.  Examiners should not initiate the conversation length and cut the 
candidates short in their contributions.  Candidates should be well prepared for the conversation in Section B related to 
their research topic.  Examiners should only ask questions based on the presentation and the topic, and not make it a 
knowledge based conversation.  Remember the candidate is the expert; you act as if you are only hearing these for the 
first time, and it is the task of the examiner to keep the conversation flowing and complete it within the first 6-7 minutes 
after the presentation.  The examiners are advised to appear in a relaxed and friendly manner, and not intervene, if there 
be anything which they don’t agree with, they rather guide the candidates into the correct direction. Tā da !âixoa-aona 
ǁara !hoa ¸gaon ra hîa.

Quality of recording

There were really no problems to this component as the examination centres choosed quiet locations for the oral, 
even though at a few centres there were background sounds and disturbances experienced e.g. Learners passing by 
the examination venue, sirens wailing, church bells chiming; cell phones vibrating etc.).  Display the “Silence Exam in 
Progress” notice in and around the examination venue.  Head of Centres should ensure to find a location that would 
be conducive for the oral examinations.  Some candidates are speaking really soft, in such cases place the recording 
device closer to the candidate or frankly ask the candidate to speak up.

Range of sample

There were no challenges experienced in this regard, except that some centres had few entries and they are expected 
to send all the candidates if they are less than 10.  Centres should encourage candidates to take their native languages 
at schools.

Any relevant comments/recommendations

Teachers teaching the subject or senior secondary phase for the first time are advised to consult the EO.  Experienced 
teacher, or circuit convenor of the subject for this particular exercise, or rather link with other schools or regions to get 
more information about Paper 4&5.  Examiners should discourage the use of English and Afrikaans terminology for 
existing vocabulary.  Candidates should be advised to narrow their research aimed at a specific topic, object or habit.  
Candidates should not read from their research material or report during the oral assessment, as candidates make 
errors while reading from the research paper.  Examiners should try by all means to pronounce the introduction of 
candidates in Khoekhoegowab.  Now that we are revolving to ITC, please ensure that the devices are virus free and 
that we don’t reset or format them in any form.  Moderators are using their personal laptops and it is a great concern as 
some laptops are sensitive to viruses and will automatically scan the devise resulting in possible loss of data.
It is worth noting the level of improvement and practical interventions from most examiners.  Please let’s retain our 
strengths and proactively work on our shortcomings.  Kaise kai gangans!  Thank you!
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FIRST LANGUAGE OSHIKWANYAMA

6099
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 It	was	clear	 from	the	candidates’	 responses	 to	 the	question	paper	 that	 reading	with	understanding	and	general	
interpretation	of	the	questions	is	a	moderate	experienced	overall.		The	poor	language	usage	and	recurring	spelling	
errors	obstructed	the	meaning	in	most	cases,	and	this	was	observed	in	all	the	examination	centres.		A	very	few	
candidates	were	able	to	display	a	variety	of	well-constructed	sentences,	simple	to	complex	sentences,	idiomatic	
expressions,	some	figurative	language	and	appropriate	style	of	writing	in	their	responses.

•	 It	was	also	evident	 that	 learners	 are	not	 exposed	 to	 reading	and	 responding	 to	 a	 variety	 of	 text	 types.	 	Many	
candidates	were	not	able	to	differentiate	between	point	and	paragraph	formats	of	writing.	Some	candidates	resorted	
to	a	friendly	letter,	article,	and	speech	format	for	the	response	to	a	formal	letter	to	the	editor	of	YOU	magazine.

•	 Teachers	should	put	emphasis	on	the	correct	grammar	usage	in	their	lessons.		This	may	be	rectified	through	more	
language	usage	and	writing	exercises	and	consistency	in	marking	and	correcting	learners’	writing	mistakes	and	
errors.		Teachers	should	strive	to	see	improved	skills	over	the	year.		Teachers	are	also	encouraged	to	make	use	of	
Oshikwanyama’s	latest	orthography	[Oshikwanyama	Orthography	3]	to	guide	learners	on	correct	spelling,	language	
usage	and	grammar.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Question 1

Questions	(a	–	 i)	were	contextual	questions	assessing	reading	and	understanding.	 	Although,	generally,	candidates	
did	well	 in	responding,	 it	was	notable	that	 learners	still	do	not	read	with	understanding	and	rather	skim	for	answers	
consequently	resulting	in	copying	texts	directly	containing	parts	of	the	question.		This	resulted	in	most	candidates	losing	
out	on	marks.

(a) This	question	required	candidates	to	give	the	reason	why	Fred	woke	up	the	narrator.		Most	candidates	
were	able	to	respond	correctly	to	this	question.		The	candidates	were	expected	to	write	the	following	
to	 score	 marks;	 Okwa uda eenghoshi tadi kumbu	 /opo va ka dipaye eenghoshi(Some	
candidates	wrote	both	statements	while	others	only	wrote	one.		Some	candidates	answers	such	as:	
opo va ye moukongo weenghoshi, opo a pwilikine onghoshi.		The	candidates	who	answered	in	
this	manner,	did	not	score	any	mark.

(b) What	was	the	writer’s	reaction	when	he	heard	the	roaring	of	the	Lion	as	indicated	in	paragraph	2?		Most	
Candidates	answered	this	question	correctly.		The	following	answers	were	accepted	as	correct;	ole 
mu etela oumbanda/ oshimbwibwili komaoko/engwangwano/ a fye ombambanghunkuta(one	
mark	for	either	of	this	answers).

(c) Why	did	the	writer	think	it	was	easy	for	him	to	pass	through	the	bushes?		Most	candidates	responded	
well	to	this	question.		The	following	answer	was	considered	to	be	correct.		Oikutu oyo kwa li a djala.

(d) According	to	paragraph	4,	what	shows	that	Fred	was	an	experienced	lion	hunter?		Very	few	candidates	
understood	this	question.		Most	Candidates	responded	that;	Okwa li a fikama, ta pwilikine noukeka 
which is not correct.  The correct answer would be that; ota dulu okukwashilipaleka oshinano 
nombinga oko taku dilile omiono deenghoshi, okwa li ta dulu okuyoolola ekumbo longhoshi 
yonghadi naai yondume.		This	question	required	that	the	candidates	to	give	two	answers	in	order	
to	score	both	marks.	If	the	candidate	wrote	two	answers	in	one	line,	it	was	considered	as	a	single	
answer	and	not	two.		Also,	if	the	candidate	gave	4	answers,	and	the	first	two	answers	are	incorrect,	
the	last	two	answers	would	not	be	considered.		It	is	suggested	for	the	candidates	not	to	guess	for	the	
answers,	but	to	be	certain	about	the	answers	they	are	providing.

(e) Why	was	it	difficult	for	him	to	walk	towards	the	direction	where	the	lion’s	growling	could	be	heard?		
Very	 few	 candidates	 answered	 this	 question	 correctly.	 	 This	 question	 required	 the	 candidates	 to	
provide	two	answers	in	order	for	them	to	score	both	marks.		If	the	candidate	wrote	two	answers	in	one	
line,	it	would	be	considered	as	a	single	answer,	but	not	two.		Also,	if	the	candidate	wrote	more	than	
two	answers,	only	the	first	two	answers	would	be	considered.		The	following	answers	were	expected;	
Ondjila oya li i na omamanya and Ondjila oya li ya ngolyauka noya ninga nambidaula.
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(f) Why	did	Fred	stand	and	pull	the	narrator’s	arm?		Most	candidates	answered	this	question	fairly	well.	
Only	a	few	candidates	gave	the	following	incorrect	answer:		Okwa li a hala e mu ulikile kombada 
yomulonga.		The	expected	answers	were; okwa li a mona onghoshi, okwa li a hala e mu ulikile 
onghoshi, ile okwa li a hala a umbe onghoshi.

(g) Why	did	his	first	shot	seemed	to	be	easy?		Most	candidates	answered	this	question	fairly.	 	Some	
candidates	responded	ondjebo oye liumba yo vene,	which	was	considered	to	be	incorrect.	 	The	
expected	correct	answer	was;	Okwa li e i wete naanaa nawa.

(h) What	shows	that	the	hunters	were	in	trouble	when	they	left	the	river?		Most	candidates	were	not	able	
to	answer	this	question	correctly.		Candidates	mentioned	that;	Ope na eenghoshi mbali dikadi da 
twa okamutyonghe, ova mona eenghoshi mbali de va tala.		Candidates	were	expetcted	to	provide	
two	answers	for	them	to	score	both	marks.		The	expected	answers	were:		Eenghoshi okwa li de va 
tala odikilila / Ova li ve li mokaluhenene pe na ouxwa ve li omalomaloma.

(i) Why	did	the	narrator	shout	so	loud	before	the	last	shot?		Most	candidates	answered	this	question	
correctly.	The	following	answers	were	expected:		Okwa li e mu damakatela kepepe/ okwa li a hala 
e linipe mo meenyala daFred.

(j) What	does	the	author	mean	with	the	following	statement	“he	was	held	with	strength”?	The	candidates	
were	required	to	understand	the	statement	and	interpret	it	in	their	own	words.		The	simple	answer	
was	that:	ka li ta dulu okudja mo/okwa li e mu kwata a dinima/kakwa li ta dulu okwiinipa mo 
meenyala daFred.		Many	candidates	were	able	to	answer	this	question	correctly.

(k) What	does	the	author	mean	with	the	following	statement	“like	a	robot”?		The	candidates	were	required	
to	first	understand	the	context	in	which	the	statement	is	used	and	then	interpret	it	in	their	own	words.	
Most	candidates	were	not	able	to	answer	the	question	as	they	misunderstood	the	word	“robot”.		Most	
candidates	 referred	 the	word	 “robot’	 as	 to	 the	 traffic	 lights.	 	Candidates	 responded	 that;	Okwa li 
a fikama a yukilila/ Kali ta dulu okulinyenga.	 	 The	 expected	 answer	was:	Kakwa li ta longo 
nomadiladilo aye mwene/ okwe liufa komalombwelo aFred.

(l) What	effect	does	the	second	gunshot	have	on	the	narrator?		Most	candidates	did	not	answer	this	
question	correctly.		Most	candidates	provided	the	incorrect	answer	as:	Onde shi fela okalambo/Ondi 
na eembado deenghoshi/ omakutwi aye okwa enda taa fituluka.		The	following	correct	answers	
were	expected	from	the	candidates;	okwa li a fa e na eembado/ oshe mu fitika omatwi.

Contextual	questions	usually	require	candidates	to	understand	the	question	as	well	as	the	passage	in	order	to,	in	most	
cases,	interpret	the	response	in	their	own	words.		Only	a	few	candidates	performed	well	in	this	question.

Question 2

This	question	which	was	also	based	on	Passage	1	consisted	of	part	 (a)	 for	which	 the	candidates	were	 required	 to	
mention	points	from	the	passage	that	indicated	that	the	narrator	was	afraid	and	inexperienced	in	terms	of	lion	hunting.	
Candidates	were	required	to	respond	in	a	note	form	and	there	was	no	need	to	use	their	own	words.		Most	candidates	
were	able	to	lift	correct	ideas	from	the	passage	while	a	few	just	copied	directly	from	the	text.		Some	candidates	responded	
in	a	paragraph	format	while	others	just	wrote	phrases.	Teachers	are	urged	to	teach	the	differences	between	point	form	
summary	and	paragraph	from	summary.

Part	 (b)	of	 the	question	 required	candidates	 to	write	a	summary	of	100	–	150	words	with	 the	 ideas	written	as	 their	
response	 in	 part	 (a)	 that	 indicated	 that	 the	 narrator	 was	 afraid	 and	 inexperienced	 in	 terms	 of	 lion	 hunting.	 	 Most	
candidates	did	not	use	the	ideas	from	part	(a)	but	rather	wrote	a	summary	of	the	whole	passage	and	they	missed	the	
correct	information	in	so	doing.		Most	candidates	copied	words,	phrases	and	sentences	as	they	are	from	the	text.		Part	
(b)	required	candidates	to	write	a	coherent	and	cohesive	piece.		The	ideas	laid	in	most	candidates’	summaries	were	not	
related	or	linked,	resulting	in	candidates’	prose	summaries	to	have	no	meaning.

Some	candidates	did	not	respond	correctly	to	part	(a)	which	they	had	to	use	to	respond	to	part	(b)	of	the	question.		This	
caused	them	to	lose	out	on	marks.		Teachers	are	encouraged	to	verse	them	well	with	the	assessment	objectives	of	this	
question	paper	in	order	to	prepare	the	learners	for	their	final	examination.
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Question 3 

This	question	was	based	on	Passage	2	and	the	candidates	were	required	 to	write	a	 letter	 to	 the	editor	of	 the	YOU	
magazine	in	which	they	explain	how	they	used	the	advice	from	other	parents	(readers)	as	indicated	in	the	text	to	change	
the	behaviour	of	his/	her	grandchild	who	is	spoiled	or	ill-raised.		Candidates	were	expected	to	use	the	information	from	
the	passage	as	a	guideline	in	responding	to	this	question.

This	 question	was	assessing	 the	 learners’	 skills	 of	 in-depth	 reading	of	 the	passage	and	 the	ability	 to	write	 clearly,	
extensively	and	showcase	appropriate	 language	usage	 in	 their	 responses.	 	This	 is	 a	directed	writing	question	and	
learners	should	be	prepared	at	school	through	repeated	writing	activities	to	master	the	skills.		Most	of	the	candidates	
were	unable	to	respond	correctly	to	this	question.		Many	did	not	have	the	correct	format	and	structure	of	a	letter	to	the	
editor	while	some	opted	for	a	friendly	letter	as	their	response.

It	was	also	clear	that	the	candidates	responded	to	this	question	without	understanding	and	even	more	without	reading	
the	passage	for	understanding.		More	reading	of	variety	of	texts	is	therefore	highly	recommended.

Candidates	were	expected	to	use	some	of	the	following	ideas	and	develop	them	from	the	text:

Okulela ondebula:

•	 Ka	li	hake	ya	noinima	ihapu	[eendongelwa]
•	 Kaka	li	haka	nangala	pehe	na	okakumbafa	kako
•	 Eshi	ka	fika	meumbo	otaka	pangele	nale
•	 Ohaka	li	taka	tale	oTV
•	 Omawi	ile	ewi	loTV	nali	kale	pombada		

Omayele

•	 Ovakulupe	inava	pitika	vali	ounona	ve	va	pangele
•	 Ovakulupe		nava	vyule	ounona	nokushiivifila	ovadali	vavo
•	 Ounona	nava	ye	noudanakaifo	vanini	osho	yo	oikutu,	ndele	haendongelwa
•	 Ovakulupe	inava	itavela	keshe	shimwe	tava	lombwelwa	kovatekulu	vavo
•	 Ovakulupe	novadali	nava	udafane
•	 Ovakulupe	nava	ngabeke	omuvalu	woinima	tai	etelelwa	kounona,	nosho	tuu.

CONCLUSION

Teachers	are	commended	for	their	hard	work	and	dedication	in	ensuring	that	candidates	were	prepared	for	the	final	
examination	despite	the	unusual	circumstances	of	the	year	2021	that	affected	the	school	calendar.		The	Senior	Education	
Officers	in	the	regions	and	the	Heads	of	Departments	at	the	schools	are	hereby	urged	to	discuss	this	examiner’s	report	
with	the	subject	teachers	to	ensure	that	the	recommendations	are	implemented.		Thank	you!
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6099
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

Thank you teachers for teaching these candidates and preparing them for the examination.

•	 Candidates should be taught on how to write their centre numbers and their candidates numbers correctly.  
Invigilators should also ensure that candidates write the correct components of the paper, the correct subject 
name and subject code as well as the date.

•	 Teachers should teach their candidates the format of different types of essays, and it should have a date (well 
spelled in Oshikwanyama) and a heading.  The heading should be underlined when written in lowercase and should 
not contain punctuation marks.

•	 The names of places when used in prepositional phrases and should be punctuated appropriately.  Most candidates 
used phrases such as: (Kovenduka, Mondangwa) as opposed to kOvenduka, mOndangwa).  Names of tribes, days 
of the week, months should always begin with capital letters.

•	 Proverbs should not be placed in inverted commas and should match what they are trying to express and they 
should not be changed: e.g. La enda ongula ihali nu omeva a dongala correct: La enda ongula olo li toola oshima.

•	 Proverbs should not be used concurrently.
•	 Proverbs should not be used as an introduction to paragraphs.
•	 Candidates should write in reported speech as opposed to direct speech in their essays.
•	 Candidates should be taught how to use subject verb agreement and correct tenses.
•	 Teachers should pay attention to paragraphing and candidates should stick to and indicate the number of words.
•	 Candidates had some of the following spelling and grammatical errors in their essays:

Wrong spelling Correct

“ohadi pula” “ohandi pula”
“andi” “handi”
“eike” “ashike”
“okaadona” “okakadona”
“ndempa” “nde mu pa”
“vaavana” “faafana”
“kashishi”	 “kashi	fi”

•	 The word nai has been overly emphasized. e.g. Okwa li ndi udite nawa nai.  The use of possesive pronouns has 
been overly emphasized.

e.g. “meme wange”
“meekulu wange”
“omumwamememati wange”
“okamwamemekadona kange”

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

Narrative

Question 1

Shanga	ehokololo	loshiningwanima	omo	wa	li	to	diladila	kutya	owa	kanifa	oshinima	shonhumba	sha	fimana,	ndele	
konima owe ke shi mona.

•	 Most candidates answered this question.  However most of them focused on the events that they attended and 
only came to reach the main points towards the end of the essay.  The candidates were supposed to write an essay 
in	which	they	have	lost	something	at	the	beginning	of	the	story	and	they	were	supposed	to	find	it	towards	the	end	
of the story.  Candidates should be told to avoid writing sensitive stories in exams e.g. rape, car accidents, GBV, 
superstitions and death.

Question 2

Omunwe mwii ihau liulikwa.  Hokolola ehokololo we likanghameka keyeletumbulo eli.

•	 Candidates	were	expected	to	answer	this	question	either	figurative	or	literally.		Candidates	were	expected	to	write	
a story with a theme of someone who does not take a blame/take responsibility of their actions, but rather shifts it 
to others

OR
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•	 Candidates were expected to write a story where one cannot wish misfortune upon themselves.

Descriptive

Question 3

Owa longekidila ovadali voye oshivilohambelelo.  Ndjodjomona nghee wa li u udite nonghalo omo mwa li oshivin 
lohambelelo osho.

•	 Candidates were expected to write about a celebratory event that they have organised for their parents/guardians.  
•	 The event could have been for an anniversary/retirement/birth day/gratitude or appreciation.
•	 The preparation of the event should have been done and the focus should just be on the party.
•	 They were expected to express their emotions during the event as well as the mood of the party.

The following responses were noted form this question whereby:

•	 Candidates did not prepare for the event.
•	 Some prepared events as a group.
•	 Some prepared their own events, and
•	 Some just wrote about christmas parties.

Question 4

Ndjodjomonena kaume, ile kahewa koye okavideo kokangalo oko u hole unene, oo  ina mona omhito yoku ka tala ile 
oku ka pwilikina, to yelifa kutya omolwashike u ka holele tau pu mo.

•	 Candidates were expected to write a descriptive essays about their favourite music video to their friend who 
did not get a chance to listened to it or watched it.  They were supposed to state clearly as to why they like it so 
much.

The following responses were noted from this question:

•	 Some candidates wrote letters.
•	 Some	wrote	about	films	or	plays.
•	 Some participated in shooting and launching of the videos.
•	 Some just wrote the lyrics of the songs as they are.
•	 Others did not explain why the video was important to them.

Argumentative

Question 5

Oifiilwalonga	yopakushanga	emanepo	lefimbo.		Oto	tu	kumwe	netumbulo	eli?		Koleka	enyamukulo	loye.

•	 The candidates were expected to write an argumentative essay whereby they chose to speak for or against the 
topics, they cannot support both sides.

•	 Each paragraph should contain a main idea which should be supported throughout the paragraph.
•	 The introductory paragraph should explain the topic and show the candidate stance.

Question 6

Oufano	vokundada	nava	tulwe	ngaho	peenhele	domaongalelo?		Yandja	omadiladilo	oye,	to	koleke	enyamukulo	loye.

•	 Most of the candidates that opted for this questions have done well.
•	 Candidates were expected to write an argumentative essay, whereby they give reasons why CCTV cameras should 

be placed in public places.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Teachers should teach their learners all types of essays and practice the difference between essays.
•	 The marking grid and syllabus should be discussed with candidates to make them aware.
•	 The candidates should be reminded on the length essays they are expected to write.
•	 Candidates should be able to derive their own topics from the instruction given.

NB:  The instruction given is not the topic
•	 The topic should catch the attention of the reader.
•	 Candidates should write legibly.
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6099
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Some	candidates	wrote	in	point	form	instead	of	prose	format.	Some	of	them	wrote	subheadings.
•	 Some	candidates	exceeded	the	word	limit	prescribed.
•	 Some	candidates	could	not	understand	the	key	words	of	the	question.
•	 Most	of	the	candidates	did	not	adhere	to	the	instructions	and	this	led	to	many	candidates	perform	below	average.
•	 Candidates	have	shown	poor	performance.
•	 The	question	paper	was	moderate	although	most	candidates	could	not	cope	with	it.
•	 Some	candidates	managed	to	write	good	ideas,	however	they	failed	to	motivate	their	answers.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

•	 Most	candidates	merely	copied	the	text	instead	of	answering	the	question	as	required.
•	 Some	candidates	 failed	 to	 identify	and	understand	 the	words	 in	 the	question,	 therefore,	could	not	support	 their	

answers	as	expected.
•	 Most	candidates	failed	to	read	the	text	with	understanding.
•	 Some	candidates	wrote	in	note	form	instead	of	prose	form.
•	 Some	candidates	failed	to	provide	evidence	from	the	text	and	provide	their	judgements.
•	 Some	candidates	wrote	sub-headings.		Most	of	the	candidates	focused	more	on	characteristics	of	the	characters	

instead	of	the	way	Abram	was	mistreated	by	his	caretakers	and	the	neighborhood.
•	 Some	candidates	focused	more	on	good	deeds	towards	Abram	instead	of	the	mistreatment.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Teachers	ought	to	read	and	understand	the	syllabus.
•	 Teachers	should	encouraged	learners	to	write	between	250	–	300	words.
•	 Learners	should	be	encouraged	to	relate	the	answers	to	the	text	provided.	

EPULO

Omushangi	okwa	holola	ngahelipi	kutya	Abram	ka	li	he	lihumbatelwa	nawa?		Yelifa	enyamukulo	loye	we	likwatelela	
kelaka	noshikalimo	shokaleshwa.

Oitwa	tai	shikula	apa,	nai	ku	wilike	mokundjadjukununa	netalululo	lokaleshwa	aka:

•	 omukalo	oo	Sinjola	naShixutuka	kwa	li	have	liumbatele	Abram.
•	 omaliudo	aShixutuka	kombinga	yamunghima.
•	 ekwatafano	laAbram	novanhu	vamwe	momudingonoko.

Omanyamukulo	oye	naa	kale	oule	woitya	250	–	300	lwaapo.

Omuhongwa	okwa	li	a	teelelwa	a	nyamukule	nghene	Abram	kwa	li	ihe	lihumbatelwa	nawa,	ndele	hakuyandja	oukwatya	
waAbram.		Ta	yelifa	yo	nghene	omunyoli	a	longifa	elaka	noshikalimo	shokaleshwa.

•	 Omuhongwa	okwa	li	a	teelelwa	a	shemunune	nokukonenena	epulo.
•	 Ovahongwa	okwa	li	va	teelelwa	va	yandje	oiningwanima	oyo	ya	dja	mokaleshwa	oyo	tai	ulike	kutya	Abram	ka	li	he	

lihumbatelwa	nawa.
Oshihopaenenwa:		Okwa	li	a	pandekwa	momalyenge,	a	kufwa	emanguluko,	a	dikilwa	okanduda	kokunangala,	e	
na	ekalanyanya	la	tauka,	ha	havalekwa	oikulya	ponhele	yokulinyangela	oikulya	kuye	mwene.

•	 Shixutuka	okwa	li	a	kumwa	eshi	a	mona	ondjima	ya	edililwa	meumbo	lavo.	
•	 Okwa	li	e	udite	kutya	okukola	lunghuma	oshipwe	kepata	lavo.
•	 Okwa	li	e	uditile	nai	okukala	pamwe	naAbram	wondjima.	
•	 Okwa	kala	he	mu	diladilile	edipao.	
•	 Shixutuka	okwa	li	a	diladila	a	twale	Abram	komufitu	keendjima	dikwao,	omo	ta	ka	tameka	onghalo	ipe	oyo	hayo	

kwa	li	a	ikilila.
•	 Ekwatafano	laAbram	novanhu	vamwe	kala	li	liwa.		Ovanhu	ova	kala	have	mu	tila,	shaashi	okwa	li	have	mu	

faduka	po	nonande	ke	na	eshi	a	ninga.
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Didilika:		Eedjo	tadi	popiwa	mokatalifo,	okaleshwa	oko	ke	li	mepulo	ndele	hashimwe	shi	lili.

Conclusion

•	 Lastly,	 all	 teachers	 are	 appreciated	 for	 their	 commitment	 and	 dedication	 in	 preparing	 the	 candidates	 for	 the	
examination,	nonetheless	the	unusual	circumstances	that	faced	the	world.		 It	 is	the	duty	and	the	responsible	of	
Education	Officers,	Head	of	Departments	and	Teachers	to	discuss	the	examiner’s	report	and	ensure	that	all	the	
suggestions	and	recommendations	are	effectively	implemented.
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6099
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

1 Most centres managed to send the required materials such as USB, written coursework, Orature 
assessment summary forms and MS1.

2 Most centres managed to send marked written coursework.

3 It was observed that a few centres did not mark the written coursework of the candidates.

4 It was observed that some centres only sent candidate’s first drafts instead of their final drafts.

Strengths

1 Few candidates selected suitable examples of topics that are based on various researchable cultural 
issues such as:  Efimano londjuwo nokalupale kayo.

2 Some examiners had put efforts in assisting candidates to come up with more convincing researchable topics.

3 Some candidates managed to come up with supporting evidence which include a list of people who 
provided information, pictures, videos and audios.

4 A few examiners have followed the marking grid and gave relevant / appropriate comments to candidates.

Areas of weakness

1 Most candidates selected non-researchable topics.  As of last year, most candidates selected topics that 
are more of recipes and methods of doing things.  For example, Nghee eumbo lOshiwambo hali dikwa/
Nhumbi omalodu oilya haa dungwa, nosho tuu.

2 Most candidates at some centre had similar topics, and it seems that they received less guidance from 
the teachers on the selection of topics.  It seem like the teacher did not pick this up.

3 Most candidates wrote research in descriptive and narrative forms instead of the required format.

4 Ovahongwa vahapu inava yoolola pokati kohokwe yoshipalanyolo nelalakano lakula lepekapeko.

5 Ovahongwa vamwe inava fatulula moule omalalakano avo voovene.

6 A few candidates did not understand why they need to conduct a research on various cultural aspects.

7 Most examiners did not use the marking grid effectively, and the comments given were irrelevant.  E.g 
“Nawa” “Ngaho” “Xwepo ngaho.”

8 Ovahongwa inava eta omanyamukulo opaumwene e na sha nouyelele wa ongelwa.

9 Candidates failed to connect or link the findings [osho sha monika po] to the discussions [endjadjukununo 
laasho sha monika po].

10 Administrative work was not done properly.
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11 A lot of mistakes were made when transferring marks from Orature Summary Form to the MS1.

12 Some centres did not submit the printed Orature Summary Forms and MS1 forms.

13 Candidates should not only do research in books or search information from the internet; they must collect 
data from the communities.

Recommendations

1 Teachers should guide the candidates on how to formulate research topics.  They should also encourage 
them to maintain the progression of the theme and connect to major components.

2 Examiners should encourage candidates to select different researchable cultural topics.

3 Teachers should encourage their candidates to always acknowledge their source of information to avoid 
plagiarism.

4 Examiners should always ensure that candidates do their own research from the scratch and guide them 
throughout the process until at the stage where the examiner is happy with what the candidate came up with.

5 If the examiner suspect that the candidate has copied another candidates’ work, the examiner should 
advise the candidate to select another topic to avoid being penalised during the external moderation.
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6099
Paper 5

GENERAL COMMENTS

1 It was observed that about 99% of the candidates were recorded.

2 Very clear recordings were sent, and the examiners and candidates could be heard well.

3 The range of sample was well chosen, covering the whole spectrum.

POSITIVE COMMENTS

1 Most examiners adhered to the presentation time and allowed a room for discussion.

2 Compared to last year, most examiners assessed the candidates based on the assessment objectives and 
marks were given according to the marking grid in the syllabus.

3 Some examiners allowed candidates opportunities to elaborate and justify their contents in more details.

Challenges

1 Some examiners did not ask challenging questions to candidates that would enable them to elaborate their 
views in depth.

2 Some examiners interrupted the candidates during their presentations.

3 Time was poorly managed; some interviews were too short and some of them were too long.

4 Some examiners asked personal and social issues such as COVID-19.  That should be avoided at all cost.

Recommendations

1 Examines should read the syllabus thoroughly and assess the candidates accordingly.

2 Internal moderation should be done at school to avoid shortcomings.

3 Examiners should differentiate between warm up and presentation session.
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FIRST LANGUAGE OSHINDONGA

6100
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 It	was	clear	 from	the	candidates’	 responses	 to	 the	question	paper	 that	 reading	with	understanding	and	general	
interpretation	of	the	questions	is	a	moderate	experienced	overall.		The	poor	language	usage	and	recurring	spelling	
errors	has	obstructed	the	meaning	in	most	cases	and	this	was	observed	in	all	centers.		Very	few	candidates	were	
able	to	display	a	variety	of	well-constructed	sentences,	simple	to	complex	sentences,	idiomatic	expressions,	some	
figurative	language	and	appropriate	style	of	writing	in	their	responses.

•	 It	was	also	evident	 that	 learners	 are	not	 exposed	 to	 reading	and	 responding	 to	 a	 variety	 of	 text	 types.	 	Many	
candidates	were	not	able	to	differentiate	between	point	and	paragraph	formats	of	writing.		Some	candidates	resorted	
to	a	friendly	letter,	article,	and	speech	format	for	the	response	to	a	formal	letter.

•	 Teachers	should	put	emphasis	on	the	correct	grammar	usage	during	normal	teaching.		This	may	be	rectified	through	
more	language	usage	and	writing	exercises	and	consistency	in	marking	and	correcting	learners’	errors.		Teachers	
should	strive	to	see	improved	skills	over	the	year.		Teachers	are	therefore	encouraged	to	make	use	of	Oshindonga	
Third	Orthography	to	guide	learners	on	correct	spelling,	language	usage	and	grammar.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Question 1

Questions	 (a	 –	 i)	were	 contextual	 questions	assessing	 reading	and	understanding.	 	Although	generally	 candidates	
did	well	 in	responding,	 it	was	notable	that	 learners	still	do	not	read	with	understanding	and	rather	skim	for	answers	
consequently	resulting	in	copying	texts	directly	containing	parts	of	the	question.		This	resulted	in	most	candidates	losing	
out	on	marks.

(a) This	question	required	candidates	to	give	the	reason	why	Fred	woke	up	the	narrator.	Most	candidates	
were	able	to	respond	correctly	to	this	question.		The	candidates	were	expected	to	write	the	following	
to	 score	 marks;	 Okuuvu oonkoshi tadhi pumbu	 nenge	 opo	 ya	 ka	 dhipage	 oonkoshi(both	
statement.	Some	candidates	wrote	both	statements	while	others	only	wrote	one.		Some	candidates	
answers	such	as:	taa yi muukongo wonkoshi, taa ka konga onkoshi nenge ya pulakene omawi 
gonkoshi	.	If	they	answered	in	this	manner,	it	is	wrong	and	they	did	not	score	any	mark.

(b) What	was	 the	writer’s	 reaction	when	 he	 heard	 the	 roaring	 of	 the	 Lion	 as	 indicated	 in	 paragraph	
2?	 	Most	Candidates	answered	 this	question	correctly.	 	The	 following	answers	were	accepted	as	
correct;	olye mu etele uumbanda/ oshoonyonyolo komaako/engwangwano/uumbanda, a se 
ombambankunkuta(one	mark	for	either	of	this	answers).	Most	candidates	had	this	answer	right.

(c) Why	did	the	writer	think	it	was	easy	for	him	to	pass	through	the	bushes?		Most	candidates	responded	
well	to	this	question.		The	following	answer	was	considered	to	be	correct.	 Iikutu mbyoka a li a zala.

(d) According	to	paragraph	4,	what	shows	that	Fred	was	an	experience	lion	hunter?		Very	few	candidates	
understood	 this	 question.	 	 Most	 Candidates	 responded	 that;	 Okwa li a thikama, ta pulakene 
nuukeka.	 	The	correct	answer	would	be	 that;	ota vulu okukwashilipaleka oshinano nombinga 
hoka taku ziilile onkoshi, okwa li ta vulu okuyoolola ekumbo lyonkoshi onkadhi nondumentu.		
This	question	required	that	the	candidates	give	two	answers	in	order	to	score	all	the	marks.		If	the	
candidate	wrote	two	answers	in	one	line,	it	will	be	considered	as	a	single	answer	and	not	two.		Also,	
if	the	candidate	gave	4	answers,	and	the	first	two	answers	are	incorrect,	the	last	two	answers	will	not	
be	considered.		The	candidates	need	not	to	guess	the	answers,	but	they	should	be	certain	about	the	
answers	they	are	providing.

(e) Why	was	it	difficult	for	him	to	walk	towards	the	direction	where	the	lion’s	growling	could	be	heard?	
Very	 few	 candidates	 answered	 this	 question	 correctly.	 	This	 question	 required	 that	 the	 candidate	
should	give	two	answers	in	order	to	score	all	the	marks.		If	the	candidate	wrote	two	answers	in	one	
line,	 it	will	be	considered	as	a	single	answer	and	not	 two.	 	Also,	 if	 the	candidate	wrote	more	than	
two	answers,	only	the	first	two	answers	will	be	considered.		The	following	answers	were	expected;	
Ondjila oya li yi na omamanya, Ondjila oya li ya ngonyauka  noya ninga omagoli.
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(f) Why	did	Fred	stand	and	pull	the	narrator’s	arm?		Most	candidates	answered	this	question	fairly.		
Candidates	gave	the	following	answers:	Okwa li a hala e mu ulukile kombanda yomulonga.		The	
expected	answers	were;	okwa li a mono onkoshi, okwa li a hala e mu ulukile onkoshi, nenge 
okwa li a hala umbe onkoshi.

(g) Why	did	his	first	shot	seemed	to	be	easy?		Most	candidates	answered	this	question	fairly.	 	Some	
candidates	responded	that:	ondjembo oyi iyumbu yo yene,	this	answer	is	considered	to	be	incorrect.		
The	expected	answer	was;	Okwa li e yi wete naanaa nawa.

(h) What	shows	that	the	hunters	were	in	trouble	when	the	left	the	river?		Many	candidates	were	not	able	
to	answer	this	question	correctly.		Candidates	mentioned	that;	Ope	na	oonkoshi	mbali	oonkintu	dha	
tsa	okanyonti,	oya	mono	oonkoshi	mbali	dhe	ya	tala.		Candidates	needed	to	provide	two	answers	at	
the	question	for	them	to	score	all	the	marks.		The	expected	answers	were:	 Oonkoshi okwa li dhe 
ya tala othikika, Oya li ye li meyalalala mu na uuhwa wu li omalompalompa.

(i) Why	did	 the	writer	 shout	 so	 loud	 before	 the	 last	 shot?	 	Most	 candidates	 answered	 this	 question	
correctly.		The	following	answers	were	expected:	 Okwa li e mu dhamatela kepepe/ okwa li a hala 
inipe mo momake gaFred.

(j) What	 does	 the	author	mean	with	 the	 following	 statement	 “he	was	held	with	with	 strength”?	 	The	
candidates	were	required	to	understand	the	statement	and	interpret	it	in	their	own	words.		The	simple	
answer	was	that:	ka li ta vulu okuza mo/okwa li e mu kwata a dhiginina/ kakwa li ta vulu okwiinipa 
mo moonyala dhaFred.		Many	candidates	were	able	to	answer	this	question	correctly.

(k) What	does	the	author	mean	with	the	following	statement	“I	was	like	a	robot”?	The	candidates	were	
required	to	understand	the	statement	and	interpret	it	in	their	own	words.		Many	candidates	were	not	
able	to	answer	the	question	as	they	misunderstood	the	word	“robot”.		Most	candidates	referred	the	
word	“robot’	as	 to	 the	 traffic	 lights.	 	Candidates	responded	that;	Okwa li a thikama uukilila/ Kali 
ta vulu okwiinyenga.		The	expected	answers	were:		Kakwa li ta longongo nomadhilaadhilo ge 
mwene/ okwiiyutha komalombwelo ga Fred

(l) What	effect	does	the	second	gunshot	have	on	the	narrator?		Most	candidates	did	not	answer	this	
question	 correctly.	 The	 following	 responded	 that:	 	 Onde	 shi	 fulile	 okalambo/Ondi	 na	 oombando	
dhonkoshi/	 omakutsi	 ge	 oge	 ende	 taga	 thituluka	 The	 following	 answers	 were	 expected	 from	
candidates;	okwa	li	a	fa	e	na	ombando/	oshe	mu	thitika	omakutsi.

Contextual	questions	usually	require	candidates	to	understand	the	question	as	well	as	the	passage	in	order	
to	in	most	cases	interpret	the	response	in	their	own	words.		Few	candidates	performed	well	in	this	question.

Question 2

This	question	which	was	also	based	on	Passage	1	consisted	of	part	 (a)	 for	which	 the	candidates	were	 required	 to	
mention	points	from	the	passage	that	indicated	the	narrator	was	frightened	and	inexperience.		Candidates	were	required	
to	respond	in	note	form	and	there	was	no	need	to	use	their	own	words.		Most	candidates	were	able	to	lift	correct	ideas	
from	the	passage	while	a	few	just	copied	directly	from	the	text.		Some	candidates	responded	in	paragraph	format	while	
others	just	wrote	phrases.		Teachers	are	urged	to	teach	the	difference	in	point	form	writing	and	paragraph	writing.

The	part	(b)	of	the	question	required	candidates	to	write	a	summary	of	100	–	150	words	with	the	ideas	written	as	their	
response	in	part	(a).		Many	candidates	did	not	use	their	ideas	from	part	(a)	but	rather	wrote	a	summary	of	the	whole	
passage	and	they	missed	the	correct	information	in	so	doing.		Most	candidates	copied	words,	phrases	and	sentences	
as	they	are	from	the	text.		Part	b)	required	candidates	to	write	a	coherent	and	cohesive	piece.		The	ideas	laid	in	most	
candidates’	summary	were	not	related,	resulting	in	candidates’	summary	paragraph	to	have	no	meaning.

Some	candidates	did	not	respond	correctly	to	part	(a)	which	they	had	to	use	to	respond	to	part	(b)	of	the	question.		This	
caused	them	to	lose	out	on	marks.		Teachers	are	encouraged	to	verse	them	well	with	the	assessment	objectives	of	this	
question	paper	in	order	to	prepare	the	learners	for	their	final	examination.

Question 3

This	question	was	based	on	passage	2	and	the	candidates	were	required	to	write	a	formal	letter	in	which	they	explain	
how	they	use	the	advice	from	other	parents	as	indicated	in	the	text	to	change	the	behavior	of	one	his/	her	one	grandchild	
who	is	ill-raised.		Candidates	were	expected	to	use	the	content	of	the	passage	as	guideline	in	responding	to	the	question.	
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This	 question	was	assessing	 the	 learners’	 skills	 of	 in-depth	 reading	of	 the	passage	and	 the	ability	 to	write	 clearly,	
extensively	and	showcase	appropriate	 language	usage	 in	 their	 responses.	 	This	 is	 a	directed	writing	question	and	
learners	should	be	prepared	at	school	through	repeated	writing	activities	to	master	the	skills.		Most	of	the	candidates	
were	unable	to	respond	correctly	to	this	question.		Many	did	not	have	the	correct	format	and	structure	of	an	article	while	
some	opted	for	a	letter	as	their	response.

It	was	again	evident	that	the	candidates	responded	to	questions	without	understanding	and	even	more	without	reading	
the	passage	for	understanding.		More	reading	of	variety	of	texts	is	therefore	recommended.

Candidates	were	expected	to	give	the	following	answers:

Okulela ondembula:

•	 Ka	li	ha	keya	niinima	oyindji
•	 Kaka	li	haka	lala	kaa	na	okakumbatha	kako
•	 Sho	kathiki	megumbo	otaka	panga	nale
•	 Ohaka	li	taka	tala	OTV
•	 Taka	panga	ka	hala

Omayele

•	 Aakulupe	inaa	pitika	uunona	wu	ya	pangele
•	 Aakulupe	naa	zule	uunona	nokutseyiyhila	aavali	wawo
•	 Uunona	nawu	ye	nuudhanitho	uushona	niikutu
•	 Aakulupe	inaya	itaala	kehe	shimwe	taa	lombwelwa	kaanona
•	 Aakulupe	naavali	naya	uvathane
•	 Aakulupe	naangambe	omwaalu	gwiinima	tayi	etelelwa	kuunona

CONCLUSION

In	conclusion,	all	 the	 teachers	are	commended	for	 their	hard	work	and	dedication	 in	ensuring	 that	candidates	were	
prepared	for	the	final	examination	despite	the	unusual	circumstances	of	this	year	that	affected	the	school	calendar.		The	
Senior	Education	Officers	in	the	regions	and	the	Heads	of	Departments	at	the	schools	are	hereby	urged	to	discuss	the	
examiner’s	report	with	the	subject	teachers	to	ensure	that	the	recommendations	are	implemented.		Thank	you!	
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6100
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 The	standard	of	the	candidates	performance	as	compared	to	the	previous	year	is	better.
•	 The	candidate	should	be	taught	to	number	the	topics	they	chose	correctly.
•	 They	should	be	taught	to	refrain	from	using	vulgar	language.
•	 Candidates	should	be	taught	the	correct	formats	of	different	types	of	essays.
•	 Candidates	should	be	taught		to	use	figurative	language	correctly.
•	 Candidates	continue	to	have	grammatical	and	spelling	errors	in	their	essays	and	here	is	an	example:

Wrong Correct

oshitudhi	 oshituthi
ogombe	 ongombe
yandye	 yandje
poka	 mpoka
ovula	 omvula
dhaje	 dhandje
ndjoka\ndoka	 ndyoka
itaandi	 itandi

•	 Candidates	continue	to	use	wrong	concords	for	example:	Okwa	li	nda	ya		instead	of	Onda	li	nda	ya.		Ohauto	
okwa	li	ya	teka	instead	of	Ohauto	oya	li	ya	teka.

•	 Candidates	should	be	taught	to	write	neatly	and	legibly.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

Narrative

Question 1

Nyola	ehokololo	lyoshiningwanima	mpoka	wa	li	to	dhiladhila	kutya	owa	kanitha	oshinima	shontumba	sha	simana	ihe	
konima	owe	ke	shi	mona.

Most	candidates	opted	for	this	question	and	they	performed	fairly.		Candidates	wrote	long	stories	without	stating	what	
was	lost	at	first	and	they	only	stated	it	towards	the	end	of	the	story.		They	came	up	with	topics	that	are	giving	a	wrong	
impression	of	what	they	are	going	to	write	about	e.g	Ohango	instead	of	omulongwa	e	ete	po	oshinyolwa	ta	hokolola	
nkene	a	li	u	uvite	a	kanitha/	ta	kanitha	ihe	nani	hasho	sha	ka	holoka	kehulilo	lyesiku.	(being	in	a	situation	whereby	you	
almost	lost	hope	/	gave	up	but	at	the	end	things	turned	out	positive	e.g.	misplacing	of	items	and	assume	that	they	are	
lost	or	even	having	a	relative	 in	a	serious/critical	condition	where	you	 thought	he/she	may	die	but	 later	 recovered).	
Candidates	were	expected	to	write	an	essay	in	the	first	person	explaining	what	was	lost.	how	important	it	was,	how	
they	felt	when	it	got	lost	and	when	they	found	it	and	they	should	find	it	in	the	end.		Learners	should	clearly	state	the	
importance	of	the	misplaced	item	or	how	important	is	the	sick	person	to	him/her.

Question 2

“Omumwe	mwiinayi	 ihagu	 iyulikwa”.	 	A	 few	candidates	opted	 for	 this	question	and	answered	 it	poorly.	 	Candidates	
answered	it	in	a	literal	way	but	they	were	expected	to	respond	to	it	figuratively.

Descriptive

Question 3

“Owa	longekidhile	aavali	yoye	oshituthihambelelo.		Ndjondjomona	nkene	wali	wu	uvite	nonkalo	moka	mwa	li	
oshituthihambelelo	shoka.”		The	majority	opted	for	this	question	and	they	scored	well.		They	have	described	the	event	
vividly.	They	used	descriptive	words	and	their	content	was	interesting.

Question 4

“Ndjondjomonena	kuume	nenge	kahewa	koye	okavidio	kokangalo	hoka	wu	hole	unene	ngoka	ina	mona	ompito	yoku	ka	
tala	nenge	yoku	ka	pulakena,	to	yelitha	kutya	omolwashike	wu	ka	holele	tagu	pu	mo.”

This	question	was	attempted	by	a	few	candidates	and	they	did	not	score	well.		Candidates	narrated	the	autobiography	
of	certain	artists,	some	wrote	it	in	a	format	of	a	letter	or	review.		Candidates	were	expected	to	describe	not	to	narrate	by	
giving	the	artist	name,	the	title	of	the	song,	the	message	in	the	music	or	music	video	and	why	they	like	it.
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Argumentative

Question 5

“Iithigilwalonga	yopakunyola	emanepo	lyethimbo.”		Oto	tsu	kumwe	netumbulo	ndika?		Koleka	eyamukulo	lyoye.

A	number	of	candidates	attempted	this	question	and	they	did	well.		They	stated	their	stance	and	gave	convincing	
reasons.		However,	some	argued	for	both	sides.

Question 6

“Uuthano	wokundaadha	nawu	tulwe	ngaa	pomahala	gomagongalelo?		Gandja	omadhiladhilo	goye	e	to	koleke	
eyamukulo	lyoye.	

Very	 few	 candidates	 opted	 for	 this	 question	 and	 performed	 poorly.	 	 Candidates	misinterpreted	 the	 “uuthano”	 with	
“uudhano”	and	some	misinterpreted	it	and	took	it	as	road	signs	and	speed	control	camera.		Candidates	were	expected	
to	argue	whether	CCTV	cameras	should	be	installed	at	public	gathering	places	or	not	by	taking	a	side.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Teachers	should	teach	different	types	of	essays	and	give	learners	more	of	those	to	practice.
•	 The	marking	grid	should	be	discussed	with	learners	to	make	them	aware	of	what	is	expected.
•	 Learners	should	be	reminded	on	the	length	of	essay	they	are	expected	to	write.
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Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Majority	of	the	candidates	misunderstood	the	question.
•	 Some	candidates	copied	the	text	as	it	is.
•	 Some	candidates	made	use	of	the	language	incorrectly	-	candidates	misinterpreted	the	figurative	language	used	

in	the	text.
•	 Most	of	the	candidates	failed	to	get	the	rubrics	of	the	question
•	 Some	candidates	did	not	write	in	an	essay	format,	they	listed	instead.
•	 Some	candidates	did	not	make	use	of	textual	evidence	to	support	their	answers	or	they	used	but	not	correctly.
•	 Most	of	 the	candidates	 focused	more	on	 the	characters	 traits	 instead	of	 the	way	Abram	was	mistreated	by	his	

caretakers	and	others	in	the	extract.
•	 Some	candidates	focused	more	on	good	deeds	towards	Abram	instead	of	the	mistreatment.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
•	 Teachers	should	teach	candidates	to	write	comprehensively	without	making/writing	sub-headings	according	to	the	

question.
•	 Teachers	should	teach	candidates	to	state,	quote	and	explain.
•	 Both	European	and	African	literature	should	be	covered.
•	 Teachers	should	teach	candidates	to	differentiate	between	literature	terms	e.g.	The	language	they		use	in	poem	is	

different	from	the	language	used	in	prose	and	drama
•	 Teachers	should	train	candidates	to	write	their	instructions	focusing	on	the	element	asked	and	in	the	conclusion	

they	should	provide	recommendations.

Epulo

Omunyoli	okwa	holola	ngiini	kutya	Abram	ka	li	hi	 ihumbatelwa	nawa?		Yelitha	eyamukulo	lyoye	wi	 ikwatelela	kelaka	
noshikalimo	shokaleshwa.

Iitsa	tayi	landula	mpaka,	nayi	ku	wilike	mokundjandjukununa	etalululo	lyokaleshwa	haka:

•	 Omukalo	ngono	Shihutuka	naSinjola	ya	li	tayi	ihumbatele	Abram
•	 Shihutuka	nkene	a	li	u	uvitile	ondjima
•	 Ekwatathano	lyAbram	naantu	yalwe

Omayamukulo	goye	naga	kale	guule	wiitya	250-300	lwaampoka.		Omulongwa	okwa	li	a	tegelelwa	a	yamukule	nkene	
Abram	kaa	 li	hi	 ihumbatelwa	nawa,	ndele	hakugandja	uukwatya	wAbram.		Ta	yelitha	wo	nkene	omunyoli	a	 longitha	
elaka	noshikalimo	shokaleshwa.

•	 Omulongwa	okwa	li	a	tegelelwa	a	simonone	nokukonenena	epulo.
•	 Aalongwa	okwa	li	ya	tegelelwa	ya	gandje	iiningwanima	mbyoka	ya	za	mokaleshwa	mbyoka	tayi	ulike	kutya	Abram	

ka	li	hi	ihumbatelwa	nawa
Hol:		Okwa	li	a	pandekwa	momalyenge,	a	dhikilwa	okandunda	ke	kokulala,	e	na	ekalaganya	lya	tuuka,	ha	
hawalekwa	iikulya	pehala	lyokunyanga	iikulya	kuye	mwene.

•	 Shihutuka	okwa	li	a	kumwa	sho	a	mono	ondjima	ye	edhililwa	megumbo	lyawo.	
•	 Okwa	li	u	uvite	kutya	okukola	ondjima	oshi	li	oshipwe	kezimo	lyawo.
•	 Okwa	li	u	uvitile	nayi	okukala		pamwe	nondjima.
•	 Okwa	kala	he	mu	dhiladhile	edhipago.
•	 Shihutuka	okwa	li	a	dhiladhila	a	fale	Abram	momuthitu	koondjima	oonkwawo,	mono	ta	ka	tameka	nonkalo	ompe	

ndjono	hayo	kwa	li	i	igilila.
•	 Ekwatathano	lyAbram	naantu	yalwe	ka	lya	li	ewanawa.		Aantu	oya	kala	haye	mu	tila	shaashi	okwa	li	haye	mu	

fadhuka	po	nonande	ina	ninga	sha.

Conclusion

Lastly,	all	teachers	are	appreciated	for	their	commitment	and	dedication	in	preparing	the	candidates	for	the	examination,	
nonetheless	the	unusual	circumstances	that	the	faced	the	world.		It	 is	the	duty	for	the	responsible	Senior	Education	
Officers,	Head	of	Departments	and	Teachers	to	discuss	the	examiner’s	report	and	ensure	that	all	the	suggestions	and	
recommendations	are	effectively	implemented.
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6100
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

1 Most centers managed to send the required materials such as USB, written coursework, Orature 
Assessment Forms and MS1.

2 Most centers managed to send marked written coursework.

3 It was observed that a few centers did not mark the written coursework of the candidates.

4 It was also observed that some centers only sent candidates’ first drafts instead their final draft.

Strengths

1 Few candidates selected suitable examples of topics that are based on various researchable cultural 
issues such as: Esimano lyondjugo noshinyanga shayo.

2 Some examiners had put efforts in assisting candidates to come up with more convincing researchable topics.

3 Some candidates managed to come up with supporting evidence which include a list of people who 
provided information, videos and audios.

4 Few examiners have followed the marking grid and give relevant/appropriate comments to candidates.

Areas of weakness

1 Most candidates selected non-researchable topics.  As of last year, most candidates selected topics that 
are more of recipes and methods of doing things.  For examples:  Nkene egumbo lyoshiwambo hali 
dhikwa/ nkene omalovu giilya haga dhungwa, nosho tuu.

2 Most candidates at some centers had similar topics, and it seems that they received less guidance from 
the teachers on the selection of topics.  It seems that teachers did not pick this up.

3 Most candidates wrote research in descriptive and narrative forms instead of the required format.

4 Aalongwa oyendji inaya yoolola pokati kohokwe yoshipalanyolo nelalakano enene lyepekapeko.

5 Aalongwa yamwe inaya fatulula muule omalalakano gawo yene.

6 A few candidates did not understand why they need to conduct a research on various cultural aspects.

7 Most examiners did not use the marking grid effectively and comments given were irrelevant, e.g. ‘nawa’, 
‘ngaa’ or ‘hwepo ngaa’.

8 Aalongwa inaya eta omayamukulo gopaumwene ge na sha nuuyelele wa gongelwa.

9 Candidates failed to link/connect the findings (shoka sha monika po) to the discussion (endjandjukununo 
lyashoka sha monika po).

10 Administrative work was not done properly.
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11 A lot of mistakes were made when transferring marks from Orature Summary Form to the MS1.

12 Some centers did not submit the printed Orature Summary Forms and MS1 forms.

13 Candidates should not only do research in books or search information from internet, they must collect 
data from the communities.

Recommendations

1 Teachers should guide the candidates on how to formulate research topics.  They should also encourage 
them to maintain the progression of the theme and connect to major components.

2 Examiners should encourage candidates to select different researchable cultural topics.

3 Teachers should encourage their candidates to always acknowledge their sources of information to avoid 
plagiarism.

4 Examiners should always ensure that candidates do their own research from the scratch and guide them 
throughout the process until at the stage where the teacher is happy with what the candidates came up with.

5 If the examiner suspect that the candidate has copied another candidates’ work, the examiner should 
advise the candidate to select another topic to avoid being penalised during the external moderation.
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6100
Paper 5

GENERAL COMMENTS

1 It was observed that about 99% of the candidates were recorded.

2 Very clear recordings were sent, and the examiners and candidates could be heard well.

3 The range of sample was well chosen, covering the whole spectrum.

POSITIVE COMMENTS

1 Most examiners adhered to the presentation time and allowed a room for discussion.

2 Compared to last year, most examiners assessed the candidates based on the assessment objectives and 
give marks according to the marking grid in the syllabus.

3 Some examiners allowed candidates opportunities to elaborate and justify their contents in more details.

Challenges

1 Some examiners did not ask challenging questions to candidates that would enable them to elaborate their 
views in depth.

2 Some examiners interrupted the candidates during their presentations.

3 Time was poorly managed; some interviews were too short and some of them were too long.

4 Some examiners asked personal and social issues such as COVID-19.  This should be avoided at all cost.

Recommendations

1 Examines should read the syllabus thoroughly and assess the candidates accordingly.

2 Internal moderation should be done at school to avoid shortcomings.

3 Examiners should differentiate between warm up and presentation session.
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FIRST LANGUAGE OTJIHERERO

6101
Paper 1

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

Performance:  This was the second examination under the revised NSSCO curriculum.  Compared to the first cohort, 
this year’s cohort performed poorly.  It should also be noted that the number of candidates who took the examination 
almost doubled.

The following general observations are worth mentioning to guide centres and schools.

Duration of examination:  The duration of this examination was increased with 30 minutes (from 2 hours to 2 hours 
30 minutes).  Most candidates appeared not to have run out of time.  However, there were still a few who noticeably ran 
out of time.

General reading and writing skills:  As alluded to last year, the general reading and writing skills of candidates leave 
much to be desired. No improvement could be observed with respect to reading comprehension.  As for writing, at this 
level of schooling one would expect more complex sentences, the use of advanced punctuation marks, connectives 
and transitional words.  These were mainly absent – only simple sentences, a comma and a full stop were found.  Kutja 
ovahongwa mbe ri mondondo oitja-11 ve tjangurura ehungi ndi va rese okuzira omapuriro (nu meraka ravo!) otjiraisiro 
tjokutja onḓengu yomahongero nomerihongero wOtjiherero ye ri korura rwondjuwo – kehi, kehi tjinene.  As observed 
last year, learners are hardly exposed to these type of exercises during the two-year course.  They only encounter these 
in examinations not in the classroom during normal teaching.

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

SECTION A

Question 1:  Reading Comprehension

The passage was about a father who took his son from an apparent previous relationship on a skiing adventure while 
the weather was not conducive – it was snowing.  Candidates found the passage challenging and unfamiliar which may 
have an impact on their response to questions.  An unacceptable high number of candidates copied texts verbatim from 
the passage without attempting to answer the questions and lost marks.  As mentioned last year (2020), candidates 
are simply not taught to read and how to answer reading comprehension questions.

(a) This question proved to be the easiest of the reading comprehension questions.  It was about why 
the mother of the boy finally relented andallowed the boy to go with his father.  A significant number of 
candidates could spot the fact that the father promised and or that he would take good care of him and that 
he would return him in time keriro romambo wokomuti.  These candidates scored the maximum marks of 
two allocated for this question.  Some candidates only indicated that the father promised (yana oruyano) 
and scored one mark. Imba mba tjanga kutja “wa kondja ouzeu okuzuvisa omukazendu” kave nongombe 
ndji va muna. 

(b) A significant number of candidates answered this question well and scored the one mark allocated.  The 
question probed the candidates to give a reason why the father wanted to go skiing for one last time.  
Most candidates answered that the snow fell attracted him.  However, no candidates understood “otjiṋa 
otjihuze” (rare quality) in relation to this question.

(c) This proved to be a difficult question.  Candidates could not contextualise the use of chains in this instance 
and lost both marks.  The question was about the reason why the father put chains on the car.  Some 
brought in a second car that was used to pull the father’s sport car out of the thick snow using the chains 
and were not given a mark.  A few candidates who mentioned the fact that the road will be covered with 
thick snow “omakende omakoto” were rewarded with one mark.  Aape undjirwa kovarorwa  okumuna kutja 
ouketanga mbwi wa ri amau tuwa komarama wotjihauto kutja atji ha heza tji nane oupupu tjinga amatji 
yende amatji nyanyaura nga omakende wombepera.
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(d) This one proved to be one of the most difficult questions of the reading comprehension questions.  Very 
few candidates answered this question correctly.  It tested candidates’ abilities to detect the author’s 
intention when he used the phrase:  “Ami ambi ri kokure.” Most candidates responded that the narrator 
(the boy) could literally see everything that was happening at home from the top of the mountain where he 
was.  They lost the mark.  It was expected of candidates to say the boy was thinking about home (ee ripura 
nokutja andakuzu u ri konganda).  Avihe mbyo vya ri momeripura we uriri kakuzaa ee vi munu nomeho     
we kako.

(e) This question was not well-answered by a great number of candidates.  The question was about why the 
son refused to respond in the same way he was addressed by his father. Most candidates could not detect 
the fact that the boy was annoyed and lost both marks.  Most of those who wrote “omena rondengero” 
which was a clear testimony of surface reading lost both marks.  Some scored one mark for giving one 
detail, e.g. “ka ri aka pindike or k aka ri nohange”.

(f) A good number of candidates answered this question well and scored the one mark that was allocated for 
this question.  Some just copied part of the passage, “Ihe wa tja matu i pamwe kotjovakamburwa …” and 
did not get a mark as this does not answer the question.  Candidates who scored the one mark were those 
who wrote “okazandona ka isa po otjipate tjondjira nu munao ake katuka oveta”.

(g) This question proved to be one of the most difficult questions of the reading comprehension questions. 
Very few candidates could sense the imminent danger of being cut from other human beings which the 
repetition of “omakende wombepera” suggested in that paragraph.  The majority of candidates copied 
that part and lost both marks.  A few spotted the danger and wrote “apehe/akuhe kwe urire omakende 
wombepera” and were rewarded with one mark.

(h) A number of candidates did not answer this question correctly.  Candidates were expected to give an 
informed opinion (in the context of information provided in the passage) as to what the father was thinking 
when he said “o roro o ritwa mu mbya sana ngwi”.  Many candidates did not consider these words in the 
context of the passage and only looked at these words in isolation.  Their responses varied from: “o tjiti 
tjimuna ami, o ritwa mozondambo zandje” to senseless verbatim copying.  Omambo nga “ee ripura na 
tjike kaye perwe ombango.  Oro kara ri epuriro ezeu nungwari oumba u ri movarorwa mbe nanukirwa i 
yokutjangurura nga omahungi omaresewa.

(i) This one proved to be the most difficult question of the reading comprehension questions.  Almost all 
candidates could not answer this question well.  Ovarorwa ape avehe va urwa i yokumuna kutja nangarire 
kutja okazandona ng aka kakurunga momuinyo, oko wina ka kamuna kutja kutja u rire omutjiwe wouzeu 
nangwari ove omuini rutenga mo sokupitira mu wo.

Question 2

As with last year, this question was relatively accessible to the majority of candidates and many scored on average 
between 5 to 7 marks for parts (a) and (b).

(a) Notes:  It was expected of candidates to extract points from the passage which support “the idea that the 
father was irresponsible”.  Most candidates extracted a number of points and presented them in note form 
but it appeared that quite a number of candidates did not present notes that proved that “ihe yomuatje ngwi 
wa ri omurumendu omuhinamerizirira” or points that did not make sense such as:

• Otjikando tji tja zu ko tje yere mba
• Ke na pe rihahiza
• “Ondji raere”Tate wa tene
• “Virura” Tate we ndji raere

It is emphasised again as with last year that:

• Points should be concise (epu rimwe moruteto) and meaningful (ngari hungire, “henisire” ariyerike nao kari 
nokuhungira).

• Points should support the idea in question, tj. “okuhinamerizirira” mombapira ndji.  Omurorwa tja tja “tate wa 
ria ma sesenga otjihinge” nao kape nokuzeuparisa epu ndi ri mepuriro ndi rokuhinamerizirira.
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(b) Summary:  As with last year, candidates’ poor writing skills were exposed here.  A huge number of 
candidates could not progress beyond Band 4.  Candidates lacked a clear focus on the passage and 
were unable to use compound and complex sentences, conjunctions and transitional words (connectives).  
Ovarorwa ve sokurongerisiwa kutja ve ungurise omahondjambo nomahondjauripura momihewo 
omituwakumwe nomihandjauke ave ha yandere pomirikehewo pondondo ndji.  The summaries, in most 
cases, did not flow and were disjointed or worse were verbatim copies of the passages even the parts that 
were not relevant to the idea in question.

Section B

Question 3:  Directed Writing

This question proved to be the most difficult question.  Candidates were asked to draw parallels between challenges 
and social problems mentioned in the inaugural speech of President Barack Obama and those affecting people in their 
own region.  The only two issues which the majority of candidates could see were:  omahongero nokuhinaviungura. 
Finding solutions proved to be very demanding for candidates and looked as if the question demanded of them to have 
prior technical knowledge.  Few candidates progressed beyond Band 4 for both reading and writing.  Ovengi aave 
tjangurura ndi ehungi ohamuzemba uriri nu ave kasana aayo kavahongwa mba kara ozombura omurongo na imwe 
(nokombanda yanao) mosikore.

Tjotjiri ya ri ongahukiro kutja onḓengu yoviungura vyotjingi tjozosikore nozosenda  zetu i ri kehi tjinene.  Candidates 
need to be exposed to various texts and be given enough exercises in directed writing.

3.  POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Nambano matu tji zu ko komambo nga wovandu avehe, tu tji riyambere po.

Omarorero nga onga ri oyetjavari kehi yokarikurema yo-NSSCO otja tji ya yarukirwa.  Nombura ndja zu ko aai ngara! 
Indji mwa ri nozosenda tjiva nḓaaze raisa ongahukiro kutja ovarorwa mba kave rongerisirwe kaparukaze uriri.  Twa 
utire kehi – otjiungura tja kamburwa ondeka.  Otjikando hi mwa ri ozombunga zovarorwa mbe he ri pondondo ndji 
uriri.  Omangura oyeniyeni uriri!  Moungundipare wovarorwa mozosenda tjiva omundu oo munu nawa uriri kutja ngwi 
okuhongwa oku ve ha hongwa kaparukaze.  Arikanee uri … ngatu honge ovanatje mba, ovetu oveni!

•	 Eroramazuviro wokuresa:  Vakwetu, ovarorwa mbe ri mondondo oitja-11 nu meraka ndi ve hungira ngunda 
ve tjangurura oviṋa osemba okuzira omapuriro!  Tara kutja ozoperesende ngapi zovarorwa mbaave ungurisa 
embo ndi “Tate” tji mave ziri omapuriro – omurumendu ngwi ngwa ri mehungi ndi kangu ri ihe yavo nokutja 
vi nao? Imbwo oungundipare ounene tjiri.  Kwa za ngave hongwe okuyaha mondota nu ngamba kave ya 
hongwa.  Miṱiri, ovarorwa ngave pewe oviungura mbi aruhe nu mba tjangurura ave pewa ozongombe kutja ovo 
ve rihonge okuzira omapuriro.  Ave tjangurura, tj. “Tate wa tja hi paturure omuvero. >  Ihe yokazandona wa tja 
oko ngake paturure omuvero.”  Okutjanga momuano womatjangero omahahungame kaku iwe.

•	 Ounouta:  Ngake rire kemwe moruteto orusupi nu ngake kare nomaheero (ngake hungire).  Nu kaku nana 
ngamwa otjiṋa, ovyo mbi mbya hungama epu (tj. okuhinamerizirira).  Hongee arikanee nu kakuhungira uriri – 
ngave tjite.

•	 Omboronganisiro:  Imba ngunda omutund’ omaonya uriri.  Nangarire kutja ouzeu poṋa mba wa munikwa 
ombura ndja zu ko (2020) nau raisiwa morapota, kape na tji tja tjitwa.  Kave hongerwe! Andakuzu va hongwa 
atja ve hezaheza momahondjambo nomahondjauripura kutja ndi rumwe kave nokutwapo nawa. Nduu!  Popengi 
aave yaruka mokutjangurura uriri.  Miṱiri tje ve pe otjiungura hi metuwo romahongero, ma yenene okuvepura 
kutja:  “Nanee omikoka kehi yomambo weṋu oveni ngu mwa ungurisa, omahondjambo nomahondjauripura.  
Ye pi?  Hapo tjii omihewo vyeṋu omikutwakumwe nomihandjaukahewo hi?  Tjaa me munu mo omirikehewo 
uriri.  Ongwaye?  Ṱunee.”

•	 Omatjangero omahungame:  Okuiya monyama, otjitovero ngamba.  Oviṋa vivari:  (1) ve varama popezu 
tjinene na indi ehungi, wina mu mu kara omatjangururiro nao, poo (2) ve yepa tjinene na indi ehungi mu mu 
kakara okuriutira oviṋa mbi hi norupe na rumwe na indi ehungi.  Oviṱo pouvari wavyo mbi oposyo, ozondataiziro 
nḓu maze hepa okuṱunwa.  Ovo ve sokupunga omerizemburuka nga yenene okuza mehungi tjazumba arire 
ngu va parangisa momuano wokumema “developing ideas from the passage and expand them creatively” as 
their own.  Okutja tja toora omahongero (otjomerizemburuka yemwe) okuza mehungi u sokuya nomeripura we 
omuini (omananyuṋe) kutja etje ye pwisa vi.  “Ngave pewe ovimariva vyokukerihonga komurungu” omeripura 
omarari navi nge hi na maaye isa mo ngwi omurorwa moruti orutja-4 motjiṱo tjepuriro ndi.

•	 NB.  Zomiṱiri ozosuverwa, ovanatje ngunda katu hongo tjiri!  Ngatu tji riyaruka oveni.  Tu ungura tjike? Hapo 
momambo nga omatjangerwa wovahongwa mu nouhatoi kutja tjiri tu honga nai?  Vakwetu ngatu ungure!
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

The overall performance of the candidates is satisfactory.  A large number of candidates scored marks ranging between 
below average to average, only a few candidates scored good marks above average.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Narrative Essay/ Oserekarere

1 This topic was attempted by the majority of the candidates and most of the candidates did not produce 
good essays. 

Omurorwa aa sokuserekarera ohunga notjitjitwa tjorive eye paa munu kutja ka tumbirwe nawa nungwari tji tja 
karira ondjamo ku ye korusenina.  Ovarorwa ovengi kaave zuu nawa epuriro ndi, moruveze rokutjanga ohunga 
notjitjitwa ovo aave tjanga ohunga novitjitwa ovingi pekepeke nu mbwi ouwa mbu va kamuna komaandero wina 
kaau horoka nawa.

2 This was attempted by a large number of candidates.  Many of the candidates who attempted this question 
scored average marks. 

Omurorwa aa sokuserekarera ohunga notjitjitwa otjihazembwa tji tja tjitwa mouyenda eye ma ri koruveze 
rwoharive eye ndwaa zeri momuinyo/otuzeve twoturoto twe poo twe rota.  Ovahongwa ovengi kaave pitisa 
otjitjitwa hi tji kurame ohonga ku tjo otjini nu iho tja tjita kutja ovahongwa ovengi ve pandjare ozongombe.

Descriptive Essay/ ohandjaure

3 This topic was attempted by a few candidates who scored average to above average marks. 

Omurorwa aa sokuhandjaura etemba ravo ekuru nungwari ovahongwa tjiva va ri nouzeu wokuhandjaura 
etemba ndi. Ovo tjinene aave serekarere omauyenda ngu vari na wo na indi etemba noviungura mbi ri ungura/ra 
ungura.  Ihi tja tjita kutja ve pandjare ozongombe.

4 This topic was attempted by a few candidates and most of them did not produce good essays.

Omurorwa aa sokuhandjaura omuano mbwee rimunu momuinyo kombunda yokutaara ozondora za Namibia 
engete rimwe nokutja imba oveṱunḓu re ombuze ndji ve i yakura vi tji ve i zuva.  Otjingi tjovarorwa mba toorora 
epu ndi va ri nouzeu okuhandjaura omerimwino wavo.  Ihi tja tjita kutja ve pandjare ozongombe.

Argumentative Essay/ Ombaṱaṋise

5 This topic was attempted by very few candidates who did not produce good essays. 

Omurorwa aa sokutoorora omuhunga we ohunga nomaungurisiro woviyandjamasa momanyando kutja ngavi 
ungurisiwe i yovanarupa momanyando okutunduuza omaunguriro wavo poo avi ungurisiwa.  Ovarorwa kava ri 
nomapu omasemba nu otji ve ha mwine ozongombe ozombwa.

6 This topic was popular among the candidates and most of the candidates who attempted this topic 
produced good essays and as a result scored good marks above average.  The candidates understood 
the question very well and this helped them to produce good essays that gave them good marks.

Omurorwa aa sokuraisa ongurameno ye ohunga noupanga woposengo pokati komunene nomuatje, 
okuraisa ouwa poo ouvi mbu mape ya au kara po omunene nomuatje tji va rire omapanga.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Me tja okuhepa tjinene vandu otjihupe kondjembo ya Kavasuko, ndja ri mba ovandu kongondjero yeṋu ouṱuku 
nomutenya momekurisiro weraka retu.  Pe novingi mbi matu sokuṱuna ngunda mbi hi ya pwa mbi tjita kutja ovahongwa 
vetu ve ungure oungundi.  Omatjangero wovahongwa ya runduruka oviungura ovihirona.
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KUTJA TU PWISE NAWA NGATU YANDJE OMBANGO KU IMBI: ...

1.1 Ngatu honge ovarorwa okuhina ku tjanga ovitjangwa ovire pupe he ri ohepero.

1.2 Ovahongwanga vehongwe omihoko vyozombwanekero (Oserekarere, Ohandjaure nombataṋise).
- Imba pe undjirwa omurorwa okuhandjaura mbi ma zuu, ṋuka, munu, roro nokuṱuna ko. 
- Okutja ngatu pamise mbyo mokuhonga kwetu.

1.2.1 Ngatu yandje ombango onyingi wina kombwanekero ombataṋise.  Omuhongwa u sokutoorora omuhunga  
  umwe nu a ṋunusa omuhunga mbwa toorora nomapu omazuvakwa nokuhina okuriyarukira.

1.3 Ngatu yandje ombango korutumbo romambo.

1.4 Ngatu honge ovarorwa kutja tji mave tjanga ngave toorore epu rimwe uriri.

1.5 Ngatu honge ovarorwa okutjanga ozombwanekero moutokondwa.  Okarukondwa akehe ke sokukara nondunge  
 ombe poo ondjivisiro yako okeni.

1.6 Ovarorwa ngave hongwe okutjanga omihewo omisupi mbi he ri omire tjinene.

1.7 Ngatu honge ovahongwa okuhaṋena omambo pozondundo tjimuna

- Rangavara → ra-nga-va-ra

1.7.1 Arikana zomiṱiri ngatu honge ovahongwa vetu okuungurisa omiano vyaTjipangandjara/ omiano vyohungiriro  
  mbya pwire po. 

- Wina ngave hongwe okuisama omaraka warwe movitjangwa vyavo nu tjinene ngave ungurise omana   
 wovirongo inga wOtjiherero tji ye ri po.

OKUHEPA ME MU ZERIRE PO OUṊINGANDU NOMAUNGURIRO OMAWA.
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GENERAL COMMENTS

Ovarorwa ovengi aave munu ouzeu okuzirira ketjangwa.  Omerizuvisiro omakoto ya ri aya kaiya aave munu kutja 
omutjange aakwekurura kaave tjiwa kutja eye aazirire komutjange omutenga ingwi ngwa tjanga orutuu kotjaitonga.

Ovarorwa kaave tjiwa okutja ngave zire vi, aave tjangurura uriri.

Ovarorwa aave ziri omapu ngu maye sokuhongorerwapo ondorondomba tjimuna imbyo mbi ve sokuzira aave yarukirepo.

Kape nokumunika omarundurukiro komutjangahingo, ozondataiziro amave tjangurura, ondjangerosemba, omatjangero 
omakahu ngundee kape yaṱunwa.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

• Ovarorwa va kaiya ondjiviro kutja omakwekuriro ovikwaye opaave tjangurura ekondwa arihe.
• Ovarorwa aave kaiya okusasaneka oviwonda novitunya, va kaiya orutumbo rwomambo.
• Ovarorwa kaave zuu epuriro (ma rwisa vi) ondimwa yepuriro omutjange ngu he na okukupasana netjangwa ndi 

nda pita kotjitonga.
• Ondimwa yepuriro ndi, okuraisa okutjavi omutjange wehungi ndi aa   pirukire momuano uṋe ohunga nomakwekururiro 

nga tjitwa i yomutjange ngwa tjanga orutuu kotjaitonga ohunga nomaungurisiro wovitunya mombazu yOvaherero 
otjomarandisiro wovakazendu.

• Otjingi tjovarorwa tjaave ha yenene okuyeta kaave ziri nawa omahandjauriro womaziriro aayeya oungundi.
• Ovarorwa ovengi aave yenene okuzira otjiṋenge tjimwe amave undjirwa okuzira oviṋenge avihe.
• Ovarorwa kaave zeuparisa nokuhandjaura aave tjangurura ongarate uriri.

Ovarorwa ovengi kaave tjiwa omaheya womambo nga:

Ovitunya - Ovinamwinyo mbi yandjwa porukupo okuza kovakupe okuyandjwa kovakupise.
Ongombe yorutombe - Ongombe ondema ndji yandjwa ku ihe (omukupise) okuza kovakupe.
Ongombe yokati/Onamakuiya - Ongombe ihe ndje yandja komuatje (mombimbo) moruveze rongombe yorutombe.
Okukwekurura - okutemangura/okuneṋuna/okuisako onḓengu kotjiṋa/okuhengurisa.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Ozomiṱiri ngaze rese nokurizuvisa nawa ehungi rutenga amaa ze kahandjaura orapota kovarorwa.
• Zomiṱiri kape nokumunika omarundurukiro momahongero wokuresa etjangwa nohengu, ozomiṱiri ngaze rongerise 

ovarorwa kutja ve rese nohengu.
• Ozomiṱiri ngaze rongerise ovarorwa kutja ve yenene okunana, okuzeuparisa nokuhandjaura nawa etjangwa.
• Ozomiṱiri ngaze pamise okuhonga omutjangahingo, ondjangero osemba, oviraise vyokuresa nu tjinene oviraise 

oviyarurepo “ ”.
• Ozomiṱiri ngaze rongerise okutaṱera kotjivarero tjomambo tji tja ningirwa.

Ozomiṱiri ngaze yandje ombango kovihorera mbi ri momambo nga:

• Omukambo mOtjiherero (Solid Fondation)
• Specimen materials
• Support materials

Matu mutjere okuhepa koviungura vyeṋu oviwa nandarire kutja mwa tuurunga momatokero woCovid-19.
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1. GENERAL COMMENTS

It was the second examination under the revised NSSC Ordinary Level curriculum.  As with last year, centres collected 
a number of information on a variety of cultural artefacts.  This effort by centres under the dire circumstances that 
prevailed deserves applause!  The inclusion of recorded voices of informants, videos and or pictures, etc. as evidence 
that the candidates went on fieldwork was minimal when compared to last year.  Although a significant number of 
centres sent in typed (word processed) reports, the number of handwritten reports increased this year.

The quality of the reports (essays) declined when compared to last year, meaning that the reports (essays) that were 
submitted were poor.  Candidates could hardly formulate the purpose of their projects and objectives. It was crystal clear 
that candidates were ill-prepared for the project.  Worse still, many teachers appeared to have no clue of the project and 
what was expected of them!  Some would write comments like “ondando ongahu” ngunda ndji ondando ai he ri ongahu 
kaparukaze, ngunda ai sokurira imwe uriri ombaturuke mwa kutwa omapuriro ondundu mu yo!

At some centres, candidates copied the examples of reports in the Coursework Booklet and submitted these!  Surprisingly, 
teachers marked these reports and allocated marks.  Remember that teachers signed an oath with the report of each 
candidate that what was submitted, was “to their best knowledge the candidates’ own work.”  Eraka nda ungurisiwa … 
okambo ku ka yandjwa kozomiṱiri … avihe mbi ko vi mwine! Ngatu ise okukopi ngamwa tji twa munu nokutjiyandja nao 
kovanatje nokuhina okuvehonga.  Maatu kerihitisa moumba oveni!

1. Sampling

As with last year, most centres did not indicate the candidates who were in the sample with an asterisk (*) as required. 
This made the moderation process cumbersome.  Examiners should familiarise themselves with the instructions.  When 
selecting candidates for the sample, centres should consider the cultural aspects which was researched so as to include 
a variety thereof.

2. Interpretation of the Assessment Criteria

Examiners misinterpreted the Assessment Criteria or simply ignored it.  A number of centres put candidates in higher 
bands than what they really deserved.

Omuano mbwi wokuyandja ozongombe zokombanda koviungura mbi hi nonḓengu kau na ku mautu twara.  Mau wisa 
onḓengu yomahongero nomerihongero wOtjiherero otjeraka kehi uriri.  Tji wa tara mOtjitarero ho mu nomambo nga 
potuti atuhe: wa ṱaṱere kondando yongonḓononeno (1); ondando yongonḓononeno nomapuriro … ovikahu (2); 
u ri momuhunga waindji ondando yongonḓononeno nomapuriro … (3); kai ri momuhunga otja ku indji ondando 
yongonḓononeno nomapuriro … (4); popengi kai nokuṱaṱera kondando yongonḓononeno nomapuriro … 
(5).  Imba mape heye openi kutja mouatjiri auhe ongonḓononeno tji ya zunḓakere pondando yongonḓononeno 
nomapuriro i sokumuna ouriri. Nu ondjo yauṋe?  Oyoye Miṱiri!  Ove wa itavera nu o twa omunwe kembo kutja ondando 
yongonḓononeno nomapuriro vya zikama nawa, omurorwa nga kaende komurungu.

NB.  Arikanee Miṱirii pitee moviṋa mbi vyokutirira ozongombe moviungura mbi hi nonḓengu.  Kape vatere 
kaparukaze!!!  Ozo ze raisa nga omaunguriro omangundi wa Miṱiri uriri.

Otjikando tjarwe ondando ombaranga tji i ri nai tjiwa kutja i ri posyo:

• Okukatjiwa ovingi ohunga … okukerihonga ovingi… komaandero wo …

• Okukatjiwa kutja … otjikwaye, tji tjitwa ku ye, i uṋe, ouṋe, ruṋe, pi, oritjangapi (tj. ongombe i hita oritjangapi?) …

• Omapuriro nge ri mondando ombaranga tje ri onga rire omapuriro omakonḓononwa … indji oondataiziro onenenene 
ndjaai tjitwa
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• Omahondjambo nga nu na inga wina … nokuka- … tji vi ri mondando yoye ombaranga tjevera kutja mu noviṋa 
mbya zunḓaka … mai umbire mozondovi ozengi, omapuriro omengi mumwe, mondando ndji kamu nokuheperwa 
ondundu yoviṋa nao mai zunḓaka uriri

ARIKANA MIṰIRI KOMUKARERE WOYE:  Omapuriro omakonḓononwa (omapuriro ngu maye hingi ndji 
ongonḓononeno) kange ri omapuriro ngwi omukonḓonone ngu ma kapura kozomburo ze!  Tja tjiti nao, okutja eye 
kamaa kakara nomapanguṋunino omawa orondu eye nao okutja kamaa wongo ondjivisiro onyingi.  Omapuriro 
ngo owe omuini otjomukonḓonone, ma panguṋununine ko ondjivisiro.  Kozomburo nga pure kutja: “Inyangu, ndji 
serekarera mbi mo tjiwa ohunga no…”

Only candidates who can evaluate data from various sources (often conflicting sources) and who can develop personal 
responses may be placed in higher bands.  A significant number of candidates were not able to evaluate the information 
they collected and reproduced it as their evaluation or narrated long stories.  These candidates can therefore not be 
placed in Band 1 or 2.

3. Other Relevant Comments

Again, it could be observed from the interviews that candidates had with community members, and which were 
submitted as evidence, that the project was welcomed by members of the traditional communities.  Candidates should 
be encouraged to analyse the lyrics in traditional songs and praises instead of reproducing them.  Vandu voyetu 
okutupukisa omiṱanḓu nomitango motjiuru kaku ku heya kutja omundu u hungira Otjiherero nawa nu kandji ri ondjiviro 
nounongo.  Ovyo vya memwa i warwe rukuru.  Mema ovyoye vi hohwe komikwao.  Mo yenene okutjita nao indu tji wa 
utu okupanguṋununa mbi mbi ri po nai.

As with last year, almost all candidates did not transcribe what informants told them.  Instead they paraphrased this 
information and, in the process, certain information, innuendos and nuances got lost.  The examiner can get insight 
from the transcription which could be used when interviewing the candidates.  Tjimuna omburo yoye … wa tja, nu imbo 
nao …

Otja tji pa raisirwe ombura ndja zu ko, ongonḓononeno ndji oombutiro yomerihongero wokombanda owo nga zikamena 
kokutjita ongonḓononeno mu ngamwa omuhunga womerihongero.  Tji matu tapere ozongombe ondundu movarorwa 
mbe ha rorere nangarire ngwi okupanguṋununa ndji ondjivisiro ndji va wongo matu hukire ouzeu kozonganda 
zomahongero wokombanda.

Examiners are advised to make notes which will help the moderators to understand why they arrived at a certain band 
on the marking grid.  Some examiners did not write a brief summary on the cover sheet to explain why they put the 
candidate in a specific mark band.

Ondyero yongonḓononeno:  Miṱiri u sokuhonga nokuvatera ovahongwa ve nga tje ve vasisa pokutja nambano 
kahakaenee nozomburo zeṋu ope ve sira mbo.  Ookutwako omunwe kembo. Imba mape heye kutja mbi ha ungurirwe 
nawa okuyandera mba, omunwe u ri momuhonge.  Pe ya vi vi yakurwe nao?  Oviungura ku kwa tuwa omunwe 
kembo i Miṱiri nu vyozondando nomapuriro nge he ri nawa vya ri avya takavara.  Imbo aape rihungirire openi kutja 
oviungura mbya kaparaparwa.  Okutja Miṱiri, tjita kutja o ha karira omupure wokutja ondando poo epuriro mari heye tjike 
indi awa yakura omuini.  Nao mo rire ondjora kouye.  Ombura ndja zu ko pa raisiwa kutja:  “Ya ri oukumise okuzuva 
omutare womarorero ama tja ‘ondando/omapuriro nga omakwaṋi’ indu ava zuvasana nomurorwa kutja nambano vya 
pu, ombatero yandje ya yandere mba kawonge ondjivisiro, amu twa ko omunwe kondyero yongonḓononeno.  Nungwari 
kutja kombunda yanai ko nokuvatera mba ovarorwa, ove u sokukara kombanda yavo kutja u tjite ouatjiri kutja ovo 
mave ṱumbaṱumba.  Ovarorwa ave pewa omapu opuwo ngave kakonḓonone nokuisiwa nao!  Tara nawa kutja ondando 
nomapuriro vi ri nawa nokutja ozomburo nḓu ma heye nḓo tjiri nao mape ya ave hakaene; u noviungurisiwa rumwe mbi 
ma hepa.”  Okutja arikanee ombura ndji ngatu tji yere ovikausina atu ha yaruka mozondataiziro otjingezo.

It was observed that an increasing number of centres only sent the sample.  After several requests for them to send all 
the research project reports, some did not adhere to this request.  This raised suspicions as to what really happened at 
the centres.  Osirambesa ongahu nawa uriri hindee oviungura vyovarorwa avehe.  “Ee nangarasi … mba nangarasi 
…” kavi yakurwa ko!
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2. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS

Imbi vya raisiwa nao ombura ndja zu ko nu mavi kotorwa nao rukwao orondu ngunda pe nouzeu:

• Ongonḓononeno kai vanga okukaungurwa oruveze apa pu, mai ndjombakaṋa. ma rire nawa tji wa utu mu Rozonḓu 
wombura ndji ondenga ovarorwa tji ve ri mOndondo oitja-10 kutja tji mo ya mekweze oritjavari rombura ndji 
ovarorwa nambano ndji ve ri mOndondo oitja-11 tjandje ya manuka aihe nga kokutjangwa.

• Okutjita ongonḓononeno nokuitjanga oviṋa mbya sokuhongwa – kaku raera ovarorwa kutja ngave pahe omapu ve 
kakonḓonone opuwo.

• Omahungi ovarorwa ngu va isa mozomburo (movandu) ngaye tjangururwe omavihu nao nu ye hohwe korapota 
otjouhatoi.

• Oviperendero mbi mavi hohwa korapota ka sokurira oviperendero ngamwa avihe mbya isiwa pu vya isiwa 
nungwari ovyo vi sokurira mbi mbi mavi weza onḓengu korapota otjouhatoi wokutja omurorwa tjotjiri wa katjita 
ongonḓononeno.  Mape undjirwa kutja omurorwa ma kare mu vyo tji ma pura ovandu, vi sokurira oviperendero 
vyovitjitwa eye mbyaa tarere ku katjiri nganda a perendwa pu na tjiva vaimba mbaave kaendisa mbi ovitjitwa. 
Imbwo oouhatoi mbu mau pahwa.

• Omurorwa auhe u sokuhohako okati okatjinde kondjivisiro (USB, memory stick) korapota ye mu mu nomaraka 
wovandu, oviperendero, ovitjitwa, omaimburiro, omihiva, outjina, ondjongo … (ozomburo ze) eye ma isa ondjivisiro.

• Ovarorwa ve sokurongerisiwa kutja ve tjiwe okupanguṋuna ondjivisiro kutja ave ha rire ovokukotora ndji ondjivisiro 
ombihu uriri nao momuano ovo mbu ve i pewa.

• Ondando ombaranga ngai rire IMWE uriri ombaturuke, tj. “Ondando yongonḓononeno ndji okutara momitango 
vyonḓonḓu ndji Ombapapehuri”.  Oyo ai rungasana (ai sana ku na inga omapuriro omakonḓononwa).  
Omapuriro omakonḓononwa ye ri mbo okuipaturura tjinga owo amaye hiti moviṋenge kaaṋi mbyo vyondando 
ndji ku maku kaendera ndji ongonḓononeno, tj. (1)  Omitango vyonḓonḓu ndji Ombapapehuri vi raisa tjike ohunga 
nehupo rOvaherero moruveze orukuru? (2)  Ovi omitango vyonḓonḓu ndji Ombapapehuri tji vya runduruka otja 
pomakaendero woruveze?

• Omapuriro omakonḓononwa aye rire omengi; aye paha o “Ii poo Kako” poo okaziriro okasupi, tj. nawa, navi … 
ngaye rire omapaturuke kutja ye sore okuwonga ondjivisiro ombaranga ndji mai kapanguṋunwa.  Okutja aye pura 
kutja: “pi, ruṋe, iuṋe …”.

• Omaraisiro womamwino omaworonganisiro omasupi nu omakanga woumune mbwa za mozomburo.

• Momapanguṋunino womamwino omurorwa u sokuzuvakwa (oumune we) tji ma tara kouhatoi mbu ri po, 
nunambano mba eye nga hongorerwe po i yomapuriro omakonḓononwa.

• Omapatero ye woronganisa ndji orapota amaye tara kondando ndji ombaranga. 

KOMAPATERO, ARIKANA MIṰIRI KOMUKARERE WOYE:  Ongonḓononeno ombwa yomazikamisiro omundu mu 
mo yenene okukaramo nongamburiro, oyo ndji yozomburo nḓu maze pitasana nawa – ooweyuru nehi – nomapu. 
Kayo ndji yozomburo azehe nḓu maze hitasana kako!
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1. GENERAL COMMENTS

NOTE TO REGIONAL OFFICES:  It is quite clear that examiners’ reports are not discussed at school level.  The 
Regional Office should demand a written plan of action from schools in which the schools outline their strategies to 
address the shortcomings mentioned in the reports.

It was the second examination under the revised NSSC Ordinary Level curriculum.  Centres collected a number of 
information on cultural artefacts.  It was indeed a great effort by centres under difficult circumstances which deserves 
applause!  A number of centres did not include the recorded voices of informants, videos and or pictures, etc. as 
evidence that the candidates went on fieldwork which was particularly important for Section A (Presentation).

1. QUALITY OF RECORDINGS

The recording was in most cases of good quality.  The candidates, the examiners and what the candidates played were 
audible. Centres are applauded for this.  Thank you very much.

2. RANGE OF SAMPLE

A good number of centres sent samples along with the whole cohort which represented the ability range quite well. 
Thank you for that.  Some centres only sent the sample and not the whole cohort.  In cases where moderators wanted 
to check on a certain candidate, this was not possible.  The guidelines are clear that both the sample and the whole 
population of candidates must be sent for moderation.  A number of centres did not indicate the candidates who were 
in the sample with an asterisk (*) on the summary forms as required.  This made the moderation process cumbersome 
especially for those centres that did not make a sample but instead sent the whole cohort.  Examiners should familiarise 
themselves with the instructions.

2. COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC SECTIONS

The oral examination consists of two sections:  Section A (Presentation) and Section B (Discussion).  The two should 
be treated apart.  Most centres conducted this examination as one with the traditional “warm-ups” for candidates who 
appeared to be nervous.  It was good to observe that examiners were generally sympathetic towards the candidates 
and made good efforts to let them feel at ease.  Where warm-ups were needed, these need not be recorded.  Unlike 
the previous year (2020) where examiners kept to the time limit of 15 minutes, this year’s oral examinations were very 
short – at some centres ±6 minutes!

2.1 Section A:  Presentation

A significant number of candidates were unable to briefly present the main findings of their research.  Most were tempted 
to give detailed reports.  Mba kapura A a tja … e kapura B e ndji raere kutja … nu tjandje mba ovakaendise vomarorero 
ouhumndu mave ve hohiza kutja ve hungire nao wina.  A great number of examiners posed questions as candidates 
mostly appeared to be under the impression that they will be expected to respond to the examiner’s questions.

ARIKANA MIṰIRI KOMUKARERE WOYE:  O pura ovarorwa omapuriro morupa ndwi!  Otjoye okuveyakura 
nokuvetwa kembo opuwo.  “Omurorwa ngu tu ri pamwe o … onomora ye yomarorero o …, … wa yakurwa metuwo 
romarorero ndi, pupurukwa momuinyo … o kara nondira na imwe.  Nambano kara kembo.”  Eye ma WORONGANISA 
ongonḓononeno ye mozominute 3 na raisa poo a nyandisa ouṋa mbwe na wo ozominute 2 OMUINI (a kapurwa 
nookukunḓurwa kutja nga nyandise ouṋa eye mbwa eterere). Arikana miṱiri komukarere woye oṋa ndwi ORUPA KU 
RWO ORUNI, ngape kahuke nao.

2.1.1 The quality of presentations

Despite the fact that most candidates are generally fluent native speakers, it transpired that a great number of them 
needed their presentation skills to be polished.
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Morupa ndwi kape undjirwa komukaendise womarorero okupura epuriro na rimwe.  Otje okutwa omurorwa kembo eye 
a mwina a puratene.  Okutja o katja “nambano tu raisira oviperendero mbi wa kawonga; tu puratenisa omaraka ngu 
wa kakambura”.  Omurorwa u sokurirongerisa kutja ma kaungura tjike – omboronganisiro yorapota ye me keiyandja vi. 
Oviṋa mbi ma sokutjita moruveze ndwi okuyandja epu re; ondando ombaranga (ondando yongonḓononeno); omapuriro 
omakonḓononwa; omaziriro omasupi komapuriro we nomapatero ngu maye tara kondando ombaranga (ondando 
yongonḓononeno) ousupi.  Ngunda ama hungire ma yenene okuraisa oviperendero mbya pwire po (mbi mavi seturura 
orapota ye – mbi mavi hungire ku norapota ye); okunyanda eraka enanḓengu tjinene korapota ye poo okavideo.  Poo 
rumwe ma hungire a mana tjazumba arire tja raisa/nyanda mbi.  Ngave rirore okuyandja ehungi ARUHE momahongwa 
warwe kutja ave he ya okurira ovakunḓurwa meyuva ndi. 

It was apparent that centres need to work on the presentation skills of candidates as part of teaching and learning.

2.1.2 Interpretation of the Assessment Criteria

Examiners appeared to misinterpret or not use the marking grid at all.  They placed candidates in higher bands which 
were not corresponding with their presentations.  It is important for examiners to familiarise themselves with the 
descriptions in the marking grid.

Ozongombe ze tji utu za tuwa kombanda ngwii nangarire kutja indji onḓengu yotjihungiriro kai ri mbo.  Vakwetu oṋa 
kakuhungira kopevapayuva, okuhungirira kotjiṋa ongonḓononeno ndja tjitwa.   Oupaka mbwi ouvari wokombandambanda 
mau tja “ri nondjivisiro onyingi nu oopoumune nongurameno”.  Voyetu ovanatje vetu va ri amave yaruka mokutja 
“omburo yandje rive ngu mba kapura wa tja nai …” popengi kava ri nomapanguṋunino owo nga tja ye yeta oumune 
nongurameno.  Tji matji ve twara koupaka mbwi ouvari wokombandambanda otjikwaye?  Omena rokutja eraka ravo 
poo?  Ayee, kape ungura nao.

2.2 Section B: Discussion

In the discussion section it is expected of the examiner to challenge claims (or assertions) made by the candidate in his/
her report and to probe him/her to expand on his/her coursework while s/he (the examiner) is testing his/her speaking 
and listening skills at the same time.

ARIKANA MIṰIRI KOMUKARERE WOYE:  Resa ongonḓononeno yomurorwa auhe nawa komurungu woruveze nu 
vazewa nomapuriro OMAPATURUKE (okutja nge hi nokuzirwa nokambo kemwe) nangarire 3 – 4 nao NGU MAYE 
PAHA OMASETURURIRO POO OMATANDAURIRO WOVIṊENGE MBI RI MONGONḒONONENO yomurorwa. 
Komukarere woye o pura oviṋa osemba mbi ri mongonḓononeno tjimuna “ondando yoye ya ri oyatjike; omapuriro 
yeṋe ngu wa ri na wo; ozomburo zoye za ri oouṋe …”.  O pura oviṋa ohamure (general) just for the sake of killing the 
time.

Aape munika nawa uriri kutja otjingi tjovarore katji rorere okunongonona ozorapota zovarorwa aihe kourike wayo nawa. 
Okutja opaave zokupura oviṋa mbi omundu ngamwa auhe mbya tja pura (obvious).  Omurore ngwa rese/puratene 
ozomburo zomurorwa nawa atja pura kutja:  Tjaa Ka… ami me mu zuu aayo ma tja … nu ove mbo ko pe mwine nao 
poo?

2.2.1 Examining Techniques

The atmosphere was generally good and most candidates were calm and composed.  Centres are applauded for this! 
Some interesting probing questions were asked:  “If you are to repeat your research project, what will you do differently? 
How did your research purpose and questions help you to collect the information that you wanted?”  Ouhumandu, 
kovengi omapuriro nga aaye purwa mena rokutja ya zuvakwa nao nungwari kamena rokutja owo ya ri aya ketere ndji 
orapota ndja yandjwa.  Most centres could not take the candidates beyond what their informants told them.  Thus, 
candidates were in most cases not probed to evaluate their findings or to consider other alternative opinions.  It appeared 
that examiners did not read the research reports thoroughly and as a result they were not well-prepared to pose good 
questions.

Ovakaendise vomarorero nambano omba karira ovakonḓonone okuuta okupura omapuriro nga ovarorwa ngaave pura 
kozomburo zavo, tj. “ondjova, oruendo, okuruwo … otjikwaye?”  Okutja imba ovarorwa otjaave kotora mbi ovo mbi 
va kazuva.  Tjinga imba ovarorwa aave nangarasi ozomburo ze sokuhitasana opuwo (mokuharongerisirwe nawa) 
ovo popengi otji ve ha ri na inga omapanguṋunino na yemwe.  Aave nangarasi omapuriro omakonḓononwa ongu 
va sokukapura kozomburo.  Mbya hungire okutja oouatjiri pe ri nao opuwo.  Omapuriro nga owomukonḓonone ongu 
maye hingi ongonḓononeno ye.  Komburo ma sokupura epuriro epaturuke tjimuna “koi tji ndji serekarere otjiṋa hi tji 
ku za ondjova”.  Pokati mbo eye ma yenene okupura omapuriro warwe ondundu kutja ma hare ondjivisiro onyingi ndji 
maai kazira omapuriro nga eye nge na wo otjomukonḓonone nga kondando ye ndji ombaranga.  Okutja ovarorwa ve 
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sokurongerisiwa kutja omundu ka pura omapuriro nga owe nai:  Epuriro randje etenga, epuriro randje oritjavari …  Ovo 
ve sokukaendisa otjihungiriro ku nozomburo zavo, kakutja twa pewa omapuriro kosikore ngu me vanaga okukupura.

2.2.2 Interpretation of the Assessment Criteria

As already alluded to in the presentation session, examiners generally did not apply the assessment criteria correctly. 
Candidates were in most cases placed in higher bands which did not correspond with the quality of the discussions.
The higher bands (1 and 2) are for candidates who are spontaneous, initiate and lead the discussion not for candidates 
who need to be prompted.  These bands are also not for candidates who narrate what they were told by their informants 
“omburo yandje ondenga ya tja …”.  They are for candidates who extend their topic, candidates who are confident, and 
who analyse and evaluate different perspectives.  A great number of candidates could not do these.

ARIKANA MIṰIRI KOMUKARERE WOYE:  O umwa i yomiṱanḓu, omitango novarorwa mbu mave ritjiti aayo ovasuvere 
vombazu omaandero.  Omirya vyavo nomitjazi vyavo ngavi hungire ku nongonḓononeno ovo ndji va katjita:  ondando, 
omapuriro nomapanguṋunino woumune wozomburo ngavi raisiwe meraka romirya nomitjazi ndi kutja ozongombe ze 
yende koupaka mbwi wokombanda.

Nu otjiṋa tjimwe, pe novarorwa tjiri mba tja ve vaza otuti hwo mouatjiri auhe nungwari aave ṱu i imba ovakaendise 
vomarorero mbaave ve pura omapuriro wokutja ve serekarere mbi va raerwa uriri poo mbe he ve rongerisire kutja ve 
“tandaure epu amave tara koumune pekepeke”.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS

• Otjihungiriro hi okuyandjera omurorwa okunyaturura ongonḓononeno eye ndja tjita ohunga notjiṋenge tjombazu 
kaaṋi ho.

• Omukaendise womarorero u sokutjiwa ongonḓononeno yomurorwa auhe nawa kutja eye ma sore okutoka ngwi 
omurorwa – katjihungiriro ohamure uriri ohunga notjiuṋe ho.

• Kape sokupurwa oviṋa omurorwa mbye ha konḓononene.

• Ma rire nawa okupura oviṋa omurorwa mu ma nangarasi rumwe oma putara, tj. okutwapo ondando ye, omapuriro 
we, ozomburo eye nḓa toorora …  Pura kutja nu andakuzu ma katjita ongonḓononeno ndji rukwao, atja rundurura 
vi oviṋa mbyo (atja ungura vi omuano warwe).

• Pa ovarorwa omamwino warwe okuisira kozomburo zavo ve ripurire ko nokuhungirirako, tj.  Omburo ndji ondenga 
na indji oitjaine tjimuna za panguka … indji ondenga mai tja … indji oitjaine mai tja … nu ongwaye ove tjoo munu 
kutja ozo za hitasana?

• Kondja kutja tji rire otjihungiriro a ha rire “omarorero”.

• Okuyandja ozongombe zokombanda kotjiungura tji tji hi ye ze pwira ku wisa onḓengu yomahongero – oviungura 
vyomurorwa ngavi raise kutja vya pwirire ozongombe nḓo nangarire komundu warwe ngu ma katara.  Resa 
otjitarero nawa!  Pura omapuriro ngu maye tjiti kutja omurorwa me riraise otja kotjitarero ho. 

• Omukaendise womarorero u sokukeva kutja eye a ha kasana otja ngwa rire omukonḓonone tjimuna okuuta okupura 
omapuriro ngwi omurorwa otjomukonḓonone nge ha purire kozomburo eye ma isa ondjivisiro.

• Omarorero nga ye ri motupa tuvari:  A (Omayandjero wehungi) B (Otjihungiriro).  Morupa ndwi o-A omurorwa 
ma sokuyandja omboronganisiro yorapota ye pamwe nokuraisa poo okunyanda ouṋa mbwa kambura ousupi 
– ohepero tjinene kutja eye ma vazewe aa rongere rukuru a ha undju okupurwa/okuraerwa kutja nga tjite vi.  
Kuzambo ingwi omukaendise womarorero otji ma tja, “Nambano matu kondo/kapita/utu norupa rwetu orutjavari …”
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FIRST LANGUAGE RUKWANGALI

6102
Paper 1

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

The standard and quality of the candidates work in relation to previous year did not change much, because the 
standard of the question paper is of the same difficulty and it was a challenge to the candidates.  Majority of candidates 
misinterpreted question three, instead of writing an article, they wrote speeches and letters.  Some candidates did not 
read instructions on the front page of the question paper.  Thus some candidates forgot to write their names, subject and 
centre numbers.  Some candidates used pencils to mark their own work.  In the same vain few candidates did not finish 
or attempt question 2 (a) or 3.  Some candidates could not cope with the texts, it resulted them struggling to answer 
questions and misinterpreting the questions especially 1 (a).  However, there was an improvement of handwriting 
in some centres,while in some centres candidates’ handwriting still a great challenge and concern.  The usage of 
punctuation marks, capital letters, paragraphing and spelling of words those areas of great challenge.  Wrong idiomatic 
expression and proverbs were used by some candidates.  Difficulties and wrong vocabularies were used instead.  
Sentence structures, grammar and usage, orthography including strong and vulgar language were not correctly used in 
writing.  Candidates misunderstood the key word or could not differentiate between:  why?, how? When? Where? What/ 
explain in own word, your own opinion, define, comment, suggest, state, describe etc.  However, in some centres there 
were an improvement of tidiness and neatness of candidates work.

Wrong idiomatic expression and incorrectly spelled:

• Rera sintu naso sika kurereko.
• Mezazu lyoge yimo ngolyaalya.
• Sarerema samukweni, satoka sogenani.
• Sitwiku nage kutora etemo.
• kuwoko kumwe kapi a ku tambura udano.
• Erago lyombwa pevhu.
• Kuuyunga mokana kumana mazeze.
• Nkembe kapi a zi gwire merombo.
• Tava rongo munwambanze, munwasimbungu ta purakene.

Common language errors/ words spelled wrongly:
• ekonomi = yikweparu
• mara = ngano nye
• mora = morwa
• vhura = mvhura
• pira/pire = kwato
• kuvura = kuvhura
• vura = vhura
• Va vure = va vhure
• vete = vhete
• ezuvha = ezuva
• panare = pwanare
• ntantani = ntaantani
• vavo = vawo
• huyunga = uuyunga
• huyungisa = uyungisa
• ipo = yipo
• wumwe = umwe
• ngororo = ngorooro
• voruhepo = woruhepo
• Zuveni = zuvheni
• Elizuvho = elizuvho
• owu = ou
• awe = hawe
• vacomittee= nompitisili
• vanzigwe = nonsigwe
• kenye = nkenye
• nondja = nondya
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• vhili = vili
• ipempa = yimpempa
• vangawo = nongawo
• vambya = vamumbya
• yantanintani = ya ntaantani
• pawe = mpamwe
• vavo= vawo
• lyimwe = limwe
• ngwe = ngwendi
• sene = nsene
• Yitrafa = yitengekeso
• pampilikida = pamperekeda
• vakona = va hepa
• bissinisi = ngesefa
• woruvingilisa =woRuiingilisa
• ntani pandura = tani pandura
• joko = ndjoko
• ndongoro/dokoro = dongoro
• yoyizi = yoyinzi
• kadistance = kanano
• yitikiveriki = yirugana yokukwateramo /yokaruwogona
• vambasada = vakarelipo koyirongo yokonze
• mopalamente = mondango zanavenye
• mwa ha wara = mwa ha lipakera sinka
• mapungu = epungu
• iyo = yiyo
• Hwililira = hulilira
• pira = kapi
• mamona = emona
• yingira = hingira
• oguhwevendi = oguhwe
• ozinavendi = ozina
• ruvheze = ruveze
• kuzuvhira nkennda = kufira nkenda
• lyina = lina
• kuvhatera = kuvatera
• rwoge = roge
• mvhumwa = mfumwa
• lyame = nyame
• lyize komeho = li ze komeho
• rangambako = rambangako
• santaani = santanis
• ilyo = yilyo

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 Majority of candidates misinterpreted these short questions.  Some centres/candidates experienced 
difficulties understanding comprehension questions including text one.  Thus, it resulted some questions 
were left blank not even attempted.

(a) Most candidates understood the question and were able to respond it correctly.  However, still few 
candidates could not able to locate right answer from the text.

The possible answer to this question is:

‘Oguhwe kapi va ligeve/kwa mu tumbwidilire nokugana asi tava ka mu fira sinka, ntani noku kamu tengwida 
kembo komeho zomurarero gokili.’

The question has two marks, some candidates were not able to elaborate in detail, instead gave one reason.  
Some scored two points, while others one point.
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(b) Majority of centres/candidates interpreted the question and were able to give good strong reason, this 
question has one mark.

The right and correct answer is:
‘Ndau zoyiterengenze zokulikwata kwava hafesere/ mondau ezi kwa kere mo yininke yomulyo/ndau ezi 
sininke sokukarerera.’

(c) Half or great number of candidates tried to answer this question as expected, although some struggled 
to explain their answer briefly.

These are possible answers:
- ‘Ga divire asi kusinga a tengure kembo tasi kara sirugana sosidigu.
- Ndau zoyiterengenze kwa kudumikire sitaura.
- Yipo etuwa ligwane maderero mokusinga.
- yipo kusinga kurerupe mondau zoyiterengenze.

• This question has four possible right answers – Most candidates only scored one mark, while some 
obtain two marks.

(d) Some candidates could not understand the word an ‘Author’ (mutjangi), nevertheless numerous of 
candidates gave the correct answers, and scored one point.

The correct answer is: ‘
Mumati kwa gazarere kombinga zoku kara kembo, magano gendi kwa kere kembo.’

(e) Most of the candidates did not answer the question correctyl, this was a challenging question, the 
phrase was taken from the passage/text, however some candidates failed to explained their answers.

Possible answers:
- Mumati kwa handukilire oguhwe.
- Kwa kere asi ta hulilire kugwana murarero gokili.
- Kapi gayi ga zarere asi oguhwe nava kamu sikisa kembo.
- Kapi ga here va mu yengwerere/ zede.

• Four possible answers were given for two marks.

(f) Majority of candidates coped with the question and gave the right answer, it weight only one mark.

The candidates were confused between the boy and the father, when giving the answer.

The possible answer to this question was:
• ‘Kwa gusire po ruha rumwe rosilikidopatonzira, eyi yina kutanta asi
• etaguruko lyoveta.’ (it is the boy who removed the barricade not the father)

(g) Very few candidates attempted to answer this question, so they misunderstood the phrase ‘repetition’- 
(merugururo).  Thus, most candidates scored one mark, because they did not explain their answers.

The right answers were:
- ‘Kwa mwene asi siponga sina kuwiza.
- Awo kwa kere nosinka kosininke simwe tupu posiruwo oso - ndau zoyiterengenze.
- Nakunye, napenye yiterengenze yelike ya kere po.

(h) Great number of candidates could not managed to answer this question. They suppose to give their 
own opinions and explain their answers. Most candidates struggled, than end up rewriting and coping 
from the text.

They were suppose to write like this:
‘- Kwa lipere usima/ kwa here kugava egusiropo kwamunwendi.
- Ga divire asi siponga ntani epirosinka.
- Kwa rondwere mumati asi ga ha mu temwinina eyi ana kurugana.
- Ga divire asi yidona vana kurugana.
- kwa tjilire asi mumati ta ka tanta kembo.

(Any possible answers)
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(i) This question was almost the same like 1 (h), most candidates did not answer this question correctly.  
Some left blank space, they only wrote letter (i).  The phrase was taken from the text – (last line of 
the passage).  This question was based on critical thinking-idiomatic expression.  Candidates must 
dig deep to predict what was the boys feeling about his words.  Candidates suppose to give their own 
word, but failed.

Correct answers:
- ‘Nampili yi kare asi siponga kapi to diva elinongweneno ntudi o yi heteke.
- Ogu gaza rumwe moudigu yige ga diva sipinga/ udigu.
- Ogu ga diva kusinga moyiterengenze, ntudi googu ga singa mo nare.

2 (a) Some candidates wrote prose summary instead of note form. However, majority of candidates wrote 
in note form.  Few candidates re-wrote the whole sentence from the text.  Some misinterpreted the 
question, ended up leaving blank space.  Meanwhile, those who tried to answer in note summary 
managed to give correct meaningful answers:

Possible answers in 2 (a)
- Kwa kondjere mokuza kumwe name (oguhwe mokuza namunwawo)
- Oguhwe kwa henesere munwawo a ze koklaba (mumati kwa kere konhi Zonomvhura dira kuza  
  koklaba)
- Kwa twere mumati a ze a ka pwerumuke-pwerumuke mondau zougara zoyiterengenze.
- Mpili ndauzo yiterengenze za tamekere kugwa, nye simpe ga sininikire munwendi va ze va ka  
  pwerumukewerumuke kondundu sikoandao sokuhulilira, eyi ya kere yikando yoyinzi yokuhulilira.
- Age kwa kere nomagano gomusininiko, aga ga lisigire naga gamunwendi.
- Oguhwe va yi divire asi ozina womumati kapi ngava mu gusira po nsene kapi nava tengwida mumati  
  komeho zokulya murarero, nye age ga twikilire noyigendagura yawo.
- Kwa ninkire munwendi a simbe mauketanga goudigu.
- Kwa gazarere asi ndau zoyiterengenze kwa kere tupu unene wonosentimeta murongo
- Ndi ronantano (Age kwa tente asi kwa singa nare mononkarero donondona kupita apa)
- Kwa likanga ngere asi musingi gomuwa, nani nye kuna kutura eparu lyendi neli lyamunwendi mosiponga.
- Kwa ncenwine erondoro lyomuporosi.
- Kwa tenterere munwendi a guse mo silikidisopatonzira monzira.
- Kwa lipondere kusinga monzira ezi za kere nosilikidisopatonzira namunwendi.
- Ga ninkire munendi nage a kare mukwatesiko-mukwatesiko mounzoni owo (tatu zi kumwe moudigu)
- Kwa singire mondau zoyiterengenze va dira kubomagura.
- Kwa tanterere munwendi asi ga ha yi heteka, siruwo oso age ga yi divire asi siponga, nye simpe ga yi  
  rugene (nampili ngoso, kapi a rugana eyi a uyuynga)
- Oguhwe kapi va mu uyungisire dogoro paapa va ka sikire moresitauranda.
- Kwa hwedesere munwendi komufu.
- Kwa rongere munwedi urunde.

• Magano peke gomulyo nago kuga tarurura momunene.

2 (b) Some candidates never attempted this question. Instead, they only wrote 2 (b) and left the space 
open.  However, some candidates tried their best to answer it.  They supposed to use note form 
from 2 (a) to write short summary of five marks.  Some candidates wrote note summary again like 
in 2 (a), instead of continuous prose form.  Conjunctions words supposed to be used to connect the 
sentences/points, but some re-wrote as it is in 2 (a).  The length was also an issue in some centres.

Candidates supposed to use their own words and ideas, hence they copied from the text without using 
their own words to construct sentences.  (varongwa tava ruganesa madidiliko gomo 2(a), va tjange ekamo 
lyesansekotwikido.  Varongwa va hepa kuruganesa nonkango da vene moomu va vhulira.  Mokugava yitwa, 
mukoreki a ruganese (siturwako A) sosirugana setjango vyukiliro (sipepa 1).

SECTION B

Sireswa/Text 2

3 In this question some candidates misinterpreted it instead of writing an article they wrote a speech, formal/ 
informal letter, leaflet, newspaper report and even composition.  Some candidates did not answer this 
question.  They left the space open.  Some candidates copied the sentences straight from the text. Majority 
of the candidates wrote a speech, because the passage was about the speech of the president (Obama).

Some candidates wrote one paragraph without paragraphing. However, some candidates understood the 
question and wrote an article. Candidates were asked the similarities of challenges and social problems the 
president mentioned in his speech and issues affecting people in their region.
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• Candidates were supposed to identify/mention five problems/issues in the region and compare it to what 
Obama said in the text and to suggest five possible solutions on how these problems can be overcome.

• Vanona kuna va pura va tjange artikeli/sitjangwa va likide maudigu noyilimbikwa monkarapamwe zawo 
nokuyihetakanesa neyi ana tumbura presidente Obama.

• Ntani varongwa kuna kuvandindira va gave ko nongendeseso omu nava vhura kugusa po/kukandana 
po maudiguogo. Vana hepa kuruganesa mauzera gomosireswa nomagano ganyamwawo.

• Sinzi sovarongwa kwa tjangurura maudigu moomu ga ga tumbura mopresidente Obama, nyamwawo 
kwato eyi va reta mo.

Yipo mukandidate va mu ture momuzaro 1 ga hepa kutumbura madigu gopankarapamwe gana siki nampili 
kwagatano ntani makohonono.

- Madidiliko gomaudigu/yilimbikwa:

• Udigu wokukara asi muwizimo mosirongo
• Epiroyirugana/nofabilika dina kupata ndi dina kudiruka
• Mfuto zonsesu
• Kurumbasana novanona mokugwana yirugana
• Kutupu mauwa gokuhamena mauhaku
• Vakadi vana hara kulironga
• Vantu kapi vana kara noyimaliva yoku ka lifutira konkurusure
• Epironompito domauwa
• Vanona kapi ava va fire mbili
• Kufuta muntu o gwanene mo mauwa
Varongwa va hetakanese maudigu aga naga gomonkarapamwe-kuvhura ga kare gatano)

- Nongendeseso mokukohonona maudigu ogo:
• Kara nerwameno/kara nononzodirwameno/kara nositambo
• Yanyamoge neyi yovana woge
• Kugenda nositambo sokurugana nokulironga
• Kudameka moyirugana nokudidimika
• Kumona mulyo movakadi ava ava rere vana siruwo sooso awo kuza koyirugana
• Edina lyoge lya ha kara mbinde metomporo
• Nkenye ogu kuvhura kosure zongwa
• Mauwa gouhaku ga hepa kugagava kovantu
• Vantu va hepa kuvapa mbatero zoyimaliva yipo va ka lifutire konkurusure
• Vakurona va hepa kuronga vana vawo yimo tupu nokosure
• Vakurona va hepa kuzerura marwameno govana vawo
• Kudimisa notivi
• Kapisi va ndindire epangero lirugane nayinye
• Kuwapukurura nompito dovanona

NB Magano peke gomulyo kuvhura nago kugatarurura.

3.  POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Teachers should encourage candidates to use correct idiomatic expression when writing.
• It is imperative teachers to teach all short pieces as described in the syllabus.
• Teachers are encouraged to teach orthography throughout the academic year.
• Teachers should ensure that grammar part is fully attended: Punctuation marks, spelling, vocabulary, 

idiomatic expression, sentence structures and paragraphing.
• Teachers must make sure to cover the whole syllabus.
• Candidates must be train/coach on how to use their own opinions/words/ideas.
• Teachers must familiarise themselves with examiners reports and implement the outcomes.
• Teacher should train candidates how to write in note form and continuous prose form during assessment and 

testing.
• Teachers should also emphasise on wording/ length of question 2 (b) 100 – 150, question 3 (250 – 300).
• Teachers to train candidates how to understand the content of the text/passage
• Teachers should guide candidates on main key words like:  why, how, when, what, explain, define, comment, 

suggest, describes, states, compare/parallel, own words.
• Teachers should discourage candidates by using other languages including vulgar language.
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6102
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

The standard of the candidates’ work was good compared to last year.  Many candidates realised that the question 
which came in the question paper is an essay-type of question on which they are expected to construct well-structured 
paragraphs.  Most of the candidates acquired an understanding that, the three (3) bullet points which are given serve as 
guides and give the candidates ideas on what they are expected to write as they answer the question.  Many candidates 
demonstrated a skill of reading, which was evident when candidates picked specific points from a poem.  The poem 
was too familiar to most of them, although it was for the first time to read it.  Some linkages to their experiences were 
observed. Some candidates demonstrated a wide range of understanding, by critically responding to a text, by picking 
out points from a poem and criticize.  Quotations were observed.  General instructions were understood too, although 
some candidates copied the whole poem, narrated a story similar to the poem and so on.  Candidates whose work was 
below standard, were those who lacked knowledge about the approach to this kind of question, and failed to make use 
of the three given bullet points. 

Moreover, there are still areas with specific problems which need to be improved. Issues like re-writing a poem or a 
passage needs a serious attention.  Candidates need to realise that, this paper relies heavily on criticizing, which can 
only be done after carrying out reading skills on a passage presented.  It should be understood that candidates are 
assessed in reading skills and so as criticizing.  Another area which needs serious attention, and it is a major one, that 
is figuring out the author’s intention in a text, as per assessment objective. 

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Epuro kwa kere ngesi asi; “Nonkedi musinke ana kuruganesa mutangi yipo a gave mbudi zouhunga kuhamena eparu 
lyomukurukadi? 

Ruganesa madididliko ogo gana kukwama ko pokulimburura epuro:

• Magazadaro gendi
• Etekuro eli a gwanekere nalyo monkarapamwe
• Ukaro wendi 

Sinzi sovarongwa ya va tompokere va guse yitja momutango kwankenye edidiliko.  Konhi, ta ku sikura muzaro goyitja 
eyi ya hamenene kwankenye edidiliko eyi ngano va vhulire kuruganesa varongwa momamlimbururo gawo:

Magazadaro gendi:

• Vana vendi kuyadanena pepi noyidaneso yawo.
• Kumanguruka kuyadanena pepi nomaguru gendi.
• Kwa va rongere nondapero
• Ezogerero lyovanona membo.
• Omu ngava mu fire mbili.
• Nomu ga va here

Etekuro lyomonkarapamwe:
• Sinzi sovantu womomukunda, kapi ava mu likida eharo, ndi va mu fire mbili.
• Vana vendi va ka ligegera konomukwarero dawo, noku ya mu tara ko si.
• Mema ntudi gokuranda
• Kwa mu tura asi age murodi.
• Kukurupa kutenga, ano kumena nomvhi kuhepa.
• Kugwanekera novawidi koyipako yendi.
• Embo lyendi kwato ogu a li tjira, ndi a li fumadeke.

Ukaro wendi
• Kugusira po ava vana mu zono.
• Kwa tjira Karunga.
• Kwato nkoko nomuntu
• Kwa hara vanona.
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Many candidates managed to get information from the poem for the first bullet point, although some rewrote the verses 
from a poem.  There are some candidates who did it well, by picking the main idea in a stanza and explain it more using 
their own words.  They quoted main verses that dealt with a specific bullet point and explained in detail by strongly 
criticizing them and provided more examples, which was very good.

Some candidates identified the author’s intention in the poem, and started criticizing by using the bullet points given, 
which was extremely good.  They provided solutions on how old people should be taken care of.  They blamed her 
children for what they did, by criticizing them on their behaviors and so as the community members.  Gave advice and 
encouragements to those who are still living with old people, which was applauded as an appreciation to the writer’s 
work. 

However, there were still some candidates who copied verses from the poem, did not provide detailed explanations 
about such verses, which had no impact in their writing, lacking understanding, which was then regarded as, “copy and 
paste” approach, which was totally wrong.  Some candidates narrated a story about a specific old woman in their village, 
who has gone through the same experience as the one in a poem.  A marking scheme was adopted in such a way that 
weaker candidates must not be disadvantaged.  Candidates who copied verses from a poem, but could not explain them 
further were also awarded good marks on a merit of exercising proper reading skill, because they managed to pick right 
points intended for a specific bullet point.  Those who also narrated a story like the one in a poem were also awarded 
good marks depending on how it was written in accordance with the bullet points. 

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Drill candidates more on criticizing, by giving them sufficient activities.  It is high time that candidates need to know 
the actual meaning of the word, ‘criticizing’. 

• The main idea about this paper is answering a question by responding critically to a text, not to re-write a text, 
please! 

• Candidates need to be encouraged that a passage will present something worth criticizing, so that they will have 
a better idea about what this paper is all about.  Develop sufficient activities for them to master the assessment 
objectives for this paper.

• Let us teach our candidates that this question is an essay-type of question, it must not be answered in one 
paragraph, or note form.  Candidates are expected to come up with well-structured paragraphs. 

• The use of idioms, phrases and figurative languages guarantees candidates to achieve better marks.

• Drill candidates on skills to identify the author’s intention in a text as they are reading it.

• The question comes with three (3) guiding points.  Candidates need to know the main reasons of them appearing 
there. Some candidates did not make use of them.  It must be understood that they are there to guide, open up 
their mind and direct them on how their answer must be.  They are there again to help them know what to focus 
on in a text. 

• They must write their answers in a good sequential order in accordance with the bullet points.

• Finally, their answers must be in this form; state, quote and explain. 
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6102
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

Paper four is a school based component that is centered at school where by the candidates are being given topics of 
their cultural backgrounds and select their preferred topic.  After candidates collected their data the examiner should 
collet it for marking at the centre and marked scripts would be send for external moderation.  All marked scripts has to 
be scanned and create a folder in the USB.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1. Selection of the research topic

Most of the candidates were aware of the general topics where they derived their specific topic.

Most of the candidates demonstrated an understanding of selecting a researchable topic.

2. Introduction

Most of the candidate were able to define their topics.  This gave a clear picture that candidates knew the topics chosen.

3. Interest in the cultural topics

Some of the candidates explained what drive them to select such specific topic which is good, while others tried to explain 
the problem phased during their data collection. Here  candidates are expected  to express what made them to choose 
the topic,eg. [Eyi ya tumangeda nge; yininke eyi: yina pumbwa, yina limuka, kumoneka uwaawa, kukeregenyesa …]

4. Main research objective/questions

Some candidates stated their research objectives well.  The formulation of their leading questions towards the objectives 
was relevant.  But, some candidates objectives and questions did not colerate.

5.	 Presentation	of	findings

Some candidates were eager to demonstrate the understanding of summing up all the data collected and able to 
distinguish them in different methods they used when collecting them, that was good.  Some candidates they turned to 
write objective question as headings.

6.	 Discussions	and	analysis	of	findings

Some candidate maintained their research objective/questions accurately, references weremade to connect the major 
points with their own opinions.  The progression of the theme wasmaintained, even though some candidates wrote out 
of their research topics.  Still some candidates showed a good understanding whereby they made research question 
as headings.

7. Conclusions

Those candidates whoselected researchable topic were able to tell that they got what they aimed in their research, and 
candidates elicited what they had acquired.
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6102
Paper 5

GENERAL COMMENTS

Still a school based component and a progression of paper 4.

The component consist of two sections: A Presentation and B Discussions.

A:  Presentation

Some candidates were able to highlights the main points from their research.  The presentations were clearly stated.  
References were made with clear guidance from the source.  Some other candidates presentation were very short and 
as if it’s a story telling.

B:  Discussions

Some of the candidates responded very well, because they were well prepared with the information they gathered.  Few 
candidates gave reasonable extended response in discussion and expanded their knowledge.  But there were those 
candidates that relied on examiners questions before she / he would say somethings.  To other extend some candidates’ 
response were out of their research topic.

POSITIVE SUGGESTION

The examiners are reminded to use the assessment grid.

Encourage the candidates to select a researchable topic from the general theme.

The research should have a topic, objective/questions and data collected.

Thanks to all examiners for your good guidance.
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FIRST LANGUAGE RUMANYO

6103
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

The overall performance of the examinations paper 1 was average as some candidates could not get correct answers 
on some questions.  Especially section A, question 1 (a) – (i) of implicit, explicit and referencing questioning techniques.  
Question 2 a, that they could not do well, on top of section B question 3 that some candidates lifted directly from the 
passage without appropriating it to the question asked, which made  them obtain fairly below average to average marks. 
The question paper was difficult but clear which helped candidates to cope. 

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Mutara A

1 Overall was not well answered by most candidates.  Here are more of the expected answers.

(a) Mukonda munke a tapilire nyokwa lipulitiro kwamonendi  aka tjwematjweme navashe muruhulilira? [2]

Answer:   Vashe kapi vakutapire, ava twenyidiri nakughana ashi kuvakamupakera mbiri mumati.  
    Ngaka mu vyuta kumundi kumeho yamurarero wapaKilikimisa.

Comment: Shingi shavakandidate kwalilimburulire lipuro lino muuhunga.  Nampiri ngoli vapilire  
   kulilimbura vavasheshu muuhunga.

(b) Mukonda munke avi moninine sha hepero yakuyenda va katjwematjweme rwakuhulilira? [1]

Answer:   Mundau yamaterengendje kwa mu monikilire uwawa.
 
Comment: Shingi shavanuke kapi vavhulire kulilimburura muuhunga.

(c) Mukonda munke a tulilireko sha mauketanga kulihauto?  Nkondopeka lilimbururo lyoye. [2]

Answer:   Avi yivire ashi mukushinga vavyuke kumundi ndjira kuyikara yaudito. Ndjira nayintje kuyiyura   
  materengendje.  Kurerupika lihauto lipite nawa mushitaura.  Mukurerupika kushinga   
  mumaterengendje.

Comment: Shingi shavakandidate kwalilimburulire muuhunga.

(d) Vinke a tamba mutjangi nankango dino “ure unene na kalire?” [1]

Answer:   Mumati kwaghayalire kumundi.  Maghano ghendi kapi ghakalire palivango.

Comment: Kapi va lilimburulire nawa.

(e) Mukonda munke ana kushwenena mona mukughamba ashi “Mo ndokotora”? [2]

Answer:   Uye kwakalire naugara kuvashe, kuna kuhulilira kumurarero wapaKilikimisa, kapi a kalire 
nalihuguvaro ashi vahe kuva kamu tikita kumundi.  Kapi a holier vashe vamu dane pandunge.  Kapi a 
nyanyukire.

Comment: shingi shavakandidate kapi valilimburulire muuhunga.

(f) Mundjira munke a kara mumati ashi naye mukwatitiko kuundjoni kutwara muvighamba vyavashe? [1]

Answer:    A kokiremo vitondo vyakutitikita mundjira ovyo vina kutanto ashi naye a tjolire veta.

Comment: Shingi shavakandidate vavhure kulilimburura muuhunga.

(g) Kutwara mumaghano ghoye vinke ana kushana kunkondopeka mutjangi kulivyukuruko-vyukuruko 
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lyankango yino “materengendje” yina karo mushinemaghano shakuhulilira? Nkondopeka lilimbururo 
lyoye.  [2]

Answer:   Vyakalire ashi kuna kutwalidira kushiponga.  Shinka shavo kwakalire tupu   
  shamaterengendje. Va shuvire umanguruki wavo kuruku.  Kwa kalire naghoma.   
  Kapi vamonine kumeho.

Comment: Vangandimo mbo va vhuliro kulilimbura muuhunga.

(h) Kutwara mumaghano ghoye, vinke va ghayalire vashe kumeho vaghambe nkango dino “nakadidishi 
ngau visheteke vino panaumoye?”  Nkondopeka lilimbururo lyoye. [2]

Answer:   Aka kuyuvhire undjoni kovyo a rughanine, a holier kutapa mbiri kwamonendi.  A vi yivire  
    ashi shiponga, kwato shinka. Kwa rondolire monendi ashi kapishi ngavi temwinine.

Comment: shingi shavo kapi va yivire ashi weni va limburura lipuro lino.

(i) Vinke dina kutanta nkango damumati mushinemaghano shakuhulilira kuhamena likuyuvo lyendi? [2]

Answer:    Nampiri ndi ashi vininke ovyo kuyita shipoanga, kapi ngau vi yiva omo vyafa nankwandi  
    dogoro ngau vi sheteke.  Pavirugho vimwe viponga kuvhura kuvifwaturura kutwara   
    mumauwa ogho vina kuyitapo muliparu lyoye.  Kwa shanine kusheteka vininke vyavipe.  
    Vashe kwa kalire namutjima.

Comment: vasheshu ngudu vavhuliro kulilimburura muuhunga.

2 (a) Vitwamunke vina kukuneghedo mushivarurwa ashi uno mukafumu ne sha wakupira shinka?  Tjanga 
malimbururo ghoye murupe rwakundomaika.  Kapishi hepero kurughanita nkango danaumoye.

(a) Vineghedo muukalimo

• Kwarwire mposhi a kare namonendi
• Sha kwangenikire monendi muklapa mukaholyaholya uye shimpe mwanuke
• A twalire monendi a katjwematjweme mulikundungu lyamaterengendje
• Mpilindi momo ghavalikire kuwa materengendje shimpe sha a holire kutwara monendi a ka tjweme 

kuvarekera pandundu a ghurumuke palivhu rwakuhulilira ene ngoli oro rukando kapi rwakalire 
rwakuhulilira nko kutwikira nka shimpe kutjwematjwema

• Shikando shakuhulilira shakalire shakukwangura unene vaya tikire palivhu nalirago
• “Vighupemo” a vandawiri
• Kapi a kalire nashinka kumashivano ghamwanuke
• Sha a viyivire ashi nyokwa mwanuke kapi nga mu upirapo nange a dira kutwara mwanuke paruvede 

rwamurarero waKilikimisa ano ngoli uye a twikili naviyendaura vyendi.
• A tjilire mukamali wendi tupu
• A pulire mwanuke a damune mauketanga ghaudito
• A kalire nalipuliro ashi odo centimentera (10-15) damaterengendje di sheshu ntani nka uye kwashinga 

mumaudito ghokupitakana po
• Kwakumonikitire ashi uye mushingi wamunene shirugho osho ghuye kuna kutura liparu lyendi nali 

lyamonendi mushiponga
• A ncenwinine marondoro ghamuporosi wakukunga shitaura
• A tantilire monendi a ghupemo vitondo vyatitikiro shitaura
• A ghupire litokoro lyashiponga mukushinga mundjira oyo va titika kumwe namonendi
• A renkire monendi a mu kwatitheko kuundjoniw endi
• A shingire mumawe ghamaterengendje ghamanene ogho va pirakubamaura rumwe
• A tantere monendi ashi nakadidishi ku vi sheteka vino panaumwendi morwa ashi kuyita shiponga ano 

ngoli naumwendi a vi rughanine
• Vamutighikilire
• Vamughambilire unene
• A yuvhire utenda unene mwanuke ngolis ha kapi a vi pakilire shinka.

Kumwe   [15]

(b) Rughanita vitwa ovyo una ndomaiki mulipuro (a) kuwiru nakutjanga ko likamo olyo lina kuneghedo 
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ashi mukafumu u kwato shinka namonendi.  Likamo lyoye li kare munkango danaumoye.  Lilimbururo 
lyoye likare muntjangwatimwitira.

Ure walikamo lyoye ghu kare mwara nkango 100-150.

(b) Vakandidate kurughanitha ngoli maghano ogho ana ndomaike mulipuro (a) a tjange likamo olyo 
vana mu pura murupe rwantjangwatimwitira.  Vakandidate vana hepa ngoli kurughanitha nkango 
danaumwavo.  Rughanita shikolikito A mukutapa vitwa.

Kumwe  [5]

LIPONGONYONO B

Shivarurwa 2

3 Ove wa varura shighamba shapresidente Barack Obama palitungiko lyendi.

Ove una dimburura mo makufano pakatji kamaudito ghankarapamwe ogho ana twenyaura presidente ghana 
gumo vantu muruha rwashirongo shenu.  Tjanga ngoli shitjangwa omo u ka demenena kumaudito ogho, 
nakutapako maghano omo vakoshonona po maudito ogho.  Rughanita maghano ghamushivarurwa u gha kulike 
munkango danaumoye.

3 Vineghedoukalimo

Mukandidate muku mu tura mutinga 1, ana hepa ngoli kutwenya ko vitwa vitano kuhamena maudito 
ghamunkarapamwe nakutapako ko makoshonono ghamaudito ogho.

• Udito wakukara munantundavirongo.
• Lipiro virughana/fabrika dakupata ndipo dimudiru davantu
• Ntjontjo yayisheshu
• Marumbatano ghapakatji kavakurona navana pakushana virughana
• Kwato mauwa ghamuukanguki
• Vakamali vana horo kutwikira makushongo ghavo ano ngoli kwato mpito
• Vantu kapi va kara namaliva ghakuyenda kushure yapantambo yakuyeruka.
• Ndjira damauwa disheshu
• Vanuke kapi vana kuwana muteku wauwa.
• Kufuta vantu ntani uwanena mo mauwa.

Ndjenditito dakukoshonona po maudito ogho

Kukara nalikuturomo/kukara nandjodirwameno/kukara nalitokomeno panaumoye navana voye.
Kuyenda muvirongo u karughane nakutwikira makushongo.
Likuturomo nakudidimika mushirughana
Fumadekenu vakamali ovo varerango vakeke okuno vavo kuna kurughana pashirugho osho.
Lipangero livatere varwana mukuura ndjugho
Lidina lyoye kapishi likare mbinde yamutompo ghoye
Keheuno a vhure kuyenda kushure djuni
Lipangero litape mauwa ghaukanguki
Lipangero livatere kufutira varwana va yende kushure yapantambo yakuyeruka.
Vakurona nashure yikukwatite va shonge vanuke.
Vakurona vayerure lirwameno lyavana vavo.
Vakurona vadimitange TV mumandi ghavo.
Kapishi vataterere lipangero livarughanene navintje.
Vawapukurure mpito davanuke.
Rughanita shikolikito B shashirughanavyukiliro (lipuropepa 1) shakuvarura (15) nakutjjanga (5) mukutapa vitwa. 
Vakandidate va ka rughanite nkango danaumwavo.

Kumwe  [20]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS
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Teachers should continuously teach or prepare candidates in all aspects of the subject content.

Teachers should avoid selective teaching of topics.

Candidates should be reminded of time management.

Candidates should be taught orthography, spelling, punctuations, language and style and appropriate vocabularies.

Candidates should be reminded on neatness, legibility, numbering properly and skipping lines on each part question 
and or section. 

Encourage candidates to start each part question on a new page ( 1 a – i page; ... 2.A page;… 2. B page… and section 
B question 3 on its page too). 
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6103
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

All the questions were at the candidates’ level.  Candidates need to be trained according to the NSSC syllabus on how 
to answer continuous writing questions.  Some candidates answered more than one question.

As markers for paper 2, we have identified the following mistakes from the candidates work when we marked:

1. Some candidates did not adhere to the number of words that they were given.  Some candidates wrote 
more words, for example four (4) pages and some very few words for example one or one and a half (1/2) 
page only, instead of two (2) pages and a half which is  approximately to 350-500 words.

2. Some candidates were unable to use parts or correct format of an essay in their writing such as: the 
introduction, body and conclusion.  This made it difficult for markers when grading them.  (No paragraphs)

3. Some of the candidates used figurative language but not in the right context and some of the stories they 
wrote is not acceptable in an academic setting.  Teachers should discourage candidates writing stories of 
their own were they tell about drinking alcohol, boys proposing girls, marriages etc.

4. Some candidates lack skills and knowledge in answering the different types of essays e.g.:  Narrative essay, 
descriptive essay, argumentative essay.  For example, candidates might opt to write an argumentative 
essay yet ends up writing a narrative or descriptive essay.

5. Some candidates lack the usage of punctuation marks in their writings and formal spelling of some words.

6. Candidates lack correct language usage for instance, the use of foreign languages and unfamiliar words. 
Teachers MUST discourage learners on the use of foreign language to emphasise.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Narrative 

1 Few candidates opted for this question.  Candidates were expected to answer this question by writing a 
story on an occasion where they felt that they were treated unfairly but at the end they learned that the 
unfairly treatment was of a huge benefit (benefit in disguise).  The candidates who opted for this question 
only told a story of an occasion where they were treated unfairly but they did not clearly tell how it benefited 
them at the end.

2 Most of candidates opted for this question.  Candidates were expected to narrate an unforgettable 
experience which they had on a trip to a dream destination.  However, most of them only narrated an 
event that happened at their destination.  Fewer managed to write an experience they had on their way to 
the place they visited which is the expectation of the question.

Descriptive

3 Very few candidates who opted for this question but they managed answered it very well.  Candidates 
were able to describe the old car that brought pride to their family and came up with different ideas on how 
the car assisted their family and the community at large.

4 Few candidates opted for this question, and these candidates could not interpret it accordingly.   Candidates 
were expected to describe the type of competition in which they took part, how they felt and the reaction 
of the familyafter being informed that s/he won an amount worth one million Namibian dollars.  Candidates 
opted for this could only answer the question partly on the completion and how they felt but not on the 
family reaction.
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Argumentative

5 Candidates who opted for this question did not answer it very well, because they were able to focus on 
traditional beliefs which they are exposed to, they lack information to modern medicine athletesuse to 
boost their performances.  They could not differentiate between stimulants and beliefs.  Few could not 
make their standpoint whether they are arguing for or against.

6 Most of the candidates who opted for this question also answered it well, although some could not give 
valid reason why a child should or should not be a parent’s best friend.  Some candidates could only tell 
about an ordinary friendship between a child and an elder person.  Some candidates only gave general 
response by not picking a stand point.

Most confused words in the candidates work:

Ghukorokotji - ukorokotji
Nagholire - naholire
Ghambara - hambara
Mara - ngoli
Harade - ntambodnge
Palivega - palivango
Liyuvha - liyuva
Ghatuyendi - atu yendi
Vhavo - vavo
Ngeantumino - ndje a ntumino
Viruwana - virughana
Nkeghuno - keheuno
Ghafera - hafera
Maruvyadi - maruvadi
Wavho - wavo
Mulighome - muliyome
Wahepa - una hepa
Shadivikwa - shayivikwa
Nkodarongero - nkondashongero
Nyamwavo - naumwavo
Tjiraghere mema - teraghere mema
Murongi - mushongi
Shikodra - mudwato washure
Katoor - mberewo
Pipe - mulighu
Kuveta mema - kuvheta mema
Dokoro - dogoro
Kuruwana - kurughana
Kuyowana - kuyoghana
Kuzara - kuyara
Ngereka - nkirishe
Hostera - lipata
Pouse - rufuwo
Domu - livaya
Kushighuna - kutoghona
Security guard - vatakamiti/vakungil imona
Mhvura - mvhura
Mbarerwa - mvharerwa
Sharuwanda - Sharughanda
Kuvurama - kuvhurama
Nampili - nampiri
Vambvulire - vamvhululire
Ukoloni - katongotongo
Diyamine - dighamine
Peyi - maliva
Birifu - ntjangwatumwa
Vaghimbe - va yimbe
Marungeghenyo - marunyeghenyo
Mumfura - mumvhura
Murongi - mushongi
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Yowana - yoghana
Nkondarongero - nkondashongero
Kuharuka - kugharuka
Ufweke - ufeke
Kumbingwa - kumbinga
Nakudiyamashi - nakudighama shi
Teete - teghete
Upu - ghupu
Vana - fana
Makutondororo - makutondovoro
Yakuvenena - yakuketera
Purayere - puraghere
Penta - vitwa
Vakauhaku - vapangi
Nadeyisenti - liyovi
Town council - ndango yadoropa
Train - mahina
Vimoto - vikapakapa
Dokomente - mbapirapulitiro
Muvaru - vivarero
Vanawidi - vawidi
Mwashidighora - manashi di ghora
Terefona - funguna
Minikiri - twedera
Ntjesha - shentja

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Teachers should prepare their candidates well on how to write continuous writing based on the NSSC syllabi for the final 
examination.  They should teach the candidates the correct use of the figurative language and the use of punctuation, 
grammar and tenses.  Teachers should teach candidates how to balance language and style of writing as well as 
content and structure.
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MARUHA GHANTJANGWATIMWITIRA:

1. Shiparatjangwa

• Kutjanga ruha oko shina kahamena shitimwitira shoye. 
• Kapishi kutura ko shitwa kushiparatjangwa shoye
• Kehe pano una hepa ku shi tunda shiparatjangwa shoye

Shihonena: Mudingu wetu wakuMbaye

2. Litwaromo:

• Kutwaramo ndi kutapa tupu ndonda kadidi kuhamena shitimwitira shoye.
• Kuyenda mo kadidi kuhamena shitjangwa shoye.

3. Mbudi

• Kungena mo unene mumbudi yene-yene
• Kutovalita shitimwitira shikoke unene maghano ghavavaruli
• Kurughanita nkango dakurenkita vavarulli va hafere kuvarura shitjangwa shoye.

4. Ngoya

• Kunkondopeka mbudi yoye oyo una timwitiri
• Kukama mbudi ndi shitimwitira osho una timwitiri.

Ntjangwa timwitira yavitimwitira:

Vinke nani vitimwitira?
Kutjanga shitimwitira, kuvhura kukara sha ushiri ndi shavighadara tupu.
Weni mo ni tjanga shiparatjangwa sha vitimwitira?
Mutjangi kukuhamitira kulimburura mapuro ghano:

1. Shirugho ke
2. Vinke
3. Vare
4. Kuni
5. Weni, 
6. Morwanke

- Nomora 1-3, rughambo oro ruhamene mulitwaromo
- Nomora 4-5, mulitwikiro shitimwitira.
- Nomora 6, kuuhura ntani kukwame makorangedo. 

Ntjangwatimwitira yalishingonono:

Vinke nani kushingonona?
Shitjangwa shapulitirango mutjangi a vhure kutjanga shininke, livango muntu a hore lifano, makuyuvo ghangandi 
kwamuvaruli.
Weni omo ni vhura kutjanga shiparatjangwa shalishingonono?

• Tapa lifano lyakuyulilira lyasho una kutjanga.
• Nkango dalishingonono naruntje di wane di ngwedankangorughano.
• Rughanita rughambo rwakukufanar wakukuyenda naukaro, mushagharo na lifano ngoweyo.
• Litwaromo shetekerako kufwaturura shiparatjangwa. 
• Rughambo kukara mushirugho shantantani.
• Kushingonona shiponga shitape utjirwe.
• Kushingonona livango li nongonokwe.
• Kushingonona muntu a nongonokwe.
• Ndya di yuvikwe di tape umyangumyangu pakudilya va gwemev antu.
• Pakuhulita nkondopeka rupe ndi lifano lyashininke osho una shingonona. 
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Ntjangwatimwitira yankani:

Vinke nani nkani?

Shitjangwa shakukwatita ko ndi kukananitako shiturwapo shalipuro.
Weni omo ni tjanga shiparatjangwa shankani?

• Tovorora oko una kahamena.
• Tunga ko maghano ashi vyakuhamena kunke ovyo una katjanga.
• Shetekerako kuvitura mulikukwamo kuvarekera kosho una katameka nasho dogoro shakuhulilira.
• Kuvhura kuvarekera nashiturwapo osho una kakananita ntani uka rondera po omo una vi shanene.
• Kuvhura kuvareka tupu ashi kuni kakananita ndi kuni kwatita ko.
• Rughanita nkango damukumo dakushongaura vantu va vi kwame ovyo wa yiva kuhamena kushiturwapo.
• Kuuhura, tapa nkango damukumo danaumoye dakunkondopeka ruha roye. 

Hulito ndi ngoya yina hepa kukara yayifupi ya dimutunda mbiri ndi ntatu tupu.
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6103
Paper 3

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

Although this is the second year for the grade 11 learners to sit for the National Examination (NSSCO), still there were 
some complications in responding to this question paper (paper 3: critical response to a text). 

Many candidates did not have a full understanding of the text’s content; hence, they copied the same poem given during 
examination.

Many candidates did not read the poem thoroughly, hence, they recited different stories of their own. 

Some candidates did not understand the poem’s content, thus; they found it difficult to extract information from it and 
critically use it in their responses.

Many candidates did not pay attention to the question and guiding points to extract the information from the poem. 

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

When assessing, markers should be aware of the fact that there will be different ways in which candidates may structure 
their responses.   There should however be adequate textual evidence to reward responses.  The guiding content points 
are not exhaustive; these are only fact points that candidates are likely to use to construct their answers.  These are 
alternative responses to the guiding content fulfil the demand of the question. 

The question was “How does the poet use the language to express the feelings people have about their dreams?” 
candidates were asked to use the information in the poem to support their writings.

The following points were given to guide and assist the candidates in their analysis and evaluation:

• Visualize the dream
• The good news about the dream
• The significant of the dream

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• There are many language skills which need to be enhanced in critical response to a text (paper 3) and teachers 
should diverse creative and critical ways of coaching and practicing these skills. 

• Teachers should train learners to master the following three elements when approaching paper 3 (critical response 
to a text) questions:  First state; the statement that is addressing the question; for example, the poet used figurative 
language or the poem used a simple language or the poet felt bad or happy about...; secondly the candidate should 
always quote that figurative expression from the poem or text the thirdly the candidate should explain, elaborate 
and expand more in his/ her own words. 

• Critical response to a text should not be seen in isolation as a component of the Rumanyo ordinary level examination.  
It is a vehicle for improving critical thinking skills, developing high-order thinking and reasoning skills, building up 
vocabulary and improving understanding of the evolutions of style, purpose and tone in language.

• Candidates should always be encouraged to read and understand the instructions and guiding points given before 
attempting answering the question during examination.

• Teachers should always explain the difficult words in the poems or in the text and simplify them to the extent that 
learners can find alternative expressions and synonyms in their language (Rumanyo).

• Teachers should teach learners that by all means they should not reproduce or replicate (copy) the content of the 
passage or text, they should rather use the information in the text to critically respond to the questions.
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• Teachers should teach candidates on how to structure paragraphs when answering the question (paragraphing). 

• Teachers should train candidates to always write in paragraphs (prose form) rather than in point or note forms.

• Teachers should always teach candidates on how to extract evidence from the text (passage or poem) to support 
their answers and give their personal response to the question asked. 

• Teachers should train learners on how to extract the information from the text and critically expand it.

• Teachers should train learners how to brainstorm the information from the text of which they should later use to in 
their writings grounded on the given bullet points. 

• Teachers should give variety of activities to the learners on how to approach both poem and passage questions. 

The assessment Objectives for paper 3 are different.  Paper 3 does not target the same skills as paper 1.  This 
is not a factual Reading Comprehension; thus, candidates are assessed on how well they: 

• Comment on meaning in the text
• Demonstrate appreciation (how the author uses language/ convey…)
• Give a personal/ critical response. 

NB:  Teachers have to explain the following points to the learners when teaching them paper 3 aspects:

• What are the ideas/ themes/ author’s intentions in the passage?
• What does the author want the reader to think/ feel?
• What language/ ideas might candidates notice? 

Teachers should teach learners on how to answer all the above questions by using any passage/ text/ poem when 
teaching to acquaint them and built their confidence in approaching examination questions at the same time clarifying 
to them on how they should approach such questions in examination.   

• The assessment objectives for paper 3 are different, thus teachers have to prepare candidates on how to approach 
the questions in examination.  
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NKUMBU KUVITWANEGHEDO VYAUKALIMO:

Lipuro kwakalire ngoli: ‘Weni omo a rughanita mutangi liraka a neghede likuyuvo vana kara nalyo varwana kuhamena 
ndjodi davo?’  Vhuruka karughanita maghano ghamumutango mukuka popera shitjangwa shoye.

Shitjangwa shoye shika demenene ngoli pavitwa neghedo vina kukwamo ko:

• Lifanotungo lyandjodi
• Mbudi yayiwa kuhamena ndjodi
• Mulyo wandjodi

Vakandidate kwava tatililire ngoli mukukahamitira mo vino muvitjangwa vyavo: 

Liraka:  Mushitjangwa shamukandidate kukamu taterera a kaneghede mo lifwatururo lyangabito, vishewe, rupe, rudi 
rwankango navimwenka ngoweyo ovyo vyahameno kundughanitoraka, omo a vi rughanita mo mutangi mumutango 
wendi.

Malimbururo ghamukandidate ghakawitire ngoli kuvitwaneghedo ovyo vana mu negheda mulipuro:  Lifanotungo 
lyandjodi, mbudi yayiwa kuhamena ndjodi ntani namulyo wandjodi kuvarwana.

Vino kapi vina kutanta ngoli ashi mukandidate nkwandi aka vi kwamite yira momo vana vi yara kuwiru, mulyo unene ashi 
a sha kapempuka ko ntani kulimburura kutwara omo lina kara lipuro.

Mukandidate ana hepa kehe pano kunegheda maungambi ghamushivarurwa ndi ghamumutango,rupandu kwamutjangi 
ndi mutangi mushitjangwa shendi pakutjanga; vino kavatera mukandidate aka wane vitwa vyakuwapera ndi 
vyamumutinga wakuwiru; mutinga 2 vikandwite dogoro kumutinga wa 1.

MAGHANO OGHO KASHA VA KARUGHANITE VAKANDIDATE KUKEHE SHITWANEGHEDO:

Lifanotungol yandjodi

• Kukuvurukita vininke ovyo vyakapito
• Kumona vishorokwadona
• Muntu parumwe kuvhura kukufanikita kwamuntu wakukombana
• Kukuvurukita vininke ovyo wa ghayaranga ene ngoli kapi vina kutika mo

Mbudi yayiwa kuhamena ndjodi

• Kumona vininke ovyo wa pira kumona rumwe ndi ovyo vyashokiro pakare
• Ndjodi kuvhura kutapa maghano kovyo ngavi vhuro kushoroka kumeho
• Vyaudito kukena mundjodi
• Ndjodi kuvhura kukumahwira vininke ovyo wa pira kuyiva
• Kumona ovo wa hura kare
• Ndjodi kuvhura kukupa ko maghano ghovyo ngavi shoroko kuuto.

Mulyo wandjodi

• Kushorora mbudi oyo yavando ndi yamukaholya- holya yiye paukenu (shinemaghano 5)
• Kukunegheda vishorokwa vyangandi
• Kugwanekera pampepo navantu ovo wa hura kare.
• Kuwana malimbururo kumapuro ogho washinganyekanga.

MBUDI YAKUVASHONGI:

• Vashongi vana hepa kuyiva nakushonga vakandidade ashi nga pa karanga shivarurwa shi mono ndi shi yivo ntani 
nalipuro limwe olyo lyakaro navitwaneghedo olyo ngava pura ko. 

• Koneka ashi shivarurwa kuvhura kukara shakutunda kukaruvambi kangambodami (mutango, shitimwitirafupi, 
shidanauka) osho pamwe va toroka shi tunde murunone rwaliraka lyapeke NDI shitjangwa shamakukanano 
parumwe shakushongaghura shakuhamena viparatjangwa vyapampo ovyo vyakaro navishewe ndi liraka 
lyangambitofano.

• Mpo vina karere ngoli mulyo unene ashi vashongi vana hepa kudeghura nakupishura vakandidate va vhure kukara 
naghuyivi kuhamena vitambo vyamulyowaneko vinomukondashi lino kwakara lipuropepa lyalitedolimbururo 
kushitjangwa.  

• Vashongi vana hepa kudeghura vakandidate vayive nakuvhura kukumburura ko kushitambo, vitantwa vyapantunda-
ntundantani nantjimantjima yaukalimo washitjangwa;

• Vashongi vana hepa kudeghura vakandidate vayive nakuvhura kunegheda rupandu ashi weni likuyuvho, maukaro 
ndi po nkani omo va di tapanga nawa.
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• Vashongi vana hepa kudeghura vakandidate vayive nakuvhura kukugwanekera mulilimbururo patedo, uhe ntani 
napadjuni pamundinda.

• Vashongi vana hepa kudeghura vakandidate vayive ashi kehe pano pakulimburura vana hepa kutjanga murupe 
rwalitjangoyenderero, kapishi kundomayika malimbururo ghavo.

• Vashongi vana hepa kudeura vakandidate omo va dira nga kukatura ngamo nka vishewe mukondashi lipuropepa 
lino kukataterera mukandidate a ka fwaturure vishewe ndi ngambito odo ana wana mo mukatjangwa.

Lipuro kwademenine pavino vina kukwamo ko:

• Lirughanito lyamutangi liraka mumutango ogho
• Lineghedo lyamutangi kuhamena likuyuvo lyavantu kundjodi davo.
• Kuruha rwavitwaneghedo mukandidate a sha katunda ko, mposhi aka witirange ngoli kuliraka nalikuyuvo lyavantu 

kuhamena kundjodi davo.  Weni omo a negheda mo mukandidate mushitjagwa shendi lifwatururo lyaliraka, likuyuvo 
ntani a kawitire kulifanotungo lyandjodi.

Mukandidate ndi a katjange ngoli yira weno: 

Mumutango uno mutangi a rughanita mo ngambito ndi shishewe shino:  ‘Ruvu rwaparupupo me mundjodi’. Vino kuvhura 
vi kara ashi muntu a ka mone vishorokwadona ovyo vya mu pitiro kare mundjodi yendi.  Momo mundjodi kuvhura a 
kankame ndi a yomape ntani nka kuvhura a lire.  Vyangoweyo kuvhura nka vi kamu ndundanite dogoro a yakumuke 
kuno uye shimpe kuna kulira.  Oyo ndjodi yo, ndjo nga yawira vavendi opo nga kukunda navo okuno parumwe uye ana 
guvu mukondashi ana kara namaghayadaro ghamadona ashi kuvhura walye ngavi shoroke nka. 

Tu shetekenushi kuvihangura momuno mulitetoghano ana tjanga mukandidate

Ruvu rwaparupupo me mundjodi-  Momo mundjodi kuvhura a kankame ndi a yomape ntani nka kuvhura a lire

Lifanotungo lyandjodi- Vino kuvhura vi kara ashi muntu a ka mone vishorokwadona ovyo vya mu pitiro kara mundjodi 
yendi

Likuyuvo- Oyo ndjodi yo, ndjo nga yawira vavendi opo nga kukunda navo okuno parumwe uye ana guvu mukondashi 
ana kara namaghayadaro ghamadona ashi kuvhura walye ngavi shoroke nka.

Shimpe nka nkoko kuliraka:

Tu kenge nu unene mumutango.  Mutangi a vyukuruka mounene nkango dino:  ‘Shikora nashikesha’.  Vinke nani 
vino?  Weni omo tu kavi tamununa murupe rwaliraka muno mumutango?  Shikesha nashikora nkangodina, kunegheda 
mfa, kuvhurukita vavoye ovo va kushuvo, navimwe nkango weyo...

Udito umwe ogho kava gwanekere nagho vakandidate ogho vana hepa kuwapukurura vashongi ne ntjangitito naweni 
omo va vhura kuteta nkango davo ntjeneshi pepi namutunda vana kara. 

Muliraka lyetu lyaRumanyo kuteta nkango yoye pakutjanga nkwandi yi kare ko ndandashagharo:  a, e, i, o, u
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Shihonena: Vantu kurota ndjodi davo mat-

iku.  (Lipuko)

Vantu kurota ndjodi davo mati-

ku.  (Uhunga)

• Lipuropepa lino lyalitedolimbururo kushitjangwa, lyakutanta kare lyene, mposhi vashongi va sha kashonga 
vakandidate vaka ture mo nka navo  vishewe, vitegho ndi ngambito (ndughanito yaliraka) yakuvanda.

• Vakandidate kuna kava taterera vaka tede, kufwaturura, kushingonona nakutapa makonakono djuni kuhamena 
mutango ndi shitjangwa osho vana pura. 

• Vakandidate kuna kava taterera ngoli vaka neghede vighayadara vyamutangi ndi mutjangi, liraka lyarupe munke a 
rughanita mo, ukaro, likuyuvo navimwe ngoweyo.

• Vakandidate vana hepa nka kukwama manangwiro mposhi va sha pempuka nga kulipuro, vino mulyo unene. 

LIRUGHANITO LYANKANGO/ NTANTO MULIPUKO:

Nkango dalipuko Nkango dauhunga
Muntu owo gha firo Muntu ogho a firo
Mukufa gha mu tantere…. Mufe a mu tantere ….
Mpindi/ nampili Nampiri/ mpiri
Vadimu mbwa tu poperango… Vadimu mbo va tu poperango….
Aghambawire mundjodi A ghambaulire mundjodi
Vakurona kwahamba ashi Vakurona kwaghamba ashi
Ndjodi yoye ina kuvatere Ndjodi yoye yina kuvhatere
U kanderere U raperere
Kapi pantjendi tunga hafo Kapi pandjendi tupu nga hafo
Vamama vendi Vanyakulyandi
Vatamwa vendi Nkwirikwendi
Vanane vendi Vawina
Vavava vendi Vashe
Pira gha monine Kapi a monine
Pi gha yendireko/ pira agha yendireko Kapi a yendire ko 
Vamughunya vande Vaghuni vande
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6103
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Looking	at	the	candidate’s	performance,	it	is	clear	that	most	teachers	did	not	read	the	previous	examiners’	report	
because	it	has	been	discovered	that	the	same	mistakes	that	was	done	by	candidates	in	2020	has	been	repeated.

•	 In	this	component,	candidates	were	expected	to	select	a	specific	cultural	topic	and	carry	out	a	research	based	on	
that.

•	 It	is	the	responsibility	of	the	teachers	to	guide	the	candidates	on	how	to	formulate	the	research	topic.

1.	 Selection	of	research	topics

Many	candidates	could	not	select	one	specific	topic	from	the	main	theme	where	they	could	base	their	research	on,	
instead	the	candidates	choose	to	discuss	more	than	one	topic	under	one	theme,	e.g.	vishongaura	as	a	theme	whilst	
candidates	supposed	to	specify	the	type	of	food	they	are	researching	on,	e.g.	shinu.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Step 1:  Introduction	

Most	of	the	candidates	failed	to	introduce	the	research	topic	by	clearly	stating	what	really	it	is,	instead	the	candidates	
explained	 how	 they	 felt	 about	 that	 specific	 topic.	 	 Example;	 shinu	 shitondo	 osho	 vashonga	 nakushitjokora	munda	
makura	vatweremo.

Step 2:  Interest in the cultural events

•	 There	was	an	improvement	in	this	part,	at	least	some	of	the	candidates	were	able	to	explain	what	made	them	opt	
for	such	topic	hence,	there	are	some	who	still	couldn’t	state	clearly	what	made	them	to	be	interested	in	the	topic.

•	 Candidates	 were	 expected	 to	 explain	 why	 they	 wanted	 to	 research	 on	 that	 specific	 topic.	 Example;	 shihoro	
shande	shakukonakona	kuhamena	shiparatjangwa	shino,	morwa	nadimburura	ashi	varwana	kuna	nengukiri	tupu	
kukukweyita	mahangu	kumahina	gha	va	makuwa,	kapi	 vana	kushana	nka	kutwa	yiro	momo	ka	vi	 shorokanga	
pakare.	

Step 3:  Main research objectives

•	 Most	candidates	were	able	to	explain	clearly	about	what	they	intended	to	accomplish	at	the	end	of	the	research.		
Even	though	candidates	could	still	not	write	 in	brief.	 	For	example:	 	Kuuhura	walikonakono	 lyande	nashana	ku	
kayiva	mulyo	washinu.

Step 4:  Research questions/mapuro ghalikonakono

•	 It	was	still	observed	 that	candidates	 failed	 to	 formulate	 research	questions	 to	a	minimum	of	 two	 to	 three	only.		
Instead,candidates	tend	to	formulate	a	list	of	many	questions	that	they	used	during	the	research.

For example:
1.	 Weni	omo	ka	vashirughananga	shinu?
2.	 Morwa	nke	shakalilire	shinu	mulyo?
3.	 Morwa	nke	vina	sheshipire	vinu	mumapata?

#	Research	objectives/vitambo	vyalikonakono
1.	 Omo	ka	va	shonganga	shinu.
2.	 Mulyo	wakaliro	mushinu.
3.	 Ovyo	vina	sheshupire	vinu	mumapata.
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Step 5:  Source of information

•	 Most	of	the	candidates	were	able	to	address	this	part,	they	were	able	to	state	their	sources	of	information.

Step 6:  Presentation of findings

•	 There	was	no	improvement	on	this	part	as	most	candidates	could	not	be	able	to	present	their	findings	accurately.	

•	 Candidates	need	some	guidance	by	the	examiner	on	how	to	communicate	the	research	topics	in	an	accurate	and	
appropriate	way.

•	 Some	candidates	presented	their	findings	in	narrative	and	descriptive	format.

•	 Some	candidates	could	not	adhere	to	the	length	of	the	research	(700-1000	words).		Candidates	were	expected	to	
give	an	insightful	presentation	on	the	topic	selected	by	presenting	all	information	from	their	sources.

Example: 

•	 Kutwara	muvanane	kampero	kwaghambire	ashi	muntu	ogho	ana	kughayaro	kushonga	shinu	ana	hepa	kukateta	
lidi	lyashitondo	ndi	shapakatji	osho	shakaroshi	shikoli	kutwara	tupu	pani	opo	shi	tika.Kapishi	keheshino	shitondo	
kushongaura	 tupu	 shinu	 nanin	 goli	 kukenga	 kuukoli	 washitondo	 yira;	 upanda,	 uhahe,	 unṱu	 navimwe	 vyavikoli	
vyavyo	nka	kwato	rupako...

•	 “Shinu	shene-shene	omo	ka	tu	vimonanga	kwanakufa	nyakulyetu	Shitjoronkuru,	ka	va	katetanga	vitondo	vya	vi	
koli	 kuupako	 ugongo	 nauuva	morwashi	 vyavyo	 ne	 kapi	 vyakora	 kuvhura	 kutauka	wangu	 pakutweramo...”,	mo	
vaghambire	vaNane	Mpingana	ovo	va	vhuliro	ku	kamburura	ko	kuhamena	omo	varughananga	shinu.

•	 Candidates	should	always	acknowledge	their	source	of	information.

•	 Each	source	of	information	should	give	an	insight	information	on	all	the	three	objectives.

Step 7:  Discussion and analyses of findings

•	 Some	candidates’	discussions	and	analyses	were	not	correlating	with	the	findings.	

•	 At	this	stage,	research	questions	are	changed	into	statements	whereby	candidates	are	expected	to	respond	to	their	
research	questions	based	on	their	findings.	

Examples: 

(a) Omo kava shirughanangashinu.
•	 Mukutwara	mumaukenu	ogho	nakapongaikire,	shinu	kava	shi	shonganga	kuvitondo	vyakukushuva-shuva	

vyavikoli	yira	mauhahe	navimwe	ngoweyo	vyakuvhura	kudighama	rure.		Nange	shi	shitonto	sho	sha	kara	
narupako	ndi	sharemana,	nakushishongashi	mukonda	shi	kuvhura	ngashi	ka	tomoke	limpito	ndi	kukatauka	
wangu	...

(b) Mulyo washinu
•	 Varwana	ovo	nakapulire	navantje	mbudi	davo	dakukufana,	omo	va	ka	mfwaturulire	ashi	shinu	pakare	

kwakalire	namulyo	ngudu	mumapata	morwa	...

(c) Ovyo vina sheshupire vinu mumapata

•	 Ame	kwa	kawanine	ashi	konda	ovyo	vina	sheshupire	vinu	mumapata	morwa	liparu	lyovamakuwa	olyo	vana	
kaura	varwana	nka	vavo	vana	kara	udwa	wakutwa	...

•	 Each	objective	should	be	discussed	based	on	the	information	collected	from	the	sources.

Step 8:  Conclusion

•	 Most	candidates	failed	to	make	proper	conclusion	on	their	research,	hence	candidates	opted	to	encourage,	advise	
and	talk	about	what	they	have	learned	from	the	research	they	have	conducted.
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•	 Candidates	 were	 expected	 to	 summarise	 their	 research	 by	 showing	 progression	 of	 the	 topic	 researched,	 the	
expectations	and	the	way	forward.

Step 9:  References

•	 Most	of	the	candidates	managed	to	give	reference	the	work	at	the	end,	whereby	they	gave	a	list	of	sources	below	
the	conclusion.

•	 There	were	few	candidates	who	couldn’t	write	the	references	correctly.

•	 References	should	be	written	with	the	dates	that	the	interview	were	conducted	and	the	place.

	 Example
	 1.	 Mbambero	T	(18	Nkurupemba	2020)	Shinyungwe
	 2.	 Mpingana	E	(21	Nkurupemba	2020)	Shaghaya

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS

By	the	look	of	things,	it	seems	that	some	teachers	tried	to	put	more	effort	to	help	candidates	on	how	they	should	go	
about	writing	the	research.

However,	more	emphasis	should	be	put	on	the	formulation	of	research	question/objectives	as	well	as	on	the	presentation	
of	findings	and	discussions	and	analysis	of	findings.

Candidates	should	be	taught	on	how	to	conduct	a	research	in	order	to	collect	relevant	and	sufficient	information	that	will	
give	an	insight	information	about	their	topics.

Candidates	should	be	trained	to	sum	up	the	research	discussion	and	analysis	of	findings	in	a	form	of	literature	review,	
rather	than	a	dialogue	format.

Teachers	should	always	monitor	and	guide	the	candidates	as	they	carry	out	the	research.
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6103
Paper 5

GENERAL COMMENTS

There was some improvement in this component.  The competences of the caniddates were very satisfactory.  However, 
some examiners could not follow the guidelines on how to conduct this component.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Section 1:  Presentations

•	 Candidates were expected to give a detailed presentation of the main research topic.  E.g. explaining the research 
topic,	where	they	went	to	do	the	research,	their	sources	of	information,	challenges	experienced	and	their	findings	
in detail.  Some centres were able to do their presentations well.

•	 However, there were signs of monologue whereby candidates were left to present for almost the whole session 
without the intervention of the examiner.

•	 Some	examiner	could	not	give	candidates	chance	to	present	their	findings	as	examiner	starts	posing	questions	
from the beginning to the end.

Section 2: Makuyongo/Discussions

•	 Most	of	the	candidates	were	able	to	discuss	their	findings	with	the	examiners	based	on	the	questions	that	examiners	
were asking.

•	 Some	candidates	showed	some	competences	on	how	to	answer	the	questions	and	able	to	elaborate	in	detail	about	
the research topics. 

•	 Some	candidates	could	not	be	able	to	discuss	more	on	the	question	asked,	so	they	needed	prompts.

•	 It	was	observed	that	some	examiners	posed	questions	which	were	not	related	to	the	candidate’s	research	topic.

•	 Some	examiners	could	not	ask	critical	questions	that	could	allow	candidates	to	respond	in	detail.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS

Some examiners conducted the interviews in a friendly and calm manner.

Some	examiners	asked	open-ended	questions	which	allowed	candidates	to	respond	at	length.

Examiners should train candidates on how to conduct the speaking and listening test.

It could be best if examiners make some prompts on candidates to motivate them to continue with their conversation 
during discussions.

Thank you all for your effort and patience! 
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FIRST LANGUAGE SETSWANA

6104
Paper 1

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

It seems the examiners have prepared the candidates thoroughly for the examination, although there are some issues 
that needs to be ironed out for the candidates to pass their examination with flying colors.  The examiners should give 
candidates more reading passages during the year with questions that have the same standard and values as set out 
in the NSSCO Syllabus.  There are some candidates who still shows that they don’t know how to approach certain 
questions as set out from the passages which is worrisome.  Some went to the extend of skipping most of the questions 
which lead to poor result at the end of the day.  Invigilators should always assists candidates to write their correct centre 
number for example:  NAGO8 not NG08; NAG06 not NG06, as it can cause confusing between full time and part time 
candidates.  Centres should always send the checklist with consignments to make it easier for the markers to take note 
of the candidates who are present and those who are absent. 

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

 KAROLO YA A

 POTSO 1

(a) Well answered by 50% of the candidates, although most of the candidates have mentioned only one 
point instead of two points.  The candidates were supposed to mention that he will return him in time 
for Christmas dinner;  The father wouldn’t give up/ swore or promised hand on heart that he will 
take good care of the boy.  They were supposed to mention any two of those points to get all the marks.

(b) Poorly answered by most candidates it seems they didn’t know what snow is instead of mentioning 
why the father of the boy wanted to go ski one last time, most of the candidates refers to the boy’s 
father when he took him to the night club.  They were expected to mention things like the fresh snow 
was inviting or there was something special about the snow. 

(c) Most candidates again failed to give the correct answer to this question.  They were expected to 
answer that he wanted to put the chains on the tires of the car to make it easier to drive in the snow.

(d) Here the candidates were expected to use their own opinion on how they understand the phrase 
mentioned by the boy.  One of the given possible answer was the boy was thinking about being at 
home or he was far from the place he was going to. 

(e) This question was also poorly answered by most of the candidates.  They misunderstood the question 
which also shows that the candidates didn’t read the passage with understanding. They just wanted 
to lift the answers easily from the passage. Some candidates wrote that the doctor was there to heal 
them during the night, or the doctor brought medicine to them as they were in danger.  The name 
doctor as it was used in the passage was just the nickname the father and son used to call each other.

(f) Most the candidates wrote that the father was irresponsible instead of saying that he had removed 
one section of the barricades thus breaking the law.

(g) Poorly answered by most of the candidates. They gave answer which was so peculiar far from the 
answer.  Candidates mentioned that the snow was falling because they were bewitched. 

Possible Answer   
- gore ba tlogetse tlhabologo kwa morago;
- go ne go nna diphatsa;
- ba ne ba tshwenngwa ke selo se le sengwe ka nako eo;
- go ne go tletse kapoko e ntsi.
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(h) All candidates didn’t even try to give an answer to this question and they lost all two points.  They were 
expected to give their opinion or reasons why the father reprimanded his son not to try to repeat what 
they have just done by ignoring the danger signs and warning from the police officer.

Possible answers
- o ne a ipona molato.
- go kopa maitshwarelo mo go morwae.
- o ne a itse gore go diphatsa/ a sa akanye le go tlhoka maikarabelo.
- o ne a tlhagisa mosimane gore a se ka a dira se ene a se dirang.

(i) Again here most candidates failed to give their opinions to the question given.  They were expected 
to give their opinion on what the boy’s last words meant in the passage when he mentioned that:  “If 
you haven’t driven on fresh snow, you haven’t driven at all.

 Batlhatlhojwa ba kwalolotse karabo e e fa tlase mme e sa siama

 Fa o se nke o tsamaye wa kgweetsa mo kapokong e ntsha, ga se o nne le maitemogelo a go 
kgweetsa mo kapokong gotlhelele. 

Possible answer
-le fa go le kotsi (1) o ka se itse maitemogelo fa o sa leke (1).
-kgotsa kotsi e kgona go itlhalosa ka nako tse dingwe (1) ka boleng jwa maitemogelo.

2 (a) Only few candidates try to answer this question with few points which show that the man mentioned 
in the passage was an irresponsible father.  Some candidates skipped the question totally which was 
worrisome as the question contains a lot of marks.  Candidates didn’t really understand the passage 
at all, they were just writing based on what was in their minds.

Incorrect answer of learners
- He was climbing the trees;
- There is snow in the sky;
- The wife was still angry;
- He was untrustworthy;
- He let the boy suffer(how);
- He took the boy to the doctor, because he was sick, he was a bad person, he clap my cloves etc.

- The only points most of them got correct were:  The father sneaked the boy into the night club;  
  although it was snowing, he still wanted to ski down the mountain one last time; he asked   
  the boy to carry heavy chain; he ignore the police officer’s warning.

Possible answer
- O ne a tshwanetse go lwela tshwanelo go tsamaya le nna.
- O ne a ikgantsha ka go nna setswerere sa mokgweetsi le fa ane a tsentse botshelo jwa gagwe le jwa  
  morwae mo kotsing.
- Rraagwe o ne a itse gore mmaagwe mosimane a ka se moitshwarele fa a ka busa mosimane pele ga   
  nako ya dijo tsa maitsiboa, mme o ne tswelela ka ditekelelo tsa gagwe.
- Loeto la bofelo le ne le le bonako mme ba ile go fitlha kwa tlase ka lesego.
- O tseile kotsi ya go kgweetsa le mosimane mo tseleng e e tswaletsweng.
- O kgweetsa mo kapokong e e sa angwang.
- O ne a bolelela morwae gore a se ka a ba a tsamaya a leka go dira jalo gone go diphatsa mme a   
  tswelela  a dira.
- o ne a itimetsa kgalemo ya molaodi.
- E rile kapoko e simolola go wa,o ne a batla go thedimoga ga ntsi ntsi.

(b) Most candidates fell in band 4, because the vocabulary and language used was mostly copied 
verbatim from the passage.  There were shortcomings in the structure of the response and some 
verbatim lifting of words and phrases from the passage.  Some candidates even fell in band 6 because 
they were out of topic by writing about love between the man and his wife.  Or that he does not have 
respect that’s why he took the boy from the mother because he wanted to kill him.  Some candidates 
wrote opposite points from the passage like, he wanted to have Christmas with his family, that’s why 
he wanted to spoil the boy by taking him to the jazz.  In South Africa people like jazz music and the 
mother was always supporting the father and so many answers not related to the question.
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KAROLO YA B

POTSO 3

Candidates were supposed to highlight the issues and suggest ways how the problems can be overcomed by comparing 
the issues mentioned in the passage to what is happening in their regions.  Some candidates copied words from the 
passage as it is or they mentioned only social issues and not how it can be solved.  This shows that some candidates 
read the passage and ideas from the passage were considered but not fully developed.  At some centres, the candidates 
did not answer this question.

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Teachers should follow the syllabus and interpreted it correctly and make sure to prepare the candidates for 
examination all the time.  Teachers should select passages that will test the candidates’ insight not simple passages, 
which does not challenge the candidates’ ideas at all.

• Teachers should always assist the candidates on how to use the points in 2(a) to answer 2(b).

• Teacher should teach the candidates on how to read passage 2 with understanding to enable them to respond to 
question 3.

• Make the candidates aware on how this paper is marked especially question 2(a) and 2(b) and question 3 by giving 
the candidates the marking grid and explaining it to them.
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6104
Paper 2

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Thank	you	for	preparing	the	candidates	for	the	examination.

•	 The	standard	of	the	candidate’s	performance	as	compared	to	the	previous	year	is	still	poor.

•	 Candidates	should	be	taught	on	how	to	write	their	centre	numbers	correctly	and	the	invigilators	should	also	ensure	
that	the	candidate’s	numbers	as	well	as	their	centre	numbers	are	correctly	written	on	the	cover	page	of	their	scripts.	

•	 Candidates	should	be	taught	figurative	language	and	how	to	use	it	correctly.		Proverbs	should	not	be	placed	in	
inverted	commas	and	should	match	what	they	are	trying	to	express.		

•	 Teachers	should	teach	candidates	the	format	of	different	types	of	essay	and	that	essays	should	have	a	heading	
and	paragraphs,	divided	based	on	their	ideas.

•	 The	 names	 of	 places	 (Metsweding),	 tribes	 (Batswana/Setswana),	 days	 of	 the	 week	 (Labotlhano)	 and	 month	
(Seetebosigo)	should	be	written	in	capital	letters.		Godly	names	should	also	be	written	in	capital	letters	e.g.	Morena,	
Modimo,	Ramasedi.

•	 Candidates	continues	to	have	grammatical	and	spelling	errors	in	their	essays	and	here	is	an	example:	

INCORRECT CORRECT
-	mereko	 mmereko
-	go	mo	bontsha	 go	mmontsha
-	gwa	 go	ya
-	wa	 o	ya
-	mo	bolelela	 mmolelela
-	bonne	 bo	ne
-	tšhikela	 fetoga
-	mangwane	wa	me	 mmangwane
-	rakgadi	wa	me	 rakgadi

2. COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1 Write	the	story	of	an	occasion	when	you	felt	you	were	treated	unfairly	but	it	turned	out	to	be	“a	blessing	in	
disguise”	.

2.9%	of	the	candidates	answered	this	question.		The	candidates	wrote	a	story	about	an	occasion	in	which	they	
attended	an	event	but	they	were	not	treated	well,	but	at	the	end	they	were	treated	like	heroes.		They	have	to	tell	a	
story	in	which	it	is	clear	and	seen	that	the	treatment	was	unfair,	or	they	were	chased	out	of	an	event,	but	later	they	
had	people	complaining	how	they	were	not	served	properly	or	the	food	was	worse	or	they	were	only	given	a	small	
piece	of	meat.		Comparing	themselves	now	to	the	place	where	they	were	taken,	it	seems	like	they	were	treated	
fairly	comparing	to	the	main	event.		Most	of	the	candidate’s	stories	were	interesting	with	the	average	grasp	of	the	
topic.		The	candidates	were	supposed	to	write	an	original	work	in	a	narrative	way,	having	an	excellent	vocabulary	
and	advanced	structure.		The	content	and	structure	has	to	be	interesting	with	a	definite	central	theme.

2	 Narrate	an unforgettable experience	you	had	when	you	were	on	a	trip	to	a	dream	destination.	

7.4%	of	candidates	answered	this	question.		They	wrote	about	their	unforgettable	experience	they	had	on	a	trip	
to	a	dream	destination.		Candidates	narrated	their	trips	well	and	their	content	has	an	apparent	central	theme,	the	
structure	was	well	organized	with	appropriate	length.		Their	language	had	a	sound	vocabulary	with	occurring	errors	
but	surface	skills	still	competent.
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3	 Our	old	car	–	the	pride	of	the	family.		Write	in	a	descriptive	way	about	your	family’s	old	car.

22%	of	candidates	attempted	this	questions.		They	were	describing	their	old	car	in	the	family	which	was	mostly	
an	 inheritance	 from	 their	grandfather	or	uncle.	 	Some	candidates	used	descriptive	words	very	well,	 they	even	
described	the	work	that	car	has	done	for	the	family.		Most	of	the	essays	were	showing	sound	understanding	with	
a	coherent	expression.

4 You	have	won	N$1	million	from	a	competition.		Describe	how	you	felt	after	the	announcement,	and	your	
family’s	reaction	when	you	told	them.

25%	of	candidates	have	answered	this	question.		Candidates	were	describing	their	reactions	after	the	
announcement.		Descriptive	words	were	used	well.		There	was	thoughtful	language,	the	use	of	pronouns	is	
evident	in	some	candidates.		The	content	is	interesting	and	competent	in	most	candidates.	

5 Athletes	should	be	allowed	to	use	stimulants	to	enhance	their	performance.		What	is	your	view	on	this?	

This	question	was	answered	by	4%	of	the	candidates.		They	argued	on	the	topic.		Some	candidates	agreed	with	
the	topic	while	others	disagreed	which	was	shown	at	the	beginning	of	the	essay.		Some	candidates	mixed	points,	
they	wrote	in	a	discursive	way	by	writing	for	and	against	the	use	of	stimulants.		Candidates	were	supposed	
to	follow	one	stand	from	the	beginning	to	the	end	with	interesting,	original	points	to	support	their	stand.		The	
vocabulary	was	sound	with	consistent	paragraphs.

6	 Should	a	child	be	a	parent’s	best	friend?		Give	your	opinion.

38.7%	of	candidates	attempted	this	question.		The	candidates	were	supposed	to	mention	whether	they	agree	
or	disagree	that	a	parent	should	be	a	best	friend	to	their	children.		Their	argument	was	supposed	to	based	on	a	
parent-child	friendship	but	not	on	a	love	affairs	relationship.

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Teachers	should	teach	different	types	of	essays	and	give	candidates	more	of	these	to	practice.

•	 The	marking	grid	should	be	discussed	with	candidates	to	make	them	aware	of	what	is	expected.

•	 Candidates	should	be	reminded	on	the	length	of	essay;		they	are	expected	to	write.
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6104
Paper 3

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

 - Most of the candidates’ handwritings were clear.
 - The work of some of the candidates is not satisfactory.  More work needs to be done in order to bring these 

candidates to standard.
 - The examiners should ensure that candidates write their centre number correctly, most of them only wrote: NG 

08 instead of NAG08, or NAG06, or NAG10, or NAG12.

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

This paper is made up of one question only, supported by sub bullet points to lead the candidates to respond to the 
question in depth.

The candidates should be able to:

 - Comment on the intention of the author, meaning, ideas, attitudes, language use and detached critical overview 
and judgement of the text and evidence from the text.

 - Demonstrate appreciation of how feelings, attitude and argument effectively conveyed.
 - Communicate a critical, sensitive and informed response.

Some candidates wrote their response in a note form which is wrong.  Their response is supposed to be in a prose 
continuous form.

Batlhatlhojwa bangwe ba kwadile ka go kwala dintlhamo go sa letlelesegeng.  Ba tshwanetse go kwala jaaka ba kwala 
tlhamo ka ditema le dipolelo tse di tlhamaletseng.

Candidates should respond to the text looking at:

•	 How to evaluate, analyse, explain, comment and describe the author ideas, theme, intentions attitude, feeling and 
language use;

•	 Batlhatlhojwa ba tshwanetse go sekaseka le go tlhaola dintha tse di maleba, go di tlhatlhoba, go di tlhalosa gore 
mokwadi o a reng kgotsa o reela eng jalo, le go akgela mo megopolong, merero, maitshetlego, maikaelelo a 
mokwadi  o lebile molaetsa le tiriso ya puo o lebile diane, maele botshwantshi jalo jalo.

The candidates should also understand and know what the author wants to convey or how he/she trying to convince 
the readers in the extract.

In the last paragraph, the candidates should try to summaries the message of the author according to the passage.

Tema ya bofelo ba tlhatlhojwa ba tshwanetse go ka soboka molaetsa wa mokwadi go ya ka tema eo.

The	question	in	this	year’s	paper	is	based	on	Kefilwe‘s	attitude.		Her	status	and	the	result	of	her	attitude	and	how	it	
affects	her	parents.	 	Some	of	 the	candidates	came	up	with	 their	own	stories	about	Kefilwe,	 to	 the	extent	of	mixing	
Kefilwe’s	attitude	with	the	boy’s	attitude.

Potso	e	botsa	ka	g	aKefilwe	yo	e	leng	moanelwa	mogolo	mo	temeng.		Gore	motlhatlhojwa	a	arabe	sentle	o	thusiwa	ke	
ditlhogwana tse o di neetsweng;

Tse ke dintlha tse di botlhokwa ka mokgwa, maemo le kutlo botlhoko ya balosika	lwa	ga	Kefilwe,	jaanong	motlhatlhojwa	
o tshwanetse go kwala dintlha tse ka go latelana mo dipolelog tse di tlhamaletseng go popa tema.

Mokgwa wa ga Kefilwe

•	 Kefilwe	o	ne	a	sa	batle	go	nyalwa
•	 O ne a lela fa a utlwa gore o tlile go tlogela sekolo gore a tle go nyalwa
•	 O ile go roba go sa reetse molao wa batsadi ba gagwe
•	 O ne a nyelela
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•	 O ne a akanya go fedisa botshelo jwa gagwe
•	 O ne a sa dumalane le batsadi ba gagwe
•	 O ne a tlwaetse batsaadi ba gagwe
•	 O ne a rata sekolo

Maemo a ga Kefilwe

•	 Monna yo o sa mo itseng o mo duelela magadi kwa ntle ga kitso ya gagwe
•	 Mafoko a a botlhoko a ne a mo utlwalela
•	 Batsadi ba gagwe ba amogela dijo le diaparo ka leina la gagwe, ene a sa itse sepe
•	 Kefilwe	o	batliwa	a	sa	le	monnye
•	 Patlo	ya	ga	Kefilwe	e	dirile	fela	ka	ditumalano	tsa	batsadi	ba	gagwe
•	 Batsadi	ba	gatelela	go	ntsha	Kefilwe	mo	sekolong	gore	a	tle	go	nyalwa
•	 Kefilwe	o	inaya	naga	ka	maitsholo	a	a	maswe	a	batsadi	ba	gagwe	mo	go	ene
•	 Kefilwe	o	patelesega	go	ikaletsa

Kutlo – botlhoko ya maitsholo a gagwe mo losikeg lwa gagwe

•	 Batsadi ba utlwa ba swabile thata
•	 Kefilwe	ga	a	dumalane	le	megopolo	wa	bone
•	 Batsadi	ba	gagwe	ba	botsa	mogokgo	go	ntsha	Kefilwe	mo	sekolong
•	 Balosika	ba	swabile	thata	ka	letsatsi	la	mokete	gonne	Kefilwe	o	ile	a	tsaba
•	 Balosika ba ipona fa ba tsentswe matlho
•	 Ba ile ba itshwaya le go ipona diphoso gonne ba ile ba nagana gore ba paletswe ke go godisa ngwana wa bone 

ka mokgwa wa setso sa bone 
•	 Batsadi ga ba tsaya kgakololo ya mogokgo
•	 Ba ramosimane ba batla go busediwa dilo tsotlhe tse ba di neetseng ba ra mosetsana
•	 Batsadi ba bone fa molao o wa ngwao o sa siama

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

Different texts can be used, such as cultural text or literally texts with the content which include feeling, attitude, language 
use, the author’s intentions and ideas, which can be evaluated, analysed, and comment on it.

Give more exercises on paper 3 so that candidates can understand and know it well.

Make the candidates aware how this paper is marked by giving and explain the marking grid to them.
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6104
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

Centres collected a great wealth of information on a variety of cultural artefacts.  It was indeed a great effort by centres 
which deserves applause!  It was praiseworthy to note that a number of centres included the recorded voices of 
informants, videos and or pictures, etc. as evidence that the candidates went on fieldwork.  All centres sent neat hand 
written reports, in future  try to encourage the candidates to type their reports. Centres should make sure to put all 
recorded candidates in the USB, and scan their written coursework.  Attendance register, MS1 Form and the OASF form  
should be sent to DNEA.  As this can make the moderation process easy.

The quality of the reports (essays) however, was good.  Candidates formulate their projects, objectives and analysed 
information gathered.  Centres should always double check their recording to avoid inconvenience during moderation 
as it is time consuming to contact centre to send the missing recordings of some candidates.

Sampling

Examiners should familiarise themselves with the syllabi and instructions.  When selecting candidates for the sample, 
centres should consider the cultural aspects which was researched so as to include a variety thereof.

1. Interpretation of the Assessment Criteria

The general trend that was observed is that, examiners misinterpreted or seem not to use the Assessment Criteria at all 
when allocating marks.  Most centres put candidates in higher bands than what they really deserve.

Some centres should try to guide the candidates to choose topics with more information to enable them to formulate 
them accordingly.  Topic such as mmidi, nama ya kgomo, mosola wa kgomo was limiting candidates, analytical skills.

For candidates to be placed in higher bands, should be able to evaluate data from various sources and develop personal 
responses.  A significant number of candidates were not able to evaluate the information collected and reproduced it as 
their own evaluation or narrated long stories.  These candidates can therefore not be placed in Band 1 or 2.

2. OTHER RELEVANT COMMENTS

It was observed from the interviews that candidates were in contact with community members, and submitted evidence, 
that the projects were welcomed by members of the traditional communities.  Candidates should be encouraged to 
analyse the lyrics in traditional songs and praises instead of reproducing them.

The centres must mark and sign the reports.  When marking the reports, examiners should make notes which will help 
the moderators to understand why they arrived at a certain band on the marking grid.  It is of utmost importance that 
examiners use red ink pens to mark the reports.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS

Examiner

Since it is a two year course, examiners should start the written coursework already in grade 10 to make the work easier 
for them to have proper control over it.

 Examiners should always communicate in order for them to share common information and same understanding of the 
syllabi.

Assist the candidates when they are choosing topics to avoid the repeating of the same topics.
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6104
Paper 5

GENERAL COMMENTS

Centres collected a great wealth of information on a variety of cultural artefacts. It was indeed a great effort by centres 
which deserves applause!  It was praiseworthy to note that a number of centres included the recorded voices of 
informants, videos and or pictures, etc. as evidence that the candidates went on fieldwork.

However, some centres did not record all candidates.  Such evidence was particularly important for Section A: 
Presentation  and B: Discussion

1. Quality of recording

The recording was in most cases of good quality.  The candidates, the examiners and what the candidates played were 
audible.  Centres are applauded for this.  Thank you very much. 

2. Range of sample

A good number of centres sent samples along with the whole cohort which represented the ability range quite well. 
Thank you for that.  Some centres only sent the sample and not the whole cohort.  In cases where moderators wanted 
to check on a certain candidate, this was not possible.  The guidelines are clear that both the sample and the whole 
population of candidates must be sent for moderation sent the whole cohort.  Examiners should familiarise themselves 
with the instruction and syllabi

3.	 Comments	on	specific	sections

The oral examination consists of two sections:  Section A (Presentation) and Section B (Discussion).  The two should 
be treated apart.  Most centres conducted this examination as one with the traditional “warm-ups” for candidates who 
appeared to be nervous.  It was good to observe that examiners were generally sympathetic towards the candidates 
and made good efforts to let them feel at ease.  Where warm-ups were needed, these need not be recorded.  Overall, 
most (if not all) examiners did not go beyond the stipulated time limit of 15 minutes.  Good. 

3.1 Section A:  Presentation

A significant number of candidates were able to briefly present the main thrust of their research.  Most were to give 
detailed reports.  A great number of examiners posed questions that stimulate the candidates

3.1.1 The quality of presentations

Despite the fact that most candidates are generally fluent native speakers, it transpired that some candidates needed 
their presentation skills to be polished.

It was apparent that centres need to work on the presentation skills of candidates as part of teaching and learning.

3.1.2 Interpretation of the Assessment Criteria

Examiners appeared to misinterpret or not use the marking grid at all.  They placed candidates in higher bands which 
were not corresponding with their presentations.  It is important for examiners to familiarise themselves with the 
descriptions in the marking grid.

3.2 Section B: Discussion

In the discussion section it is expected of the examiner to challenge claims (or assertions) made by the candidate in his/
her report and to probe him/her to expand on his/her coursework while s/he (the examiner) is testing his/her speaking 
and listening skills at the same time.
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3.2.1 Examining Techniques

The atmosphere was generally good and most candidates were calm and composed.  Centres are applauded for this! 
Some interesting probing questions that have to be asked:  “If you are to repeat your research project, what will you 
do differently?  How did your research purpose and questions help you to collect the information that you wanted?” 
However, most centres did not take the candidates beyond what their informants told them.  Thus, candidates were in 
most cases not probed to evaluate their findings or to consider other alternative opinions.  It appeared that examiners 
did not read the research reports thoroughly and as a result were not well-prepared to pose good questions.

3.2.2 Interpretation of the Assessment Criteria

As already alluded to in the presentation session, examiners generally did not apply the assessment criteria correctly. 
Candidates were in most cases placed in higher bands which did not correspond with the quality of the discussions.  
The higher bands (1 and 2) are for candidates who are spontaneous, initiate and lead the discussion not for candidates 
who need to be prompted.  These bands are also not for candidates who narrate what they were told by their informants. 
They are for candidates who extend their topic, candidates who are confident, and who analyse and evaluate different 
perspectives.  Some  of candidates could not do these. 

4. Recommendations

The microphone should be placed closer to the candidates.
Study the candidates written report and set relevant and stimulating questions.
Read the moderator’s comments of the previous year. 
All the required forms must be completed.
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FIRST LANGUAGE SILOZI

6105
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

The paper was up to standard but candidates seems not to be used to the format of questioning and it was difficult to 
interpret and answer questions correctly.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 (a) Kiñi kwamafelelezo bomahe hane balumelezi mwanabona kuya ni bondatahe kwakuyo bapala munenene.

Most candidates answered it correctly.

Answer:

• Bondatahe ha basika zwafa.
• Ne ba sepisize kapilu yabona kaufela kunifa pabalelo yende
• Baka mukutisa kapili kwamulalelo wa buitutiso bwamukiti wangilisimusi.

(b) Kiñi bondatahe hane baboni butokwa bwakuteleza falilundu hañwi la mafelelezo?

Most candidates answered it correctly.

Answer:

• Litwa neli hapa maikuto lelinca lelitiile.

(c) Kiñi bondatahe hane babeile maceni mwamotikala?  Talusa kalabo yahao kabukuswani.

This question was not well answered.

Answer:

• Kuezeza mawili amotikala kuswala fa mukwakwa.
• Kuezeza bunolo kwakukwaeza mwalitwa.

(d) Muñoli utalusañi mwatabanyana ye: “Me nili kwahule”?

The question was misinterpreted by most candidates.

Answer:

Na hupula kwahae.

(e) Kiñi mwanana hana hana kubulela kuli “kulukile Dokota”?  Talusa kalabo yahao.

Very few candidates answered this question well.

Answer:

• Manyemezi bondatahe
• Mese balyehile kwabuitukiso bwamulelelo wangisimusi.

(f) Ki kanzila ifi mwana habulelwa kusebelisana ni bondatahe.

This question was well answered by most candidates.

Answer:

Makonile kuhoha lineku leliñwi laze kwalile mukwakwa.

(g) Kamaikuto ahao kiñi muñoli hana hatelezi fa kutakutelo yalinzwi le, “litusa” mwatimananyana 
yamafelelezo?  Talusa kalabo yahao.

Most candidates answered it well.

Answer:

Litwa neli fumaneha kai ni kai ni kwalikota, mwamukwakwa ni mwambimbiulu kaufela.
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(h) Kamaikuto ahao ki sikamañi sene bahupula bondatahe hane baize, “usike walika ni kamuta kueza 
taba ye”?  Kabukuswani talusa kalabo yahao.

The question was not well answered by most candidates.

Answer:

• Na kalimela mwanahae kuli asike a eza mafosisa aswana ni aezize yena ndatahe.
• Na zibile kuli neli kozi ni kusaba ni tokomelo yetuna.

(i) Mushimani naakaleza cwañi manzwi amaikuto ahae mwamubamba wa mafelelezo mwalikandenyana.

The question was well answered by most candidates.

Answer:

Na lemuhile kuli hasika kwaeza kale fa litwa lelinca ni kamuta.

2 (a) Ki mabaka mañi dakalezwa mwalikandenyana abonisa kuli muuna neli mushemi yasina tokomelo?  
Ñola likalabo zahao musalitaba zeutwahala.  U sike wasebelisa manzwi ahao.

This question was well answered even though some candidates wrote a prose summary.

Answer:

• Bondate neba lwanezi litukelo zakuzamaya nina
• Bondate baniinga kuyo eza munene kwasibaka samabinelo abusihu.
• Lwaeza munene falihundu hañatañata lamafelelezo.
• Nasina taba ni lipilaelo zaka.
• Bani luma kutisa maceni kwamulaho a motikala.
• Ni matisize motikala yaka mokumaswe kufita mwani.

(b) This question was fairly answered even though some candidates were unable to summarise 2 (a), 
instead some candidates diverted from 2 (a) answers.

3 A few candidates managed to answer this question well while other candidates were not writing (Tahiso).  
Most candidates did not know the structure of the article.

Answer:

Kmt - Butata bwa kuba muzamai

• Lituwelo ze kwatasi

• Kukangisana ni bana famusebezi

• Linzila za kutula butata bo

• Kuba ni takazo/ciseho

• Inenamuñi ni bana bahabo

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Teachers are encouraged to teach the whole syllabus and train candidates with the questioning style.
• Teach candidates on how to write a summary, diary, report, essays, letters, articles and speech.
• Teachers should use different texts from else where and text books.
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6105
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Some	of	the	candidates	cope	and	some	had	problems	to	some	of	the	questions	that	they	chose.
•	 The	overall	impression	with	regard	to	the	whole	question	paper	is	that	the	question	paper	was	up	to	standard	the	

candidates	were	able	to	answer	a	wide	range	of	questions.
•	 A	few	candidates	were	unable	to	write	an	essay	of	about	350	to	500	words,	as	indicated	on	the	instructions	of	the	

question	paper
•	 Some	candidates	struggled	with	poor	handwriting	and	lack	of	appropriate	use	of	punctuation	marks.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Kukandeka/Narrative

1 Ñola	likande	komone	uikutwezi	boumaswe	famukiti	kono	bufetuhile	kuba	litohonolo	kuwena.

Candidates	were	expected	to	narrate	a	story	at	a	vacation	where	they	were	treated	unfairly	but	it	turned	out	to	be	
a	blessing

Minority	of	learners	opted	for	this	topic.		Few	of	those	who	answered	this	question	followed	the	instructions/guiding	
prompts,	but	others	were	not	able	to	follow	all	the	instruction	of	the	topic.		They	were	only	writing	about	how	they	
felt	bad,	or	how	they	were	treated	unfairly	at	a	party.

2 Kandeka	kaza	musipili	wahao	one	usika	itekela	ni	kusaulibala,	ama	kuzene	uboni	ni	kueza

Candidates	were	expected	to	narrate	about	an	unprepared/unplanned	and	unforgettable	trip	where	they	had	to	
write	about	what	they	saw	and	what	they	did	in	that	trip.

Majority	of	learners	chose	this	question.		With	very	clear	prompts,	where	candidates	were	given	guidelines	on	what	
to	write,	many	of	the	candidates	preferred	this	topic.		But	most	of	them	had	prepared	for	their	trip	instead	and	failed	
to	highlight	why	the	trip	would	remain	memorable	for	them.

Kutalusa/Descriptive

3 Motikala	yaluna	yakale-buikumuso	bwalubasi.		Ñola	kakutalusa	kaza	motikala	yamina	yakale.

Candidates	were	expected	to	describe	about	their	old	car	as	a	pride	of	the	family.

A	number	of	 the	candidates	chose	 this	 topic.	 	Some	were	able	 to	answer	 this	question	as	expected	but	some	
only	ended	up	describing	the	basic	use	of	the	car	and	its	benefits	instead	of	the	car	being	described	as	a	family	
possession.		Some	even	went	as	far	as	describing	the	family	car	as	a	community	pride.		For	others,	the	car	was	
never	highlighted	as	old.

4 Uwinile	N$1	miliyoni	mwakiwnano.		U	taluse	kamone	uikutwezi	kasamulaho	azibahazo	yeo,	ni	maikuto	
alubasi	lwahao	house	ubabulelezi.

Candidates	were	expected	to	describe	how	they	have	won	N$	1	million	from	a	certain	competition.		They	also	
had	to	describe	how	they	felt	after	the	announcement	and	what	was	the	family's	reaction.

A	few	learners	chose	this	question	and	were	able	to	answer	the	question,	but	a	few	who	chose	this	question	started	
well	off	but	failed	to	give	clear	details	on	how	they	got	to	win	the	N$	1	million.		For	those	who	could	explain	the	
details	given,	were	not	creative	and	candidates	failed	to	chronologically	describe	the	sequence	of	events	that		lead	
to	them	winning	the	N$	1	million,	how	they	felt	and	how	the	family	reacted	towards	them	winning	the	N$	1	million.

Kukanana/Argumentative

5 Kana	bamati	bakona	kulumelelwa	kusebelisa	milyani	yeekeza	kwamaat	akumata?		Maikuto	ahao	kiafi	fataba	ye?

Candidates	were	expected	to	argue	on	whether	athletes	should	be	allowed	to	use	stimulants	to	enhance	their	
performance	or	not.

A	few	of	the	candidates	who	chose	this	question	struggled	to	answer	it	well.		The	ones	who	answered	this	question	
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had	little	content	on	the	topic.		When	candidates	expressed	their	views,	they	had	little	to	argue	for	or	against.		For	
those	who	argued	against,	the	arguments	used	had	no	strong	ground,	some	even	ended	up	writing	about	traditional	
medicines	or	described	the	negative	effects	or	positive	effects	stimulants	to	enhance	the	performance	of	athletes.

6 Kana	ki	swanelo	kuli	mwana	abe	mulikani	yomutuna	kumushemi	wahae?		Maikuto	ahao	ki	afi?

Candidates	were	expected	to	argue	for	or	against	whether	a	child	should	be	a	parent's	best	friend.		They	had	to	
give	their	opinion	to	support	their	stand	in	this	matter.

A	few	of	the	candidates	understood	that	this	question	was	an	argumentative	question	and	could	argue	appropriately	
but	others	would	not	clearly	explain	why	a	parent	and	a	child	could	not	be	friendly	with	each	other.		Others	only	
highlighted	the	benefits	of	such	relationships	instead	of	arguing	for	or	against.		Others	opted	to	argue	for	a	different	
relation,	e.g.	instead	of	a	friendly	relationship	with	a	parent,	they	chose	a	grandmother.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Teachers	should	encourage	candidates	not	to	write	words	which	are	not	found	in	Silozi.
•	 The	new	way	of	writing	(orthography	3)	should	be	taught	to	candidates
•	 Teachers	should	motivate	candidates	to	use	idioms	instead	of	informal	language	
•	 The	standard	of	handwriting	must	be	improved
•	 Syllabus	must	be	interpreted	appropriately	in	all	sections
•	 Teachers	are	encouraged	to	use	previous	question	papers,	when	doing	revisions
•	 Teachers	are	encouraged	to	have	a	positive	outlook	in	tackling	all	the	writing	procedures	and	use	the	right	marking	

standard	and	marking	grid.
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6105
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 The	examiners	should	make	sure	that	candidates	centre	number,	candidate	number,	subject,	subject	code,	paper	
(e.g.	paper	3)	and	the	date	on	top	of	the	answer	script.

•	 Candidates	should	be	taught	to	write	in	prose	form	and	not	point	form.
•	 The	candidates	should	be	discouraged	with	the	issue	of	copy	and	paste.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

•	 Some	learners	analysed	the	text	but	most	of	them	could	not,	they	picked	the	answer	without	analysis.
•	 A	few	of	the	candidates	who	were	able	to	analyse	the	text	did	so	out	of	context.
•	 Most	candidates	followed	the	sequence	of	prompts	asked	but	a	few	could	not
•	 Most	candidates	used	the	correct	format	when	answering	this	question,	however	some	wrote	in	a	form	of	an	essay,	

report	etc.
•	 Most	candidates	answered	this	question	in	prose	form,	even	though	some	still	answered	in	point	form.
•	 Most	candidates	answered	the	question	within	the	required	length	of	250	-	300	words	although	some	wrote	below	

the	required	length.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 The	teachers	should	encourage	candidates	to	write	in	paragraphs	and	punctuate	correctly.
•	 Candidates	must	be	trained	to	write	neatly	and	legibly.
•	 The	teachers	should	encourage	candidates	to	read	the	text	given	with	understanding	before	attempting	to	answer	

questions.
•	 Candidates	should	be	given	more	activities	in	line	with	paper	3.
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6105
Paper 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Most	centres	submitted	proof	of	coursework	assessment	done.
•	 Most	centres	submitted	a	range	of	samples.
•	 Administrative	tasks	were	well	done	in	most	centres.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Introduction

•	 Most	centres	did	well	in	candidates	introducing	their	topics.

•	 Examiners	assisted	candidates	to	write	good	introductions.

Interest in this cultural event (main research objective)

•	 Most	candidates	were	able	to	explain	and	interpret	their	interest	into	their	choice.	(cultural	topic)
•	 Most	examiners	fulfilled	their	responsibility	to	assist	candidates	to	give	comprehensive	objectives.

Research questions

•	 Most	 examiners	 did	 not	 give	 proper	 guidance	 to	 candidates	 for	 them	 to	 set	 good	 research	 questions.	 	 Some	
candidates	coursework	do	not	have	such	evidence.

•	 Some	candidates	who	tried	formulated	irrelevant	questions.

Sources of information

•	 Some	candidates	did	not	prove	how	they	collected	their	data.
•	 Some	candidates	provided	full	evidence	of	how	data	was	collected	by	posting	photos	and	pictures.
•	 Most	examiners	did	not	have	enough	time	to	assist	candidates	with	problems.
•	 Some	candidates	just	pasted	pictures	from	magazines	
•	 Some	candidates	referred	to	their	sources	by	writing	names	of	interviewers	and	the	residential	places	e.g.		(Ne	ni	

ile	kubo	naka	kashuto	mwasilalo	saMalindi)

Presentation of findings

•	 Most	candidates	provided	relevant	information	about	their	topics.
•	 Some	candidates	were	not	guided	properly	because	they	just	wrote	like	a	composition.
•	 Some	candidates	failed	to	justify	their	findings	because	they	didn’t	consult	relevant	sources.
•	 Few	candidates	wrote	short	presentations	which	were	less	than	700	-	1000	words.
•	 Examiners	should	provide	proper	guidance	to	candidates	from	the	first	to	the	last	draft.

Discussion and Analysis

•	 Examiners	should	continuously	discuss	with	candidates	after	checking	each	draft.		Analyse	collected	information	
and	make	proper	suggestions	for	improvement.

Conclusion

Most	candidates	gave	comprehensive	conclusions	by	showing	interest	in	their	culture	suggesting	ways	of	improvement	
according	to	current	life	styles	in	their	societies.

References

•	 Most	candidates	were	unable	to	list	sources	where	they	collected	data,	they	have	written	in	their	research.
•	 Examiners	should	give	proper	guidance	to	candidate.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS

•	 Examiners	 should	 understand	 syllabus	objectives	 and	assessment	 criteria	 for	 this	 component,	 in	 order	 to	 give	
proper	guidance	to	candidates.

•	 Administrative	checking	must	take	place	at	the	centre.
•	 School	management	should	continuously	monitor	the	research	process	and	controlled	by	the	subject	teacher	from	

the	first	year.
•	 Examiners	should	give	weak	candidates	enough	time	and	guidance	in	order	to	improve	their	work.
•	 Examiners	should	use	the	correct	summary	form	for	this	component.
•	 When	filling	in	the	OASF	please	enter	the	names	numerically	as	on	the	MS1.
•	 Where	a	candidate	is	absent,	this	should	have	been	indicated	on	the	OASF.
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6105
Paper 5

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Most	centres	submitted	a	wide	range	of	samples.
•	 Few	centres	did	administration	checking	at	their	centres
•	 Most	centres	tried	their	best	in	conducting	oral	Assessment.
•	 Most	examiners	were	well	prepared	and	conducted	interviews	with	confidence.		The	questions	asked	were	thought	

provoking

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Section A:  Research presentation

•	 Most	centres	did	not	do	well	because	some	examiners	did	not	allow	candidates	to	present	their	research	topics	and	
objectives	without	being	prompted.

•	 Examiners	should	allow	candidates	to	present	their	findings	and	explain	something	on	the	sample	for	5	minutes.

Section B:  Discussion

•	 Most	examiners	were	able	to	develop	spontaneous	conversation	enabling	the	candidates	to	respond	at	length.
•	 The	examiners	questions	should	base	on	the	following
•	 Things	that	you	find	interesting
•	 Things	you	want	more	clarity	on
•	 Test	the	candidates’	knowledge	on	evaluating	and	resolving	the	situation.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Administrative	checking	must	take	place	at	the	centre
•	 Marks	should	be	on	the	correct	OASF	and	correctly	transferred	to	the	MS1
•	 The	entries	on	the	OASF	must	be	in	numerical	order	according	to	the	MS1.		It	was	extremely	difficult	to	check	if	

marks	had	been	transferred	correctly.
•	 Record	all	candidates	in	folder	A	and	samples	in	folder	B	to	make	moderation	easier.
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FIRST LANGUAGE THIMBUKUSHU

6106
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

The overall performance of the examination was average as some candidates could not get correct answers on 
some questions.  Especially section A, question 1 (a) – (i) of implicit, explicit and referencing questioning techniques.  
Question 2 a, they could not do well.  In section B question 3 some candidates lifted directly from the passage without 
appropriating it to the question asked, which made  them obtain fairly below average marks. Taken as a whole the 
question paper was difficult but clear which helped candidates to cope.  The strong suggestion is for this whole paper to 
be given attention on all sections and part questions in other words addressing of all assessment objectives always. 

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Mutara A

1 Overall was not well answered by most candidates.  Here are more of the expected answers.

(a) Pashanye gha tawedhere nyina munu mwanendi eshi gha yende nawihe kuthitjova paghuhura? [2]

Answer:   Wiha munu mbadi gha kuhupweranga po, ghedhire (gha kuruperithire)/ ñanyi gha kapakere   
    (kakunga)  thinga mwanendi, gha kamuhuthe kurunguro kumurarero ghokrishimisha.

Comment: Thingi thawanuke ha di huthire thiwana dino dipwero. Ngambi kenge pakarire hongandji   
   hohapu awa ha pirire kuditwetha.  Ngo ngepi ndani?

(b) Pashanye gha yi monene mudyo wiha munu eshi ha yende kuthitjova padirundu rokuhurera? [1]

Answer:   gha wa rumberithire (yudhire) makerekeshe/ koyidi yoyiwa shemwa yokuhatera  
    kumakerekeshe
 
Comment: Thingi thawanuke mbadi ha konine kuhutha dipwero dino.  Ngo ngepi?

(c) Pashanye gha turere wiha munu menge kuthihaghuto.  Tjwathanitha dihuthero dyoye mughufupi. [2]

Answer:   Ghukukutu kuhinga ghuhuke, ghudhungi ghomakerekeshe, thitavura ne ñanyi gha thifike   
    makerekeshe, mbadi thipatamene, thihaghuto thipite mo noghuredhu/yikare yiredhu kuhinga

Comment: Thingi thawanuke ha dihuthire mughuhunga.

(d) Nye ghana tamba mutjangi nothighamba thino, “Ame kayenda na karire?” [1]

Answer:   Mwana gha ghayarire yira gha kare kudighumbo

Comment: Mbadi ha konini kugharava thighamba thamutjangi mughuhunga.  Ngo ngepi?

(e) Pashanye gha shwenene mwana munu kughamba eshi “Kemo dokotere”? [2]

Answer:   mwana gha tokotire, ha hurere ka kuma kumurarero ghoKrishimisha, mbadi gha yi kurupere  
    eshi wihe ne ñanyi gha ka mu kumithe kudighumbo, mbadi gha shanine shi ha mu   
    hongaghure.

Comment: Thingi thawanuke mbadi ha konine kudihutha thiwana.  Ngo ngepi?

(f) Ngepi di yina kukara shi mwana munu ne mukwatithiko ghoyiperemeka kutwara mwawihe? [1]

Answer:    Gha shwaghithire ko mutara ghumweya ghothidimukithot hothitavura thi ha yandhera

Comment: Thingi thawanuke ha konine kuhutha dipwero dino mughuhunga.  Ngo ngepi?
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(g) Yinu munye yi ghana shana kudhundeka mutjangi kutwara mudighano dyoye, nomahukurukero 
ghomañando “makerekeshe” muthimingwa thokuhurera?  Tjwathanitha dihuthero dyoye.   [2]

Answer:   Mbadi kwakarire hanu, wingi ghomakerekeshe, ya kutjindjire yikare thipanga (mbadi wa   
    kumona muya), ha karire nothinga kuthinu thofotji ngenyu poro ruvedhe – makerekeshe.

Comment: Hongandji mo ha konine kunovaghuramo mahuthero ghoghuhunga.  Ngo ngepi?

(h) Kutwara mumaghano ghoye, nye yi gha ghayarire wiha munu kughutho gho pa gha ghambire eshi 
“perere poye mbo yi yereke kuyitenda yi pithoye”? [2]

Answer:   Gha kuyuvire murandu/ gha shanine gha rombe mathiyerero kwamwanendi, gha yi dimukire   
    shi eyi gha tendire ne kureta thiponga /no gha pira thinga, gha konekithire mwanendi eshi  
    mbadi gha kutemunune yitenda yendi (wiha munu)

Comment: Matjwathaneno mbadi gha rikanyine po nohapu ha konine kuhutha mughuhunga.  Ngo ngepi?

(i) Yikuyuva munye yamwana munu ghana kuthinganyeka mañando ghomumuyira ghokuhurera  
muthitoyamingwa? [2]

Answer:   Ngambi ngo yi kare yikutupa shi kukona kureta ghukukutu, mbadi mbo dimuka yithimwa   
    yo kukumonena shimengwa wa kuyiyereke, yikutapa mumaghukukutu maruvedhe  
    ghamweya ne kukona kuyihungeka kutwara kungcamu dhoyithimwa eyi ghuna  
    kuwanekera nayo, (gha shanine kuyeradheka, ghudhughutjima).

Comment: Hohapu thikumenena ha konine kutjwathana no kudihutha mughuhunga.  Ngo ngepi?
  NGOYO  [15]

2 Averagely answered in which most candidates obtained less than half, half or slightly more than half the 
marks.  Very few candidates managed to obtain comprehensive pass on this part question.

(a) Yighamba munye muthitoyamingwa eyi yina kuthinganyeka eshi oyu katughuru ne wiha ghokupira 
thinga?  Tjange Mahuthero ghoye mumuhingo gho kundjomadheka.  Mbadi wa nyanda kurughanitha 
mañando ghoye ghothinda. [15]

  Maghorwero ghothikorekitho

 Muhateri mumakonakono gha kona kuwana dipenda dyofotji kukehe dihuthero ghana tapa kate 
kumapenda dikumi nokwoko.

• Gha thinenekire kumatawero ghange eshi ni mu tate ko (wiha munu gha shanine gha yende 
namwanendi)

• Wiha munu gha mwidherire kumungeneka muklapa (mwana munu ne shime kwishi dhomyaka)
• Gha twarire mwana munu kuthitjova ha ka kutjove mudingundunga dyomakerekeshe
• Ngambi kenge yo gha monine makerekeshe oku ghana kutanga kuwa, gha shanine shime ka 

kutjova padirundu rokuhurera oyi ya ka kutjindjire yi ka kare roringi
• Thitjova thawo thokuhurera ne tha karire thokutambukerera no ha ka kumine pamuve pafiyaghudhi
• Mbadi gha yi kwatithire ko yi gha shivanine mwanendi
• Wiha munu ne gha dimukire ghushemwa shi nyina mwanendi ne ngo mbadi sho gha ka mu 

thigherere po ngeshi mbadi sho gha huthe mwanuke noruvedhevedhe kumurarero ghoKrishimisha, 
ene shime gha twarire kughutho nomudhingu wendi.

• Gha tumine mwanendi gha kukureke menge ghomaremu
• Gha ghayarire eshi makerekeshe ghapo ne ngwa ghukandami ghokukuma kumasendimeteri 

dikumi endi dikumi nokwoko (gha kurunderithire eshi aye ne gha hinga ko rumweya muyikandho 
yomaghukukutu ghokupitakana pogha)

• Gha kutanaghurire eshi aye ne muhingi mwene oku ye pakutura yipara yendi noyamwanendi 
mumaghukukutu.

• Mbadi gha thotere makonekitho ghamuporitha gho kukunga thitavura
• Gha tongwere mwanendi gha thi shwaghithe mo mundhira thidimukitho tho kuneghedha shi 

thitavura ne ha thi yandhera
• Gha kutupire kuhinga muthitavura tho kuyandhera
• Gha ningithire mwanendi gha kare mukwatithiko kuyiperemeka yendi yoyimango – mukwatithiko 

kughukarakathi (tu kare mumurandu twaheya)
• Gha hingire mumakerekeshe ghomapya, shime no kuvunyunuka temba
• Gha tongwere mwanendi eshi perere pendi mbo gha yi yereke yi papendi, yoyishi kureta thipanga, 

ene ye ne gha yi tendire (yoshemwa mbadi gha rughananga yi gha ghambanga) [15]
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Comment:  Hokurikanya ha yerekerire ko, yighamba yimweya mbadi yaroghere kukara mahuthero.    
       Ngo ngepi?

(b) Rughanithe keho mahutheroghoye (a) agha pawiru no tjange ko makamweno gho yo huna 
ndjomadheka kutunderera muthitoyamingwa, oyi yina kuthinganyeka eshi oyu katughuru ne wiha 
ghokupira thinga. 

 Makamweneno ghoye gha kona kukara mumañando ghoye ghothinda.  Dihuthero dyoye dya kona 
kukara mumuhingo ghoyitjangathimwetwedha. [5]

 Ghure makamweneno ghoye wa kona kukuma kumañando 100 – 150. 

 Answer:  Kenge thirameka A.

Comment:  Makamweno kwa gha rughanitha vene nopa nopaya ghu temununa thitoya.  Ngo omu mwa 
roghera mañando ghendi thinda, yitoyadimukitho, yighamba yokukutjaka (yoyire noyoyifupi), ghufughuri 
ghorughambitho ngambi ñumbu, mahungekero ghurughanitha mañandonunga yira:  Pakutanga, 
thoghuwadi, mu kuwedhererako, shimekaro, noghamweya ghokuroghera, kurongeka thiwana yighamba 
pakutjanga makamweneno.

             NGOYO  [20]

Mutara B

Dipwero 3

3 Ghuna mono makuwero pakatji koyivinde nomaghukukutu ghoyipara yawanu agha ghana toyaghura 
presidende noyihokoka yimweya yi yina kureta maghukukutu mukatji kawanu wa ha  tunga mukangiringiri 
kenu.  Tjange kokatjangwa omu sho kamvaghure mo agha maghukukutu no tape ko dighano eshi yira ngo 
ngepi edi gho kukona ha gha shuture po maghukukutu gha.  Rughanithe mbudhi dhomuthitoyamingwa  no 
kudhirundurura mumaghano ghoye ghothinda.

Ghure ghomañando ghokatjangwa koye wa kona kukuma ku 200 – 250.  [20]

Maghorwero ghorukorekitho

Mu kuninga eshi muhaterimo ha mu ture mumuthinga 1, gha kona kutoya ko yirughana 5, noyithimwa/yikuyuva 
yokuhaterako 5. 

Maghukukutu
• Ghukukutu ghokukara ghomutundakure
• Kupira yirughana/mafaburika gha gha yandherire endi kudhiruka;
• Ndjambi dhodhipu;
• Kukutangawera kuwana yirughana nawanawo;
• Mbadiko maghuwa ghoghundjewa-ndjewa;
• Hambuyama hana shana kuyenda kumakuhongo;
• Hanu mbadiko manyinga ghokuyenditha kukoledji;
• Mbadiko tumbenene;
• Hanuke mbadi ha wa pakeranga thinga;
• Ghufwiki

Mayira gho kukona ha shuture po gha maghukukutu.
• Ha kona kukara noyirota yoyikuru, kukara nothitambo, kutokora;
• Yoye ghothinda nohanoye
• Wa kona kuyenda podigho shi mbo ka rughane/ ka kuhonga;
• Makutureromo  no kuthineneka ngambi ngepi ghukukutu kare mbotombore; 
• Wa kona kukutekera hambuyama wa hana kurera hana okuno wo pakurughana;
• Ghuhurumende kukona ghu ghamwene hanu ha ghure mayugho
• Dina dyoye mbadi dya kona kukara ghukukutu ghoye mu ka pira ka kara mumyaghedhi
• Kehe yuno gha nyanda kuyenda kushure dhodhiwa
• Maghuwa ghoyoghundjewa-ndjewa ne ha kona kughatapa
• Hanu ne h nyanda kuwaghamwenitha nomasherenyi gho kuyenditha kushure dhonaro dhokuyeyura 

yitaterera
• Kudhimithanga mativi
• Wa taterera hurumende gha kurughanene yoyiheya
• Kukuritha ko kambenene twawanuke
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Rughanithe thikorekitho thothirameka B thoyirughana yoyitjangatambithera (Dipepa 1) kutoya (15) oku   
kutjanga (5) pakutapa mapenda.  Hahaterimo ha kona kurughanitha thikuma mañando ghawo hathinda. [20]

Comment:  Pohadi ha konine kuhutha dipwero, ene thingi thawanuke kwa hukurukire thithimwetwedha 
eyi ya pira kuroghera.  Yitaterera yo po ghu mutara ne mwanuke gha shimbe mahuthero ghomuthitoya no 
kughahungeka thiwana kukutha dipwero, yinu yira nako, mango, mena kuyikoneka yi kuwe nodipwero.
Kudhundeka matjwathaneno ghodipwero nomahungekero ghomahuthero ko dyo dipwero mu ka tombora 
thiwana.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

- Teachers should continuously teach or prepare candidates in all aspects of the subject content.
- Teachers should avoid selective teaching of topics
- Candidates should be taught and be prepared thoroughly on following instruction of the question but also   
 identifying the demand of the question.
- Candidates should be reminded of time management to allow them to attend to all questions per time stipulated  
 on the question paper.
- Candidates should still be taught orthography, spelling, punctuations, language and style and appropriate   
 vocabularies.
- Candidates should be reminded on neatness, legibility, numbering properly and skipping lines on each part  
 question and or section. 
- Encourage candidates to start each part question on a new page ( 1 a – i page; ... 2.A page;… 2. B page… and  
 section B question 3 on its page too). 
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6106
Paper 2

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

All examination questions were at the candidates’ level.  Candidates need to be trained according to the NSSC syllabus 
and answering of continuous writing questions.

A number of mistakes were observed in candidates’ pieces of writing during the marking of paper 2.

Some other candidates could not adhere to the word limit as per instruction.  Some candidates wrote beyond the 
required word length, whereas for some wrote three to four pages.  Others could not even reach the required words limit.  
Candidates did not understand some questions fully and that affected their responses to questions.

Some pieces of writing were dominated by idiomatic expressions which hampered understanding, expressions were 
abused, misused and some over used.  Example: mwanuke yu ne tha ragha Nyambi, mbadi gha yuvanga.  Tongwere 
ka shi tongwere ţu.  {tha ragha nyambi means, mbadi wa kuyuva, tongwere ka shi tongwere.  The candidates were not 
supposed to translate the expression again, because you are now lessening its meaning/value.

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Narrative 

1 Tjange thithimwetwedha thothihokoka ethi tha kuhokokere kare wa kuyuvire yira kuna kukupetha, 
ene ya ka pirukire yikare fiyaghudhi.  Most of the candidates who opted for this question answered it 
poorly, for instance, when candidates were supposed to narrate an occasion when they felt they were 
unfairly treated, but it turned out to be a blessing in disguise.  Most candidates only addressed the first 
part of unfairly treatment and failed to address the second part of the question on how it turned out into 
a blessing.  However, a few candidates narrated, but not in more detail and they did not clearly tell how it 
benefited them in the end.

2 Thimwetwedhe yihokoka eyi wa thimwine oku we ne muruyendo rokudyango di warura.  A number of 
candidates attempted the question.  Candidates were asked to narrate about an unforgettable experience 
they had when they were on a trip to their dream destination, but most of the candidates wrote about their 
dream destination, their experience there (dream destination) and not what they experienced on their way 
there.  Few candidates managed to write an experience they had on their way to the place they visited 
which is the expectation of the question.

Descriptive

3 Thihaghuto thenu thongundju, fumwa dhodiko.  Tjange ghushingonone thihaghuto thongundju 
thomudiko dyenu.  Few candidates opted for this question and others attempted it well.  They could 
describe their car, for example:  the condition, the colour, the name of the car, how old is the car and more 
other details they could.  However, there are still a few candidates who just narrated about their car instead 
of describing it.  Most candidates were able to tell how their old car was the pride of their family and how 
their old car is used to help the family and the community.

4 Ngo winena miriyuni mumutangu.  Shingonone edi wa kuyuvire pakumana kukuyuvitha no edi 
ha yi shimbire hakadiko dyoye apa wa yi wa tongwere.  Quite a number of candidates opted for this 
question, and candidates answered it better.  Some candidates could at least show and express their 
feelings in their essays (emotional expression, tear of joy, puzzled) after being pronounced the winner. 
Candidates were expected to express their feelings.  Instead, candidates narrated again the event.  Some 
candidates could not interpret the question accordingly.  Candidates were expected to describe the type 
of competition in which they took part, how they felt and the reaction of their family members.  Most 
candidates who opted for this could only answer the question partly on the completion and how they felt 
but not on the family’s reaction.
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Argumentative

5 Hahati mumushupu ne ha kona kuwatawedhera mu kurughanitha ghuwanga kuwedherera 
mutombo.  Nye yi ghuna kughamba ko.  Candidates who opted for this question answered it better, 
because they were able to state facts and examples about the use of stimulants for athletes in order for 
them to enhance their performance.  They were able to give reasons why stimulus should/should not 
be used by athletes. Consequences were mentioned as well.  Though some candidates confused the 
question by writing about sports men and women going to traditional healers to get lucky charms before 
the competition.

6 Gha roghera mwana kukara mushera wawakuru wendi ndi?  Candidates who opted for this question 
also answered it very well.  Candidates were able to give valid reasons why should/shouldn’t a child be 
their parents’ best friends.  Most candidates were able to give reasons and to some extend even gave 
examples.  Day-to-day scenarios between parents and children were used as practical situations in homes.

Some words and phrases misspelled and confused by learners.

Wrong    Correct

hanagho    hanawo
ndhuwo    ndhugho
kuthighara   kuthiyara
mara    ene
gheghire    gheyire
ana     ghana
shi     eshi
murumu    mungonda
sorry    dishesha
muthirumbu   mukuwa
uwa     ghuwa (some candidates use U instead of GHU in their writing) like: ungwa, auwe, uyende.
dimbo    dighumbo

Ame ne kona/ kuna kumwipuranga
Awo ko ha/ kwa shanine ha nipure
Mukuru yu mbadiko/ mbadi wa kuyenda kuthitora shimengwa yame ndani
Huke kwange/ kukwange ghuni tongwere pawangu
Ko kuyenda kwange/ ko kuyenda kukwange

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Teachers should train candidates on how to answer continuous writing questions based on the NSSC syllabi for 
examination purposes.

• They should teach the candidates the correct use of figurative language, the use of punctuation marks and tenses.

• Candidates must be drilled to be able to distinguish the difference between the types of essays.  Example:  features 
of narrative, descriptive and argumentative essays.

• The use of language such as orthography, sentence phrasing and sentence structures must be emphasised at all 
times.

• Word limit has become a challenge, candidates need to know that non adherence to instructions is punitive, even in 
the examination.  Words must be indicated at the end of every essay given by the teacher for preparation purposes.
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6106
Paper 3

1. GENERAL COMMENTS 

•	 Candidates	are	complemented	for	a	slight	improvement	in	paper	3	compared	to	last	year’s	performance,	at	least	a	
lot	of	candidates	managed	to	write	more	correct	answers.	

•	 It	was	discovered	that	this	year’s	question	paper	was	not	approached	with	difficulty	as	the	one	for	last	year	because	
the	topic	under	which	the	questions	were	derived	from	is	very	familiar	to	most	candidates,	the	topic	of	interest	was	
easy	to	be	understood	by	the	majority	although	there	were	a	few	candidates	who	went	out	of	context	completely.	

•	 Candidates	 tried	 their	best	answering	bullet	point	number	2,	 followed	by	bullet	3	and	1	 is	 the	one	which	most	
candidates	struggled	to	interpret	well.	

•	 Candidates	still	need	to	be	encouraged	to	write	their	answers	in	a	critical	response	way,	whereby	they	should	not	
only	copy	answers	from	the	text	without	explaining	the	meaning	but	they	should	also	infer	or	write	their	analysis	as	
an	addition	to	references	they	copy	from	the	text.		

2. COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

Maghorwero yikaramo

Ñumbu	kudhinunga	kughukaro	ghoyiyama	mufarama	pañanyi,	ghupata	namunu	nomashwayithero	ghamupepi	Mayora	
mutumingwaghana. 

Ghukaro ghoyiyama pañanyi.

•	 Ghukaro	wetu	ne	ghothindhivi,	ghokutokota	noghoghufupi.		Yoyihe yemana pamahimeno ghamunu

•	 Kutupa	 yidya	 yokurikanya	 muyirama	 tu	 tothere	 po.	 	 Yidya yi ha panga yiyama ne yokuwatanaritha ngenyu 
kamaghana podiyo shi ha rughanene munu.

•	 Pakuninga	ngenyu	eshi	ngcamu	dhina	huru,	ku	 tu	pagha	nonyinya	dhishokuru.	 	Munu ne mukenya no ghapira 
ñeke. Mbadi ghapakera thinga kehe thiyama. 

•	 Mbadimo	thiyama	muDagiri	ethi	tha	dimuka	horo	ngambi	yishamberera	munyima	dhokurikanyitha	ngambi	mwaka.	
Munu yoghatokoranga yifa yokehe thiyama

•	 Ngcamu	dhetu	dhodharoghithanga	muve,	dirombo	dyetu	kughutanaritha,	ene	noghofotji	 temba	pakatji	ketu	oyu	
ghamuna	kongandji.		Oghu ne ghoghukenya ghumweya wamunu oghu w aka hura ko.

•	 Ghuparo	wetu	ghoyinyanda	mbadi	gha	ghu	 tawedhera	ghu	ku	koke	kate	kughukarukadhi.	 	Yighama ne mbadi 
yahenganga, kuyipaghaghura munu kehe pano ghana himena.

•	 Mbadiko	thiyama	thokukona	kunyeha	nyinya	dhothimende	paghuhura.		Munu ne mbadi ha feranga ñeke yiyama, 
yomupayi wayo.

•	 Amwe	 mwambiru	 muna	 hengetera	 mwimi	 dhodiva	 dyange,	 mwahe	 ñnyi	 mwakaborane	 kukatomeno	 mwimi	
dhomwaka.		Oghu ne ghushemwa ghorupetho rwamunu.

•	 Kumatwetwe	gha	ya	twahe	kombotukuma.		Kehe thiyama gha thi tungwera munu yifa

•	 Ghuparo	ghothiyama	ne	ghothidiro	noghupika.

•	 Kututhiyeneka	turughane	kate	kwaña	mangcamu	ghetu.
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GHUPATA NAMUNU

•	 Yitangadimba	yetu	yoyihe	kuyikamununa	muñando	dhofotji-munu.

•	 Munu	ne	yomunyathi	ghoshemwa	oyu	tu	di	nendi.	

•	 Tunithe	po	munu	padyango.	

•	 Nunderero	dhokanyombwe	ngambi	madimbitji	ghoyirughana	ne	gha	kuyuvera	kokayenda.	

•	 Munu	ne	thothivareka	ngenyu	othi	thadyanga	this	hi	yi	rughanena.		Ene yofumu ghoyiyama

•	 Noghofotji	temba	ghopakatji	ketu	oyu	gha	muna	kongandji.

•	 Ghuyi	ghoghuparo	wetu	ghuno	ne	kutunderera	kumuthineneko	wawanu.	

•	 Tundithe	po	ngenyu	munu,	nomuyangu	ghoghuparo	wetu	ghuno	ne	wetu	twathinda.	

•	 Turughane	mutenta	noghuthiku,yirama	nomudhimu	mu	kuna	tura	mo	diko	dyamunu.	

•	 Kunyeghenya

•	 Kutwara	kughutho	yikondjera	kate	kuyimyaghedha.		(Odhi	ne	dhondimi	dhoyikondjera	yishihuru)

•	 Munu	mbadu	gha	kara	nothinga	kuyitambo	yawamweya,	ene	kumaghuwa	ghendi	thinda.	(hatokota	nohanu)

•	 Hanu	wahe	ne	hanyathi	

MASHWAYITHERO GHA MUPEPI MAYORA

•	 Ghatangire	 thighamba	 thendi	 no	 ‘mbadi	 na	 kughayara,	 mwashere	 eshi	 ñanyi	 na	 kukare	 nenu	 mutughonda	
tushawingi	(oyi	kwa	yi	ghambere	mukushesha	ñeke	nomakwatithitho	ko	kuyinu	oyi	gha	shanine	kughamba)	mayor	
agha	rughanithire	ndimi	dhomahongaghudhi.	

•	 Mayora	ne	munyanyami	karo	gha	kurupara-	kughutho	ghokufa	kwange,	kuna	kukuyuva	me	eshi	nimupe	ghutari	
oghu	na	ghongawedha.

•	 Mayora	 kuna	 kwitha	 yiyama	 yiyendhendi	 eshi	 ‘mwashere’,	 oghu	 ne	 ghuporotika,	 makurikanyithero-	 oyi	 yina	
kuneghedha	thiperende	thoghupofotji		muyikondjera	notjitju.	

•	 ‘na	tjwathana	me	ghukaro	ghoghuparo	pano	pakaye	nokehe	thiyama	ethi	thin	kupuya	pano	(mahengawero	eshi	
ghana	dimuka	eyi	ghana	kughamba)	pamurandu	gho	kukurupara,	gha	shanine	mandhundhero	ghawaheya.	

•	 Mayoragha	 rughanithire	 mepwerohukera	 (ndimi	 dhomahongaghudhi	 nomandhundhero	 mwene)	 muthighamba	
thendi	thika	ngeno:	pano	mwashere	ghuparo	munye	oghu	wetu?		Ene	oghu	ghuparo	ne	mahimeno	ghokano	kaye	
ndi?	 	Yoyishi	odi	ditunga	dyetu	ne	dihepwe	 thikuma	nokwanga	kurera	awa	ha	 tunga	mo	ndi?	 	Pashanye	 tuna	
kuparera	kemo	mughukaro	ghu?	

•	 Gha	hongaghurire	yiyama	mukuneghedha	yinyeghenya	nokututha	munu	padyango.	

•	 Ghathiyire	ndhagho

•	 Mayora	ne	mupepi	ghothinga	noyiyama	yiyendhendi.

•	 Ghakarire	mughambwereri.
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Under	bullet	point	number	1	‘Ghupata	namunu’	candidates	were	expected	to	extract	answers	from	the	text	which	spoke	
about	how	animals	were	angry	at	people	because	of	the	way	they	(animals)	were	treated.	

On	top	of	 that,	candidates	should	have	explained	 further	what	 the	author	meant.	 	For	example,	Mbadimo thiyama 
muDagiri ethi tha dimuka horo ngambi yishamberera munyima dhokurikanyitha ngambi mwaka.  The candidate 
is expected to go further by explaining what this statement is referring to because this is what critical response 
to a text is all about.  See an example of how candidates can explain the meaning of the given example.  Munu 
yoghatokoranga yifa yokehe thiyama. 

The	next	point	 is	on	candidates	giving	vague	answers	 that	are	 completely	out	of	 content	as	 they	did	not	 link	 their	
answers	to	the	given	text,	it	is	something	completely	new	and	very	far	from	the	meaning	of	the	text.		There	were	some	
candidates	that	analysed	the	text	by	bringing	in	different	theme	that	did	not	link	to	the	text.	

A	few	candidates	misinterpreted	the	term	‘ghukaro	ghoyiyama’	as	behaviour	of	animals	instead	of	ghukaro	ghoyiyama	
as	 the	 lifestyle	of	animals.	 	Candidates	should	be	encouraged	 to	consider	numerous	meanings	of	words	 instead	of	
focusing	only	on	one	meaning.	

ON BULLET POINT NUMBER 2, GHUPATA NA MUNU.

Most	candidates	did	well;		they	understood	what	they	were	expected	to	do	although	there	were	some	few	candidates	
who	misinterpreted	ghupata namunu	as	the	aggressiveness	of	animals	to	people	instead	of	how	animals	were	angry	
with	people.		Still	there	were	some	candidates	who	did	not	explain	the	meanings	of	the	statements	they	pulled	from	
the	text	as	answers.		Candidates	should	write	their	answers	in	a	critical	response	to	a	text	way.		For	example,	Ghuyi 
ghoghuparo wetu ghuno ne kutunderera kumuthineneko wawanu.  Oyi kuna kutongora eshi hayiyama mbadi 
ha himanga ha rughane yoyihe yi ha rughananga endi ha nyande thika di ha nyandanga ene pamurandu shi 
dyo ghayihimanga fumu wagho munu.  Yiyama ne mbadi ya shamberera ku ghukaro ghokemo ene kupira vene 
di h tenda. 

LASTLY ON BULLET POINT NUMBER 3,	candidates	did	better	in	terms	of	writing	their	answers	in	a	critical	response	
way	compared	to	how	they	answered	bullet	point	number	1	and	2.		Here	candidates	were	complimented,	they	managed	
to	analyse	the	meaning	of	what	Mayora	meant. 

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Examiners	should	inform	candidates	that	paper	3	is	not	paper	1,	it	is	not	reading	and	directed	writing.		It	would	
be	best	if	candidates	reference	their	answers	using	statements	from	the	text	to	match	their	answers.		Candidates	
should	be	informed	that	their	answers	must	not	contain	their	own	words	only	but	they	should	be	linked	to	the	text	
(referencing)	because	there	were	some	candidates	who	wrote	their	answers	in	their	own	words	without	referencing.	

•	 Candidates	should	be	taught	how	to	write	critical	response	to	a	text.		Teachers	should	give	enough	examples	of	texts	
that	candidates	can	exercise	critical	response	on	so	that	it	will	not	be	something	new	to	them	in	the	examination.	

•	 Candidates	should	be	reminded	to	pay	attention	to	the	questioning	techniques	during	examination,	they	should	
pay	attention	to	their	choice	of	answers	very	well,	throughout	the	progression	of	the	their	answer,	they	should	see	
if	what	they	are	writing	is	really	corresponding	to	what	they	have	been	asked	or	they	are	out	of	topic.			
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6106
Paper 4

1. Research topic/Thiparatjangwa

All candidates managed to write formulate their research topic although some topics were not researchable topics.  
Candidates should propose their topics to their examiners first before they begin with their researches so that 
only researchable topics would go through.  It is the duty of the examiner to train candidates on how to formulate 
acceptable research topic.  E.g. Kupedhura thitambo thokupanga kambututu ka pirange kupumuna mu thitjo 
thawaMbukushu and not Kupanga mwanuke mbadi gha pumune. 

2. Introduction/Mwingeneno

Most candidates did well in this area.

3. Nundererero dhodirura dyoyifukunya

The main aim of this component is for candidates to explain why they are interested in the research topic they 
chose.  Most candidates did well but a few did not do well because they wrote their paragraphs as though it is a 
story that’s not connected to the topic. 

4. Research objective/thitambo thoyifukunya

Candidates did well, more than 70% managed to indicate what they wanted to achieve at the end of the research. 

5. Research questions/Mepwero ghoyifukunya

Candidates interpreted this sub topic well;  they managed to list questions that they wanted to be answered in the 
process of their research however;  short answer type of questions which requires yes or no as an answer are 
discouraged.  E.g. Pashanye ya karera mudyo kupanga kambututu ka pirange kupumuna mu thitjo thawaMbukushu?

6. Research statement/Yitatumende yoyifukunya

Most centres omitted this sub topic and the few that included it in their research studies did not do quite well, it 
seemed like candidates did not understand what to do.  In this sub topic, candidates are expected to formulate 
research statements which they would concentrate on to gather data of things they do not yet know. 
e.g. Mudyo gho kupanga mwanuke gha ku pire kupumuna mu thitjo thawaMbukushu. 
NOTE:  Research questions can also be interpreted as research objectives, and the research statement must 
correspond with research questions.  See the two examples that were given above. 

7. Research tools/Yighongawedhitha

Candidates knew what content to include here;  they listed materials which they used to collect data, however they 
should not confuse it by including the list of sources neither to describe how they used the tools in order to collect 
data.  Examples of research tools are;  interviews, questionnaires, observation and many more. 

8. Sources/Tunonga

These are the people that candidates approached for better understanding of their research objectives or research 
questions so that they can collect data. It could also be books that have some parts where their research objectives 
were covered; in this case, candidates should write the tittle of the book and the page also attach a copy of the 
page in the appendix (yirameka).  Candidates should not add any other information apart from only listing sources.  
Candidates should have at least two or more sources, not just one so that the findings will be complete.  They need 
to gather information from different people to enable them to make right judgement. 
E.g of sources/Tunonga
Thivagho Vallentinus
Mughongora Astrid
Kana Ngoro
Ndimi Dhetu Ngara 9/10 mutara 140.
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9. Presentation of Findings/Mayarekero ghoyighongawedha. 

Candidates had the correct interpretation of what they were expected to write under this sub section but the layout 
seems to remain a problem for some centres. Some candidates presented their findings very well but some did 
not. It is the duty of the examiner to induct candidates on the acceptable standard or correct format of presenting 
their findings.
E.g. Kutwara mwa mukuru Kativa Imelda ghopaKake, gha ka ni memwene mo yokuhatera ku mudyo gho kupanga 
mwanuke gha pire kupumuna eshi maghana ha  kavaghura hanuke yikorwa yokukuthiya-thiya nomukuningithera 
hanuke ha tanare.  Candidates should lengthen their presentation paragraphs by using discourse markers in order 
to achieve cohesion throughout until the end.  The presentation should look like a literature review, the sources 
must be acknowledged to avoid plagiarism.  Candidates should not yet comment about the findings.

10. Data analysis/Magharaveroyighongawedha

Candidates did well in this sub topic; their effort is appreciated however they are encouraged to put more effort on 
the length of this particular paragraph.  Candidates should analyse their findings, they should say if they agree with 
what they found out or not while giving reasons.  The most effective way to do this is to refer what they think or feel 
with what their sources revealed to them, they can also comment in support about the data they have collected. 

11. Appendix/Yirameka

Candidates did well in this sub-section but some candidates listed sources.  Here candidates should only attach 
pictures which they took during the interview and they should also attach questionnaires if they used some.  Their 
questionnaires must have different hand writings to avoid suspicion of dishonesty.  The 700-1000 words is from the 
1-10 of the table of content. 

OTHER GENERAL COMMENTS

• Examiner’s should read and mark candidates’ work effectively instead of ticking through the paragraphs. 

• Examiners should encourage candidates to use correct Thimbukushu words

• Candidates should study their first drafts before submission of the final report in order to avoid repetition of 
information and incorrect grammar. 

A list of wrong words which candidates used in their research:

1. Yikarakati yongongo  Yitjoro yongongo
2. Kuténda ngongo  Kushindha ngongo (kudhishindha yishwaghe mo yishu) Ndongo ne yo ha tendanga. 
3. Nyama dhokakundhu Yipara/yiñukumuna yokakundhu
4. Kuthisendura   Kuthigemuna ghuthirikanithe
5. Mana    Maghana
6. Purayiti    Karonga
7. Didhindu eshi meyu ghongongo.  This is just meyu ghongongo because didhindu ne yokukukwata, meyu   
 ghongongo kughutho gho ku gha tereka ne mbadi wa ku ghetha didhindu.
 
 Candidates should be encouraged to use terms correctly. 
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6106
Paper 5

1 Quality of recording

The sound quality of the recording is very good however, there was noise when the door was either opened or 
closed. 

2 Range of sample
The range of sample should include 3 good, 4 middling and 3 weak candidates, the sample included only middle 
and majority are good.
It would have been informative to listen to some weaker candidates. 

3	 Comments	on	specific	sections

 Section A:  Presentation – Interpretation of the Assessment Criteria

•	 The examiner has shown a positive and calm attitude conducting the examination to the advantage of the 
candidates. 

•	 The examiner did not interrupt candidates during their presentation
•	 The assessment was a bit generous
•	 Candidates	should	speak	non-stop	fluently	until	they	are	done,	they	should	not	pause	for	too	long	or	repeat	

words as though they are reading.

 Section B:  Discussion – Examining Techniques and the Interpretation of the Assessment Criteria

•	 The examiner has shown a positive and calm attitude conducting the examination to the advantage of the 
candidates. 

•	 The examiner was friendly and helpful during the examination 
•	 Give candidates more open ended questions that will enable them to respond in length. 
•	 The	examiner	was	well	prepared	and	conducted	the	interview	with	confidence
•	 Your interviews were short;  please ensure that they are lengthy in order to draw the right conclusion.

4 Any other relevant comments/recommendations
•	 Administrative checking on the OASF and MS1 must be done on the centre level to avoid wrong adding of 

marks and transfer mistakes
•	 Thank you for a friendly approach during the interviews.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE GERMAN

6112
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

This was the second year that grade 11’s wrote an external exam under the new syllabus.  It became clear from the 
performance of some candidates that they wrote an external examination after only four years of high school teaching.  
The vocabulary just seemed more limited, although many candidates presented a good understanding of German.  
This was also the second year in which the candidates had to cope with numerous months of online teaching.  When 
acquiring a foreign language, this regrettably did not have a positive influence on the performance of some candidates. 

However, it also needs to be mentioned that in of spite such difficult circumstances most candidates demonstrated a 
sound comprehension of the German language.  All answer scripts were written in ink, none in pencil.  This is a pleasing 
development.  This is also true for 2021.  Section 1 was answered well, so even weaker candidates could answer these 
questions with confidence. 

In Section 2 and 3 some questions required a slightly longer answer. Just writing one word sometimes does not give 
a candidate the mark.  Certain expressions needed to be accompanied by a preposition or a verb to make sense.  A 
minority of centres did not practice this sufficiently, maybe due to the ongoing online teaching because of Covid-19.  
Generally, the candidates are familiar with answering Paper 1. 

Generally, spelling in English and Afrikaans is marked generally wrong, but markers were generous when marking.  If 
it sounded like the heard text, the written answer was given a mark.  Some candidates did not even attempt to answer 
some of the questions, which is sad.  Listening Comprehension should be practised during Grade 10 and 11. Some 
learners did not even attempt to answer some of the questions, which is sad.  Listening Comprehension should be 
practiced during grade 10 and 11. 

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Erster Teil: Erste Aufgabe:  Fragen 1 – 8

Most candidates coped well with the pictorial multiple-choice questions.  There was no specific pattern in the occasional 
wrong answer.

1 D
2 B (the difference between Brot and Brötchen was not clear to some candidates)
3 A
4 D
5 C
6 B
7 A (some chose Zwillingsmädchen – did not listen until the end)
8 C (a number of candidates chose D which was Kreisverkehr – the candidates were thus not familiar with that 
word).               
          [8]

Erster Teil:  Zweite Aufgabe:  Fragen 9 – 16

This task was based on a monologue regarding a weather forecast.  Unfortunately, a few candidates did not write any 
answers here. 

9 Zuhörer / zuhöra / zuhöre / NOT suhörer (here other spellings were also accepted if what the candidate 
wrote sounded like Zuhörer) / zuhören (the verb marked wrong)

10 Oktober / oktober / NOT October

11 drei / 3 / NOT drie
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12 Gewitter / gewitta / Regenschauer /NOT Regelschauer / gebitter/ gewittag

13 Nordwesten / nordwästen / NW / NOT Northwesten

14 möglich / möklich / NOT mündlich / wirklich

15 bleibt / bleipt / pleibt / NOT bliebt

16 Wochenende / wochenände / (this time around the markers also tolerated Wochende, with a missing en, 
but it is advised that this should be taught correctly)  [8]

Zweiter Teil:  Erste Aufgabe:  Fragen 17 – 24

This time around candidates also had to answer “richtig” and “falsch” and not “ja” for a correct answer and “nein” for a 
wrong answer.  This text was based on a phone call between a mother and the class teacher about the absence of the 
mother’s son.

Richtig

17 Richtig
18 Richtig / Falsch (Candidates are taught that they should listen for small details which are different and in case of  
this question the statement given could be interpreted both ways by candidates.)
19 Falsch
20 Falsch 
21 Richtig
22 Falsch 
23 Richtig 
24 Richtig                    [8]

Zweiter Teil:  Zweite Aufgabe:  Fragen 25 – 32

This was the first task where candidates could answer more freely.  Full sentences were not expected, but only complete 
phrases, including a correct verb or an appropriate preposition.  Candidates could lose marks if one-word answers were 
too cryptic.  The topic covered an interview between a psychologist and a student enquiring about study methods.  The 
questions were easier, but candidates had difficulty in getting the correct answers.  It needs to be said however, that 
some candidates provided correct answers.

25 Er soll rechtzeitig mit dem Lernen beginnen / auf keinen Fall bis zur letzten Minute warten / er soll die Zeit 
gut managen / er soll jeden Tag optimal gebrauchen

26 genau einteilen / kleine Mengen systematisch (durch)arbeiten

27 das Gehirn kann sich diesen Text leichter merken / leichter lesen / besser behalten

28 (i) gehen sie dreimal um das Haus / NOT in dem / ins Haus

 (ii) Aerobic-Übungenmachen (various spellings of Aerobic were tolerated)  
 Mit dem Hund spielen (any two)

29  (i) von sieben Uhr morgens bis Mitternacht / 12 Uhr nachts / abends / in den       Abend  
(ii) morgens um halb 5 aufstehen und dann lernen / morgens / in den Morgen 

30  Im Schlaf verarbeitet das Gehirn den neuen Stoff / Ohne Schlaf kann das Gehirn den Stoff nicht 
zurückgeben / um die Prüfungen gut zu schreiben.

31  eine Tafel Schokolade essen / ein leckeres Stück Kuchen (only Schokolade and Kuchen were also accepted)

32  nachts den Lernstoff unters Kopfkissen legen  [10]
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Dritter Teil:  Erste Aufgabe:  Fragen 33 – 40

This text was an interview between the interviewer and Helena Haitembu who is a BMW mechanic.  The questions 
were proper multiple-choice questions.  This year again this section proved to be more challenging, mainly because the 
multiple options are most of the time full sentences.  Candidates are required to listen for details which often are quite 
subtle.  Only Question 34 and 37 seemed to be answered wrong.  Candidates chose “selberbezahlt” as the answer for 
question 34 because they did not understand “finanzielle Unterstützung”.  Candidates did not seem to notice the word 
“alte”in question 37.  In these cases candidates chose the wrong options. 

33 C
34 B
35 B
36 C
37 B
38 B
39 A
40 C                     [8]

Dritter Teil:  Zweite Aufgabe:  Fragen 41 – 46

This final set of questions always seem to be more of a challenge for candidates.  Candidates should, however, be 
encouraged to attempt to answer the questions, instead of leaving blank spaces.  The topic of this section covered an 
interview between a teacher and two learners who have to attend detention on a Friday afternoon. 

41  (i) am Freitag(nachmittag)  
(ii) von zwei Uhr bis vier Uhr / zwei Stunden

42  sie dürfen nicht sprechen / sie dürfen nicht essen / sie dürfen keine Hausaufgaben machen / sie dürfen 
kein Buch lesen

43  Carmen findet es gut / es ist eine gute Idee / sie findet es ein gutes Thema

44 Sie unternehmen etwas mit den Freunden / sie machen etwas mit den Freunden / sie besuchen ihre Freunde

45 was sie mit dem negativen Verhalten (im Unterricht) ausrichten / was ihr negatives Verhalten bewirkt

46 Wie kann die Schule mich für meine Zukunft aufbauen?  
NOT:  Wie kann ich die Schule aufbauen / Wie kann ich meine Zukunft aufbauen / TOO SHORT: Zukunft 
vorbereiten  [8]
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Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to all teachers who went above and beyond their call of duty to prepare 
their learners for the school-leaving examinations in an exceptionally difficult year, 2021.

The German Foreign course is only four years, whereas the previous syllabus stretched over five years.  Since they had 
to answer the identical question paper as grade 12 NSSC(O) , the Grade11 results are partly rather poor.

Examiners were rather alarmed at the fact that a number of candidates still could not spell rather basic vocabulary 
correctly. For example, candidates struggled with der Kuchen, das Eiscream, der Hund, spielen, das Geld und gelb,  das 
Mädchen die Menschen, leben und lieben.  Furthermore, the correct use of personal pronouns needs to be practiced 
with the candidates from the junior phases onwards.

Examination centres are encouraged to make their candidates aware of the relevance or word counts at the end of their 
essays.  Valuable content marks were lost if essays exceeds word counts.  Language marks were similarly lost if the 
word count was too low.  The importance of planning essays can therefore not be overemphasized.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Erster Teil:  Erste Aufgabe:  Fragen 1 – 10

1 D
2 B
3 B
4 B
5 C
6 D
7 C
8 D
9 A
10 C                  [10]

Zweite Aufgabe:  Fragen 11 – 16

11 F
12 E
13 G
14 D
15 C
16 A                     [6]

Dritte Aufgabe:  Fragen 17 – 28

17 Nein
18 Ja
19 Nein
20 Nein
21 Ja                     [5]
22 an einem Samstag                  [1]
23 weil auf der Autoscheibe viele Geldscheine lagen              [1]

24 das Geld behalten// damit in den Urlaub fahren // sich ein neues Auto kaufen//           [1]

25 bei der Polizeistation                  [1]
26 Augenblick
27 blitzschnell
28 Fahrt/ fahrt                    [3]
Q2 No mark:  weil die Schreibe knallte // weil das Geld unter dem Scheibenwischer lag // weil der Scheibenwischer 
 das Geld nicht wegwischt //weil etwas an das Auto geknallt war // Papier war auf der Scheibe //
Q27 No mark:  blitz                 [12]
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Vierte Aufgabe:  Frage 29

Auf Anzahl Wörter achten.  Die Notiz muss in Futur geschrieben sein ... Sie wollen eine Party organisieren ... Sie planen 
eine.

• Es wird einen Kuchen geben ... werde einen Kuchen backen/kaufen ... 

 No mark:  kuch, Küche, Kochen, cake, koeken ... 

• Das Geschenk wird ein  kleiner Hund sein//ein Geschenk // ein Haustier/ ein Pitbull, ein Husky ... 

 No mark: dog, hond, puppy

• Es gibt verschiedene Eiscream/sorten

 Wenn ein Besuch bei der Eisdiele geplant ist, gibt es auch einen C-punkt.  [Es steht nicht ausdrücklich in dem  
 Auftrag, dass die Party daheim sein wird.]//  Alle Personen müssen viele Eise essen //

 No mark:  ice-cream, Rahmeis, ice-Crème, Süßigkeiten 

• Die Kinder können verschiedene Spiele im Haus/ am Tisch spielen ... Würfelspiele, Brettspiele ... Monopoly, mit  
 Karten auf einem Brett spielen ... / mein Bruder spielt mit seinen Freunden ein Spiel /

 No mark:  speilen, games spielen, 

• Mit einem Ball Blech/Dosen/Flaschen umwerfen.

 Wenn zweimal die Tätigkeit spielen mit verschiedener Bedeutung korrekt erwähnt /verwendet werden, bekommt  
 der Kandidat zwei C-Punkte.

 No mark:  wenn englische Begriffe, wie SnakesandLadder, für dieses Spiel genannt werden [Mit etwas Humor  
 kann man “Schlangen und Leitern” gelten lassen] // Handball// Wenn aus Frage 4 das Wort/ das Bild Schach  
 verwendet wird.

[5 Communication + 2 Language= 7]

ZWEITER TEIL:  Erste Aufgabe:  Fragen 30 – 39

30 Es ist eine freiwillige Organisation / sie ist weltweit aktiv/ Sie ist international [Eigenschaft nicht mit 
Aufgaben verwechseln] [1]

31 es ist egal aus welcher Religion die Leute kommen/ egal welche Hautfarbe sie haben / egal in welcher Kultur sie 
leben/   [1]

32 von privaten Spendern/ von Regierungen / von großen Geschäften/  [1]

33 sie helfen bei Krankenpflege/ machen Operationen/ helfen bei Epidemien/ verteilen Medizin/ sie helfen, 
um sauberes Wasser herzustellen  [1]

34 es kann tödliche Folgen haben / schmutziges Wasser überträgt Cholera/ 
Kontaminiertes Wasser kann tödliche Folgen haben   [1]

35 alle Arbeit ist freiwillig / Helfer arbeiten in ihrer Freizeit/  
arbeiten im Urlaub / ohne Bezahlung/ Darauf achten:  Was wissen wir von den Helfern, NICHT was tun sie. [2]

36 bei der Geburt [1]

37 mit Tuberkulose/ mit HIV [1]
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38 in Kriegsgebieten / wo eine Naturkatastrophe ist/wenn … Kapstadt und … Natal in einem guten Satz als 
Antwort steht ... / in Südafrika // [1]

No mark: 

Q 31 Diese Hilfe ist für alle Leute//nur Religion und Hautfarbe bekommt keinen Punkt

Q 33 Sie sind Hygiene –Experten

Q 34 Wasser kann tödlich Folgen haben //Cholera übertrügt verschmutztes Wasser

Q 35 Sie helfen in 70 Ländern // Sie wollen das Gesundheitswesen auf der Welt verbessern

Q 36 haben schon viel Frauen bei der Geburt bekommen //haben sehr viele Frauen behandelt /die Geburt und die  
  Kinder behandelt // die unterernährten Kinder von den Frauen werden…

Q 38 Um Naturkatastrophen zu erleichtern // Die Menschen leben in einer Naturkatastrophe //

          [10+5=15]

Frage 39

Bericht muss an die Tageszeitung geschrieben sein.  Betonung liegt die STADTführung.  Kein Besuch in der 
Etoschapfanne, beim Oanobdamm, Otjikotosee, Omatakolodge ...

Wohl aber einen Zoo mit namibischen Tieren./ /Das Oktoberfest besucht//Traditionelle Tänze der Einheimischen 
angeschaut.// Im Central Park // In Swakomund den Ozean angeschaut, darin geschwommen, geangelt … als einen 
C-Punkt.

Die Touristen sind für einen  Tag (nicht für eine Woche oder degl.) mit einem Bus durch die Stadt kutschiert worden.  Der 
Berichterstatter hat die Tour geführt und berichtet.  No mark:  mit einem Auto durch die Stadt gefahren.

 Muss im Perfekt geschrieben sein.

- Woher kamen die Personen?  Ein Land oder Stadt nennen.  [Englische Schreibeweise … wie Germany …  
 No mark]

- In welcher Sprache:  x-beliebige Sprache nennen.

- Welche Sehenswürdigkeiten … Kirche (NOT Küche, Kirsche …)

- Museum  /museum … Theater … Stadtschwimmbad … 

- warum gerade diese(s):  einmalig, wunderschön,  besonderes…geschichtlich bedeutend..

- Wie war das Wetter an diesem Tag?  Sonnenschein / heiß / Wind hat geweht … war gut … 

- Beschreiben Sie eine lustige Situation:  viel gelacht/ viele selfies//Sprachfehler … mit Einheimischen sich  
 versucht zu unterhalten … mit Einheimischen getanzt..

- Welches Problem hat es gegeben?  Kamera verloren, Geldbeutel geklaut …  einen Schaden …   
 Kopfschmerzen … Schlangenbiss … Überfall … Beinbruch … 

- wie haben Sie es gelöst? … alle haben gesucht … zur Polizei gegangen … zum Arzt gebracht …   
 Medikamente … 

See atttached marking grid for written work ADDENDUM D
Communication /Content=10 marks Language 5 marks = 15
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DRITTER TEIL:  Frage 40

Die Frage muss im Futur beantwortet werden.

Die Pläne können stichpunktartig geschrieben sein.

7 Uhr alle Mannschaften anmelden. 8Uhr Anpfiff. 40 Minuten Halbzeit.

Mittagspause.  Nachmittags die besten Gruppen gegen einander.  Gegen 5 Uhr Preisverleihung

Spielfeld gebucht … Schiedsrichter … Fußbälle … Stadion … Fans … Kiosk … Grillfleisch, Musik … Kaffee und 
Kuchen … Trikots … Spiele für die Kleinsten … Unkosten … Preise … Altersgruppen … Eintrittspreise für Kinder und 
Erwachsene … 

See atttached marking grid for written work ADDENDUM D
Communication 5 marks Language 10 marks = 15

Frage 41

ODER

(a) Musik spielt eine wichtige Rolle in unserem Leben

 • Allgemeine Ideen, warum wichtig … in unserem … Leben       
  Nicht:  warum ich Musik gut finde, was Musik mit mir macht und tut.     
  Welche Musiksorten ich mir anhöre … welche Sorten ich doof/cool finde … 

  Musik entspannt, baut Stress ab, beruhigt, baut auf, schenkt kreative Ideen, verbindet Menschen, kann für  
  Harmonie sorgen, vereint Kulturen … man kann als guter Musiker sein Geld damit verdienen … 

(b) Mein/Kein Tag ohne Telefon

 • Es kann eine Schilderung sein, wie der Schüler es mal geschafft hat einen ganzen Tag ohne Telefon zu sein  
  … alle Aktivitäten … neu entdeckte Zeit … Familie …  ODER

  Auf keinen Fall möglich, weil er unentwegt am Handy zugange ist … und sonst den Anschluss an das Leben  
  verpasst … kann nicht Hausaufgaben googeln, verpasst Termine … 

(c) Heute war kein/ ein guter Tag in der Schule.

 • Es muss deutlich sein, warum der gesamte Vormittag IN DER SCHULE mies war … alle ärgerlichen Sachen  
  berichten … verschlafen und gleich Ärger in der ersten Stunde bekommen … Klassenbucheintrag … Anpfiff  
  … Test verhauen … schlechte Noten zurückbekommen … 

ODER

 • Super toll … Überraschungsparty zum Geburtstag … Pauker abwesend … mit Handys in der Klasse   
  gespielt … 

Falls ein Schüler eine filosofische Betrachtung eines guten Tages in der Schule schreibt:  Am Morgen darf ich selber mit 
dem Auto zur Schule fahren;  meine Mitschüler sind den ganzen Vormittag freundlich;  der Lehrer gibt sich große Mühe 
uns …; in der Pause gibt es für jeden Schüler eine freie Cola … dann muss das benotet werden.

See attached marking grid Addendum D
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6112
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

These comments are to be read in conjunction with the Teachers’ Notes  for November 2020.  Most centres conducted 
the Speaking Test well and most examiners prepared themselves thoroughly before the examination.  Candidates were 
usually examined with sympathy and friendliness, and were encouraged by their examiners to achieve their best.

In the Topic/General Conversation, it is important to ask appropriate questions to bring out the best in the candidates. 
Open-ended questions achieve this more successfully than closed ones.  A few examiners tended to dominate the 
conversation and not allowing the candidates to showcase their abilities. Some examiners ask for points of general 
knowledge which is inappropriate in this type of examination.

Most centres kept to the stipulated timings, which are one to two minutes for the Presentation and approximately  
5 minutes on each of the conversations.

Overall, CD recordings were very clear.

Examiners are reminded to familiarise themselves with the content of Examiner’s Notes before conducting the oral 
sessions, and make sure that the candidates are familiarised with the procedure of oral tests throughout the Senior 
Secondary phase.  At times, the moderators had the impression that the candidates had not been prepared carefully 
enough for these oral tests. 

In order for proper examination and moderation to be conducted, the orals have to be 15 minutes, including the warm-
up session of 2 minutes.   Please stick to the time. Shorter orals disadvantage the candidates.  In some cases the 
preparation for the picture stimuli was read.

Range of sample

The range of sample was well covered by most examiners.  Most examiners created a conductive atmosphere and put 
the candidates at ease during the warm-up session. 

The moderators would like to remind the examiners to keep the warm-up sessions short, as they are not assessed.

Task 1:  Picture Stimulus

The examiner should NOT read the questions to the stimulus, as the candidate enters the examination room with 
the prepared answers to the questions.  The examiners must give the candidates the opportunity to elaborate on the 
questions without being interrupted, until all the questions have been answered.
Then a conversation should develop from the picture by pursuing the theme of the picture and related themes, with the 
candidate developing certain issues and applying them to his/her own circumstances.  This is necessary in order to 
evaluate the candidate on his/her impression and responsive mark.

Card A: Few candidates attempted this question.
  Question B and C, candidates struggled with the content and sentence structure, while responding to the 
   questions.

Card B: Very few candidates attempted this question.
  Question B was generally answered in one sentence, most of the candidates did not have the insight 
  to answer the question in detail.
	 	 Question	C	was	answered	efficiently	by	candidates	with	an	extensive	vocabulary.

Card C: This question was attempted by  a fair number of the candidates.
	 	 Question	A,	was	answered	efficiently	by	most	of	the	candidates.
	 	 Question	B,	candidates	did	not	present	efficient	vocabulary	to	make	comparisons.		
	 	 Question	C,	was	answered	efficiently	by	candidates	with	an	extensive	vocabulary.
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Card D: Most candidates attempted this topic.
  Question A was answered fairly accurate by the candidates.

Card E: Few candidates attempted this question.
  Question B and C were generally misinterpreted.

Task 2: Topic conversation

The purpose of this session is to test the oral skills of the candidates.   A lot of candidates read their prepared oral or 
learnt it by heart.  When the questions were asked the candidates were not able to express themselves on the same 
level as during the prepared oral.  

The candidate should speak uninterruptedly for approximately 2 minutes in order to test the quality of the preparation; 
thereafter the examiner should ask prepared questions about the topic.  

Neither a monologue nor a series of prepared questions and answers is allowed.

Topics like “My school”, “My family”, “My daily routine” etc. should be avoided.  The candidates should be able to talk 
about,	for	example	“The	influence	of	technology	in	our	lives”	etc.		Candidates	can	be	tested	sufficiently	with	a	theme	in	
which they have to give their own opinion and state facts. 

Administration

Recording of marks on the OASF should be copied in the order of the MS1.

Individual record card have to be included and sent in numerical order.

A number of corrections had to be made for wrong additions and transfer of marks from the Oral Examination summary 
sheets to the MS1 sheets.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE PORTUGUESE

6113
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

Overall, the question paper was clear and up to standard. 

Overall, candidates across the ability range coped well in this examination, displaying satisfactory competence in 
understanding spoken Portuguese.  Language usage should be encouraged on a daily basis.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

SECTION 1

Exercise 1:  Questions 1 – 8

Candidates experienced some difficulties with this exercise.  Candidates were expected to select the correct picture 
according to the short dialogues heard.  The candidates who struggled to respond correctly are amongst the weakest 
in the group.

Acceptable answers were:

1 C
2 A
3 B
4 A
5 B
6 C
7 D
8 A

Exercise 2:  Questions 9 – 16

This task was based on various announcements in different settings.  Candidates were expected to complete sentences 
with words or expressions heard within the context.

Some candidates had some difficulties in transcribing what they heard, although the words that were written were not 
too divergent from the targeted words.  Spelling mistakes were tolerated as long as, when spoken, they were similar to 
the sound of the answer.  The acceptable answers were:

9  temperatura
10  25/ vinte e cinco
11  calmo
12  junho
13  sardinhas
14  música
15  centro
16 reuniões
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SECTION 2

Exercise 1:  Questions 17 – 24

The task required candidates to listen to a text about a person, who is interested in enrolling in a gym and has a few 
questions to ask.  Candidates had to answer by indicating if the statements were true or false according to the text. 
Some candidates’ work reveal that they guessed on the answer rather than listen carefully to understand the statements.

The accepted answers were:

17  Falso
18  Verdadeiro
19  Falso
20  Falso
21  Falso
22 Verdadeiro
23 Falso
24 Verdadeiro

Exercise 2:  Questions 25 – 34

This task required candidates to listen to a dialogue between a person that was travelling to Brazil and a person that 
works in a bus terminal.  Candidates were expected to answer a series of questions using short sentences or phrases.
Similar to Exercise 2 in Section 1, the misspelling of some answers rendered was not accepted, although minor errors 
were tolerated as long as the meaning was not changed.

25  entusiasmada
26  Brasil/ para o Brasil
27  porque está a estudar português
28  na Universidade da Namíbia
29  tradutora
30  porque quer conhecer uma variante diferente do português/ uma variante da língua portuguesa
31  vai viajar pelo Brasil/ porque é mais prático/ porque tem de ir leve
32 20 kgs/ 20/ vinte quilos
33 17:25/ dezassete e vinte e cinco
34 as malas vão diretamente para o Rio de Janeiro

SECTION 3

Exercise 1:  Questions 35 – 42

Candidates were required to listen to a dialogue about Ilha do Sal in Cabo Verde and then were asked to select the 
correct option from four options presented to complete statements according to the information in the text.

Most of the candidates performed well but it seemed that they guessed the answers in some of the case rather than 
understanding the content.

The accepted answers were:

35 D 
36 B
37 C
38 A
39 B
40 A
41 C
42 D
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Exercise 2:  Questions 43 – 50

This final exercise was a bit challenging for most of the candidates, although there were a few who gave correct answers 
throughout.

The accepted answers were:

43 a preparar o lançamento do terceiro disco/ do disco
44 na igreja
45 gospel/ música de igreja
46 o Héber tinha temas que não se enquadravam no seu projeto a solo
47 trouxe-lhes confiança/ ajudou-os a acreditar neles (any one)
48 música fácil de ouvir/ letras com que as pessoas se identificam facilmente (any one)
49 fizeram bastantes concertos/ estiveram em muitas semanas académicas
50 as músicas são rearranjadas para terem mais força ao vivo

POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHERS

As earlier stated, it was pleasing to see that some of candidates coped well with the format and timing of the listening 
exam. Teachers should keep up with their good work in preparing the candidates for the oral examination. 

In order to further improve the performance, teachers are urged to practice more listening from a wide array of topics as 
stipulated by the topic lists provided.  It is very important that candidates are familiar with the structure and procedures 
of a listening comprehension exercise, so they can focus on listening and answering the questions rather than to be 
familiar with the structure.  It is imperative that above all else, candidates practice transcribing spoken material.  It is 
suggested that candidates be exposed to the vocabulary which can be found in the defined content list.  It was evident 
that some candidates did not really know basic structures and vocabulary, so one thing that teachers can implement 
in the classroom is to teach the vocabulary with flashcards so that learners can remember the vocabulary used in the 
language.  Candidates can also prepare their own flashcards according to the themes and play some games with them.  
Spelling should also be taken seriously as quite a few candidates’ misspelled words to the extent of changing their 
meanings.
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6113
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

The question paper was of the same standard as the previous year, as the candidates’ work presented the same type 
of mistakes.  Overall, the difficulty level of this question paper has not changed, ranging from the easiest to moderate. 
However, there was evidence that the weaker candidates struggled to interpret some questions and failed to understand 
the instructions and as a result they failed to answer a few questions.  It was also evident from the candidates’ work that 
there is a lack of knowledge of the basic vocabulary, language structures and grammar. 

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

SECTION 1

Exercise 1:  Questions 1 – 10

In this exercise, candidates were expected to read short statements and then select the correct picture according to the 
question.  This exercise was well answered by the majority of the candidates, although some of the weaker candidates 
struggled to do well on this exercise.

The expected answers were:

1 A
2 D
3 B
4 B
5 D
6 C
7 C
8 C
9 A
10 B                  [10]

Exercise 2:  Questions 11 – 16

Candidates were expected to fill in the gaps using some words or expression from the text given.  This exercise proved 
to be very easy to the majority of the candidates.  However,  the weaker candidates failed to understand what was asked 
specifically on question 14 and 15, thus resulting in wrong answers.  It is evident from the weaker candidates’ work that 
they lack basic, familiar vocabulary.  They could not follow instructions and they lack reading skills that enable them to  
interpret the questions and find the right answer.

11 Lourinhã
12 parque
13 tamanho
14 percurso
15 exposição
16 criaturas

Exercise 3:  Questions 17 – 28

In this particular exercise, candidates were expected to read a text and then answer three different types of questions, 
namely a true or false exercise, a short answer questions and find synonyms from the text given.  The majority of the 
candidates did well in the true or false exercise and also in the short answer questions. 

However, the synonyms proved to be difficult to the weaker candidates, making it evident once again that the weaker 
candidates revealed a lack of knowledge of basic vocabulary.  This type of exercise should be promoted in class, as the 
work of the candidates revealed that they are not familiar with this type of exercise.

17 F
18 V
19 F
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20 V
21 V
22  três ou quatro elementos/ 3 ou 4 elementos
23 as casas são pequenas/ mais pequenas
24  perto dos trinta anos/ 30 anos
25  mais difícil/ difícil
26  moram
27 casa
28 encontrar

Exercise 4:  Question 29

Candidates were asked to write short message to a friend informing their friend that they he/ she was going on a field trip 
to the Namibe, in Angola.  The majority of the candidates answered well this question, although some did not address 
all the prompts. 

Section 2

Exercise 1: Questions 30 – 38

Candidates had to answer some questions using the information presented in the text given.  The majority of the 
candidates answered well, including the weaker ones.  It was evident that even the weaker candidates were able 
to understand the questions, select the information and then answer.  All candidates were able to locate the right 
information from the text.  The main difference lies in the fact that strong candidates are able to then adapt the answers 
and weaker candidates will only be able to select the information and copy it without any changes.  Some candidates 
also just copied statements from the text that did not include the correct answers.  

30 que havia cada vez mais objetos de plástico na areia e no mar

31 que era difícil apanhar os bocados mais pequenos

32 para ajudar na recolha de plástico

33 Feira da Ciência do Google

34 cem jovens/ cem jovens de todo o mundo/ 100 jovens

35 45 mil euros/ quarenta e cinco mil euros/ 45000 euros

36 mistura de óleo vegetal/ pó

37 máquina de lavar a roupa

38 arranjar uma empresa o ajude a produzir o seu modelo/ o modelo possa ser usado em todo o mundo (any one)

Exercise 2:  Question 37

In this exercise, candidates were asked to write an opinion article for a local newspaper about a specific episode of their 
favorite TV series.   Candidates had to follow some prompts.  This question proved to be a bit challenging for some 
candidates, as they failed to use the adequate vocabulary.  The candidates’ work also revealed that candidates lacknot 
the skills of organising their writing work, as they presented their pieces of writing without introduction, development 
and conclusion.
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Exercise 1:  Question 38

Candidates were expected to write a text where they would apply for a job and present the reason why they are the right 
candidate for the job.  The majority of the candidates failed to understand what they were expected to do so most of 
them failed to present convincing text.  Some weaker candidates just copied information from the text.

Exercise 2:  Question 39

The last question consisted of three themes and the candidates had to choose one of the three themes to write about.  
A few candidates chose the first option, where they had to write a blog about a cleaning campaign organised by a friend 
in their school.  Most of the candidates chose the second option where they were invited to watch a movie at the cinema 
and they had to describe the whole experience.  Those candidates who chose the third option had to write a letter to a 
Portuguese friend where they would tell them that they would travel to Portugal and what he/she were supposed to do 
once they arrived in Portugal.  Due to the fact that the candidates had three options to choose from, it was evident on 
the candidates’ work that they selected the option that they better understood and thus they were able to score a good 
marks.  Overall, the prompts given were used successfully and allowed the candidates to organise their text.

POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHERS

It was very pleasant to notice that a few teachers have been making efforts in allowing the candidates to have an 
adequate preparation for this question paper.  Teachers should try to encourage candidates to write neatly.  Similar 
exercises to the ones that are in the question paper should be given to learners on a regular basis.  Candidates should 
be exposed to a wide range of vocabulary and all the papers given throughout the school year should somewhat reflect 
the structure of the final question paper.  Teachers should advise the candidates not to neglect basic information or 
vocabulary and to follow instructions carefully.  Some revision work should be carried out before the final examination 
to ensure candidates are able to answer basic questions.  The preparation of the candidates for the final examinations 
should include the use of previous questions papers, so that candidates are familiar with structure of the paper, as well 
what is expected of them in each single question. 

There is a clear misconception that the learners need to be “trained” for this assessment, which is right when it comes 
to being familiar with the structure of such assessment.  However, in a foreign language we do not train the candidates 
to answer a certain question.  Teachers need to start providing the learners from Grade 8 with the right tools, meaning 
enhancing their skills, and teaching Portuguese as a communicative language, and not learning things by hard.  Teachers 
should practice with students the use of mind maps, brainstorming and other techniques that help candidates organise 
their writing work better.  There is a need to give the candidates a “pool” of vocabulary and grammatical structures that 
will allow them to answer questions and feel confident about his/ her work.
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6113
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

Overall, the quality of the recording submitted was good.  It was evident that some examiners were well prepared for 
this examination, thus creating the adequate environment to conduct an oral.  However, there were a still few examiners 
who did not follow correct procedures and failed to create conducive environment to the candidates. 

It is very important that the examiners take their time to read all the instructions and prepare a set of questions for each 
of the topics presented. 

The warm-up session is crucial to set the tone for the rest of the examination and this will impact directly on the 
performance of the candidate.  Examiners should ask the candidates some personal questions, namely name, age and 
other personal details but refrain from exploring the personal life of the candidate and never ask questions regarding 
other members of the candidate’s family.

This examination should be prepared beforehand and examiners should read carefully all the Booklet of the Examiners 
Notes. 

Most centres forwarded the CD samples. However, there were still some USBs that were submitted blank.  Before USBs 
are dispatched, spot checks must be done to assure that every candidate’s recording is clear. 

Administration work was carried out as stipulated this year.  In order to ensure fairness in this examination throughout 
all centres, all the examiners should comply with the notes and procedures of the speaking examination.

Task 1:  Picture Stimulus

It is crucial that all examiners know that it is the examiner who selects one picture from the five pictures given and that 
the examiner should use the questions provided as a guideline.  As stated in the Examiner’s Notes, a conversation 
should develop from the picture but the examiner should abstain from taking the lead in the conversation and from not 
allowing the candidates to express their opinion. 
Open-ended questions should be asked by the examiners to allow the candidates to develop the conversation.  It is very 
important that examiners are prepared to reformulate a question in case the candidate doesn’t understand the questions 
asked.  It is also very important that the examiners prepare a set of questions according to each picture before hand 
so he/ she can use them as the examinations proceeds.  It is of the utmost importance that candidates are given the 
opportunity to develop the questions without being interrupted.  Examiners should focus on always asking questions 
related to the theme chosen, rather than deviating from the theme of the picture.

Card A: Planos para o Futuro
Most of the candidates were able to develop this theme.

Card B: Desportos e Tempo Livre
This topic was well discussed by candidates, as most of the candidates were very familiar with this theme.

Card C: Poluição
This topic was well answered by some candidates, but some weaker candidates failed to answer adequately.

Card D: Viajar
This topic was well answered by the candidates with a knowledge of the world around them, as some weaker candidates 
struggled to develop this theme due to their limited knowledge of vocabulary as well as surroundings.

Card E: Dieta Saudável
This topic was well answered in general by the stronger candidates because they were very familiar with it, but some 
weaker candidates failed to develop more than just the description of the food in the picture.

Task 2: Presentation of a topic 
It was clear that some candidates were well prepared, thus they were able to develop their presentation and expose 
their ideas.
However, in the range of the samples submitted, it was evident that some examiners did not consider this part of the 
examination, some examiners didn’t allow the students to develop their ideas freely, some examiners did not inform the 
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candidates that they could choose a topic, which they had to prepare beforehand, and some examiners encouraged 
the candidates to talk in this part of the examination about themselves or their life.  More attention should be given by 
the examiners to how this part of the examination is conducted.  It is of utmost importance that all candidates have the 
same opportunities to present their selected topic in the conducive environment to assure fairness and equality in the 
examination process. 

Quality of recording

Most of the recordings were clear.  A few USBs were blank.  After transferring the content into the USB, examiners 
should check and listen to the USB to make sure that the examination is recorded, as well as to guarantee that the 
sound is good.

Range of samples

A good range of samples was submitted.

Examination techniques

Some of the examiners conducted the examination in a very calm and assuring attitude, creating the perfect atmosphere 
for the candidates to excel.  The warm-up session are crucial as examiners should remember that the warm-up session 
sets the tone for all examinations.  Some examiners forgot their role during the examination and failed to allow candidates 
to speak their minds and present their point of views and ideas.  Examiners should allow candidates to expand their 
questions and refrain from speaking more than the candidates themselves.  Candidates should be asked open-ended 
questions to allow them to extend their answers.  Examiners are advised to not allow candidates to enter the oral 
examination room with notes, as they tend to read as they present.

A few examiners were clearly unprepared and unaware of the procedure of such an examination.

Administration

Some centres submitted blank USBs and back-ups had to be requested.  It is highly appreciated when an examiner’s 
work is tidy and correct.

Internal moderation

Administrative checking must take place at the centres. 

POSITIVE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EXAMINERS

Examiners should take into consideration the previous’ years question papers and prepare the candidates throughout 
the year.  Candidates should be well aware of the structure of the oral, as this will result in a more positive and confident 
attitude of the candidates towards this particular examination.  Examiners should run a mock-up session during the 
school year to assure that he/she are familiar with the structure.  It is also to ensure that the candidate is at ease with 
the examination.  Examiners should focus on the warm-up as it sets the tone for the entire examination. 
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GEOGRAPHY

6137
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

In relation to last year, there were no improvements in candidates’ performance.  Although questions were clear, 
candidates did not interpret instructions like “explain, discuss and suggest” correctly and lost marks.

Incomplete, two-word answers are a huge concern.  Candidates should write sentences to state their answers.  Vague 
and incomplete answers cannot score marks.  The use of comparative terms e.g. higher, lower, increase, decrease is 
compulsory if a question requires a candidate to indicate a change, differentiate or compare.  Candidates should be 
taught to extract, interpret and analyse geographical information from sources.

The question paper was on par with the syllabus as all Assessment Objectives (A, B, & C) were included.

It is very important for candidates to know that when answers are numbered, only one answer per number is allowed.  
Markers will only mark the first answer if there are more than one.  The markers will not choose for the candidate.  Every 
number must have only one answer.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1 (a) (i) Fairly well answered, though most candidates could not calculate the temperature range and 
gave wrong answers.

Expected answer:
Monday/21st [1]

 (ii) Fairly well answered.  Most candidates were able to score marks for stating observation, but 
could not give the unit of measurement and just lifted from the Table e.g. 6 oktas, 2 oktas, 7 oktas.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Estimated by eye/observation/look at the sky
Number of eights of the sky which is covered/proportion of the sky covered/measured in oktas
Plotted within circle/station plot
1 mark = estimation and 1 mark = shown on map [2]

 (iii) Well answered.  Most candidates were able to answer two out of three of the answers correctly.  
Some did not write wet and dry bulb thermometer in full.

Expected answers:
A wet and dry bulb thermometer/hygrometer
B Anemometer
C Barometer/aneroid barometer/bargraph  [3]

 (iv) Poorly answered.  Candidates mostly referred to how the instrument used to measure the 
temperature function, but not how it is used.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Read of maximum temperature/at right hand side
Read minimum temperature at left hand side
Read at lower end of each index/read index closest to the mercury
Work out difference between maximum and minimum
Read at eye level
Reset with magnet/bring index back to mercury with magnet [4]
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(b) (i) Fairly well answered.  However, candidates did not use comparative terms such as higher, 
more and darker to describe the differences.

Expected answers:
Differences such as
Nimbostratus are more likely to bring rain
Nimbostratus are at a lower level/altocumulus at a higher level
Form a more complete cloud cover/altocumulus small, loose sections
Are darker/grey but altocumulus are white
Nimbostratus consist of more water droplets/altocumulus more ice crystals

Must use comparative terms if, not referring to both cloud types [3]

 (ii) Well answered.  Candidates were able to identify the answer as “rainfall” using the source.

Expected answers:
Both lead to rainfall [1]

 (iii) Fairly well answered.  Many scored marks for evaporation and rising air.  Candidates could not 
explain all the processes involved in cloud formation.

Expected answers:
Heating from overhead sun/high angle/shining directly
High temperatures/hot climate
Evaporation/transpiration/evapotranspiration
High humidity
Uplift/rising water vapour/air
Reaches cooler air
Large amount of condensation
Saturation
Clouds heavier than rising air/convection currents – water droplets fall [6]

(c) Poorly answered.  Candidates mostly described the reasons for natural environment destruction 
instead of the impacts of human activity on the rain forest e.g. cutting down of trees for firewood 
instead of increased run off as an impact caused by fewer trees.

Expected answers:
Uses named examples of tropical rain forest areas
Amazon/Congo basins/etc.
Comprehensive and accurate statements explaining the impacts of human activities on the natural 
environment – including some place specific reference.
Species/types/numbers threatened with extinction
Loss of habitat – specific areas
Loss of food chains/nutrient cycles
Interception reduction
Increased run-off/less infiltration
Less groundwater storage
Causing floods
Soil is washed away/eroded
Reduced soil fertility
Increased sediment in rivers
Reduce transpiration/evapotranspiration
Reduced humidity
Reduced rainfall

If candidates just list = max 2 marks [5]
    [25]
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2 (a) (i) Poorly answered - Most candidates wrote 1200 mm / 1400 mm and not in between.  Candidates 
did not have the skill (AOB) to interpret the source given.

Expected answer:
Any value between 1201 to 1399 mm [1]

 (ii) Poorly answered - Most candidates wrote “river system” instead of area drained by the river and 
its tributaries.  Candidates did not mention the “highland” (watershed) that separates drainage basins.

Expected answers:
A An area of land drained by a river and its tributaries [1]
B Area of high land which surrounds drainage basins/separate drainage basins [1]

 (iii) Poorly answered - Candidates failed to first describe the difference in discharge of X & Y and 
thereafter suggest reasons for the differences.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Description
Discharge will be greater at Y/smaller at X
Reasons Res. 1
The river has gathered water from a larger area at Y/smaller area at X
Tributaries will have joined by Y/X is only a tributary
Y is a higher order stream/river/X is a lower order stream
X is near the source/Y is further downstream

Must use comparative terms if not mentioning both X and Y [3]

 (iv) Fairly answered.

Expected answer:
W = delta [1]

 (v) Fairly answered.  Candidates were able to obtain two marks for referring to deposition of materials 
and absence of strong ocean currents.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
The delta is formed as a result of:
Deposition of sediment/alluvium by river
River channel shallower/more friction
Water covers a larger area/slows down
As speed of flow slows down/river cannot carry load
Absence of major tidal flows/currents
Impact of salt water causes further deposition/flocculation
Distributaries form [4]

(b) (i) Well answered.

Expected answers:
Features should ideally be evident from photographic evidence though some observations may be by 
implication.

Ideas such as
Steep sided valley
Narrow valley floor/river occupies all valley floor/no floor
Plain /V-shaped valley
Limited vegetation
Narrow river/stream
Steep long profile
Contains rock materials
White water/appears fast flowing
Waterfall  [4]
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 (ii) Poorly answered.  Candidates did not link weathering and erosional processes with the change 
of the shape of the river valley.

Expected answers:
Processes such as

Weathering process such as freeze-thaw; biological, etc.
River erosion processes such as corrasion; corrosion; hydraulic action; etc.

No maximum for weathering/mass movement/river erosion

Candidates should explain how the processes have shaped the landscape rather than simply describing 
its features or naming the processes.  Credit written answers or information included as part of labelled 
diagrams (do not double credit). [5]

Example studied Res. 1

(c) Well answered.  Candidates failed to provide examples of floodplains, for which one mark was reserved.

Expected answers:
Advantages
Agriculture/fertile soils
Water for irrigation
Communications (by river; by road/rail on flood plain)
River is a source of food/fish
Flat building land/settlement buildings

Disadvantages/difficulties
Flooding
Instability of foundations
Need to bridge river
Often densely populated/competition for space
Water-borne diseases
Pollution of river leads to food contamination
Many water animals dangerous to people/loss of life

Candidates should describe both advantages and disadvantages for people living on a flood plain.  Credit up 
to 5 maximum for advantages/disadvantages.
Candidates could refer to examples they have studied, if so these can be credited as development marks 
(max 2).  Award max 1 for an example in isolation. [5]
    [25]

3 (a) Fairly well answered - Many candidates referred to the types of farming systems instead of describing 
farming as a system by using examples.

Expected answers:
Input and example e.g. precipitation/any relevant human or physical input (1)
Process and example e.g. milking/any relevant farming process (1)
Output and example e.g. milk/any farm produce (1)

The support with examples should be correct for a mark to be awarded [3]

(b) (i) Well answered.  Most of the candidates managed to give the two types of farming being practised 
in Areas A & B.

Expected answers:
A – Subsistence / mixed farming/communal/small scale
B – Commercial / stock farming/large scale [2]

 (ii) Fairly well answered.  Many candidates failed to link the annual rainfall and different agricultural 
zones in Namibia as shown on the map.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as:
Above 400 mm/> 400 mm to the NE of the country/
Mixed livestock and crop farming/large stock (cattle)
Below 400 mm/< 400 mm to the S/SW of the country
Small stock farming (sheep)/transition between cattle and sheep [4]
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 (iii) Poorly answered.  Candidates were not able to estimate the size.

Expected answer:
± 20 000 km2 – 30 000 km2 [1]

 (iv) Poorly answered.  Candidates were able to name factors that influence, but were not able to 
discuss how the factors influence farming systems in Namibia.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as:
Availability of surface water – permanent rivers far N and S

– dams lead to uneven concentration of agriculture practise e.g. 
Hardap Scheme

Fertility of soil – N soil more fertile than S
Type of vegetation – taller, dense to N, scattered in S
Land ownership – N communal/state land, central/ S private owned
Production structures – commercial versus subsistence
Production techniques – traditional versus scientific methods
Transport routes available – to send products to markets
Marketing opportunities – accessibility to markets

– demand for product
Capital available for input – determines agricultural system
Education level – determines production techniques [5]

(c) (i-ii) Poorly answered.  Many candidates were confused between ways and strategies that can 
make and ensure sustainability of agriculture in Namibia.

Expected answers:

 (i) Ideas such as:
Production of healthy/organic food
Protection/improvement of the environment
Resources/water/soil conservation
Use natural fertilisers/pest elimination [2]

 (ii) Ideas such as:
Plant breeding
Limit use of marginal land for agricultural purposes
Use alternative fertilisers/biodynamic agriculture using homeopathic preparations as 
fertilisers/organic fertilisers
Reduce population growth
Agroforestry
Rotational cropping/mixed cropping
Rotational grazing
Contour ploughing/terracing
Wind breakers
Permaculture which provides a holistic methodology
Select crops according to water needs [3]

(d) Fairly well answered.  Many candidates scored marks on overgrazing, desertification and bush 
encroachment.  Candidates lost marks because they could not describe and explain the changes 
that overstocking causes.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as:
Overgrazing/reduced vegetation
Reduce biodiversity
Loss of habitats/ecosystems
Loss of plant/animal species
Soil erosion increases
Leads to desertification
Climatic change
Increased run-off
Less infiltration
Less soil moisture
Leads to bush encroachment [5]
    [25]
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4 (a) (i) Poorly answered.  Many candidates answered without suggesting the reasons why primary 
industry’s employment was low and secondary and tertiary employment were higher.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Mechanisation
Rich countries can import food/raw materials
Industry and services more important
Labour prefers to work in industry and services/or reasoning
Many raw materials exhausted [2]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Many candidates failed to make use of comparative terms i.e higher, most, 
largest, etc.

Expected answers:
Features such as
Largest sector – tertiary 
Secondary second largest [1]

 (iii) Well answered.  Many candidates scored full marks by stating the changes between the years.

Expected answers:
Changes such as
Increase of proportion in tertiary
Decline in primary
Decline in secondary [2]

 (iv) Fairly well answered.  Many candidates managed to earn a mark for better education/qualification/
training to be employed in the secondary and tertiary sector.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Competition in manufacturing with other countries
More developed economies – greater demand for services
Greater development of high tech. industries
More sophisticated/educated labour force
Countries can afford to import primary products/manufactured goods
More live in urban centres where secondary and tertiary sectors concentrated
Manufacturing/agriculture becoming more mechanized
Tertiary employment better paid
Exploiting cheaper workforce in manufacturing in developing countries [2]

(b) (i) Fairly well answered.  Many candidates scored marks for Walvis Bay/Luderitz (location), but 
could not score the maximum by explaining the factors in full.

Expected answers:
Fishing industry in Walvis bay or Lüderitz
Electricity for processing - NAMPOWER/Erongo Red/Wind Power
Water for processing – Kuiseb River
Capital from banks and government/partnerships/foreign companies/investments
Money to buy machinery
Money to pay workers
Multiplier effect
To set up infrastructure
Labour: Skilled – handling equipment e.g. sonar

Unskilled – cutting/packaging
Market – local as well as export markets – Europe/Far East/South Africa, etc.
Raw materials – fish from the ocean/upwelling water/marine food chain/length of coast

Transport systems – road links to Southern Africa – refrigerated trucks, air/sea transport/harbor
Site – near harbor/open space

Listing = max 2 marks [7]
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 (ii) Well answered.  Many of the candidates were able to describe the economic sectors by linking 
them with examples.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as – example 
Raw materials is extracted e.g. fish
The raw material is processed e.g. cutting, cleaning, packaging, pre-cooking, sorting, filleting, washing
A service is rendered by selling the fish produce [3]

(c) (i) Poorly answered.  Many candidates could not explain the causes of overfishing in detail, they 
rather stated “what overfishing” is.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Profit motive
Demand fish as food source
Increasing population
United conservation or control methods
Shortage of capital to implement conservation procedures 
Ignorance/turning a blind eye on conservation methods
The use of modern equipment to detect fish
Lack of enough fish to breed more fish [4]

 (ii) Well-answered.  Many candidates scored marks although they listed rather than described.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
EEZ/Exclusive Economic Zone
TAC/Total Allowance Catch/quotas/specific amounts catches allowed
Monitoring and patrolling
Certain net size/type
Regulates minimum size of fish
Certain fishing seasons
Needs permit/license [4]
   [25]

5 Question 5 in general was not difficult but to the candidates it was, as if they misinterpreted the questions.  
The candidates mismatched the answers.

(a) (i) Well answered.  Many candidates were able to mention the regions, although some candidates 
were not able to identify “Far North”.

Expected answer:
Far Northern areas / Zambezi region
Any relevant area [1]

 (ii) Well answered.  Most of the candidates know the formula of calculating population density.

Expected answers:
Divide population by area/number divided by area/written as a formula
2 606 971/825 615 = 3.15/3.2 km² [2]

 (iii) Fairly well answered.  Most of the candidates used comparative terms like “more”, “less” people 
instead of densely or sparsely populated.

Expected answers:
Densely populated areas:
In coastal towns/near the sea/Swakopmund, Walvis Bay, Lüderitz
In the North of the country
Central parts of the country
In clusters corresponding with towns and cities/ Windhoek, Rehoboth, Rundu, Ondangwa Res. 1

Sparsely populated areas:
Desert areas/coastal areas
National parks/conservancy areas Res. 1 [4]
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(b) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates listed the answers instead of giving reasons.  The candidates 
also gave the answers of question (c) (i).  Some candidates only wrote the push and pull factors.

Expected answers:
Reasons such as
Differences in precipitation/rainfall
Coastal location encourages trade/fishing
Thus development of industry/settlement/tourism
Namibia has as arid/semi-arid/dry climate
Availability/supply of water
Productivity of land viable
Variety of vegetation
Variety in soil fertility
Availability of transport routes
Availability of capital to invest in industry
Availability of social factors such as housing/health services/education
Government investments in infrastructure
Mining industry
Communal versus commercial farming land [7]

(c) (i) Well answered, although some of the candidates failed to use comparative terms e.g. lower 
death rate and higher birth rate.  Some used terms like “Good, availability” instead of “Better or 
improved” health services.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as:
Lower/decreased death rate/increased life expectancy Res. 1
Improved health services/medical supplies/hospital
Improved water provision
Improved sanitation/hygiene
Better diet/secure food supply
Improved living standard
Clean water supply Any 2

Higher/increased birth rate Res. 1
Children have to work on fields/children status symbol
Children look after parents in older ages/ tradition
Limited education on the use of contraceptives
Traditional beliefs ban the use of contraceptives
Traditional believes to have many children
Religious believes Any 2 [6]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates concentrated more on reasons for higher death rate.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as:
HIV/AIDS
Decreasing infant mortality
More women are involved in the economy/have careers/improved status of women/emancipation of 
women/more women in tertiary education
Better level of education in family planning/birth control/use of contraceptives
Materialism
Increased cost of living
If listing = max 1 [5]
   [25]
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6 (a) (i) Well answered.

Expected answer:
Central Business District [1]

 (ii) Well answered, although some candidates experienced difficulties differentiating between X and Y.

Expected answers:
Similarity both are on
Edge of city/away from centre
Are close to roads/within easy reach of roads

Differences
A is closer to centre (in urban area)/ B is in a more rural location
A is closer to motorway
A is further north
A near river/B is not [2]

 (iii) Poorly answered.  Candidates gave the location of shopping centre Y, instead of suggesting 
reasons for the location e.g. close to a road instead of close to road for easy access for customers.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Low cost land in rural area
Plenty of space in rural areas; for large car parks/expansion (dev)
Proximity to urban area for large number of customers
Road/motorway provides easy access for customers/delivery
Away from congested area in CBD [3]

(b) (i) Well answered.

Expected answers:
Photograph B = city
Photograph C = village
Photograph D = town [3]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Interpretation of the source was very poor as most candidates just lifted 
information from the source instead of analysing the information.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
A diagram showing the size/importance of settlements/services/an arrangement of settlements by rank 
order
In any area there will be more low order settlements/villages than high order/cities
More services/variety of services are found in larger settlements/high order than small one/low order
High order services in cities/high order settlement
High order settlement/cities have a larger sphere of influence
High order settlements/cities have a larger threshold population [5]

 (iii) Fairly well answered.  Candidates only wrote from the customer’s perspective and did not 
differentiate or specify amongst high/low order, comparative terms.  Most candidates only lifted 
information from the source.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
People will travel further for higher order services
People will travel to buy specialist goods example
People travel further to buy comparison goods rather than convenience goods
Some services are likely to be used less/more frequently than others
Some centres offer more shops/wider range/opportunity to shop around/get cheaper prices
People travel further for some services to seek better quality
Some services may have a larger sphere of influence
Some people live in settlements with fewer services than other people/people who live in villages have 
further to travel than city dwellers for many services
People will travel further when value off sets extra transport costs. [6]
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(c) Poorly answered.  It seemed candidates did not know the term urban “sprawl”.  Candidates referred 
to problems of informal settlements.

Expected answers:
Ideas such as
Traffic congestion as many people live in new developments commute to work in CBD
Loss of farmland due to new housing development
Loss of farmland due to road construction
Atmospheric pollution due to increased traffic 
Noise pollution due to increased traffic
Loss of original rural areas’ authenticity
Loss of recreational areas
Loss of biodiversity
Loss of ecosystems
Possible water pollution if rivers run in area [5]
    [25]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS

• Teachers should emphasize and make sure that candidates are familiar with command words being used and that 
they know how to respond to them in a correct way to score marks.

• Many candidates struggled to use comparative words such as higher, more, less, fewer, better, etc.

• Command words are to be emphasized for teaching and assessing of candidates.

• Candidates must follow the guidelines given in the syllabus to ensure they understand the assessment objectives 
for Geography, namely Knowledge with Understanding, Analysis, Judgement and Decision Making.
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6137
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

The standard of performance of the candidates remains the same as it was in 2020.

Candidates continue to struggle with the following skills: calculations, directions, drawing and reading of different graphs, 
comparisons as well as the use of proper geographical terminology to express them.

There are still too many candidates who did not answer the first question on map work.  Basic map reading skills seem 
to be above their level of understanding.

The biggest concern was that it seems that candidates appear to be confused and did not know how to answer question 
papers on this level.

1 (a) Poorly answered.
Candidate still find it difficult to determine the seconds and to write down the correct directions.

Expected answer:
34°11’17” [16 - 19”] S;
22° 08’28” [27 - 30”] E [2]

(b) (i) Well answered.

Expected answer:
ESE  [1]

 (ii) Poorly answered.
Most of the candidates struggled with the determination of bearing.

Expected answer:
180° + 97°= 277° [275°- 279°] [2]

 (iii) Fairly well answered.
Most of the candidates were able to use the formula to determine the distance, but it seems they 
have difficulties with determination of the map distances in centimeters.

Expected answer:
15.7 cm [15.6-15.8] × 0.5 = 7.85 km [7.8 - 7.9 km] [2]

(c) (i) Fairly well answered.
However, candidates are still confusing relief with drainage.

Expected answers:
On lower lying land / away from higher lying land.
On gentle slopes / away from steeper slopes
Some around perennial rivers
Some around non perennial rivers
Around areas with some types of roads [2]

 (ii) Poorly answered.
Candidates did not understand the meaning of irrigation farming and, therefore, could not provide 
the evidence.  Most of them referred to cultivated lands.

Expected answers:
Perennial rivers
Reservoirs
Perennial water
Furrows
Wind pumps [3]
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(d) Well answered.

Expected answers:
Beaches / sand
Peninsula / point / headland
Bay / cove
Islands
Cliffs / wave - cut platform
River mouth
Cave
Coastal rocks
Steep / gentle slopes  [4]

(e) (i) Well answered.

Expected answers:
Hotels / holiday resorts
Caravan Parks
Rifle range
Golf course
Recreation ground
Beaches / bays for swimming / sunbathing / fishing
War memorial / museums  [4]

 (ii) Poorly answered.
Candidates refer to map evidence of services instead of types of services.
E.g. Schools instead of education.

Expected answers:
Education
Religious
Communication
Administrative
Health  [2]

(f) Poorly answered.
Candidates did not understand the term physical features of the river.

Expected answers:
Perennial river
Meandering river
Braiding / islands / eyots
Wider / march and vlei
Flow towards the east
Ox-bow lake  [3]

2 (a) Fairly well answered.

Most of the candidates were able to identify some of these landforms.

Expected answers:
A. Spur
B. Flood plain / valley floor
C. Meander
D. Ox-bow lake
E. Levee / embankment [5]
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(b) Poorly answered.
Candidates did not know about the long profile of a river.
They did not refer to a specific location of the river and the correlating characteristics of the parts of the river. 
Instead, they wrote only some general comments.

Expected answers:
Gentle(r) near the mouth / lower course
Steep(er) near the source / upper course
Flat at the mouth.
Concave
Graded
Waterfalls near the source / upper course
More irregular in upper course.
Delta at the mouth
Points require locating when indicated above. [3]

3 (a) Well answered.

Expected answers:
Plates moving towards each other
Plates moving north west and south east. [2]

(b) Poorly answered.
Candidates found it difficult to understand the term, distribution and to analyse the diagram.

Expected answers:

 (i) Pacific Ocean
Close to / west of / along plate boundary
Off the east coast of Japan. [1]

 (ii) In Japan / Islands
Further from/ away from plate boundary.
West of shallow earthquakes [1]

 (iii) In sea of Japan / China
Far from plate boundary
West of other earthquakes
Off west coast of Japan
In south / Philippine plate / near Philippine plate [1]
Allow on Eurasian plate in either (i) or (ii)
Allow linear pattern in (b)

(c) Poorly answered
Candidates did not use the diagram to show the occurrence of earthquakes, but answered in general. They 
referred to plates that collide, slide, converge or move away from each other, instead of using the diagram to 
show the plates actually converged.

Expected answers:
Plates converge
Subduction / description of subduction
Pacific plate beneath Eurasian Plate
Friction
Compression / stress / pressure
Fracturing / faulting / sudden movement
Release of energy
Benioff Zone/ earthquake zone deeper to west [3]

4 (a) (i) Well answered.

Expected answer:
1.225 [1]

 (ii) Well answered.

Expected answer:
Decrease [1]
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 (iii) Well answered.

Expected answers:
Decreases it (total population)
Slow rate of increase
Decreases growth rate
Increases population totals [1]

(b) Fairly well answered.
Most learners scored a mark for the plotting, but could not score a mark for the dashed line.

Expected answers
Points plotted at 24 BR and 6 DR.
Points joined by continuous and dashed lines [2]

(c) Fairly well answer.
Candidates who could determine the correct stage, could not give the correct reasons.  However, there were 
many candidates who supplied the wrong stage.

Expected answers:
Stage: 3
Reasons: BR high / decreasing

DR low / decreasing/constant
(birth rate higher than death rate=1)
Gap between BR and DR decreasing [3]

5 (a) Poorly answered.
Candidates did not understand the meaning of distribution, therefore, they gave reasons for the shortage of 
food in developing countries.

Expected answers:
Tropical (not near the equator)
LEDCs / none in MEDCs
Most / many in Africa
India
A few / some in South / Central America
A few / some in South east/ South / East Asia  [3]

(b) (i) Well answered.

Expected answer:
Failed rains / drought / No rainfall [1]

 (ii) Well answered.
Expected answers:
Rainfall at right time / well-distributed
Increased area cultivated
Improved seeds
Pest control [3]

 (iii) Well answered.

Expected answer:
People will be able to afford food
Helps planning / budgeting
Stop food being exported when cheap
Promotes farming / promotes investment in farming [1]

6 (a) (i) Well answered.
Expected answer:
Plot for 570 mm shown by an arrow or line or other clear indication
(need not be labelled)
Tolerance: 561 to 579 and arrow or line ending within about
0.3 mm of the vertical line [1]
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 (ii) Well answered.
Expected answers:
Dams / reservoirs / tanks
Store water in wet years
Ration water (limiting water use)
Artificially recharged groundwater
Boreholes / wells
Desalinisation
Transfer water from a wetter area
Recycle water
Education / encourage careful use / water conservation [2]

(b) (i) Fairly well answered.
Most candidates scored only one mark for the shading.
They found it difficult to determine the angles using a protractor.

Expected answers:
Use the on-screen protractor to measure as follows:
Larger segment has an angle of 35 - 37°
Smaller segment has an angle of 17 - 19° (1)
Correct shading (1)
Do not give mark if any part of the line is out of tolerance or if the line position is unclear
Accept any solid shading for domestic and any line shading for industry [2]

 (ii) Poorly answered.
Candidates found it difficult to measure the angle with a protractor and secondly to calculate the 
ratio of agriculture.

Expected answer:
Agriculture – one third/ 31 to 36% (user and figure both needed) [1]

 (iii) Poorly answered.
Candidates did not use comparative terms and did not use the data correctly for their answers.

Expected answers:
Northern Territory much less/South Australia much more
Northern Territory 31 to 36% and South Australia 76 to 80%
Northern Territory a third/over ¼ and South Australia (just over) ¾ [2]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Teachers should use the topographical maps of previous years to test map reading skills regularly.
• Teachers should teach the use of proper terminology for comparison.
• Candidates do not understand the meaning of words such as distribution, patterns and trends.
• Different graphs should be introduced to candidates and when they complete graphs the plotting as well as shading 

should be done in the same manner, as the particular completed graph in the question.
• Candidates should be encouraged to add units when calculations are required.
• Teachers should guide candidates on how to answer questions and to pay more attention to specific words of 

instruction.
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6137
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

1 Candidates performed poorly this year.  This is in spite of the fact that teachers and candidates knew 
beforehand that Ocean and Settlement Studies would be examined.  It appears as if teachers do not know 
this section of the syllabus, or how to teach it.

2 Candidates lacked the basic knowledge needed to answer this paper.  How to measure a beach profile 
must be taught.  The practice of handing question papers and mark schemes to candidates must stop.  
Teach the knowledge first and than work through each paper with the candidates.  We see every year the 
answers of the previous year’s paper in the answers of the current year.

3 The key to this paper is that information the examiner gives must be applied.  Candidates receive examples 
of the graph and they must apply the information given in the graph.  Teachers must teach the candidates 
how to do so.

4 Most candidates struggle with the interpretation of graphs overall.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1 (a) Fairly well answered.  Many candidates provided at least two safety precautions.

Expected answers:
Consult tide tables/work at low tide/watch out for waves and currents
Watch out for slippery rocks/uneven groyne
Avoid working near foot of crumbling cliffs/wear hard hat
Wear protective clothing/clothing that is easily visible
Wear shoes to protect against sharp objects
Use sunblock
Take a cellphone in case of emergency/to call for assistance
Stay in groups/pairs

Not:  work under teacher supervision/don’t go into sea [3]

(b) (i) Well answered as most candidates could draw the movement of pebbles by longshore drift correctly.

Expected answers:
1 mark for arrows linking pebble positions, i.e.
Direction of swash
Direction of backwash

1 mark max. if no arrow heads  [2]

 (ii) Well answered.  Most candidates labelled the directions correctly.

Expected answers:
Left box: direction of prevailing wind
Right box: direction of longshore drift

Both correct = 1 mark [1]

 (iii) Fairly well answered.  A few candidates scored full marks.  Many had some idea of how the 
process of longshore drift works.

Expected answers:
Wind drives waves/wave move in direction of wind
Waves come to the beach at an angle/oblique
Swash carries material up the beach
Backwash takes material back down the beach
Process is repeated with each wave

No credit for swash/backwash by themselves [3]
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(c) (i) Fairly well answered.  A few candidates stated why the pebbles were painted.

Expected answers:
Make them easy to see
See how far or in what direction pebbles had moved Any 1 [1]

 (ii) Well answered.  Most candidates completed the missing bar on the graph correctly.

Expected answers:
1 mark for plotting and shading bar graph: 8
Ignore shading
1 mark for accurate pebble size: 4cm (4 squares) [2]

 (iii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates could not interpret the data given in the graph.

Expected answers:
Longshore drift moves pebbles along the beach (not down beach)
Most pebbles/specific number of pebbles moved between 20-40 metres
Accept any two groups between 10-50 m
Smaller pebbles moved further than larger pebbles
Mode is 20-30 m [3]

(d) (i) Well answered as most candidates measured correctly.

Expected answers:
1.5 (m)  [1]

 (ii) Fairly well answered.  Many candidates could use the data to draw in the bar on the graph.

Expected answers:
1 mark for each bar
5 m = 1.2; 10 m = 1.5
1 mark max. if lines drawn on bars [2]

 (iii) Fairly well answered.  Many candidates came to the correct conclusion.  Some, however, 
struggled to prove their answer with the use of data.

Expected answers:
Hypothesis is proven/groynes do reduce movement of material – Res. 1
North side of groyne has bigger build up of material
Distance from top of groyne to beach material is less on north side
Groyne has less influence towards sea/more than 25-30 m away from point X
Credit comparative data for N & S of groyne to 1 mark max. (not reserve)
E.g. average measurement from top of groyne to beach = 1.1 to north 1.5 to south Res. 2

No credit for explanation, e.g. trapping material 1 + 2 [3]

(e) (i) Poorly answered.  Candidates did not know how a beach profile could be measured.

Expected answers:
Establish eye level height on each pole and mark it with a piece of visible tape/top of pole
Use tape measure to measure 10 m/distance between poles
Put the two ranging poles at 20 m intervals across beach
Hold the clinometer at arm’s length and sight the visible marker
Read the angle of deviation from the horizontal/measure the angle with the clinometer
Record the angle on a recording sheet
Repeat every 10 m along/up/down/across beach
Take measurements on north and south sides of groyne [4]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates did not know how to make the comparison between the two 
beach profiles.

Expected answers:
Steeper profile on the north side of groyne/gentler profile on the south side
More uneven profile on the north side of the groyne/more even profile on the south
North side of groyne is higher/south side lower

Answers must be comparative
Not more material on north side of groyne [2]
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 (iii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates struggled to reach a conclusion about the hypothesis.

Expected answers:
Hypothesis is proven/groynes did/do affect the beach profile
Accept proven + hypothesis

Not proven by itself [1]

(f) Poorly answered.  Many candidates found it difficult to explain how they can improve the accuracy 
and reliability of the results.  Only when they have the knowledge of how the measurements can be 
obtained, can they comment on improving methods.

Expected answers:
Do more profile measurements either side of the groyne/every 5 m
Do more profile measurements at different sites along beach/at other groynes on this beach/at sites where 
there are no groynes on this beach
Not on other beaches
Test if the results would be the same at different times of the year/days/conditions
Check accuracy of measurements for angle of profile/distance between ranging poles/from top of groyne to 
beach (What)
Check accuracy of measurement by doing more often and calculating average/more people involved/more 
people do all measurements (How)

1 ‘fallback’ mark for check accuracy of measuring/check if measuring done correctly – if no other detail

Not check pebbles data [3]

2 (a) Fairly answered.  The majority of candidates mentioned how the amount of traffic is a problem in the 
centres of towns but failed to explain why it is a problem.

Expected answers:
How – Noisy/noise pollution

Congested/slows traffic
Air pollution
Lack of parking space

Why – Employment
Services/offices/shops located in centre
Historically small/narrow roads
Meeting point of roads

Not pollution on its own Res 1 mark for each [3]

(b) (i) Fairly answered.  Many candidates stated only one instead of two reasons why the tally system 
is a suitable recording method.

Expected answers:
Fast recording method
Quick to total/read
More accurate than writing numbers
Easy to use
Easy to total/read
Efficient

Not just accurate on own.  Easy is same as simple [2]

 (ii) Very poorly answered.  The majority of the candidates did not know how to use the scale of the 
map effectively.

Expected answers:
Correct construction of proportional squares 
S = 12mm x 12mm
U = 9mm x 9mm

Max 3 if incorrect shading [4]
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 (iii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates failed to use the data in Table 4 to describe the change in 
traffic flow.

Expected answers:
Comments to reflect that total traffic generally decreases but credit development of further description – 
no explanation required

1 mark = simple decrease
2nd mark for further comment or data to support [2]

(c) (i) Poorly answered.  Most candidates struggled to make a comparison between sites U and V.  
Many did not make use of the data to support the comparison successfully.

Expected answers:
That Site V always has more traffic than U
Comments should identify that both sites have more traffic flowing towards the centre at 08.30 than 
other times but then it decreases and at 16.30 the flow is greatest away from the centre

Max 1 mark if no comparative data
Max 3 if no V or U [4]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates struggled to determine the width in millimetres for both 
towards and away from the centre.

Expected answers:
Site Q – Towards = 14 so 7mm
Away = 44 so 22mm

1 mark need both correct [1]

 (iii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates failed to calculate the percentage of traffic recorded as a 
proportion of the total.

Expected answers:
Percentage at R flowing towards at 08.30 is 26 vehicles out of 64 total therefore 40%/41% (actual = 
40.625%)

Also accept 78%/79% as total of day i.e. R is 26/33 [1]

(d) (i) Poorly answered.  The majority of candidates did not know how traffic flow may be linked to land 
use in a town.

Expected answers:
Key is land use and changing traffic flow

E.g. Residential – traffic flow away in am and to in pm
E.g. Education – to in morning and away in afternoon
E.g. Stadium – event day traffic flow [2]

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates failed to describe a method the students could use to collect 
data about the land use of the town.

Expected answers:
Must be land use related

Ideas such as
Observe/ survey buildings
Organise in groups/divide town
Classify/function of buildings
Transect/systematic survey
Record/mapping
Land values
Etc.

Not people count or questionnaires = 0 [4]
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(e) Very poorly answered.  The majority of candidates did not know how to come to a conclusion for the 
investigation.  They did not provide data evidence and the critical evaluation of the data collection 
methods used was completely omitted.

Expected answers:
Hypothesis 1 = Proven; but depends on the route/direction
Hypothesis 2 = proven; but depends on location as the extent of the change

Credit data to support statements
Data collection evaluation include 
Only one day
Only for 5 minutes
Single student may not be accurate
Depends on the location chosen

Evaluation comments can be positive too

Max 4 if no data used [6]

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

1 There is a huge difference between Alternative to Practical (Geography) and Research (Development 
Studies).  Answers that apply to Development Studies do not apply in Geography.  Only with a concerted 
effort from both teachers and candidates, can the correct methodology be taught and mastered in Geography.

2 Teachers must teach the knowledge needed for this section of the syllabus first, before giving questions 
and answers.

3 Teachers are advised to teach the completion and drawing of graphs regularly.  Practice makes perfect.

4 Candidates must be taught how to make conclusions, do evaluations or make comparisons.

5 Candidates must be taught how to read and answer questions.  Teachers need to help them to determine 
what each question requires as answers.
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HISTORY

6138
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

A number of candidates, whilst demonstrating sound and detailed factual knowledge found it challenging to use their 
knowledge effectively to answer the particular question set.  These candidates were able to identify numerous factors 
or reasons when answering the chosen question, but they needed to develop these identified points into explanation.

1 (a) Describe the terms that applied to the German armed forces in the Treaty of Versailles.

It was fairly answered.  Most of the candidates could not specify how German was punished militarily.  Some 
candidates focused on territorial losses and/or described the aims and motives of the Big Three at the Treaty 
of Versailles.

The German navy was allowed a total of 36 ships: 6 battle ships, 6 cruisers, 12 destroyers and 12 torpedo 
boats.
No submarines were allowed.
Weapons and equipment beyond what was allowed should be ‘surrendered to the Governments of the Allied 
Powers and Associated Powers to be destroyed or rendered useless’.
‘Surplus weapons had to be destroyed.’
The Germany army was reduced to 100 000 men.
Conscription was not allowed in Germany.
The Rhineland was demilitarized.

An example of a developed point, worth 2 marks, e.g.  ‘Germany was not allowed any armoured vehicles (1) 
and this included tanks (2) [1–5]

(b) Explain why the Germans were not satisfied with the territorial terms of the Treaty of Versailles.

Fairly answered as most candidates were able to identify the reasons why Germans were not satisfied with 
the territorial terms even though the majority of the candidates could not explain.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. It was harsh / they were humiliated / punished

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes reasons [2–3]

e.g. Germany lost its productivity.
German people were displaced.
The Germans found it hard to produce food.

Level 3: Explains one reason only [4–5]

e.g. Germany lost most of its productive land for example the Saar and overseas colonies which 
were very rich in terms of raw materials which they could have mined, process and export to other 
countries in exchange of other needed commodities.  Due to the loss of this land, the Germans 
found it more difficult to make the money to pay the reparations bill.

Level 4: Explains more than one reason [6–7]

e.g. Level 3 + Self-determination did not apply to Germans as many of them found themselves as 
minorities in territories and colonies taken away from Germany and they were now ruled by people 
of those countries such territories were given to.

(c) “Clemenceau was more motivated by revenge than Lloyd George in their aims at Versailles.”  How far 
do you agree with the statement?  Explain your answer.

It was fairly answered, although candidates could not compare the aims of the two leaders mentioned 
in the question as this question required candidates to compare.  Few candidates managed to reach an 
explanation level.
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Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. agree / disagree

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes one side only [2–3]

e.g. Germany attacked France
The war took place in France 
The war caused so much damage to France

Level 3: Identifies AND/OR describes both sides. [4]

e.g. Level 2 + London was bombed several times 
Lloyd George promised to punish Germany 
Britain fought alongside France for four years

Level 4: One sided explanation [5–6]

e.g. France wanted revenge for past attacks.  Both times France suffered; therefore Clemenceau 
wanted to weaken Germany so that they will not have the strength to attack France ever again.  
Reducing Germany’s armed forces and the demilitarization of the Rhineland was to protect France 
from a possible German attack as it has done in the past.

Level 5: Explains both sides [7-8]

e.g. Level 4 + Lloyd George was not as vengeful as Clemenceau because he wanted the German 
economy to recover quickly so Britain could sell it industrial goods.  Before the war, Germany had 
been Britain’s second largest trading partner.  He wanted Germany to lose its navy and its colonies 
because Britain thought they threatened the British Empire.

2 (a) Briefly describe the aims of the League of Nations.

It was fairly answered, most could be able to give the aims of the League of Nation although few described 
the work of the agencies.

e.g.  Discourage aggression from any nation 
To maintain peace / to prevent war
To solve disputes between member states
To encourage nations to disarm
To encourage nations to co-operate especially in business and trade
To improve the living condition of people worldwide, for instance, it repatriated 400,000 World War One 
prisoners of war.
To uphold the terms of the peace treaties [1-5]

(One mark for each relevant point; additional mark for supporting details).

(b) Explain why the League of Nations failed to stop the Japanese invasion of Manchuria during the 
early 1930s.

Fairly answered as most of the candidates were able to identify the reasons why the League of Nations 
failed to stop the Japanese invasion of Manchuria but most of them could not explain the identified reasons.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge. [1]

e.g. They were afraid / They were weak

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes reasons [2–3]

e.g. The League took too long to condemn Japan.
League member were unwilling to impose sanctions.
The League did not have an army.

Level 3: Explain one reason only [4–5]

e.g. The League could be too slow or reluctant to act decisively.  A League’s Commission of 
Enquiry was sent to investigate who was the aggressor between Japan and China.  The Lord 
Lytton Commission report was published almost a year later and condemned Japan of her actions.  
The League ordered Japan to withdraw but it was too late.  Japan had already completed its 
invasion.  In taking too long to respond the League failed to stop the invasion.
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Level 4: Explain more than one reason. [6–7]

e.g. Level 3 + The League failed to stop the Japanese invasion because it lacked an army and 
its major powers, Britain and France, were not willing to go to war over this issue.  Both powers 
did not want to get involved because it was a far off affair, not affecting Europe directly, and their 
armies were weak after the First World War.  As Britain and France were not prepared to send 
an army and the League did not have one there was nothing the League could do to enforce its 
decision’.

(c) “The Great Depression was the most important reason for the failure of the League of Nations.”  How 
far do you agree with the statement?  Explain your answer.

Poorly answered, many candidates focused on the League of Nations, Identifying the aims instead of the 
reasons why it failed.  Some mentioned about the failures of the League of Nations but could not explain the 
Great Depression.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. agree OR disagree

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes one side only. [2-3]

e.g. The depression encouraged aggressive nationalism.
Countries began to focus on own problems.

Level 3: Identifies AND/OR describes both sides. [4]

e.g. Absence of superpowers.
Lack of armed forces
Britain and France looked at own interest

Level 4: One sided explanation. [5–6]

e.g. ‘The Great Depression meant the major powers in the League were focused on their own 
problems and not on what happened in far-away places, outside of Europe.  This meant the League 
lacked the teeth to succeed.  When Italy invaded Abyssinia Britain and France were unwilling to 
commit to sanctions because of the effect it would have on their economy.  It was clear the collective 
security rules of the League would not be enforced so the League lost respect.  It became seen as a 
useless organisation only likely to act in self-interest meaning it lost respect and failed.’

Level 5: Explains both sides [7-8]

e.g. Level 4 + ‘The absence of the USA, from the start, was responsible.  After the war the USA was 
stronger than European countries weakened by war so without them the League was powerless to 
oppose strong countries like Japan and Italy when they invaded weaker countries.  The League’s 
economic sanctions were ineffective because, as non-League members, they could continue to 
trade with aggressor countries.  The USA were the ones that had an army and resources that could 
stop aggressor countries and without their power the League could not command respect and failed.’

3 (a) Briefly describe Hitler’s foreign policy.

It was well answered, most candidates were able to describe Hitler’s foreign policy.

e.g.  Hitler wanted to abolish the Treaty of Versailles.
Hitler wanted to unite all German speaking people.
Hitler wanted to regain all German land lost by the Treaty of Versailles
Hitler wanted to gain extra living space (lebensraum) to expand his empire and for the increasing German 
population.  [1-5]

(One mark for each relevant point; additional mark for supporting details).

(b) Why was the Nazi-Soviet Pact important to Hitler?

Poorly answered as most of the candidates were unable to identify the reasons why the Nazi-Soviet Pact 
was important to Hitler but rather some referred  to the aims of Hitler’s foreign policy.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. ‘The Pact was important to Hitler because it gave him a free hand to carry out his plans’.

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes reasons [2–3]

(One mark for each identification/description)
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e.g. ‘Hitler could now attack Poland.’
‘Hitler knew that Britain and France could do little to help Poland now.’
‘Defeating the Slavs was an important part of Hitler’s plan to rule the world.’
‘Russia would not act when Germany invaded Poland.’
‘It meant that Hitler could avoid war on two fronts.’
‘It was important for Hitler to achieve the ‘living space’ he wanted in Eastern Europe.

Level 3: Explains one reason [4–5]

(One mark for each identification/description)
e.g. ‘The Pact was important to Hitler because it meant that he could now go ahead and attack 
Poland.  Hitler’s greatest worry in invading Poland was that Russia would attack.  The Pact was a 
non-aggression Pact between the Soviet Union and Germany in which the two countries agreed 
not to attack each other.  It also divided up Poland and other parts of Eastern Europe between the 
two countries.  This all meant that Germany could invade Poland knowing that Russia would not 
attack.

Level 4: Explains two reasons [6–7]

L3 + it was important for Hitler to achieve the living space he wanted in Eastern Europe.  For that, 
the treaty defined the borders of soviet and German sphere of influence across Poland, Lithuania, 
Latvia, Estonia and Finland.

(c) To what extent was appeasement justifiable in the 1930s?  Explain your answer.

Fairly answered as candidates could not explain why appeasement was justified.  Few managed to identify 
the reasons but failed to explain.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. Agree / Disagree

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes one side only [2–3]

e.g. Britain and France were not ready for war
Britain felt the Treaty of Versailles was unfair to Germany.
Britain and France wanted to buy time to prepare for war, if it came.
Germany would be a buffer against communism.

Level 3: Identifies AND/OR describes both sides. [4]

e.g. Level 2 + The policy encouraged Hitler to be aggressive.
Germany became stronger
The policy scared the USSR

Level 4: One sided explanation [5–6]

e.g. The Appeasement Policy was a success to the extent that many believed Chamberlain had no 
other choice at that time.  It was widely believed that the British forces were not ready to face up 
to Hitler who had rearmed Germany remarkably.  Public opinion was also against war as they felt 
that money should not be spend on buying weapons but should be used to improve economic and 
social welfare.  The British government were also away of the fact that important countries in her 
empire such as Canada and Australia were against war and there was no guarantee that the USA 
would support them in a war against Germany.  Chamberlain needed to buy time in order to rearm 
Britain and prepare for war which seemed inevitable by the day.

Level 5: Explains both sides [7-8]

e.g. Level 4 + the appeasement policy failed as it encouraged Hitler to be more aggressive.  
Each gamble he got away with encouraged him to take a bigger risk.  For example, when Hitler 
got Austria without any resistance, he started his demands over the Sudetenland and when he 
got Sudetenland, he invaded the rest of Czechoslovakia and then invaded Poland despite been 
warned not to attack Poland.  Appeasing Hitler, basically, made him feel Britain and France were 
scared of him and would not stop him.
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4 (a) Briefly describe the decisions taken at the Potsdam Conference of 1945.

Poorly answered as most of the candidates could not describe the decisions that was taken at the Potsdam 
conference but could rather refer to the different ideologies of the SuperPower.

e.g.  To set up the four ‘zones of occupation’ in Germany as agreed at Yalta.
To ban the Nazi party and to bring Nazi war-criminals to trial.
Poland’s border to be established at the Oder and Neisse River.
Repatriate Germans in Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia.
To recognize the Polish Provisional Government of National Unity and hold ‘free and unfettered elections as 
soon as possible’.
Russia was allowed to take reparations from the Soviet Zone, and also 10% of the industrial equipment of 
the western zones as reparations.
America and Britain could take reparations from their zones if they wished. [1–5]

(One mark for each relevant point; additional mark for supporting details).

(b) Explain why Stalin blockaded Berlin.

Not well answered, most candidates could not identify the reasons why Stalin blocked Berlin failed to 
explain.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. To force the allies out of west Berlin

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes reasons [2–3]

e.g. Stalin felt threatened by the creation of Trizonia.
The introduction of the Deutschmark.
The desire to remove capitalism from east Germany.
To stop comparisons between east and west Berlin being made.

Level 3: Explains one reason [4–5]

e.g. Developments in 1948 such as Britain, France and the USA combining their area to form 
Trizonia worried Stalin because he felt threatened, he worried that his old allies, who he knew 
distrusted him from the end of the Second World War were combining against him.  He needed 
to appear strong in opposing this and chose to do this by cutting Berlin off from the rest of West 
Germany.

Level 4: Explains more than one reason [6–7]

e.g. Level 3 + Stalin felt they directly threatened him by promising to oppose authoritarian threats, 
by which they meant communism, (Truman Doctrine) and give to capitalist countries in the form of 
Marshall Aid.  Whilst it was offered to Eastern European countries, under Stalin’s control, he saw 
this as further undermining him.

(c) “The USSR was more to blame than the USA for the start of the Cold War.”  How far do you agree with 
the statement?  Explain your answer.

Poorly answered as candidates most of the candidates focused much on the Cuban missile Crisis and some 
focused on the ideology of the Superpowers and failed to explain who caused the Cold war.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. Agree / Disagree

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes one side only [2–3]

e.g. Stalin wanted to create a buffer zone to be surrounded by states sympathetic to the USSR.
Stalin did not allow free elections to take place.
The USSR expanded into Eastern Europe
The USSR blockade Berlin
The Formation of the Warsaw Pact by the USSR or the military alliance for communist countries
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Level 3: Identifies AND/OR describes both sides. [4]

e.g. Level 2 + The USA kept the secret of the atomic bomb.
The USA stopped the spread of communism.
The Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan also played a significant part in the split of Europe into 
two opposing camps.
The USA spear headed the formation of NATO, a military alliance for the Western Allies against the 
spread of communism.

Level 4: One sided explanation [5–6]

e.g. ‘The USSR was to blame for the Cold War because Stalin had agreed to allow free elections to 
take place in countries liberated by the Red Army and this didn’t happen.  In Poland Stalin refused to 
acknowledge the Polish government in exile and in backing the communists allowed them to rig the 
elections when they finally did take place.  In going against the agreements at Yalta Stalin showed 
he was not prepared to work with the USA any longer and this lack of co-operation led to the start of 
the Cold War.’

Level 5: Explains both sides [7-8]

e.g. Level 4 + ‘The USA were to blame for starting the Cold War even before the Second World War 
ended.  They kept the development of the atom bomb a secret from Stalin despite the fact he was 
their military ally.  This led Stalin to worry they planned to use it on the USSR.  The USA demonstrated 
that they did not trust Stalin and created the atmosphere of mistrust that led to the Cold War.’

5 (a) Briefly describe the aims of SWAPO (formally known as OPO).

This question was poorly answered.  Candidates gave general answers instead of specific answer.  They 
instead gave general reasons why Swapo was formed.
e.g. To improve the life and working condition of contract workers
To bring Namibia under the direct protection of the UN
To be a leading organization in the fight against South African rule
To win the independence of Namibia from colonial rule
To abolish the Contract Labour System which violated the rights of workers as they were not allowed to 
choose the type of work they wanted to do. [1-5]

(One mark for each relevant point; additional mark for supporting details).

(b) Explain why SWAPO started the armed struggle against South Africa.

Poorly answered as most candidates focused on the aims of Swapo and more on the contract labour 
system.  Most candidates could not explain why SWAPO started the armed struggle against South Africa.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. They wanted to fight

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes reasons [2–3]

e.g. Discussions, petitions and demonstrations failed to persuade South Africa to leave the 
territory 
UN had failed to force South Africa out of the territory
The failure of ICJ to declare the presence of South Africa as illegal meant that a legal way of 
opposing SA had gone
When neighbouring Zambia became independent they offered havens for training camps for 
SWAPO to train fighters.

Level 3: Explains one reason [4–5]

e.g. SWAPO felt they had to start an armed struggle against South African because peaceful 
means were failing.  Discussions and petitions had failed and in December 1959 a peaceful 
demonstration in Windhoek was fired upon by the police killing 11 and injuring 54.  Events like this 
meant SWAPO felt they had no choice to return the violence with violence of their own.’

Level 4: Explains more than one reason [6–7]

e.g. Level 3 + SWAPO turned to an armed struggle because in 1966 the International court of 
Justice failed to declare South Africa’s rule in Namibia illegal.
Decisions like this angered the Namibian people.
Without passing judgement on the merits of the case brought against South Africa, the court 
accepted South Africa’s contention that Ethiopia and Liberia had no legal standing.
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(c) “Nationalist Organisations such as SWAPO played the most important role in Namibian independence.”  
How far do you agree with the statement?  Explain your answer.

Fairly answered.  Most of the candidates were able to identify reasons on both sides but failed to reach an 
explanation level.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge  [1]

e.g. Agree / Disagree 

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes one side only [2–3]

e.g. SWAPO started the armed struggle
SWAPO encouraged young Namibians to join the liberation struggle.
SWAPO refused to participate in anything that was outside Resolution 435.

Level 3: Identifies AND/OR describes both sides. [4]

e.g. Level 2 + The UN imposed sanctions on South African government.
Independent Churches opposed South African government.
The OAU through the Liberation Committee gave support to liberation movements.
Other political parties were also against South African rule.

Level 4: One sided explanation [5–6]

e.g. SWAPO started an armed struggle against SA in 1966. It received support from newly independent 
African countries like Ghana, Tanzania and Libya as well as the OAU’s Liberation Committee.  Many 
countries like China, East Germany, the Soviet Union, Romania and Bulgaria also helped by training 
PLAN fighters or providing weapons, ammunition and medical supplies.  SWAPO’s leaders visited as 
many countries as possible to talk to anti-apartheid organisations and to obtain support and money 
for the liberation movement.

Level 5: Explains both sides [7-8]

e.g. Level 4 + The UN started working and pressing for Namibian independence from as early as 
1960, when it established the Committee for SWA as a first step in that direction.  It replaced this 
Committee in 1967, after ending the SA mandate over SWA, by the UN Council for Namibia, under 
Sean McBride.  This council’s specific goal was to administer the country until independence and to 
move it towards independence along the lines set out by the UN.  On 29 July 1970 the UN Security 
Council asked the ICJ for an advisory opinion on whether SA’s continued presence in Namibia was 
legal.  The ICJ found that SA’s presence was illegal.

6 (a) Briefly describe how Namibia became a mandate of South Africa.

Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates focused on South Africa interested in land and natural resources 
and cattle but failed to describe how Namibia actually became a mandate of South Africa.

e.g. Germany lost her colonies and they become mandated territories.  Namibia was placed as C-Mandate 
of the League of Nations in 1920
It was given to Britain who in turn requested South Africa to govern Namibia on her behalf.
South Africa made commitments to safeguarding Namibian Human Rights and was seen as a suitable 
country to hold the mandate.
South Africa had to send annual report on the progress to the League of Nations
South Africa occupied Namibia during World War I, as part of Allied attack on Germany and did not leave.  
    [1-5]
(One mark for each relevant point; additional mark for supporting details).

(b) Explain why the South African government confiscated Namibia’s land and cattle.

Fairly answered as most candidates were able to identify the reasons but few managed to explain the 
reasons for confiscation.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge  [1]

e.g. They wanted to benefit

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes reasons [2–3]

e.g. The South Africans wanted to make black people poor to make them more dependent on 
white people 
To benefit from the natural resources
To split the black majority of the population and secure white supremacy.
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Level 3: Explains one reason [4–5]

e.g. ‘The South Africans confiscated Namibian land and cattle to make it easier for South Africa 
to rule Namibia as a colony.  The confiscated land was offered to white South African people as 
large commercial farms to encourage them to come to Namibia.  This helped increase the number 
of white people and make it easier for South Africa to rule by not only increasing the number of 
people that supported their rule but also gave the white people a lot more power because they held 
land and made more money.’

Level 4: Explains more than one reason [6–7]

e.g. Level 3 + Without their land and cattle Namibians would become poor and unable to sustain 
their lives.  This would force Namibians to leave the reserves and to provide cheap labour to the 
white farmers which created black dependence on white people.

(c) “The South African government was successful in implementing the conditions of the mandate system 
in Namibia to the benefit of its indigenous population.”  How far do you agree with the statement?  
Explain your answer.

Poorly answered.  Candidates focused much on the apartheid laws instead of explaining about the mandate 
system in Namibia and its implementation.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge  [1]

e.g. Agree / Disagree

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes one side only [2–3]

e.g. They sent annual reports to the Mandate Commission.
They developed infrastructures in Namibia e.g. schools, hospitals etc.

Level 3: Identifies AND/OR describes both sides. [4]

e.g. Level 2 + Social wellbeing of Namibians was neglected.
South Africa confiscated land and cattle.
Namibia was not ruled for the benefit of its indigenous population.
South Africa introduced its apartheid policy.
Exploitation of Namibian resources

Level 4: One sided explanation [5–6]

e.g. The task of South Africa was to administer South West Africa to the advantage of the inhabitants 
and guide Namibia to ultimate independence.  More schools were to be built and extended to 
secondary level and expanded to include more subjects.  It also recommended more hospitals and 
clinics be built, especially in the homelands, and that more nursing staffs be trained to man these 
facilities.

Level 5: Explains both sides [7-8]

e.g. Level 4 + The South African ruling National Party introduced a series of laws to control black 
people, e.g. the pass laws, the Group Areas Act, etc.  School for indigenous people only taught up 
to the end of primary level.  The South African government was trying to turn Namibia into a fifth 
province of the Union of South Africa rather than giving Namibia independence.

7 (a) Briefly describe the main features of apartheid.

Fairly answered as most of the candidates were able to describe the main features of apartheid and scored 
high marks.  A few were able to refer and confuse it with the forced removal of people from the old location 
to Katutura.

e.g.  Made marriages between people of different races illegal.
Apartheid made sexual relations between different races illegal 
Apartheid classified every individual according to race
Apartheid made provision for separate residential areas for each race
Apartheid caused the division of public services and spaces according to race e.g. beaches, buses etc
Black children were taught according to a different syllabus, controlled by the apartheid government.
Apartheid caused every black person outside the native reserves to carry a passbook (reference document) 
wherever he or she went all the time.  [1-5]

(One mark for each relevant point; additional mark for supporting details). e.g. Apartheid made sexual 
relations between different races illegal (1) in the Immorality Act of 1950 (2).
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(b) Explain why the National Party (NP) introduced the apartheid system in the late 1940s.

Fairly answered as most candidates were able to identify the reasons why the National Party introduced 
apartheid in SA and only a few were able to reach an explanation level.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. They did not want blacks

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes reasons [2–3]

e.g. To make it easier to control blacks – divide and rule.
To prevent blacks from uniting.
To prevent competition from blacks. 
To enrich themselves.
To preserve white supremacy.
Purity of their race.
To prevent black influx to towns.

Level 3: Explains one reason [4–5]

e.g. The National Party invented apartheid as a means to cement their control over the economic 
and social system.  Initially, the main aim of apartheid was to maintain white domination while 
extending racial separation.

Level 4: Explains more than one reason [6–7]

e.g. Whites feared blacks being the majority in South Africa would join forces in resisting the 
minority white government and they would eventual takeover the government.  Apartheid would 
make blacks live in separate ethnic groups thus making it difficult for them to work together in 
resisting the white government.

(c) “The System of Apartheid brought only advantages to the South African government.”  How far do you 
agree with the statement?  Explain your answer.

Poorly answered as the majority of candidates were only listing or mentioning the apartheid laws without 
explaining how Apartheid brought advantages or disadvantages to the government.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. Agree / Disagree

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes one side only [2–3]

e.g. White people controlled the economy
Black people were not allowed to live in towns
Black people were not allowed to share the best facilities with the white people.

Level 3: Identifies AND/OR describes both sides. [4]

e.g. Level 2 + Black people resisted through resistance e.g.  Defiance Campaign, Sharpeville 
uprising and the Soweto uprising.

Level 4: One sided explanation [5–6]

e.g. The system was based on “divide and rule” and therefore affected black people negatively, 
while white people were advantaged.  The SA government succeeded in its aim to sustain white 
supremacy for over 40 years by securing the best farmland and control over the economy for white 
people.  Political rights were given to black people in homelands only, but the real political power 
was kept by the white people.

Level 5: Explains both sides  [7-8]

e.g. Level 4 + The policy could not last forever, as the blacks resisted.  They were unhappy 
because they felt their human dignity was disregarded.  They were also unhappy to be brutalized in 
their own country, and because their land and cattle were confiscated.
Though their resistance was met with brutal repression by the army, police and the justices system, 
it helped to bring world’s attention to what was happening in SA.  As a result SA Government was 
condemned and economic sanctions were imposed.
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8 (a) Briefly describe the Black Consciousness Movement (BCM).

This question was fairly answered.  Only a few managed to get good marks and were able to 
describe BCM activities.

e.g. It was formed and led by Steve Biko
It raised African self-respect and confidence
It united black South Africans of all ethnic groups in the struggle against apartheid
Taught about black African heroes of the past
Took pride in black culture, history and achievements
Inspired a spirit of fearlessness and resistance
Instrumental in organising strikes such as the Soweto uprising of 1976, the movement had an impact on 
many students, even though Steve Biko had not made any attempt to work with people of their age.

(One mark for each relevant point; additional mark for supporting details).

(b) Explain why the Soweto uprising of 1976 took place.

It was not well answered, candidates identified the teaching of Afrikaans and Bantu Education but could 
not explain the identified reasons.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge  [1]

e.g. They were not happy

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes reasons [2–3]

e.g. Black students did not want to be taught in Afrikaans.
They wanted the same education as white people.
They were against Bantu Education.
The syllabus for blacks was inferior.

Level 3: Explains one reason [4–5]

e.g. The government ordered that Afrikaans to be used as the medium of instruction in South 
Africa’s black secondary school.  This was a big problem because most of the candidates could not 
speak or understand Afrikaans.  Even the teachers did not know Afrikaans.  Besides that, Afrikaans 
was seen as the language of the oppressor, therefore, they did not want to learn Afrikaans.

Level 4: Explains more than one reason [6–7]

e.g. Level 3 + Black South African students protested because they believed that they deserved 
to be treated and taught equally to white South Africans.  Students formed an Action Committee 
later known as the Soweto Students’ Representative Council which organised a mass rally for 16 
June to make themselves heard.  This was also an opportunity to protest about the whole Bantu 
education system with its inferior syllabus.

(c) “The ANC played the most important role in ending the apartheid system in South Africa.”  How far do 
you agree with the statement?  Explain your answer.

Fairly answered as most of the candidates were able to identify the role played by ANC in ending the 
apartheid system and were able to explain other factors.

Level 1: General answer lacking specific contextual knowledge [1]

e.g. Agree / Disagree

Level 2: Identifies AND/OR describes one side only [2–3]

e.g. Organised demonstrations throughout South Africa
They formed military wings
They started the armed struggle
Moved around the country in disguise mobilizing people to join the struggle against apartheid

Level 3: Identifies AND/OR describes both sides. [4]

e.g. Level 2 + The Sharpeville Massacre
The Soweto uprising
The role of Steve Biko
The role of women
The role of Desmond Tutu
The role of international community
The economic sanctions by the UN
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Level 4: One sided explanation [5–6]

e.g. ‘The ANC was key in ending the apartheid system because they led the Defiance Campaign that 
was so important in defying the regulations and eventually leading to their overthrow.  The Defiance 
Campaign was not the first action against apartheid but the first to have so many people united 
under one leadership.  Thousands of people were arrested showing how many took part.  Through 
their leadership of the Defiance Campaign membership increased and the ANC became the voice of 
resistance and this is why their role is so important in ending apartheid.’

Level 5: Explains both sides [7-8]

e.g. Level 4 + The UN disapproved South Africa’s apartheid policy.  They recognised nationalist 
movements in South Africa.  They also imposed economic sanctions.  As a result, investors withdrew 
their money from South Africa.  South Africa was isolated from the rest of the world.  UN sanctions 
crippled the economy of South Africa which frustrated even those who supported the apartheid 
regime.
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6138
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

This was the second examination for the grade 11.  Candidates struggled with answering questions which required 
comparison.  Most of them could not identify the agreements and disagreements when comparing sources.  A number 
of candidates copied sources without inferring to the source(s) or they only paraphrased the sources.  Candidates lost 
marks for not making a choice when answering questions, e.g., by saying the source(s)  agree or disagree, etc. English 
literacy skills and vocabulary are still lacking and therefore most candidates could not understand words or understand 
the requirements of the questions.  Teachers/Tutors should not give the marking schemes to candidates, just teach them 
the skills e.g. they use the Y and the N instead of Yes and No in the last question and lose marks.  The interpretations 
of cartoons seem to be a concern in the questions where they are used specially to depict support from it as well as the 
last question.

Advice to take at heart:

•	 Candidates should not paraphrase:  what is required is an interpretation of a source(s) not to summarise the 
sources in their own words but to give meaning to the source.

•	 Don’t only copy the sources without giving an interpretation.
•	 Use or copy words from the source(s) is not allowed when it is required that you must make an inference/assertion, 

rather encourage your candidates to use similar words or synonyms otherwise it will be seen as copying and they 
will not score any mark.

•	 Candidates must make choices where it is required from them if they don’t, then they will score the lowest marks 
even when there is a great answer that contains all elements to score high marks but all will be in vain if there is no 
choice.  Choices must be balanced/both sides.

•	 Make sure that your candidates know the content very well, if they don’t know they won’t be able to interpret the 
sources especially with Russia: 1905-1941 looming.

•	 When	they	use	support,	it	must	fit	with	their	choice.
•	 Develop in class the purposes in questions with keywords like: useful/why/trust/not trust/wrong/right/surprise/not 

surprise/proof/not proof/message.  Valuable tip on a purpose is that it is more than one valid inferences/assertions 
together.  See examples in the mark scheme.

•	 With comparison questions, let the candidates compare the sources with one another not individually.
•	 Encourage your candidates to have 3 or more quotes for support and 4 rejecting the statement in the last 

question with support to score full marks.
•	 Write the phrase or sentence in full, meaning, avoid this: “I was made to work…”
•	 Work on the vocabulary and the use of proper English in class.
•	 Build up the candidates contextual (own) knowledge by teaching them the content and combine it with the skills 

they have to master for this paper.
•	 Workshops are a must especially for the former Junior Secondary Schools where the teachers were thrown in 

the deep end.
•	 Teachers should reach out to others who are more experienced.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 Question one was not well answered.  Candidates struggled to answer the question properly, the valid 
inference	not	sufficiently	given,	support	to	valid	inference	not	written	in	full.		Candidates	lacked	skills	of	
answering the question.  Candidates lack contextual knowledge.  A few did the cross-reference properly.  
Some candidates provided Testing of Reliability which is not needed for this question.  Many candidates 
misinterpreted the source.  Many still make use of the introduction to get the contextual knowledge which 
is not allowed.  Contextual knowledge means your own knowledge that is not part of the question paper 
but what is relevant to the topic in the question paper.

Study source A.

What can you learn from Source A about the attitudes of the German colonial rulers to Namibian people? [6]

Level 1: Does not answer the question

e.g.  copying, paraphrasing or misinterpretation of the source. [1]
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Level 2: Unsupported inference

e.g.  German colonial rulers mistreated the locals, Namibian people were ridiculed, the Germans 
considered Namibians as less important, they saw Namibians as people to gain economic power from, 
the Germans wanted Namibians to be economically dependent on them. [2-3]

Level 3: Supported inference(s) [4-5]

Level 4: Level 3 + contextual knowledge OR cross reference (Source E)

Contextual knowledge must focus on improving understanding of Source A focusing on colonial 
oppression. [6]
Examples of VI: Germans attitudes were oppressive/harsh/negative/manipulative/unreasonable etc

2 The question was poorly answered. Some candidates failed to make a choice.  Most candidates 
paraphrased.  Few candidates could give proper valid inferences of similarities and differences.  Most 
candidates failed to give proper support from both sources.  Candidates failed to come up with correct 
contextual knowledge.

 Study Sources B and C.

How far do these two sources agree?  Use the sources and your knowledge to explain your answer. [7]

Level 1: Does not answer the question

e.g.  copying, paraphrasing or misinterpretation of the source. [1]

Level 2: Compares the provenance of the sources

e.g.  one is from 1906 and the other from 1905.  [2]

Level 3:	 Identifies	agreement	OR	disagreement,	unsupported

e.g.  the sources agree because they both show Namibians being exploited on the railway.  Both shows 
the mistreatment of blacks by the Germans.  However, they disagree because B shows exploitation of 
both men and women while C shows exploitation of men only
Source B talks about contract labour used as cheap labourers whereas the provenance for Source C 
says prisoners were used as cheap labourers. [3]

Level 4:	 Identifies	agreements	OR disagreement, supported [4]

Level 5:	 Identifies	agreement	AND disagreement, unsupported [5]

Level 6:	 Identifies	agreement	AND disagreement supported.

2 Agreements & Differences + support= L6/7 OR 1 agreements & disagreement + support + contextual 
knowledge [6-7]

3 The question was poorly answered.  Many candidates failed to draw a sub-message.  Only a handful of 
candidates could come up with the main message.  Candidates could not come up with good contextual 
knowledge.  Only a few candidates could test the source for reliability.

What is the message of this source?  Use the sources and your knowledge to explain your answer. [8]

 Study Source D.

Level 1: Does not answer the Question

e.g.  copying, misinterpretation of the source. [1]

Level 2: Sub message(s) not supported

e.g.  It is about the exploitation of the Namibian people; Namibian people were killed.  It shows the 
negative effects of colonialism.
It looks sarcastically at the German actions  [2-3]

Level 3: Sub message(s) supported [4-5]

e.g.  the Germans were ruthless towards the Namibian people and can be seen by all the skeletons of 
dead Namibian people.
It	was	to	show	that	the	Germans	were	cruel,	they	would	not	show	any	benefit	to	colonial	rule.		To	
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discourage them from future colonialism and to eradicate people
To criticize Germany’s actions in SWA
Killing of innocent people
It shows the eliminating of Hereros for no good reason

OR

Testing of reliability
e.g.  this was published in a newspaper that was against the Germans being in Namibia, so the newspaper 
was purposefully criticizing the bad deeds of the Germans and the Germans colonial policies by making 
sarcasm against the brutal killing of the Namibians.  The newspaper did this in order for the German 
authority	to	realize	that	the	killing	of	the	Namibians	was	wrong	and	that	it	had	no	benefits,	so	the	cartoonist	
was trying to discourage the Germans from killing the Namibians further, thus drew it in 1906 amidst the 
war of National resistance which had almost led to the extinction of the Namas and Hereros.

One mark per example of either sub message and/or testing of reliability.

Level 4: Main Message not supported

e.g. It was criticizing the Germans ruthless policies in Namibia in order to discourage them from killing 
the Namibian further.
It shows the Germans were ruthless towards the Namibians so that they stop the killing. [6]

Level 5: Main Message, supported [7]

Level 6: L5 + Contextual knowledge to explain main message [8]

4 The question was poorly answered as the majority or almost all candidates failed to reach the highest level 
as they could not come up with a purpose supported.  The majority of the candidates were copying from 
the sources.  Most of the candidates misinterpreted the source.  Some of the candidates gave a small 
message but failed to give proper support.  Some paraphrase.

Some candidates did cross-reference and/or Testing of Reliability which was not requirements for this 
question.

Why did the Herero leaders write this letter in 1901?  Use the source and your knowledge to   
explain your answer. [7]

 Study Source E.

Level 1: Does not answer the Question

e.g. copying, paraphrasing or misinterpretation of the source. [1]

Level 2: Reference to a message, not supported

e.g.  to show how badly the people were being treated and/or that they were being made homeless [2-3]

Level 3: Reference to a message, supported [4-5]

Level 4: Purpose, not supported [6]

e.g.  Purpose is linked to changing German behaviour e.g. change their behaviour and return the land.

Level 5: Purpose supported from the source [7]

5 The question was overall well answered.  However, the candidates failed to provide valid inferences plus 
valid support for the pictorial sources.  The majority of candidates could not do the Testing of Reliability 
for the extra two bonus marks.  Many candidates still misinterpret and paraphrase the sources.  Some 
candidates misinterpret the sources.  Some make a choice but fail to provide support.  A few candidates 
scored full marks.

“Land	confiscation	was	the	most	important	reason	why	the	War	of	National	Resistance	started.”
How far do these sources support this view?  Use the sources to explain your answer. [12]

Study all the sources.

Level 1: No choice made, choice made but no source reference, copying, only contextual knowledge, 
misinterpretation, grouping of sources, paraphrasing. [1-3]
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Level 2: Support OR reject the statement with valid support from the source (one sided) [4-6]

•	 1 Yes OR 1 No = L2/4
•	 2 Yes OR 2 No = L2/5
•	 3 Yes OR 3 No = L2/6

Level 3: Support And Reject the statement with valid support from the source (both sides) [7-12]

•	 1 yes AND 1 No = L3/7
•	 2 Yes AND 1 No = L3/8
•	 2 Yes AND 2 No = L3/9
•	 2 Yes AND 3 No

Note:  one explanation/quotation per source

Up to 2 bonus marks for evaluation of sources.  1 mark per source.

Source use must be reference to the source by letter, by provenance, or by direct quote.

•	 One source = (1)
•	 Two sources = 2 marks

Support Reject
A A
E B

C
D

SOURCE A

YES:  The seizure of land was the culmination of a systematic policy of the German authorities to transfer all economic 
power to whites.

YES:  Governor Theodor Leutwein (1894-1904) took advantage of a succession dispute among the Herero: the 
contested leader Samuel Maharero became dependent on German ‘protection treaties’ to consolidate his power.

NO:  Governor Theodor Leutwein (1894-1904) took advantage of a succession dispute among the Herero: the 
contested leader Samuel Maharero became dependent on German ‘protection treaties’ to consolidate his power.

YES:  After Leutwein had forced a ‘protection treaty’ on Nama captain Hendrik Witbooi as well, the new allies 
embarked on campaigns against ‘rebellious tribes’ with the dual purpose of enlarging Maharero’s power sphere and 
freeing up land, cattle and (forced) labour for German settlers.

NO:  After Leutwein had forced a ‘protection treaty’ on Nama captain Hendrik Witbooi as well, the new allies 
embarked on campaigns against ‘rebellious tribes’ with the dual purpose of enlarging Maharero’s power sphere and 
freeing up land, cattle and (forced) labour for German settlers.

NO:  Cattle herders were decimated, their economic independence shattered.

YES:  By the late 1890s Herero society had become dependent on the goodwill of the colonial state for its very existence.

NO:  By the late 1890s Herero society had become dependent on the goodwill of the colonial state for its very existence.

SOURCE B

NO:  I was made to work on the Otavi line which was being built.

NO:  We were not paid for our work; we were regarded as prisoners.

NO:  I worked for two years without pay.

NO:  I was a kind of foreman over the labourers.

NO:  I had 528 people, all Hereros, in my work party.

NO:  Of these 148 died while working on the line.

NO: The Herero women were put together with the men.

NO: They were made to do manual labour as well.

NO: They did not carry the heavy rails, but they had to load and unload wagons and trucks and to work with picks and 
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shovels. 

NO:  The totals above given include women and children.

NO:  When our women were prisoners on the railway work they were compelled to cohabit with soldiers and white 
railway labourers.

NO:  The fact that a woman was married was no protection.

NO:  Young girls were raped and very badly used.

NO:  They were taken out of the compounds into the bush and there assaulted.

NO:  I don’t think any of them escaped this, except the older ones.

SOURCE C

NB:  Choice, Valid Inference and Support (Surface detail)

Example: Choice – Support or Reject the statement

•	 VI = No: This shows that Namibians were exploited as cheap labours at railway constructions.

•	 Caption/Surface detail (support) = This depicted by a photograph showing concentration camp prisoners 
working on railway line from Luderitz to Aus in 1905.  (Any of the above support)

SOURCE D

NB:  Choice, Valid Inference and Support (Surface detail)

Example: Choice – Support or Reject the statement
•	 VI = No:  It shows that the Namibians were killed by the Germans 

•	 Surface detail (support) = The source shows skeletons scattered while the two Germans’ representatives 
looked on.  (Any of the above support)

SOURCE E

YES:  Last week Mr Stople came here and told us that he had purchased the place from the government in Windhoek 
and he demanded therefore the Mbataratjo and his people who live there should leave the place.

YES:  But now, Honoured Governor, where are we to live when our entire river and all our land is taken away from us?

YES:  We see with dismay how one place after another is going into the hands of white people.
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HOME ECONOMICS

6155
Paper 1

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

The academic year 2021 was as well as being a difficult year to teach during the coronavirus pandemic!  We would like 
to thank all the teachers who still did their best for the benefit of the Namibian child.

The marks of the candidates ranged between a large number of candidates.  The majority performed on average, a few 
performed poorly and a few performed well.

Candidates must take time to read through the question paper thoroughly.  Some questions were not read properly 
which led to misinterpretation. 

The terms, “describe” and :identify” still remain a huge problem. Learners only list or name and, therefore, no marks 
were allocated. 

Candidates still find it difficult to apply practical knowledge to theoretical questions, so during practical lesson teachers 
should link the theory to the dish the candidates are preparing.  For example cooking methods, mixing techniques and 
the recipe terms should be carefully explained.

Section C must always be written in an essay format: heading that is not written in the question form, the body, where 
candidates answer the question and conclusion that sums up the essay. 

The introduction as well as the conclusion of the essay must be linked to the discussion of the topic and must make 
sense. 

The body of the essay should be in paragraph form and not bulleted or numbered.

Some parts of the syllabus were poorly covered by most centres.  Teachers must pay more attention to:

• Recipe terms
• Housing and Management
• Food spoilage
• Wardrobe Planning
• Function of nutrients
• Family Life Education
• Clothing and management 

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

SECTION A

1 Fairly well answered, as most candidates were able to analyse the food groups.  However, a few candidates 
stated the portions recommended for each food group instead of stating nutrient indicators for each food group.

The correct answers were:

(i) Protein

(ii) Calcium

(iii) Essential fatty acids/fatty acids

(iv) Vitamin A and C
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(v) Carbohydrates/starch/fibre  [5]

2 Fairly well answered by most candidates, though not all candidates were able to name the nutrient needed 
to prevent the diseases especially (ii) pellagra.

The correct answers were:

(a) (i) Vitamin C  [1]

 (ii) Vitamin B3 (niacin) [1]

 (iii) Iron [1]

(b) Well answered.  Most candidates were able to classify Vitamin D as either water soluble or fat 
soluble vitamin.

The correct answer was:
= Fat soluble vitamin  [1]

3  Well answered by most candidates, who were able to identify the high sources of fibre from the table.  This 
content is well known and understood since grade 8.

The correct answers were:

(a) Brown rice  
Samp  [2]

(b) - Fibre supplies mass to faeces making the elimination of waste easier
 - When enough fibre is consumed, the stool is larger and soft because the plant fibre attracts water
 - Fibre helps to regulate the glucose level in the blood
 - For a healthy digestive system
 - For a regular bowel movement
 - It helps one to feel fuller for longer, which may help with weight loss
 - It lower the blood cholesterol level
 - It assists in prevention of diseases e.g. heart disease and diabetes
 - It helps to prevent colon cancer any three [3]

4 Fairly well answered by most candidates; however, candidates could not clearly indicate kitchen scale or 
mass meter but they instead mentioned only measuring scale.

The correct answers were:

(a) Spatula  [1]

(b) Egg beater/whisk  [1]

(c) Kitchen scale  [1]

5 Fairly well answered by most candidates, for 5(a) some candidates were not familiar with this type of fat 
used in preparation of traditional English Pastry while 5(b) most candidates got it correct, because they 
are familiar with creaming method that mostly happen when making cakes.

The correct answers were:

(a) Suet  [1]

(b) Butter  [1]

 - Use advertising for the information you need, i.e. where the products can be obtained, what the prices   
  are and what the product will do.
 - Question claims of  “best” , “the only solution” or “ a must”.  Not all products can be the best or the only   
  solution and neither must one have everything.

6 Poorly answered, as most candidates could not understand the question, and in fact explanations should 
be given during practicals for candidates to understand these terms / their functions. 

(a) (i) Coagulation  [1]
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 (ii) Emulsification [1]

 (iii) Foaming [1]

(b) Poorly answered by most candidates, who could not draw and label the parts correctly. It seems 
candidates only know the parts when they are asked to identify them.

 The correct answers were:
 

(ii)Thin albumen (white) 

(i)  Shell membrane 

7 Well answered.  Most candidates were able to outline the characteristics of a mature person, because they 
referred this question to their own self.

The correct answers were:

(a) - See yourself and know yourself positively

(d) - Deal with your problems according to your values  [2]

8 Well answered.  Most candidates were able to easily identify the types of communication; this content is 
taught as from grade 5 and most candidates had this choice of subject as from primary level.

The correct answers were:
A  Verbal communication  [1]
B  Non-verbal communication  [1]

9 Poorly answered by most candidates, only a few candidates were able to describe the steps of budgeting 
for a family correctly but most could not even attempt it nor write the steps in order

The correct answers were:
- Determine your needs
- Work out your priorities
- Investigate the prices
- Decide the best way to buy
- Plan your shopping 
   Or
- Identify and prioritise goals
- Analyse the estimated income
- Determine expected expenditure
- Add and make adjustment until income and expenditure balance
- Implement and evaluate the budget

10 Poorly answered.  Most candidates could not identify the hidden costs involved when buying a house. 
However, most candidates relate the question to the housing needs of senior citizens.

The correct answers were:
- Bond registration/ attorney fees
- Building society fees
- Interim rates
- Property rates
- Occupational interest
- Home owner’s insurance policy
- Miscellaneous expenses
- Transfer fees
- Conveyance fees
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11 Fairly well answered although a few candidates could not clearly list the characteristics of a well-planned 
wardrobe,and they confused the question with factors that influence wardrobe planning.

The correct answers were:
- Planned with discretion
- Contains garments for each occasion and activity in which the wearer takes part
- All the garments should be worn and not merely take up space in the wardrobe
- At least 50% of your clothes should be in a classic style so as not to date
- Your wardrobe should contain accessories and small fashion articles to reflect the fashion
- The wardrobe should reflect quality and not quantity
- Colours, texture and accessories should be co-ordinated so that they can be mixed and matched

12 Poorly answered, candidates could not explain how the lines enhance the appearance of the body. Most 
candidates gave the answers as figure types suitable for the lines given as they are the most commonly 
asked previously.

The correct answers were:
(a) Add width and make the body appear shorter as it directs the eyes from side to side 
(b) Makes the body appear narrower/taller/slimmer/more slender by leading the eye up and down the body

SECTION B

13 (a) Well answered; most candidates were able to explain the food types with their examples from the 
menu. A few candidates just wrote food groups with no examples from the menu.

The correct answers were:

 (i) Food with low water content and high in carbon atoms/ food which is high in fat and sugar and 
normally with low water content e.g. fried boerewors/ koeksisters

 (ii) They have high water content and few carbon atoms/ food with high water content and low in 
sugar and fat e.g. fruit salad

(b) Poorly answered. Most candidates struggled with evaluating the given menu according to the basic 
food groups of Namibia.

The correct answers were:
- The menu has a lot of cereal products that supply energy such as carbohydrates
- Is not balanced in terms of nutrition 
- Is not balanced according to 5 basic food groups

(c)  Well answered.  Most candidates were able to state the guidelines for reducing fat in the diet.  Few 
candidates could not answer it correctly as they focused more on the disadvantages of too much fat 
in the diet.

- Avoid fried food
- Avoid eating food containing a lot of oils/fat
- Use low fat milk instead of full cream
- Apply margarine/butter thinly when spreading it on bread
- Avoid eating chicken skin
- Avoid eating cakes and biscuits which contain invisible fat.
- Remove visible fat from meat when cooking or use lean meat

14 (a) Well answered. Most candidates were able to define food spoilage though a few candidates gave 
explanations instead of the definition.

The correct answer was:
Food spoilage is when foods deteriorates due to the activity of micro-organisms and is no longer fit for 
consumption. 

(b) Fairly well answered.  Candidates could not clearly state the possible cause of food spoilage in 
Penny’s case as some only stated the refrigerator as the cause.  They only concentrated on the 
scenario instead of understanding the question.

The correct answer was:
Contamination by micro-organisms/natural decay within the food itself/the action of enzymes
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(c) Well answered by most candidates, who were able to list the general symptoms of food infection. Only 
a few candidates could not answer this question and they gave answers such as bacteria, moulds and yeast.

The correct answers were:
- Stomach ache/cramps
- Fever
- Vomiting/nausea
- Nausea
- Diarrhoea
- Headache

15 (a) Well answered.  Most candidates could answer this question correctly; they were able to state the 
safety measures to follow when frying food.

The correct answers were:
- Use a pan with a thick base
- Use clean oil of food quality
- Heat oil until hot before food is put in.   The oil must not smoke
- Food must be dry otherwise the oil will splutter
- Turn the food over regularly to fry on both sides
- Fry food until cooked
- Drain the oil on absorbent paper 
- Serve immediately

(b) Well answered by most candidates.  Candidates could identify the method of heat transfer during 
deep frying.

The correct answers were:
Conduction/convection

16 (a) Poorly answered, as few candidates were able to describe the effect of refinement on cereals.  Instead 
of the effect of refinement on cereals, they gave the effect of heat on cereals.

The correct answers were:
When whole grains are milled, the tougher outer coating is removed.  Rollers break the grain open and 
remove the endosperm from the bran.   A refined meal of flour is produced by sifting out the bran particles, 
the aleuronic layer and germ fibre, Vitamin B and protein is reduced by the refinement.  Refining can   reduce 
the nutritional value of cereal as colour change is the result.   [3]

(b) Poorly answered by most candidates, who could not describe the nutritional value of cereals in the 
diet.  Most candidates left this question unanswered.

The correct answers were:
- Cereal contains starch which is a good source of energy for the body
- They are good sources of dietary fibre
- They provide some low biological value protein
- Cereals contain carbohydrates in the form of cellulose (fibre) and starch, incomplete plant proteins and   
 vitamins from the B-group
- Cereals reduces the need for proteins, as the body uses carbohydrates as a source of energy rather   
 than proteins which should be used for building new tissues
- A certain amount of starch in the diet is necessary for the normal oxidisation of lipids
- Whole grain cereals have a greater variety of nutrients but are valuable chiefly for their iron, phosphorus  
 and thiamine
- In part of the oil of the germ, a phosphorus compound is found in the bran
- The removal of the bran will, therefore, also mean the removal of these minerals (calcium, iron and   
 phosphorus)

17 (a) Poorly answered by most candidates, who could not explain the physical demands caused when 
managing a home and a career.  It seems candidates could not clearly focus on the idea of the 
scenario to help them to answer the question.

The correct answers were:
- Fatigue
- Physical discomfort of the body, the backbone, muscles and the neck
- Headache
- Stress
- Depression
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(b) Well answered as most candidates were able to attempt to describe ways in which Mr Siteketa can 
cope with the physical demand caused when managing a home and a career.

The correct answers were:
 - Hire a domestic worker to help out
- Seek help from family members
- Buy modern appliances to use e.g. washing machine, lawn mower
- Prioritise activities and have time table for doing chores   any two [2]

18 (a) Well answered by most candidates.  They were able to differentiate between needs and desires.

The correct answers were:
 (i) - Needs are basic necessities that one cannot live without, as it would be detrimental to life
  - Desires are what satisfy our ego but are not necessary to life as we can live without them. [2]

 (ii) Human resources  Non-human resources

  - Knowledge and mental abilities - Money and material 

  - Enthusiasm, motivation - possessions (equipment), furniture, car, house

  - Work capacity, energy - School, libraries, streets, parks

  - Skills - Stores, cleaning services, manufacturing goods

  - Time - Water, minerals, plants, animals

(b) Poorly answered by most candidates.  They could not discuss the intellectual demands of performing 
household tasks.

The correct answers were:
- When it comes to the performance of tasks at home, it requires intellectual demands, such as planning,  
 time, knowledge and skills to do the work.  
- The amount of work/tasks to be done by each family member must be decided within the individual   
 family.
- Tasks may be allocated to each member or a round table discussion may be held.

(c) Poorly answered by most candidates, who could not describe the housing type and instead of 
describing the house they listed.

The correct answers were:
A detached house is a residential unit that shows no common walls with another house/dwelling, usually set 
on a separate lot and includes ownership

19 (a) Well answered by most candidates, who were able to list the rights of consumers.

The correct answers were:
- Right to safety
- Right to information
- Right to choose
- The right to good services at realistic price
- Right to complain
- The right to protection

(b) Poorly answered by most candidates, who could not describe how social factors influence consumer 
behaviour but they focused more on economic factors rather than social factors.

The correct answers were:
The consumer’s small groups, family, social roles and status can strongly affect consumer’s responses. 
Companies must take them into account when designing their marketing strategies.  Reference groups 
serve as points of comparison for an individual in the form of value, attitude and behaviours.  People try to 
imitate one another.
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SECTION C

20 Section C was fairly well answered, as candidates were able to describe ways to ensure that food, 
equipment as well as the environment are clean and there is safe handling of food.

It was noticed that candidates have improved on writing the essay as it was better than in the past.  However, few 
candidates could not use the correct format of writing the essay. 

The correct answers should include:
• There should be a title that is not in a question format, underlined or in capital/block letters
• Followed by sound introduction relating to the question asked (awareness on cleanliness/hygiene on   
 food)
• The body or the content  should contain 16 points in paragraphed should be paragraphed form to stress the   
 need for cleanliness of food, equipment, environment and safe handling
• The conclusion of the discussion should sum up relating information.  [20]

* Topic – 1 mark
* Introduction – 1 mark
* Paragraphing – 1 mark
* Conclusion – 1 mark
* Content – 16 marks (± 4 marks per component)

* Clean food
- Keep food surfaces clean
- Separate raw food from cooked food/do not use the same knife for raw and cooked food
- Cook food thoroughly
- Use separate cutting boards for preparing raw meats, cooked meat and vegetables to avoid the risk of cross  
 contamination
- Always wash hands with warm water and soap before and after handling food (any personal hygiene rules)
-   Wash fruits and vegetable before cooking 

* Clean equipment
- Wash cutting boards, utensils and countertops with hot soapy water after cutting raw meats
- Use correct cleaning processes to reduce the risk of pests e.g. flies and cockroaches
- Disinfect food preparation areas as well as machinery and equipment used
- Do not store cooked food in the same container as raw food or fresh food with stale food
- Provide clean and appropriate containers/equipment for serving or storage
- Clean the sinks with clean, hot, soapy water and disinfectant

* Clean environment
- Store food, covered, in clean and cool places
- Do not leave food uncovered on work surfaces
- Keep food at safe temperatures, both for serving and storage
- Use safe water and raw materials
- Clean and disinfect garbage can regularly
- Clean up after each meal

* Safe handling of food
- Wear a clean apron to cover clothes and protect the food from micro organisms
- Tie your hair back/wear a plastic cap to keep it from falling into the food
- Your hands must be spotlessly clean when you handle food
- Do not lick your fingers when preparing food.  Instead use a clean spoon for testing
- Do not cough/sneeze over food/cover your mouth with the back of your hand and wash your hands   
 afterwards
-  Always check the expiry date
-  Thaw high-risk food before cooking
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NOTES TO TEACHERS

Teachers should make sure that most of the syllabus content is covered in grade 10 and the first term of grade 11.   
In grade 11, term 2 and 3 should be used for revision and practical exercises in order to put theory into practice.

Centres that performed well have worked through the whole syllabus to cover all aspects of the content.  Teachers are 
thanked very much for their effort!  They are highly appreciated.

Centres that did not perform well must use the syllabus to direct their studies to ensure that all aspects of the content 
are fully covered.

Learners should be given a copy of the syllabus in order to acquaint themselves with the learning objectives.

Despite the pandemic of covid 19, teachers are encouraged to exert more effort to ensure that the syllabus is fully 
covered and learners are prepared before the examination.

On a positive note, all the teachers, learners and all stakeholders are wished a successful and wonderful 2022.
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6155
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 The	moderation	exercise	showed	that	many	centres	submitted	most	of	the	required	and	relevant	information	as	
well	as	all	the	documents	for	the	moderation	process.

•	 It	 was	 noted	 that	 most	 centres	 submitted	 photographs	 of	 good	 quality.	 	 However,	 some	 centres’	 assignment	
question,	recipes	and	preparation	sheets	need	improvement.

•	 It	was	noted	with	concern	that	a	few	centres	are	still	assessing	all	coursework	exercise	1	and	2	in	year	2	(grade	11)	
while	it	is	recommended	that	one	coursework	exercise	should	be	completed	by	the	end	of	grade	10	and	the	second	
coursework	exercise	by	the	end	of	the	second	term	of	grade	11.

•	 For	each	coursework	exercise	the	teacher	should	provide	candidates	with	two	assignments	from	which	they	must	
choose	one.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
These	coursework	exercises	must	be	the	unaided	work	of	the	candidate	and	must	be	carried	out	under	examination	
conditions.	

•	 Many	candidates	need	more	guidance	and	practice	so	that	they	can	respond	to	the	demands	of	the	test	allocated	
to	them	accurately.

•	 They	need	to	demonstrate	sufficient	skills	in	using	a	wide	range	of	ingredients;	the	manipulation	of	various	mixtures	
and	the	use	of	different	cooking	methods	that	make	full	and	sensible	use	of	the	oven,	grill	and	the	top	of	the	cooker.

•	 Candidates’	Time	Plans	should	 include	brief	but	accurate	details	of	preparation	and	cooking	methods,	cooking	
times	and	oven	temperatures.

•	 Candidates	should	also	be	encouraged	to	develop	the	skill	of	dovetailing	when	writing	their	Time	Plans	e.g.	while	
dish	one	is	cooking,	another	can	be	prepared	or	decorated.

•	 In	general,	the	timing	of	dishes	should	be	more	carefully	considered:	dishes	requiring	cooling	should		be	prepared	
first,	while	hot	dishes	should	be	planned	for	later	in	the	test.

•	 Centres	are	reminded	that	only	one	set	of	Preparation	Sheets	should	be	issued	to	each	candidate.	

•	 The	original	top	is	to	be	sent	to	the	DNEA	for	moderation	and	the	copy	should	remain	at	school	in	the	examination	
file	until	results	are	issued.

•	 Preparation	sheets	should	be	fastened	together	with	staples	in	the	correct	order	as	the	names	appear	in	the	MS1.

•	 Marks	should	be	carefully	 totalled,	 scaled	and	 transferred	 to	 the	Practical	Exercise	Summary	Mark	Sheet	and	
the	MS1.		These	marks	must	be	internally	checked	by	a	Head	of	Department/	Subject	Head/	Senior	Teacher	for	
accuracy	and	quality	assurance.

•	 Bundles	of	loose	papers	are	not	acceptable!

•	 The	total	mark	for	Coursework	is	out	of	200,	(exercise	1	is	100	marks	and	exercise	2	is	also	100)	but	should	be	
converted	to	100	marks	which	are	the	MS1	marks	to	be	entered.

•	 All	candidates’	work	must	show	evidence	of	having	been	marked,	with	annotations	clearly	written	on	the	work	to	
show	evidence	of	how	and	where	credit	has	been	awarded.

•	 Examiners	need	to	annotate	in	sufficient	detail	to	make	the	moderation	process	straight	forward.	

•	 Candidates	should	indicate	in	the	question	number	section	of	the	Preparation	Sheet	for	which	assignment	dishes	
are	being	prepared.
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•	 Examiners	are	reminded	to	indicate	on	the	Preparation	Sheet	how	much	credit	has	been	awarded	for	each	individual	
dish,	with	justification	given	on	the	Practical	Exercise	Summary	Mark	Sheet.	

•	 All	of	the	Preparation	Sheets	should	be	clearly	and	concisely	annotated.

Key messages

•	 The	inclusion	of	photographs	as	supporting	evidence	is	compulsory.		One	clear,	good	quality	photograph	of	the	
candidates’	finished	dishes	and	table	settings	is	required.		One	close	up	photo	of	the	finished	dishes	and	one	group	
photograph	of	all	the	candidates	of	the	section	sitting	at	their	served	tables	is	required.

•	 All	centres	must	ensure	that	they	are	familiar	with	the	instructions	which	are	sent	to	all	centres.

•	 Examination	numbers,	Centre	number,	Centre	name	and	Candidate	name	are	to	be	written	on	the	Preparation	
Sheets	and	Practical	Exercise	Mark	Sheets.

•	 Centres	should	ensure	that	they	use	the	updated	documents	for	the	administration	of	the	practical	exercise,	newly	
updated	for	2022.		The	Practical	Exercise	Summary	Mark	Sheet,	attendance	register	and	the	MS1	back	up	copy	
should	all	be	included	with	the	work.

•	 Examiners	should	refer	to	the	Coursework	Manual	and	ensure	that	the	mark	scheme	is	accurately,	rigorously	and	
consistently	applied.

•	 All	examiners	should	refresh	their	knowledge	regarding	the	instructions	and	mark	scheme	annually.

Candidates’ performance

•	 Overall,	the	standard	of	work	provided	by	candidates	was	better,	although	there	were	still	some	new	centres	that	
were	only	used	to	the	previous	grade	10	practical.		Nevertheless	they	have	tried	their	best	and,	hopefully,	there	will	
be	more	improvements	as	from	next	year.

•	 Most	centres	have	made	use	of	old,	practical	question	papers	for	grade	12	to	ensure	that	recipes	and	assignments	
were	completed	on	Grade	11	level.		However,	it	was	observed	that	centres	do	not	include	the	assignment	given,	
recipe	booklet	as	well	as	the	marking	scheme	when	sending	the	candidates’	work	for	moderation.

Please take note of the following:

1 Ensure	that	candidates’	numbers,	registered	names	and	chosen	assignments	appear	at	the	top	of	each	
preparation	sheet.

2 If	a	certain	ingredient	is	not	available	in	a	region	or	town,	replace	it	with	something	similar.	Just	indicate	
the	name	of	the	replaced	ingredient	on	the	marking	sheet.

3 Candidates	are	required	to	carry	out	two	(2)	practical	exercises	for	the	duration	of	the	coursework.	It	is	
compulsory:	one	should	be	completed	by	 the	end	of	Grade	10	and	 the	second	one	by	 the	end	of	 the	
second	term	of	Grade	11.		Centres	are	strongly	advised	not	to	complete	both	exercises	in	the	Grade	11	
year,	because	they	will	end	up	mixing	up	Coursework	Preparation	Sheets	with	the	Examination	Practical	
Test	paper.

4 For	 each	 coursework,	 teachers	must	 provide	 candidates	with	 two	 assignments	 from	which	 they	must	
choose	one.	 If	 teachers	provide	 the	 recipes,	 they	 should	provide	at	 least	 nine	 (9)	 recipes	 from	which	
candidates	can	choose.

5 These	coursework	exercises	must	be	the	unaided	work	of	the	candidates	and	must	be	carried	out	under	
examination	conditions.

6 During	the	completion	of	a	coursework	exercises	there	should	be	proper	supervision.
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7 Candidates	should	not	repeat	the	same	mistakes	during	the	examination	that	have	already	made	during	
the	preparation.		At	some	centres	all	candidates	chose	the	same	assignment	with	exactly	the	same	three	
dishes.		Moderators	then	doubt	if	the	practical	exercises	were	carried	out	under	examination	conditions.

8 For	each	coursework	exercise,	teachers	must	provide	the	two	assignments,	recipe	booklet	as	well	as	the	
memorandum,	which	must	be	sent	through	for	moderation	at	the	end	of	Grade	11.

9 Ingredients	where	preparation	is	required,	e.g.	grated	cheese,	should	be	included	in	the	time	plan.		(Add	
grated	cheese.)

10 30	minutes	before	commencement	of	the	practical,	all	 ingredients	and	equipment	for	baking	as	well	as	
serving	should	be	collected.		Tins	and	dishes	should	be	greased.

11 Candidates	should	measure	correctly;		sift	dry	ingredients	together;		use	equipment	for	the	task	correctly;	
use	beaten	eggs	immediately	and	know	mixing	as	well	as	preparation	methods	e.g.	cutting	 in	method,	
folding	in,	roux.

12 Some centres still send in coursework without the given assignment, recipe booklet and 
memorandum.  Please send in all three (3) pieces with the coursework.  It is compulsory.

13 Few	centres	have	done	better	on	the	time	plans.		Take	baking/cooking	time	of	the	last	dish	into	consideration	
for	proper	planning.		All	dishes	must	be	done	(completed)	within	2	hours	but	not	longer	than	that.		Marks	
cannot	be	allocated	for	a	specific	dish.		If	examiners	did	not	penalise	a	candidate	on	dishes	that	were	not	
ready	on	time,	the	moderators	cancelled	the	marks	that	were	allocated	for	the	third	dish.

14 Written	work	must	be	carried	out	under	examination	conditions.

15 Some	examiners	still	 allocate	high	marks	 for	a	 low	standard	of	work.	 	Words	 like	 “food	 is	nice,	good,	
attractive,	tasty”	cannot	receive	a	mark.

16 Please	encourage	learners	to	evaluate	each	dish	separately	according	to	appearance,	taste	and	texture.		
One	word	to	describe	evaluation	of	dishes	is	not	good	enough.		Candidates	should	describe	the	dishes	
using	descriptive	words.

17 Descriptive	words	that	should	be	used	are:	

	 Appearance:

•	 Light
•	 Fluffy
•	 springy		
•	 no	peak	tops
•	 no	cracks
•	 even	shape
•	 “the	crust	is	golden	brown
•	 	burnt,	for	texture
•	 no	large	tunnels
•	 well-raised	with	a	soft,	moist
•	 coarse	texture

	 Taste: 

•	 no	burnt	taste
•	 tasted	like	oranges
•	 not	too	salty	etc.	enough	salt	
•	 Taste	the	ginger
•	 Sweet
•	 Spicy	taste
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	 Texture

•	 Smooth
•	 Soft
•	 Moist
•	 Firm

18 Marks	allocated	for	reason	of	choice:	the	reason	must	refer	back	to	the	assignment.		“I	chose	the	recipes	
because	all	three	demonstrate	the	different	properties	of	eggs,	i.e.	coagulation,	foaming	and	emulsifying.”

19 Name	 the	 different	 cooking	 methods	 for	 example	 baking,	 steaming,	 frying	 and	 the	 different	 mixing	
techniques,	creaming,	beating,	cutting	in.

20 Work	plan	and	time	management:		Candidates	should	give	comments	on	how	they	have	followed	their	
own	time	plan	or	if	they	changed	it	or	adhered	to	it.

21 The	rate	of	success	or	failure	during	the	practical	refers	to	the	success	of	implementing	the	method,	e.g.	
only	heat	 the	water	not	boil;	did	or	did	not	overmanupilate	 the	flour	mixtures;	prepare	 the	white	sauce	
without	lumps.

22 In	the	case	of	failure,	an	explanation	must	be	given,	such	as	why	the	muffins	burnt	(temperature	too	high	
or	forgot	muffins	in	oven).		Why	the	cake	failed	to	rise?		I	forgot	to	put	in	the	baking	powder.

23 Techniques	used	refer	to	all	skills	and	techniques	used	during	the	practical	test	(getting	it	from	the	three	
recipes)	e.g.	sift,	stir,	dissolve,	beat,	cream	or	cut.

24 Candidates	must	be	able	to	identify	techniques	from	the	specific	recipes	used.

25 Not	all	centres	sent	in	two	photographs.		Teachers	must	send	in	one	(1)	close-up	photograph	of	all	three	
dishes.		If	possible,	cut	out	a	slice	and	display	it	in	such	a	way	that	the	texture	is	visible	on	the	photograph.		
Add	a	second	photograph	where	the	candidate	sits	behind	his/her	laid	table	and	include	table	decorations	
to	ensure	that	the	flower	arrangement	is	visible	in	the	photo.

26 The	third	photograph	must	be	a	group	photograph.	

27 The	candidates	must	be	allowed	to	sit	at	their	tables	and	take	a	photograph	that	includes	all	the	candidates	
of	the	section	behind	their	served	dishes.

28 There	is	no	need	for	candidates	to	hold	dishes	in	their	hands.		The	whole	group	of	candidates	is	supposed	
to	be	finished	at	the	same	time.		There	is	no	need	for	candidates	to	take	a	group	photograph	with	their	
teacher	and	no	dishes.

29 If	teachers	use	their	own	recipes	they	must	ensure	that	recipes	are	up	to	standard	and	written	in	metric/
units	measurements.

Improvement was noticed regarding the following:

•	 Time	 plans	 of	most	 centres	were	 better.	Teachers	 are	 reminded	 that	 only	 temperature	 and	 cooking	 times	 are	
allowed	in	the	column	for	special	points.

•	 Include	time	for	washing	up.
•	 Standard	of	dishes	was	on	a	Grade	11	level.
•	 Standard	of	marking	of	scripts	at	some	centres	was	better.	However,	 teachers	are	discouraged	 from	awarding	

unrealistic	marks	to	candidates.

Dishes

•	 Display	of	dishes	was	better.
•	 Candidates	must	be	encouraged	to	garnish/decorate	dishes.

Also	study	Report	6155/3	of	Practical	Test	below.
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6155
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Many	centres	presented	work	of	a	good	standard	and	submitted	work	which	met	the	assessment	criteria.		Many	
candidates	need	more	guidance	and	practice	so	that	they	can	respond	to	the	demands	of	the	test	allocated	to	them	
accurately.

•	 They	need	 to	demonstrate	 sufficient	 skills	 in	using	a	wide	 range	of	 ingredients:	 in	 the	manipulation	of	 various	
mixtures	as	well	as	the	use	of	different	cooking	methods	that	make	full	and	sensible	use	of	the	oven,	grill	and	the	
top	of	the	cooker.

•	 Candidates’	Time	Plans	should	 include	brief	but	accurate	details	of	preparation	and	cooking	methods,	cooking	
times	and	oven	temperatures.

•	 Candidates	 should	 also	 be	 encouraged	 to	 develop	 the	 skill	 of	 dovetailing	when	writing	 their	Time	Plans.	 	 For	
example,	while	one	dish	is	cooking,	another	can	be	prepared	or	decorated.

•	 In	general,	the	timing	of	dishes	should	be	more	carefully	considered,	with	dishes	requiring	cooling,	being	prepared	
first,	while	hot	dishes	should	be	planned	for	later	in	the	test.

•	 Centres	are	reminded	that	only	one	set	of	Preparation	Sheets	should	be	issued	to	each	candidate.		Only	originals	
are	to	be	forwarded	to	the	Moderator.

•	 Preparation	sheets	should	be	fastened	together	with	staples	in	the	correct	order.

•	 Marks	should	be	carefully	 totalled,	 scaled	and	 transferred	 to	 the	Practical	Exercise	Summary	Mark	Sheet	and	
the	MS1.	These	marks	must	be	checked	by	a	Head	of	Department/	subject	Head/	senior	 teacher	 in	 the	same	
department	for	accuracy	and	quality	assurance.

•	 All	candidates’	work	must	show	evidence	of	having	been	marked,	with	annotations	clearly	written	on	the	work	to	
give	evidence	of	how	and	where	credit	has	been	awarded.		Examiners	need	to	annotate	in	sufficient	detail	to	make	
the	moderation	process	straightforward.

•	 Candidates	should	indicate	in	the	question	number	section	of	the	Preparation	Sheet	for	which	assignment	dishes	
are	being	prepared.

•	 Examiners	are	reminded	to	indicate	on	the	Preparation	Sheet	how	much	credit	has	been	awarded	for	each	individual	
dish	with	justification	given	on	the	Practical	Exercise	Summary	Mark	Sheet.

Key messages

•	 The	inclusion	of	photographs	as	supporting	evidence	is	compulsory.	

•	 One	clear	good	quality	picture	of	the	candidates’	finished	dishes	and	table	settings	is	required,	
•	 a	group	photograph	of	the	group	of	candidates	who	did	the	practical	at	the	same	time,	with	their	dishes.

•	 Candidates	should	be	seated	behind	their	serving	tables	with	all	their	three	dishes.

•	 All	centres	must	ensure	they	are	familiar	with	the	instructions	which	are	available	at	all	centres.		These	instructions	
clearly	 state	 that	 the	 Examination	 numbers,	 Centre	 number,	 Centre	 name,	 Candidate	 name	 and	 assignment	
number	are	to	be	written	on	the	Preparation	Sheets	and	Practical	Test	Mark	Sheets.

•	 Centres	should	ensure	that	they	use	the	updated	documents	for	the	administration	of	the	practical	exercise.

•	 The	Practical	Exercise	Summary	Mark	Sheet,	attendance	register	and	the	MS1	should	all	be	 included	with	 the	
work.
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•	 Teachers	must	make	sure	that	the	names	of	the	candidates	are	in	the	same	order	on	all	documents.

•	 Examiners	should	refer	to	the	Practical	Test	Training	Handbook	and	ensure	that	the	mark	scheme	is	accurately,	
rigorously	and	consistently	applied.

•	 All	examiners	should	refresh	their	knowledge	regarding	the	instructions	and	mark	scheme	annually.

•	 There	are	still	examiners	who	either	do	not	read	the	Examiners’	Reports	or	do	not	use	prescribed	mark	schemes	to	
mark	the	Practical	Test.	Mark	schemes	are	provided	every	year	in	“Instructions	to	Teachers”.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

General problems experienced with the practical test.

1 At	some	centres	the	order	of	the	summary	forms	still	differs	from	the	order	in	the	MS1.		This	issue	needs	
more	attention.		Some	centres	did	not	send	in	the	summary	form	for	the	Practical	Test.

2 Please	 staple	 each	 candidate’s	 preparation	 sheets	 and	 photographs	 together,	 with	 the	 mark	 sheet	
(photographs)	on	top.

3 Ensure	that	the	assignment	number	appears	on	the	mark	sheets	as	well	as	on	the	preparation	sheets	of	
candidates.		A	bundle	of	loose	papers	is	not	acceptable.

4 Preparation	sheets	without	the	assignment	number	written	on	them	are	not	acceptable.

5 Some	centres	were	too	lenient	when	awarding	marks	for	time	plans,	shopping	list	and	evaluation.		The	
mark	scheme	provided	must	be	used	during	practical	sessions	as	in“Instructions	to	Teachers”.

6 Include	washing	up	in	between	recipes;	leave	enough	time	for	last	recipe	to	be	cooked	in	time.

7 Ingredients	wrongly	placed	on	shopping	list	receive	no	marks.

8 Give	attention	to	and	evaluate	each	dish	separately.

9 Some	centres	still	do	not	write	supportive	comments	on	mark	sheets.		Some	even	give	no	comments.

10 Some	centres	still	give	8	out	of	10	marks	for	burnt/poor	quality	dishes	.		Teachers	must	be	more	realistic.

Problems experienced with Work Plan

1 Include	all	documentation	(marking	grid,	mark	scheme	of	preparation	sheet,	marking	sheet	and	preparation	
of	learners).	Documentation	should	be	stapled	together	for	each	candidate.

2 Ensure	correct	choices	from	the	received	memorandum	and	use	it	as	a	reference	when	marking.

3 List of ingredients	-	Encourage	candidates	to	order	garnish.

•	 Do	not	subtract	marks	for	including	techniques.
•	 Make	sure	there	is	a	clear	differentiation	between	recipes.

4 Shopping list	-	Do	not	order	water.

•	 Vanilla	is	a	condiment	and	spice.
•	 Sugar	is	another	ingredient.
•	 Margarine	is	another	ingredient
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5 Time planning

•	 It	should	include	washing-up	in	between	dishes.
•	 Follow	through	up	to	the	end	of	the	practical.
•	 Ensure	that	the	last	recipe	has	enough	cooking	time.
•	 The	recipes	with	the	longest	cooking	time	must	be	prepared	first.
•	 Indicate	the	recipes	with	which	candidates	are	busy.
•	 Ensure	that	the	dishes	are	served.

6 Evaluations

•	 Reason	for	choice	refer	back	to	assignment,	for	example	assignment	1.
•	 Different	flour	types.		I	include	cake	flour,	corn	flour	and	self-rising	flour.		I	use	baking,	steaming	and	deep	

frying	as	a	cooking	method	or	techniques	such	as	beating,	creaming	or	cutting	in.
•	 Please	encourage	candidates	to	do	a	complete	evaluation	of	one	dish	according	to	appearance,	taste	and	

texture	as	a	whole,	before	they	move	to	dishes	two	and	three.		Descriptive	words	must	be	used.		Smooth	
cannot	be	used	to	describe	texture	of	flour	mixtures.		The	words	well-raised	or	no	tunnels	should	be	used.

•	 To	evaluate	taste	as	sweet	is	not	on	standard.		The	dish	does	have	a	sweet	taste	and	I	can	taste	the	raisins;	
eggs,	apricot	jam,	apple	or	cinnamon	is	more	appropriate.

•	 Reason	for	success	or	failure	must	be	motivated.

CHOICE OF DISHES

 ASSIGNMENT 1

Poultry
Suitable Recipe Poultry Preparation Techniques Cooking Methods
1		Chicken	Croquettes	
				with	Thick	White	Sauce

 Roux/Chop/Stir/Peel/	
Slice/Cut/Beat	

Braise/Deep	fry	

2		Chicken	Pie	  Slice/Cut/Peel/Drain/	
Mash

Frying/Boiling/Baking

3		Cordon	Bleu	  Slice/Sift/Pound/Roll/	
Coat

Baking

4		Paella	  	Peel/Slice/Stir/Cube Sauté/Frying/Simmer
5		Stuffed	Tomato	  Chop/Braise/Cut/Strain/	

Drizzle/Brush
Baking/Frying/Boiling

ASSIGNMENT 2 
Cooking Methods 
Recipe Cooking Methods Preparation Technique Aesthetical Principle 
1		Bran	Pudding	 Steaming	 Creaming/Sift/	Folding-in/

Beat	
Teachers	 should	 consider	
the	 following	 aesthetical	
principles:	
Appearance	
Texture

2		Chicken	Croquettes	
				with	Thick	White	Sauce	

Braise/Deep	Fry	 Roux/Chop/Stir/Peel/	Slice/
Cut/Beat	

3		Chicken	Pie	 Frying/Boiling/	Baking	 Slice/Cut/Peel/Drain/	Mash	
4		Cordon	Bleu	 Baking	 Slice/Sift/Pound/Roll/	Coat	
5		Paella	 Sauté/Frying/	Simmer	 Peel/Slice/Stir/Cube	
6		Pumpkin	Fritters	 Deep	Frying/Boil	 Stir/Peel/Mash	
7		Red	Velvet	Cake	 Baking	 Cream/Beat/Sift	
8		Spaghetti	Bolognaise	 Sauté/Frying/	Simmer	 Chop/Peel/Grate/	Drain	
9		Stuffed	Tomatoes	 Baking/Frying/	Boiling	 Chop/Braise/Cut/	Strain/

Drizzle/Brush	
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The	dishes	chosen	must	have	three	different	cooking	methods	and	be	aesthetically	pleasing.	

Teachers	should	always	consult	the	Mark	Scheme	for	all	Practical	tests	and	exercises	in	order	to	allocate	marks.

POSITIVE SUGGESTION TO TEACHERS

•	 Teachers	are	encouraged	to	give	more	practical	exercises	to	candidates	to	be	able	to	apply	the	principles	for	the	
preparation	of	food	such	as	fats,	cereals	and	cereals	products,	dairy	and	non-dairy	products,	eggs,	sauces,	meat,	
poultry,	fish,	vegetables	and	fruits,	pulses,	flour	mixtures	and	raising	agents.

•	 Practical	exercises	should	be	incorporated	into	theory	at	all	 times,	so	that	candidates	are	fully	prepared	for	the	
practical	end	of	year	examination.

•	 Teachers	especially	new	teachers	teaching	senior	secondary	 level	(grade	10-11),	are	strongly	advised	to	study	
their	syllabus	thoroughly	and	familiarise	themselves	with	the	scheme	of	assessment	for	paper	2	&	3	on	page 24-
26,	and	page 37-53.

•	 They	are	further	encouraged	to	visit	best	performing	schools	or	nearby	schools	with	senior	teachers	in	the	field	to	
assist	them	in	this	regard.

•	 Teachers	 are	 encouraged	 to	 apply	 a	 consistent	 marking	 scheme	 throughout	 the	 year,	 based	 on	 the	marking	
requirements	provided	in	this	report.

•	 It	is	to	the	benefit	of	a	learner	to	receive	a	copy	of	a	syllabus.

In	 conclusion,	 the	 performance	 demonstrated	 by	 all	 candidates	 was	 better.	 	 However,	 there	 were	 a	 few	 signs	 of	
negligence	at	a	few	centres.

We	recommend	that	training	for	coursework	and	practical	tests	be	arranged	by	regional	offices	for	centres.	

New	centres	and	newly	appointed	 teachers	 to	 the	subjects	should	be	assisted	 regarding	 the	conducting	as	well	as	
administering	of	coursework	and	practical	assessment	in	Home	Economics.

May	2022	bring	renewed	exciting	ideas	to	all	our	teachers,	who	are	encouraged	to	be	energetic	and	innovative	at	all	
times.

An	example	of	a	written	preparation	work	for	coursework	and	practical	test.
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HOSPITALITY

6156
Paper 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

Acknowledgements are given to all teachers for their efforts and dedication to our second examination

Questions 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 were mostly well answered by most candidates.  However, most candidates find questions 
3 and 7 difficult because only a few candidates score full marks and most candidates are struggling to answer the 
questions with EXPLAIN, DISCUSS and DESCRIBE command verbs.  Most candidates obtained average marks with 
only a few candidates scoring below and above average.  The question paper was very well-adjusted according to the 
syllabus requirements. Few candidates failed to follow the instructions on the question paper.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

SECTION A

1 This question was well answered by most candidates, who managed to give the correct definition of Tourism. 

 The correct answer was:

(a) It is the industry of people travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for either 
pleasure or business purposes.

OR

 Tourism is the commercial organisation and operation of holidays and visits to places of interest, 
leisure, pleasure or for business interest purposes. 

(b) This question was well answered by most candidates.  However, candidates have confused modes 
of transportation which is Land transport with Road transport which is an example of land transport. 

The correct answers were: 
(i) Air transport
(ii) Land transport

(c) This question was well answered by most candidates.  However, candidates struggled to give the 
correct answer for C. (i).

The correct answers were:
(i) Ministry of Environment and Tourism / MET
(ii) Ministry of Health and Social Services / MoHSS

(d) This question was answered by most candidates, who managed to give two points of the functions 
of Front Office Personnel but candidates did not give full explanations of the function of Front Office 
Personnel.  Teachers should train their candidates on how to answer the questions by providing a full 
explanation.

The correct answers were:
• The front office is the face of the hotel and it has all the responsibility to ensure that all the guests’ needs 

are met and the requests of the guests are taken care of,
• The front office personnel function is to better coordinate between the guest and the hotel.  The guest 

always passes through the front office and the guest calls the front desk for any assistance, if needed,
• The front office personnel have to sell the rooms to boost revenue where possible,
• The front office improves the guest contact by going the extra mile for the satisfaction of the guest,
• All associates need to be motivated and take an interest in the hotel operation to add value to the guest 

services.
• All guests need to feel satisfied to ensure that they have fewer complaints.  Guests must be given what 

they need whenever possible.
• The front office welcomes guests to the accommodation section. 
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• The front desk meets and greets the visitors.
• Answering visitor’s enquiries about a company and its products or services is another task.
• Taking and organising reservations are two more duties.
• Directing visitors to their destinations is yet another task.
• Allocating check in and out of rooms forms part of the service. 
• Organising porter service is another consideration.
• Issuing keys and other security arrangements is an important duty.
• Passing on messages to customers is also done by the front desk.
• Sorting and handing out mail also forms parts of the schedule completed by the front desk.
• Settling the accounts is another task.
• Answering incoming calls on multi-line telephones as well as filing are the responsibility of the front 

desk.
• Record keeping is another task.
• Keyboarding/data entry is also entrusted to the front desk.

(e) This question was answered above average by most candidates who managed to give three points 
of economic benefits of an increased number of tourists in Namibia.  However, most candidates failed 
to give full discussions on the points given.  Candidates were supposed to give three of the correct 
points below with supportive and detailed discussions on the economic benefits of increased tourists 
to Namibia 

The correct answers were:
• Brings in foreign currency 
• Positive balance of Payment
• Improved and development of infrastructure such as good road network, electricity, clean water supply 

or telecommunication.
• Increases employment/job opportunities for citizens and aids regional development
• Contributes to GDP

- It increases the demand for the development of more shops and hotels
- It enhances the economy of the region and creates revenue for the local government

• Large amount of investments are also made when tourist resorts are constructed
• Local people will earn money/income/profit through selling of their craft products to the tourist
• Many Namibians make a living selling curios and crafts to tourists / It stimulate interest in local crafts
• The government earns valuable taxes from the tourism industry 
• It provides a higher quality of life for locals and an increase in wealth of an area.  It also increases the 

demand for the development of more shops and hotels
• Tourists also use public services, thereby creating funding for public services such as health, police and 

the fire department as well as increasing the demand for public transport

2 (a) This question was well answered by most candidates. Most candidates managed to identify the type 
of communications.

The correct answers were:

 (i) Verbal

 (ii) Non-verbal

(b) This question was well answered by most candidates. Most candidates managed to identify the type 
of barrier to communication

The correct answer was:
Language Barriers/Different language

(c) This question was answered below average because candidates could not provide full explanations 
of their points in detail. 

 Candidates were expected to give three of the following points below and give full detailed discussions 
on how to communicate effectively with a rude customer. 

 The following were the correct points for discussions. 

• Allow customers to talk
• Show you care
• Use the correct tone
• Be neutral
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• Do not react to rude comments - just listen
• Avoid talking with rude customers within earshot of other customers
• Use words like “likely”, “typically”, “perhaps”, “sometime”, “possibly”.
• Summarise main point and work together on a solution
• Set limits and end the interaction

(d) This questions was answered below average.  Most candidates failed to give two full explanations for 
ways that professional conduct is important in a hospitality establishment. 

Candidates were supposed to give two full explanations of the following correct answers: 

Good reputation since customers will share their experiences with their friend/customers will also 
recommend their friends/relative to an establishment.
Well trained and professional staff will make customers happy because they will feel welcomed or taken 
seriously, which create good image for the establishment. 
Fully booked establishment will increase the revenue and boost the economic status of the hospitality 
establishment. 

(e) This question was answered above average. Most candidates managed to give the correct definition 
of Good Customer Service. 

 The correct definitions of Good Customer Service were: 
- to help customers efficiently in a friendly manner, handle issues for customers and do their best to   
 ensure customers are satisfied
 or
- meeting expectations by showing the customer how important he or she is to the business by   
 interacting with him or her.

(f) This question was well answered by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to state the type of 
customer who is most likely to use an internal hotel chain. 

 Candidates were supposed to state one of the correct answers below: 

- Tourist
- Families
- Elderly
- Business travellers
- Delegates
- Sports people
- Cultural groups
- Backpackers 

(g) This question was answered above average by most candidates.  However, there were still candidates 
who could not give a full explanation to their given points on the ways that good customer service may 
benefit a hospitality establishment.

The correct answers were:
• Customers and clients are happy
• Customers will make word-of-mouth recommendations
• Customers might come again which increases profitability
• The business will have a good reputation
• The business will grow and prosper
• Retains customer loyalty as they do not shift to the competition
• More reference:  they talk about their experience to others which means more customers and more 

money to a business.
• It provides owners and employees with a feeling of confidence:  they praise the business and boost the  

employee morale.
• Satisfied customers create a holistic marketing scenario
• It provides a competitive advantage

3 (a) (i) This question was well answered by most candidates.  Candidates managed to state the three 
causes of health hazards that the housekeepers are exposed to. 

The correct answers were: 
- Ergonomics/or lifting and pushing 
- slips, trips/falls
- hot surfaces and substances/Burn
- cutting equipment/cuts
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- hazardous chemical and carbon dioxide gas
- electrical shocks
- occupational violence
- radiation  

 (ii) This question was well answered by most candidates: 

Candidates were supposed to give one of the correct answers below: 

A Mask/Face Mask/Dust Mask/Protective Mask/Safety Mask 

(b) This question was answered below average by most candidates.  Candidates failed to give three 
points with full discussions on the importance of health and safety to a hospitality establishment. 

Candidates were supposed to give three of the correct answers below with full supportive discussions. 

• To control hazards and develop a safety plan
- identify hazards in the workplace and take steps to eliminate and minimise them
- develop a safety plan
- inform workers what to do to ensure their safety and what is expected from them
- workers should have access to a first-aid kit

• To ensure that equipment and tools are regularly checked, maintained and safe to use
- review safe work procedures and storage areas
- provide adequate facilities for the welfare at work of workers in carrying out work

• To provide written instructions and safe work procedures
- workers will be trained and shown how to do specific tasks
- supervise workers to ensure that they are using their training

• Create a surface that supports open communication
- staff/workers will be encouraged to share their ideas and thoughts on how to improve safety in the   
 workplace

• To make safety a key part of the establishment
- monitoring the health of workers and the condition at the workplace for the purpose of preventing   
 injury or illness

• To maintain records
- keep records of all first-aid treatment, inspections, incident investigations and training activities.  
This information can help identify trends in unsafe conditions or work procedures

4 (a) This question was answered below average by most candidates.  Most candidates failed to discuss 
the principles of food safety when handling food but mentioned ways on how to prevent cross 
contamination which were wrong answers. 

Candidates were supposed to give three of the following correct answers below: 
• Washing equipment before using and before storing
• Always clean the sink and bins with clean, hot, soapy water
• Keep utensils and towels clean.  Wash them well in hot soapy water
• Use different bowls for seasoning/marinating meat, fish and chicken
• Do not mix food such as meat, fish, chicken together
• Always wear clean clothes e.g. apron
• Always cover your hair/tie your hair at the back
• Keep fingernails and toenails short and clean
• Wash your hands after using the toilet and before handling food
• Cover your mouth when coughing/sneezing
• Blow your nose with a clean paper handkerchief
• Always take off your apron and cap after work
• Keep food covered, clean and cool 

(b) This question was answered above average.  Most candidates managed to define Cross Contamination. 

The correct definition of cross contamination was: 
Cross contamination is the transfer of harmful bacteria from one food item to another.

(c) This question was well answered by most candidates.  However, there were still candidates who did 
not give full explanations on two methods used to prevent cross contamination. 

The correct answers were:
• Raw chicken, fish and meat are sure to contain micro-organisms, so they must always be kept well 

away from other food
• Rinse before cooking the meat, fish or chicken
• Cooked food such as meat should be stored away from uncooked food
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• Store cooked meat above uncooked food in the refrigerator to prevent cross contamination
• Do not use the same chopping boards for cutting both cooked and uncooked food
• Use one plate for raw meat and a different plate for cooked meat
• Do not allow raw food to come into contact with cooked or ready to eat foods
• The place for storing frozen food in the refrigerator should not be overloaded as this can lead to cross 

contamination
• Use a clean shopping trolley/basket when shopping for food
• Clean and sanitise all work surfaces/clean equipment after use

(d) (i) This question was well answered by most candidates .  However, candidates did not give a    
 full explanation of how cooked leftover meat should be treated to prevent contamination by micro-  
 organisms. 

The correct answers were: 
• Cut the meat into very small pieces to be reheated
• Remove excess fat and bone.  Then mince or chop finely
• Keep the reheated food at above 60°C to avoid bacterial growth
• Cover and refrigerate to prevent contamination
• Discard uneaten leftover meat after it has been reheated

 (ii) This question was well answered by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to list the 
causes of food spoilage. 

The correct answers were: 
• moisture loss
• natural decay
• the action of enzymes
• chemical changes
• micro organism 
• bacteria
• moulds/fungi
• yeasts

(iii)  This question was answered above average by most candidates.  Most candidates were able to 
give two symptoms of ill health caused by spoiled food with full descriptions. 

The correct answers were: 
• Nausea:  a general term describing a queasy stomach, with or without the feeling that you are 

about to vomit.
• Vomiting:  a forceful contraction of the stomach muscles that cause the content of the stomach to 

come through the mouth.
• Fever: is a body temperature that’s higher than the normal body temperature.
• Stomach cramps/Stomach ache:  pain in the mid or upper abdominal area
• Diarrhoea/Runny Tummy/Running Stomach:  the condition of having at least three loose or liquid 

bowel movement each day which can last for days.

5 (a) This question was answered below average by most candidates.  Most candidates gave the function 
of the Security Officers instead of the purposes of Security in general in the hospitality establishment. 

The correct answers were:
• To ensure safety in the less populated areas.
• To ensure peace of mind to the staff and guests by deploying security guards in dark alleys, storerooms and 

less used stairways
• To watch for illegal/dangerous activities.
• To protect the people and property, as they are the first to respond to the incident before the arrival of the 

police.
• Their timely response can prevent crimes like stealing, fraud, abduction and assaults.
• A security guard can help to optimise the parking to ensure a seamless experience for the guests during their 

stay.
• To make sure that lightning and CCT cameras are properly installed and working well.
• To check if the rooms are properly bolted, monitor the staff at the entry/ exit points and respond to any theft 

complaint by a guest.
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(b) This question was answered above average.  However, most candidates could not specify the type 
of camera. 

The correct answers were: 
CCTV Camera/ Close Circuit Television Camera/Security Camera/Safety Camera/Surveillance Camera/
Uses: - To record/keep footage of any illegal or unethical activities
  - To monitor/detect/capture what is happening in and outside the hospitality establishment
  - To reduce the risk of crime like theft and other illegal activities

(c) This question was answered above average.  Most candidates managed to give a full explanation of 
the importance of confidentiality with regard to the Business and the employee

The correct answers were: 

 (i) - Confidentiality within the business will help to build and develop trust between business and customer

 - Confidentiality can lead to loss of business

 (ii) - Confidentiality can ensure that employees are protected in the sense that employee 
  information is not given to any outsider

 - To avoid loss of employee trust, confidence and loyalty

6 (a) This question was answered well by most candidates.  Candidates were able to choose from the table 
the best definitions that fit the descriptions. 

The correct answers were: 
 (i) Lunch
 (ii) Breakfast
 (iii) Supper

(b) This question was well answered by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to give a full 
description of dessert as a course of a meal with supportive examples. 

• Dessert:  a sweet/savoury course eaten at the end of a meal. 
•     a course that concludes a meal. 
• The course usually consists of sweet foods, such as confectionery dishes or fruit and possibly a 

beverage such as dessert wine or liqueur 

(c)  This question was well answered.  Most candidates managed to identify the correct courses from the menu. 

The correct answers that best fit the Dessert and Starter were: 
(i) Dessert -Baked Pineapple Pudding
(ii) Starter-Steamed Carrots with White Sauce

(d) These questions were answered below average.  Most candidates failed to give full descriptions of 
Plate Service Style and Tray Service Style. 

The correct answers were: 
(i) Plate service style is a service of pre-plated food to the guest by the restaurant staff presented from   
 the left hand side of the guest. 

(ii) Tray service style is a service that does not make use of the usual dining table but instead dishes and   
 table appointments are arranged in trays, which are brought to the diner.

(e) These questions were answered below average.  Most candidates could not identify the types of 
glassware suitable to serve the alcoholic and hot beverages. 

The correct answers were: 
(i) Port, Sherry Copita, Red wine, White wine, Champagne flute, Red Bulgandy, Red Bordeaux glass
(ii) Pint, Stange, Weizen, Snifter, Pilsner, Goblet, Tulip and mug glass
(iii) Tea cup, coffee mug, coffee goblet, Cappuccino cup

(f) This question was well answered by most candidates.  Candidates managed to identify the type of 
table setting shown on the picture.

The correct answer was:  
Informal table setting
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7 (a) (i) This question was answered below average.  Most candidates failed to give a full explanation of 
the item of equipment needed to wash the floor.  Instead, candidates gave the correct name of 
equipment and its function which is wrong. 

The correct answers were: 
Mop is made out of cotton/polyester blends to clean up wet dirt.

(b) This question was well answered by most candidates.  Candidates managed to state two purposes of 
fabric softener.

The correct answers were: 
• Fabric softeners help eliminate static and wrinkles while making clothes feel softer and smell better.
• To remove wrinkles/ wrinkle free 
• To remove creases 
• To make clothes smell good. 
• To prevent fabrics clinging to the wearer 

(c) This question was answered below average by most candidates.  Most candidates failed to discuss 
in detail the important points to remember when using chemicals. 

The correct answers on important points to remember when using chemicals were: 
• Use the least hazardous chemicals for the job
• Use personal protective equipment when handling chemicals e.g. gloves/face mask
• Ensure that safety data sheets are available when hazardous chemicals are stored
• Store chemicals safely and securely when not in use
• Do not store chemicals in food or drink containers
• Make sure that the chemicals are correctly labeled
• Ventilate the area by opening windows and doors
• Wipe up the spillage using paper towels or absorbent materials
• Safely dispose of the spilt chemicals and materials used to clean up
• Do not mix two cleaning agents together as it can be very dangerous

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHERS:

• Teachers are encouraged to make use of the latest syllabus
• Teachers are encouraged to make use of the new prescribed Grade 10-11 Hospitality textbook
• Teachers are encouraged to teach according to the syllabus objectives and ensure that candidates master the 

objectives well. 
• Teachers are encouraged to evaluate candidates according to the syllabus and not the textbook
• Teachers are encouraged to train candidates on how to answer KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 

QUESTIONS/ AND PROBLEM SOLVING & EVALUATION/ LEVEL QUESTIONS with different command verbs 
like Explain, Describe and Discuss.  Candidates should give at least 3 main points and be able to provide 
sufficient detailed discussions, explanations and descriptions.  

For Example: 

Describe:  state the points of a topic or give characteristics and main features
Discuss:  write about issues or topic in depth in a structured way.
Explain:  set out purposes or reasons/make the relationships between things evident/ provide why and/or how and 
support with relevant evidence. 

Teachers are encouraged to give exercises to candidates in order to describe, discuss and explain any Hospitality 
objectives and assess candidates.  Then give them feedback by paying more attention to how to answer the describe, 
discuss and explain questions.  Teachers should encourage candidates to give two/three/four points in each question 
and answer according to the command verb used. 

• Teachers are encouraged to pay school visits to sister schools that are offering Hospitality for enrichment. 
• Teachers are encouraged to use different teaching aids and integrate ICT when teaching hospitality to cater for all 

candidates. 
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6156
Paper 2

KEY MESSAGES

•	 The	inclusion	of	printed	photographs	as	supporting	evidence	as	stipulated	in	the	Teacher’s	instructions	is	compulsory.	
In	instances	that	centres	are	unable	to	provide	all	of	the	required	evidence	due	to	a	lack	of	resources,	one	clear	
good	quality	picture	of	the	candidate	seated	behind	the	serving	table	with	all	three	dishes	and	one	picture	taken	up	
close	with	all	three	dishes	on	the	table	only,	will	be	sufficient	for	moderation.		However,	in	a	case	that	a	centre	was	
only	able	to	submit	the	sufficient	evidence,	a	report	written	by	the	teacher	should	accompany	the	evidence.		There	
should	be	a	place	card	with	the	candidate’s	number	clearly	indicated.

•	 Candidates	are	advised	always	to	put	cutlery	on	the	serving	table	with	completed	dishes	when	photographs	are	
being	taken.	

•	 The	 tablecloth	should	be	of	a	plain	colour.	 	Garnishes	 should	be	suitable	 for	a	specific	dish,	not	 too	much	or	
covering	the	entire	dish	and	they	should	not	change	the	taste	or	flavour	of	the	dish.

•	 Candidates	should	always	put	on	their	school	uniforms	during	all	assessments.

•	 All	centres	must	ensure	they	are	familiar	with	the	instructions	which	are	available	at	all	centres.		These	instructions	
clearly	 state	 that	 the	 Examination	 numbers,	 Centre	 number,	 Centre	 name,	 Candidate	 name	 and	 assignment	
number	are	to	be	written	on	the	Preparation	Sheets	and	Practical	Test	Mark	Sheets.

•	 Candidates	must	fill	in	all	their	details	on	each	preparation	sheet.

•	 Centres	should	ensure	that	they	use	the	updated	documents	for	the	administration	of	the	practical	exercise.

•	 The	Practical	Exercise	Summary	Mark	Sheet,	attendance	register	and	the	MS1	should	all	be	 included	with	 the	
work.

•	 The	teachers	must	complete	the	summary	assessment	form	in	order	of	the	checklist	with	candidate	numbers	in	
order.

•	 Examiners	should	refer	to	the	scheme	of	assessment	booklet	and	ensure	that	the	mark	scheme	is	accurately,rigorously	
and	consistently	applied.

•	 	All	examiners	should	refresh	their	knowledge	regarding	the	instructions	and	mark	scheme	annually.

•	 There	are	still	examiners	who	either	do	not	read	the	Examiners’	Reports	or	do	not	use	prescribed	mark	schemes	to	
mark	the	Practical	Test.		Mark	schemes	are	provided	every	year	in	“Instructions	to	Teachers”.

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

•	 Many	centres	presented	work	of	a	good	standard	and	submitted	work	which	met	the	assessment	criteria.		Many	
candidates	need	more	guidance	and	practice	 so	 that	 they	can	accurately	 respond	 to	 the	demands	of	 the	 test	
allocated	to	them.

•	 Candidates	should	also	be	encouraged	to	develop	the	skill	of	systematic	planning	when	writing	their	Time	Plans.	
For	example,	while	one	dish	is	cooking,	another	can	be	prepared	or	decorated.

•	 In	general,	the	timing	of	dishes	should	be	more	carefully	considered,	with	dishes	requiring	cooling,	being	prepared	
first,	while	hot	dishes	should	be	planned	for	later	in	the	test.

•	 Candidates	are	expected	to	complete	the	list	of	ingredients	in	the	order	of	the	courses.	

•	 Dish	1	as	a	starter,	
•	 Dish	2	as	a	main	and	
•	 Dish	3	as	a	dessert.	
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•	 The	dishes	should	also	be	served	in	that	order	as	per	course	stated.	

•	 Candidates	should	serve	dishes	according	to	the	recommended	temperatures	and	in	appropriate	serving	dishes.

•	 They	need	 to	demonstrate	 sufficient	 skills	 in	using	a	wide	 range	of	 ingredients,	 in	 the	manipulation	of	 various	
mixtures	as	well	as	the	use	of	different	cooking	methods,	that	make	full	and	sensible	use	of	the	oven,	grill	and	the	
top	of	the	cooker.

•	 Candidates’	Time	Plans	should	 include	brief	but	accurate	details	of	preparation	and	cooking	methods,	cooking	
times	and	oven	temperatures.	

•	 The	time	plan	should	be	filled	in	to	complete	the	whole	120	minutes	with	the	time	intervals	or	slots	of	5	-	15	minutes	
only.	

•	 Systematic	planning	has	to	be	done	in	order	to	include	cooking	times	as	well	as	cleaning	in	between.

•	 All	three	dishes	should	be	planned	on	one	form	and	should	not	be	planned	separately	or	on	individual	forms.	

•	 When	candidates	are	indicating	washing	or	cleaning	up	on	the	order	of	work,	they	should	specify	in	detail	e.g.,	
wash	up	bowls	and	whisker,	wipe	the	surface	area,	pack	up	unused	equipment,	clean	the	stove	or	floor.	

•	 The	special	points	on	the	order	of	work	should	not	be	filled	with	unnecessary	information.		Candidates	should	only	
write	the	oven	temperatures	as	well	the	cooking	time	which	is	more	than	10	minutes.		

•	 Recipes	which	consist	of	ingredients	whereby	the	candidate	is	given	an	option	to	choose	either,	candidates	should	
not	write	both	ingredients	on	the	list	of	ingredients	as	well	as	on	the	shopping	list	but	rather,	candidates	are	expected	
to	choose	only	one.		Similarly,	with	the	metric	units,	candidates	are	expected	to	use	only	one	metric	system	and	
not	both	for	each	ingredient	e.g.	125	ml	(60g)	cheese	 	125	ml	cheese	or	 	60	g	cheese.	

•	 Water	should	not	be	listed	in	any	of	the	columns	of	the	shopping	list	as	it	is	readily	available	in	the	laboratories.

•	 Ingredients	under	the	shopping	list	should	not	be	listed	with	descriptions	except	for	the	sizes	e.g.	small,	medium,	
large	or	extra-large.

•	 A	pinch	measurement	is	equal	to	0.5	ml	

•	 Teachers	should	always	write	a	report	with	relevant	reasons,	in	case	a	specific	ingredient	for	a	recipe	has	been	
substituted	which	should	accompany	the	Practical	component	consignment.

•	 Centres	are	reminded	that	only	one	set	of	Preparation	Sheets	should	be	issued	to	each	candidate.		Only	originals	
are	to	be	forwarded	to	the	Moderator.

•	 Teachers	should	remove	carbon	copies/copies	and	keep	them	at	school	for	future	references.

•	 Preparation	 sheets	 should	 be	 fastened	 together	 with	 staples	 in	 the	 correct	 order:	 List	 of	 ingredients	must	 be	
provided	without	preparation	techniques.	

•	 Order	of	work	should	be	planned	to	start	at	08:00	always	regardless	the	cooking	time.

•	 Marks	should	be	carefully	totalled,	scaled	and	transferred	to	the	Practical	Exercise	Summary	Mark	Sheet	and	the	
MS1.	

•	 These	marks	must	be	checked	by	a	Head	of	Department/	subject	Head/	senior	teacher	in	the	same	department	for	
accuracy	and	quality	assurance.

•	 Teachers	are	motivated	to	mark	the	candidates’	Preparation	sheets	with	a	red-inked	pen.	

•	 All	candidates’	work	must	show	evidence	of	having	been	marked,	with	annotations	clearly	written	on	the	work	to	
give	evidence	of	how	and	where	credit	has	been	awarded.	
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•	 Examiners	need	to	annotate	in	sufficient	detail	to	make	the	moderation	process	straightforward.

•	 In	case	a	candidate	did	not	finish	cooking	on	time,	he/she	should not	be	awarded	the	mark	of	“good	sense	of	
timing”	in	the	method	of	working	column.

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

List of Ingredients
•	 Candidates	should	transfer	all	ingredients	here
•	 Only	one	unit	should	be	written	per	ingredient
•	 Candidates	must	not	 include	preparation techniques	e.g.	chopping,	grating,	sliced,	blanched,	crushed,	cubed,	

peeled,	cored
•	 Also	include	ingredients	that	are	part	of	garnishing
•	 Ingredients	should	be	written	in	order	of	use
•	 There	should	be	a	clear	difference	between	recipes	by	leaving	a	line	open	between	recipes.
•	 Choose	between	Spaghetti or Tagliateli or Vermicelli	and	do	not	write	both.		Only	choose	what	is	going	to	be	

used.

Shopping List
•	 Candidates	are	still	ordering	water	yet	writing	water	in	the	shopping	list	which	is	totally	wrong.
•	 Ingredients	should	be	placed	under	correct	headings.
•	 Similar	ingredients	with	the	same	units	must	be	added	together	and	not	written	as	individuals.
•	 A	pinch	of	any	ingredients	is	equal	to	0.5 ml.
•	 Butter	is	animal	product,	so	it	falls	under	milk and milk product	while	margarine	is	plant	oils,	so	it	falls	under	other 

ingredients.
•	 Olive oil and OIL	are	not	the	same,	so	they	should	not	be	added	together
•	 Garlic cloves but not garlic,	as	most	candidates	wrote	only	garlic	instead	of	garlic	cloves.

Time Planning
•	 The	practical	session	must	be	completed	in	two	hours’	time	{120	minutes}	but	no	longer	or	less	than	that.
•	 Time	slot	of	5,	10	and	15	minutes	should	be	strictly	adhered	to

Order of Work and Method
•	 Dishes	should	not	be	completed	separately	e.g.	writing	each	dish	on	a	separate	form
•	 Washing	up/cleaning	up	must	be	indicated	throughout	the	whole	practical	session	and	not	just	at	the	end	of	the	

practical
•	 Serving	of	dishes	should	be	clearly	indicated
•	 If	possible,	a	recipe	that	takes	longer	should	always	be	prepared	first.
•	 All	dishes	method	of	instruction	must	be	written	and	not	just	one	or	two
•	 Be	systematic

Special Points
•	 Do	not	write	unnecessarily	information.	Include	only	oven	temperature,	baking	time	and	any	cooking	time	that	is	

longer	than	10 minutes.

Evaluation
Marks	will	only	be	awarded	when	a	learner	comments	on	the	following	points:
•	 Reason for choice –	it	should	be	answering	the	question	and	not	necessarily	because	candidates	found	some	

dishes	to	be	easy,	interesting	or	because	they	want	to	explore.		Possible	answer:		I chose these dishes because 
there is a starter [butternut soup], main meal [potato frittata and spaghetti in a creamy tomato sauce] dessert 
[Swiss	roll	with	self-rising	flour	and	pancakes	with	apple	filling]	and	because	of	different	techniques	that	
are found in the dishes chosen.

•	 Techniques used	–	candidates	should	state	or	comment	on	the	techniques	used	and	not	cooking methods	e.g.	
blanching,	peeling,	slicing,	chopping,	coring	or	crushing.

•	 Work plan and time management	–	how	candidates	used	their	time,	did	they	finish	on	time	and	why.		Did	they	
systematically	followed	their	work	plan	and	why?

•	 Rate of success or failure	–	explain	in	detail	how	and	why	they	failed/succeed.
•	 Comment	on each dish	about	the	appearance, taste and texture.

	 Butternut	Soup
	 Orange/yellow	in	colour
	 Sweet	with	pepper	taste
	 Smooth	texture
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	 Spaghetti	in	a	Creamy	Tomato	Soup
	Tossed
	Creamy
	Al	dente

	 Potato	Fritatta
	Well	set
	Golden	brown	with	greenish	colour	from	baby	marrows
	Savoury	taste

	 Swiss	Roll	with	Self	Raising	Flour
	Golden	brown
	Sweet	taste
	Soft/fluffy

	 Pancakes	in	Apple	Filling
	Light	brown	dusted	with	icing	sugar
	Sweet	taste	from	apple	filling	and	icing	sugar
	Very	thin	and	moist

•	 Delicious,	good,	nice,	beautiful	cannot	be	used	to	describe	taste.
•	 Smooth	can	only	describe	the	texture	of	butternut	soup	yet	many	candidates	confused	smooth with soft.

General problems experienced with the practical test

1	 At	some	centres	the	order	of	the	summary	forms	were	still	not	completed	according	to	the	checklist	with	the		
	 candidates’	numbers	in	order.		An	absent	candidate	should	be	indicated	with	‘A’	and	final	mark	as	“999’’.

2	 Please	staple	each	candidate’s	preparation	sheets	and	photographs	together,	with	the	mark	sheet	(photographs)		
	 on	top.		Pictures	should	be	printed.

3	 Ensure	that	candidates’	name	and	number	appear	on	each	of	the	candidate	preparation	sheets	as	well	as	on	the		
	 mark	sheet.

4	 Preparation	sheets	without	the	mark	sheet	are	not	acceptable.

5	 Some	centres	were	too	lenient	when	awarding	marks	for	time	plans,	shopping	list	and	evaluation.		The	mark		
	 scheme	provided	during	practical	sessions,	“Instructions	to	Teachers”	must	be	used.	

6	 Include	washing	up	in	between	recipes;	leave	enough	time	for	last	recipe	to	be	cooked	in	time	as	well	as	the		
	 stirring/simmering	time	for	the	dish	cooked.

7	 Ingredients	wrongly	placed	on	shopping	list	receive	no	marks.	Worcestershire	is	a	condiment.	Some	centres	are		
	 still	listing	water	in	the	shopping	list.

8	 Give	attention	to	and	evaluate	each	dish	separately.

9	 Some	centres	still	do	not	write	descriptive	comments	on	mark	sheets.		Some	even	provided	no	comments.

10	 Some	centres	gave	4	marks	for	burnt/poor	quality	dishes.		Teachers	must	be	more	realistic.

Problems experienced with Work Plan

1	 Many	candidates	chose	dishes	according	to	their	preference	and	not	according	to	the	question.

2	 Most	centres	still	did	not	make	a	choice	between	ingredients	given	with	option	indicated	with	‘’or”.		Instead	they		
	 included	all	dishes	on	both	the	list	of	ingredients	and	shopping	list.

3	 List of ingredients	-	Encourage	candidates	to	order	garnishes	they	have	selected	with	suitable	quantities.

•	 Do	not	subtract	marks	for	including	techniques.		However,	techniques	should	be	avoided.
•	 Make	sure	there	is	a	clear	differentiation	between	dishes	and	ingredients	should	not	overlap	on	to	the	next	

dish’s	ingredients	list.	
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4	 Shopping list	-	Do	not	order	water.

•	 Basil,	Worcestershire	sauce,	Chicken	stock,	vegetable	stock	as	well	as	salts	are	condiments	and	spices.
•	 Castor	Sugar	is	an	‘other’	ingredient.
•	 Apricot	jam	can	be	marked	as	both	“canned	or	other”	ingredient.
•	 Margarine	is	an	‘other’	ingredient

5	 Time planning	should	include	washing-up	in	between	dishes.

•	 Follow	through	up	to	the	end	of	the	practical	time	allocated	(2	hours)
•	 Ensure	that	the	last	recipe	has	enough	cooking	time.
•	 Always	start	at	08:00	regardless	of	the	cooking	time	allocated	by	the	teacher.
•	 Ensure	that	the	dishes	are	garnished	first	before	they	are	served.

6	 Evaluation	-	Reason	for	choice	-	refers	back	to	assignment,	for	example	starter,	main	and	dessert.

•	 Techniques	(beating,	blending,	chopping,	folding).
•	 Please	encourage	candidates	to	do	a	complete	evaluation	of	each	dish	according	to	appearance,	taste	and	

texture	as	a	whole,	before	they	move	to	dishes	two	and	three.		They	must	use	descriptive	words	such	as	
smooth,	soft,	fluffy,	sweet,	salty,	savoury,	bland,	brown,	golden,	burned,	orange/	yellow,	rolled	or	tossed.	

•	 The	word	sweet	is	not	the	only	way	to	evaluate	sugary	dishes.		Teacher	and	candidates	can	equally	refer	to	
the	flavour	of	the	dish:		eggy,	apricot	jam,	apple	or	cinnamon.

•	 Reason	for	success	or	failure	must	be	motivated	with	relevance	to	either	success	(positive	comment)	or	
failure	(negative	comment).

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTION TO TEACHERS

•	 Teachers	are	encouraged	to	give	more	practical	exercises	 to	candidates	 to	enable	 them	to	apply	 their	cookery	
skills.

•	 Practical	should	be	incorporated	into	theory	at	all	times,	so	that	candidates	are	fully	prepared	for	the	practical	end	
of	year	examination.

•	 Teachers,	especially	new	teachers	teaching	senior	secondary	level	(grade	10-11),	are	strongly	advised	to	study	
their	syllabus	thoroughly	and	familiarise	themselves	with	the	scheme	of	assessment	for	paper	2	attached.

•	 They	are	further	encouraged	to	visit	best	performing	schools	or	nearby	schools	with	senior	teachers	in	the	field	to	
assist	them	in	this	regard.

•	 Teachers	are	encouraged	to	apply	a	consistent	marking	scheme	in	the	future	based	on	the	marking	requirements	
provided	in	this	report.

•	 It	is	to	the	benefit	of	a	candidate	to	receive	a	copy	of	a	syllabus.

•	 All	 teachers	are	wished	another	successful	year	(2022)	full	of	new	experiences,	 innovative	activities,	growth	as	
well	strengths	and	perseverance	in	order	to	train	and	prepare	the	candidates	successfully	for	yet	another	academic	
year	and	examination.
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6156
Paper 3

KEY MESSAGES

Teachers should ensure that they understand paper 3 and should train candidates accordingly by ensuring that all 
candidates have access to all required equipment in order to complete their Paper 3 with ease. 

All candidates’ work should be identified clearly by their correct Surname, Name, Candidate Number as well as centre 
number.  This will be achieved by a proper introduction of candidates during their Task 1 introduction e.g. (My Name 
is Raura Meningah, my student Number is 0001 and I am playing the role of a Waitress, thank you).  Additionally, all 
centres should ensure that all candidates’ forms are completed with their correct details. 

All centres should ensure that they receive and use updated documents for the administration of the practical exercises, 
newly updated for 2022.  The Practical Summary Mark Sheets, check list, and the MS1 (USB) should all be included 
with the work. 

All centres are kindly urged to use marks schemes that are provided in the scheme of assessment booklet.  There is no 
need to retype these forms. Centres should make copies of each assessment forms.  Most assessment criteria were 
omitted by centres who retyped the assessment forms. 

The inclusion of photographs and videos as supporting evidence should be compulsory to all centres.  This is to indicate 
that candidates truly participate and have completed their Course Works Tasks, a challenging task to some centres this 
year.

Centres are kindly urged to submit all candidates’ videos for Task 1 and photographs for both Task 2 and 3. 

Examiners should mark all candidates’ work;.  Some centres submitted candidates’ work that was not marked at all but 
candidates were awarded marks.  Examiners should ensure that each component is given a marking scheme which is 
clearly marked, indicating how the candidate received that specific mark. 

Paper 3 Course Work Tasks should be packed in candidates’ portfolio file.  Teachers must not staple pictures on 
assessment forms. 

Paper 2 Practical Cookery should be packed in 1 pocket file or in another file meant for Paper 2 Practical cookery, as 
they are different components and they are assessed separately. 

Background noise should be avoided by all means during the roleplay.  Examiners should ensure that the surrounding 
environment is very quiet and conducive for candidates to start their role play. 

Too long and too short videos should be avoided and the examiners should adhere to the time set as indicated in the 
instructions to teachers.

All centres should provide candidates with suitable resources needed for all three tasks. 

GENERAL COMMENTS

Most centres submitted work of good quality and there are positive improvements by most centres which met the 
assessment criteria.  However, there is still more room for improvement by other centres, which did not meet the required 
standards for Paper 3 assessments.  Many candidates need to demonstrate good communication skills.  Candidates 
should also understand excellent professional conduct especially upon receiving the wrong dish.  Candidates should be 
familiarised with good table setting skills and know suitable cutlery, utensils, glassware as well as crockery.  Examiners 
should also ensure that candidates are well prepared and equipped with proper bed making skills and be provided 
with all required bed linens.  Examiners should ensure that all candidates are wearing suitable PPE during Task 3.  All 
candidates should complete all Paper 3 Tasks wearing their proper full school uniform well tucked-in. 
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TASK 1:  COMMUNICATION, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND PROFESSIONALISM

1. Examiners should begin to give proper coaching, training and preparations to candidates upon receiving Paper 3 
question Papers.  Examiners should explain to all candidates what is required of them.  This will help candidates 
to overcome their fears, lack of confidence and give them proper time to train.  Allow candidates choose their own 
partners with whom they are comfortable to role play.  Examiners should allow candidates to watch familiar videos 
on Hospitality School official YouTube channel on this link:  https//www.hospitality-school//. 

2. Examiners should inform candidates that they have 15 minutes to complete the task of which 5 minutes are meant 
for preparation of candidates’ plate, glass of water or wines.  In one case the examiner was supposed to enlighten 
candidates that they will be awarded marks during their waiter or waitress roles and candidates were supposed to 
solve the problem of a wrong dish that they presented to the customers in an amicable manners by accepting the 
mistake, by reporting the mistake to the manager or establishment supervisor and by involving the customer during 
the problem solving stage and by allowing the customer to choose either to wait for preparation and presentation 
of the correct dish or by opting for a refund. 

Application of Marks

1. COMMUNICATION 

Acceptable presentation/demonstration:  Professional and proper introduction should be applied by candidates. 
Candidates should begin with Good Morning/Good afternoon.  (My Name is Raura Kamariatte, and I am the Waitress.  
How may I help you, Madam or Sir?)
Good Interaction:  Waiter/Waitress should interact with the customer in a professional way by checking the customer 
to ask if he/she needs something else or help, such as Wi-Fi password or a glass of water.
Listening Skills:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should have good listening skills without 
interrupting the customer especially, when voicing his/her complaint about the wrong dish. 
Confidence:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should be confident, feeling sure about his/
her abilities, knowing his/her skills and strengths will allow him/her to coope with the dissatisfied customer or angry 
customer who has received the wrong dish.  There should be no shyness.
Friendliness:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should smile regardless of the customer’s 
rudeness. 
Respect:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should address the customer in a professional way, 
with words “Yes Ma’am/Sir”. 
Eye Contact:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should maintain good eye contact by focusing 
and facing on the customer.  They should not be shy at all. 
Problem Solving Skills:  Candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should be able to face the problem and 
try to find a suitable solution to how to replace the wrong dish or give a refund.  He/she should also try to involve the 
customer in problem solving.  The customers might have a good solution since the customer is the one who is negatively 
affected and needs an amicable solution. 

2. CUSTOMER SERVICE SKILLS

Attentiveness:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should pay attention to the customer 
especially when the customer is voicing his/her unhappiness. 
Positive Attitudes:  Candidates who are playing the role of a waiter/waitress should be very positive toward the 
customer and be willing to help. 
Conflict Resolution:  Candidates who are playing the role of a waiter/waitress should accept their mistakes and be 
able to apologise, “I am sorry, Sir/Ma’am, I misplaced your dish/I took the wrong dish that belongs to table 4.  It’s such 
a hectic today and I am the only waiter/waitress available today. 
Serving of a Customer:  Candidates who are playing the role of a waiter/waitress should serve a customer in the right 
manner by serving from the left and respectfully placing the dish on the table, saying, “Here is your right order/dish 
Ma’am/Sir.  I am sorry for all the inconveniences this may cause!” 
Decision taken:  Candidates who are playing the role of a waiter/waitress should first tell the customers, “Let me 
consult my manager or supervisor”.  The waiter/waitress should not solve the issue of the wrong dish without consulting 
his/her supervisor.  It should be channelled rightfully and the manager or supervisor will find a suitable solution for the 
customers.  Establishment policy should be followed properly. 

3. PROFESSIONALISM 

Time Management:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should play for at least 15 minutes. 
Candidates should avoid too short and too long role play. 
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PERSONAL PRESENTATION/GROOMING 

• Neat/Trimmed hair:  hair should be neat and presentable
• Clean hands and nails:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should have neat hands and 

short nails.  Examiners should be able to take a closer picture of clean hands and short nails or during introduction 
the examiner should take a proper and closer video by zooming into candidate’s hands as evidence of clean hands 
and short nails.  All Evidence should be sent to DNEA for moderation.   

• Clean and tidy:  All candidates should wear their proper full school uniform well tucked-in. 
• Neatly pressed clothes:  School uniform should be clean, ironed, neat and pressed.  School shoes must be worn. 

Handling of a customer:  Candidates who are playing the role of a waiter/waitress should be able to handle the 
customer in an acceptable and professional ways, by following all correct procedures on how to handle an angry or 
unsatisfied customer.  

Express himself/herself on the matter:  Candidates who are playing the role of a waiter/waitress should be able 
politely and briefly to explain to the customer the nature of the whole incident.  Most candidates did not express 
themselves and examiners should train candidates to be able to shed more light on the incident. 

Clear voice:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should be able to speak clearly and loudly 
enough to be heard in the videos. 

Preparedness:  The candidate who is playing the role of a waiter/waitress should be well prepared for the role play.  In 
cases where there are wrong and right dishes, glasses of wines, a glass of water, or a discount, gift voucher, or free take 
away, all should be part of the role play; all these should be prepared and available before the candidate begins the role 
play. Examiners must take note that candidates have 20 minutes for this task of which 5 minutes are for preparation.   
Then they will role play for 15 minutes totaling 20 minutes. 

Acceptable Response:  The customer should be able to accept the amicable solution and must feel happy or satisfied. 

TASK 2- MENU AND TABLE SETTING

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Examiners should ensure that candidates are quite familiar with suitable and appropriate cutlery, crockery, glassware 
and decorations to best complement the menu provided.  Centres should ensure that they provide correct cutlery, 
crockery, glassware and decorations for the course work.  (Please refer to ANNEX D:  Hospitality l lists, Page 29 of the 
Hospitality 10-11 Syllabus.

Dessert is a plate service, therefore, there is no need to place a dessert plate on the table.  Also there is no need to 
have a teapot since the table is set before guests arrive so the rule of hot beverage that it should be served hot should 
apply.  There is no need for a gravy pot.

1. PLANNING/DESIGN OF A TABLE 

Layout is well designed:  All candidates should first draw their neat table layout on an A4 piece of paper in a landscape 
format. Candidates were supposed to design a table layout for the given menu.  Candidates were supposed to label 
their Table Setting Layout or provide a key to explain their cutlery,crockery and decorations.  Examiners should ensure 
that candidates write their centre name, centre code, candidate numbers as well as their name and surname on all table 
setting layouts and drawings for easy and correct identification. 
Drawing is neat and tidy:  Candidates’ table setting layout should be neat and tidy, with no grey marks of pencils.  
Unwanted marks or bad pencil drawings should be erased properly. 
Correct indication of cutlery, crockery, and decoration:  Candidates should ensure that on their table setting layout 
they indicate proper place setting for their cutley, crockery as well as decoration.  Their table setting layout should 
correlate with their real / live table setting. 
Correct format for table setting:  Candidates should ensure that their drawing mirrors their real/live table settings. 
Suitable Items/utensils for table setting:  Candidates should ensure that all cutlery, crockery as well as decoration 
complements the chosen menu.

2. COLLECTION/ORGANISATION OF ITEMS/UTENSILS

Collection and organization of cutlery:  Candidates are supposed to collect the correct cutlery such as 4 dinner 
knifes, 4 dessert knifes, 4 tea spoons, 4 dinner forks and 4 dessert forks, 
Collection and organization of crockery:  Candidates are supposed to collect correct crockery such as 4 dinner 
plates, 4 cups of tea/4 coffee mugs as well as 4 glasses of water and 4 glasses of sweet tea. 
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Collection and organization of decoration items:  Candidates should collect and organize their decorations. 
Suitable Items/utensil collected:  All cutlery, crockery, glassware and decoration should be suitable for the event. 

3. APPLICATION OF PRACTICAL SKILLS

Clear demonstration of table setting:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates. 
Correct placement of cutlery, crockery and decorations:  This question was poorly answered by most candidates. 
Most candidates failed to place cutlery, crockery, glassware and decoration at their correct place setting as per the 
guidelines and instructions given for Task 2.  Candidates were supposed to demonstrate good command of table setting 
skills.   Examiners must train candidates to place all cutlery, crockery, glassware and decorations at their right place 
setting according to the guidelines and instructions given for Task 2. 
Cutlery, glassware, crockery and decorations:  Examiners should make use of attached ANNEX 1 and 2 that clearly 
indicate how candidates are supposed to set their tables. 

4. QUALITY OF THE TABLE SET

Correct items/utensils included:  This skill was well performed by most candidates.  However, there are still centres 
whose candidates failed to present correct cutlery. 
Correlation between design and setting:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most 
candidates failed to correlate their table setting layout with their actual/real/live table settings.  However, if the layout is 
wrong and the actual table setting is correct examiners should award marks for skills to set the table. 
Table Setting according to number of guests:  This skill was performed above average. Most candidates set a table 
of 4. 
Suitable table décor:  This skill was performed above average.  Most candidates set their tables well and they used 
suitable decoration mostly flowers or candles. 
Skills to set the table:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Examiners should ensure 
that candidates are well exposed to different skills of table settings.  Examiners should demonstrate to candidates 
during table setting lessons how to set tables.  Examiners should ensure that most cutlery, crockery and glassware are 
available in order to carry out a proper demonstration and identification of all tableware. 

5. TABLE DECORATION

This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Suitable table décor such as flowers and candles 
depending on the theme of the table setting should be used. 

Table cloth and table overlay:  Most candidates performed this skill well.  Their tables were set with proper table 
cloths.  However, most candidates did not place a table overlay on top of the table cloth.  Examiners should caution 
candidates to avoid printed table cloths.  They should use plain table cloths according to table layout of which white 
table cloths are highly recommended. 
Napkin/serviette folding style:  Formal Table Setting Napkins should be properly folded in an elegant, neat and nice 
way.  Napkins should be placed next to the forks, under the forks or inside the dinner plates.  

TASK 3

HEALTH, SAFETY AND CLEANING

1.  PLANNING

Planning form completed:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed 
to complete their planning form well.
Types of bed linen listed:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed 
to list bed linen.
PPE listed:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to list PPE.
Adequate types of linen and PPE listed:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates 
listed insufficient bed linen and PPE.
Suitable types of bed linen:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates listed 
insufficient and unsuitable bed linen.  Candidates are supposed to list the following bed linen such as flat sheet, mattress 
protector, fitted sheet, top sheet, comforter, duvet cover, standard pillow cases, standard pillow, continental pillow cases, 
continental pillow, towels, cushions and decorative linen.
Suitable PPE listed:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates did not list suitable 
PPE which include protective hand gloves, safety shoes (School uniform shoes), dust mask, apron and hair cap/hairnet.

2. COLLECTION OF BED LINEN/PPE

Types of bed linen collected:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates collected 
bed linen.
Types of PPE collected:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates collected PPE.
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Correct and suitable types of bed linen collected:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates. Most 
candidates failed to collect correct and suitable bed linen needed for task 3.  Centres should ensure that all candidates 
are provided with all the required bed linen to complete their task 3 coursework.
Correct and suitable PPE collected:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates 
failed to collect correct and suitable PPE needed for task 3.  Centres should ensure that all candidates are provided with 
all suitable PPE to complete their task 3 coursework.
Handling of bed linen:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates demonstrated 
good skills while handling bed linen.

3. PROCEDURES/ORDER OF WORK

Top sheet and fitted sheet:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates failed to 
place the sheet and fitted sheet.  Most candidates only use a fitted sheet and omit a top sheet.
Duvet/comforter on top:  This question was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed 
to place a duvet /comforter on top.
Folding of top sheet:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates failed to use a 
top sheet.  However, only a few candidates who managed to use top sheet and fold it properly.
Folding of duvet/comforter.  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates failed to 
fold their duvet/comforter.
Fluffing the pillows:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to fluff 
their pillows.
Finishing with cushions:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to 
add a cushion as their finishing touch.

4. QUALITY OF WORK 

Thoroughly and well-made bed:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates 
managed to thoroughly make their bed.
Bed linen used appropriately:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates failed 
to use appropriate bed linen because some bed linen was either not available or not suitable to complete their task.
PPE used appropriately:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates failed to wear 
appropriate PPE such as protective hand gloves, safety shoes (School uniform shoes), dust mask, apron and hair cap/
hairnet which was clearly evident from the candidate’s photographs.
Folding style of the bed:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to 
thoroughly fold their bed in different styles.
Correct procedure for making a bed:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates 
failed to follow correct steps and procedures on how to properly make a bed.  Examiners should ensure that candidates 
are familiar with correct bed making steps and procedures as shown below.

1. Clear the bed.  Whether one is making a bed after getting up in the morning or after washing the sheets, 
the first thing to do is to clear the bed.  Be sure to take off pillows, stuffed animals or comforter.

• Take the duvet/blanket off, the top sheet and any pillows and set them aside (preferably not on the floor).
• One can leave the fitted sheet (the one with the elasticated corners) on the bed.

2. Put the fitted sheet on.  If the fitted sheet is not already on the bed, one will need to put it on.  Do this by 
tucking the elasticated ends of the sheet around the corners of the mattress.

• Make sure the sheet is tucked tightly around the corners of the mattress.  One may need to lift the mattress 
slightly to achieve this.

• Make sure the fitted sheet sits smoothly on top of the mattress, without any creases or wrinkles

3. Put the top sheet on.  Next, take the top sheet and spread it over the bottom sheet.  Remember that the 
side with the large hem should go at the top of the bed and the hem should be aligned with the head of the 
mattress.

• If sheets are patterned, the patterned side should face down (so one can see the pattern when the top of the 
sheet is folded back).

• Make sure the top sheet is spread evenly over the mattress, with the same length of sheet hanging over both 
sides of the bed.

4.  Make hospital corners.  The term “hospital corner” refers to a specific method of folding the end of the 
top sheet tightly under the mattress.  It is the trickiest step in making a bed, but is also the part which will 
make the bed look the neatest.

• To make a hospital corner, tuck the end of the top sheet between the mattress and box springs at the foot of 
the bed.  Don’t just stuff it in though, make sure it is smooth and wrinkle free.
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• On one side, grab a piece of the top sheet approximately 16 inches (40.6 cm) away from the foot of the bed. 
Lift it up and fold this section of sheet over the top of the mattress, so it forms a 45-degree angle from the 
corner of the mattress.

• Holding the folded piece of sheet in place on top of the mattress, tuck in any sheet hanging below the 
mattress on that side of the bed.  Do this as neatly as possible for the best results.

• Now, let the folded piece of sheet on top of the mattress drop down. If looser sheets are preferred, one 
can stop here.  But if one prefers to tuck sheets tightly, one can tuck the hanging edge of sheet smoothly 
between mattress and box springs, all the way along the side of the bed.

• Repeat on the opposite side of the bed.  For more detailed step-by-step instructions and pictures on how to 
make hospital corners, see this article.

5. Place the duvet or comforter on top.  Once the top sheet is tucked in place, one can lay the blankets, 
duvet or comforter on top.

• Make sure the duvet is spread evenly over the bed, with the same amount of overhang on each side of the 
bed.

• The top edge of the duvet/comforter/blanket should be about 6 inches (15.2 cm) away from the edge of the 
top sheet at the head of the bed.

6. Fold the top sheet and duvet down.  Take the edge of the top sheet at the head of the bed and neatly 
fold it back over the top edge of the duvet, blanket or comforter.  Notice how one can see the pattern on 
the inside of the sheet?

• If one is using a blanket or thin comforter, one can fold the blanket and sheet back together, so the hem of 
the sheet is no longer visible.  Duvets are usually a little too thick to fold.

• If one likes, one can tuck the edges of the folded blanket and sheet underneath the mattress for a very neat 
and tightly-made bed.  This is how they do it in the military

7. Fluff the pillows.  Grab the pillows and give them a good fluffing before placing them on the bed.  To fluff 
a pillow, grab it on either side and squeeze the sides together before releasing.

• Smooth out the pillow cases then lay each pillow flat at the head of the bed, to fill the space between the 
folded over duvet and the headboard.

• If one has more than two pillows (on a queen-sized bed) stack the extra two pillows directly on top of the 
bottom ones.

8. Add the finishing touches.  Now the bed is almost complete!

• To finish it off, take any decorative cushions or pillows one might have and place them in an upright position 
at the head of the bed, leaning against the sleeping pillows for support.

• If one has an additional blanket, quilt or throw blanket that one likes to keep on the bed for aesthetic 
purposes (or in case it gets cold!), fold it neatly in half and lay it evenly over the bottom half of the bed.

Finishing touches:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to 
add cushion, decorative linen and well folded towels as their finishing touches.

5. PROBLEM SOLVING

Identification of all types of bed linen:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates 
failed to identify all types of bed linen.
Identification of all PPE:  This skill was performed below average by most candidates.  Most candidates failed to 
identify all types of PPE.
Use of bed linen:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to use all 
bed linen provided.
Use of PPE:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates managed to use PPE 
provided or available. 
Ability to make a bed:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates demonstrate 
good command skills of bed making.
Neatness and readiness of the bed:  This skill was performed above average by most candidates.  Most candidates 
managed to make their bed neatly and the bed appeared ready for the guest.
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INTEGRATED PERFORMING ARTS

6150
Paper 1

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

Amongst all the Papers for this examination, Paper 1 was the weakest with many failures.

Take note of the following in order to improve:

•	 The section on Listening was poorly answered especially the part on music theory.  Candidates have done this as 
from Grade 8 and they lack the basic skills, such as knowing what a ‘bar’ and ‘time signatures’ are.  

•	 All	teachers	are	in	possession	of	the	notes	on	the	films	as	well	as	background	information.		Candidates	had	little	
background	knowledge	to	the	films	and	music,	especially	the	questions	on	drama	and	the	musical.

•	 Spelling errors were less.
•	 Language used was acceptable.

2. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

SECTION A

1 (a) Candidates were mostly correct although ‘voice’ is the more correct answer

(b) (i) Candidates were familiar with the song, but not with the meaning.

 (ii) Candidates seem unfamiliar with the term ‘time signature’.  Very few correct answers.

 (iii) Candidates seem unfamiliar with the term ‘genre’ 

(c) (i) Both the genre and the artist seem to be unfamiliar.

 (ii) Most candidates could recognize the type of voice.

 (iii)  Candidates could recognise the instrument.

 (iv) Few candidates could describe the mood of the song and none the message of the song.

2 (a) (i) Candidates could not identify this song

 (ii) Few correct answers.

 (iii) Candidates could not identify the instrument.

 (vi) Some correct answers.

 (v)	 No	candidate	wrote	piccolo,	many	came	close	with	‘flute’	which	is	not	correct.

 (vi)-vii) Most candidates could not give a reference to ‘tempo’. Some referred to dynamics.

 (viii)		 Some	identification	of	the	composer	was	given,	but	the	spelling	of	Tchaikovsky	was	problematic.

(b) (i) Very few candidates could recognise the symphony.  Many wrote Symphony Nr 9 which is not 
prescribed for NSSCO.

 (ii) Most candidates could not identify the family of instruments.

 (iii)  Candidates could not recognise the instrument.
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(c) (i-iii) The Italian terminology seems to be unfamiliar to nearly all the candidates.  Some could identify 
the rest sign.

 (iv-v)	 No	 candidate	 could	 answer	 these	 questions.	 Most	 did	 not	 even	 attempt	 and	 seems	 to	 be	
unfamiliar with any of the terminology.

SECTION B

3 (a)	 Most	candidates	could	answer	this	question	correctly.

(b) (i)	 Candidates	could	identify	mostly	confidence	and	improvisation.

 (ii) Examples given were not from The Daywalker but from Trevor Noah’s other shows.  Some could 
give answer referring to Question (b)(i)

 (c) (i) Some correct answers. 

 (ii)	 Some	 candidates	 could	 answer	 this	 question	 for	 marks.	 	 Candidates	 seem	 to	 struggle	 to	
understand	the	questions.	

4 (a) No	candidates	could	answer	this	question.		Some	reference	were	given	to	masks,	which	was	not	asked.

(b) (i-ii)	 No	candidates	could	answer	these	questions	even	though	it	is	in	the	notes	on	the	‘History	of	mime’.

c) (i) Most candidates answered ‘Bip the Clown’ correctly but some only referred to ‘Bip’ which resulted 
in no marks given.

 (ii) Many candidates answered correctly with stripe shirt and hat, but few got the other sections of 
the	costume	correct.	Many	referred	to	clown	outfits	in	general	which	is	not	correct.

 (iii)	 In	some	centres	all	the	candidates	could	answer	this	question,	but	in	other	centres	none	could	
answer	the	question.

5 (a) (i-ii) In general candidates could not identify these ballet moves 

 (b) B Some correct answers

 (c) (i) Some correct answers

  (ii) No candidates could answer correctly. 

 (d) This	question	proved	to	be	easy	as	most	candidates	could	answer	it	correctly.

 (e) Most candidates could give the correct answer.

 (f) Candidates knew very little on the development of the tango.  Some referred to the countries of  
	 origin	but	that	was	not	the	question.		A	more	in	depth	study	is	needed	on	this	topic.

6 (a)	 Most	candidates	could	recognise	the	narrator	although	they	got	confused	with	the	actor	‘Tom	Hanks’.

(b) (i)	 Most	candidates	identified	centuries	instead	of	decades.

 (ii) Most candidates answer ‘ping-pong’ champion but there were some that referred to the ‘All 
American	Football	team’	It	is	vital	for	candidates	to	make	notes	while	watching	films.

 (iii)  Mostly correct answers.
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 (iv) Some references were made on how he copied the ‘Southern Drawl’ or how he expressed 
himself but few candidates wrote both to obtain 3 marks.

 (c) (i)	 Candidates	in	general	could	answer	this	question.	

 (ii)	 No	candidate	could	answer	this	question.		Most	did	not	even	attempt	and	seems	to	be	unfamiliar	
with how to create ‘mood’ on stage.

 (iii)	 Candidates	showed	 lack	of	experience	on	stage	when	answering	 this	question.	 	They	mostly	
described how one would do this action on paper, not on stage.

7 (a) (i-ii)	 No	 candidates	 could	 answer	 this	 question.	 	 It	 seems	 that	 the	 history	 of	 musicals	 were	 not	
discussed in class.

 (b) Candidates could identify Andrew Lloyd Webber as the composer.

 (c) (i-ii)	Candidates	identified	the	differences	well.

 (d) Some	candidates	could	answer	this	question	for	2	marks.		

 (e) Candidates described the story of Phantom of the Opera or Beauty and the Beast instead of how  
	 Christine	broke	free	from	her	father,	the	actions	leading	to	this	release	and	the	consequences	of	her		
 decision.

3. POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Encourage	candidates	to	take	notes	during	the	watching	of	a	film.
•	 Do	all	history	and	other	research	 together	with	 the	film.	 	 It	 is	vital	 to	do	assessments	after	each	component	 to	

strengthen knowledge
•	 Use music terminology as much as possible during class for candidates to familiarize themselves with it.  Music 

theory should be revised at least once a month to lay down the foundations of basic music knowledge. 
•	 Candidates can bring usb’s to class for you to copy the listening sections.  The more they listen to the prescribed 

music on their own, the better they will be able to identify the songs.
•	 If	possible	make	‘movie’	afternoons	closer	to	the	examinations	where	candidates	can	rewatch	the	films	in	order	to	

remember them better.
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6150
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

Films were of a higher standards than the previous year.

Take note of the following in order to improve:

•	 Read the instruction on the completion of portfolios in the syllabus. Some schools did not hand in any portfolios.

•	 No teacher evaluation forms indicating progress were submitted.

•	 Films need not be topic-related to IPA.  It can have any topic and does not need to include music or dance.  The art 
of	film	making	is	tested,	not	the	talent	of	dancing.	

•	 Spelling errors were less.

•	 Language use was acceptable.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Planning and research

•	 A lot of effort went into planning at some centres however other centres did not indicate any development of ideas.
•	 Candidates should spend at least 2-3 weeks on planning in general.  Most candidates appeared to have spent only 

a few days on planning and research.
•	 Teacher’s input is vital at this stage and it should be indicated as part of the teacher’s evaluation.  No proof of this 

was submitted.

Process	and	Refinement

•	 Few	candidates	indicated	process	and	refinement.		This	refers	to	little	or	no	time	was	spent	to	film	and	do	editing.	
•	 Allow	a	minimum	of	2-3	weeks	on	process	and	refinement.	
•	 Candidates	need	to	give	a	detailed	description	on	how	they	made	the	film,	problems	they’ve	experienced,	programs	

used	for	editing	and	how	they	edited	the	film.

Evaluation

•	 Only one centre indicated the same evaluation.
•	 Evaluation	 refers	 to	 the	 teacher’s	assistance.	 	 It	should	show	a	process	starting	around	April	of	 the	final	year,	

indicating	assistance	given	in	the	different	stages	of	the	filming.		All	assistance	given	throughout	the	year	should	
be included in the teacher’s portfolio.

•	 If	no	proof	is	showed	in	the	teacher’s	portfolio,	then	no	marks	can	be	awarded	for	evaluation	to	the	candidates.

Quality of the film

•	 Some	high	quality	films	were	produced	in	2021.
•	 Topics	were	from	a	wide	range	including	animations,	documentaries	and	news	happenings.
•	 Most	films	were	of	the	correct	length.
•	 Some	films	were	cut	during	the	editing	process,	omitting	some	vital	information	in	the	storylines.		Candidates	can	

rather	have	30	seconds	longer	of	filming	than	ending	abruptly.
•	 Sound was much better than in the previous year.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Motivate	candidates	to	start	planning	and	doing	research	in	Grade	10	already.
•	 Write reports at least three times throughout the process to encourage candidates and also for them to improve 

on the research.
•	 Thank you to the teachers who handed in beautiful portfolios. 
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6150
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

Candidates had some interesting ideas in their prepared performances.

Take note of the following in order to improve:

•	 Props:  It is an important part of any performance.  During the rehearsals candidates should know what should 
be on stage. They also need to practise the setting up and cleaning afterwards on the stage.  Candidates were 
performing around the props of the previous candidate without using any of the props.  If during the rehearsals the 
teacher notices that a bed is needed, please supply one from the sick bay or elsewhere.  Candidates ‘sleeping’ on 
chairs or desks is not on par with the standard expected of performances on NSSCO level.

•	 Costumes:  Performing in school uniform when it is not part of the performance is a problem.  Candidates should 
already have a costume ready during the mock examinations.  Not having a character-related costume indicates 
poor planning.

•	 Experience:  Most candidate performances suggest a lack of experience in stage performing.  Basic stage etiquette 
such as facing the audience, bowing after a performance, even performing in the wings resulted in the loss of 
marks.

•	 Continuity:  Candidates ending a performance after just one minute, because the music is not correct and so forth 
cannot	be	accepted	on	NSSCO	level.		Again	this	refers	to	insufficient	preparation.		Candidates	must	realise	that	
this is an examination and they should be well prepared.  

•	 Programmes:		Presentation	was	much	better	than	previously	but	it	can	still	improve	significantly.

•	 Sound:  Sound and recordings were a nightmare at all schools.  One candidate (not from Grade 11) should be 
put in charge of all the sound.  Another candidate (not from Grade 11) should be responsible for the recordings.  
Centres had one person doing both sound and recordings and no rehearsals were done with this candidate.  The 
result was that many recording did not have sound, or that the wrong music was played during the performance.  
Again the importance of rehearsals cannot be underestimated.  The same candidates can already be used during 
the mock examinations to gain experience. This will lift the standard of the performances as well as leaving less 
space for errors.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Prepared Individual questions

•	 There was too much changing of characters in general.  Candidates should stick to only one character and pretend 
the other characters are there.  Some candidates spend more time off-stage than on-stage to change character.  
Teachers really need to help the candidates in this regard.  Practising to be one character and having imaginary 
other characters should start in Grade 8.

•	 Ideas need to become more imaginative.  It is a story that is being told and performing an everyday ‘day in my life’ 
lacks creativity.

•	 Teacher’s input is vital during the preparation and mock examinations to improve performances.  Most of the time 
performances	reflect	that	no	assistance	has	been	given.

•	 Much more time needs to be spent on stage etiquette in most cases.
•	 Most candidates performed too far to the back of the stage.  They should be coached to perform on the apron.

Prepared Group

•	 Most groups were well prepared and gave good performances.  Turning of candidates’ backs to the audience was 
a huge problem though.

•	 Except for one centre, no planning went into the making of props. 
•	 Candidates need not to dance to a whole song.  A 15 minute performance should not devote more than 2 minutes 

to dancing.  Muchmore time should go into the story and the acting.
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Unprepared Individual

•	 Candidates performed well in this category and their performances were completed in good time (meaning not too 
short).

Unprepared Group

•	 Topic was well understood and in most performances the whole group participated well.
•	 Lack of stage etiquette again was a major setback unfortunately.
•	 Candidates came up with some excellent songs during the performances.

Unprepared Individual

•	 Candidates performed well in this category and their performances were completed in good time (meaning not too 
short).

Unprepared Group

•	 Topic was well understood and in most performances the whole group participated well.
•	 Lack of stage etiquette again was a major setback, unfortunately.
•	 Candidates came up with some excellent songs during the performances.

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

•	 Motivate candidates to start planning and doing research in Grade 10 already.
•	 Write reports at least three times throughout the process to encourage candidates and also for them to improve 

their research.
•	 Thank you to the teachers who handed in beautiful portfolios. 
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MATHEMATICS

6131
Paper 1

General Comments
Although there were some learners who performed exceptionally well, there were also those who performed very poorly. 
Marks ranged from 0 to 80. Most learners has shown their wrong working on the space below the question and wrote the 
answers in the spaces provided.  Learners should be encouraged to show all the working in spaces provided.  A correct 
method can score a mark, even if an answer is wrong.  There are some learners who are writing their methods with a 
pencil and erase them afterwards, learners should be discouraged to erase their working. If an answer is exact, learners 
do not need to round it to 3 significant figures.  Learners should be encouraged to write the full calculator display before 
attempt to round it to 3 significant figures.  For the questions where units are not provided on the answer space, learners 
should indicate the unit used with the answer.
There are some topics that proved to be difficult to the learners: Logarithms, Linear programming, Vectors, 
Functions, Reverse Percentage, Estimation/rounding off, Variation, Mensuration, Cumulative frequency.  The 
questions based on these topics were mostly answered wrong or even left unanswered. 

Comments on specific questions

1 This question was fairly answered, although some learner’s lost marks because they did not follow the 
instruction within the question itself, to give the full calculator display.  Some learners work out  first, but 
rounded the answer to 3 significant figures, which affect their final answer, learners should be discouraged 
from doing this premature rounding.  There are some learners who are writing a number with space 
instead of a decimal point which is wrong i.e. 1285 423302.  Some learners are still writing a comma for a 
thousand separator as a point, which the learners should be discouraged to do. i.e. 1.285.423302.

1 1285.423302 2 B1 for 1285.4 or 1290 or rounded to 3 or 
more significant figures

2 This question was well answered although few learners did not follow the instruction to write the fraction in 
its simplest form.  There were few learners who are writing the fraction without a division line which made 

them to lose a mark. For part (b), some learners wrote a common wrong answer of 0.6% or 0.6 or .

2 (a)
1 c.a.o

   (b) 60(%) 1 c.a.o

3 This question was well answered although few learners gave the list of odd numbers as their prime 
numbers in part (a).

3 (a) 13 or 109 1 c.a.o
   (b) 49 1 c.a.o

4 This question was poorly answered as some learners failed to add the decimal point to the answer and 
gave the wrong answer of 000052. Some learners wrote the answer as a common fraction.

4 0.00052 1 c.a.o

5 This question was fairly answered. Learners should be encouraged to convert the given numbers to 
decimal fractions, or to percentage or writing them with the common denominator on the working space 
before arranging them. Some learners arrange the numbers in descending order instead of ascending. 
Only the original given numbers should be used.

5

2

M1 for any two correct conversion to 
decimal 0.566666666666,0.58333333333,
0.6 or to percentage 56.7%, 58.3%,60% or 
to fractions with common denominator i.e.

SC1 for reverse ordering
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6 For part (a), many learners could find the prime factors but failed to write them as a product.  Some 
learners wrongly added 1 as a prime factor to their product. Part (b) was poorly answered.  Some learners 
managed to write 114 as product of its prime factors but failed to find the highest common factor.

6 (a) 2 × 2 ×5 × 19 2 B1 for listing 2, 2, 5, 19 or 1 × 2 × 2 × 5 × 
19 or M1 for prime factors listed on the tree 
diagram.

   (b) 38 2 B1 for listing all the factors of 114 or 
114 = 2 × 3 × 19

7 This question was poorly answered as most learners calculated only 80% of 900 and failed to subtract the 
answer from 900.  Learners should be encouraged to read the question thoroughly before attempt to answer it.

7 180
2 M1 for  × 900

Or 900 − 720

8 This question was fairly answered although some learners do not know the difference between time 
notation and duration of time. The unit (minutes) was very important in this case.

8 50 minutes 1 c.a.o

9 This question was fairly answered as most learners used their calculator to work it out.  This question was 
a demanding question, most learners failed to show their working.

9  
or 2.35

2
M1 for or o.e 

10 This question was fairly answered as most learners recall the formula of the compound interest.  Some 
learners managed to work out the total amount but spoilt the answer by adding 3500 again.  Some learners 
lost a mark because of rounding off.  Some learners calculated the simple interest.

10 N$ 3 822.(0875) 3
M2 for 3500 

2

100
5.41 





 + or 50.3657

100
5.104
×

3657.50 or  3500 (1.045)2 or 164.5875
M1 for 3657.50 seen

11 This question was poorly answered. Most learners could not round off to 1 significant correctly.  Some 
learners are spoiling their answers by adding a zero i.e. 0. 500.  Rounding off to significant figures need to 
be emphasised.  For part (b), learners struggled because of calculator skills.

11 (a)
2 B1 for any two correct

     (b) 50 1 F.T

12 This question was poorly answered as many learners divided 180 into a given ratio instead of using a 
method of given a ratio with one outcome. 

12 120 2
M1 for 

3
180  × 2 o.e or 60 × 2 or 3603 =x

13 This question was fairly answered although the correct answer was rounded incorrectly by some learners. 

Money can be rounded to two decimal places.  Some learners multiply 5 500 with 19.60 instead of dividing .

13 280.6(122449)
281 2 M1 for  o.e

14 This question was poorly answered.  Most of the learners had no idea on how to convert between SI units. 
Some learners managed to convert 108 km to metres but failed to divide the answer by 3600 seconds.
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14 30 m/s
2 M1 for 

3600
1000108×

o.e or 
6.3

108

15 This question was fairly answered.  Most learners managed to calculate the actual distance of 1 344000 
cm but failed to convert it to kilometres.  Conversion of units need to be displayed in the classroom where 
learners can see them daily.

15 13.4(4) 2 M1 for 4.8 × 280 000 or 1 344 000seen
Or ÷ 100000 seen

16 This question was poorly answered.  Reverse percentage seems to be a big problem to many learners. 
Teachers should teach the reverse percentage together with normal percentage so that the learners may 
learn how to differentiate between them.  Most learners calculated 25% of 950 and added the answer to 950.

16 760

3

B1 for 125% seen

M1 for 950
125
100

×  o.e. or 950
100
125

=× x

17 This question was well answered.  Some learners used logarithms to solve this question and got a wrong answer.

17
0.8 /  / 

5
4

1 c.a.o

18 This question was well answered.  Some learners managed to get the correct answer but spoilt it by 
attempting to subtract the unlike terms.

18 12a – 30 1 c.a.o

19 This question was well answered.  Some learners manage to get the correct answer but spoiled it by 
subtracting the unlike terms.  The common wrong answer was 3fg.

19 12f – 9g 2 B1 for 12f or - 9g

20 This question was poorly answered. Many learners could not apply the laws of logarithm.

20 log2 + 3logx 2 M1 for log2 + log x3

21 Although majority of learners could collect like terms correctly, many failed to recognize the division by a 
negative number need to change the inequality sign. Some changed the inequality to an equation.  This 
should be discouraged.

21 p ≤ -3 or
-3 ≥ p

2 M1 for 3p – 7p ≥ 2 + 10  or -4p ≥ 12

22 This question was poorly answered.  Many learners wrote the next term in the sequence instead of 
finding the nth term.  Some learners use the general formula for arithmetic sequence correctly but started 
solving it again.

22 8n – 11 
Accept: -3 + 8(n – 1) 2 B1 for 8n C+ or Cn +− )1(8 on the answer 

space

23 For part (a), many learners knew that (g -3) = 2)3(− , but failed because of calculator skills.  The 
common wrong answer was .9−   Part(b) was poorly answered as many learners managed to exchange 
y and x but failed to make y the subject of the formula.  Part (c) was poorly answered. Some learners 
managed to recognize that gf 2)33()( xxgf −= , but failed to expand it.
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23 (a) 9 1 c.a.o
     (b)

3
3

−
−x  or 

3
3 x− or 

3
1 x
− 2 M1 for x – 3 = -3y    or

3y = 3 – x 

     (c) 9x2 – 18x + 9 2 M1 for (3x – 3x)2     or
(3 – 3x) (3 – 3x) or 9 – 9x – 9x + 9x2

24 Part (a) was well answered.  Some learners factorized it as difference between two squares. Part (b) was 
poorly answered as many learners solved the expression instead of factorizing it. Some learners managed 
to identify the factors but with wrong signs. The common wrong answer was (x + 13) (x + 3).

24 (a) x(x – 16) 1 c.a.o
     (b) (x – 13) (x – 3) 2 B1 for (x – 13)   or    (x – 3)

24 This question was poorly answered.  Most learners do not know that to find the distance is to calculate 
the area underneath the graph.  Some learners have been calculating the acceleration of each line and 
add them up which is wrong.  Many learners were getting 60 with the wrong method.  There is no mark for 
wrong method with a correct answer.  

25 60 2 M1 for 
2
1 [ ] 3031 ×+ 30 or

2
1

 × 4 x 30  or

2
1  × 1 × 30 + 1 × 30 + 

2
1  ×1 × 30

26 This question was poorly answered.  Many learners could not recognize that this question is based on 
a variation.  Many learners did not find the constant first, and instead of taking a square root of n, they 
squared it.  Variation should also be taught using a table.

26 (a) [s =] 4.5, [t =] 324 3 B2 for [s =] 4.5 or  [t =] 324 
Or M1 for t = 1.5 seen

27 Learners should be encouraged to shade clearly the unwanted regions.  Many learners just shaded part of 
the unwanted regions, while others did very faint shading that was difficult to see.  This topic needs to be 
emphasised.

27 Regions shaded correctly and correct 
label 2 B1 for one region shaded correctly for one 

line

28 This question was fairly answered.  Some learners used the formula of finding the interior angle.  Many 

learners took 24 as the number of sides and wrongly calculate it as .

28 15
2 M1 for  o.e

29 For part (a), many learners recognized the type of transformation but failed to describe it fully.  To describe 
fully the rotation, you have to give the centre of rotation and angle with direction.  For part (b), some 
learners managed to enlarge the shape but used the wrong centre.  Some learners were drawing the 
shape without a ruler, learners should be encouraged to draw the shapes with a pencil and a ruler at all times.

29 (a) Rotation 
90º clockwise(-90º) or 270º 
anticlockwise (+270º) 
centre (3,4)

3 B1 for rotation or 90º clockwise or 270º 
anticlockwise or centre (3,4)

     (b) Correct enlargement with vertices (9,3) 
(12,3) (9,6) (12,6) 2 SC1 for correct enlargement with the wrong 

centre

30 This question was poorly answered as many learners calculated the volume of a sphere and failed to 
divide it by 2.  Wrong formula of the volume of a cylinder is seen mostly.  Learners failed to recognize that 
the shape was made up by two shapes, a hemisphere and a cylinder.  Learners should be encouraged to 
memorize the formula of volumes and surface areas of different shape.
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30 a.r.t 198 3
M1 for 

3
2
π (3)3 or π (3)2 (5)

B1 for 56.54866776   or 141.3716694

31 Part (a)(i) was well answered, few learners wrote vectors as fraction.  Part (a)(ii) was poorly answered as 
many learners had no idea on how to calculate the magnitude of a vector.  Part (b) was poorly answered 
as well as many learners did not understand the vectors in the diagram.  Some learners tried to write their 
answers as column vectors.  Many learners could not understand what the position vector is.  

31 (a) (i)








6
2

1 c.a.o

          (ii) 5 1 c.a.o
     (b) (i) -d + e 1 c.a.o
          (ii)

3
1 d + 

3
2 e

2

32 This question was fairly answered.  The most common wrong answer was 0.55.  Many learners failed 
to recognize that they need to subtract 0.3 and 0.25 from 1 to get the probability of orange. Part (b) was 
poorly answered with wrong common answer of 0.45.

32 (a) 0.45 1
Accept  or 45%

     (b) 0.55 1
F.T Accept 55% or  

F.T )(1 atheir−

33 This question was poorly answered as most learners do not know how to read the cumulative frequency 
curve.  Many learners failed to determine the scale used on the graph. For part (a) , the common wrong 
answer was 3.4.  Part (b), many learners had no idea how to calculate the interquartile range as many 
calculated the average mass with a common wrong answer of 3.8.

33 (a) 3.37 B1 Accepts answers from 3.37 to 3.38

     (b) 0.26
Accepts 0.25 to 0.29 2 

M1 for 3.52 or 3.25
Accepts upper quartile as 3.51 to 3.52
Or lower quartile 3.24 to 3.26
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6131
Paper 2

General Comments

The marks ranged from 0 to 118. It seemed as if the syllabus was not fully covered. Logical reasoning skills proved to 
be a challenge to most candidates.
It was still noticed that in questions that require method some candidates are still either writing answers only without 
showing working, or deleting the correct answers and replace them with wrong answers, which should be highly 
discouraged.

Most candidates were unable to round off their final answer to 3 s. f. or to the required degree of accuracy in some 
questions. Candidates are still encouraged to write the full calculator display before attempting to round off to the 
required degree of accuracy. However candidates are advised not to round off their answers for questions on limits 
of accuracy. They should write their full calculator display. 

When candidates abandon their working and decide to start afresh, they are advised to clearly draw a line across the 
abandoned work. If they leave the old working together with the new working side by side, this is regarded as a choice 
and the work that is first seen is marked. Candidates should be discouraged from answering the question in two or more 
different ways, in that case the first method is marked even though it might be wrong.

Marks were awarded for correct substitution in a correct formula but not for writing a correct formula alone. Most 
candidates substituted in wrong formulae hence the need to know correct formulae such as gradient , midpoint, length 
of a line segment,  magnitude of a vector, quadratic formula, sine and cosine rule as well as areas of a triangle, 
parallelogram, circle and square formulae is important. 

Candidates should be encouraged to plot points clearly before joining the points when answering questions on graphs 
in order to gain plotting marks. 

Candidates should be discouraged from writing in pencil (except when drawing) and should avoid rewriting over numbers 
as it makes it difficult to read those numbers. Candidates should be encouraged to remove eraser’s deposits from the 
question paper.

Topics that require more attention are:  Set languages and notations, Coordinate geometry, Trigonometry (Area of 
a triangle, Sine and Cosine rules), Algebraic manipulation, application of fractions and directed numbers with 
respect to Algebra, Statistics and Probability.
Candidates must read the instructions to each question before they start answering.

Comments on specific questions:

Question 1. 

Generally the question was well answered by the majority of the candidates. 
1(a - e) Well answered, but there were a few spelling errors in copying the words rational / irrational from the question 
such as “rotational or ration” this must be avoided at all times. Some candidates were solving the problems by giving 
numeral answers.

Answer
Question Answer Marks Partial Marks
1 (a) rational 1 c.a.o
   (b) rational 1 c.a.o
   (c) irrational 1 c.a.o
   (d) rational 1 c.a.o
   (e) rational 1 c.a.o

Question 2. 

2 (a)  Well answered, in some cases the candidates could not manipulate the order of operations.

2 (b) Poorly answered as most candidates were still substituting the values in part (a) rather than changing 

the subject of the formula.  Common wrong answer seen 
t
vu −

.
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Answer
2 (a) – 62 2 M1 for   8 + (–10)(7)   o.e.
   (b)

t
uva −

= 2
M1 for  

Question 3. 

3 Moderately answered.  Candidates calculated the volume using the given dimensions and then they found 
a lower bound of their answer to 174.  The majority of those who calculated correctly ended up rounding 
their final answer to 3 s. f.  Candidates are advised not to round off the final answers in limits of 
accuracy. They should write the full calculator display.

Answer

3 

173.506875 (exact) 5

B1 for 3.05 seen
B1 for 9.25 seen
B1 for 6.15 seen
M1 for 3.05 × 9.25 × 6.15
FT1 for multiplying their lower bound 
(method only)

Question 4. 

4 (a) Poorly answered. Very few candidates could get the correct set notation required.

4 (b) Moderately answered. Most candidates regarded house p as a set instead of house p as an 
element of a set.

4 (c - d) Moderately answered.  Candidates found it hard to the use of brackets should be encouraged, 
 especially when substituting negative numbers shade the correct region.  Teachers should 
 emphasise the set language and notations.

Answer

4 (a)
WE ⊂ 1 c.a.o

   (b) - p has gas and tap water but no 
electricity.

2
B1 for any two correct information 
mentioned.

   (c)

1 c.a.o

   (d)

1 c.a.o

Question 5  

This whole question was poorly answered.  Algebraic manipulation skills such as algebraic fractions and indices were 
not mastered. 

5 (a) Poorly answered.  Common wrong answers seen 566 yx  or 568 yx .
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5 (b) Poorly answered.  Candidates failed to factorise trinomial.  Lack of cancelation rules was displayed.

5 (c) Poorly answered. Most candidates could not find the LCD of 2)1( −y and )1( −y .  Multiplying of the 
signs proved to be a challenge.

Answer 

5 (a) 8x9y6 2 B1  for any two correct

   (b)

3
4

+
−
x
x 3 M1 for  (x – 4)(x + 3)

M1 for (x + 3)(x + 3) o.e.

   (c) 2
M1 for  o.e.

Question 6. 

6 (a) Moderately answered.  Most candidates could not recognise that the area of a rectangle should be 
used to prove that some candidates could not ‘show’ but ‘solve’ instead.

6 (b) Fairly answered.  Some candidates substituted in wrong quadratic formula . 

  Others could not round off correctly to 3 s. f.  Most candidates gave both solutions as the answers, 
forgetting that the length is always positive.

Answer 

6 (a) M1

M1

B1

   (b) x = 3.93

3
M1 for the correct 

M1 for using a quadratic formula or 
completing the square correctly.

Question 7

Teachers should put more effort on matrices as most candidates did not master the specific objectives in this topic. 

7 (a) Poorly answered.  Most candidates could not find the products of 22× matrices. 

7 (b) Moderately answered.  Most candidates could find the determinant of matrix C but could not swap 
and change the signs of entries correctly hence failed to get the inverse matrix.  Some candidates 

managed only to get .  The application of directed numbers was failed by most candidates.
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Answer

7 (a)
2

B1 for any two correct entries.

   (b)

2
B1 for det C = –14 seen or  
seen

Question 8

8 (a) well answered. 
There were only few cases where candidate could not collect the like terms correctly. However, the use of directed 
numbers should be re-emphasised.

8 (b) Well answered.

8 (c) Poorly answered.
Most candidates could make one of the variable the subject of the formula and substituted correctly but failed to expand. 
In most cases the middle term was omitted.  Those who went as far as using a quadratic formula, they use ‘’ x ’’ instead 
of ‘’ y ’’.

Answer

8 (a)
5.8 or

2 M1 for 12x – 7x = 37 – 8 o.e.

   (b) 5 4 M1 for 2(3x + 1) + 5(x – 2) [= 47]
M1 for 6x + 2 + 5x – 10 = 47
M1 for 11x = 55

   (c) (2,3) or (–3,2) 6
B1 for x = 5y – 13 or o.e

M1 for correct substitution 
M1 for 26y2 – 130y + 156 = 0  o.e
M1 for any correct method used to solve 
the quadratic equation
M1 for  y = 3 or y = 2 or for 3−=x  or 2=x

Question 9

9 (a) Moderately answered. Triangle XYZ was used as a right-angled triangle and used Pythagoras 
theorem instead.

Most candidates could use the correct formula (sine rule), however the calculator skills to find an angle proved to be a 
challenge.

9 (b) Poorly answered. Most candidates substituted in wrong formulae.

9 (c) Poorly answered.  Most candidates omitted sine in the area formula. 

The common wrong answer was 345.
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Answer

9 (a) 69.8° 2
B1 for   o.e

     (b)

28.8 FT 2
M1 for  o.e
OR
M1 for  o.e
FT2 for using the sine or cosine rule 
correctly

     (c)

a.r.t 311 FT 2

Question 10

10 (a)  (i) Well answered. 

10 (a) (ii) Moderately answered although some candidates used 9 cm as the length of the side instead of 18 cm. 

10 (a) (iii) Poorly answered. 
Majority of candidates could not get subtract the area of the circle from the area of the square, and those who did 
subtract, they did not halve their answers. 

The common answer seen was 70 or 69.5.

10 (b) (i - iii) Moderately answered. Most of candidates got the angle sizes correctly, but they failed to give the 
correct reasons.

Answer

10  (a) (i)
81π  or 254 - 255 2 M1 for 29×π   o.e

         (ii) 324 2 M1 for 182  o.e

         (iii) a.r.t 35 FT 2

M1 for )4690049.254324( −  o.e

FT2 for 
2
1 [their (a)(ii) − their (a)(i)]

   (b) (i) 48°
Angles in the same segment/chord.
Angle subtended by the same arc

2

        (ii) 90°
Angle in a semi-circle 2

        (iii)
90
Angles between tangent and radius/
diameter of a circle.

2
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Question 11 

11 (a) Most candidates got wrong the magnitude of a line formula. 

11 (b)  Most candidates got the midpoint formula wrong, instead of adding the coordinates, they subtracted.

11 (c)  Most candidates could not understand what the question required.  The fact which is to be shown 
should never be used anywhere before that fact is established.

11 (d)  Poorly answered.  Most candidate could not work out the perpendicular height and some candidates 
mistaken the parallelogram for a rhombus.

Answer 

11 (a)
54                    

3
M2 for 22 )8()4( −+− o.e.

M1 for 22 )62())1(5( −−+−−− o.e
     (b) (−3, 2) 2

M1 for 





 +−−−

2
62,

3
15  o.e

     (c) M1 for correct substitution in the gradient 
formula

4

     (d) 60 units2 FT 4

Question 12 

12 (a) Well answered although common wrong answers seen were all negative because candidates did not 
use the brackets.

12 (b) Well answered.  Some candidates had difficulty in reading the scale properly.  Candidates should be 
advised that the graph should be smooth and not ruled.

12 (c) (i) Well answered.  But scale reading remained a challenge.

12 (c) (ii)  Moderately answered.  Candidates should be encouraged to read instruction thoroughly before 
answering the question.  In answering this question, candidates used algebra to get the solutions 
rather than reading from the graph.
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Answer. 

12 (a) 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 2 4 B1 for each correct value in the correct 
position.

     (b)

4

P3 for all 8 points plotted correctly.
P2 for 6 – 7 points plotted correctly.
P1 for 4 – 5 points plotted correctly.
C1 for a smooth curve.

      (c) (i)
Correct line 1 L1 for line 

4
1

=y drawn correctly

           (ii) x = – 2.8 or 2.8 [Allow ±0.1] 2 B1 for each answer correct. 

Question 13 

It seemed as if many centres did not cover this specific objective, therefore teachers should pay more attention to this 
topic as candidates need to know how to sketch a graph and which information must be labelled on the diagram.

Answer. 

13

5

B1 for 3=x

B1 for 
2
1

−=x

B1 for the –3 indicated on the y-axis.

B1 for  o.e

C1 for the curve cutting both axes.

Question 14 

14 (a) (i)  Moderately answered.  Most candidates could not understand what the question require, instead 
of writing the score differences, they wrote possible outcomes.

14 (a) (ii - iv)  Poorly answered. 

14 (b) (i)  Moderately answered. Most candidates could not understand that at each branch the sum of 
probability must be equal to 1. 

14 (b) (ii - iii)  Poorly answered. It seemed as if the candidates could not interpret the mathematics 
 language used in these questions.

Answer. 

14 (a) (i)

3

B1 for 1 – 2 wrong entries seen.
B1 for 3 – 4 wrong entries seen.
B0 for 5 or wrong entries seen

         (ii)

6
1

FT 1 Accept simplified form

         (iii)
FT 1 Accept simplified form
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         (iv)

9
4

FT 1 Accept simplified form

     (b) (i)

6
4

, 6
2

, 5
3

, 5
1

, 4
2

, 4
1

, 4
4

,0 o.e.
4 B1 for any two correct.

(Accept the simplified form of the fractions)

          (ii)
 o.e 2 B1 for 






 ××+






 ×× 1

5
1

6
2

4
1

5
2

6
4

+ 





 ××

4
1

5
4

6
2

 o.e

         (iii)

5
4  o.e

2
B1 for 






 ××−

4
2

5
3

6
41  o.e

FT1 method only

Question 15 

15 (a) Well answered

15 (b) Well answered.  Mathematic language proved to be a challenge.

15 (c) Moderately answered.  But scale reading remained a challenge.

15 (d) Moderately answered.  Most candidates could not find the midpoints.

Answer. 

15 (a) 175 ≤ h < 185 1 c.a.o

     (b) 65 2 B1 for 100
1000
650

×  o.e

     (c)

4 B1 for each correct bar drawn

     (d) 177

4

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

• Ensure by all means that the syllabus is completed every year.

• Emphasise on reading and understanding of instructions before answering any question.

• Teach the calculator skills across the syllabus especially when substituting, making use of brackets, etc.

• Encourage candidates to ALWAYS write down the full calculator display before rounding. 

• Emphasise on correct spelling of mathematical terms and concepts.

• Encourage candidates to practice geometrical terms and relationships more.
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• Focus on the reading of the scales of the graphs as well as plotting of points.

• Encourage candidates to show their working and should avoid shortcuts.

• Limits of accuracy should never be rounded off.

• Emphasise on substitution of negative integers.

• Give learners more exercises for practice.

• Make use of the Examiner’s Report to inform your teaching.
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METALWORK AND WELDING

6188
Paper 1

General Comments

It was encouraging to note that the total entries of candidates have increased from 104 in 2020 to 175 in 2021.  This 
demonstrates the demand of Metalwork and welding in the Namibian society.  During the national marking it could be 
observed that all candidates who sit for the examination completed within the given timeframe.  The Chief marker would 
like to encourage centres to continue the good efforts to the benefit of the Namibian child despite various challenges 
at different centres.  It is strongly advised for centres to expose candidates to regular practical activities from as early 
as from the Junior Secondary phase in order to get them thoroughly prepared for the NSSCO external examination.  It 
was evident during the marking session that centres still struggle to correctly answer questions that require candidates 
to describe a process, e.g. soldering process, brazing process, drilling process, etc. These processes can only be 
mastered if candidates are allowed to perform this processes practically.

Section A 

Answer all the questions.  

1  (a)  This question was well answered by almost all centres: 

 (i)  Loose clothing and jewelry   
Avoid loose / hanging clothing   
Remove rings and necklaces.  (Any 2)  [2] 

 (ii)  Inadequate guards over machinery. 
Do not use machine without guards, it could cause serious accidents.   
Ensure guards are in place; guards are functional (Any 2) [2]

2 (a)  (i) The question was well answered even though some candidates did not  know the 
properties of tool steel.
Uses:  A scriber is a hand tool used in metal work to mark lines on work pieces, prior to machining  [1] 
Property:  toughness, hardness  (Any 1) [1] 

 (ii)  Well answered.  Expected answer is:
Allows hand and fingers to get a better grip on the scriber in order to use it comfortably   [2] 

3 (a)  Well answered:
It is caused when you hit the head of a chisel with a hammer so that the head (opposite the point) gets 
deformed to look like a mushroom  [1] 

(b) Well answered:
Trim the mushroom off and work around the mushroom by grinding it evenly. 
Grind the head or striking end at an angle to create a chamfer  [2] 

4 (a) Well answered by most candidates:
1  Angle Grinder, Bench grinder   
2  Files    (Any two)  [2] 

5 Well answered:
 - Appropriate improvements shown [1]
 - Suitable joints [1] 
 - Relevant notes [1] 

6 Most candidates did not know the correct name of the power tool. Circular saw was among the 
answers given.

(a) Cut off tool/ cut off saw  [1] 

(b) This question was answered moderately. PPE was considered as correct:
 - Locate and ensure you are familiar with all machine operations and controls.  Ensure all guards are 

fitted, secure and functional. Do not operate if guards are missing or faulty. 
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 - Ensure the saw is properly secured to a worktable by bolts/clamps at approximately hip height.  
 - Ensure the saw is operated on an RCD protected circuit. 
 - Use abrasive cut off wheels with the correct size arbor hole. 
 - Use abrasive cut off wheels with a maximum safe operating speed greater than the “no load RPM” 

marked on the machine’s nameplate.  Inspect the cut off wheel for chips and cracks. 
 - Check workspaces and walkways to ensure no slip/trip-hazards are present. 
 - Ensure the depth stop is properly adjusted. 
 - Keep table and work area clear of all tools and off-cut material.  (Any two)  [2] 

7 (a)  Only candidates from three centres could give the correct of the marking tool:
Trammel     [1]

(b) Trammel heads are used in layout work to scribe circles and arcs that are too large to be drawn  
with a divider or compass.   
 - Trammel heads can also be used to bisect lines and angles.   
 - They can be used as an alternative to both a marking gauge and a mortise gauge to draw lines a set 

distance from an edge  (Any two)  [2] 

8 (a)  Only a few candidates could state the correct name:
Spot welder     [1]

(b) Almost all centres were unable to describe the process of operations:
The process uses two shaped copper alloy electrodes to concentrate welding current into a small “spot”  
and to simultaneously clamp the sheets together.  Forcing a large current through the spot will melt the  
metal and form the weld.   [3] 

9 Poorly answered which is an indication that centres do not pay much attention to properties and 
uses of metals:

Metals Properties Uses   
Stainless steel iron has very good corrosion resistance, 

high strength and durability, toughness, (2) 
                                                         (Any 2)

Kitchen sinks, ovens, cutlery (knives, 
spoons) (1)
                                                    (Any 1)

 

10 Brittleness  [1] 

[30] 

Section B 

11 (a) Almost all centres did not know the correct soldering process:

 (i)  - Soldering requires 2 main things: a soldering iron and soft solder.  
 - A clean surface is very important if you want a strong, low resistance joint. 
 - Clean the tip of the soldering iron on wet paper towel. 
 - Apply Heat an apply Solder  (Any three)  [3] 

 (ii) Almost all candidates did not know the correct brazing process: 
 - Ensure good fit and proper clearances.   
 - Clean the metals and flux the parts.   
 - Assemble parts for brazing and braze the joint. 
 - Clean the brazed joint  (Any three)  [3] 

(b) Candidates answered this question poorly:
Hold the folding bar in the vice.  Secure the measured and marked piece with folding bar securely in a 
 bench vice.  Use a rubber mallet to shape the sheet metal to 90 degrees.  A rubber mallet is used to  
prevent markings on metal.  [4] 

[10] 

12 (a)  Well answered:

 (i) bolt and nut   [1] 

 (ii) Well answered:
A: Thread 
B: Shank 
C: Head    [3] 
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 (iii) Poorly answered:
D: Steel composition   [1] 
E: Alloy group designation   [1] 
F: strength properties   [1] 

(b) Very few candidates answered question i-iii correctly:

 (i) Stick welding is formed by striking an electric arc between a metal electrode and the work piece.  
The electric current passes through the electrode and melts it into work piece and forms a weld pool.  [1] 

 (ii) MIG Welding is formed with solid wire electrodes fed through a welding gun and into the weld 
pool.  Joining two base materials together.   A shielding gas is also send through the welding gun 
and protects the weld pool from contamination.   [1] 

 (iii) TIG Welding uses the heat generated by an electric arc between the metal to be joined and an 
infusible tungsten – base electrode located in the welding torch.  The arc area s throuded in an 
inert or reducing gas shield to protect the weld pool and the tungsten electrode.            [1] 

[10] 

13 (a)  Once again candidates were unable to describe the process correctly:
Measure and mark both square tubes to 45 degrees.  Hold it securely in the bench vice and cut with a 
grinder.  Remove burrs with an angle grinder/ bench grinder/file.   [3] 
 

(b) Almost all candidates could not answer this question correctly. Instead of showing how to 
hold the joint in a holding device, candidates drew a corner joint without a holding device.
 - Appropriate improvements shown [1]
 - Suitable joints                              [1] 
 - Relevant notes   [1] 

     [3]

(c) Centres had no idea what metal plating refer to. No centre answered this question correctly:
Metal Plating: Plating is a process in which a thin layer of metal coat is applied to a metal.  This is achieved 
through electro plating; it requires an electric current through electrodes plating which is an autocatalytic 
chemical process.  [4] 

 
[10] 

14 (a) This question was answered by almost all centres:
 - Fillet weld drawn 
 - Fillet weld drawn correctly 
 - Welding symbol shown 
 - Welding symbol drawn correctly   [4] 

(b) Again most centre were unable to write the correct causes of the two welding defects in (i) and (ii):

 (i)  - Incomplete penetration is generally caused by a very low travel speed and attempting to make too 
 large a weld in a single pass.   
 - However, it is also very often caused by too low a welding voltage.   
 - As a result, the wetting of the bead will be poor.  (Any two) [2] 

 (ii) Welding crater is the unfilled end of a weld and forms during the final solidified weld pool and is 
often associated with some gas porosity.  This imperfection results from shrinkage on weld pool.   [2] 

(c) Well answered:
Test A: produces more sparks which is a result of high carbon content in the metal.  
Test B: produces less sparks compared to Test A which indicates less carbon content in the metal   [2] 

[10] 

15 (a)  Well answered by almost candidates:

 (i) rightward welding (backward welding) 
1. It is faster and uses less filler rod, so it is less expensive.  
2. There is less expansion and therefore less contraction.  
3. The flame remains over the deposited metal, giving an annealing action.  
4. A better view of the molten pool is obtained, allowing for greater control of the welding operation.  [3] 
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 (ii) - Completely shut both torch valves 
- Check the regulator setting and cylinder pressures 
- Relight in accordance with above procedures.  (Any three)             [3] 

(b) Poorly answered by almost all candidates.  The correct nozzles are shown below:

 
 - Cutting nozzle drawn correctly (1)  
 - Has multiple ports (1)  [2] 

 
 - Welding nozzle drawn correctly (1)  
 - has single port (1)   [2] 

[10] 

16 Correctly answered since it is a question meant for below averaged candidates to score marks:
A has the highest content 
Reason: Force applied is unable to compress the metal further than it shows.  [2] 

(b) Very few candidates could score marks for question (i) and (ii).  Centres should give more 
attention to metal properties and uses from Junior secondary phase:

 (i)  Duralumin   
Uses: 
- It is used for making wire, bar and rods for the screw machine  products 
- It is used in heavy-duty forgings, wheels, plates, extrusions, aircraft fittings, space booster tankage 
 and truck frames, and other suspension components. It finds applications in places where high 
 strength is required, and services at elevated temperatures.
- It is used for making Aircraft structure, truck wheels, screw machine products, rivets and other 
 structural application products.  (Any two)  [2] 

Properties: 
- Duralumin alloys are soft, ductile and workable when they are in normal state. 
- They can be easily rolled, folded or forged.
- They can also be drawn into a variety of shapes and forges. 
- It has a high strength, which can be easily lost during wielding. 
- So it can be easily transformed, and hence is used in aircraft construction. 
- It is suited for aircraft construction because of its lightweight and high strength.  (Any two)  [2] 

 (ii) High Speed steel 
Uses: 
- Hand tools, such as chisels, punches, hammers etc. 
- Machine tools for cutting metals. 
- Shears for cutting materials. 
- Dies for deep drawing, extrusion, forging etc. 
- For the manufacturing of drills, milling cutters, hobs, broaches,  (Any two)  [2] 

 
Properties 
- The main characteristic of high speed steel is that it maintains hardness at temperatures up to 
 550°C. 
- Possess high wear resistance. 
- It is hard steel and cannot be machined by ordinary methods. 
- It allows the tool to cut the metal at high speed. 
- Corrosion resistant (Any two)  [2] 

                [10] 
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17 Question (i) and (ii) was well answered by almost all candidates and below average candidates 
could collect valuable marks:

 (i)  -  Holding device drawn                                (1) 
-  Device suitable for purpose                       (1) 
-  Appropriate rendering                                (1) 
-  Appropriate Notes                                      (1) 
-  Tools, materials, processes indicated        (1) 

[5] 

 (ii) -  Locking mechanism drawn                       (1) 
-  Device suitable for purpose                      (1) 
-  Appropriate rendering                               (1) 
-  Appropriate Notes                                     (1) 
-  Tools, materials, processes indicated       (1) 

[5] 
[10] 

[100]
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6188
Paper 2

General comments

The DNEA gives thanks to all the center’s that put in effort to have all materials and tools ready for the examination.  
The performance has slightly declined compared to 2020. It could be noticed that in some regions centres find it difficult 
to get all the materials needed for the practical test.  Photographic evidence also shows that some centres do not have 
the proper required tools and had to use improvised equipment.  DNEA would also like to thank centres who had to 
think out of the box solve certain problems with regards to materials they could not find.  E.g the prescribed 25mm x 
3mm mild steel ran out of stock at one centre but this challenge did not prevent them from conducting the practical 
test.  Alternatively, the centre provided a 25mm x 5mm flat bar for the practical test to be conducted.  Thank you for the 
constructive yet guiding comments on the examination which was received.  These comments are regarded as inputs 
from the centres and have been critically analyzed for implementation.

Comments on individual questions

Part A

1 Candidates where requested to list cutting tools needed to make the product. (List below) 

The following was expected and most of the learners got it right.
hacksaw
• Angle grinder
• Cut off saw/tool
• Drill bits
• Electrical hand drill (Any 2) [2]

2 Candidates were expected to list the safety protection required during welding:

• Leather hand gloves
• Spats / shoe protection
• Leather apron
• Welding bonnet/helmet, etc.
• Overalls
• Safety boots (Any 2) [2]

3 Candidates were expected to state the safety precautions required during arc welding and not state safety 
clothing /PPE:

• Don’t use defective cables.
• Make sure the earthing clamp is properly clamped
• Switch machine off when work is completed. 
• Check the cables of welding machines for defects. 
• Clean tools and equipment after use.     (Any 1) [1]

To the Metalwork and Welding teacher

Please note that Part A should be marked by DNEA and not by the teachers at center’s.  There were centres who 
marked Part A which is an indication that instructions were not read and followed.

Part B

Photographic evidence had to be attached to the script and sent to DNEA.  NB:  It is imperative that photographic evidence 
of various processes per candidate is captured and attached to the scripts.  For example, DNEA is interested to see 
photographic evidence on measuring and marking, cutting, welding, grinding of joint (removing of burrs) and the final product 
for verification.  Some centres did not attached Photographic evidence while some only submitted photographic of the final 
product per candidate.  The quality of welding and neatness was somehow compromised which could be attributed to the 
fact that candidates were rushing to finish on time.  It is strongly recommended that centres start with practical activities 
for candidates from as early as in the Junior Secondary phase in preparation for the NSSCO practical examination.
Congratulations to all ten center’s offering Metalwork and Welding for complying with proper PPE protocols.  However, 
safety was compromised at centres in that welding took place without few candidates wearing leather hand gloves.

Advise to the teachers

Teachers are not allowed to assist in the preparation of the material besides what was required by DNEA. 
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Part C

To the Metalwork teacher

Please note that Part C should be marked by DNEA and not by the teachers at centres.  There are centres who marked 
Part C. Kindly read the instructions for compliance.

1 (a)  Square tube 
Flat bar 
Angle iron   (Any 2)  [2] 

(b)  Fireproof metal paint 
Polishing 
Grinding    (Any 2)  [2] 

2 Lock pin for preventing the top part of the trestle from moving back inside the bottom pipe.  [2] 
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6188
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

The quality of coursework for NSSC 2021 was well done for some centres but errors are still picked up at some centres. 
It implies that the overall quality of coursework did not show that tremendous effort was applied.  Regional Offices 
should make sure that Examiner’s Reports are studied and recommendations drafted for implementation purposes are 
sent/disseminated from the Regional Offices to schools. 

Regional Office should give Continuous Professional Development(CPD) programmes for teachers teaching Metalwork 
and welding.  If possible networking with DNEA, NIED and other regions with Senior Education Officers as well as 
relevant stakeholders should be initiated to have teachers capacitated and assisted on a regular basis.  The common 
mistakes made by centres during the academic 2021 design folder are basically the same.  These makes one realise 
how candidates are penalised for poor quality work submitted because of centres who have not been putting in much 
needed efforts from the beginning of the Senior Secondary phase.  The Design folder started in Grade 10 and should be 
completed at the beginning of the second term of Grade 11, but yet folders submitted showing little time spent on them.  
One can conclude that Centre Reports are not studied and recommendations are not implemented by many centres.  
Due to the defiant negligence by some centres, the assistance of the Regional Directors is needed to make sure that 
Senior Education Officers and Circuit Inspectors study and analyse these reports and monitor the recommendations are 
implemented at schools that present Metalwork and Welding as a subject.

Once again, Regional Offices, Principals and HOD’s are pleaded to take a responsibility of ensuring that folders 
and projects are monitored throughout Grades 10 to 11.  Towards the end of the second term of the Grade 11 
year, folders should be internally moderated before the marks are dispatched to DNEA for external moderation.  
Regional Offices must make sure that NSSC schools are provided with the necessary materials and tools for 
candidates to build quality models.  DNEA observed that some centres’ projects were compromised by the lack 
of adequate resources.

It is not acceptable for candidates that are not submitting folders or courseworks and given a zero with just an 
explanation why a learner did not submit while on the other hand no evidence or proof shared in attempted of 
efforts done by teacher/HOD/ Principal school board /Regional Office (SEO).  Since the folder is supposed to be 
completed over a two years time and not to be done in a one-week period, as this is the case at some Centres. 

Candidates who are not submitting photographic evidence has become a common practice, yet marks are awarded 
for the quality of products by the centres.  There were few cases where candidates made poor problem selections and 
outcomes and showed little evidence of imaginative interpretation and creativity.  The sample of work presented for 
moderation was suitable in most cases and centres generally applied the assessment criteria appropriately, although, 
in some cases, this was not at the correct level.

All folders must include clear photographic evidence that includes the production stages (selection of materials, 
marking, measuring, cutting, joining and finishing and testing of the artefacts, in addition to an overall view of the 
final product, showing detail to support the awarding of marks.

There are some centres that awarded to candidates marks for a product and no folders submitted which is unacceptable 
at all.  The folder must be completed first and the teacher must go through the folders and help the candidate where 
adjustments must be done before the candidates can commence with manufacturing their products. 

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT HEADINGS

Generation and exploration of ideas

• Since the specifications are already given in the scenario, it was supposed to be very easy for the candidates to 
generate ideas of their own.

 Some of the candidates presented three sketches of ideas with no notes but no measurements, no enhancement 
 or rendering and no finer details. This means that the specifications were not taken into consideration.

• It is very important that the above mentioned points are taken seriously, because the candidate could score 
maximum marks.
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This is the part where most candidates lost valuable marks.  This is where candidates can show evidence of genuine 
design creativity and not copies from books. Some candidates included a wide range of different ideas enhanced 
by clearly annotated sketches.  Too often candidates presented a few formal drawings that showed too little design 
capabilities and tended to follow a single concept.  These ideas can be presented most successfully through sketches 
and candidates should be encouraged to include everything that comes to mind. Annotations should include comments 
as to how an idea might link to the specification.

Development of proposed solution

In this section of the folder the candidates should take the chosen idea and make further detailed decisions on form, 
materials and construction methods to be used in the final product.  In some cases candidates still found it difficult to 
apply, and in these cases the final ideas were simply a repetition of one of the ideas recorded in the previous section.

In most cases the final drawings of the Design Solution were generally well-presented and gave sufficient information 
with regards to the manufacturing of the product.  However, working drawings remain a challenge and a need for 
improvement is required for most of the centres.

Planning for production 

In this section candidates did fairly well, which is applaud able.  However, the working drawing presented by candidates, 
does not give enough detail of the final product.

Most of the candidate shows a clear and detailed effective order of sequences of operation, time schedule for production, 
tools and materials.  The candidate has done exceptionally well and credit must be given to them without any hesitation. 
This is a sign of acknowledging the commitments and accomplishment.

A working drawing is the blueprint on which the final product is based on.  This means that enough information 
should be available on the drawing to realise the product.

Product realization

Candidates should be congratulated on the wide range of materials used for their products.  Photographic evidence 
showed that some candidates were able to work on their own and able to work at an acceptable standard of construction 
and finish to the extent that the end product could be used.  Sadly, some centres could not provide sufficient photographic 
evidence to substantiate the credibility of the folders.  Some photographic evidence is just a mere posing activity and 
no real action is seen.

Testing and Evaluation

Most candidates included photographic evidence to show the testing of the product, which is commendable.  They are, 
however, encouraged to link the outcome of the original specifications and make objective judgements on the success 
of their products.

The section should also include suggestions for further modifications or possible future improvements.  Therefore 
centres are urged to ensure that the specifications are fully evaluated and tested in this section, which will guarantee 
maximum marks for the candidates.

Conclusion

The centres that have done tremendously well should be applauded and credit should be given to the centre, the 
teacher, the candidates, the SEO as well as the regional office at large.  It is clear that the 11 centres offering NSSC 
Metalwork and Welding for 2021 as a subject need to get a unified training in the near future.  The training is required to 
better standardize the general understanding on the different sub-topics for the design folders.
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MOTOR MECHANICS

6189
Paper 1

General Comments

Compared to 2020, more candidates entered this examination Despite all the difficulties we experienced in 2021, 
centres still managed to provide the candidates with knowledge and skills.  Congratulations for that efforts you have put 
in.  Performance in this paper was not good at all, especially in the structured questions.  

Teachers are encourage to study their syllabuses carefully and try to complete it on time.  They must also try to combine 
the practical part with the theoretical part, in this way the candidates will understand the syllabus better.

Comments on individual questions

Section A

1 (a) Candidates were supposed to state three measure to be taken to make sure that work surfaces are 
safe. Most candidates answered it correctly, although some were confused with safety in a workshop. 

The correct answer should be:
• Install non-slip surfaces, especially around machinery and equipment.
• Clearly mark steps, ramps, and other elevation changes.
• Protect/fix sharp edges and corners.
• If protruding parts cannot be removed, post clear warning signs.
• Keep surfaces of wooden benches smooth, sand them regularly.
• Fit mounted tools/machinery securely to the workbench.
• Install work surfaces at the correct height.
• Level and stabilize work benches and work stations.
• Enforce good housekeeping (any 3) [3]

(b) Candidates must identify safety hazards in figure 1.  Most candidates scored marks here.

The correct answer should be:
• Man is not wearing welding goggles.
• Hand tools scattered on the floor.
• Man welding close to flammable substances.
• Coat hanging directly above an electric heater.
• Man standing on his toes trying to reach high load.
• Electric power tools laying on the floor.
• Fluid spills on the floor.
• Loose shoelaces.
• Heavy load carried alone.
• Man working with untied hair and loose hanging jewellery.
• Load on shelf above the door.
• Tyres stacked incorrectly.
• High mounted shelf overloaded.
• Electrical wall plug overloaded. (any 2)  [2]

2 Candidates were supposed to identify the component. In figure 2. Most candidates could not identify it with 
answers like exhaust manifold and exhaust.

The correct answer should have been: 
Catalytic convertor / Muffler [1]

3 (a) Candidates must state the functions of: 

Lighting system  - Makes the vehicle visible to other road users.
    - Provide visibility for driving in darkness and bad weather conditions.
    - Provides light in darkness.  [1]

Steering system  - Main function is to steer the vehicle by turning the front wheels.  
    - Reduce driver effort by making act of steering easier.        [1]
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(b) Candidates must write down to defects caused by the loose holding clamp. 

The correct answer should be:              
• Cracked casing/                              .
• Frayed or broken cables 
• Cracked cell wall
• Low electrolyte  (any 2) [2]

4 Candidates must write down the function of the component. Most candidates could not do it.

The correct answer must refer to:
• Allows the wheels to rotate at different speeds when the car moves around corners and over uneven road 
 surfaces.
• Even torque is transmitted to the side-shaft and drive wheels, irrespective of the difference in rotational 
 speed between the wheels.
• The final drive gear ratio can also be selected to provide the best traction on a given vehicle’s drive train. [3]

5 Candidates must state one use of the following tools:

(a) bench vice: Used to grip material firmly so that it can be filed, sawed, hammered drilled, etc. [1]

(b) Bearing clamp: Used to remove the many types of bearings in motor vehicles.  [1]

(c) Verneer Calliper:  To measure the inside and outside diameters of pipes and rods.   
To measure the depth of a hole. (any 1) [1]

Most candidates could not identify the function of the earing clamp.

6 Candidates must list one function of:

Cylinder head  – Serves as a lid for the cylinders so that the fuel-air mixture can be compressed without a loss 
     of pressure
     In most cases, it contains a section of the combustion chamber.
     It house the valve mechanism in an overhead valve engine.
     It houses the spark plugs.   (any 1)

Piston  – It serves as a pump – causing vacuum during the intake stroke, compresses the fuel mixture during   
  compression stroke and forces out the burnt gases during the exhaust stroke.

  It transfers the force of the expanding gases to the crankshaft through the connecting rod to rotate the 
  crankshaft        (any1) 

Camshaft  – It converts the rotary movement of the crankshaft into the reciprocating movement of the valves.
   It opens the valves at predetermined times.
   In some engines, it drives the distributor, oil pump and mechanical fuel pump. (any1)  [3] 

7 (a) Candidates must identify the oil pumps. Most candidate could only identify the gear pump.

The correct answer is:
A: Rotor type oil pump.
B: Gear type oil pump. [2]

(b)	 Candidates	must	list	engine	oil	filtration	systems:	Candidates	could	not	do	it.

The correct answer is:  
Full-flow oil filtration system.
Bypass oil filtration system.  [2]

8 Candidates must name three examples of electronic communication.  Almost all candidate scored here.

The correct answer is:
• Data can be stored in a limited space.
• Data can be shared almost immediately.
• You do not have to travel to meet clients in person.
• It is an inexpensive way to communicate.
• Quick and easy exchange of information.
• Wide coverage of communication. (any 2) [2]
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9 Candidates must differentiate between technical service bulletin and a recall.  Most candidates could not do it.

The correct answer is:
Technical service bulletin: These are special notices issued by the original vehicle manufacturer to their service 
      dealers.           [1]
A recall: Is issued because of safety concerns. [1]

10 Candidates must explain what the possible cause could e of a leakage.

Almost all the candidates scored only one mark.
The correct answer should refer to:                                                   
The leakage can occur as a result of:   (a) bearing failure or 
    (b) The inner shaft seal that is leaking. [2]

SECTION B

11 (a) Candidates should name the functions of the oil filter.

The correct answer should refer to: 
• The oil filter traps impurities in circulation with the lubrication oil.
• Cleans the oil coming from the oil pan / sump.               (any 1) 1]

(b) Candidates must state the importance of changing of engine oil.

They scored only one mark at the most.
The correct answer should refers to: 
Foreign matter, metal particles and the by-products of combustion all gather in the sump of an engine 
over a period of time.
An oil change cleans the sump and prevents possible internal damage.        [2]

(c) Candidates must explain what will happen if the filter becomes clogged.

Almost all the candidates could not answer this question.
The correct answer is: 
In the event of an oil filter becoming clogged, the pressure in the filter rises. 
A bypass valve that is fitted inside the filter, is lifted from its seat by the rising
pressure, and allows oil to continue to flow through the filter to avoid serious
engine damage. Although the oil is unfiltered, it is better than no oil.  (any 4) [4]

(d) Candidates must name one disadvantage of a gear-type oil filter.

Some candidates manage to score here.
The correct answer is:
• The wear between the gears and the housing reduces the pump pressure.
• When the gears wear, the pump becomes noisy.
• It is very expensive to manufacture. (any1)] [1] 

(e) Candidates must mention two reasons for crankcase ventilation.

Almost all the candidates failed here.
The correct answer should refer to: 
Rising temperature expands the air trapped inside the crankcase, putting excessive pressure on the seals 
and gaskets, which can blow out causing oil leaks.
Crankcase ventilation prevents the build-up of contaminants that can cause the rapid deterioration  
of the oil.   [2]

12 (a) Candidates must state the functions of:                                                                

steering column:  Connects the steering wheel to the steering mechanism to transfer the driver’s input 
     torque from the steering wheel to the steering box.

tie-rod: Transmits force from the steering centre link or rack gear to the steering knuckle, causing the 
  wheel to turn.

steering rack:  Converts the rotary motion of the steering wheel into a reciprocating motion to steer the  
    wheels.                                 [3]
Candidates could not managed to score full marks here.
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(b) Candidates must describe how to rectify excessive steering play.  They could not  score marks here.

The correct answer should refer to:
• Check the steering system joints for excessive play or damaged dust covers.  Replace if necessary.
• Check suspension arm ball joints for excessive play and replace if necessary.
• Check sliding yoke on steering intermediate shaft for excessive play and replace if necessary.
• Check front wheel bearings for excessive play or damage and adjust or replace if necessary.
• Check steering gear for excessive play and adjust if necessary.
• Check the security of the steering box or steering rack mounting points and secure if necessary.
• Check the steering box or rack and pinion rubber boots for signs of oil leakage or damage, and replace 
 if necessary.                                        [7]

13 (a) Candidates must write down the measurements: All the candidates scored a zero here.

The correct answer is:                                                                    

 (i) 9.02 mm [1]

 (ii) 21.32 mm [1]

(b) Candidates must describe how to read a micrometre.

Almost all of them could not describe it.
The correct answer is:  
• Read the numbers above the datum line first, and write it down – they represent the millimetres.
• Now read the numbers below the datum line, and write it down – these are the half millimetres.
• Then read the numbers on the thimble scale and write it down as well – they are measurements in 
 hundredths of a millimetre.
• Now you add all the numbers written down, in decimal order.
• Some metric outside micrometers have horizontal lines above the datum line – they indicate 
 thousandths of a millimetre.  If these lines are present, that value must also be added to the rest of the 
 numbers.                                  [5]

(c) Candidates must list three uses of a soldering iron.  Candidates could not describe it.

The correct answer is:
• Sealing the seams on cans for the canning industry.
• The installation and repairs of electronic assemblies.
• Soldering joints of sheet metal objects.
• Soldering joints in copper pipes.
• Joining gutters.
• Joining roof flashing.  (any 3) [3]

14 (a) Candidates were supposed to use the identification number.

All candidates lost marks here.
The correct answer is:

 (i) first digit – Indicates where the vehicle was built.

 (ii) second and third digits – The manufacturer.

 (iii) fourth to eighth digits – Portrait of the vehicle – brand, engine size and type.

 (iv) tenth digit – Model year of the car.

 (v)  last six digits – Serial number of the vehicle.                                                [5]

(b) Candidates must list causes of overheating.  Most of them scored here.

The correct answer could be:
• Rust and lime deposits in the radiator tubes or water jackets / blocked radiator tubes.
• A thermostat stuck in the closed position.
• A leaky radiator cap / damaged radiator cap.
• Pieces of rubber from the radiator hoses or foreign matter causing restriction to coolant flow.
• Water leakages in the cooling system.
• Insects or foreign matter blown onto the radiator, blocking the air passages.
• A perished radiator hose on the inlet side of the pump collapsed.
• A leaky waterpump can cause inadequate water circulation.
• Pressure of radiator cap too low.
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• Absence of antifreeze coolant can cause water to freeze inside the radiator.
• Excessive clearance between the impeller and water pump housing.
• Insufficient tension of fan belt.
• Blown cylinder head gasket.                                        (any 5) [5]

15 (a) Candidates must mention three visual inspections.  Although it is actually grade 8 work, some 
candidates could not answer it.

The correct answer could be:
• Tyres
• Lights
• Windows and windscreens
• Windscreen wipers
• Exhaust system
• Body including doors, bonnet, boot, handles and catches
• Oil, water and fuel leaks
• Registration number plates             (any 3) [3]

(b) Candidates must describe the procedure to follow when checking oil levels of an automatic 
transmission.  Candidates failed here.

The correct answer should be:
• Ensure that vehicle is parked on level ground.
• Start vehicle and leave the engine to idle.
• Shift gear selector through all the gears and then back to Neutral or Park.
•  Locate transmission fluid dipstick, pull it out and wipe clean, then insert it again.  With engine still 
 running, pull out dipstick again and check oil level.
• If too little oil, fill up to level, if too much oil, carefully drain to level and check oil level again. [5]                

(c) Candidates must state one possible sign for replacing of brake fluid.  Candidates failed to do it.

The correct answer should be:
Discoloration of brake fluid, it becomes dark.                                                        [1]

(d) Candidates must differentiate between two types of brake fluid.

The correct answer is:
• Silicon-based brake fluid: does not absorb water. 
• Glycol-based brake fluid: can absorb water.                                             [1]

16 Candidates must describe the operation of the brake master cylinder when brakes are applied. Candiates 
failed to score marks here.

The correct answer should refer to:
• When we press the brake pedal(1), it pushes on the primary piston(1) through a linkage.
• Pressure is built up in the cylinder(1) and the brake lines as the pedal is pressed down further(1).
• The pressure between the primary and secondary pistons(1) forces the secondary piston to compress the 
 brake fluid in its circuit(1).
• If the brakes are operating properly(1), the pressure will be the same in both circuits(1).
• If there is a leak in one of the circuits(1), that circuit will not be able to maintain the pressure(1). [10]

17 Candidates were ask to describe  and suggest a suitable test to determine the cause of the problem. All 
the candidates failed in this question.

The correct answer should refer to: 
• Perform a stall-speed test.
• Check with the car or transmission manufacturer that it is safe to run the test.
• Make sure all fluids are in good condition, chock the wheels and apply the parking brake.
• Install a tachometer if the car does not have one.
• Press the brake pedal all the way to the floor and start the engine.
• Shift the transmission into drive, and don’t let go of the brakes.
• While pressing on the brake pedal with one foot, use the other foot to press the accelerator pedal to the floor 
 for 2 – 3 seconds, never more than 5 seconds, or you risk damaging the transmission.
• The rpm reading where the engine stalls, is the stall speed.
• A lower rpm reading than the manufacturer’s recommendation, means the torque converter is failing, and 
 needs replacement.
• A higher rpm reading indicates that the transmission is slipping, and needs further investigation. [10]
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6189
Paper 2

General comments.

The DNEA would like to congratulate all the centers who, despite the prevailing challenges, still made an effort to equip 
their candidates with the necessary knowledge and skills to perform the assessment.  They also put an effort in to have 
all materials and tools ready for the examination. 

Unfortunately it is evident that some centers are still not familiar with the format of the paper, which led to insufficient 
photographic evidence provided, misinterpretation of the tasks required, etc.  This resulted in a loss of valuable marks.

Photographic evidence also shows that some centers do not have the proper required tools and materials.  A 
preparation list for the paper was sent earlier in the year to centers to prepare themselves with tools and the 
necessary.  It also proved that invigilation at some centers were done in contradiction with examination rules, whereby:                                                                  
(a) more than one candidate was assessed at the same time on the same vehicle for Part B.  (b) Two different vehicles 
were used to assess one learner for Part B.  

Comments on individual questions

Part A (PLANNING)

1 Candidates where requested to design a work plan to carry out a visual and hands-on under inspection on 
a vehicle. 
• Determine where on the vehicle most of the tasks will take place.
• Starts with the tasks that can be done with the vehicle still firmly on the ground.
• Enquire from invigilator which wheel will have to be removed to do brake inspections.
• Slightly loosen wheel nuts of that specific wheel.
• Raise vehicle to comfortable height.
• Perform all visual tyre and wheel inspections.
• Take all listed measurements on wheels and tyres.
• Completely remove pointed out wheel assembly.
• Visually inspect all listed rake components.
• Take measurements of all listed brake components.
• List all the readings taken appropriately.
• Compare readings to specification reference sheet. 
• List all the findings.
• Reinstall wheel assembly.
• Lower vehicle to ground and ensure wheel nuts according to specifications.  [15]

2 Candidates were requested to provide a list of the tools needed.
• Socket wrench combination.
• Torque wrench.
• Tyre thread depth gauge/ Veneer calliper.
• Steel rule
• Metric outside micro meter (0 – 50 mm)
• Magnetic base dial gauge.
• Vehicle lift/ pit/ trolley jack/ trestles.
• Any relevant tool. (Any 5) [5]

[20]
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To the Subject teacher:

Please note that Part A should be marked by DNEA and not by the teachers at centers.

Part B (REALISATION)

This part had to be partially marked by the subject teachers and photographic evidence had to be sent to DNEA. Most 
marks were fairly and honestly awarded, some were somewhat strict and some very lenient. Photographic evidence 
was included by most off the centers but the quality of some could have been better. The number of photographic 
evidence for some centers were not enough. Candidates lost a valuable marks through that.

Congratulations to all seven center’s offering Motor Mechanics for dressing all candidates proper PPE.

Advise to the teachers.

Teachers are not allowed to assist in the preparation of the material besides what was required by DNEA. Teachers 
must take the photos and not the candidates. The invigilator must ensure that the photos do not get mixed up. (One 
candidate’s photos between another candidate’s photos)

The answers for this part will depend on the respective values obtained from a given vehicle. A specification grid for 
each vehicle used by the centers was required to accompany the question papers. It was used by the markers to mark 
or moderate Part B. The photographic evidence were actually the proof that the candidate did each step as in Part A.  

[20]

Part C (REFFLECTION)

Candidates where asked to write a short reflection of what they experienced in part B. 

1 Answers should refer to general observations done on tyres and brakes. [2]

2 Should refer to possible vehicle pull to one side depending on uneven wear and or uneven tyre pressure.  [2]

3 Should refer to: normal wear, proper tyre pressure. 
excessive wear on tyre shoulders – low tyre pressure. 
excessive wear on thread center – high tyre pressure .  [4]

4 Should refer to inspection of wheel bearing play or rotor replacement. [2]   

[10]

To the subject teacher

Please note that Part C should be marked by DNEA and not by the teachers at center’s.
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6189
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

It is the second time that assessment took place in the subject of Motor Mechanics since it was introduced in 2019. 
Covid-19   had a very huge impact on the performance of the candidates as well as the whole teaching staff.  We 
lost many of our relatives and friends through Covid-19.  There was an improvement in the quality of coursework for 
NSSC/O 2021, but we can still improve and we need to improve.

The respective offices should make sure that Examiner’s Reports are studied and recommendations drafted for 
implementation purposes from the regions to the schools. 

Regional Offices should give continuous professional development (CPD) programmes for teachers teaching Motor 
Mechanics. If possible networking with DNEA, NIED and other regions with Senior Education Officers as well as relevant 
stakeholders should be initiated to have teachers capacitated and assisted on a regular basis.  The common mistakes 
centres made during the 2020/2021 coursework are basically the same.  The coursework starts in Grade 10 and should 
be completed in the second term of Grade 11, yet the coursework samples of some centres submitted, show that very 
little time was spent on them. Some of work shows that they were finished in a rush.

We need to study Centre Reports and recommendations must be implemented by the centres.  The assistance of the 
Regional Directors is needed to make sure that Senior Education Officers and Circuit Inspectors study and analyse 
these reports and monitor that the recommendations are implemented at schools that offers Motor Mechanics as a 
subject.

The sample of work presented for moderation was not suitable in most cases and centres generally did not apply the 
assessment criteria appropriately. 

All coursework must include clear photographic evidence of the steps together with either a heading or short description 
of each step, to support the awarding of marks.  It is advisable that the subject teacher must be held responsible 
for the taking of the photos and not the learner and make sure that photographic evidence do include all 
relevant stages for all five tasks at least 3 photos or more for each task.  The checklist marked by the teacher must 
be included.

Once again, Regional Offices, principals and HOD’s are pleaded to take the responsibility to ensure that the 
coursework and are monitored throughout Grades 10 and 11.  Towards the end of the second term of the Grade 
11 year, the coursework should be internally moderated before the marks are dispatched to DNEA for external 
moderation. Regional Offices must make sure that NSSC schools are provided with the necessary materials 
and tools for candidates to complete quality coursework. DNEA observed that some centres’ coursework were 
compromised by the lack of adequate resources.

It is not acceptable to see candidates are not submitting any coursework and zero marks are given with out 
explanation why candidates do not submit while on the other hand no evidence or proof is shared in attempted 
efforts done by teacher / Hod / principal / school board / Regional Office (SEO). Since the coursework is 
supposed to be completed over a two year time span it should not be done in one weeks’ time which is the case 
at some centres. 

Learners and teachers must see to it that they are wearing suitable PPE at all times once if they are doing 
coursework or any practical lesson.
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COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT HEADINGS

Task 1: Flushing of the cooling system:                                                                          

Most of the candidates showed that are able to flush the cooling system of a vehicle. PPE is of at most importance since 
it is only giving the candidate a mark but also learn him/her about safety.  The reason for flushing the cooling system of 
a vehicle, will also be a good idea.

Task 2: Replace starter solenoid:

Candidates needed to remove and reinstall the starter.  Most of candidates did not do it.  In order to replace the solenoid, 
you need to remove the starter.  They also need to reinstall it afterwards so that the vehicle can starts.

Task 3: Replace of sparkplugs:

It was actually a very easy task.  Dirt and dust can enter the engine if you do not clean.  The need of adjusting the gab 
needed to emphasised since every car is having its own specification

Task 4: Remove broken-off wheel stud:

This task was a bit difficult for some candidates.  A few centres did not provided the brake drum assembly as expected. 
Many candidates proofed that they did not know which tools to use ad how to use it in this task.

Task 5: Complete an incident report

Candidates shows their interpretation skills in this task.  Information was given, yet some candidates could not complete 
the report fully.  The confusion of who is the injured and who is the witness, were visible.  The candidate was the witness. 
The location was then also the workshop.  The use of other scenarios were totally unacceptable. 

Conclusion 

My advice is that the centres offering NSSCO Motor Mechanics for 2021 as a subject, need to get a unified training in the 
near future the soonest so as to standardize the general understanding on the different sub-topics for the coursework. 
Centres needs to be helped with the necessary equipment to provide proper photographic evidence since this is of most 
importance during the moderation of the paper.
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NAMIBIAN SIGN LANGUAGE

6107
Paper 1

PART A:  OBSERVATION AND COMPREHENSION

Question 1

(a) Candidates responded well to this question because it was straight forward and easier to them though 
some candidates guessed the answers.  It was a true and false questions.

The correct answers were:
(i)      True
(ii)     False
(iii)    False
(iv)    True
(v)     True
(vi)    True
(vii)    False
(viii)  True
(ix)    True
(x)     True

(b-c) Candidates did not respond to questions as was expected, some of the questions required of them  
 to share their own views, hence the weak response.  They were expected to give short answers for  
 (b) and long answers for (c).

The correct answers were:
 (b) (i)    U Hand on fore head 
  (ii)   Opuwo
  (iii)  He didn’t  want to continue with school
  (iv)  Sweden
  (v)   Swapo

 (c) (i)   He fell
  (ii)   In Sweden
  (iii)  They were not allowed to also study in Sweden
  (iv)  He became a teacher for the Deaf and he fought for the deaf, to have an association for  
         the Deaf
  (v)  He became a math and English teacher, he started the association for the Deaf, he didn’t  
	 	 							give	up	,	he	studied	in	Sweden,	he	worked	as	transport	and	procurement	officer

PART B:  EXPRESSION AND COMMUNICATION

Question 2

(a) Candidates responded by giving a full narrative of the story of the Association of Deaf achievements, 
instead of signing only a short summary.  Candidates were not penalised for that because they could sign 
the story in much detail.

The correct answers were:
They	have	their	own	association	for	the	Deaf,	they	trained	the	first	interpreters	in	Namibia
The World Federation of the Deaf sponsored and support them 
Interpreters	on	NBC
OPD represented
NDC	represented
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(b) Candidates choose different topics to answer this question though some could not really sign enough 
words,	they	have	tried	their	level	best.		All	candidates	signed	with	great	fluency	and	they	knew	the	topics	well.	

The correct answers were:

Passage 1
Translated text

My name is Martin Tjivera.  My sign name is …  I am Deaf.  I am the only Deaf.  I was born in Opuwo.  I 
have	seven	siblings.		I	am	number	five.		I	am	the	only	Deaf	and	the	rest	of	my	family	are	hearing.	

I	started	school	when	was	six,	I	was	hearing.		I	went	to	a	school	in	Opuwo	called	ABC	school.		When	I	was	
nine	I	became	sick	and	lost	my	hearing.		But	I	stayed	at	the	school	for	the	hearing,	among	the	hearing	
children no one was signing, if they write something on the board I didn’t understand but the hearing would 
show	me	and	I	just	copied	without	understanding.		I	didn’t	progress.		It	was	very	difficult.

I heard about Swapo .  I joined and when people went in exile I went with.  I trained as a soldier.  I 
continued	to	work	as	a	soldier,	when	Swapo	saw	that	I	am	Deaf	they	sent	me	to	Sweden	to	study.		I	flew	to	
Sweden	when	I	arrived	there	I	went	to	a	school	and	for	the	very	first	time	I	saw	many	Deaf	and	they	were	
good signers.  I didn’t know the signs only the signs from my village.  I learned signs from them my signing 
skills improved.  We were three deaf me, Kaupa and Penny.  Penny and Kaupa knew a little English.  I 
didn’t know English, I was a zero.  When we went to Sweden I learned sign language and English fast.  I 
became better then  Kaupa and Penny because our minds are different. 

When we returned from Sweden we started to teach Deaf people.  I remember Sakeus, Laban and Henok. 
The principal was Temon and Rauna was a teacher with me. 

The Deaf started to complain because the people oppressed them they were not send to continue their 
studies.  Every day they were quarrelling with the principal.  The students informed me to write a letter to 
Sam	Nujoma.		When	he	received	the	letter	he	consulted	with	Albertyn	Amadhila.		Sam	decided	that	I	must	
leave Lumbango and stay in Luanda.  I was happy to move because I didn’t want to stay in the bush it is 
better to stay in a town. 

I continue to work for Swapo from 1986 until 1989.  I was responsible for receiving all donations of clothes 
and	food	from	Europe.		After	1989	I	return	to	Namibia.		The	elections	was	done	and	the	war	was	finished	
we	came	from	exile.		Swapo	informed	me	to	go	back	to	Angola	but	I	refused,	I	wanted	to	stay	in	Namibia.	
So	I	ran	away	and	hide	with	my	brother.		I	stayed	there	I	started	to	think	that	Namibia	doesn’t	have	an	
association for Deaf like they have in Europe and in Sweden.  I met another Deaf man Elia, he agreed that 
we should have an association for the Deaf. 

I	had	 the	 idea	 for	a	name	NNAD.	 	Elia	and	 the	other	Deaf	 joined.	 	We	decided	 to	have	an	office,	but	
not	up	north	we	wanted	an	office	in	Windhoek.		Our	first	office	was	at	the	CCN.		We	were	the	first	NGO	
together with CLaSH other organizations came later.  We fought for the Deaf. We met with the Minister of 
Education	discussing	about	NSL.		We	met	with	Sam	Nujoma.		That	time	I	worked	as	a	volunteer	because	
the association didn’t have any funds.  And they didn’t receive any support.  In 1991 both I and Elia worked 
as volunteers.  We received a little allowance to buy food and for transport.  In 1997 I wrote a letter to WFD 
looking	for	support	for	Namibia.		WFD	discussed	it	with	the	Finland.		Finland	accepted	and	in	1997	they	
started	to	support	NNAD.		In	1997	they	trained	the	first	interpreters.		Selma	and	Nanda	was	part	of	the	first	
group	that	were	trained.		Before	that	we	didn’t	have	any	interpreters.	

In 2000 Finland continue their support and every four years renew their agreement with us.  They continue 
their support until 2008.

What did NNAD accomplish while I was the leader?
We trained interpreters
The association employ Deaf
Interpreters	started	to	deliver	a	service	at	NBC,	interpreting	the	news	for	Deaf	to	be	informed	equally	with	the	
hearing
Deaf	were	represented	on	various	platforms	like	OPD	and	NDC
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6107
Paper 2

Part A:  Sign Language Linguistic Skills

Questions 1 - 5 few candidates experienced some difficulties in answering the questions on pluralization, parameters. 
They were expected to look at the poster about COVID-19.  Clearly some candidates had an idea of what was expected 
of them and understood well.

The correct answers were:

1 (a) Namibian sign language signs for Deaf
 Raising awareness

(b) World health organisation
 Quarantine
 Social distancing
 Symptoms

(c) Social distancing : D- Hand  replace the noun PERSON
(d) Non-symmetrical signs 

 Quarantine
 Self-isolation
 Virus
 Lock down]

(e) World health organization
 Social distancing

Part B:  Deaf Literature and Culture

The candidates responded well to the questions.  They were familiar with the information regarding   
COVID 19 and all gave a very informative narrative about the disease. 

Few candidates could not follow the instructions, candidates only signed the summary of the story, but   
were not penalised for that.  Candidates had a good knowledge of the text and could sign it. 

The correct answers were:

COVID-19 is a disease that change the lives of many people all over the world. Sign a short narrative on how 
it affected the lives of the Deaf, specifically their culture. What are important information that one can add to 
the poster to inform Deaf Namibians about Covid -19. 

(Learners own response) 

GENERAL REMARKS 

The recordings were done professionally and no challenges were experienced.  

There is definitely a need for sign language teachers to be trained on sign language linguistics skills.  
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OFFICE PRACTICE

6157
Paper 1

Very few learners reached the minimum speed of 30 w.p.m. which resulted in a very high failure rate.

Learners must TYPE ACCURATELY and FAST to be able to reach the REQUIRED SPEED of 30 W.P.M. 

Accuracy tests should be practised AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK as well as keyboard mastering to improve accuracy 
and build speed.

Candidates needs to master touch typing, to obtain the required speed of 30 w.p.m.

If the candidate applies touch typing, it will result in copy typing.  Candidates need to type what is given and not change 
the words.

Because candidates did not master touch typing, they are omitting words, sentences and even whole paragraphs.  This 
result in words left out which adds to a fail rate.

If a candidate cannot type 30 w.p.m., they will not be able to complete Paper 2.

Display of margins improved.

Display of line spacing still needs attention.         
Line spacing for Speed and Accuracy test should be 1.5 LINE SPACES with THREE LINE SPACES between  
paragraphs.  Only enter TWICE between different paragraphs.

Letter spaces after punctuation marks needs attention.  Leave two letter spaces after a full stop BUT only one space 
after a comma.

Place Paper 1 answers in a separate plastic envelope provided by DNEA. 

TEACHERS, PLEASE CONTINUE WITH YOUR HARD WORK IN ORDER FOR US TO IMPROVE OUR CANDIDATES’ 
RESULTS.
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many  

6157
Paper 2

TEXT LAYOUT (COMPUTER) GENERAL COMMENTS

THE GENERAL TYPING RULES IN THE NEW KEYBOARD DIRECTIVES SHOULD BE STUDIED.

Display/Layout of the different topics need a lot of attention.

Accuracy remains a major concern.  

Learners should remember that ACCURACY carries more weight than DISPLAY and serious attention should be paid 
to the mastering of the keyboard to enable learners to obtain a better mark.

To master Paper 2, the learners need to be able to type 30 w.p.m.

Letterspaces after punctuation marks, abbreviations and numbers are a major concern so teachers need to discuss this 
with their learners. 

The interpretation and application of manuscript signs need a lot of attention. 

We have a problem with the interpretation of the following manuscript signs:

#.  = It means:  LEAVE ONE LETTER SPACE BETWEEN TWO  DIFFERENT WORDS.

trs = solutions services  and  provider for industry   =  

  solutions provider and services for industry  -  (See Question 1)

Stet = alot:   =  Type many -  (See Question 1)

ts =  Treble line spacing            
   Enter three line spaces  -(See Question 3)

Twenty Million Namibian Dollars  = (N$20 000 000)  -  (See Question 2)

SPELL CHECK and PRINT PREVIEW must form part of every completed question so that learners can pick up spelling 
errors and the way the document will be printed.

THANK YOU THAT MOST CENTRES REMEMBERED to staple pages of each question together i.e., learners should 
staple the answers QUESTION BY QUESTION and place them in the cover.

Sort questions according to number and place inside the cover sheet.
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COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 CORRESPONDENCE (BUSINESS LETTER)

1.1 DATABASE

The execution of the database still needs attention.  This is a topic that will always appear in Paper 2.  Please 
take note that a database can be applied across the spectrum of the syllabus.  Therefore, take note of the 
general requirements of typing a database as learners are losing marks.  

PLEASE TAKE NOTE:

1.1.2 COLUMN WIDTH:

Adjust the column widths to fit the contents of each column.  Columns that are not adjusted/autofit will result 
in accuracy marks lost.

1.1.3 LAYOUT:

The database should:
• fit on to one page
• typed in courier new
• 12 font size
• landscape orientation and not portrait orientation.

 The order of the fields should be the same as on the question paper.

1.1.4 DATE:

Refrain from typing “Today’s date”.  
Learners had to type “18 November 2021”.
The date field should be typed with an apostrophe sign (‘) if you are using Excel for the Database.  
Otherwise, the date will appear on the database as 18-Nov-21 and will display as 18/11/2021 on the merged 
letters which will result in an accuracy error.

1.1.5 Text wrapping still needs serious attention – whether the candidate is using Access or Excel.

1.1.6 DO NOT TYPE THE NUMBERS when creating the database – they are used as a reference to  
 which field should be inserted where on the question. 

1.1.7 The name of a town or city should be typed in capital letters. 

E.g. WINDHOEK and NAMIBIA

1.1.8 Letterspaces after punctuation signs needs a lot of attention.  Leave two letterspaces after a colon,  
 e.g. The Permanent Secretary:  xxEducation

1.2 FORM LETTER

1.2.1 Learners should be taught how to apply given information.Display rules in the “Directives” should be studied. 

1.2.2 Learners struggled to complete the retrieved letterhead.

  Do not change the font style and line spacing of the retrieved letterhead.

1.2.3 Insertion of fields should be done in Courier New, font size 12 and no bold.  Poorly done.

Leave TWO letter spaces after a colon when inserting the Reference.Make sure that the two letter spaces 
are in Courier New, font size 12.

Leave TWO line spaces before typing the date – right aligned (the letterhead was right aligned).
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1.2.4 There is a big problem with the order of the business letter.   Take note of the correct line spacing  
 and what should be typed in capital letters.

The Receiver's address

The Salutation

The Subject Heading

DO NOT TYPE THE WORDS “SUBJECT HEADING”.

The receiver’s address should be typed in single line spacing and no bold 

1.2.5 Learners typed the information paragraph.

“Anna Savanna, the personal assistant to the Chief Executive Officer of Digital Learning, Mr Alberto Pereira, 
typed the following letter with the subject heading – Electronic Learning in Education and Training.”

The learners must use the above information to determine the subject heading and the information to be 
used for the conclusion. 

DO NOT TYPE THIS PARAGRAPH – it will result in several accuracy marks lost.

1.2.6 Display rules for different paragraphs needs considerable attention.   
 Hanging indent was not applied correctly.  
 Refer to the directives on typing paragraphs.

If the proofing symbol instructs learners to type the main paragraph headings in bold and underline, then the 
number and the heading should be in bold, but the number may never be underlined.
Headings should always be typed in capital letters – that is a typing rule.

1.  USING IPADS IN THE CLASSROOM TO ENHANCE LEARNING

TAKE NOTE:  Never underline punctuation signs.

E.g.  Students become creators, not consumers.

1.2.7 Learners did not insert the page number on page two and three.  Page numbers should be 
 inserted in Courier New, 12 font size. 
 Please refrain from inserting the catch words.  That practice was used on the previous syllabus.

1.2.8 Pay attention to the different conclusions of correspondence, especially line spacing.  Do not insert  
 Mr or The in the conclusion, but type Ms, Dr and Prof.

1.2.9 Some learners totally left out the conclusion.  They stop typing the letter after the last paragraph.   
 That can result in losing one display mark and 4 accuracy marks.  Remember not to use initials.

1.3 MERGE LETTERS

1.3.1 Some learners did not print the merged letters at all.  

1.3.2 Learners should look at the display of the merged letters.  When merging takes place, it may  
 happen that the display of paragraphs and page numbers may become distorted. 

The business letter was very poorly answered.  

The display was below average and accuracy is a big problem.

Applying proofing symbols is a major challenge.  Exercises with proofing symbols should be given 
frequently. 

 

 Open punctuation = no commas or full stops 
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2. MINUTES OF A MEETING 

2.1 Please study the Directives for typing Meeting documents as learners lack knowledge.

2.2 The margin left is 1.5”.
 The word “Minutes” should be typed in capital letters.
 NEVER split/break-up the Title, Name and Surname 

2.3 Basic paragraph rules were not applied. 
Apply a hanging indent for numbered paragraphs.  
Take note of the letter spaces after a colon that is used in paragraphs.  Do not enter after the colon but 
continue on the same line and the second line must start on the hanging indent.

2.4 Remember no catch word on the first page and insert a page number on the second page in Courier New, 
12 font size.

2.5 The display of the conclusion should receive serious attention.  This conclusion had leader dots.  Leader 
dots were typed too short.  Names and titles should be typed in capital letters.  

This question was poorly answered.

3. CURRICULUM VITAE

3.1 The correct method and rules of typing Curriculum Vitae should be studied.  This was a CV with a title page.

Use MS Word to create a CV.  Power Point is not suitable for creating CV’s.

3.2 Do not type the words “THE TITLE PAGE” and “CURRICULUM VITAE”.  This is used to inform the 
candidate which page it is.

3.3 Learners apply this proofing symbol incorrectly.

 

 

Centre the contents of the page vertically and horizontally across the page.

The image was not correctly cropped and not inserted at the correct position.

Remember to change the wrapping of the image to “In front”.  Then, the image is more moveable.

3.4 It is recommended to create two separate files.  Type the title page, save and print it.  Then, create the CV, 
save and print it.  You will have fewer problems with the settings.

If the title page is part of the CV, the candidate must insert a continuous break at the end of the title page to be 
able to continue with the CV.

3.5 Proofing symbols remain a major problem.  

“Key in address format” means type the parts of the address below one another in single line spacing with the 
name of the town and country in capital letters, using open punctuation.

45 Sapphire Drive
Erospark
WINDHOEK
NAMIBIA

3.6 Basic paragraph rules were not applied.           
 NUMBERED PARAGRAPHS:  Apply a hanging indent for numbered paragraphs.  Leave 0.2 letter spaces after  
 the number.             
 BULLET PARAGRAPHS:  The same rule applies:  leave 0.2 letter spaces after the bullet.
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3.7 When typing the % sign, remember to leave a space between the figure and the percentage sign

 95 %

3.8 Take note of the spacing of the hyphen and the dash.

E.g. 2012 – 2016

2016 – Present

$5 000-$10 000

This question was poorly answered.

4. TESTIMONIAL

4.1 Learners had to create the letterhead but they did not know how to display the given information to create 
the letterhead.  ATTENTION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO CREATING OF LETTERHEADS.

4.2 The introductory of the testimonial was poorly displayed. 
The maiden name should be typed below the name.  (Refer to the directives)

4.3 The alphabetical numbers had to be used as a guide to type the paragraphs in the correct order.  Learners  
 were not supposed to type the alphabetical numbers.

4.4 Inserting a tabular statement in the testimonial was a problem.  Table properties were not set and the borders  
 were not deleted.  Learners need a lot of exercise on inserting tables between paragraphs.

4.5 It was a signed testimonial and learners did not know how to display the conclusion correctly. 

4.6 Learners confused the conclusion of a testimonial with the conclusion of a business letter.   Not initials 
should be inserted at the conclusion of a testimonial.

This question was poorly answered.

5.   PROOFREADING

5.1 Remember to correct and underlinethe errors.

5.2 If the full stop is not the mistake, then do not underline the full stop.

5.3 Underline the complete word, not only the character that is wrong.

5.4 Underlining should not exceed the word.

5.5 If it is a hyphenated word, underline the complete word. 

This question was answered well.

6. SPREADSHEET

6.1   All editing functions must be applied.  Thirty marks are allocated for the editing instructions as indicated in 
question 6.1.  (See edited 6.1 for mark allocation.)

6.2   The spreadsheet was typed in Arial and font size 12.  Do not change to Courier New, 12 font size.
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6.3 Adjusting column widths to fully display the data was poorly executed.

6.4 To insert headings and centre across all the columns seem to be a challenge to the learners.  

6.5 Transposing the Diesel and Petrol columns seems to be a problem to the learners.

6.6 The sort function needs a lot of attention.Learners only sorted the names of the service stations and 
excluded the figures.

6.7 More attention must be paid to inserting currency and decimals as well as the display of figures as integers 
(zero decimals).

6.8 Formulae need considerable attention.  

 When calculating Totals, Highest, Number, Average and Lowest, highlight only the figures for the different 
service stations.  Do not include figures for the totals or highest or lowest.

6.9 Printing the spreadsheet in landscape, fitted to one page, centred vertically and horizontally seems to be 
a problem area.  

 Learners should set the print area before printing the completed document.  Otherwise, only the original 
retrieved work will be printed.  Teachers should guide the learners to master this.

6.10 More attention should be paid to the printing of the page with the formulae.  Learners must adjust the width 
of each column so that information will be visible.  Autofit the column width.

6.11 Take note of accuracy when executing the insert function.  Many marks were lost to accuracy mistakes.

6.12 Very few learners were able to draw a Clustered Column Graph.  This topic needs a lot of attention.  

This question was poorly answered well.
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6157
Paper 3

1 GENERAL COMMENTS

Most of the candidates DID NOT STUDY and questions were NOT ANSWERED SATISFACTORILY.

There is a lot of room for improvement.  Certain centres must see to it that candidate’s study more.

Candidates should READ THE QUESTIONS PROPERLY.  Some answers were completely irrelevant to the 
question.  

Candidates should be taught the outcome for Name, Identify and Explain in a question.  Questions are answered 
wrongly.

2 COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

1 (a) Satisfactorily answered.

Answer
The secretary will have to cancel or postpone appointments already made.
Apologise for the absence from meetings and functions manager will not be able to attend.
Don’t make appointments for the first week of his returns unless absolutely necessary. [3]

(b) Poorly answered – confused it with good human relationships..

Answer
Avoid negative thinking and complaining
Spend time with people who have a positive attitude
Be thankful for your job
Give yourself a chance to recharge
Reward yourself for doing a good job

(c) Poorly answered – candidates based their answers on the benefits of technology.

Answer

Technology offers numerous communication benefits.  It changes the way workers interact with each other.
Technology helps employees think outside the box and implement new ideas.
Employees can do many tedious tasks faster and with less effort, saving time and work.
Employees can have access to their work with the use of smart phones, tablets, and other mobile devices 
almost anywhere in the world.
Technology provides access to software templates that enable workers to get things done more efficiently.
Technology allows workers to get more done in the same amount of time, which means companies need 
fewer workers, fewer resources and cutting costs. Any four [4]

(d) Satisfactorily answered.  Candidates should name and explain.

Answer 
Increased efficiency
There are more ‘hands on deck’ to help solve the issue.
Idea generation
Running ideas by one another, there is a lot more scope for creativity. 
Learning experience 
Projects which involve teamwork serve also as an opportunity for professional development and learning
Enhanced communication
Discuss ideas or collaborating information to contribute to a project will develop verbal and written 
communication skills of all team members.  
Share the workload
Work should be shared equally and be distributed according to the strengths of each member and helping 
each other when finished with workload. Any four explained [8]
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2 (a) Satisfactorily answered.

Answer
Verbal Communication
One-to-one talks between the sender and the receiver
Telephone conversations
Video conferencing 
Meetings 
Written Communication
Letters
Memoranda
Reports
Visual Communication
Films and videos
Posters
Charts and diagrams
Electronic Communication
Telephone
Electronic Mail or E-Mail
Voice Mail or V-Mail
Tele-Text
Video-text
Teleconferencing
Video conferencing
Internet
Multimedia  Any three + example [6]

(b) Poorly answered – candidates gave direct explanations from the question.

Answer
Stand-alone: a single self-contained computer.
Shared resource: two or more workstations sharing the same printer and possibly storage devices.  [2]

(c) Satisfactorily answered – candidates should refrain from repeating answers.

Answer
Check that the previous user has not left the photocopier set for A3/100 copies.
Set to print double-sided. 
Avoid unnecessary printing/copying. 
If A5 size is needed, take two copies and place side by side on A4 paper. 
Make sure your document is faced down. 
Discourage personal use of the photocopier. 
When refilling the paper tray, make sure the paper is fanned. 
Always take one test copy to check before making multi-copies. 
Always switch off at the end of the day. 
Use the most energy-efficient mode possible for the job. 
Enable all energy-saving standby features on photocopier. 
Minimise the number of times the photocopier needs to warm up by batch printing. 
Use recyclable photocopier cartridges. 
Follow instructions when using photocopier. 
Reduce printing of images/pictures/graphics whenever possible. 
Limit the number of copies that can be made by any one person. 
Authorisation required for photocopies over a certain number.  Any nine [9]

(d) Poorly answered – candidates confused this question with the security of computerised data.

Answer
When the office is unattended, lock files containing legally protected information.   
Keep confidential information in your workspace out of sight (in folders, face down) from passers-by and 
visitors.   
Shred or confidentially destroy sensitive information. Don’t throw this paperwork in the trash.    [3]

3 (a) Satisfactorily answered – take note of attending a meeting and NOT attending a meeting.

Answers
Carry on with her daily tasks
Prevent others from disturbing the meeting  
Make sure that the refreshments and lunch will be served at the correct time  
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Receive messages for members attending the meeting and in emergencies, enter the room to deliver the 
message to the chairman.    [4]

(b) Very poorly answered – candidates had no subject knowledge on this topic.

Answer
Registered Mail
Registered letter services are available with an insurance option for letters which need signature on delivery,  
contain valuable items or important documents.
Bulk Mail-Unsorted
The Service is designed for institutions that post over 100 or more unsorted domestic mail within Namibia.   
Mail can be handed over at the Mail Centre or over the counter at any post office.  [4]

(c) Poorly answered – candidates need to pay more attention to the different forms of payment.

Answer

 (i) Debit order is an instruction that you provide to a third party to collect the funds from your 
bank account.  

 (ii) Postal Order is an order for payment of a specified sum to a named payee, issued by the Post Office.  

 (iii) A Stop Order is an instruction that you issue to your bank to make a series of future dated 
recurring payments.  

 (iv) Internet Banking is a method of banking in which transactions are conducted electronically.  

 (v) Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is an electronic transfer of money from one bank account to another.  

 (vi) Credit Card is issued by a bank, allowing the holder to purchase goods or services on credit.  [6]

(d) Poorly answered – candidates just repeat the question.

Answer
Numerical Filing
A number is allocated to the files of the correspondents. The number appears on the protruding strip of the 
file.   
Numerical guide cards are provided at regular distances from one another.   
Numbers follow a chronological order by which additional files take the next number in the sequence.   
Chronological Filing
Organising and ordering documents and records in a dated sequence.   
This sequence can be according to their date of receipt, or date and time of their creation.   
The latest item is usually in front of or on top of the previous items.     [6]

4 (a) (i) Very well answered – take note of the following:

Date in full – 29 September 2021

Amount – N$230,00 – show the decimals.

No:  V23 

29 May 2021 
Required for Wages 

Required by Simon Burger 

Petty Cashier  Ethel Boois 

Amount  N$230,00 

Authorised by  Bartlett Iyamboo 

   [7]

(b) Poorly answered – candidates use their own ideas – refer to the prescribed notes.

Answer
Saves on cost of travel   
Real time responses  
Office/conference room or cafeteria can be used  
Enhances/promote communication and coordination between head office   
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Flexibility in joining conference whenever necessary  Any four [4]

(c) Well answered.

Answer
Maintain executive’s agenda and assist in planning appointments, board meetings, conferences etc.
Attend meetings and keep minutes 
Undertake business trips and negotiate with potential clients for contracts connected with advertising and 
marketing. 
Handle and prioritise all outgoing or incoming correspondence (e-mail, letters, packages etc.) 
Make travel arrangements for executives 
Handle confidential documents ensuring they remain secure 
Prepare invoices or financial statements and provide assistance in bookkeeping 
Monitor office supplies and negotiate terms with suppliers to ensure the most cost-effective orders 
Maintain electronic and paper records ensuring information is organised and easily accessible 
Conduct research and prepare presentations or reports as assigned 
Accompanies the employer on business trips and handles delegated tasks on his/her behalf. 
Act as hostess at official functions and occasions and ensure that all rules of etiquette and protocol are 
observed.   Any five [5]

(d) Poorly answered – confused it with incoming and outgoing mail.

Answer
Sign for mail upon receipt, open it separately and record any remittances.
Deliver unopened mail to the persons concerned.  
Open it separately and deliver it immediately.  
Repost unopened mail.    [4]

5 (a) Poorly answered – this is a topic that appears frequently – pay attention to meeting terminology.

Answer
(i) Amendment
(ii) Co-option
(iii) Motion
(iv) Quorum   [4]

(b) Poorly answered – candidates confused this question.

Answers
Effective working relationships are maintained with colleagues and external contacts.
The public is greeted promptly and politely and its needs identified.  
The required information is supplied clearly, accurately, promptly and in a friendly manner.  
Any reasons for a delay in supplying or non-availability of information are explained politely.  
Any requests for information or advice outside the employee's responsibility are passed to an appropriate 
member of staff promptly and accurately.    [5]

(c) Well answered.

Answer
Do not open enveloped marked personal, private or confidential. 
Deal with envelopes marked urgent immediately. 
Tap contents down before opening the envelope.
Staple enclosures to main correspondence. 
Check that envelopes are empty. 
Sort the mail separating the mail for each person, department or section.
Date stamps all mail. 
Enter cash in a remittance book.  [8]

(d) Poorly answered – mentioned filling systems.

Answer
Visible Card Index System
Card Index System
Rotary or Strip Index System  [3]
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PHYSICS

6118
Paper 1

1 D
2 C
3 A
4 C
5 D
6 C
7 B
8 A
9 B
10 A
11 B
12 A
13 B
14 A
15 A
16 A
17 B
18 C
19 D
20 D
21 B
22 C
23 C
24 B
25 C
26 C
27 D
28 B
29 C
30 B
31 C
32 C
33 B
34 C
35 B
36 A
37 A
38 A
39 D
40 A
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6118
Paper 2

GENERAL COMMENTS

The performance of candidates in this paper had shown that only a small fraction of candidates could demonstrate 
assessment objectives A and B which are knowledge with understanding and handling of information, application 
and solving problems.  It is worth reminding teachers to teach having in mind the two mentioned above assessment 
objectives because NSSCO Paper 2 will focus on those assessment objectives only. 

The basic competencies brought in from the NSSCH old curriculum as it was highlighted in the examiner’s report for 
the year 2020 still need to be approached with care as most candidates struggled to answer the questions from these 
basic competencies.  Teachers are encouraged to use various teaching and learning resources to help candidates to 
learn the content with understanding.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Question 1

(a) The majority of candidates could identify the most appropriate apparatus for the given measurements.  
Only fewer candidates who could not be awarded due incorrect spelling of the apparatus.

 (i) Well answered.

 (ii) Well answered.

 (iii) Fairly answered.  Most candidates confused Micrometer screw gauge with Vernier caliper.

(b) Poorly answered.  The majority of candidates have shown that experiment on how to determine the 
period of a pendulum was not done at all.

1 (a) (i) Ruler  Correct spelling 1
        (ii) Measuring cylinder  Correct spelling 1
        (iii) Micrometer screw gauge  Correct spelling 1
   (b) Measure the time for (n≥5) complete 

oscillations and divide the time by n or 
take average 

1

Question 2

(a) Well answered.

(b) (i) Fairly answered as only few candidates could describe the motion of car B correctly by stating 
the constant deceleration.

 (ii) Poorly answered.  The majority of candidates could not answer the question correctly by stating 
that acceleration is non-uniform or non-constant acceleration.

(c) (i) Fairly answered.  Most candidates could only score one mark because they stated that the 
distance is calculated by the area under the graph but failed to use the area under the graph 
to calculate the distance travelled.  Teachers are urged to emphasize this concept with more 
assessments to avoid candidates losing marks for the content which is manageable.

 (ii) Poorly answered.  The majority of candidates could not use the correct formula of calculating the 
resultant force of car B as F = ma.

 (iii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates could not relate that constant speed means the resultant 
force on the moving object is zero, since the two horizontal forces are equal in size but differ in 
direction.
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(d) Fairly answered. Only fewer candidates could draw a straight line on the graph.

(e) Fairly answered. Only fewer candidates could use the correct equation of motion of v = u + at to find 
the final velocity of car B.

2  (a) 50  1
   (b)  (i) Constant/steady/uniform deceleration  Accept uniform decreasing speed 1
        (ii) Non-uniform acceleration Accept speed increasing non-

uniformly owtte
1

   (c)  (i) Distance = Area under the graph / formula 
of area of a trapezium  ()
= 0.5 × 10 x 30 + 0.5 × 2 × 30 + 30 × 28 
()
= 150 + 30 + 840 ()
= 1020 

Correct formula / correct 
substitution ()

2

         (ii) F = ma ()
   = 1500  -15 ()
   = -22 500 

Give one mark for -15 seen 2

        (iii)    = 0  1
  (d) Straight line from (0,30) to (40,0)  1
  (e) v = u + at ()

   = 0 +(4  10) ()
   = 40 

3

Question 3

(a) Fairly answered.  Most candidates could not score full marks because they could write the definition 
of specific heat capacity correctly.  The definition of specific heat capacity is given in the syllabus.

(b) Well answered.  The majority of candidates could use the correct formula to calculate the specific heat 
capacity of the block.  The emphasis is however needed on the determination of the change in temperature.

3  (a) Is the heat required to raise the temperature of a 1 kg of a 
substance  by one kelvin or one degree Celsius. 

    (b)

Question 4

(a) (i) Well answered.  Few candidates failed to write the correct name of a suitable liquid.

 (ii) Poorly answered.  The majority of candidates could not identify the correct physical quantity of 
the liquid as expansion or contraction.

(b) Poorly answered.  Fewer candidates could demonstrate that they understand fixed points on the 
Kelvin temperature scale.

4 (a) (i) Mercury/Alcohol / ethanol  Correct spelling 1
        (ii) Expansion  1
   (b) 373 

273 
2
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Question 5

(a) Well answered.

(b) (i) Well answered.  Most candidates could use the formula of weight correctly to get 22 N.

 (ii) Poorly answered.  The majority of candidates could not calculate the perpendicular distance from 
the pivot correctly and leads to the wrong answer of the Moment.

 (iii) Poorly answered, as only fewer candidates who could use the law of Moment to calculate the 
distance x.

5  (a) Is a measure of the matter in an object  1
    (b) (i) 22  1
         (ii) Moment = force  perpendicular distance ()

              = 22  1.6 ()
              = 35.2 or 35  Nm 

1.6 seen ()
Ecf from (b)(i) 

3

         (iii) 35.2 = 16.5× ()
x = 2.1 

Ecf from (b)(ii)
2 s.f. or more

2

Question 6

(a) Fairly answered.  Few candidates could not identify the correct wave effect as they confused it with 
the other effects.

(b) (i) Fairly answered.

 (ii) Fairly answered.

 (iii) Fairly answered.

Most candidates have shown little understanding of the wave equation, that why they struggled to get 
the relationship between speed, wavelength and frequency when water waves enters shallow water. 

(c) Most candidates could not score full marks because candidates could not write the correct formula of 
frequency in terms of speed and wavelength.

(d) (i) Well answered.

 (ii) Fairly answered.  Few candidates confused Transverse wave with Longitudinal wave.

 (iii) Well answered.

 (iv) Poorly answered.  The majority of candidates could not score marks here because they did not 
read the question and understand that the question is specific on the safety precautions on the 
use of x-ray but not general safety precautions of radiations.

6  (a) Refraction  1
    (b)    (i) Decrease  owtte 1
            (ii) Remain the same  owtte 1
           (iii) Decrease  owtte 1
    (c) f = v/λ ()

    = 0.12/0.3 ()
    = 0.4 

2

   (d)  (i) Ultraviolet / UV  1
         (ii) Transverse  C o r r e c t l y 

spelled
1

        (iii) Frequency C o r r e c t l y 
spelled

1
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    (d) (iv) Accept any two from:
-  Wear lead-lined aprons 
-  Seat/stand behind the screen when the machine is 

switched on.
-  Keep exposure time as short as possible

2

Question 7

(a) Fairly answered.  Only fewer candidates could give the difference between the scalar and the vector 
with a correct example.

(b) This question was poorly answered.  Most candidates could not use a Triangle method or 
Parallelogram method to determine the magnitude of the resultant force and its direction.

7  (a) -  Scalar has magnitude and no direction e.g mass , vector 
has magnitude and direction e.g velocity 

2

    (b) -  Two vectors drawn tip to tail (either order) for a triangle 
method / Two vectors drawn tail to tail for a parallelogram 
method 

-  Resultant correctly drawn with dotted line or labelled 
-  Magnitude if resultant force in range 49 000 – 50 000 (N) 
-  Direction in range 280º – 285º

4

Question 8

(a) Most candidates could define the principle of conservation of momentum by stating that Momentum 
remains constant, however only fewer candidates could the mention the condition in which momentum 
remains constant as isolated system or when no external resultant force is applied.

(b) Poorly answered.  The majority of candidates could not use the correct formula of law of conservation 
of momentum to calculate the maximum total speed of the vehicles after collision.

8  (a) -  (When two or more objects interact, their) total 
momentum remain constant,  provided that 
no external resultant force is acting on them. / 
in an isolated system 

2

    (b) Momentum before collision = Momentum after 
collision ()
(1500  30) + (450 × 25) = (1500 + 450) v ()
56 250 = 1950 v ()

 56250
 1950

 = v ()

v = 29 

1 mark for 56 250 or 1 950 
seen
accept 2 s.f. or more

5

Question 9

(a) Poorly answered.  Most candidates could not calculate the combined resistance of the combined circuit.

(b) Well answered.

(c) Fairly answered.  The majority of candidates struggled to determine the current passing through the 
4 which could helped them to calculate the charge passing through the resistor.

9  (a) 1 mark for 12 seen 3
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   (b) 2

   (c) Charge = Current × Time ()
             = 2 × 300 ()
             = 600 

1 mark for 2 seen 2

Question 10

(a) (i) Fairly answered.  Few candidates could describe the nature of alpha particles as 2 protons and 
2 neutrons or Helium nucleus.

 (ii) Well answered.

(b) (i) Poorly answered.  The definition of half life is given in the syllabus.

 (ii) Fairly answered.  Only few candidates could identify that there are four half lives.

(c) (i) Well answered.

 (ii) Well answered.

(d) (i) Well answered.

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Most candidates gave electrons as the answer but did not specify that the 
electrons are negatively charged.

10  (a)  (i) Helium nucleus  or 2 protons and 2 neutrons  1
            (ii) a = 222 

b = 84 
2

     (b)   (i) Is the time taken for a half radioactive nuclei to 
decay. 

owtte 1

            (ii) 1200 → 600 → 300 →150 →75 or 4 half-lives 
seen ()
6400 

2

     (c)   (i) Low penetrating ability  1
            (ii) high penetrating ability 1
    (d)    (i) 1

            (ii) beta particles are negatively charged  1
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Question 11

(a) Fairly answered.  Most candidates could identify the name of the metal but failed to explain the reason 
for its suitability.

(b) (i) Fairly answered.

 (ii) Fairly answered.

 (iii) Poorly answered. 

11  (a) Iron 
can be easily magnetised and demagnetised 

2

     (b)  (i) Prevent energy/power lost  1
           (ii) 2

        (iii) Ecf from (b)(ii)
Allow 1 s.f. or more

2
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6118
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

The paper proved to be challenging to the average candidate, just like the preceding 2020 examination series.  A 
significant number of candidates struggled to respond to questions which required Mathematical applications and 
manipulations.  This includes, but not limited to; rounding answers correctly, giving answers to the appropriate numbers 
of significant figures, using usual mathematical instruments such as a protractor to measure angles (see question 2 
(b)) and (c) and a ruler to measure length (see question 3 (a)(i)) and drawing graphs.  In addition, a large number of 
candidates also struggled to demonstrate scientific experimental skills such as recording of data in tables in a logical 
manner including constancy and consistency in decimal places and significant figures, plotting graphs including the  
use of sensible scales, drawing lines of best fit (straight lines and smooth curves), calculation of gradient, using a given 
scale to determine the actual length (see question 3 (a)(ii)), drawing conclusions from given experimental quantitative 
data (see question 3 (e)).

Overall, the candidates’ performance in this paper give an impression that they were not sufficiently exposed to 
assessment objective C (practical – experimental and investigative – skills and abilities) aspects of the syllabus that 
should prepare them to take an Alternative to Practical Paper.  These include the suggested practical activities at the 
end of each topic; Topic 1 (scientific processes) as well as Annexe A (Practical assessment and Paper 3, Alternative to 
practical paper).  It should be highlighted that the Annexes in the syllabus are there to provide additional information to 
teachers and candidates regarding aspects of the subject which cannot be explicitly stated in the specific objectives in 
the syllabus.  It is therefore important that candidates are taken through and be informed about these Annexes plus all 
other additional information in the syllabus preamble and assessment sections.

It should also be emphasised that candidates need to have a thorough grounding in practical work during the NSSCO 
course, including reflection and discussion on the precautions taken to improve reliability and control of variables. 
Candidates should be aware that as this paper tests an understanding of experimental work, explanations will need to 
be based on data from the question and practical experience rather than theoretical considerations.  Numerical answers 
should be expressed clearly, to the appropriate number of significant figures and with a correct unit, where applicable. 
Candidates should know that these techniques will be tested at some point in the paper.  Candidates should be ready 
to apply their practical knowledge to unusual situations.  Questions should be read carefully to ensure that they are 
answered appropriately.

COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

Question 1

(a) Well answered.  Only a handful of candidates lost marks by making mistakes such as attaching a 
wrong unit to the answer.

(b) Poorly answered.  Most of the candidates gave answers which were more befitting question 2 (d) 
rather than 2 (a).  It appears that candidates missed the focus on this question that it is to ensure 
accurate temperature readings.

(c) (i) Fairly to satisfactorily answered.  Some candidates lost marks because of including units in the 
column of the table.  Candidates should be aware of the appropriate conventions of recording 
data in tables.

 (ii) Poorly answered.  It appears that many candidates did not recognise that they needed to find the 
difference between the initial and final temperature in each case to find the change in temperature.

 (iii) Very poorly answered.  Many candidates calculated average temperature rather than rate of 
cooling.  Many failed to use their answer in (c)(i) to find the rate of cooling.

(d) Moderately answered. Some candidates specified incomplete factors for example ‘temperature’ in 
general without specifying whether they are referring to room temperature or ‘initial temperature’ of 
water.  In general, candidates needed to use the understanding on how to make experiments fair.
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Question Answer Additional guidance Mark
1  (a)  (i) 19 (ºC)  1
   (b) • view perpendicular to the level of thermometer 

liquid (to avoid parallax error)
• stir before taking reading
• keep thermometer at same level / not 

touching container walls
• allow thermometer liquid to expand 

completely
• keep thermometer in water while taking 

readings

owtte
any 2

2

   (c)  (i) 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, 360  all correct 1
   (c)  (ii) A (79 – 64 =) 15 (ºC) AND B (76 – 65 =) 11 (ºC)  both correct, accept negative 

values
1

   (c)  (iii) (15/360 =) 0.042  ºC/s or (15/6 =) 2.5 ºC/min at least 2sf, ecf from c(ii) 2
   (d) Same volume of water 

Same initial temperature 
Same material for lid 
Same material/ type of container 
Same room temperature 

Any 1  1

Total 8

Question 2

(a) Satisfactorily.  A large number of candidates managed to score this mark.

(b) Poorly answered.  It seems that it was a struggle for many candidates to use a protractor and only a 
handful of candidates measured the angle correctly.

(c) Well answered.  This question was accessible to the majority.

(d) (i) Moderately answered.  Many candidates managed to get at least 1 out of 2 marks.  Many 
candidates lost a mark due to inconsistency in significant figure or incorrect rounding.

 (ii) Poorly answered.  Only a handful of candidates scored in the range of 1 to 3 out of 5 marks.  
Candidates lost marks for a variety of reasons such as:

• Labelling of axes:  Many candidates swopped the axes although the guidance in the question was 
clear as to which quantity ought to be labelled on the x-axis and which one on the y-axis.  Some 
candidates left the axes unlabelled altogether while some included wrong units in the label such as°.

• Scale:  Many candidates lost marks by using complicated scales which made them struggle to have 
uniform intervals, and as a result, lost marks for the scale.  Some candidates used small scales which 
did not cover at least half of the grid either in the vertical (y-axis), horizontal (x-axis) or both directions, 
and lost marks.  Some candidates ignored the guidance which is already given in the question that 
they did not need to start their axes at the origin (0, 0).

• Plotting:  Most of the candidates who used complicated scales struggled to plot their data according 
to their scale and lost marks as a result.  Some candidates struggled to plot points within half a 
square (1 mm).  Some candidates plotted blobs (very large plots) which covered more than half a 
small square (1mm) up to a complete square or even more, making it difficult to judge where exactly 
a particular point was plotted.

• Line of best fit:  Most of the candidates were unable to draw the line of best fit (which is a straight 
line in this case).  Many candidates lost marks for various reasons such as joining the plotted points 
dot to dot with a ruler or by free hand, or drawing straight lines of best fit which are waving, hairy or 
feathering, or drawing a straight line which is not balancing the plotted points appropriately.

Teachers are encouraged to put more emphasis on drawing of graphs (Topic 1.2.3 and Annexe A 2 
(l).
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 (iii) Very poorly answered.

Only a handful of candidates obtained the correct answer.  Most candidates were unable to determine the 
gradient from their straight line of best fit, some candidates chose plotted points which are not on their 
straight line of best fit.  Others swopped the equation to determine gradient by wrongly using ∆x∆y  instead 
of using the correct one which is ∆y

∆x  .  Some candidates had the formula correct as ∆y
∆x  but they substituted 

incorrectly and got a negative gradient instead of a positive gradient for instance.

Question Answer Additional guidance Mark
2 (a) line at the centre and ┴ to AB and O labelled  judge by eye 1
   (b) i = 25° ± 1° drawn to the left of the normal  measure the angle 1
   (c) (180° - 170° =) 10°  c.a.o 1
   (d)  (i) All 12 values correctly 

calculated 

penalise inconsistency in 
significant figures (2 sf)

2

        (ii) axes labelled with quantity with no units 
scales suitable and range values covering at least 
half of grid 
all six plots correct to ½ small square 
well judged thin line (≤½ small square) of best fit 

ecf from 2d(i)
award () for 3 to 5 plots 
correct to ½ small square 

5

       (iii) indication on graph in both x and y dimensions 
substitution of points ()
1.3 – 1.6 

Indicate with a triangle, 
coordinates or clearly drawn 
lines, the distance between 
points taken should cover 
over half of graph

consider ecf from graph

3

Total 13

Question 3

(a) (i) Well answered.  A significant number of candidates managed to measure correctly using a ruler 
and gave answers within the expected range.  Although it was expected that all candidates 
score this mark, a few candidates lost marks for example by measuring in cm while the guidance 
on the paper includes mm on the answer space, or stating a measurement in mm which was 
completely out of the expected range.  This was unexpected because a ruler is one of the 
simplest measuring instruments that all candidates ought to be able to use comfortably and correctly. 

 (ii) Many candidates were unable to convert their measured values to 15th full scale.  Most candidates 
divided their answers to (a) (i) by 5 (or multiplied it by 15th ) instead of multiplying their answer by 
5.  This was quite surprising as this is expected to be a simple mathematical skill.

(b) Fairly answered.  Some candidates lost marks due to swopping of ammeter and voltmeter, this means 
that they could not identify from the connection of the electric circuit in Fig.3.1 (series and parallel 
connection of the meters) to deduce the instruments.  Some candidates lost marks due to misspelling 
of ‘ammeter’ and ‘voltmeter’.  A common misspelling was “volmeter”.

(c) Poorly answered.  Many candidates seemed to have missed how to read the scales and what each 
division on the meter represents.  Only a few candidates managed to score 1 to 2 marks at this part.

(d) (i) Poorly answered. Some candidates were able to score 1 out of 2 marks at this part, they mostly 
lost the second mark due to inconsistency in the recording of data, and instead of recording as 
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4.00 they recorded as either 4 or 4.0, which was penalised.

 (ii) Satisfactorily answered.  This mark was accessible to the average candidate.  Some candidates 
lost marks by writing completely wrong units such as ampere and watts, it appears that some 
were just guessing random units.

(e) Satisfactory.  Many candidates were able to score 1 out of 2 marks at this part, which was mostly 
for the statement.  Hardly any candidates scored any marks for the justification.  It is expected that 
candidates are able to explain direct proportionality by making deductions in the context of given 
experimental data.

Question Answer Additional guidance Mark
3 (a) (i) 20 ±1 (mm)  whole number only 1
        (ii) (20 × 5) = 100 (mm)  ecf from 3(a)(i) 1
   (b) 1 – ammeter 

2 – voltmeter 
2

   (c) indication of V = 0.3 (V)
indication of I = 0.58 (A)

2

   (d) (i) 4.00  
3 significant figures 

penalise inconsistency in 
significant figures (3 sf)

1

        (ii) (V /) V and (R /) Ω  accept units in words 2
   (e) Yes 

x/R is a constant value/ x and R increase in 
ratio / when x doubles, R also doubles 

owtte

Total 11

Question 4

Poorly answered.  This question proved that the majority of candidates did not have much exposure to this or a similar 
practical activity as they appeared clueless on how to approach the question.  The majority of candidates ended up 
describing different practical activities such as Hooke’s law.

The marks were categorised according to marking points (MP) as follow:

1 Method:  5 marks

•	 MP1 – this was satisfactorily answered.  Many candidates who scored 1 out of 8 marks were able to score 
this mark.

•	 MP2 – this was satisfactorily answered.  It was expected that the candidates make reference to measuring 
of the physical quantity (length of string), using the appropriate measuring instrument given in the list of 
apparatus (metre ruler).

•	 MP3 – Poorly answered.  The candidates were expected to indicate how to manipulate the setup to carry out 
the experiment by displacing the mass at an angle and release it to oscillate.  In most cases, the action was 
missing in this part.  Candidates were expected to mention what they would do to initiate the oscillations.

•	 MP4 – Poorly answered.  It was expected that candidates make reference to the given measuring instrument 
in the list of apparatus (stopwatch) to measure the physical quantity (time for a number of oscillations).  
Many candidates made reference to measuring only one oscillation.  Other candidates made reference 
to measuring time from when the oscillations start up to when the oscillations completely stop.  This was 
penalised.

•	 MP5 – Satisfactorily answered.  Some candidates were able to indicate that they would adjust the length 
and repeat time measurements as expected.  A vague reference to repeats was not sufficient as it is 
not clear whether the candidate was referring to using adjusting the length of the string or repeating the 
measurements of time at the same length.  Other candidates missed the point of the aim of the investigation 
altogether and went on to mention adjusting mass instead.

2 Control variables:  1 mark

• MP6 – Poorly answered.  It appears that many candidates did not understand what it means to have control 
variables because they were mostly writing a long list of variables, implying that they will control almost all 
variables in the experiment, which is unexpected.  Topic 1.2.1 on page 6 of the 6118 Physics syllabus clearly 
states that learners should be able to “distinguish between dependent, independent and control variables”.  
Candidates were expected to identify at least one variable to keep constant.  The mass or angle of swing 
were correct suggestions.  Some candidates suggested keeping the length constant and changing mass.  
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This meant that they are deviating from the intended investigation because they are required to investigate 
whether the length of the string affects the period of a pendulum.

3 Table:  1 mark

•	 MP7 – very poorly answered.  It was expected that candidates indicate which readings would be displayed 
in their table or tables, which would enable them to investigate whether the length of a string affects the 
period of a pendulum.  It was expected that they would have length (of string) and time taken (for a number of 
oscillations) as raw data, as well as period as processed data from the time taken.

4 Conclusion

•	 MP8 – very poorly answered.  Many candidates could not demonstrate how they would use their data / 
readings to reach a conclusion.  Instead, many just quoted the relationship between length and period of 
pendulum from theory, which was penalised.

Question Answer Additional guidance Mark
4 Method 

• MP1 Attach string to solid mass and attach to 
retort stand 

• MP2 Measure length of string using a metre 
ruler 

• MP3 Pull pendulum to one side and release so 
that it oscillates 

• MP4 Start the stopwatch and measure the time 
taken for a number (at least 5) of oscillations 

• MP5 Change the length of string and repeat 
time measurements (for at least 4 or 5 different 
lengths of string)  

5

Control variables
• MP6 use same mass piece for various lengths 

/ keep the mass constant / keep same angle of 
release 

Any 1 1

Table
• MP7 A table to show length (of string), time 

taken for a number of oscillations and period 

1

Conclusion 
• MP8 Plot a graph of period against string 

length with a line of best fit to show the 
relationship/compare the changes in period 
and string length to see if there is a pattern. 

1

Total 8

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS

First and foremost, it is important to highlight that in terms of assessment objectives, there is a significant difference 
in the NSSCO Physics Paper 3 compared to the old curriculum NSSCO Physical Science Paper 3.  Page 39 of the 
NSSCO Physics syllabus specifies that Paper 3 is only comprised of Assessment Objective C questions, the entire 
40 marks, whilst the old curriculum NSSCO Physical Science Paper 3 used to be comprised of a combination of 
Assessment Objective A, B and C questions.  This means that teachers need to put a great emphasis on assessment 
objective C and also make practical work an integral part of teaching and learning.

Once again, the manner in which learners responded to the questions in this paper, to a large extent, demonstrated 
that candidates lack conceptual understanding and exposure to practical experiences.  Teachers are encouraged to use 
easily accessible and locally available / familiar materials to conduct practical activities in their classrooms.  Annexe A 
on Page 43 of the syllabus outlines the experimental contexts that guide the assessment objective C skills.  At the end 
of each topic in the syllabus, there are also suggested practical activities.  These should serve as a guide regarding the 
expectations of Paper 3.

Lastly, although NSSCO Physics used to be an integral part of NSSCO Physical Science as a Physics section (together 
with Chemistry), it is important to highlight that when Physics became a standalone subject, it became much more 
demanding compared to when it was just one of the two sections in the old NSSCO Physical Science curriculum.  Thus, 
the teaching of the NSSCO Physics needs to be done in the depth that it deserves and not just exactly the same way 
we have been teaching the old NSSCO Physical Science curriculum.
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WOODWORK
6190

Paper 1

General comments

2021 candidates achieved a marginal improvement compared to the 2020 candidates, mainly in knowledge base 
questions. The question paper consisted of 25 marks related to sketching the answer. Overall sketching was the 
downfall for most candidates.

Comments on individual questions

Section A

1 (a) Candidates needed to consider the unsafe conditions seen in the picture of a workshop and not list 
general unsafe conditions. 

The correct answers should’ve referred to:
 - no proper organisation 
 - tools are not stored safely 
 - non-essential equipment in the danger zone 
 - waste materials on the floor 
 - materials not stored correctly and safely

(b) (i) Safety feature refers to a part on the machine that’s function is solely the safety of the user.
The only correct answer was the:
guard

 (ii) The contents in a first aid kit refers to basic items only.  Some learners listed items only found 
in specialized kits. The contents needed to list was:

 - latex gloves
 - pain tablets  
 - Bandages
 - ointment
 - Plasters
 - Scissors

2 (a) The correct box to tick was ratchet brace but , many learners got this one wrong.

(b) Correctly giving the use of the a ratchet brace seemed easy as the majority answered “to drill holes”

(c) The tool shown in the pic could be confusing since there are other tools that look similar, but overall 
it was answered well.  The two possible answers where:
 - Marking knife
 - Striking knife

3 If candidates struggled to answer this question.  It would simply mean they have not used or where not 
of this tool.  To avoid misinterpreting the Lamello machine with an electric plane the examiner added few 
biscuits in the picture. 

4 The following was expected and most of the learners got it correct.
 - Wear none latex gloves before starting any procedures
 - Stop Bleeding. 
 - Apply direct pressure on the cut or wound with a clean cloth, tissue, or piece of   gauze until bleeding stops. 
 - Clean Cut or Wound. Gently clean with soap and warm water. 
 - Protect the Wound. Apply antibiotic cream to reduce risk of infection and cover with a sterile bandage.
 - Call for a doctor when observed that injured person’s condition does not change. 
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5 Candidates where asked to complete the dove tail joint. Some got it wrong, a few left it untouched and a 
handful got it correct

6 (a) (i) Candidates where asked to sketch a 3-ply board showing the direction of the layers.  They can    
show the direction by drawing the wood grain or they could’ve made use of arrows.

(b) Reasons for using preservatives were asked.  Meaning the most basic of reasons would do.  The 
expected answers where

 - Enhancing the appearance
 - Protection
 - Prolonging life span
 - Creating smooth surface

(b) Question requested a T-bar clamp to be identified.  Most candidates confused T-Bar and Sash clamp. 

7 Candidates had to identify a flush hinge that appears in the grade 8 option B syllabus but most 
candidates got it wrong.

8 A table needed to be completed by filling in missing dimensions that was given in a drawing.  It was 
disappointing to see that many candidates cannot interpret drawings.

Description Quantity Length  Width Thickness 
Sides 2 150 120 15
Dowel 2 160 10 10
Base 1 105 105 15
Back 1 205 130 15

9 Define natural seasoning. Well answered across all centres. The desired answer was :

 - Natural seasoning is the process in which timber is seasoned by  
subjecting it to the natural elements such as air.      

10 The question asked to state the use of a bench vice. Nearly all candidates aced this question. The 
desired answer was.

 - Their sole purpose is to hold the object underneath, with grip and thereby work on the object. Simple 
examples of such works could be planning, drilling and sawing.

Section B

11 (a) (i) Conversion methods had to be identified.  Through and through was identified correctly but 
many candidates confused radial sawing with quarter sawing.
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 (ii) Give advantages of radial sawing.  Since many identified the method incorrectly they tended to 
get the advantages also wrong.  The desired answer was.

 - Figured oak of a result of a rays being exposed
 - Quarter sawn board retain their shape better than plain sawn boards and tend to shrink  less
 - Making them well Certain hard wood cut in this fashion produce beautiful figured boards
 - For suited for good class joinery work and flooring

 (iii) This was of the best answered questions. The desired answer was:

 - Tree don’t grow taller 
 - Bark become rough
 - Dead branches appear in the crown  
 - Crown gets broader/leaves gets smaller

(b (i) The question asked for the affects that knots have on timber regarding workability.

Most candidates did not consider “workability”. Meaning they did not fully read the question.  They 
should have referred to :
 - Wood knots weaken wood strength.
 - Cracking occurs
 - Warping
 - The ease of working the lumber.
 - Defects that lower the lumber’s value for structural purposes where strength is critical

 (ii) This question was poorly answered although it’s a simple knowledge question. but 
communicating via drawings seems to be a hiccup at most centres. A simply sketch of a 
cupped plank would have done.

12 (a) Many candidates can not sketch in explosive view and did not know what a housing joint is.

The desired answer should have shown:

 

(b) (i) Easy question that was actually previously asked in the paper, well answered. 

Correct suggestion was:
varnish
oil based paint
oil
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 (ii) The reasons for using these finishes should have considered the bench and not General use. 
Reasons should have been:
 - protective against water/weather 
 - for decoration purpose
 - or for the smooth finish

(c) (i) The question asked to suggest a method of avoiding rust on a hinge.  Many candidates 
Mentioned rust spray which incorrect cause rust spray is used on already rusted items.

         They should have answered:
 - oil painted
 - grease and oil to block out moisture and air.
 - Use a rust-proof primer on the hinge.  

13 (a) The candidates had identify deformed racks and give a remedy. Many candidates Interpreted the 
question wrong and added sketching onto the figure while the question asked to describe a possible remedy.

Possible remedies should have referred to :
 - Built in a rail in the centre or at the front and back of the frame structure to support the shelves 

sufficiently or properly.

(b) The question asked for a suitable adhesive with a reason, strange glues were mentioned whilst 
in woodwork we basically just use wood glue and the reason for using wood glue is for adhesive 
strength and its transparency.

(c) Notes and sketches to describe the making of a joint was asked but once again the sketching was 
very disappointing.  The figures below shows what was expected:

 
  mark off accurately 

  
  cutting process: - 

                  
                   removing of waste

(d) State three reasons for using stain was requested for three marks. The expected answers 
should have referred to :

 - The primary purpose of stain is to colour wood, while offering certain protections as a result of the 
colouring and absorption of the stain deep into the wood. 

 - Perhaps the most common reason to use stain as protection is against ultraviolet light

14 (a) The question asked “what cause planks to split” in the context of defects although some Candidates 
mention man-made reasons such chopping, nailing etc. the desired answers had to

 - Refer to the drying process been faulty
 - The end grain have less moisture in relation with the rest of the planks that is why it is splitting.

(b) Candidates had to list advantages of seasoning for three marks. Very few got full marks. Most 
received only two.  They should have answered the following:

 - To increase dimensional stability. Wood shrinks across the grain (not along the grain) when it dries.
 - To reduce or eliminate attack by decay or stain.  Wood that is dried below 20 percent moisture content 

is not susceptible to decay or sap staining.
 - To reduce the weight..
 - To increase the strength

(c) (i) Basic sawing tools were requested but mixed the two answers.  Possible reason is that the 
Label B was placed on top and label A at the bottom.
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 - A should have been any wood saw that cuts straight lines and
 - B any wood saw that cut curves

 (ii) the steps to producing the sides should have included notes and sketches showing Marking out 
as well as sawing procedure.

15 (a) (i) Unfortunately their was a missing chisel in the paper but if learners answered the two correct

They would receive a mark for the missing chisel. The correct names for the chisels were:
 - Mortise Chisel
 - Bevel edge
 - Firimer Chisel 

 (ii) Candidates were asked show steps to repair a chisel. Most misunderstood the question or was 
never taught how to sharpen a chisel. Answers such as “use a grinder” is not acceptable.

Refer to :
 - clamp chisel firmly and the tip until it’s flat again
 - use grinder wheel to get the desired shape
 - use a file to get the final shape
 - use course stone to refine the shape
 - suitable sketches and notes
 - use finer stone lastly

(b) Characteristics of dolf wood should have referred to:
 - beautiful grain
 - works and machine easily
 - good for interior use and furniture making

(c) (i) Many candidates answered screw B incorrect although these screws appear in their grade 6 
syllabus.  The correct screw were.

 - A - Round head 
 - B - Raised head

 (ii) sketches and notes showing joining wood using a screw was asked for but most candidates did 
not include the pilot hole and shank hole. Sketches should’ve shown..

  

(d) The stated candidates to refer to leaves, seeds and uses. Many described the wood instead. 
Most lost 6 marks because of not reading the question properly.

A: Mopani trees
- leaves are broad
- seeds are flat
- wood is use for furniture making
- neat clear sketches  

B: Dolf
- compound leaves/ovate-elliptic
- seeds are strong or round shaped
- wood is used for furniture and boat building
- neat clear sketches
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6190
Paper 2

General comments

The DNEA gives thanks to all the center’s that put in effort to have all materials and tools ready for the examination. 
It’s been noticed that in some regions centers find it difficult to get all the materials needed.  Photographic evidence 
also shows that some centers do not have the proper required tools and had to use make-shift equipment.       

Comments on individual questions

Part A

Candidates where requested to list tools that where needed to make the product. (List below) 
• Encourage candidates not to list two tools with a similar use such “mortise gauge and marking gauge” or “steel 

rule and folding rule”. 
• Candidates should specify the tool and not simply give the common name such as “chisel instead of mortise 

chisel
• Candidates should not list materials or accessories. Some candidates listed “handle” as a tool or screws as a tool.
- Pencil
- Steel rule
- Marking knife
- Mortise gauge / marking gauge
- Dove tail saw / Tenon saw
- 6mm, 12mm and 25mm chisels
- Mallet
- Jack plane or Smoothing plane

To the woodwork teacher

Please note that Part A should be marked by DNEA and not by the teachers at center’s.

Part B

This part had to be partially marked by the subject teachers and photographic evidence had to be sent to DNEA.  
Most marks were fairly and honestly awarded, some were somewhat strict and some very lenient.  Photographic 
evidence was included by all schools but the quality of some could have been better.
Congratulations to all seven center’s offering woodwork for complying with proper PPE protocols.

Advise to the teachers

Teachers are not allowed to assist in the preparation of the material besides what was required by DNEA. 
Candidates were asked to produce 6mm grooves for a hardboard to slide in using only the given tools. Meaning the 
groove needed to be made with a back saw and a 6mm chisel. Do not let them or the teacher use a circular saw to cut 
these grooves. 

Part C

Candidates where asked to write a short evaluation of the product they made.
The desired answer should’ve referred to most work done as well as a general reflection and pointing out some 
imperfections.

To the woodwork teacher

Please note that Part C should be marked by DNEA and not by the teachers at center’s.
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6190
Paper 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

The coursework for 2021showed some improvement and is overall acceptable according to the fact that altogether 
above average mark was achieved.  Regional Offices should make sure that Examiner’s Reports are studied and 
recommendations drafted for implementation purposes from the regions to the schools. 

Regional Offices should give continuous professional development (CPD) programmes for teachers teaching woodwork.  
If possible networking with DNEA, NIED and other regions with Senior Education Officers as well as relevant stakeholders 
should be initiated to have teachers capacitated and assisted on a regular basis.  The common mistakes centres made 
during the 2021 design folder are found in fewer centres than previous.  Too much attention and time was spent on 
unrequested criterion.  Introduction, design brief and specification were not needed in the folder.  The folder starts in 
Grade 10 and should be completed in the second term of Grade 11, yet some folders submitted show that very little 
time was spent on them.  One can draw the conclusion that Centre Reports are not studied and recommendations not 
implemented by many centres.  Due to the defiant negligence by some centres, the assistance of the Regional Directors 
is needed to make sure that Senior Education Officers and Circuit Inspectors study and analyse these reports and 
monitor that the recommendations are implemented at schools that present woodwork as a subject.

Once again, Regional Offices, principals and HOD’s are pleaded to take the responsibility to ensure that the folders 
and projects are monitored throughout Grades 10 and 11.  Towards the end of the second term of the Grade 11 year.

The folders should be internally moderated before the marks are dispatched to DNEA for external moderation.  Regional 
Offices must make sure that NSSC schools are provided with the necessary materials and tools for candidates to build 
quality models.  DNEA observed that some centres’ projects were compromised by the lack of adequate resources.

Candidates who do not submit photographic evidence is not acceptable and marks are awarded for the quality of 
products by the centres.  There were a few cases where candidates made poor problem selections and outcomes and 
showed little evidence of imaginative interpretation and creativity.  The sample of work presented for moderation was 
suitable in most cases and centres generally applied the assessment criteria appropriately, although, in some cases, 
this was not at the correct level.

All folders must include clear photographic evidence that includes the production stages (selection of materials, 
marking, measuring, cutting, joining and finishing and testing of the artefacts, in addition to an overall view of the 
final product, showing detail to support the awarding of marks.

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT HEADINGS

Generation and Exploration of ideas

Candidates have a tendency to simply cut out pictures or download pictures from internet sites and use as their ideas. 
The overall intension is that learners should use their own ideas and presented as a drawing.

At least four ideas are acceptable but each idea needs details such as materials needed, size and dimensions, reasoning 
for selection, evaluation and some evidence of testing.

Development of Proposed Solution

Compared to the previous year, this section had a big improvement.  Candidates included Isometric, freehand, 
orthographic and exploded drawings.  Details of joining methods as well as materials used were shown.  Photographic 
evidence can also be used and justify why this idea was chosen.

Planning for production

As in 2020, this is the part were most candidates lost valuable marks.  This is where candidates can show evidence 
of genuine design creativity and not copies from one or another source. Some candidates included a step by step 
plan enhanced by clearly annotated sketches and others just presented a timeline.  These steps can be presented 
most successfully through sketches and candidates should be encouraged to include everything that comes to mind. 
Annotations should include comments as to how an idea might link to the specification.
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Product realisation

Appraisal can be given to the majority of centres that produced all that was required from them. 

Testing and Evaluation

Only a small number of candidates included photographic evidence to show the testing of the product, which is 
commendable. They are, however, encouraged to link the outcome of the original specifications and make objective 
judgements on the success of their products.

The section should also include suggestions for further modifications or possible future improvements. Therefore 
centres are urged to ensure that the specifications are fully evaluated and tested in this section, which will guarantee 
maximum marks for the candidates.
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